


A. Globalization, Specialization and Innovation Dynamics 

A.1 Introduction 

Economic globalization means the combined growth of trade and foreign direct 
investment (FDI) on a worldwide scale. FDI grew particularly in the 1980s and 
1990s, when the role of multinational companies started to grow strongly for vari-
ous reasons: 

Privatization in many countries around the globe has created a larger menu for 
international mergers and acquisitions. For example, the infrastructure sector in 
Europe, Asia, Latin America and Africa has become strongly shaped by multi-
national companies. 
Regional integration in North America (NAFTA), Latin America (MERCO- 
SUR), Europe (EU, most notably the full establishment of the EU single market 
in 1992) and Asia (ASEAN) created larger regional markets which in turn, 
raised the optimum firm size – this in turn implied strong motives for mergers 
and acquisitions, including international M&As. 
Opening up and systemic transformation in China in the 1980s and in Eastern 
Europe as well as the former Soviet Union have enlarged both the opportunities 
for trade and foreign direct investment.  

About 1/3 of OECD countries’ trade is intra-company trade, that is, trade 
within multinational companies (MNCs), so that foreign direct investment is cru-
cial for three reasons: 

international trade – which includes trade in intermediate products; and grow-
ing intra-industrial trade whose expansion is linked to the rise of per capita in-
come (the demand for differentiated products is a positive function of per capita 
income, y; and y can be raised by foreign direct investment inflows). Trade, in 
turn, can be reinforced by regional and global trade liberalization 
capital formation in the host country; 
international technology transfer: as markets for both patents and technologies 
are quite imperfect, the bulk of technology transfer is either intra-MNC  
technology transfer or – similar to the exchange of hostages – cross-licensing a-
mong MNCs.  

There are various types of trade. International differences in preferences, dif-
ferences in productivity, economies of scale and geographical proximity can all 
explain international trade. Regional integration schemes also stimulate trade 
which in turn could raise economic growth through higher investment-GDP ratios 
or through efficiency gains. LEVINE/RENELT (1992) found that a higher degree 
of economic openness raises the availability of physical capital but leaves effi-
ciency unchanged. KORMENDI/MEGUIRE (1985) found weak empirical evi-
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dence that a higher trade share raises growth through increased efficiency. 
SHEEHEY (1995) finds that a higher degree of openness – as proxied by the ex-
port share – stimulates economic growth and contributes to improved efficiency. 
This, however, leaves open the question which sectors particularly benefit from 
economic opening up and trade. As regards foreign direct investment inflows 
(FDI) such investments could go to the tradables sector – giving a long term 
stimulus to exports – or the nontradables sector. In both cases, imports of machin-
ery and equipment could increase if the host country is poorly endowed with capi-
tal. Foreign investors (e.g., from the US or Germany) often have a tendency to in-
deed import machinery and equipment from the country where the headquarters is 
located or use the same supplier from a third country which has successfully spe-
cialized as a producer and exporter of machinery and equipment. 

Convergence issues and technology dynamics have been found to be interde-
pendent in recent empirical analysis. JUNGMITTAG (2004) shows for the EU15 
countries that technological specialization contributes to economic growth. In-
deed, there are technological differences among OECD countries so that the as-
sumption of identical production functions across countries – a basic ingredient of 
the Heckscher-Ohlin approach – cannot easily be defended unless there is techno-
logical convergence across countries. Empirical analysis has also shown that 
OECD countries absolutely abundant in skilled labor are net exporters in R&D-
intensive industries and – with relatively weak evidence – that countries with a 
large domestic market will be net exporters of scale intensive goods 
(TORSTENSSON, 1998). Economic opening up of eastern Europe has, however, 
revealed that some of the small transition countries (Hungary and Czech Republic 
in 2001) have a positive revealed comparative advantage in scale intensive goods 
(BORBÉLY, 2004). 

As regards international economic convergence it is clear that there can be no 
full convergence in a simple neoclassical framework unless capital intensities have 
converged in open economies with free trade. According to neoclassical theory, 
changes in capital intensity are associated with changes in the structure of output 
and trade. Is it possible to easily classify the structure of output and trade? Fur-
thermore, can standard models of trade explain international trade dynamics? This 
trade is characterized by trade growing faster than national output and by intra-
industrial trade gaining in relative importance in the long run. Moreover, trade 
with intermediate products seems to be growing relatively fast, namely in the con-
text of growing vertical foreign direct investment. 

Free trade brings equalization of relative goods prices and this in turn will bring 
about equalization of relative factor prices. This is the basic message of the Heck-
scher-Ohlin-Samuelson (HOS) model which assumes competition in goods mar-
kets and factor markets – so that capital K and labor L are rewarded in accordance 
with their respective marginal product – and considers two goods produced in both 
countries with identical technologies under autarky. There is factor mobility 
within each country, but there is no international factor mobility; opening this up 
leads only to trade. After economic opening up there will be structural change in 
accordance with changes in the relative price. This is the standard model in eco-
nomics which is useful for analyzing some of the effects of economic opening up 
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as well as trade liberalization. It is also useful to some extent, for understanding 
the effects of regional integration – see for example, the case of the EU where 
considerable economic catching-up has occurred without much migration. This 
holds at least for the case of southern EU enlargement in the 1980s when Greece 
(1981) and later Spain and Portugal (1986) joined the Community. However, the 
HOS approach has certain deficiencies as we will see. Taking a broader look at 
global trade liberalization is quite useful in this context. 
The economic opening up of China has increased the global supply of unskilled 
workers, and this process will continue as long as there is excess supply in China’s 
agriculture (so well into the middle of the 21st century). China’s opening up will 
thus lead to a fall in wages, at least of the wages of unskilled workers worldwide. 
The relative fall of unskilled workers’ wages in the 1980s and 1990s in the US, the 
UK and a few other countries has been interpreted in this sense, or it has been at-
tributed to biased technological progress. That is, in model with unskilled labor, 
skilled labor (“human capital”) and capital, the progress rate for unskilled labor is 
relatively high, and this then reduces the relative wage of unskilled workers 
worldwide. It is not really clear to which extent biased technological progress or 
the economic opening up of China has brought about the relative fall of unskilled 
labor (e.g., WOOD, 1999). To some extent one also could argue that the economic 
opening up of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union has increased the 
global supply of unskilled labor. (There is a caveat since one may argue that East-
ern Europe and the former Soviet Union represent a well-educated labor force.)  

A.2 Approaches in Modern Macroeconomics 

Modern macroeconomics to a large extent has switched towards approaches which 
rely on explicit micro foundation and intertemporal optimization analysis. Such 
work is useful for many issues as it allows the understanding of the models me-
chanics to some extent. In a survey of modern open economy macroeconomics 
LANE (2002) points out the important role of the Obstfeld-Rogoff Redux model 
(OBSTFELD/ROGOFF, 1995) and concludes (p.48): “Although the impact effects 
of shocks on real variables in many cases are largely similar to those predicted by 
traditional reduced-form models, the intertemporal nature of the recent models 
also allows the tracking of dynamic effects. More importantly, the solid micro 
foundations embedded in these models permits welfare analysis, which can gener-
ate some surprising results. In turn, welfare analysis opens the door to rigorous 
policy evaluation, providing new foundations for the analysis of international pol-
icy interdependence. In related fashion, the stochastic versions of these new mod-
els are well-designed for making meaningful comparisons across different policy 
regimes. As is readily apparent…many welfare results are highly sensitive to the 
precise denomination of price stickiness, the specification of preferences and fi-
nancial structure. For this reason, any policy recommendations emanating from 
this literature must be highly qualified.” 

There is, however, no doubt that models with explicit optimization behaviour 
often are quite useful. Even if the real world is not characterized by fully flexible 
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prices, a dynamic general equilibrium model with optimizing agents and full price 
flexibility – e.g. BAXTER/KING (1993) – can be quite useful. This is because it 
gives a better understanding of fiscal policy transmission effects in a setting with 
very high price flexibility. So if the expansion of information and communication 
technology should bring about generally greater price flexibility one can thus get a 
better idea about the potential relevance of fiscal policy in the age of the digital 
economy. In the BAXTER/KING model, fiscal policy has a negative wealth effect 
implied by tax financed, rising government expenditure which brings about a re-
duction of private consumption along with an increase in labour supply, so that 
output and employment increase while the wage rate falls – this is a potentially 
crucial “wealth effect”. This view is in sharp contrast to the Keynesian model 
which implies that expansionary fiscal policy will raise output, consumption and 
employment. One should note, however, that the BAXTER/KING results rely on 
the assumption that government’s fiscal policy means a rise of government con-
sumption. The alternative, that fiscal policy is exclusively or partly a rise of R&D 
subsidies and hence a double impulse – namely a rise of aggregate demand (as 
new R&D equipment is purchased) and a rise of the level of technology (assuming 
that higher R&D capital stocks translates into a higher level of labour-saving tech-
nology or product innovations), is not discussed. In a world economy which is 
more and more characterized by Schumpeterian competition and where govern-
ment plays a crucial role with respect to R&D expenditures and human capital 
formation – complementary to R&D – one should indeed consider the implica-
tions of such a supply-side fiscal policy. As we will show some key aspects can be 
easily highlighted in the context of a neoclassical model; a modified Solow model 
makes clear that long term expectations with respect to long run equilibrium out-
put must take into account implications of modern growth models. With respect to 
monetary policy – analyzed in a new neoclassical synthesis approach by 
LINNEMANN/SCHABERT (2003) – there are also interesting aspects in this con-
text. From the perspective adopted here the most interesting policy perspectives 
concern a KEYNES-SOLOW model with money as the production function. An 
adequately specified growth model helps to avoid the TOBIN paradox according 
to which the introduction of money in a growth model implies a lower steady state 
capital intensity and hence a lower per captia income than the non-monetary 
SOLOW growth model (the KEYNES-SOLOW model developed here allows, in 
principle, the linking of the long run equilibrium solution of various growth mod-
els into a consistent medium term modelling). 

To some extent there is a trade-off between analytical rigor and relevance. Ide-
ally one would look for an intertemporal optimization framework with differenti-
ated goods and price adjustment costs as well as process innovations. However, it 
does not really make sense to use very complex models when simple macro mod-
elling gives complex analytical results. The microeconomic underpinning is, how-
ever, quite useful in the field of welfare analysis. KING (1993) has voiced harsh 
criticism about the viability of the traditional Keynesian IS-LM model since it ne-
glects the role of expectations; in his view rational expectations are a key ingredi-
ent of modern macroeconomics. PALACIO-VERA (2005) has argued that recent 
approaches that drop the LM curve and replace it through an interest rate reaction 
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function – as suggested by ROMER (2000) - are not really consistent with reality 
and do not consistently cover the interdependence of supply and demand. With re-
spect to the real world one may point out that adjustment cost functions for inves-
tors – see e.g. ABEL/BLANCHARD, 1983 – are important and that nominal price 
stickiness in the form of CALVO (1983) and YUN (1996) is useful for analyzing 
certain issues; the approach of YUN (1996) implies that profit maximization of 
symmetrical firms leads to a condition which states that the deviation of current 
inflation t from the steady state inflation #  – we dub this excess inflation - is a 
positive function of the deviation of real money balances from its steady state 
value m# (weighted with the level of consumption C); moreover, the expected in-
flation rate for t+1 positively affects “excess inflation”. 

A useful new neoclassical synthesis is the GOODFRIEND/KING (1997) ap-
proach and a rather simple hybrid model is the analysis of GOODFRIEND (2004). 
Basically, the model of GOODFRIEND (2004) refers to a closed economy and 
puts the focus on intertemporal optimization. Households maximize utility which 
refers to present consumption C1 and future consumption C2, at the same time 
households consider the work-leisure trade off (with leisure time F and working 
time L adding up to unity) which leads to a labour supply function Ls which posi-
tively depends on the real wage rate w=: W/P (W is nominal wage, P the price 
level of consumption goods) and negatively on consumption. Firms use a mark-up 
µ and are active in a regime with monopolistic competition.  

The household’s utility function is given by U(C1, C2) where utility refers to 
consumption in period 1 and period 2. Assuming given expected real income Y1
and Y2 the budget constraint for households – able to save or borrow at interest 
rate r - can be stated as C1+C2/(1+r)=Y1+Y2/(1+r) which implies with a logarith-
mic utility function U(C1,C2) = lnC1 + [1/(1+ )]lnC2. Here  is the time preference 
rate. The well-known result is C2/C1 = [1+r]/[1+ ]. Hence consumption will rise 
over time if the real interest rate exceeds the time preference rate. Labour supply – 
based on a logarithmic utility function (and taking into account the constraint that 
leisure time plus working time adds up to unity) is given by Ls = 1 – [C/w] where 
w is the real wage rate W/P (with W denoting the nominal wage rate and P he 
price of consumer goods). Labour productivity is denoted as  and a constant 
mark-up µ = P/k‘ is assumed; note that marginal costs k’=W/  and hence µ = 

/[W/P]= /w. The equilibrium wage then is w# = /µ# and the equilibrium labour 
supply is equal to Ls = 1- [ L/( /µ)] = 1/[1+µ#]. Equilibrium consumption is C# = 

/[1+µ]. The role of the interest rate becomes clear from the equilibrium expres-
sion (1+r#)= (1+ )( 2/ 1) so that a rise of labour productivity over time will raise 
the long run real interest rate. Inflation  is determined by the expected trend infla-
tion rate E( ) plus a term reflecting the impact of actual and future mark-up rates 
= f(µ1, Eµ2) + E( ). This model is indeed useful as a primer for analyzing inflation 
problems and monetary policy effectiveness in a closed economy. However, in the 
following analysis we rarely will deal with inflation and we often adopt a more 
conventional approach which we modify in various ways. 

With respect to the GOODFRIEND approach one should note one simple inter-
esting modification with respect to the role of productivity growth: If we assume 
that consumers anticipate that real consumption expenditures will raise aggregate 
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output and hence individual income (as the rational central planner would do), we 
will use a modified condition for utility maximization:  

C2/C1 = [1+r]/[1+ ]{(1- Y/ C1)/ /( 1- Y/ C2)} (1) 

The additional term is {…} which is positive as Y/ Ci is positive (for i=1,2); 
basically, there are two possible interpretations as one may consider an economy 
with consumption plus investment and look at first at a situation with initial un-
employment and full employment in period 2; or at full employment in both peri-
ods. In a model with initial unemployment Y/ C1 this indicates by how much 
quasi-equilibrium output – as defined by the goods market equilibrium condition – 
is raised through a rise of C and a fall of L. In a permanent full employment econ-
omy Y/ C2 is the marginal product of labour in the overall economy occurring as 
a consequence of higher consumption and hence lower labour input. 

Taking logs (and using ln[1+x] x) in the modified equilibrium condition for 
households gives:  

ln (C2/C1)= (r- )[ Y/ C2 - Y/ C1] (2) 

Interpreting Y/ Ci as the marginal product of the consumption goods sector 
we can argue that the ratio C2/C1 will rise over time if productivity – see the term 
[…] on the RHS of the equation - is increasing over time.  
One should note that complex dynamic optimization analyis does not always give 
crucial additional insights and certainly model-building will consider the relative 
analytical benefit from increased complexity; e.g. the message from the simple 
(GOODFRIEND) household optimization approach does not differ much from the 
continuous optimization analysis (see e.g. DIXIT, 1990, ch. 10) when households 
maximize discounted utility U – depending on consumption C – over an infinite 
time span (from t=0 to ): The representative household maximizes U(c) e’- t dt 
subject to the constraint dK/dt = F(K) – K – C; here C is consumption at point t, 
the depreciation rate of capital K and  F(K) is a simple production function with 
standard properties. The Hamiltonian is H= U(C) e’- t+ ’[F(K) – K – C] and the 
conditions dH/dC= 0 and d ’/dt = - H/ K lead to the optimum consumption plan 
described by dlnC/dt = [F’(K) – ( + )]/ . Note that we have assumed (with >0) a 
convenient utility function U(C)= C1- /1-  so that the parameter  = - CU”/U’. As 
long as the marginal product of capital exceeds +  consumption will increase 
over time. Since one can show that the capital stock K will finally reach a steady 
state K# it is clear that consumption then will be stationary and hence dlnC/dt=0 if 
F’(K)= + ; the latter indeed is the condition for profit maximization if we replace 
the time preference rate by the real interest rate.  

Certainly, the GOODFRIEND setup is an interesting approach. However, there 
are alternative models which refer both to the closed and the open economy. An 
important aspect emphasized in the following analysis is the focus on medium 
term and long run policy perspectives. In ageing societies – with longevity in-
creasing – long term decision-making might indeed become more important. 
Modern information and communication technology also could reinforce the em-
phasis on long run planning (WELFENS, 2005). 
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As long as the basic behavioural functions are in line with well established em-
pirical findings one should not worry too much about explicit microeconomic 
foundations since taking into account the broad range of alternative utility func-
tions used in modern Economics allows various aggregate functions to be derived  
rather easily. From an evolutionary perspective one also should emphasize that 
behavioural patterns rarely are characterized by strict profit maximization. Often 
managers in firms will simply want to achieve certain benchmarks, e.g. realize the 
same benchmark as the industry leader. Whether or not the industry leader itself is 
a profit-maximizing company remains to be seen. Finally, what looks like alterna-
tive approaches at first sight could in effect be complementary modelling efforts; 
e.g. in a period of turbulence many individuals will place less emphasis on long 
run equilibrium perspectives but rather on short term adjustment. As economic 
developments converge to normal dynamics in the medium term a more long term 
orientation might become more common again. 

A.3 Human Capital, Physical Capital and Innovations in Open 
Economies

An important element of growth dynamics is human capital formation. This has 
been emphasized by various authors, including LUCAS (1988) and GOULD/ 
/RUFFIN (1995). The mechanics of integrating human capital are rather simple if 
we follow MANKIW ET AL. (1992) as well as GOULD/RUFFIN. Output can be 
consumed, invested in physical capital formation or invested in the formation of 
human capital so that the equilibrium condition for the goods market reads (  de-
notes the depreciation rate; s’ and s” are positive parameters): 

dK/dt + K + dH/dt + H  = [s’+s”]Y (A.I) 

The share of output devoted to gross physical capital formation is s’ and the 
share devoted to human capital formation is s”. The aggregate production function 
is given by y(t) = A(t) f(k(t), h(t) where L is labor, y=:Y/L, k=K/L, H=:H/L and A 
is the level of technology, so that the dynamic equations for dk/dt and for  dh/dt 
are – with s=: s’+s”, n=: dlnL/dt, a=: dlnA/dt – given by  

dk/dt = (s-s”) f(k,h) – [n+a+ ]k (A.II) 

dh/dt = s” f(k,h) - [n+a+ ]h (A.III) 

Equilibrium requires – this is an important modification compared to 
MANKIW ET AL. – that the marginal product of H (fh) is equal to the marginal 
product of K (fk); hence 

fk = fh (A.IV) 

Indeed WIILLIS (1986) and McMAHON (1991) have provided some evidence 
that the rate of return to physical capital is similar to the rate of return to schooling 
(on human capital and growth see also ROMER, 1990a and STOKEY, N.L., 
1991). If we assume that the common rate of return is equal to the real interest rate 
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r the slope of the schedule for dk/dt= 0 – implying a steady state value k# – is 
given by 

dk/dh  = [s’/r]/[n+a+ -s’r] (A.V) 

The slope for the dh/dt= 0 schedule is given by 

dk/dh  = [s”/r]/[n+a+ -s”r] (A.VI) 

Due to stability requirements, one may assume that the curve indicating dk/dt=0 is 
steeper than that for dk/dt=0. If the savings rate s” is chosen in such a way that 
dk/dt=0 curve and the dh/dt=0 curve intersect on the fk=fh curve, we get a combi-
nation of k and h representating a steady state. GOULD and RUFFIN implement 
the model on the basis of a Cobb-Douglas function in which A is Harrod-neutral 
progress with respect to L.  

Y = KßHß’ (AL 1-ß-ß’ (A.VII) 

The steady state values are given by 

k# = s’ 1-ß’ s”ß’/[n+a+ ] 1/1-ß-ß’ (A.VIII) 

h# = s’ 1-ß s”ß/[n+a+ ]1/1--ß-ß’ (A.IX) 

If the rate of return on physical capital is equal to the rate of return on human capi-
tal, the implication is that 

ß’ k# = ßh# (A.X)) 

and taking into account the steady state solutions gives: 

s’/s” = ß/ß’ (A.XI) 

Moreover, since s= s’+s”, one obtains: 

s’ = sß/(ß+ß’) (A.XII) 

s” = sß’/(ß+ß’) (A.XIII) 

Note that in the steady state, we have 

lny(t) = lnA0 + at +[(ß+ß’)(1-ß-ß’)ln[s/(n+a+ )] (A.XIV) 

Considering the economy in the vicinity of the steady state, we have in the vicinity 
of the steady state: 

dln(y(t))/dt = [ln(y#) – ln(y0)] (A.XV) 

The adjustment speed =(n+a+ )(1-ß-ß’). The solution of the differential equation 
is  (with e’ denoting the Euler number): 

ln(y#) – ln(y0)  = (1 - e’- t)ln(y#) – (1 - e’- t)ln(y0) (A.XVI) 

Next we substitute lny(t) = lnA0 + at +[(ß+ß’)(1-ß-ß’)ln[s/(n+a+ )] in this equa-
tion and obtain: 
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ln[y(t)/y(0)] = C + (1 - e’- t)[ (ß+ß’)(1-ß-ß’)ln[s/(n+a+ )] –  

(1 - e’- t)ln(y0)

(A.XVII) 

Note that C is defined as C= (1 - e’- t)(lnA0 +at). 
GOULD/RUFFIN use the MANKIW ET AL. equation for ln[y(t)/y(0)] in a 

modified form, adding a term lnH0 to capture additional effects of human capital. 
They find a significant positive effect for H0. GOULD/RUFFIN discuss how eco-
nomic openness affects growth, and they argue that in an open economy model 
both countries can benefit from the human capital stock in both countries. The au-
thors rightly emphasize that endogenous two-sector growth model in open econo-
mies could be characterized by higher growth due to adjustment pressure from 
free trade leading to a shift of resources to the dynamic sector. One also should 
note that in the model of GROSSMAN/HELPMAN (1991) – with two factors, 
three sectors, including an R&D sector – the innovation sector reinforces the prof-
itability of high technology goods and effectively stimulates human capital forma-
tion which in turn implies reduced costs of R&D and hence higher innovation dy-
namics (on some two-sector aspects, see the appendix). Free trade/trade 
liberalization in a country which has a comparative advantage in R&D will con-
tribute in this endogenous growth setting to higher growth while the country with 
a comparative disadvantage will experience a lower growth rate as resources move 
out of the innovation sector. In their empirical analysis, GOULD/RUFFIN find 
that the human capital variable has a higher effect on growth than in a closed 
economy. There is, however, not a simple explanation for this. 
Here one might consider a new explanation for a link between human capital ac-
cumulation and growth in open economies: 

a higher stock of human capital implies a higher demand for differentiated 
products, as we assume that people’s love for variety is a positive function of 
the level of education; thus, there is a human capital-based positive STIGLITZ 
effect (by implication one should consider a STIGLITZ utility function with a 
finite number of goods n’; human capital accumulation will raise the number of 
varieties produced which means that the number of additional new varieties 
will exceed the number of basic varieties dropped from the production assort-
ment). 
Given rising demand for product varieties, firms will indeed reinforce innova-
tions and launch new product innovations. Those will fetch higher prices than 
standard products, but it is also true that the price of existing varieties will fall 
as new and superior alternatives emerge. We assume that at least part of the old 
varieties will survive – at reduced market-clearing prices –, namely due to 
“second-tier economies of scale” which indeed must be exploited by producers 
facing declining prices for older product varieties. Second tier economies of 
scale refer to the fact that all sophisticated products can be decomposed into ba-
sic intermediate products which may can be produced under static or dynamic 
economies of scale (tier one economies of scale would refer to economies of 
scale in the production of final goods). If product innovations esentially emply 
that the overall number of product varieties which exist in the market is rising, 
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there will be increasing opportunities for exploiting scale economies in the pro-
duction of intermediate products, provided that all existing varieties require at 
least one unit of the respective component (e.g., a computer chip). As all stan-
dardized economies of scale products are quite price sensitive, those intermedi-
ate products are naturally product-cycle trade goods. The more intensive price 
competition is, the more important international outsourcing and offshoring 
(the latter involving foreign direct investment – typically for the production of 
technology-intensive components) is. The implication here is that human capi-
tal formation can generate “SCHUMPETER-STIGLITZ effects” in combina-
tion with economies of sacle and growing international trade in intermediate 
products. 

The hypothesis stated here implies that increasing human capital formation in 
OECD countries and Newly Industrializing Countries indeed stimulates interna-
tional trade and foreign direct investment – including technology transfer – so that 
human capital formation in open economies should bring a higher growth effect 
than in closed economies.  

As regards advantages in the production of scale intensive products, one may 
assume that large economies such as the US or Germany have favourable produc-
tion conditions in scale-intensive sectors. While the US is richly endowed with 
capital, it is not clear that the country has a special advantage in producing  
machinery & equipment since machinery & equipment are not scale-intensive. 
Rather, it is knowledge-intensive so that relatively small economies with a relative 
abundance of skilled labor should be particularly competitive in the production of 
innovative machinery & equipment (this sector represents highly customized 
Schumpeterian products). This points to the particular importance of education 
policy in small open economies. From this perspective, small open economies 
specialized in knowledge-intensive production – and active in innovations in the 
tradables goods sector – could benefit from specialization patterns which empha-
size both human capital formation and skilled labor. The endogenous growth ef-
fects associated with such specialization could explain why many small open 
economies have achieved relatively high per capita incomes so that there is no 
large gap between the per capita income of the US and that of many leading small 
OECD countries. Taking into account trade in scale-intensive products – with 
some of them also being knowledge-intensive (e.g., aircraft, software) – and as-
suming that the largest economy, the US, has sufficient economic leverage (i.e., a 
large home market) and political leverage to specialize in the Schumpeterian 
scale-intensive products, it would be natural to expect that the US has a clear lead-
ership in per capita income among OECD countries. Markets, which are character-
ized both by scale economies and high R&D intensity, will be characterized by 
monopolistic competition and high Schumpeterian rents which effectively imply a 
rather high US per capita income. Taking these considerations into account one 
also should not be surprised to find that the US is not generally specialized in 
capital-intensive goods – this is potentially important in understanding the Leon-
tief paradox. Even more important could be the fact that the high capital intensity 
of the US partly reflects high capital intensity in infrastructure sectors which 
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largely represent the nontradables sector. One should, however, consider the gen-
erally trade-promoting effect of infrastructure investment; lower transportation 
costs typically also imply lower transportation costs to the next international air-
port or sea port.  

The issues explored subsequently are rather simple as we often will rely on the 
one sector neoclassical growth model and augmented versions of the Mundell 
Flemming model (while incorporating product innovations). The notion of com-
petitiveness used subsequently is not simply the ability to sell but the ability to 
generate long term revenues: Thus we are interested not only in quantity of prod-
uct X sold in the market but in the long term evolution of export unit values as 
well. Countries may be specialized in various product groups – e.g. capital inten-
sive, knowledge-intensive etc. If a country is specialized in product groups where 
a stable comparative advantage can be combined with improved export unit values 
we consider this as a clear indication of international competitiveness. Improving 
export unit values in the long run is linked to innovativeness. Explaining dynamic 
specialization patterns in a Schumpeterian world with foreign direct investment is 
a crucial challenge in Economics. Later we will present many statistics on (modi-
fied) RCA and export unit values in selected OECD countries. 

A.4 A Critique of the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson Approach 

The workhorse of International Economics is the HOS approach which helps to 
understand the dynamics of trade and structural change in countries which  
differ in terms of relative factor endowments. Following the Heckscher-Ohlin-
Samuelson approach (simple two country model with factors labor and capital) the 
country richly endowed with unskilled labor – country I which is assumed to have 
a relatively low per capita income – will specialize in labor intensive products. 
The export of labor-intensive products will start and expand which effectively im-
plies a gradual rise in the wage-real interest ratio. As a result, the supply of un-
skilled labor in country II which imports the labor intensively produced good will 
increase. Country II in turn, will specialize in the production and export of goods 
which use capital intensively; the relatively poor country I, will import capita in-
tensive goods which will effectively reduce the supply price of capital – the factor 
price ratio, namely the ratio of the real interest rate to the real wage rate will fall. 
Factor Price Equalization will occur in the long run.  

The HOS approach has its problems since it assumes that the capital intensity in 
country I and II are given, while the Factor Price Ratio is changing. This is, of 
course, inconsistent since profit maximization implies that the capital intensity 
k=:K/L (K is capital, L is labor) is a positive function of the wage-real interest rate 
ratio. Thus, the equalization of factor prices should cause an equalization of capi-
tal intensities across countries. As capital intensities have differed initially, there 
must be some accumulation of capital in the medium term. In particular the poor 
country must raise the capital intensity faster than the rich country. This holds 
since per capita income y=: f(k), and technologies in both countries are assumed to 
be identical in the HOS model. With a linear homogenous production function and 
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competition in goods and factor markets we have y= w + rk where w is the real 
wage rate and r the real interest rate so that w/r=w*/r* implies – with * denoting 
foreign variables – f(k(w/r)=f*(k*(w*/r*) and hence y=y*). This is difficult to 
reconcile with the neoclassical growth theory which suggests in a context of a 
model – with s, n and  denoting the exogenous savings rate, the growth rate of 
the population and the capital depreciation rate, respectively - with a simple Cobb-
Douglas function y=bkß and y*=bk*ß that in long term equilibrium per capita in-
come is given in the home country I by  

y=b{s/[n+ ]}ß/1-ß (A.1) 

For the foreign country II we have 

y*=b{s*/[n*+ *]}ß/1-ß (A.2) 

As technologies are assumed to be identical in both countries, ß*=ß, *=  and 
b*=b. The problem is that there is no mechanism which suggests an endogenous 
convergence of s/n=s*/n*; unless one assumes that both the savings rate and the 
growth rate of the population depend on per capita income or capital intensity. 

Taking a look at the EU and China or at the US and China: should one expect 
that relatively poor Poland or China will mainly export investment goods to the 
EU15 (or the US) while the EU (or the US) will mainly export consumer goods? 
This is exactly what the HOS approach in combination with standard neoclassical 
growth theory suggests: In a dynamic perspective – with capital accumulation and 
growth – the HOS approach indeed raises a serious problem, namely that the neo-
classical growth model is stable only if one assumes that the capital intensity of 
investment goods are higher than that of consumption goods. By implication, the 
rich country – with a high capital intensity – will mainly or exclusively export 
consumption goods. The poor country – with a low capital intensity – will mainly 
or exclusively export investment goods. This is obviously, totally unrealistic.  

How can one reconcile neoclassical trade theory and neoclassical growth the-
ory? The obvious and realistic way is as follows. Start with the observation that a 
country is likely to specialize in production and export of machinery and equip-
ment if the domestic market for capital goods is relatively large and competitive. 
The first requirement implies that there is a high overall capital intensity which 
implies that workers and managers in this economy have much experience and ex-
pertise with modern machinery and equipments. Note that we do not say anything 
about the relative capital intensity of the production of sector 1 (investment good) 
or of sector 2 (consumption good). However, there are two constraints, namely 
that overall capital stock K=K’+K” where K’ is the capital stock in sector 1 and 
K” the capital stock employed in sector 2 and we have a similar restriction for la-
bor, namely L=L’+L”. Assume that the production of investment goods can be 
written in country I, richly endowed with capital, as 

Y’ = b’K’ß’ L’1-ß’ (A.3) 

and output in the consumption goods industry is 
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Y” = b”K”ß” L”1-ß” (A.4) 

We assume 0<ß’<1 and 0<ß”<1 and that capital intensity in the consumption 
goods sector is higher than in the investment goods sector (Country I which is 
capital rich and has a higher per capita income than country II will then increase 
output of consumption goods and export in particular consumption goods while 
country II – the poor country – would specialize in the production of investment 
goods). Now, let us assume that there are cross-sectoral spillovers in the sense that 
using capital goods in the consumption goods sector – or cumulated past invest-
ment experience – generates useful knowledge for sector 1 where optimal combi-
nation of K’ and L’ can indeed be achieved only by using all experiences in the 
sector using investment goods intensively: the consumption goods sector. That is, 
there are positive cross-sector productivity spillover effects. We may thus replace 
the parameter b’ in equation (A.3) by the term bK”  where K”  reflect the cross-
sector spillover effect. Hence, the effective production function for the investment 
goods sector reads: 

Y’ = bK”  K’ß’ L’1-ß’ (A.5a) 

Effectively the overall capital stock K (K= K’+ K” so that we write  
Y’= b[K-K’]  K’ß’ L’1-ß’) affects the production of investment goods which at a 
sectoral level is reflecting the concept of learning by doing (ARROW, 1962) and 
is also similar to the approach of ROMER (1986) which, however, has its focus on 
the aggregate production function. The emphasis here on the sectoral spillover ef-
fect is indeed, crucial as we will also show in our subsequent discussion of the Le-
ontief paradox which can be solved by the mechanism presented here. As regards 
the positive cross-sectoral productivity effect in the investment goods sector one 
will have to carefully study empirically, whether the spillover is mainly related to 
the use of capital equipment or both to the use of equipment in sector 2 and to the 
past cumulated production in sector 1 (suggesting a virtuous circle of producing 
investment goods where the benefits could obviously be related to the size of the 
economy). This question has also been important in the debate about the New 
Economy where the evidence suggests that technological progress and learning by 
doing effects are very fast in the production of information and communication 
technology (ICT) while the use of ICT is less dynamic in terms of productivity 
growth. Note also that the productivity spillovers could be enhanced through the 
presence of human capital. 

For simplicity we assume the special case that K’=K” (and we assume that 
L’>L” so that apparent capital intensity in sector 1 is lower than in the consump-
tion sector) so that we can rewrite the above equation 

Y“ = b K’ +ß’ L’1-ß’ (A.5b) 

The approach presented is plausible and can solve the above-mentioned incon-
sistency. The apparent capital intensity in the investment goods sector is lower 
than in the consumption goods sector, but the effective capital goods intensity in 
the investment goods sector is higher than in the consumption goods sector. Factor 
proportion theory now suggests that the capital-rich country will specialize toward 
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production and export of investment goods (so the US or EU15 will export in-
vestment goods to Poland or China).  

A.5 Solving the Leontief Paradox? 

Our simple approach could also shed light on the Leontief paradox - dealing with 
application of the HOS approach to the US: The empirical analysis of LEONTIEF 
(1953, 1956) found that the US – a country which is obviously relatively capital 
abundant – has a comparative advantage in labor intensive products: labor inten-
sive products, including machinery and equipment, are exported while capital in-
tensive goods (from the UK and other countries) are imported. As is well known, 
LEONTIEF did not really analyze figures for the factor intensity of other countries 
exporting to the US, rather he looked at import-competing industries and their 
relative factor contents as a means to indirectly detect the factor intensity of im-
ported products. The assumption was, of course, that production technology in the 
US and abroad was the same. However, correct analysis of effective factor content 
might well reveal that certain goods were misspecified in terms of effective factor 
intensities. Indeed, taking import competing firms and sectors, respectively, as a 
substitute for analyzing exports of foreign countries can be quite misleading. As 
capital intensities differ across countries cross-sectoral national spillover effects 
will differ. The US, having the highest absolute capital stock among all industrial-
ized countries, might be shaped by the following spillover mechanism: A high 
capital intensity in the US consumption goods sector generates relatively high 
learning-by-doing effects for the US investment goods industry whose effective 
capital intensity thus is higher than the statistically-measured capital intensity. 
Taking into account such spillover effects, the US investment goods sector is capi-
tal intensive and not labor intensive (We disregard the influence of human capital 
which already has been discussed in the literature as a mechanism to explain the 
Leontief Paradox.). Moreover, the spillover effects relevant for the US import-
competing industries are different from the spillovers relevant for the UK export 
industry. If we consider the sector machinery and equipment in the UK, the rela-
tively small capital stock of the UK will generate positive spillover effects while 
the productivity of machinery and equipment in the US benefits from the overall 
US capital stock – that is there is the direct effect of the capital stock of the sector 
employed in machinery and equipment plus the spillover effect from the capital 
stock in the consumption goods industry of the US in which the investment goods 
sector will differ across countries. Thus importing competing sectors’ factor con-
tents can be quite misleading when the task is to assess the effective relative factor 
proportions and the effective factor content of exports of supplier countries, re-
spectively.
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RCAs in Machinery and Equipment 

Taking a closer look at the revealed comparative advantage (RCA) in the field of 
machinery and equipment (M&E) we can clearly see that Germany and some 
other EU15 countries, have a positive RCA in machinery and equipment while 
China and east European accession countries have a negative RCA in this field. 
Assuming that sectoral patents (PATM&E) also affect competitiveness we can run 
a cross-country regression:  

RCAM&E = a0 + a1PATM&E + a2K’/K’* + a3L’/L’* + a4K +  (A.6) 

We expect a positive sign for a4; however, K also is an implicit indicator for the 
size of the home market and hence for opportunities to exploit economies of scale 
so that production of scale-intensive goods is favored by a high GDP. A more re-
fined specification thus is to consider a4K+a5K2 where a5 is expected to be nega-
tive which implies a critical size Kc beyond which K contributes to an unfavour-
able RCA in M&E. 
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Fig. 1. RCAs for Machinery & Equipment in Selected Countries, 1992-2003 

Regarding further options to come up with a refined and more realistic HOS 
model, it is clear that an obvious assumption which should be relaxed is that tech-
nologies are the same in both countries. If country II has a high capital intensity – 
and if machinery and equipment is not falling like manna from heaven – one may 
assume that country II has a technological advantage in the production of capital 
goods, and as international technology transfer is costly and since patents exist – 
those provide necessary incentives for innovations – one should not assume that 
the technology in both countries is identical. Even more important, the types of 
goods that can be produced are not the same in country I and II. This assumption 
has dramatic implications as the price index P=p1 p2

1-  and in country II – produc-
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ing by assumption a third high technology good – the price index is 
P*=p1*

*p2*
*’p3

1- *- *’. If the high-technology good is a tradable good, we still 
could have a uniform international relative price, namely =p1/p2 ==p1*/p2*. How-
ever, it is clear that in a comprehensive way, namely taking into account not only 
goods 1 and 2 but also the high-tech good 3 - there is no common relative price. 
Hence, there can be no factor prize equalization. If good 3 is capital intensive the 
fact that it is employed in a high-technology sector naturally means that the rate of 
return on capital in this sector is above the average rate of return. The marginal 
product of capital expressed in units of the consumption good – say good 1 – must 
be relatively high either because the relative price of the high-technology good 
will reflect a Schumpeterian monopoly element or because investors in risky in-
novative sectors demand and get a risk premium R so that the marginal product of 
capital in the high-technology sector is not equal to r* but to r*+R. It is also clear 
that there cannot be such a thing as the law of one price in the simplistic form 
P=eP*.

Innovation is not really considered in the HOS model. As regards innovation 
we distinguish between product innovations – that is novel products – and process 
innovations which bring about a reduction of costs. A product innovation means 
that the demand curve is rotating to the right in p-q-space.  
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Fig. 2. Product Innovations and Changes of Costs 

If the marginal costs curve is upward-sloping, the effect is a rise of the equilib-
rium price and of the equilibrium output. If product innovations were costly profit-
maximizing firms would undertake any possible product innovation as such inno-
vations raise (residual) profits. Compare the triangle P1E1H and the initial triangle 
p0E0H in the following graph. Product innovations are however not costly, rather it 
is necessary to incur some additional costs which could be purely fixed costs (the 
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case of pharmaceuticals) or which might raise marginal costs as more complex 
production technologies become necessary – see the diagram in part b) which 
shows both an upward rotation of the demand curve and an upward shift of the 
marginal costs curve. Thus, there is a problem of optimal product innovations. In 
reality, product innovations often go along with process innovations as new prod-
ucts can often be built only on new machinery and equipment which embody new 
technologies. Firms in technology intensive sectors will normally further consider 
an optimization problem, namely that expenditures on research and development 
(R&D) have to be split between projects with a focus on product innovations and 
projects with a focus on process innovations.  

Innovations are a key feature of the modern economy. At the same time it is 
true that – according to DUNNING (1977) – multinational companies are charac-
terized by ownerspecific advantages which typically are technological advantages. 
As multinational companies have become increasingly important in the 20th cen-
tury and since foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows and FDI outflows globally 
are very asymmetrically distributed, it must be true that technologies differ across 
countries. Taking a look at the EU15 or the EU25 also reveals considerable differ-
ences in FDI per capita or FDI relative to GDP. Given the growing role of foreign 
direct investment it would seem natural to incorporate FDI in a refined HOS 
model and to also consider differences in technologies across countries and their 
effects on income, inflation and employment – or one might want to study techno-
logical catching-up dynamics. This, however, is not so easy.  

The modelling challenge is compounded further by the existence of nontradable 
goods. One might even study a model without trade but with foreign direct in-
vestment flowing from country I to II (or from II to I) where all FDI accrues only 
to the nontradables sector. If FDI inflows are greenfield investments, one may an-
ticipate both a boost to capital accumulation and technology transfer. If FDI in-
flows are merely international mergers and acquisitions, there might only be a 
modest technology transfer. As FDI inflows raise capital intensity of the overall 
economy, this will affect the relative factor prices. Now, suppose that FDI inflows 
occur in an economy which has also opened up to trade. Then FDI inflows in the 
nontradables sector will raise the wage-real interest ratio which undermines the in-
ternational competitiveness in a country which initially is characterized as richly 
endowed with labor. However, if capital accumulation in country II is faster than 
in country I, one still has to anticipate that labor-intensive exports of country I will 
increase – in international economics it is the relative factor endowment which 
matters. Problems become more complex if investment is associated with a certain 
bias in technological progress, a topic which we will largely ignore in the analysis. 
To put it differently, we will concentrate on Harrod-neutral, that is, laboraugment-
ing technological progress. 

A final element which makes the analysis of structural change and growth dif-
ficult is the role of intermediate products. In the New Growth Theory intermediate 
products are considered to be a source of growth. International trade with interme-
diate products facilitates exploitation of economies of scale and allows at the same 
time, to build more product varieties which in some models itself, is conducive to 
growth. The problem which really occurs in a simple two country model with two 
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intermediate goods and two final goods – with country I and country II each ex-
porting one intermediate product and one final product – is that it is very difficult 
to define in certain cases which country is specialized in exports in which way. 
Take as a starting point the case that country I is producing and exporting automo-
biles (A’ sector) while country II is producing computers (C’-sector) and export-
ing both computers and engines for automobiles (intermediate product sector a’) 
to be produced in I. Country I is also producing and exporting computer chips (c-
sector) which are used in the production of computers in country II. Assume that 
the initial valued-added in the A-industry and the C-industry and in the a-industry 
and the c-industry are as follows where the share in value-added of the final prod-
uct is in brackets. 

Table 1. Dynamics of Specialization in the Case of Trade in Intermediate Products (1/2 of 
final product is assumed to be exported) 

SITUATION in to COUNTRY I COUNTRY II 

A-industry Automobiles (A’=70%) Engines (a=30%) 

C-industry Chips (c=20%) Computers (C’=80%) 

SITUATION in tn COUNTRY I Country II 

A-industry Automobiles (A’= 40%) Engines (a=60%) 

C-industry Chips (c=70%) Computers (C’=30%) 

One may characterize both countries by saying that country I is strongly spe-
cialized in the export of automobiles while country II is strongly specialized in the 
export of computers. Now assume that some years later we observe the following 
picture: Based on sales, one would argue that specialization has not changed, but 
based on value-added, one could indeed argue that country I is strongly special-
ized in the export of computers while country II is strongly specialized in the ex-
port of automobiles. Specialization in production and specialization of exports 
could diverge, namely to the extent that the growth rate of the number of com-
puters is relatively high in country II in tn: The share of value-added in the global 
computer sector has fallen, but the share of computer exports in country II’s over-
all exports could rise. This will happen if the number of computers exported rises 
strongly while the number of engines exported falls. The situation indeed would 
be even more paradoxical if the supply of intermediate products came from sub-
sidiaries (abroad) of the firm producing the respective final product. In the case of 
Germany, statistics for the 1990s show that a high share of imports is indeed built 
into export products. The share of imported intermediate products increased from 
27% in 1991 to 38% in 2002, in the case of the automotive industry where interna-
tional outsourcing through vertical FDI is often observed. In the case of the com-
puter industry the share of imported intermediate products even rose from about 
45% in the mid-1980s to 57% in 1991, and to 80% in 2002. If in the period 1980-
2002 Germany’s exports of computers increased relative to overall exports should 
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one argue that Germany’s export specialization with respect to computers was re-
inforced? Probably not. Obviously, one can classify trade specialization only if 
one takes into account the global input-output table. Here one finds a challenge for 
all statistical offices of the world, and probably one for the World Bank as well. 

How would the international income distribution be if intermediate products 
traded would represent close to 50% of the respective value-added in both sectors? 
The answer is that it depends which sector is characterized by the higher Schum-
peterian mark-up factor in final production. It is well-known that the firm produc-
ing the final product – say in the automotive industry – normally has a higher 
profit rate than the supplier firms, a fact which might partly be related to the size 
of the firm at different stages of the overall production process. If the Schumpete-
rian mark-up factor is positively related to technology intensity (one good is me-
dium technology, the other high tech), the country with the final production of the 
high-technology good has bright prospects to have a lead in international per cap-
ita income comparison provided value-added of the high-tech sector is relatively 
large. One might think of the computer sector as being a high tech sector. How-
ever, a caveat is necessary to the extent that the intermediate product is the real 
high-technology element of the computer. In this case, Schumpeterian rents will 
accrue to the chip makers while firms assembling the final product will not get 
much of a Schumpeterian rent. Thus it is not surprising that computers produced 
in Poland, Malaysia or Thailand are not generating very high incomes for those 
working in that industry. This could, however, change in the long run if firms 
which assemble computers today should be able to upgrade technological and en-
trepeneurial skills adequately. This statement holds in a broader sense as the ex-
ample of Toyota tells us. Toyota started as producers of textiles, then became a 
producer of textile machinery and finally became the world’s leading and most 
profitable car producer. 

Assume a poor country with low capital intensity k wants to catch up with 
country II which is rich and has a high capital intensity k*. To which extent does it 
make a difference whether catching-up is through the import of capital goods or 
FDI inflows? Capital accumulation can accelerate through the import of capital 
goods; in the extreme case that the country is producing only consumer goods and 
all imported goods are capital accumulation is governed by (with J denoting im-
ports): 

dK/dt + K = J (A.7) 

Assume that J=j(q*)Y where q* is defined as eP*/P which in effect is the inter-
national relative price of capital goods. We assume that output is produced accord-
ing to a Cobb-Douglas function so that 

Y= KßL1-ß (A.8) 

or

y =kß (A.9) 

Then – assuming that population growth at a constant rate n - we have a simple 
modified neoclassical growth model whose steady state is: 
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k# = {j(q*)/[n+ ]}1/1-ß (A.10) 

Per capita GDP is y=f(k) which is equal to gross national product. With no 
government expenditures exports X will be equal to (1-c)Y where c is the con-
sumption-expenditure ratio. The balance of payments constraints reads: 

P(1-c)Y = eP*jY. Therefore the real exchange rate P/eP* is given by j/s. If both 
goods are identical so that one cannot distinguish between capital goods and con-
sumption goods it must hold under free trade that P=eP* and hence j=s. 

Next, assume that the same amount of capital goods comes through FDI in-
flows. Then all machines and firms, respectively, are owned by foreigners who 
decide about the structure of production. In the steady state national output per 
capita will be equal to y={j(q*)/[n+ ]}ß/1-ß, but national income obviously is equal 
to y”=(1-ß)y. From this perspective, it seems natural that countries prefer trade 
with incentives for both investment and savings rather than free FDI inflows. This 
however, holds only under the assumption that the technology is the same both in 
the case of free trade (and not FDI) and in a system where capital accumulation is 
dominated by FDI inflows. Assume that in a regime with trade y=f(k) while in a 
system with FDI inflows we have per capita output according to y=F(K**/K)f(k) 
where the technology transfer factor F is larger than unity; K** is that of the over-
all capital stock K in country I which is owned by foreigner. A simple specifica-
tion could be y=[1+ K**/K]f(k); if the technology transfer effect is larger than ß it 
would make sense for society to fully rely on foreign investors. 

A.6 Variations on the Solow Model: Some New Insights for a 
Monetary Economy 

A.6.1 A Generalization of the Solow Growth Model 

Sustained economic growth is crucial for the well-being of individuals but also for 
the power of nations. As regards these two aspects of growth, it is clear that these 
are two distinct categories. A government which wants to impress its trading part-
ners (or potentially adverse countries) will point to the size of the overall gross na-
tional income as well as its growth rate. Individual well-being is, however, related 
to per capita income and the growth rate of per capita income. Strictly speaking, 
we should use purchasing power figures in international comparisons, and we ul-
timately are interested in per capita consumption which leads to the issue of opti-
mum growth.  

Growth analysis is of key importance for both countries eager at catching up 
with rich countries and for the leading economies which want to stay ahead of 
“follower countries”. Moreover, as short term cyclical dynamics are superseded by 
long run growth dynamics, one should be interested in long run growth issues 
even if one adopts the policy perspective of politicians with a medium term time 
horizon. This holds not in the least since the steady state solutions implied by 
growth models will certainly affect expectations of individual investors and con-
sumers. 
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Growth models have a long term perspective while traditional macro models 
typically adopt a medium term perspective. It is not easy to reconcile the different 
approaches. Standard macro models are useful for business cycle analysis and for 
gaining an understanding into policy impacts in the short run and medium run. 
The enormous speed of financial markets and the considerable role of asset mar-
kets to some extent suggest putting more emphasis on short-term approaches and 
medium term models. At the same time, it is true that financial markets also repre-
sent a relatively large volume of medium and long term transactions as can be 
seen from the average maturity in bonds markets in countries with low inflation 
rates and stable governments. It is thus true that under high inflation, maturity will 
strongly decline.  

Are there arguments why one should consider the implications of growth mod-
els? A classical argument is that the production potential and hence the production 
function will be a limiting factor of economic development in the long run. From 
this perspective, the accumulation of capital and knowledge is quite crucial. The 
latter in turn is linked to innovations. Another important argument for considering 
growth models is the phenomenon of ageing societies which is a global challenge, 
as ageing will characterize the majority of countries and people in the world econ-
omy in the 21st century. Rising longevity could imply that people – households, 
investors and politicians – will become more interested in long run economic per-
spectives. Thus growth theory could be quite useful. Moreover, there has been 
considerable analytical progress in recent years, and this includes endogenous 
growth models which go well beyond the standard SOLOW growth model. There 
are also typical caveats to neoclassical growth models, however, they are not 
really justified. The basic SOLOW model assumes a linear-homogenous produc-
tion function Y(K,L) where K and L represent capital and labor, respectively, and 
then explores the implication of goods market equilibrium in the sense of 
sY=dK/dt – savings S=sY where s is the savings rate. The basic finding is that 
there is a unique long run steady state solution for capital intensity k=:K/L which 
is associated with a steady state equilibrium per capita income y=:Y/L. The higher 
the savings rate, the higher the steady state value for both k and y. The model can 
be easily extended to include technological progress which often is assumed to be 
Harrod neutral, as it is labor saving. The steady state variable determined in the 
model with an exogenous growth rate of the level of technology (A) then is  
k’=: K/(AL) where AL is dubbed labor in efficiency units. If one uses a Cobb-
Douglas production function Y=Kß (AL) 1-ß – where ß is the output elasticity of 
capital and y’=: Y/(AL) – we can write y’=k’ß and with k’# denoting the steady 
state value of k’ we get y’#= k’#ß.  The steady state value in a setting with an ex-
ogenous growth rate of the population n and an exogenous progress rate dlnA/dt=a 
is simply given by k’# = [s/(n+a)] 1/1-ß. This implies Y/L = [s/(n+a)] /1-ß A0e’at (e’ 
is the Euler number and A0 the initial level of A).  

Hence, the level of the growth path positively depends on s and negatively on 
the sum of n and a, while the long run growth rate is given by a. It is clear that a 
rise in the progress rate a thus reduces the growth path, but the growth rate will in-
crease which will be the dominant effect on per capita income in the long run. 
This in a nutshell is what the SOLOW model says. (Note that we have disregarded 
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capital depreciation which, however, is not difficult to include in the analysis.) 
The SOLOW model is a non-monetary growth model. 

The SOLOW Model as an Analytical Starting Point 

The neoclassical SOLOW growth model is elegant on the one hand, but it also is 
rather simple on the other hand. The latter does not, however, rule out our consid-
ering interesting modifications. While it is often claimed that the SOLOW model 
does not consider institutional aspects, it is quite easy to integrate at least two ba-
sic aspects. Write the production function – based on a Cobb-Douglas function 
with capital K, labor input L and the level of labor-saving technology A – as  

Y = Z’Kß (  AL)1-ß (A.I) 

Therefore per capita income Y/L=: y is given by 

y = Z’ kß (  A)1-ß (A.II) 

Here Z’ represents the quality of the basic political and economic institutional 
network which facilitates coordination in markets and within firms. Hence trans-
action costs aspects in markets and in firms are relevant here. The variable  indi-
cates the effort of the average worker. It is obvious that this effort is not only in-
fluenced by wages – here we have a bridge to the efficiency wage theory – but by 
the social security system as well; if there are generous benefits which can be ob-
tained by those who are unemployed, the effort parameter will be low. The growth 
rate of per capita output therefore (with g denoting growth rates and a signifying 
gA) is given by

gy = gZ’ + ßgk + (1-ß)(g  + a) (A.III) 

Thus the growth rate of per capita income is the sum of the growth of the insti-
tutional quality factor Z’, of the growth rate of the capital intensity (weighted with 
ß) and of the growth rate of working efforts plus the rate of non-emboddied tech-
nological progress (weighted with 1-ß). For transition countries, in particular those 
moving from a distorted socialist planned economy – with a poor institutional 
quality index and a weak labor motivation factor  (not least due to an expanding 
socialist shadow economy), one may expect a transitory growth bonus until Z’ in 
eastern European countries and  have achieved quasi-equilibrium values which 
roughly could be assumed to be equal to EU15 average. Once this growth bonus is 
fully exploited, growth is simply the weighted sum of the growth of capital inten-
sity k and the growth rate of technological progress. 
If the basic politico-economic institutional network weakens so that its quality de-
teriorates, the parameter Z’ falls. For example, if an integration club such as the 
EU25 (or individual member countries) should move towards a less consistent 
politico-economic system, this implies a fall of the level of per capita income. 
Moreover, if the social security system becomes too generous in the sense of 
weakening , the effect on per capita output will also be negative. (In a model 
with heterogeneous labor, one would have to modify the analysis since the unem-
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ployment insurance system allows workers laid off to move to new jobs with rela-
tively high productivity instead of quickly accepting the next best job to come.) 
Let us adopt the standard assumption of the neoclassical growth model, namely 
that labor and technology growth with a constant rate, that is L(t) = L0 e’nt and 
A(t) = A0 e’at (n and a are assumed to be exogenous positive parameters). Within a 
simple growth equilibrium model which assumes that savings S=sY and imposes 
the goods market equilibrium condition S=dK/dt (hence there is no deprecation of 
capital) the steady state capital ratio k’ is derived from the differential equation 
(with y’=: Y/[AL}): 

dk’/dt = sy’ – (n+a)k’ (A.IV) 

This gives the steady state capital stock ratio k’ as: 

k’# = [sZ’ 1-ß/(n+a)]1/1-ß (A.V) 

Here (note that # denotes the steady state) we can see that the savings rate s – 
the crucial variable in the SOLOW model – and both Z’ and  will affect the level 
of the growth path of k’. The long run growth rate of k=:K/L and per capita in-
come y will be given, of course, by the progress rate a. An important phenomenon 
of the 1980s and 1990s is that many Asian countries launched a rather successful 
economic catching up process certainly interrupted by the Asian crisis of 1997. 
The US and Western European countries still are leading countries in terms of per 
capita income, however, there is some international real income convergence (un-
fortunately leaving out most of Africa).  

With respect to the growth rate of per capita income, the EU and the US were 
roughly at par in the 1980s and 1990s. The US growth rate of real GNP exceeded 
that of the EU, however, since the US recorded considerable population growth 
while that of the EU was very low. Germany, France and Japan have almost 
caught up with the US in terms of per capita income.   
From the perspective of the neoclassical growth model, catching up at some point 
of time t can be brought about by two mechanisms, namely by a rise of the relative 
per capita income level (while the long run growth rate remain constant) and/or by 
a relative rise of the growth rate of technological progress (while the level of the 
growth path is unchanged). Both Germany and the US have experienced several 
shifts in the trend growth rate of progress as has been suggested by JUNGMIT- 
TAG (2006 b) and by BEN-DAVID, LUMSDAINE, PAPEL (2003) for the case 
of the USA. In a world economy in which the ratio of research and development 
relative to national income is increasing over the long run – while the role of mul-
tinational companies (often representing technological ownership specific advan-
tages) is rising at the same time – the progress rate is likely to play an increasingly 
important role over time. However, it is unclear to which extent the trend of the 
progress rate is stable across countries. Moreover, product innovations are likely 
to affect the speed of process innovations, as novel products can often be produced 
only on new machinery and equipment. 
If two countries are to have the same level of the growth path and the same long 
run growth rate, the neoclassical growth model requires that a whole set of pa-
rameters should coincide across countries. It is not really clear which mechanisms 
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could bring about such convergence of parameters, including convergence of the 
savings rate, the rate of capital depreciation and the growth rate of technological 
progress. The very existence of multinational companies is based on technological 
advantages of the respective companies, and there is no free lunch for firms (not 
being a subsidiary) in foreign countries to quickly get access to foreign multina-
tionals’ latest technologies. Here innovations mean process innovations, but 
equally important are product innovations which allow firms to temporarily fetch 
higher prices in world markets. The conventional idea of most textbooks that the 
law of one price is valid in a simple form is not really convincing in a world with 
heterogeneous products. There are other departures from the standard neoclassical 
models in reality, namely that there is unemployment in many countries for many 
years – to which extent can unemployment be considered in a long run growth 
model and how will long run inflation and long run unemployment interact with 
economic growth? 
In the following tables and graphs we take a quick look at selected data which are 
an interesting background for the subsequent analysis. We can see that per capita 
GNP growth is relatively similar across countries, while the growth rates of GNP 
and of population are rather different. 
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Fig. 3. Annual Growth Rate of Real GNP and GNP per Capita, 1980-2005 (US, Ireland and 
Netherlands)
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Fig. 4. Growth Rate of Real GNP per Capita and Population in Selected Countries, 1970-
2005 (US, UK, France, Germany, UK, Italy)  

Table 2. UN Projections of Growth Rates of Population for US, UK, France, Germany, 
UK, Italy, Turkey, China, India, Pakistan, World, 2000-2050 

2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
US 5.40 4.95 4.71 4.31 3.90 3.45 3.08 2.72 2.38 2.10 1.92
UK 1.73 1.70 1.42 1.49 1.75 1.88 1.62 1.20 0.90 0.79 0.85
France 1.85 2.05 1.72 1.31 0.99 0.72 0.48 0.22 -0.10 -0.41 -0.64
Germany 0.84 0.42 0.01 -0.23 -0.28 -0.38 -0.56 -0.77 -0.90 -0.88 -0.87
Italy 0.72 0.65 0.14 -0.62 -1.19 -1.44 -1.57 -1.70 -1.91 -2.22 -2.57
Turkey 8.97 7.27 6.68 5.84 5.00 4.37 3.66 2.87 2.15 1.56 1.02
China 4.48 3.29 2.94 2.84 2.22 1.23 0.35 -0.24 -0.66 -1.15 -1.74
India 9.14 8.06 7.24 6.51 5.69 4.76 3.84 3.12 2.69 2.17 1.59
Pakistan 13.15 10.72 10.92 10.41 9.45 8.34 7.40 6.61 5.86 5.11 4.28
World 6.91 6.23 5.85 5.50 4.97 4.32 3.72 3.22 2.81 2.37 1.89

Source: UN 

As we can see, the growth rate of the population is declining in many countries, 
but the cross-country differences are considerable. Asia’s economic weight will be 
reinforced both through high per capita growth and sustained growth of the popu-
lation. 

Bars/Real GNP pC Growth in % Lines/Real Population Growth in % 
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Fig. 5. GNP (PPP figures) in the US, UK, France, Germany, Italy, 1980-2005 
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Fig. 6. GNP (PPP figures) in the Netherlands, Sweden, Finland, Ireland, Poland, 1980-2005 

Foreign Direct Investment and Technology 

Economic catching up in Europe was rather impressive for several countries in the 
1960s and 1970s, but there were also impressive catching-up dynamics in the pe-
riod from 1990 to 2005. It is rather unclear which forces explain these phenomena. 
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When one discusses economic catching-up across countries, it is important to 
make a distinction between GNP per capita and GDP per capita. Foreign direct in-
vestment inflows contribute to a rise of GDP and GNP, but the rise of GNP is 
likely to be lower, since subsidiaries of multinational companies will transfer prof-
its to the parent companies abroad. Therefore, it is an important fact that per capita 
foreign direct investment inflows differ considerably across countries. 
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A.6.2 Aspects of Empirical Analysis of Economic Development 

The basic neoclassical growth model – based on a Cobb-Douglas production func-
tion Y=Kß(AL)1-ß – and a savings function S=sY(1- ), reinvestment K and an 
exogenous growth rate of the level of labor-augmenting technology A(t), namely 
a, and an exogenous growth rate of the population L, namely n, leads to the fol-
lowing steady state solution for per capita income Y/L=y: 

y# = {s[1- ]/[n+ +a]}ß/1-ß e’at (A.VI) 

If one considers this model as an adequate approach to reality all medium term 
changes in y can be explained by the interaction of two basic elements provided 
that s, , n and  are not correlated with a and also independent of time t: 

If there is an increase in the level of per capita income the underlying reason is 
a rise of s (or ß) or a fall of ,  or n. A rise in the level of the growth path must 
not be confused with a change of the growth path itself – this brings us to the 
next point. 
If there is a structural break in the time series the reason is a change in the 
growth rate of technological progress; a rise of the progress rate a will go along 
with a once-and-for-all fall of the level of the growth path and a fall of the pro-
gress rate a will go along with a rise of the level of the growth path. An addi-
tional test to be performed would look at a (period) sub-sample of the data, 
namely whether the coefficient for the progress rate has increased in the regres-
sion.

The following graph makes a clear distinction between a rise of the level of the 
growth path occurring in period t’ and a rise of the growth rate occurring in period 
t” (see the arch ED). If both a rise of the level of the growth path and of the pro-
gress rate itself should occur we would see a picture such as the arch C’D’. 
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Fig. 9. Empirical Aspects of Economic Development 
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The initial stage of economic catching-up in poor countries typically is one dur-
ing which the savings rate is increasing and the growth rate of the population fal-
ling which implies that the level of the growth path is raised over time. Often only 
in a later stage of economic catching-up will technological progress enter the pic-
ture and the international transfer of technology through various mechanisms and 
domestic innovation policy may well interact.  

One may study the impact of economic opening up – that is of trade and capital 
flows – on both the parameters relevant only for the level of the growth path and 
for the growth rate of technological progress. In the literature this distinction is 
rarely made. 

Population Growth, Progress and Economic Dynamics 

Population growth increased in Europe after the Industrial Revolution; after the in-
troduction of the modern welfare state it has considerably reduced and few Euro-
pean countries expect long term population growth. By contrast the US is ex-
pected to have sustained population growth and to face ageing problems much 
later than Japan and the EU (with eastern European population growth falling 
faster than in EU15). The demographical dynamics and ageing of the population 
clearly represents mayor challenges for policy makers in Europe and Japan. 
McMORROW/RÖGER (2003, p.35) argue that ageing will affect savings in vari-
ous ways:  

“On the positive side, ageing would be expected to boost savings rates due to: 
increased savings for retirement by forward-looking (not liquidity constrained) 
worker households; lower dissaving in retirement. On the negative side, ageing 
would be expected to deplete savings due to an increasing share of low savings re-
tirees, higher expected future labor income and lower investment needs. In addi-
tion, the overall net effect of ageing on savings is further complicated by the inter-
est rate effects. Regarding the latter, given that lifetime wealth calculations are 
affected and that the substitution and income effects can be different depending on 
the level of the inter-temporal elasticity of substitution, interest rate changes can 
easily have positive or negative effects on savings.” 

A refined neoclassical model is useful when considering some of the key as-
pects of changes in the growth rate of the population. We assume a standard 
Cobb-Douglas production function Y=Kß(AL)1-ß and an exogenous growth rate of 
technology (A; dlnA/dt=:a) and an exogenous growth rate of the population 
(n=dlnL/dt). By assumption savings S= s(1- )(1-hu)Y where u is the structural un-
employment rate – long term unemployed have a negative savings rate - and h a 
positive parameter;  is the income tax rate. Imposing the equilibrium condition 
that gross investment (  is the depreciation rate) equals savings, that is dK/dt + K
= S, we obtain the differential equation for k’=:K/(AL): 

dk’/dt = s(1- )(1-hu)k’ß – (n+a+ )k’ (A.VII) 

The steady state solution for the ratio of capital to labor in efficiency units is: 
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k’# = {s(1- )(1-hu)/(n+a+ )}1/1-ß (A.VIII) 

Thus y’=: Y/(AL) in the steady state is given by: 

y’# = {s(1- )(1-hu)/(n+a+ )}ß/1-ß (A.IX) 

Wíth e’ denoting the Euler number we get for labor productivity y=: Y/L the 
result  

y# = {A0 s(1- )(1-hu)/(n+a+ )}1/1-ß e’at (A.X) 

A0 is the initial level of technology. Denoting ß/(1-ß)=ß’ per capita output in 
the steady state thus is governed by 

lny(t) = {lnA0 + ß’[lns –  – hu – ln(n+a+ )]}+ at (A.XI) 

Note that the elasticity of y with respect to the investment-output rate (read s) is 
ß/(1-ß) which is 0.5 if we assume ß= 1/3 as is typical for many OECD countries; 
raising the investment-GDP ratio from 20% to 21% (an increase by 5%) thus – 
from a theoretical perspective - should result in an increase of per capita income 
by 2.5% which is line with empirical findings reported subsequently for the US 
and the EU. If the empirical findings were larger or smaller the only explanation 
would be that s is affecting the progress rate; e.g. the apparent elasticity of y with 
respect to s could exceed ß/1-ß if the progress rate a were a negative function of 
the investment-output ratio s (as s is raised it becomes more difficult for firms to 
organize investment projects in a way that all investment projects reflect a high 
rate of embodied technological progress – if empirical findings suggest an elastic-
ity much above 0.5 one might indeed assume that such an effect plays a major 
role; using a”’ as a positive parameter the implication is that a=a0 –a”’s and from 
this perspective raising the savings rate would thus not be a prime task for gov-
ernment since one has to consider the potentially negative effect of s on the pro-
gress rate and the trend growth rate, respectively). The semi-elasticity of per capita 
income with respect to the income tax rate is given by –ß’ and the same applies for 
the unemployment rate if h is unity. In the latter case a reduction of the unem-
ployment rate by 5 percentage points will raise the long run level of per capita in-
come by 2.5%; based on an annual per capita income of 20 000 € this implies an 
increase by 500 € (of which government – including social security – would typi-
cally get 200 € in Euro zone countries). The long run gain would be much larger if 
one were to assume that the progress rate is a negative function of the unemploy-
ment rate u, that is we have a progress function a=a0 – a#u. While it is true that the 
positive effect of lowering u on the level of the growth rate would be weakened by 
such a specification of the progress function, the implied increase of the trend 
growth rate a – after a fall of the structural unemployment rate – will more than 
offset this effect on the level of the growth path.  

The expression {…} determines the level of the growth path. We have assumed 
that hu and  are close to zero, so than we can use the approximation ln(1+x)  x. 
The impact of a rise of n obviously is a fall of the level of the growth rate. How-
ever, reality is more complex and a particularly important aspect concerns the link 
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between the growth rate of the population n and the progress rate a and the savings 
rate s. Considering such an impact leads to a quasi-endogenous growth model 
which is quite simple but offers some interesting insights. 

Now let us assume that n affects the savings rate and the progress rate. Depend-
ing on the social security system, government may influence savings in a way 
which amounts to a negative link between the growth rate of the population and 
the savings rate. We also assume that the growth rate of the population positively 
affects the progress rate which we model (with a0 and a1 as positive parameters) as 

a = a0 + a1n (A.XII) 

The justification for a positive parameter a1 is the idea that a rise of the growth 
rate of the population will bring more competition and implies that a larger pool of 
new ideas is available – both effects could raise the progress rate. As an alterna-
tive to the specification presented we could introduce an additional term a2n2 (with 
a2<0) so that there is a critical rate n beyond which n will negatively affect the 
progress rate - say, because having very many children will undermine the ability 
of the family to ensure a decent education for all kids. For the sake of simplicity 
we focus on the simple equation above. As regards the impact on savings we use – 
assuming n to be positive and using a positive parameter h’ - the following func-
tion for the savings rate: 

s = s0 e’h’/n (A.XIII) 

The steady state is now determined by 

lny(t) = lnA0 + ß’[lns0 + h/n –  – hu – ln(n + a0 + a1n + )] + [a0 + a1n]t (A.IX) 

To shed more light on the impact of n on the long run per capita (or labor pro-
ductivity) we assume that a0+ =1 so that we can write: 

lny(t) = lnA0 + ß’[lns0 + h’/n –  – hu –  (n + a1n)] + [a0 + a1n]t (A.X) 

The semi-elasticity of per capita income with respect to n (for the level of the 
growth rate) thus is given by –h’/n2 – [ß/(1-ß)](1+a1) which is negative; it would 
be ambiguous if we had considered a function a= a0 + a1n +a2n2; remember that 
a2<0). Alternatively, we may use the approximation lnX = 1 – b’/X; with b’ cho-
sen as a suitable positive parameter. Hence we would use the approximation term 
1- [b’/(n + a0 + a1n + )] for ln(n + a0 + a1n + ), but the qualitative results will not 
change.

A higher growth rate of the population will not only affect the level of the 
growth rate through the standard capital deepening effect but also via the fall of 
the savings rate and the increase in the progress rate. The positive effect of n on 
the progress rate implies that per capita income in the very long run will be posi-
tively affected by population growth. By implication a fall of the growth rate of 
the population implies a one-off increase in the level of the growth path, but a fall 
of the growth rate of per capita income in the very long run. This is paradox since 
for OECD countries facing a transition to lower population growth rates the impli-
cation is that there will be a transitory increase in per capita income (the modified 
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capital deepening effect) which many consumers and investors – and government 
authorities – might interpret as a signal for structural economic improvements 
while the contrary is true: Thus there is the danger that policy makers in ageing 
societies with falling population growth rates will not adopt timely reforms re-
quired to raise the progress rate. At the beginning of the 21st century the perspec-
tive for the EU and Japan is that a fall in population growth will lead to a fall of 
the progress rate and labor productivity– relative to previous long term trends.  

An interesting question is how the result is affected by considering the role of 
embodied technological progress; STOLERU (1978, p. 373) has shown that a 
higher rate of technological progress in a vintage model amounts to a rising of the 
depreciation rate. His analysis leaves the broader implications unclear. Here we 
write a = a0 + h” 1 while taking into account that the rise of  has reduced the level 
of the growth rate. As regards the increasing role of information and communica-
tion technology – that is the relatively rising role of software compared to hard-
ware – one may argue that h” (a positive parameter) is higher in the age of modern 
ICT than in the 1960s or 1970s.  

A further refinement could be the assumption that the government deficit ratio 
is a negative function of n so that a fall of n brings a rise of the structural deficit 
ratio. Denoting net exports as X’ – and using the function X’ = x’(q*) – and rein-
vested profits of foreign investors as D** we thus have the equilibrium condition 
in the goods market (with q*=:eP*/P; e is the nominal exchange rate, P the domes-
tic price level, P* the foreign price level): 

dK/dt + K + x’(q*)X’ = S + T-G + D**(q*) (A.XI) 

Note that a permanent net import position of the country considered implies 
that foreigners will own a share of the capital stock b and obtain thus a share of 
profits. If we assume competition in goods and factor markets and that factors are 
rewarded in accordance with the respective marginal product, the share of gross 
domestic product accruing to foreigners is bß so that D**=b(q*)ßY. Following 
FROOT/STEIN (1991) we may assume that the desired share b(…) of foreign di-
rect investment inflows depends on the real exchange rate q*. A rise of q* will 
bring higher net inflows in a world economy with imperfect capital markets and 
hence we also conclude that the desired share in the capital stock of country I – the 
home country – depends on q*. Foreign investors from country II will want to 
hold the highest share of K possible; the higher the share of K the easier it is to 
acquire assets in country I through international mergers and acquisitions. A real 
depreciation of country I currency will facilitate takeovers by firms from country 
II. Savings are now assumed to depend on national income which is Z=(1-bß)Y. 
Assuming that X=x(q*)Y and imports J=j(q*)Y and that real government expendi-
tures (G) relative to AL – namely G/(AL) is a positive function of n – we get the 
following differential equation (where the government surplus ratio is denoted as 
”):

 dk’/dt = {s[1- ][1-hu][1-b(q*)ß]+ ”(n)- x’(q*) +b(q*)ß}k’ß – 

 (n+a+ )k’  

(A.XVII) 
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This gives the following steady state solution (with j’=:-x’ denoting the net import 
ratio):

k’# = {s[1- ][1-hu][1-b(q*)ß]+ ”(n)+j’(q*) +b(q*)ß}/(n+a+ ) (A.XVIII) 

In a country with a falling growth rate of the population – and in a setup with n 
not affecting the progress rate a - we thus can conclude: The level of the growth 
path is positively affected by the capital deepening effect (the rise of the denomi-
nator), but it is negatively affected by the fall of the government surplus ratio.  

The net effect of foreign direct investment is an increase in the level of the 
growth path. One also may want to consider a setup in which the progress rate 
positively depends on b so that a=a0 + a’b. Then foreign direct investment has an 
ambiguous effect on the level of growth as b is now both in the nominator and in 
the denominator. However, with a progress function a=a0 + a’b (where a’ is a posi-
tive parameter) the trend growth rate will be raised by foreign direct investment. A 
country with a short political horizon therefore will be hesitant to invest resources 
in attracting foreign direct investment – assuming that there are some sunk costs to 
be incurred to make the country truly attractive to foreign direct investment in-
flows. Only if the political time horizon is long enough (meaning that the long run 
improvement of trend growth through the presence of foreign investors is ade-
quately considered), will there be political reforms conducive to foreign invest-
ment. Clearly, if the time horizon is sufficiently long policy makers will perceive a 
positive net welfare effect from foreign direct investment inflows, as the trend 
growth effect will finally dominate any negative effect on the level of the growth 
path.  

Let us come back to the impact of population growth. The new growth theory is 
not really clear about the impact of population growth and ageing; and the empiri-
cal analysis is partly ambiguous although there seems to be clear evidence that fal-
ling population growth negatively affects growth dynamics (TEMPLE, 1999). The 
model mechanics in new growth approaches depend on the pattern of knowledge 
creation. In the new growth theory one basically explains the progress rate by cer-
tain efforts, e.g. the share of R&D personnel (L’) in the overall workforce (L). 
One could also state that a = a”(L’/L) where a” is a positive parameter. In such a 
setting the growth rate of A falls parallel to the growth rate of the population and 
the only way to stabilize the progress rate is through a continuously rising share of 
R&D personnel. In his theoretical and empirical analysis JONES (2002) argues 
that the long run growth rate of US labor productivity in the period 1950-93 can 
be explained through a permanent shift of factor inputs into knowledge activities – 
read R&D activities and human capital upgrading. The growth rate of educational 
attainment (human capital) was 0.63 % p.a. and that of the R&D labor force 4.8%. 
Without human capital upgrading and R&D intensification the US labor produc-
tivity growth would have been less than ½ percent.  

From a theoretical perspective it is clear that one will have to consider both pol-
icy effects on the level of the growth path and the growth rate itself. In economic 
policy in OECD countries one hardly finds a broader discussion about these as-
pects – except in the European Commission and at the Council of Economic Advi-
sors. While JONES estimates for the US the long run productivity multiplier (level 
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effects after 50 years) to be 2.1% for a 1 percentage point increase of the physical 
investment share, the European Commission comes up with a similar estimate of 
2.4%. An increase by one year in educational attainment brings a 7% increase in 
the JONES analysis, but a 12.8% increase in the analysis of the Commission. An 
increase by one percentage point of the R&D share brings a 16% increase in the 
JONES model, but 17.7% in the EU. A reduction of the working age population 
growth by 1 percentage point reduces the productivity growth in the US consid-
erably (JONES’ figures indicate a range of minus 2.5% to minus 16%); the esti-
mate by the European Commission is -8.7% where the ECFIN analysis uses a 
slightly different approach than JONES. The overall EU analysis – the reader 
partly is referred to EUROPEAN COMMISSION (2003) - also shows a positive 
impact of openness and market size for the EU and positive effects of European 
deregulation. 

A.7 Technological Progress and the Long Run Price Level 

A.7.1 Process Innovations 

In modern economies process innovations are an important element of economic 
development. It is surprising that the role of process innovations have not been 
considered much in medium term macro models. Only in long run growth models 
have process innovations played a role. However, the dominant neoclassical 
growth models are non-monetary models in the sense that money market equilib-
rium is not considered. Subsequently we will show that combining a growth 
model with a money market equilibrium condition is quite useful. The following 
analysis is not only relevant for Schumpeterian innovation dynamics in a mone-
tary economy (and every modern economic system is a monetary economy), we 
also can state that the role of monetary policy cannot be fully assessed if we do not 
include the role of technology.  

As regards the role of monetary policy it has been emphasized (BALL, 2001) 
that an income elasticity of the demand for money of less than unity has crucial 
implications for monetary policy, e.g. that the Friedman rule of monetary policy is 
not optimal and the growth rate of money should be below the growth rate of out-
put in order to achieve price stability. Moreover, monetary aggregates are still im-
portant in the new era of inflation targeting (HAYO, 1999). Recent empirical work 
– based on co-integration analysis and error correction models - for broad money 
in Australia (VALANDKHANI, 2005), Germany (BEYER, 1998), the Euro zone 
(COENEN/VEGA, 2001) and the UK (ERICSSON), namely for narrow money, 
all have shown that the long-run income elasticity is rather close to unity which is 
consistent with the quantity theory of money (if the elasticity were 0.5 the implica-
tion is that the Baumol-Tobin transaction approach is applicable, if the elasticity is 
above unity money is a luxury good). As regards the growth of the demand for 
money relative to income LAMBSDORFF (2005) has presented empirical evi-
dence for a cross-country approach. We will show that the income elasticity of the 
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demand for money points to important long run implications in the context of 
technological progress. 

Process innovations which amount to the cutting of costs typically are expected 
to lead to a fall of the price level. The expansion of the digital economy often is 
considered as a case where process innovations have played a strong role 
(AUDRETSCH/WELFENS, 2002; WELFENS, 2002). This is a typical perspec-
tive one might have in an economy in which all sectors are subject to process in-
novations. However, this apparently convincing insight from microeconomics has 
a pitfall, as we will show in a simple long run approach to the quantity theory of 
money. We will combine the money market equilibrium with the condition of 
profit maximization; namely that the real interest rate r should be equal to the 
marginal product of capital. We will prove that, in the case of the income elasticity 
of the demand for money being between 0 and 1, there will be an increase in the 
equilibrium price level.  

Let us start the analysis with a standard microeconomic perspective of process 
innovations. Assume that there is a process innovation in market i (see in the fol-
lowing graph the downward shift of the marginal cost curve K’i where i could rep-
resent the tradable sector) and an unchanged supply condition in market j. At first 
sight this will lead to a fall of price pi and hence (with b denoting the share of in-
come spent on good i) a decline of the aggregate price level P= (pi)bpj

(1-b). One 
may introduce some refinement in the argument, namely that a real income effect 
associated with the higher output in the i-market and the (potentially transitory) 
fall of pi will shift the demand curve in the j-market upwards so that the price pj
will rise as a consequence of technological progress in sector i; thus the effect on 
the price level is ambiguous (see the following graph). However, we can prove 
within a macroeconomic approach that there is no ambiguity at all if the income 
elasticity of the demand for money is in the range between 0 and unity. If the in-
come elasticity is above unity then the long run equilibrium price level will fall as 
a consequence of process innovations. The relevant mechanism partly includes the 
macroeconomic money market: the demand for money is affected by a rise of the 
technology level in two offsetting ways as we will see. In a consistent macro 
model with goods markets and a money market, the relevant mechanism is related 
to the demand for money and this in turn suggests that there must be a real balance 
effect in goods markets (or in the aggregate goods market). 
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Fig. 10. Ambiguous Effect of Technological Progress on Price Level 

A.7.2 The Model 

A.7.2.1 True Long Run Equilibrium in the Money Market 

Let us consider the long run money market equilibrium, namely, real money bal-
ances M/P equals the real demand for money md (Y,i) where M is the nominal 
money stock, Y aggregate output and i the nominal interest rate. As we will as-
sume an expected inflation of zero, we will set i=r (real interest rate). Moreover, 
we will consider a Cobb-Douglas production function with a Harrod factor A  

Y=Kß(AL)1-ß (A.10a) 

and impose the condition of profit maximization so that  

r=YK=ßY/K  (A.10b) 

Here ß is the output elasticity of capital and YK the marginal product of K. In 
this approach the marginal product of capital determines the real interest rate. 
Thus we are not following the optimum growth model which leads to f’(k’) =  +n 
where k’ is modified capital intensity K/[AL], f’ the marginal product of capital, 
is the time preference and n the growth rate of the population (modified golden 
rule; alternatively the golden rule could be used f’(k’)=n; see BLANCHARD/ 
FISCHER, 1989). For an optimum growth approach one would rather consider n 
to be endogenous here; one also could argue that the golden rule approach as-
sumes that utility maximizing consumers dominate the capital market while our 
approach assumes that investors dominate capital markets (in reality both groups 
will have an influence so that r= b”  + (1-b”)f’(k’); b” represents that relative im-
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pact of consumers – we have a similar problem as with exchange rate determina-
tion in the presence of fundamentalist actors and speculators betting on present 
trends).  

Next we follow the standard assumption that the real money demand m is a 
positive function of Y and a negative function of the nominal interest rate i. 
Money market equilibrium is defined by 

 M/P = m(Y,i) (A.10c) 

Taking a look at the long run money market equilibrium condition (defined by 
M/P=m and the equality of the real interest rate and the marginal product of capi-
tal) brings an important and surprising insight. It is convenient to define real 
money demand as 

m= Y ’/i (A.10d) 

Let us point out that with a real money demand function m= Y ’/i (or a simi-
lar specification; >0; ’>0) and zero expected inflation (hence the nominal inter-
est rate i=r), we get in an economy with profit maximization and a Cobb-Douglas 
production function Y=Kß(AL)1-ß the somewhat surprising result that a once-and-
for-all rise of the level of technology A could raise the price level P. This can be 
seen from the money market equilibrium condition M/P= md(Y,i) which is solved 
here for the steady state price level P#: 

P#= M Y-  ß[Y/K]/ ’ =[ß M Y1- /K]/ ’ (A.10e) 

It is obvious that a rise of M will raise the equilibrium price level while for a 
given real interest rate and hence a constant ratio Y/K a rise of output will reduce 
the price level. If the international law of one price is holding, namely P=eP*, the 
nominal exchange rate is given (assuming an exogenous P*) by P#/P.  

Now let us consider the equation for the price level (true monetary long run 
equilibrium condition) in more detail: 

P= (ß/ ’)M(AL) (1-ß)(1- ) K ß(1- )-1 (A.10f) 

We can see that a rise in the capital stock will reduce the price level which cor-
responds to standard results from a model with two markets (or one aggregate 
goods market) in which there has been an increase in production capacity.  

P/ K<0   (A.10g) 

Indeed, this condition obviously is fulfilled since ß is about 1/3 and  close to 
unity. The multiplier for K is positive. Note that equation (A.10f) can be restated 
as P= (ß/ ’)MA(1-ß)(1- )L(1-2ß)(1- )+1k so that one could display a P-k-line for money 
market equilibrium.

As regards the impact of process innovations (dA>0) (and similarly for dL) we 
find a rather paradoxical result (one should recall that the monetary approach to 
the balance of payments is also paradoxical as the Mundell-Johnson argument 
emphasizes that in a small open economy with a fixed exchange rate a rise of the 
foreign price level will raise through arbitrage the domestic price level and hence 
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raise the demand for money; The excess demand for money translates into a cur-
rent account surplus which leads to a rise of the money supply which is consistent 
with the initial rise of P). We indeed can see: 

P/ A>0 if 0< <1 (A.10h) 

If the income elasticity of the demand for money is slightly below unity, a rise 
of the technology level (A) will raise the price level. If this elasticity were above 
unity, process innovations will lead to a lower price level. As is well known from 
the literature, there has been (at least since Milton Friedman’s argument that 
money is a luxury good: hence the income elasticity should be above unity) a long 
debate about the income elasticity of money and the empirical evidence is not al-
ways conclusive as to whether the elasticity is below unity or above unity. 

In our long run approach the level of technology has an impact both on real in-
come and on the real interest rate: The reason for the interesting paradox presented 
is the role which the level of technology has on the marginal product of capital 
and hence on the interest rate; a rise of A amounts to raising the marginal product 
of capital and hence the interest rate so that the demand for money is reduced. 
Therefore money market equilibrium (at a given nominal money supply and a 
given capital stock) can only be restored if the price level is rising (this might be 
interpreted in a way that the real income effects of technological progress can 
overcompensate the direct price effect of falling marginal costs). If =1, the price 
level would remain stable and the positive real output effect associated with the 
rise of A would generate exactly sufficient additional demand for money to restore 
the equilibrium. If >1, the income-induced rise of the real demand for money 
would be so large that it would require a fall of the price level for equilibrium in 
the money market to be restored. Whatever the specification of the demand for 
money, there will always be a critical value of the income elasticity below which a 
rise of A has to be accompanied by a rise of the price level if a new equilibrium is 
to be achieved in the money market. 

Basically, we have an interesting empirical question on the one hand and on the 
other hand the idea presented reinforces the natural skepticism one has when sim-
ple analogies from microeconomics are drawn to derive macroeconomic conclu-
sions. Even parallel process innovation in both markets could ultimately lead to a 
rise of the price level, namely if the real income effect in both markets is strong 
enough to outweigh the productivity/cost effect related to process innovations.  

A.7.2.2 Long Run Growth Perspective 

Next we recall that k’=: K/[AL]. Let us rewrite the true long run monetary equilib-
rium condition in the following way, where we observe that in the following equa-
tion the elasticity of P with respect to AL apparently is negative (this seems to 
contradict the initial equation for true long run monetary equilibrium, however, 
one must take into account that the variable k’ contains AL in the denominator!): 

P= (ß/ ’)M(AL)- k’ ß(1- )-1 (A.10i) 
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Assume that savings S=sY, reinvestment is proportionate to K (parameter )
and that overall investment I=dK/dt+ K = S. From the standard neoclassical 
growth model we know that the equilibrium value k’# is expressed for the case of 
a given L and a given A by k’#=(s/ )1/1-ß. Thus we get for the long run price level 
P#:

P#= (ß/ ’)M(AL)- [s/ ] [ß(1- )-1]/[1-ß] (A.10j) 

One should note, however, that the assumption that there is profit maximization 
imposes a restriction on the parameter sets since we have ßk’ß-1=r and hence  
k’#= (ß/r) 1/1-ß; and we have k’#= [s/ ] 1/[1-ß]. This requires a specific savings rate, 
namely s=(ß/r)  which could be fulfilled by choice of a specific ß; this effectively 
implises growth on a raizor´s edge. 

We can state that a rise of M raises the long run equilibrium price level while a 
rise of the savings rate will reduce it. An increase in the depreciation rate  will 
raise the price level. In a stationary, non-growing economy inflation is always a 
monetary phenomenon. 

Next we consider an economy with population growth and sustained progress 
so that (with e’ denoting the Euler number, n the growth rate of population and a 
the growth rate of the technology level A) L= Loe’nt and A=Aoe’at. We therefore 
get the following equation which offers some non-monetarist insights about infla-
tion: 

P#(t) = (ß/ ’) M [s/(a+n+ )] [ß(1- )-1]/[1-ß] (LoAoe’(a+n)t )-  (A.10k) 

Obviously in a growing economy there could be a sustained deflation, namely 
to the extent that a+n exceeds zero. A rise of the progress rate a will lead to both a 
rise of the level of P and of the deflation rate respectively (the expression ß(1- )-1 
is always negative, so that the impact for the level of P is unambiguous). For the 
case of a shrinking population (clearly a future problem of Japan and some other 
OECD countries) we also have to take into account the case n<0. Even if in a 
growing economy there is a potential case for a non-monetary inflation or defla-
tion it is true that monetary authorities could achieve price stability, namely by ad-
justing the money supply accordingly. This will, however, affect seigniorage 
revenues for government. 

We now return to the true long run monetary equilibrium condition. Let us 
briefly focus on the case of an open economy which suggests an additional poten-
tial paradox. A paradox in an open economy in which there is parallel technologi-
cal progress in country I and country II (dA>0, dA*>0; and dA=dA*) will occur if 
the income elasticity of the demand for money is below unity (in the interval 0,1) 
in the home country and above unity in country II. The consequence of global 
technological progress is that the price level in country I will rise, while it will fall 
in country II; implicitly one has to assume downward wage flexibility if unem-
ployment is to be avoided. If the nominal exchange rate is constant the effect is a 
real appreciation of the home country’s currency and this has to be taken into ac-
count in the context of the interest parity which reads in the absence of inflation 
r=r* +dlnq*/dt where q* is defined as eP*/P (e is the nominal exchange rate); 
hence technological progress will affect capital flows through the logic of the in-
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terest parity. While some observers analyzing country I might argue that process 
innovations (or rises in labor productivity) lead to a real appreciation, the true 
story is that process innovations per se do not lead to this appreciation, rather it is 
a mechanism which is related to the money market. Our approach suggests that 
analyzing long run price level dynamics in open economies with technological 
progress should be done in a careful way and must include an analysis of the 
money market. The common analytical split between pure trade theory (never 
looking at the money market) and monetary theory of international economic rela-
tions is not adequate in certain cases. 

If one considers the case of flexible nominal exchange rates and process inno-
vations (again with  in the interval 0,1 in country I and above unity in country II) 
one may assume that the nominal exchange rate is rising, so that there is a nominal 
depreciation of the currency. Speculators and scientists therefore should be inter-
ested in the size of the income elasticity of the demand for money. It seems likely 
that in poor countries the income elasticity of the demand for money is below 
unity while in countries with a high per capita income it is above unity as the de-
mand for real balances and other wealth assets is rising more than proportionately 
as income is rising. Economic catching up of poor countries and thus international 
real income convergence could thus help to avoid the above paradox. To learn 
more about the role of this paradox from an empirical perspective, one should par-
ticularly study the link between progress and the price level in those countries 
where the income elasticity of the demand for money is below unity in a certain 
period and above unity in the following period. 

Next we take a look at the real exchange rate eP*/P while assuming that the 
above equilibrium equation holds in a similar way abroad: 

P*= (ß*/ ’*)M*(L*oA*oe’(a*+n*)t )- *[s*/(a*+n*+ *)] [ß*(1- *)-1]/[1-ß*] (A.10l) 

Now we get a much better understanding about the long run real exchange rate 
which is given (denoting s/(a+n+ )=: s”, LoAo=:Z’ and [ß(1- )-1]/[1-ß]=: ß’) by 
the following expression 

q*=e(ß*/ß)( ’/ ’*)(M*/M)(Z’*e’(a*+n*)t)- *[s”*]ß’*/(Z’e’(a+n)t )- [s”]ß’ (A.10m) 

If ß’=ß’* we can state that a rise of the foreign savings rate relative to the do-
mestic savings rate will raise the real long run equilibrium exchange rate; a rela-
tive rise of the domestic savings rate will bring about a real appreciation; as –  < 0 
we can add that a relative rise of the sum of the domestic progress rate and the 
population growth rate will also bring about a real appreciation (both a relative 
rise of the savings rate and a relative rise of the domestic progress rate are typical 
of economic-technological catching up (with Japan being a prominent example in 
the 1970s and 1980s). One should note that the world real income in terms of 
country I (home country) is YW = Y+ q*Y*. 

If all goods are homogenous and indeed the array of goods produced in both 
countries are equal then we would have q*=1, so that the nominal exchange rate 
can be inferred from the above equation. It is fairly clear that in a multi-product 
world economy with products a, b….z the relative import price eP*/P will be de-
termined by the weighted average of individual prices. If the range of goods a, 
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b…z is in ascending order with respect to technology content and if one assumes 
that the Schumpeterian rent included in individual product prices is a positive 
function of the technological intensity of the product, a technologically leading 
country typically will produce more of the high-technology products x, y, z or be 
even the only producer, in which case the respective prices will contain a monop-
oly pricing element. Thus q*=1 will hold only under the condition that there is 
both free trade and full international technological convergence; or an equivalent 
technological specialization in exports of both countries is considered. 

Our findings for the case of a full employment growth model are consistent 
with a macroeconomic approach to the exchange rate and the current account, re-
spectively. However, we will show later that the production function and the 
growth model also can be used in the presence of unemployment.  

Let us get back to the standard literature: In the literature one often finds two 
contrasting views of explaining the real trade balance X’=X-q*J (where J is im-
ports); one can argue that since export quantity X=X(q*,Y*) – X is a positive 
function of q* and Y* and the import quantity J=J(q*,Y) the development of the 
trade balance depends for given Y and Y* on the Marshall-Lerner condition or the 
Robinson condition; X’=X’(q*,Y,Y*). Alternatively one can argue that since the 
goods market equilibrium condition in an underemployed economy can be written 
as S(Y)=I(r) + K +G-T + X-q*J one can state (assuming for simplicity G=T) that 
net exports X’ are a function of Y and r. Net exports will rise if savings rise rela-
tive to planned investment and for given Y, Y*, P, P* this obviously implies a 
nominal depreciation. We now also see this for the case of a full employment 
growth model. Again, as one may argue that the production function and the 
growth model respectively also work in an economy with a positive unemploy-
ment rate, we have shown a clear mechanism according to which the savings rate 
affects the exchange rate. However, it is clear that the net investment function in a 
full employment model cannot be I(r), rather we have r=ßY/K and therefore we 
can state the equation –dr + ß(dY/dt)/K = ß(Y/K2)(dK/dt). 

Moreover, to get a stationary real exchange rate we must either have all the 
goods being identical at home and abroad or that (a+n)  = (a*+n*) *; if ß=ß* and 

= * the growth rate of the population in the home country must exceed that of 
the foreign country by exactly the difference in the progress rate in favor of the 
foreign country. 

Let us finally take a look at the basic form of the quantity theory of money, 
namely that MV(Y,i) = PY; we denote with g growth rates and with Ex,z the elas-
ticity of X with respect to Z. Thus we have: 

gM + EV,YgY + EV,igi = gP + gY (A.10n) 

Therefore it follows (without loss of the validity of the basic argument) under 
the simplifying assumption ß=1-ß (and taking into account that r=ßY/K) the fol-
lowing equation: 

gM = gP + (1- EV,Y)[ßgKAL] - EV,i(ß-1)g(KAL) (A.10o) 

If the price level is to remain constant and hence gP=0 the central bank must 
adopt a growth rate of the money supply which is equal to: 
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gP = gM - (1- EV,Y)[ßgKAL] + EV,i(ß-1)g(KAL) (A.10p) 

The third term on the right-hand side of the equation has not been considered in 
standard analysis, rather one has implicitly considered the term through the inter-
est rate. For long term analysis in open monetary economies it can be quite useful 
to adequately combine the real sphere and the monetary sphere. Even if short-term 
dynamics in some markets diverge from the long run equilibrium pattern (e.g. the 
case of Dornbusch overshooting in the exchange rate) one should study the long 
term equilibrium solution since that solution should guide expectations of rational 
actors in an economy in which one finds global stability (as regards the latter one 
always has to analyze the dynamics before one can consider long run equilibrium 
solutions as meaningful; provided that the adjustment process is stable). 

The income elasticity of the real demand for money can change over time and 
might be related to both per capita income development and financial market in-
novations. Actually, we do not know very much about the determinants of the in-
come elasticity of the demand for money. Transaction technologies clearly play a 
role but so do other factors. 

A.7.3 Conclusions for Analysis of Process Innovations in a Monetary 
Economy

Process innovations are a standard phenomenon of the economic analysis. In a 
monetary economy one can, however, not neglect the impact of the money market 
on the price level. Since process innovations not only affect real output but also 
the marginal product of capital and therefore the real interest, one has a principal 
ambiguity with respect to the impact of technology on the price level. There is a 
critical size of the income elasticity below which a rise of the level of technology 
implies a rise of the price level; with an elasticity above the critical value, process 
innovations will bring about a fall of the price level. The impact of technology on 
the price level in turn will have an impact on capital flows since a change of the 
real interest rate is part of interest parity. Our analysis suggests that analyzing 
technological progress requires combining an analysis of the real sphere and of the 
monetary sphere of the economy. As we have shown, monetary policy could avoid 
inflation by an adequate choice of the growth rate of the money supply. 

A.7.4 Solow Model and Role of Money for Growth 

As regards growth dynamics in a broader sense, one may focus mainly on macro-
economic aspects or on the topic of the underlying structural change – with re-
spect to the latter see BORBÉLY (2006) who presents for the case of Eastern 
Europe and EU eastern enlargement an innovative empirical analysis for explain-
ing the dynamics of structural change, export specialization and export unit value 
dynamics for various sectors, including labor-intensive sectors and technology-
intensive sectors. The macroeconomic analysis which is presented here is more 
mainstream and an analysis of structural change in open economies. However, it 
also is complex and it can be quite useful – as is argued here – in combining stan-
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dard elements of traditional and modern growth analysis with some new thoughts 
about linking the real sphere of the economy and the monetary sphere. Moreover, 
in some fields macroeconomic analysis and the analysis of structural change can 
be combined fruitfully. 

The Solow growth model is a very useful starting point for the analysis of eco-
nomic growth, and it can be refined in many interesting ways. It determines the 
long run capital intensity k# (k=: K/L where K is capital and L is labor) and – in 
the context of technological progress – of k’ (k’=: K/(AL)) through combining a 
production function and an equilibrium condition for the goods market. For the 
sake of simplicity, our analysis will at first consider the rather simple case of a 
Cobb-Douglas production function Y=Kß(AL)1-ß where ß (0<ß<1) is the output 
elasticity of capital, Y is output and A is the level of labor-saving technology. As 
regards the level of technology, we assume that A(t) = A0 e’at; a is the exogenous 
progress rate and A0 the initial level of technology. 

The basic Cobb Douglas function makes the following generalizations rather 
tractable. We are interested in discussing several generalizations which mainly re-
fer to the savings function and the production function. 
As a point of reference we assume – as in the original Solow model – that savings 
S is proportionate to real income Y so that S=sY; the population is L=Loe’nt (n is 
the growth rate of the population). Imposing the equilibrium condition dK/dt=S 
(and hence [dK/dt]/[AL] = S/[AL]) and taking into account the definition of k’, we 
get the fundamental differential equation: 

dk’/dt = sy’ – (n+a)k’ = sk’ß- (n+a)k’ (a1) 

This is a stable Bernoulli differential equation (See Appendix G 4) whose general 
solution is 

k’(t) = [C0  e’-(n+a)(1-ß)t + (s/(a+n))]1/1-ß (a2) 

The initial conditions determine C0. As long as the sum of the growth rate of 
the population and of the level of technology – that is (n+a) - is not negative the 
economy will converge to the steady state value k’#=[s/(a+n)]1/1-ß and as y’=k’ß we 
get for the steady state per capita income: 

y# = [s/(a+n)]ß/1-ß A0 e’at (a3) 

This equation is our basic point of reference. It says that the steady state level of 
per capita income is a positive function of the savings rate s and a negative func-
tion of the progress rate a and the growth rate of the population n. The initial level 
of technology affects the level of per capita output. The long run growth rate is 
exogenous and is equal to a. Once the steady state capital intensity k# is achieved, 
output per capita y will grow at the constant rate a. Starting at k0, the economy 
will experience a transitory economic catching up process characterized by the 
growth of k’ over time (dk’/dt>0). The following figure shows the determination 
of the steady state through the intersection of the (n+a)k’ line with the sy’ line. 
Thus, we basically have a representation of the fundamental differential equation. 
We also can see the adjustment path in the sense of dk’/dt, and we see the adjust-
ment path of lny’ (y=:Y/L):. 
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Fig. 11. Standard Neoclassical Growth Model and Adjustment Path 

Where does the temporary growth rate of k’ – and hence of y’ – reach a maxi-
mum? In the fundamental differential equation, we take the derivative with respect 
to k’ and set the result equal to zero (remember that dlnk’/dt=:[dk’/dt]/k’). There-
fore 

dlnk’/dt = ßsk’ß-1 – (n+a)  (a4) 

This implies a maximum growth rate dlnk’/dt at the value k’max= (ßs/(a+n))1/1-ß

= ß1/1-1/1-ßk’#. The maximum growth is a positive function of ß (obviously taking 
logarithms gives ln k’ max = (1/1-ß)(ln[ßs] - ln [a+n]). 

If we compare two countries (foreign variables are starred) it is clear that in a 
world economy with capital depreciation – the depreciation rate is  in country I 
and * in country II – the relative per capita income position in the long run will 
be given (assuming ß=ß*) by: 

y/y* = [(s/s*)(a*+n*+ *)/(a+n+ ) (A0 /Ao*) ]e’(a-a*)t (a5) 

The term in square brackets determines the relative level of the growth path of 
the domestic economy. As long as the progress rates a and a* are exogenous, it is 
not possible to really discuss options for growth policies. If one further assumes 
that the income tax rate  as well as the unemployment rate u negatively affect 
savings so that the savings function is S= sZ’(1- )(1-u)Y in country I and in a 

lny0

lny 
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similar formulation S* =s’*Z’*(1- *)(1-u*) Y*, we can modify the equation for 
relative income and obtain – after including the institutional variable Z’: 

y#/y*#={(sZ’(1- )(1-u)/Z’*[s*(1- *) 

                                          (1-u*)])(a*+n*+ *)/(a+n+ )(A0/Ao*)}e’(a-a*)t

(a6) 

The main reason to assume that savings is negatively influenced by the unem-
ployment rate is the fact that unemployed workers do not save, and indeed they of-
ten dissave for a certain time period. Economic catching up in the sense of nar-
rowing the gap with respect to the level of the growth path of country II can now 
be achieved through various instruments – as viewed from country I: 

an improvement of the institutional setup (Z’) 
a rise of the savings rate (s); this is in well-known contrast to the message of 
the standard short term Keynesian/Mundell Fleming model according to which 
a rise of the savings rate will reduce equilibrium income. 
a fall of the tax rate ( )
reduction of the unemployment rate (u) 
fall of the population growth rate (n) 
fall of the depreciation rate ( ); one should note that economic opening up of a 
country will bring about a once-and-for-all rise of the depreciation rate, as 
many firms will experience obsolescence of the capital stock once the economy 
is opened up to the world market. Hence economic opening up might bring 
about a fall of the level of the growth path unless economic opening up helps to 
upgrade the institutional setup factor Z’ sufficiently. 

If the government’s planning horizon is short enough, a fall in the progress rate 
might be desirable since this will raise the level of the growth path in the short run 
while reducing the permanent growth rate in the long run. In an open economy, 
there are further long run constraints to be observed.   

In an open economy setting – for simplicity considered under the constraint that 
there is no government budget disequilibrium, no unemployment, zero inflation, a 
zero current account and no capital flows – the implication clearly is that a poor 
country can catch up only if the parameters change in the long run in such a way 
that the same or at least a similar level of y is achieved as abroad (y*); and inter-
national economic convergence requires that the growth rate of technological pro-
gress of the initially poor country converge to that of the rich country. Hence if 
s=s*, a=a*, n=n* and ß=ß* – which is in line with the Heckscher-Ohlin assump-
tion that technology is the same in country I (home country) and country II – both 
countries will converge towards the same long run per capita income, despite all 
initial differences in the initial per capita income positions.  

A growth model which fits reality in a world economy with many different 
countries will naturally consider the empirically well established fact that very 
poor countries have a very small savings rate while countries with a medium per 
capita income (among the OECD countries) have a relatively higher savings rate. 
However, rather rich countries have a relatively low savings rate. We will suggest 
a rather simple way to deal with different savings rates in the course of economic 
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catching up. How can we cover this phenomenon? We simply may assume a 
modified simple savings function (with z’ denoting a positive parameter in the in-
terval 0,1), namely 

S= s(1+ z’dk’/dt)Y (a7) 

Alternatively, one can write S/[AL]= s(1+ z’dk’/dt)y’. A key argument why the 
savings rate should increase during a rise in k’ is the fact that a rise in the ratio of 
capital to labor in efficiency units (AL) generates a desire of private households 
and entrepreneurial households to benefit from an expected increase in output 
growth related to positive external output effects of investment; the latter might be 
related to learning-by-doing effects. The modified fundamental differential equa-
tion therefore is 

dk’/dt = s(1+ z’dk’/dt)k’ß- (n+a)k’ (a8) 

(1-z’k’ß) dk’/dt = sk’ß- (n+a)k’ (a9) 

It is easy to see that the steady state solution for k’# is the same as in the above 
basic model (note that we assume z’k’ß 1). However, the adjustment speed to-
wards the steady state is now larger. Empirical research should tell whether or not 
the approach suggested is useful.  

If country I (the relatively poor home economy) were to achieve in the long run 
the same per capita income as the rich foreign country II, a double convergence is 
required in the neoclassical growth model (for simplicity we assume zero popula-
tion growth in both countries). The savings rate – effectively the investment out-
put ratio – must converge to that of the foreign country, and the progress rate 
would have to be the same as abroad. Referring to the standard SOLOW model, 
one must therefore assume a mechanism which is reflected in a suitable equation 
such as (with z” standing for a positive parameter in the interval 0,1) 

ds/dt =  (s/s*)(s*2sz”-1 – s*1-z”) (a10) 

This differential equation basically consists of the first term (s/s*) and a second 
term on the right hand side, which will bring about s=s* in the long term. As re-
gards the savings income ratio, sound financial institutions – ultimately reflected 
in a relatively high level of real money balances per capita – may be expected to 
play an important role. If people have no confidence in the banking sector, the 
savings rate will naturally remain low. We emphasize here that the picture will 
have to be modified if we take into account foreign direct investment which re-
quires making a distinction between gross domestic product and gross national 
product. One will have to raise – mostly ignored in the literature – the topic of 
how the savings function in the source country and the home country is to be 
modified adequately in a world with foreign direct investment. 

For the moment, we will disregard the foreign investment issue. Turning to the 
above differential equation, it is rather unclear which forces will bring about such 
an international convergence of the savings rates. If one takes into account the 
possibility of permanent government deficits or surpluses, one may point to the 
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role of government in the convergence of savings ratios. However, in few poor 
countries is the government known to maintain long term budget surpluses. In-
stead of looking for budget surpluses in poor countries, we may instead point out 
the role of permanent positive deficit-GDP ratios in rich countries which could 
contribute to international convergence of the savings rate. 

Growth and the Role of Real Money Balances 

Another element of generalization in the Solow model refers to the specification 
of the savings function in the sense that one might want to consider S/(AL)=sy’ .
Moreover, we may consider the role of real money balances m (m is the ratio of 
the nominal stock of money M to the price level P) for savings and consumption, 
respectively. We assume that the higher m/(AL), the higher the desired savings, 
which effectively amounts to saying that a higher stock of m’=:m/(AL) will go 
along with a higher real capital stock relative to AL. We thus assume the parame-
ter ” to be positive ( ’ is also assumed to be positive; in the Solow model it is 
zero). We therefore can specify: 

S/(AL)=sy’ ’ m’ ’’ (a11) 

We thus assume that savings per efficiency unity of labor has a positive effect on 
(relative) real income and (relative) real money balances. 

Now let us assume – with i denoting the nominal interest rate;  and ’ are 
positive parameters – that the real demand for money is given by  

md/AL=  y’ ’/i (a12) 

With m/AL denoted as m’, we can express money market equilibrium therefore as 

m’ = y’ ’/i (a13) 

We insert this equilibrium condition in the savings function and obtain: 

S/(AL)=sy’ ’ y’ ’ ( ’/i) ” (a14) 

If we assume profit maximization (real interest rate r = ßy’/k’ = ßk’ß-1) and zero 
inflation and hence i= r, we obtain 

S/(AL)= sk’ ’ß + ” ’’( ’/ß) ”; ’’=:[1+ ( -1)] (a15) 

The fundamental differential equation for k’ therefore reads: 

dk’/dt = sk’ ’ß+ ’’ ’’( ’/ß) ”– (n+a)k’ (a16) 

This equation – with C0 to be determined by the initial condition k(0)=k0 – has the 
solution 

k’(t) = [C0 e’ -(n+a)(1- ’ß- ’’ ”) t + s( ’/ß) ”/(a+n)] 1/(1- ’ß + ”) (a17) 

Assuming that n+a exceeds zero, this equation is stable if 1- ’ß - ” ’’>0; ’>1 
is a necessary condition that the transitory growth rate of this monetary Solow 
model exceeds that of the original model. Whether this condition is fulfilled is an 
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empirical question. Assuming the condition to hold, the steady state value for k’ 
is:

k’# = [s( ’/ß) ”/(a+n)] 1/(1- ’ß + ”) (a18) 

If ’>  and ’’>1 the steady state capital intensity in a monetary economy will 
exceed that of a non monetary economy. As regards the empirical evidence on ’’ 
the reader is referred to the final chapter. 
Taking into account the modified savings function, the money market condition 
and profit maximization thus implies the following (assuming that ’’>0): The 
long run equilibrium ratio of capital to labor in efficiency units  

positively depends on the savings rate and negatively on a and n (the standard 
results)
positively on the interest responsiveness of the demand for money ( ’)
positively on the elasticity of savings with respect to real money balances ( ’) 
positively on the income elasticity of the demand for money ( ”).

A similar reasoning holds with respect to the steady state value of y’. In addi-
tion, we can add the traditional result that the level of output relative to labor input 
in efficiency units is a positive function of ß. However, the exponent for y’ looks a 
bit more complex than is traditionally the case; here it is ß/(1- ’ß + ”) which is 
identical with the traditional result ß/1-ß if the income elasticity of savings is unity 
and ”=0. If the exponent ß/(1- ’ß + ”) is equal to or greater than ß/(1-ß), we 
may assume that the introduction of a monetary economy brings about a higher 
capital intensity k’ than the non-monetary SOLOW model, provided that ( ’/ß) ”

exceeds unity. 
A final remark shall refer to the progress rate. This rate can be endogenized in 

principle, but it also could be considered as shaped by stable cyclical impulses. 
For example, we may assume that a(t)= a0 + a1sin t (a0 + a1 are positive parame-
ters). In this case, however, the solution of the fundamental differential equation 
looks somewhat different as the progress rate a is no longer a constant parameter. 
At the bottom line, one may consider the possibility that long term technology cy-
cles overlap with short term cyclical forces. The latter could include variations of 
the supply elasticity of input factors. 

Money as a Positive External Effect in the Production Function 

Another way to integrate the analysis of inflation in a long run growth model is to 
assume that real money balances enter the production function in the form of a 
positive external effect. The fact that households hold money and use it in market 
transactions saves information and transaction costs not only for households but 
also for firms selling in such markets. Assuming an output elasticity of real money 
balances of ß’, the production function may therefore be written as 

y’ = m’ß’ k’ß (a19) 

The savings function S=sY then leads to the fundamental differential equation 
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dk’/dt = s m’ß’ k’ß - (n+a)k’ (a20) 

Obviously the variable m’, which can be considered a policy variable in an 
open economy with flexible exchange rates, must not be ignored for determining 
the level of the growth path. The steady state solution for the capital stock relative 
to labor in efficiency units is: 

k# = [s m’ß’/(n+a)]1/(1-ß) (a21) 

Again we could integrate the condition for money market equilibrium. In the pro-
duction function, we have to replace m’ by y’  ( ’/i);

y’ = y’ ß’ ( ’/i)’ß’ k’ß (a22) 

This implies 

y’ =  ( ’/i)ß’/(1- ß’) k’ß/(1- ß’) (a23) 

If we assume a relatively high inflation rate  we can replace i with #, which 
should be interpreted as the target inflation rate of the central bank. Interestingly, 
the apparent output elasticity of the capital stock is now lower than in a pure non-
monetary growth model (we assume 0< ß’<1). By contrast, if we assume that the 
central bank’s inflation target rate is zero, the nominal interest rate can be set 
equal to the real interest rate r. Now let us assume that firms are profit maximiz-
ers, so that 1/r = (1/ß)k’1-ß. We obtain 

y’ = ( ’/ ’) ’/(1- ’/ ’)k’ ’/(1- ’/ ’)+(1- ’) ’/(1- ’/ ’) (a24) 

We now have an apparent output elasticity of the capital stock in which the 
output elasticity of k’ is determined by two elements: the elasticity of money bal-
ances m’ and the income elasticity of the demand for money. With a standard sav-
ings function S=sY, we now get the fundamental differential equation  

dk/dt = s( ’/ ’) ’/(1- ’/ ’)k’ ’/(1- ’/ ’)+(1- ’) ’/(1- ’/ ’) – (n+a)k’ (a25) 

This looks rather similar to the above case of a modified savings function – 
which includes a real balances effect – in combination with a production function 
which does not contain real money balances. Thus we have two good arguments to 
consider the role of real money balances in a long run growth analysis. The steady 
state solution is given by 

k’# = {[s/(n+a)]( ’/ ’) ’/(1- ’/ ’)}1/( ’(1- ’/ ’)) (a26) 

The impact of money on the capital intensity is ambiguous. 

Money, Transfers, Growth and Real Income 

If one follows the basic TOBIN approach to monetary growth – we will recall this 
model in detail subsequently – who has argued that seigniorage should be taken 
into account in the government budget, one should expect the paradox result that 
equilibrium capital intensity and per capita output in long run equilibrium are 
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smaller in a monetary growth model than in the traditional SOLOW model. How-
ever, we will show that under plausible assumptions – referring indeed to the core 
of defining a monetary economy (the production function) – we will not get 
TOBIN’s result that introducing money in a neoclassical growth model will bring 
about a fall in both equilibrium capital intensity and per capita income y:=Y/L (L 
is population or labor).  

Consider that the government budget equation ( ”- )Y= (dM/dt)/P can be writ-
ten (with M nominal money stock, P price level, m“=: ratio of real money bal-
ances m to L; ” is government transfers relative to GDP,  is the income tax rate 
and µ is the growth rate of money) as: 

( ”- )y = µm“ (i)

or (with m’= : m/[AL]) 

( ”- )y’ = µm’ (ii)

Hence the income elasticity of money is unity; ’ is a parameter indicating the 
interest responsiveness of the demand for money and i is the nominal interest rate. 
As regards the production function, we assume that real money balances m’ raise 
the productivity of firms so that we have a production function (with y’=: Y/AL; 
k’=K/AL and ß and ß’ standing for positive elasticities): 

y’ = k’ß m’ß’ (iii) 

The goods market equilibrium condition in a closed economy (with G denoting 
government expenditures as well as transfers, T real tax revenue) is given by S + 
(T-G) = dK/dt + K. Thus we get 

dk’/dt = s[y’(1- )+µm’] – µm’ – (n+ +a)k’ (iv) 

Taking into account money market equilibrium (where i is the nominal interest 
rate and ’ a positive parameter indicating the responsiveness of the demand for 
money with respect to i), namely 

m’ = y’ ’/i (v) 

leads to the equation: 

dk’/dt = s[y’(1- )+(s-1)µy’ ’/i] – (n+ +a)k’ (v’) 

Setting dk’/dt=0, we get the equilibrium value for k’: 

k’# = {sm’ ’[(1- ) - µ ’(1-s)/i]/(n+ +a)}1/1-ß (v’’) 

Here were have the TOBIN result that the steady state capital intensity in a 
monetary economy could be lower than in a non-monetary economy, however, per 
capita income could be higher according to our production function. Indeed, the 
steady state income Y/[AL]=: y’ is given by: 

y’# = {sm’ ’[(1- ) - µ ’(1-s)/i]/(n+ +a)}ß/(1-ß) m’ß’ (vi) 

We can rewrite the equation as: 
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y’ #(1-ß)/ß = {s[(1- ) - µ ’(1-s)/i]/(n+ +a)} m’ß’/  (vii) 

Necessary conditions for y’ in a monetary economy to exceed y’ in a non-
monetary economy are that (1- ) > µ ’(1-s)/i and m’ß’/ > 1. 

We use the approximation that ln(1+z)  z, which holds if z is close to zero. 
Taking logarithms thus gives 

(1-ß)/ß lny’ = ß’/ß ln(m’) + lns -  - µ ’(1-s)/i – ln(n+ +a) (viii) 

It is obvious that in a monetary economy, y’ in the steady state is higher than in 
a non-monetary economy if  

ß’/ß ln m’> µ ’(1-s)/i (ix) 

that is if 

m’ > exp(ßµ ’(1-s)/(iß’)) (x) 

It is quite plausible that the introduction of money should raise the level of the 
growth path; otherwise evolutionary dynamics with open economies would not al-
low monetary economies to survive (moreover, standard microeconomic analysis 
suggests productivity-enhancing effects of using money in a market economy). 
Alternatively, one could argue that money makes the economy more effective in 
absorbing shocks at relatively low costs. Besides an impact of m’ –and the infla-
tion rate – on the level of the growth path, one should in principle also consider 
the effect of money on the progress rate; that is one should consider monetary en-
dogenous growth models (For a specific approach in a quite different context see 
GRIES/SIEVERT/WIENEKE, 2004). 

Note that if there is to be zero inflation, we must have the growth rate of the 
money supply µ = a+n so that the growth rate of the money supply is quasi-
endogenous. We thus have an empirical question which refers to the relative size 
of ß’, s and  where government has a choice of . Moreover, we have an interest-
ing set of empirical issues where further analysis could drop, of course, the re-
quirement ß=1-ß.  

The more general question of monetary growth modelling refers to a situation 
with inflation – so that the inflation rate >0 and µ = a+n+ . Imposing the condi-
tion of profit maximization requires that the real interest rate r=ßk’ß-1m’ß’. This as-
pect might be an additional element of analysis. The more interesting question 
concerns the impact of the inflation rate on the progress rate. Denoting the undis-
torted progress rate as a0, we can write a= a0 –a1  if we state the hypothesis that in-
flation diverts management’s attention from the innovation process so that the 
progress rate is dampened by inflation. The impact of the inflation rate on the pro-
gress rate will dominate the impact of inflation on the level of the growth path in 
the long run. To the extent that inflation raises the level of the growth path in the 
short run, thereby reducing the progress rate, a short-sighted government will have 
a political preference in favour of inflation. 
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A.7.5 Monetary Growth Model and Tobin Paradox 

The Solow growth model was modified by TOBIN (1965) in a way which allowed 
including money in a growth perspective which also is part of the debate about su-
perneutrality of money. While the idea of the classics that money is neutral for the 
real economy has been discussed under the heading of neutrality the term su-
perneutrality refers to the question whether a positive or negative growth rate of 
the nominal money supply will affect real variables.  

In the model of TOBIN (1965) the main result of introducing money in a 
growth model is a reduction of the per capita capital intensity (k) and hence of per 
capita output (y) in the steady state. Moreover, a rise of the growth rate of the 
money supply was found to raise the inflation rate but also to possibly raise the 
level of the growth path in a simple model with an exogenous growth rate (n) of 
the population L. In such a model the long run growth rate of output is exogenous, 
namely n. Government can, however, affect the steady state value (denoted by #) 
of the capital intensity k=K/L (K is the capital stock) and hence the growth rate of 
output Y; in the simplest case output is described by a neoclassical production 
function Y(K,L). 

In summarizing the TOBIN approach in a simple way we partly follow 
REITHER (1989). Money is introduced through the government budget constraint 
since the supply of money generates “seigniorage revenues” which consist of the 
real value of a rise of the nominal money supply. In an equilibrium approach one 
has to take into account that the nominal money supply M will have to be equal to 
the nominal money demand Md=Pmd where P is the price level and md the real 
demand for money which positively depends on Y and negatively on the nominal 
interest rate i. The formal setup is as follows; first we consider the government 
budget constraint where G is real consumption of government, T real tax revenue 
and H real transfers.  

(dM/dt)/P = G – T + H (1) 

We define h” as transfers per capita (L) so that H=h”L which allows to write – 
with µ as growth rate of the nominal money supply M, m’’=(M/P)/L and the defi-
nition of the government budget deficit ratio [G-T]/Y=: ’’ – the budget constraint 
in per capita terms as: 

µ m’’ = ’’y + h”  (2) 

We assume a per capita savings function (with z’ denoting disposable per cap-
ita income and s a parameter in the interval 0,1), namely that savings S relative to 
L is given by: 

S/L= sz’ (3) 

The disposable income is (with  denoting the income tax rate): 

z’ = (1- )y(k) + h” (4) 

Equilibrium in the goods market requires that the gross per capita savings S/L 
finance both per capita investment and the government deficit: 
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s [(1- )y(k) + h”] = [dK/dt]/L + ’’y(k) + h” (5) 

If we assume that reinvestment is K and that the growth rate of the population 
is n we get the following implicit expression for the steady state value of the capi-
tal intensity (k#): 

{s[1- ] – ’’}y(k#) = (n+ )k# + (1-s)h” (6) 

With a standard Cobb-Douglas production function y=kß we get in the steady 
state:

{s[1- ] – ’’}kß = (n+ )k + (1-s)h” (7) 

The left hand side of the equation is portrayed as LHS in the subsequent graph, 
the right hand side as RHS. TOBIN (1965) assumes that the structural deficit ratio 
is zero so that h”=µm’’. We can conclude from the graphical analysis that h”>0 
shifts the right-hand side curve upwards (RHS1 instead of RHS0) so that k# falls to 
k#1. This is obvious since government must finance h” while savings per capita is 
raised only by sh” so that the equilibrium capital intensity is reduced. 

Fig. 12. Government Activity in the TOBIN Monetary Growth Model 

If we had a structural deficit the LHS curve rotates downwards so that the inter-
section point shifts to the left: k# falls. If one assumes a positive growth rate of the 
money supply there could be inflation; the inflation rate is  = µ-n (in an economy 
with technological progress rate a the steady state (long run) inflation rate is given 
by  = µ-[a+n]).  
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Disregarding technological progress we can state: Printing money generates a 
“growth seigniorage revenue” nm and an inflation tax m. As the money supply 
growth rate µ= +n in the steady state we can write: 

h” = [ #+n]m’’#  (8) 

If we require a zero structural budget deficit we get the steady state equilibrium 
condition: 

s[1- ]y(k) – (1-s)nm’’# = (n+ )k# + (1-s) #m’’#  (9) 

With inflation we have to consider the impact of the inflation rate on the infla-
tion tax – here we have to take into account money market equilibrium, too. That 
is real money supply per capita (M/P)/L must equal real money demand per capita 
m’’d(r+ , y) which one may specific for the sake of simplicity as y ’/[r+ ]

s[1- ]y(k) – (1-s)nm’’# = (n+ )k# + (1-s) #m’’#  (10) 

Fig. 13. Money Supply Dynamics and the Capital Intensity in the TOBIN Model 

A rise of the inflation rate will reduce the per capita money supply so that the 
value of the starting point of LHS on the ordinate is shrinking. The effect is a rise 
of the steady state capital intensity: Higher inflation brings a rise from k#0 to k#1
(TOBIN effect). However, the growth seigniorage revenue effect is not the only 
effect to be considered. Depending on the interest elasticity of the demand for 
money we could get a rise of #m#, no change in inflation tax or a fall of #m#. 
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The latter case could lead to superneutrality of money which means that inflation 
would not affect the capital intensity. 

Taking into account process innovations we will have to reconsider the results 
presented. The crucial question is whether and to which extent inflation negatively 
affects the progress rate. Since inflation is known to reduce the average maturity 
of bonds one may argue that inflation generally reduces the decision horizon of 
economic agents. Innovation projects which generate a high social rate of return in 
the long run could not be realized in an inflationary environment; at least not if the 
growth rate of the price level is beyond a critical inflation rate ( ’#). 

A.7.6 Technological Progress Cycles 

Let us briefly consider the logic of progress cycles in the neoclassical growth 
model. If we assume that savings S= s(1- )(1-u)Y where the income tax rate is 
and the unemployment rate is u, we get a simple steady state condition for per cap-
ita income y’=Y/[AL] – that is output per efficiency units of labor. Note that the 
savings function presented assumes that savings is reduced by unemployment. 
Output Y is determined by a production function Y=Kß (AL)1-ß – with 0<ß<1. At 
first the progress rate is exogenous in the sense that dlnA/dt =:a; the growth rate of 
the population is given by the parameter n (n=dlnL/dt). The unemployment rate is 
considered exogenous. In the case of a balanced government budget, the goods 
market equilibrium condition in a closed economy is given (with  standing for the 
rate of capital depreciation) by  

S= dK/dt + K (Ia) 

We thus can state – with k’=: K/[AL] - the differential equation for k’: 

dk’/dt = s(1- )(1-u)k’ß – (n+a+ )k’ (Ib) 

Solving this Bernoulli differential equation or simply setting dk’/dt=0, we get 
the steady state (symbolized by #) for k’, namely:  

k’# = {s(1- )(1-u)/(n+a+ )}1/1-ß (Ic) 

Thus y’# is is given by: 

y’# = {s(1- )(1-u)/(n+a+ )}ß/1-ß (Id) 

Wíth e’ denoting the Euler number we get for y=: K/L the result  

y# = A0 {s(1- )(1-u)/(n+a+ )}1/1-ß e’at (Ie) 

Thus output per capita is given an expression where the level of the growth 
path is negatively affected by the progress rate a, while a affects the growth rate 
positively – indeed dlny/dt = a. This has a straightforward implication if we as-
sume that there is a long term normal progress rate a# while a can rise in certain 
periods. If we assume that in t1 there is an increase in the progress rate, we will see 
a drop of the level of the growth path while the growth path itself becomes steeper 
(consider the reaction in stock markets: a fall of per capita income in t1 could be 
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interpreted by chartists – people with extrapolative expectations – as a signal that 
there will be a slowdown of the economy, but the opposite is true and after some 
time chartists will start noticing this favourable development, possibly after output 
per capita has increased after t2 beyond the natural growth path). What happens if 
the progress rate falls back in t3 to the normal level? The level of the growth path 
will rise and the growth rate will also be reduced (consider the potential incipient 
reaction in stock markets where market participants might anticipate that the one-
off increase in output per capita is a signal for accelerated long run growth while 
in reality the growth rate has decreased). 

lny 
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Fig. 14. Shifts in the Progress Function over Time 

Semi-endogenous Progress 

We can focus next on a semi-endogenized progress rate and thus consider aspects 
of population growth and the unemployment rate and hence implicitly of labor 
market dynamics. Let us assume that we have a progress function 

a = a# +a1n – a2u (If) 

We thus assume the progress rate to positively depend on the growth rate of the 
population – hence a shrinking population brings a lower progress rate (which 
could be a major future problem of OECD countries) – and negatively on the un-
employment rate. An argument for the latter is the common observation that 
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workers in high unemployment countries are often resistant to outsourcing and ra-
tionalization investment so that technological progress is slowed down, obviously 
the result of workers’ fears to be laid off during periods with a high progress rate. 
With countries such as Germany, Italy and France – as core countries of the Euro 
zone – facing a fall in population growth and even a negative long run n in combi-
nation with a high structural unemployment rate, the result will be a fall in the 
long run progress rate and hence in the trend growth rate. If a progress function 
with a negative impact of the unemployment rate exists, restoring full employment 
is enormously important since this will raise both the level of the growth path and 
increase the steady state growth rate itself. 

A.7.7 Equilibrium and Terms of Trade Aspects in a Simple Open 
Economy Growth Model 

In an open economy – without foreign direct investment/capital flows – an ade-
quately specified growth model should take into account the fact that products ex-
ported become more sophisticated as capital intensity (capital K relative to labor 
in efficiency units AL) k’=: K/[AL] rises. Assuming that more sophisticated prod-
ucts will fetch higher prices in world markets, we have to take into account a long 
term terms of trade effect, where the real exchange rate eP*/P=: q* so that – with 
the assumption for the parameters >0 and 0< ’ 1 – we specify: 

dq*/dt = dk’/dt  k’ - ’ (I) 

An investment boom goes along with a real depreciation, and the effect is 
stronger the lower capital intensity is. By integration we obtain (with C’ as a con-
stant to be determined from initial conditions) the equation: 

q*(t) = [ /(1- ’)]k’– ’+1+ C’ (II) 

For simplicity we assume a balanced government budget and that neither ex-
ports X nor imports J depend on q*. The result presented is rather robust as we 
shall subsequently see. 

The goods market equilibrium condition requires that savings be equal to the 
sum of gross investment and net exports of goods and services. The quantity im-
ported (J) has to multiplied by q* in order to express imports in units of domestic 
output.  

S = dK/dt + K + [X-q*J] (III) 

If we assume – with  defined as the income tax rate – that imports J=jY (hence 
J/AL=jy’), exports X=x’Y (hence X/AL=x’y’), savings S=sY[1- ], a constant 
growth rate of progress a (a=:dlnA/dt), a constant growth rate of the labor force n 
(n=:dlnL/dt) and output Y=Kß (AL)1-ß – with 0<ß<1 –, we derive from the goods 
market equilibrium condition a differential equation in which we have inserted 
q*(t) = [ /(1- ’)]k’– ’+1+ C’:

dk’/dt = s(1- )k’ß + C’jk’ß – x’k’ß -(n+ +a)k’ + j /(1- ’)k’ ß- ’+1 (IV) 
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Assuming that this equation is stable, we get the steady state solution by setting 
dk’/dt = 0. This equation cannot be solved analytically unless we make two as-
sumptions, namely that 2 (s(1- )+C’j-x’)1/2 (j /(1- ’)) (ß- ’+1)/2= (n+ +a) and that 
we have (1- ’+2ß)/2 = 1 – this implies ß>0.5. In this case, we can express the 
condition that dk’/dt=0 as a quadratic equation: 

0= [(s(1- )+C’j-x’)1/2  k’ ß/2 –(j )/(1- ’)1/2 k’ (ß- ’ + 1)/2]2 (V) 

We thus get the steady state solution as  

k’# = {(s(1- )+C’j-x)/[(j )/(1- ’)]}1/(1- ’) (VI) 

The stronger the terms of trade improve (see the parameter ’) as a conse-
quence of a rising k’ – the higher the fall of q* as a consequence of a higher capi-
tal intensity –, the higher the steady state capital intensity. Note that this implica-
tion is based on inspection of the exponent 1/(1- ’). We can thus argue that the 
stronger the impact of capital accumulation on the terms of trade, the higher the 
steady state capital intensity and hence the level of the long run growth path. In 
this context, the remarkable improvement of the US price of industrial products in 
the 1990s – relative to Germany – is crucial. A sustained improvement of the 
terms of trade has contributed to a series of rises in the level of the growth path. 
The growth rate of both per capita output y = Y/L and capital intensity k = K/L 
might be considered as exogenous. What looks like a rise in the US trend growth 
rate could thus in fact represent a combination of an increased trend growth rate 
and several increases in the level of the growth path associated with an improve-
ment in the US terms of trade.  

A.7.8 International Macroeconomics, FDI and Fiscal and Monetary 
Policy

A considerable part of modern macroeconomics is devoted to the question of how 
to optimally stabilize an open economy. The standard result in a Mundell Fleming 
model with perfect capital mobility is that monetary policy is ineffective under 
fixed exchange rates since an expansionary monetary policy will reduce the nomi-
nal interest in the short term, leading to massive capital outflows and an excess 
demand in the foreign exchange market. This excess demand forces the central 
bank to intervene and buy foreign exchange so that the domestic money supply 
will fall. In such a manner, monetary policy is not effective. By contrast, an ex-
pansionary fiscal policy is effective as the associated short term rise in the interest 
rate brings about an excess supply in the foreign exchange market – related to ris-
ing capital inflows – so that an expansionary fiscal policy indirectly causes an ex-
pansionary monetary policy.  

Under floating exchange rates, the policy assessment is just the opposite. 
Monetary policy is effective, fiscal policy is not. Expansionary monetary policy 
causes a short-term fall in the interest rate and hence a real depreciation which will 
stimulate net exports of goods and services (provided the Marshall Lerner condi-
tion is met). An expansionary fiscal policy will cause a real appreciation, thereby 
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reducing net exports of goods and services so that the expansionary effect is 
dampened. 

Now let us include aspects of foreign direct investment where we focus on a 
small open economy which is a host country to FDI inflows but not a source coun-
try of FDI. If we integrate the argument of FROOT/STEIN (1991), namely that a 
real depreciation will cause higher foreign direct investment inflows – a rise of the 
real exchange rate q*=:eP*/P will increase overall investment I and also net capi-
tal inflows Q –, we have to modify the standard model slightly. Additionally, we 
assume that output (or GDP) is produced with a Cobb Douglas function Y=KßL1-ß 

so that capital income is ßY. Assuming the FDI capital stock to be a share b of the 
overall capital stock, K gross national income thus is Z=Y[1-b(q*)ß]; the desired b 
is a positive function of q*, as a real depreciation will make it easier for foreign 
investors to acquire firms. We assume that consumption is proportionate to gross 
national income net of taxes (income tax is ). The consumption function C= 
cY(1-b(q*)ß)(1- )  so that we can write the consumption function as C(q*,Y, ); 
C / q*<0. Overall investment I is composed of investment of domestic firms I(r) 

and foreign direct investment inflows I”(q*). We thus have three medium term 
conditions for the goods market (X’ is net exports), the money market – with m 
representing real money demand – and the foreign exchange market.  

Y = C(q*,Y, ) + I’(r)+ I”(q*) + G + X’(Y,Y*,q*)     (ISF curve) (1´) 

 M/P = m(i,q*,Y)      (LMF curve) (2´) 

Q(i/i*, q*)= - X’(Y,Y*,q*)      (BBF curve) (3´) 

If we set U = 1/D 
Where D is the system determinant: 

D = -P/P* ((1 – CY - XY)(Qemi - Qime) + (Ce + Ie)(XYmi - QimY) + 

 Xemi(1 - CY) + XemY(Ir - Qi) + Ir(QemY - XYme))

(4´) 

This expression has no unambiguous sign, but if we assume a negative sign we get 
the following results: 

dY/dG = -UP/P* (mi(Qe + X’e) - meQr) (5´) 

which is positive if X’e < Qe
If we set  

mq* = (P*/P)me = 0, we get: (6´) 

dY/dG = -UP/P*mi (Qe + X’e) (7´) 

which will still be positive if X’e < Qe

dY/dM = U/P* (-Ir(Qe + X’e) + Qr/i*(Ce + Ie + X’e)) (8´) 
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which is negative if X’e < Qe and X’e < -Ie -Ce and positive if X’e > Qe;
and X’e > -Ie - Ce. If we set Cq* = (P*/P)Ce = 0, we get: 

dY/dM = U/P* (-Ir(Qe + X’e) + Qr/i*(Ie + X’e)) (9´) 

which is positive if X’e > Qe
Note that we have assumed a real money demand function which negatively 

depends on the nominal interest rate i and positively on gross national income 
[Y(1-b(q*)ß] so that we can write m(i,q*,Y); with m/ q* 0.

For simplicity, we assume in the subsequent medium term analysis that ex-
change rate expectations are static (otherwise such expectations would influence 
both FDI and net capital inflows). Under flexible exchange rates, an expansionary 
fiscal policy could now be even less expansionary in the medium term than in the 
traditional setup, since a real appreciation will reduce consumption through the 
fall in gross national income, as a higher share of firms is owned by foreign inves-
tors so that profit transfers flowing to the source country (II) increases. For a mo-
ment, let us disregard the impact of q* on I which basically means that all FDI is 
international mergers and acquisitions.  

If foreign investment were mainly greenfield investment, the implication is that 
I/ q*  (denoted subsequently as Iq*) is rather high so that a real depreciation will 

strongly influence investment demand – if I/ q* reaches a critical threshold, the 
net FDI effect on aggregate demand (the sum of the effect of FDI on consumption 
and investment) will be positive –; this is the standard case assumed subsequently. 
As regards net capital inflows, we have to take into account that a rise in the inter-
est rate stimulates portfolio capital inflows directly but will indirectly dampen FDI 
inflows. As such, taking into account FDI implies that the excess supply in the 
foreign exchange market stemming from expansionary fiscal policy is smaller than 
without FDI. The consequence is that expansionary fiscal policy will cause a 
smaller real appreciation than without FDI so that net exports of goods and ser-
vices are dampened less than in the standard setup of the Mundell Fleming model. 
If there is no shift in the money market equilibrium line, we can therefore state 
that an expansionary fiscal policy is less than expansionary in the presence of for-
eign investors if the combined effect on investment and consumption is not 
strongly negative. The presence of FDI dampens the traditionally negative indirect 
effect of expansionary fiscal policy on net exports. Moreover, we have assumed 
for simplicity’s sake that a real appreciation will not cause a leftward shift of the 
money market equilibrium line LMF.  

We may state that under certain conditions, expansionary fiscal policy is even 
less effective in a system of flexible exchange rates. The presence of foreign in-
vestors undermines the effectiveness of fiscal policy. There is also a serious caveat 
which concerns expected future tax rates. If one assumes that investment not only 
depends on the current income tax but on the future income tax rate as well, there 
could be a case in which expansionary fiscal policy causes such a high rise in me-
dium term budget deficits that the expected future tax rate ’ will increase (a prob-
lem not considered in further detail here). 

We have seen that foreign investment, including the ratio of greenfield invest-
ment to international mergers and acquisitions plays a crucial role for the effec-
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tiveness of fiscal policy. In a world economy in which FDI has become increas-
ingly important, one should include FDI in a modified Mundell Fleming model.  

Expansionary monetary policy will cause a real depreciation and hence in-
creased net FDI inflows. Thus the relative advantage of monetary policy over fis-
cal policy in a system of flexible exchange rate might not really be affected by 
taking into account FDI within our asymmetric approach. 

In an explicit two country model we could consider the simple case that in-
vestment in country 2 is given by I*(r,q*) = I’*(r*) – I’(q*) so that foreign in-
vestment flows accruing to country 1 imply a fully offsetting reduction of invest-
ment in country 2. Depending on the type of FDI one could consider a partial 
offset coefficient, namely an investment function I*(r,q*) = I’*(r*) – I’(q*) 
where  is in the interval 0,1.  

If fiscal policy is less expansionary in the presence of FDI the political incen-
tive for conducting expansionary fiscal policy is relatively weak. This could par-
tially explain the success in the field of budget consolidation in countries with 
high cumulated FDI inflows. 

Global Economy Perspective, FDI and International Policy 
Cooperation 

The only closed economy in reality is the world economy. Therefore it must hold 
that the fiscal multiplier for the world economy is the same for a consolidated 
model with FDI as in a consolidated model without FDI. By implication, the find-
ing that fiscal policy is less expansionary in the presence of inward FDI suggests 
that the benefits from coordinated fiscal policies (in a two-country setting) must be 
higher in the presence of FDI than in a model without FDI. If the open economy 
shows that fiscal policy is more expansionary in the presence of FDI than without 
FDI, the implication is that coordinated fiscal policies should be relatively less ef-
fective than the fiscal policy of the open economy. 

Foreign Direct investment and Optimum Currency Areas 

The role of foreign direct investment should be included in the analysis of opti-
mum currency areas. Given that monetary union is a long term venture, one 
should not so much focus on medium term analysis, rather growth analysis is the 
appropriate framework. The basic issue is to what extent FDI (net) inflows in-
crease the level of the equilibrium growth path and whether FDI affects the trend 
of growth rate in an endogenous growth model. If one considers this problem, one 
would have to ask how savings S is affected in the presence of FDI and how in a 
model with a production function Y=Kß(AL)1-ß the growth rate of A (A is the level 
of technology) is affected by the presence of FDI. To the extent that FDI is associ-
ated with international technology transfer and that technology is a non-rival input 
in production functions, in a three country model with countries I, II and III – pos-
sibly all countries being both a source country of FDI and an FDI host country – 
one will have to ask which combination of countries I/II or I/III or II/III or I/II/III 
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is an optimum currency union. If countries form a monetary union along the lines 
of traditional optimum currency area literature (Mundell-McKinnon-Kenen-
approaches), where the monetary union then suffers from a reduced steady state 
growth rate or a lower level of the growth path, this negative effect would have to 
be considered against the advantages in terms of stabilization policy. Key aspects 
of the TOBIN monetary growth model also would have to be included in a consis-
tent analysis – basically the issue is to which extent alternative exchange rate re-
gimes or various groupings of countries in a monetary union will go along with a 
higher or a lower steady state inflation rate. 

If policy makers in each country want to maximize per capita consumption and 
minimize the variance of consumption, one could combine aspects of optimum 
growth analysis with aspects of the traditional optimum currency area literature. If 
theoretical arguments or empirical findings should imply that a higher steady state 
growth rate is associated with a higher variance of real per capita income devel-
opment and consumption, one would have further interesting aspects to consider. 

A.7.9 Long Run Phillips Curve in a Growing Economy 

There has been considerable debate about the link between the inflation rate  and 
the unemployment rate u. Most economists probably agree that in the short term 
there is a trade off between unemployment and inflation. In the long run there is 
no trade-off since one may assume that the inflation rate is fully anticipated in the 
long run. In his Nobel lecture, Milton Friedman argued that the natural rate of un-
employment is that long run unemployment rate u# is determined by structural 
characteristics of labor markets and goods markets. He noted that the long run link 
between inflation and the unemployment rate could be positive. Here we want to 
add a straightforward aspect which is linked to the following question: How will 
long run unemployment and the long run inflation rate affect the output elasticity 
of capital? Put differently, we consider – with parameters ’, ”, ’and ” – the 
following modified Cobb-Douglas production function: 

y’ = k’ ß(1+ ’u)(1+ ’ ) (a26) 

A priori we have no clear idea with respect to the impact of the unemployment 
rate and the inflation rate on the output elasticity of capital. If high unemployment 
distorts the output responsiveness of the capital stocks (that is of firms) in the 
sense of reducing it, the output elasticity will fall – that is ’<0. A similar reason-
ing holds with respect to the inflation rate. Obviously, one cannot rule out a priori 
that in a situation of unemployment and inflation the output elasticity is that same 
as in an economy with full employment and zero inflation. This could indeed be 
the case if the parameters ’ and ’ were of opposing value. Taking logarithms 
yields 

ln y’ = ß(1+ ’u)(1+ ’ ) ln k’ (a27) 

Taking logarithms again while assuming that ’u and ’  are rather small in 
absolute terms – so that we can use the approximation ln(1+x)  x – we get an 
equation which can be estimated: 
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ln ln y’ = ln ß  + ’u + ’  + lnln k’ (a28) 

In a long term empirical analysis we should expect non-zero parameters for the 
impact of both the unemployment rate and of inflation. Such results imply a vari-
able output elasticity of the capital stock variable. 

One perspective useful with respect to this equation is to ask for the implication 
of the steady state. This requires the interpretation of u as the natural rate of un-
employment (u#) and  as the steady state inflation target ( #) of the central bank. 
If the parameter signs for ’and ’ are equal, the result would be a negative slope 
of the long run inflation rate. If these two parameters carry opposite values, there 
will be a long run steady Phillips curve with a positive slope in the growing econ-
omy considered. In an open economy with flexible exchange rates we may con-
sider both the natural unemployment rate and the inflation target as exogenous. 
We can now consider an additional aspect which implies a quasi-exogenous pro-
gress rate: Let us assume that the progress rate (a) is influenced by the inflation 
rate and the natural unemployment rate. One may assume that the impact of both 
variables on the progress rate is negative since a higher inflation rate implies that 
the management often will be absorbed with issues of optimally hedging against 
inflation risks. Moreover, workers in an economy with a relatively high long run 
unemployment rate will put pressure on firms to slow down the adoption rate of 
new labor-saving technologies. Hence we state the hypothesis (with parameters 

”, ”):

A(t) = A0e’ a(1- ”u)(1- ” ) t (a29) 

Therefore we have an equation which says that under zero inflation and zero un-
employment, we get the traditional SOLOW assumption. Otherwise the progress 
rate in the presence of unemployment and inflation is lower. 

lnA(t) = ln A0 +{a(1- ”u)(1- ” )}t (a30) 

If we normalize ln A0 to unity we can write as an approximation (assuming {…} 
to be close to zero): 

lnlnA(t) = [lna – ”u – ” ]t. (a31) 

Combining this hypothesis with the aforementioned idea, we can see that the un-
employment rate can affect both the level of per capita income and the growth rate 
of per capita income. While the idea of suggesting that the output elasticity of 
capital intensity is not simply equal to ß might look strange at first glance, one 
should indeed consider this conjecture as a challenge for empirical analysis. 
Moreover, we will show in a somewhat different setup again that the basic idea 
can be expressed in a different way. 

A.7.10 Variable Output Elasticity of Capital 

The standard Cobb-Douglas production function has several important implica-
tions, and in the case that one would like to diverge from one the implications – 
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considered to be unrealistic – one has to modify the production function accord-
ingly. A more complex production function might be more realistic but often 
makes the analysis more complex. Let us consider a rather simple suggestion, 
namely that at the aggregate level of the economy output elasticity of capital is not 
governed by a Cobb-Douglas production function (consider y=kß); the latter im-
plies (dy/dk)(k/y) = ß, so that the average product of capital is proportionate to the 
marginal product of capital. Instead we will assume at the macroeconomic level 
that 

(k/y) (dy/dk) = ß’ + k (a32) 

The parameter  is assumed to be positive. Our assumption implies 

dy/dk + [ - [ß’/k]] y = 0 (a33) 

This is a linear-homogenous differential equation whose solution is (with C0 de-
termined from the initial conditions): 

y(k) = C0 kß  e’ k (a34) 

If  is positive, we indeed have a modified case of ROMER (1986), where the 
output elasticity of capital at the aggregate level is higher than at the level of the 
individual firm (we may assume that from the individual perspective of the firm, 
output elasticity is ß). Obviously a large economy should find it easier to achieve a 
high per capita income level since there are quasi-economies of scale at the level 
of the economy. Now let us assume that inflation rate  negatively affects output 
elasticity, which we may express as: 

y(k) = C0 kß  e’ k - ’ (a35) 

Per capita output indeed only depends on the capital intensity as becomes clear 
when we take into account a standard money market equilibrium condition. (For 
the sake of convenience, we use  to denote the elasticity of per capita real money 
demand with respect to per capita income; this should not be confused with , de-
noted previously as the symbol of the elasticity of m’d with respect to y’). 

(M/P)/L = y ’/i (a36) 

Here  is the income elasticity of money and ’ a positive parameter which in-
dicates the role of the interest rate as the opportunity cost of holding money. M is 
the nominal money supply, P is the price level and i the nominal interest rate. The 
real money balance will be denoted by m. To stay as simple as possible we will 
consider an economy with hyperinflation so that the real interest rate is neglected 
and i is set equal to the inflation rate . We thus can rewrite money market equi-
librium as: 

m/L = kß ’/  (a37) 

Assuming for simplicity that ß =1 and after replacing the inflation rate in the pro-
duction function, we obtain: 
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y(k) = C0 kß  e’ k - ’k( ’m/L) (a38) 

Indeed, per capita income only depends on the capital intensity; and on m/L which 
is considered to be a policy variable. It should be clear that we are not considering 
deflation here. An economy with deflation implies special problems which are not 
considered in this context. We also assume that the money market is stable as can 
easily be shown. 

Denoting the growth rate of a variable by g we see that 

gy = ßgk + k( – ’ ’m/L)gk (a39) 

From this perspective, it is quite important to include the role of the money market 
in the analysis of economic growth. 

A.8 Foreign Direct Investment and Innovation 

A.8.1 Innovation Dynamics and Multinational Companies 

The main long term drivers of economic development are captured in the macro-
economic production function Y=Y(...). Gross domestic product typically is con-
sidered to be function of capital services – assumed to be proportionate to the re-
spective stock K - , labor input L (one may distinguish between unskilled labor L’ 
and skilled labor L”), technology A and some other input factors. The latter could 
include institutional aspects which indirectly refer to the fact that there is not only 
one firm producing but there are indeed many firms whose interaction is influ-
enced by institutions which determine transaction costs and risks within the firm 
and in the market. Moreover, the institutional design also could affect the diffu-
sion of knowledge and the size of knowledge spillovers. Hence government is im-
portant, namely in the design of the economic system. Moreover, government also 
is involved directly and indirectly in the provision of infrastructure. The diffusion 
of knowledge will be influenced by the size of the telecommunications network – 
and relative telecommunications prices – and the intensity of communications. As 
regards the latter, an empirical investigation for the Federal Republic of Germany 
by WELFENS/JUNGMITTAG (1995, 2002) have shown that output can be ex-
plained by a production function with capital, labor, technology (patents plus im-
ported licences) as well as the intensity of telecommunications where the latter 
stands for a diffusion variable. 

While it is true that there are many small innovative firms it is well established 
that large multinational companies are the main drivers of technological progress 
in OECD countries. However, the number of multinational companies is not con-
stant, and the leading positions in the world economy are changing fast. In the 
1950s and 1960s, it took 20 years to replace one-third of the Fortune 500. In the 
1970s, it took ten years. In the 1980s, 1/3 of the Fortune 500 firms were replaced 
within five years, in the 1990s within about three years. Twelve per cent of the 
largest 50 US firms – as defined by stock market capitalization – had been created 
less than twenty years previously against only about 4% in the EU (SAPIR ET 
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AL., 2004; p. 43). From the pool of young dynamic SMEs, new firms have en-
tered the Fortune 500; firms from the sector information communication technol-
ogy play a particular role in this respect.  

From a theoretical perspective technological advantages are a major basis of 
successful multinational activities, and in the evolving knowledge society the role 
of MNCs – and hence of foreign direct investment - is expected to grow. Accord-
ing to the OLI approach of DUNNING (1973), we should expect that firms with 
relatively strong ownership specific advantages – and those indeed are often tech-
nology advantages – will have conditions to successfully expand through foreign 
production in attractive host countries. This is a necessary condition for foreign di-
rect investment (FDI) to be a superior alternative to service foreign markets, that is 
not to rely on exports or giving licenses to foreign firms. The sufficient condition 
for FDI outflows to emerge is that international intra-firm transaction costs are 
lower than international market transaction costs. A typical adjustment pattern in 
OECD countries could be to assume that for catching-up countries, one can as-
sume that the marginal product of capital z is governed by the simple equation 

dz/dt = (z-z*)2 = z2 – 2zz* + z*2 (Aa) 

We consider z* an exogenous benchmark. The solution of this RICATI differ-
ential equation is (with Co determined by the initial conditions; consider a differ-
ential equation dx/dt= P(t) +Q(t)x + R(t)x2, where parameter P(t) =z*2, Q(t)= -2z*, 
R(t)=1; as x1(t) =z* is one solution of the initial equation, and since we can use the 
transformation Z=x-x1, dZ/dt = Z2 and the transformation W=1/Z we then get 
dW/dt= -1. The latter has the solution W(t) = - t+Co; hence Z(t) = (Co-t); x(t) = 
(Co-t)-1 +a. 

z(t) = (Co-t) + z* (Ab) 

C0

z*

t

z

Fig. 15. Adjustment Path in the Differential Equation 
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The time path of z is such that it will approach z* from below (at point t=Co), 
thereafter it will exceed z*. For a shift in global leadership in a simple world 
economy, this equation might be an adequate description. However, in a more 
complex world with many sectors there could be individual sectors which are 
characterized by some overtaking process while in the leading country new sectors 
emerge which restore the overall lead at the aggregate level. There also could be a 
particular relevance for diffusion. In the digital networked economy, diffusion of 
new knowledge has accelerated, while innovation cycles in some industries have 
shortened. Accelerated diffusion undermines innovation efforts to the extent that 
the period of obtaining a Schumpeterian rent in the market is squeezed. At the 
same time, faster diffusion could stimulate leading innovators to come up with in-
novations more frequently. 

As regards the expanding information and communication technology, it is not 
really clear to which side the new technologies and expanding digital networks 
will tilt the balance. From this perspective, one may emphasize the firm’s ability 
to accumulate information, to create new knowledge and to develop new products 
and services. In some sectors and for some production activities – read production 
of intermediate products and services – it seems that the move towards a digital 
economy implies a rise of international intra-firm activities. One should, however, 
not overlook that due to the internet one also can find sectors with increasing mar-
ket activities, namely almost perfectly global markets with low transaction costs 
(e.g., see the example of eBay). 

A key aspect of MNC activities is that production in the digital age might be 
shifted abroad rather easily. Research and development, however, are less foot-
loose and typically concentrated in the headquarter country. This does not rule out 
that some research is conducted abroad (e.g., Opel in Germany for GM, or GE 
Germany/ GE Hungary in Europe for the US parent company and the respective 
local markets). However, the headquarters country will represent a disproportion-
ate share in the overall R&D budget of the company (for the US see 
MARKUSEN, 2002). A crucial implication is that international mergers and ac-
quisitions can change the geographical composition of R&D in the triad. For ex-
ample, if a French firm takes over a German pharmaceutical company, one may 
expect that part of the German pharmaceutical company’s R&D be shifted to the 
parent company, that is to France. Moreover, if European MNCs (US MNCs) ac-
quire US firms (EU companies) the US research (EU research) activities might be 
reduced unless we have the case of asset-seeking foreign direct investment. The 
latter means that FDI indeed is motivated by obtaining better access to new tech-
nology – and within the OECD this could be a motive in some cases. Foreign sub-
sidiaries account for 1/10 and 1/20 of all R&D expenditures in the computer and 
electronics industry and the US electrical equipment industry (NSF, 2004) in the 
US.

It seems that Swiss and EU firms strongly invested in the US in the 1980s and 
1990s in order to better tap the technology pool of dynamics US innovators and of 
leading US universities. This case suggests a modified McDougall diagram
(WELFENS, 1987). The initial allocation of capital – before economic opening up 
in country I and country II (foreign country) – is Ko and Ko*, respectively. The 
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traditional McDougall diagram says that with a given marginal product of capital 
schedule YKo and YKo* (country II), the new equilibrium after economic opening 
up will be point Eo; the world income gain is equivalent to the triangle DEoF.
However, if the capital importing country I is a specialized in a way that generates 
international technology spillovers in favour of country II or if country I subsidiar-
ies pick up superior technology, the marginal product schedule of country II will 
shift upwards. There will be an additional real income gain which corresponds to 
the area A*EoE1B. Such developments are particularly relevant in the context of 
asset-seeking foreign direct investment, and such FDI in turn is more likely in the 
triad if the ratios of R&D to GDP are rising in the EU, the US and Japan. 
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Fig. 16. Asset-Seeking FDI 

In an explicit multi-sector model of two countries with high levels of technol-
ogy, one could also expect two-way foreign direct investment which might be as-
sociated partly with increased global cooperation among firms in R&D-intensive 
sectors. In OECD countries there is indeed a long term tendency towards rising in-
ter-firm R&D partnerships (HAGEDOORN, 2002); they allow international tech-
nology networking and often are useful for establishing global standards. 

In many host countries, MNCs could set up local R&D facilities, and the higher 
the capital stock abroad and the larger the foreign market is, the more likely such 
offshore R&D activities (VEUGELERS ET AL., 2005). From this perspective, re-
gional integration schemes could be useful to the extent that they raise per capita 
income and growth. At the same time, one may emphasize that oligopolistic inter-
dependence among rivals from OECD countries is likely to play a considerable 
role in international FDI dynamics. If smaller MNCs follow the industry leader 
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investing in a certain target country, the host country will receive more FDI in-
flows than is normally the case, and there indeed could be some temporary over-
investment. The global expansion of the information and communication technol-
ogy (ICT) – representing a general purpose technology useful in almost all sectors 
– is stimulating foreign direct investment directly, namely to the extent that the 
ICT sector is strongly technology intensive. In the perspective of the OLI ap-
proach, one should expect that the ICT sector is clearly shaped by MNCs. Indeed, 
NAVARETTI/VENABLES (2004) have found this sector to be second to the 
chemical industry. As regards one subsector, namely the telecommunications sec-
tor it is particularly true that the role of FDI has increased after EU opening up and 
after privatization in European countries and in many other countries as well. One 
also should note that the telecommunications sector was a leading sector in terms 
of patent applications in the 1990s. With increased patent dynamics, the incentive 
for capital accumulation in technology intensive industries will be reinforced, pro-
vided profit rates in such sectors are above average. Such a situation cannot persist 
under perfect competition. However, innovation dynamics imply that there is no 
perfect competition – there are market entry costs and risk where the latter natu-
rally includes innovation risks. Investors are eager to benefit from excessive rates 
of return (in combination with modest risk), and this is a major reason why much 
capital flow became available for the US in the 1990s. US households which have 
benefited from high capital gains – be it in stock markets or in real estate markets 
– have reduced savings. At the same time, savings from ageing societies in Europe 
and Japan have partly been invested in the US which has benefited from high 
growth and favourable profit dynamics. In a closed economy the role of savings is 
less complex than in open economies. However, it is useful to take a closer look at 
the role of savings for growth in the context of a closed economy. The world 
economy is a closed economy, and the rather simple analytical setup facilitates the 
consideration of some useful modifications to the savings function. 

The Role of Savings for Growth 

An important variable in the neoclassical growth model is the savings rate s 
which, however, is difficult to measure for empirical purposes. Disregarding such 
measurement problems we can see that there are considerable differences among 
countries – with very poor countries having low savings ratios initially (but China 
stands for a very high savings ratio). 
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Fig. 17. Savings Rates in Selected Countries: USA, Germany, France, UK, India, China, 
Poland, Hungary, Russia 

The development of the savings ratio is partly related to per capita income but 
there is certainly a broad set of influences which in the end come under the catch-
all heading preferences and institutions. Religious forces as well as psychological 
aspects (e.g., trust in the stability of government/society and the banking system) 
play an important role here. Prudential supervision and monetary policy are also 
crucial. The role of financial markets is rarely considered in growth models; we 
will make a few suggestions going beyond traditional approaches. Since the ratio 
of narrow money to income and of broad money to income differs across coun-
tries, we should consider the influence of the degree of monetary development on 
savings behaviour. From a portfolio-theoretical perspective, there should be two 
aspects: A rise in opportunity costs of holding money will stimulate a shift in the 
demand for assets in favour of real capital. Moreover, a rise in the real money 
stock will increase the demand for complementary real capital whose risks are as-
sumed to systematically diverge from financial assets. Investors eager to minimize 
risk and to maximize the rate of return of the portfolio will behave in such a way. 
Finally, a rise of m/Y could indicate an improvement in financial intermediation 
which stimulates savings. In the final chapter we will take closer look at Eastern 
Europe and new theoretical arguments. 
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Fig. 18. Ratio of M1/Nominal National Income and of Broad Money/Nominal National In-
come in Selected Countries (USA, Germany, France) 

The anticipated inflation rate will affect the nominal interest rate which in turn 
will affect the demand for money. The role of real money balances is rather un-
clear in growth analysis. While one assumes in most textbooks that a standard 
macro model dealing with fiscal policy and monetary policy should include real 
balance effects in both the consumption function and the savings function, growth 
models largely ignore the role of real money balances, first by not considering it in 
the savings function and second by not considering a direct role in the production 
function. Traditional medium term analysis has in turn discussed the link between 
the inflation rate and the unemployment rate, but the long run growth analysis has 
not considered both phenomena in combination. Even if one would argue that in a 
long run steady state analysis one should not assume cyclical unemployment, there 
is a need to ask which role the natural rate of unemployment has. Moreover, tak-
ing a look at countries such as Germany, France or Italy in the second half of the 
century, we have countries which experienced high sustained unemployment rates 
over decades. This is also an argument to at least basically consider inflation and 
unemployment in the context of growth. 
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Table 3. Inflation Rates and Unemployment Rates in Selected Countries (moving centered 
three-year averages) 

United
States Germany France Italy

United
States Germany France Italy

1981 8,1 5,5 7,0 8,0 10,0 6,3 13,0 18,5
1982 9,0 7,5 7,6 8,6 6,6 5,2 11,6 16,3
1983 8,9 9,1 8,4 9,3 4,6 3,2 9,7 14,0
1984 8,1 9,1 9,2 9,9 3,7 2,5 7,7 11,6
1985 7,2 9,3 9,9 10,5 3,2 2,0 5,3 8,6
1986 6,8 9,0 10,3 11,2 3,1 -0,1 3,9 6,6
1987 6,2 8,9 10,3 11,8 3,2 0,2 2,8 5,2
1988 5,7 8,7 10,1 12,1 4,2 1,2 3,2 5,4
1989 5,5 7,9 9,6 11,9 4,7 2,8 3,2 5,9
1990 5,9 7,2 9,2 11,5 4,8 2,6 3,4 6,3
1991 6,6 7,3 9,4 11,3 4,2 1,6 3,0 6,0
1992 7,1 8,5 10,0 10,9 3,4 5,1 2,6 5,3
1993 6,8 9,8 11,1 10,9 2,9 4,1 2,0 4,5
1994 6,2 10,6 11,7 10,8 2,8 3,0 1,9 4,6
1995 5,7 10,4 12,0 11,3 2,8 2,0 1,8 4,4
1996 5,3 11,5 12,0 11,5 2,7 1,7 1,7 3,8
1997 4,9 12,7 12,1 11,6 2,3 1,4 1,3 2,7
1998 4,5 12,3 11,9 11,5 2,0 1,1 0,8 1,9
1999 4,2 11,7 11,2 11,1 2,4 1,0 1,0 2,1
2000 4,3 10,7 10,2 10,4 2,8 1,3 1,3 2,3
2001 4,8 10,4 9,2 9,7 2,6 1,6 1,8 2,6
2002 2,2 1,5 1,9 2,6

Unemployment Rate Inflation Rate

Source: Ameco Database (1981-1993 West-Germany, Statistisches Bundesamt) 

While the level of financial development and hence the stock of real money bal-
ances has been important for economic development for centuries, it seems that 
the technology factor has become increasingly important in the 1980s and 1990s 
as well as at the beginning of the 21st century: The European Commission and the 
European Council have adopted the Lisbon Agenda which is supposed to make the 
EU the most competitive knowledge-based economy by 2010, wonderful goals 
which apparently will not be reached (as emphasized in the Kock Report of 2004). 
This policy failure comes at no surprise since a solid theoretical analysis was 
missing prior to the policymakers’ adoption of the ambitious goals. 
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Fig. 19. Patent Applications Per Capita of Selected Countries 

Patent dynamics are different across countries, and we will learn more about this 
later. National patent applications are also misleading to some extent since many 
patent applications in Europe and Asia indeed reflect patents of US subsidiaries. 
As regards US patent applications, it also is obvious that a considerable part 
comes from subsidiaries from Europe and Japan. In the services sector, the picture 
is generally more opaque since few services qualify for patenting. 

Table 4. Growth Rates of International Patents, 1990-1997 

  1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 
EU 25 -8,10 3,29 3,76 9,93 6,75 10,23 2,25 -3,67 
Germany -10,54 5,18 3,20 9,06 10,53 12,89 0,96 2,70 
France -7,05 -7,60 2,89 10,38 1,92 10,71 1,09 -5,65 
Italy 2,52 -12,91 8,91 -1,28 -1,56 12,02 4,42 -13,16 
Netherlands -3,91 7,99 -2,73 8,26 11,76 8,11 3,06 -5,14 
UK -13,82 4,40 3,50 7,99 3,85 5,07 -5,08 -2,51 
US -8,39 3,57 -0,71 5,45 8,89 6,38 8,20 -8,14 

Source:Eurostat 
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Fig. 20. Real Capital Stock per Capita in Selected Countries, 1980-2005 (figures are unad-
justed for quality effect) 

Capital stock accumulation has been a major driving force of economic growth in 
the 1980s and the 1990s as is apparent from the table above. However, one should 
not overlook the role of human capital formation which shows different rates of 
return across EU countries and also country-specific differentials – in some cases 
positive, in some cases negative – between the private rate of return and the social 
rate of return (DE LA FUENTE, 2003). 

Growth accounting has become popular in explaining differences in growth 
performance of Europe and the US in the 1980s and 1990s. The role of informa-
tion technology IT has also been important in the Euro zone as was shown by 
SAKELLARIS/VISELAAR (2005).  

In a broader perspective, growth accounting is of particular interest with respect 
to Europe and the US. If one assumes a linear-homogenous production function 
and that factors are rewarded according to the respective marginal product, one 
can decompose Y(K,L,A) according to growth rate of output (Y) as the weighted 
sum of the growth rate of capital stock (K) growth and the growth rate of labor (L) 
– the weights are the respective income shares of capital and labor – plus the 
growth rate of total factor productivity (A). With respect to empirical analysis, 
data issues are important here. One may emphasize problems with an overall qual-
ity bias of equipment and software as well as embodied technological change (i.e., 
the role of the quality of capital which has been emphasized by SAKELLARIS/ 
VISELAAR, 2005). Their growth accounting for the Euro area indicates that qual-
ity-adjustment of capital goods implies a higher rate of output growth in the period 
from 1982 to 1990 than the unadjusted figures would indicate. In that period, one 
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also finds – on the basis of quality-adjusted data – a rise of the growth rate of total 
factor productivity growth, namely of about 1/10. Quality-adjusted data also indi-
cate a higher output growth in the 1990s but no change for total factor productivity 
growth. The growth accounting results reported indicate – on the basis of quality 
adjusted output and quality adjusted capital – that the Euro area has suffered a 
growth deceleration in the 1990s as compared to the 1980s while the US has re-
ported an acceleration. The US lead amounted to 1.8 percentage points in the 
1990s while it was only 0.6 percentage points in the 1980s. In the Euro area the 
long run growth of capital input – based on quality-adjusted data for the 1980s and 
1990s – has been roughly twice the figure suggested by standard statistics.  

Table 5. Growth Accounting: Comparison of Euro Area and US Developments

 1982-1990 1991-2000 Slowdown 

1980s vs 1990s 

Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. 

Output (i.e. GDP) 2.97 2.49 2.34 1.90 -0.63 -0.59 

Capital growth source 0.90 0.57 0.96 0.51 0.06 -0.06 

IT hardware 0.11 0.07 0.11 0.08 0.00 0.00 

Software 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 

Communication equipment 0.08 0.05 0.12 0.05 0.04 0.00 

Other machinery and equipment 0.43 0.17 0.45 0.17 0.02 0.00 

Transport equipment 0.04 0.05 0.12 0.06 0.08 0.02 

Non residential construction 0.16 0.16 0.09 0.08 -0.08 -0.08 

Labour growth source -0.12 -0.12 -0.07 -0.07 0.05 0.05 

TFP (i.e. disembodied technical 

progress) 

2.20 2.04 1.45 1.46 -0.75 -0.58 

Equipment and software 0.59  0.63  0.04 

Rest 1.61  0.82  -0.79 

Memo: embodied technological change 0.91  1.07  0.16  

Note: Slowdown is the difference between the 1982-1990 figures and the 1991-2000 figures, 
row by row 

 1980s 1990s Difference 

EA US EA US 1980s 1990s 

Output 2.97 3.60 2.34 4.15 0.63 1.81 

Contribution of capital 0.90 2.04 0.96 2.27 1.14 1.31 

Quality of capital 0.32 0.82 0.44 1.10 0.50 0.66 

Contribution of labour -0.12 1.19 -0.07 1.22 1.31 1.29 

TFP (incl. quality of labour) 2.20 0.35 1.45 0.66 -1.85 -0.79 

Note: a euro area: this study; US: Cummins and Violante (2002) 
b Output: average annual change; 
Contributions: percentage points 

Data Source: Sakellaris/Viselaar, 2005 
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Total factor productivity growth in the Euro area (this includes quality aspects 
of labor) has been higher in the Euro area than in the US, although this lead was 
lower in the 1990s than in the 1980s. The consistency of any growth accounting 
exercise depends on the theoretical approach used (i.e., essentially the production 
function used and assumptions made with respect to factor remuneration) and on 
the quality of the data. 

As regards comparative growth accounting of (SAKELLARIS/VISELAAR, 
2005; CUMMINS/VIOLANTE, 2002) the results can be summarized as follows: 
While the US had a positive contribution to labor in both decades the growth con-
tribution of labor in the Euro area was negative. The latter is rather surprising 
since unemployment rates have increased in the Euro area. The contribution of 
capital has been close to 1 percentage point in both decades in the Euro zone, but 
more than twice as high in the US. Compared to the 1980s, the contribution of the 
quality of capital has been higher in the US and the Euro area in the 1990s.  
The decline in the total factor productivity growth of the Euro area is difficult to 
interpret, since the 1990s were shaped by strong expansion of information and 
communication technology in both the US and the Euro area. This suggests an ex-
pansion of total factor productivity growth in the 1990s as compared to the 1980s. 
To some extent, a recent growth and ICT study (with a focus on Germany) of 
WELFENS/JUNGMITTAG/VOGELSANG (2006) sheds light on the issue, at 
least with respect to Germany which accounts for roughly 1/3 of the GDP of the 
Euro area. The results from data envelopment analysis – which is better suited to 
explain growth than traditional growth accounting which relies on the specific as-
sumption of full employment – indicate a decline of the growth rate of total factor 
productivity growth in the second half of the 1990s. In particular, North-Rhine 
Westphalia, West Germany’s largest state, and eastern Germany fell behind the 
technological frontier as marked by Hamburg closely followed by the state of Ba-
den-Württemberg in southern Germany (thus, for regions with roughly 45% of the 
German population total factor productivity growth has declined!). Moreover, the 
analysis shows that the structure of labor demand partly explains the growth of to-
tal factor productivity: regions with a rising share of employment in high technol-
ogy manufacturing and high technology services have recorded a relatively high 
increase in factor productivity growth. 
Economic growth in industrialized countries is a complex phenomenon as is the 
topic of economic catching-up where recent empirical findings on economic 
catching-up dynamics for EU15 suggest a significant role of trade and the patterns 
of technological specialization (JUNGMITTAG, 2004; 2006). The growth decom-
position analysis by JUNGMITTAG is summarized for in the following graph and 
shows a considerable positive impact of high technology specialization. 
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Fig. 21. Decomposition of Average Growth Rates of GDP in Selected EU Countries, 1969-
1998

A.8.2 Modified Multiplier in Macro Model with FDI Outflows 

As foreign direct investment has become increasingly important in the modern 
world economy it is useful to refine standard macro models by taking into account 
FDI while assuming that factors are rewarded in accordance with the marginal 
product rule; hence profits are given by ßY. Let us assume that foreigners own a 
share b of the capital stock K in country I (home country) and that output Y is de-
termined according to Y=KßL1-ß. Moreover, imports J depend on national income 
Z which is the difference between gross domestic product Y and net profits trans-
ferred abroad b”bßY where b” is the share of MNC subsidiaries’ profits trans-
ferred abroad (and b”’ is the share of reinvested profits accruing to foreign inves-
tors): 

J = j(q*)[Y-b’ßY] (A.11) 

Similarily we assume for exports while denoting the real exchange rate 
q*:=eP*/P and q=1/q*: 

X = x(q*)[Y*-b’ßY/q*] (A.12) 

We assume that consumption is proportionate to national income and that in-
vestment consists of investment by domestic firms I(r) plus reinvested earnings of 
foreign investors: Reinvested earnings are proportionate to profits of foreign sub-
sidiaries: b”’bßY; note that we implicitly take into account the argument of 
FROOT/STEIN (1991) which argue that FDI inflows – relative to Y – positively 
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depend on the real exchange rate q*=: eP*/P so that a real depreciation will raise 
FDI inflows. The FROOT/STEIN argument basically says that in a world of im-
perfect capital markets a real depreciation implies that foreign firms will have 
higher equity capital expressed in terms of the potential target country which 
raises the probability of a successful international merger & acquisition project. 
Hence firms from country II – which faces a real appreciation – will find it easier 
and more attractive to invest in country I.  

According to our approach the short-term condition for the goods market equi-
librium equation therefore reads in the FDI host country: 

Y = cY[1-b’ß] + I(r) +b”’(q*)bßY + G + x(q*)[Y*-b’ßY/q*]- 

 j(q*)[Y-b’ßY] 

(A.13) 

Compared to traditional analysis we get a slope of the ISF curve which is flatter 
for the FDI host country than in a model without FDI (with the traditional IS 
curve). This effect implies an output expansion if the money demand schedule is 
given in the conventional form, namely M/P = m(i,Y) unless the LM curve – re-
flecting money market equilibrium – is vertical; i is the nominal interest rate, and 
in the absence of inflation i coincides with the real interest rate r. A simple speci-
fication of the real money demand function m is m=hY –h’i: the parameter h is re-
lated to the transaction demand for money, while the parameter h’ is related to the 
speculative demand for money. If, however, the real money demand depends not 
on GDP but on GNP the money market equilibrium condition is given by ade-
quately refining the money market demand where we assume that subsidiaries of 
multinational companies typically will use less domestic currency than domestic 
firms; hence we have introduced the parameter a’: 

M/P = hY[1-a’b’ß] –h’i (A.14) 

The effect of FDI on the money market is that the equilibrium schedule LMF is 
flatter than the traditional LM curve so that the money market effect reinforces the 
real expansion effect of FDI. To put it differently, as the transaction demand for 
money is weaker in an economy with FDI a given real money supply will be ab-
sorbed for a given Y only if the interest rate is lower than before (read: in an 
economy without FDI inflows). This, however, is rather implausible as FDI in-
flows typically will raise r and hence the nominal interest rate i. There is a caveat, 
namely that a sufficient share of FDI inflows concerns banking and financial mar-
ket services which then indeed might bring about a fall of the interest rate through 
efficiency gains in financial intermediation. Moreover, one should consider that in 
the presence of FDI the interest elasticity of the demand for money will increase 
since the presence of foreign investors should lead to enhanced political stability 
which in turn leads to financial market broadening: As a broader variety of liquid 
bonds become available the interest elasticity of the demand for money should in-
crease.

In the case of flexible exchange rates the foreign exchange market equilibrium 
condition can be expressed as follows (with Q denoting real net capital inflows, 
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including FDI inflows which are assumed to positively depend on the relative 
market size Y/Y*; * denotes foreign variables): 

Q(q*, Y/Y*) = - x(q*)[Y*-b’ßY/q*]- j(q*)[Y-b’ßY] (A.15) 

While the condition for the foreign exchange market equilibrium is identical for 
country II – the FDI source country – the equilibrium conditions for the goods 
market and the money market look as follows where we make the special assump-
tion that profits earned in country I which are not reinvested in country I will be 
invested in country II: 

Y*=c*Y*+ c*b’ßy/q*+I*(r*) +[1-b”’(q*)]bßYq* + G* -  

x(q*)[Y*-b’ßY/q*] + j(q*)[Y-b’ßY] 

(A.16) 

M*/P* = h*Y*[1-a’b’ß] –h’*i* (A.17) 

The goods market equilibrium schedule ISF* is steeper than in the standard 
textbook case, the money market equilibrium schedule LMK* is steeper than in a 
world without FDI. However, the equilibrium output Y* could well be higher than 
without FDI, namely due to the investment-enhancing effect of profits accruing 
from abroad. The results for a two country model are summarized subsequently. 

Using the abbreviations: 

k1= ''' 2
q* q* q* q*j [Y-b' Y]-x Y*-b b Y+x(q*)b' Y/q* +x b' Y/q* P*/P

k2= 2
q* q* q* q*Q +x Y*+j [Y-b' Y]-x(q*)b' Y/q* -x b' Y/q* P*/P

k3 = 2 2
q*c*b' y/q* -j [Y-b' Y]-b Y+x(q*)b' Y/q*

         '''
q* q*+x b' Y/q*+b'''(q*)b Y+b b Y P*/P

k4 = 1-c[1-b' ]-b'''(q*)b +x(q*)b' /q*+j(q*)[1-b' ]

k5 = [1-b'''(q*)]b q*+x(q*)b' /q*+j(q*)[1-b' ]

k6 = YQ -x(q*)b' /q*-j(q*)b'

and differentiating the equations (A.13), (A.14), (A.15), (A.16) and (A.17) we 
get the following system of equations: 
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4 1 i

6 Y* 2
*

5 3 i*

k x(q*) k I 0 dY 1 0 0 0
dG-h[1 - a'b' ] 0 0 h' 0 dY* 0 0 1/P 0
dG*k Q  + x(q*) k 0 0 =de 0 0 0 0
dM

di 0 1 0 0k 1 - c* + x(q*) k 0 I dM*
di* 0 0 0 1/P*0 h*[1 - a'b' ] 0 0 h*

We assume: 

1.  k1 > 0 
2.  k2 < 0 
3.  k3 > 0 
4.  k4 < 0 
5.  k5 < 0 
6.  k6 > 0 
7.  k1k6 < k2k4
8.  k1k5 > k3k4
9.  1 - c* + x(q*) > 0 
10.1. Y*Q +x(q*) > 0 

Furthermore we define: 

det(U) =

4 1 i

6 Y* 2
*

5 3 i*

k x(q*) k I 0
-h[1 - a'b' ] 0 0 h' 0

k Q  + x(q*) k 0 0det
k 1 - c* + x(q*) k 0 I
0 h*[1 - a'b' ] 0 0 h*

and V =: 1 / U  
This results in the following multipliers: 
dY/dG= *

3 Y* 2 i* 2-Vh' h* k Q +x(q*) -k 1-c*+x(q*) +I k h*[1-a'b' ]  > 0 

dY/dG* = 2 1 Y*Vh'h* x(q*)k -k Q +x(q*)  > 0 

dY/dM= *
i Y* 3 2 2 i*-VI h* Q +x(q*) k -k 1-c*+x(q*) +h*[1-a'b' ]k I /P  < 0 

dY/dM* = *
i* 2 1 Y*-Vh'I x(q*)k -k Q +x(q*) /P*  > 0 

de/dG= *
6 i* 5 Y*Vh' k 1-c*+x(q*) h*-I h*[1-a'b' ] -k h* Q +x(q*)  < 0 

de/dG*= i Y* 4 Y* 6Vh* I h[1-a'b' ] Q +x(q*) +h' k Q +x(q*) -k x(q*)  > 0 

de/dM= *
i 6 5 Y* i* 6-VI h* k 1-c*+x(q*) -k Q +x(q*) -I k h*[1-a'b' ] /P  < 0 

de/dM*= *
i* i Y* 4 Y* 6-VI I h[1-a'b' ] Q +x(q*) +h' k Q +x(q*) -k x(q*) /P*  > 0 
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A.9 Output Dynamics: Interaction of the Demand Side and the Supply 
Side

In macroeconomics the short run Keynesian model reads for all intents and pur-
poses as follows for the case of the closed non-inflationary economy (using sim-
plified functions, namely consumption C=cY and investment I = bo-br  while real 
money demand md= hY – h’r; Y is real output and r the real interest rate): 

Y = cY + bo - br + G  (goods market equilibrium condition) (i)

M/P = hY – h’r (money market equilibrium condition) (ii)

We get the familiar multipliers for fiscal and monetary policy, respectively: 
dY/dG = - h’/[- sh’ – bh] >0; dY/d[M/P] = -b/[-sh’-bh] >0 unless h’ approaches 
infinity.

According to these short-run multipliers both monetary and fiscal policy are ef-
fective in the closed economy within a short-run model. However, we will argue 
that a meaningful medium-term policy perspective comes up with rather different 
result which point to considerable needs for more empirical analysis. The ap-
proach suggested also allows to take into account both demand side impulses (Yd

is aggregate demand: the sum of planned consumption and investment plus ex-
ogenous government demand plus net exports) and long run supply side effects 
(the production potential Ypot as proxied by a simple production function) since we 
basically will argue that in a medium term perspective actual output Y is deter-
mined according to 

Y = (1- )Yd + Ypot; (1a) 

Note that  is a weighting parameter in the interval 0,1 and basically is deter-
mined by the dominant type of expectations which assign long run output potential 
Ypot a certain weight  – under long run full employment equal to unity -  and thus 
present demand conditions a weight (1- ).

Such a joint impact of Yd and Ypot indeed is obtained if we assume a special 
variant of the permanent income hypothesis, namely that consumption is deter-
mined by the weighted impact of current real income and expected long run in-
come – this is dubbed a hybrid consumption function - which is assumed to coin-
cide with the production potential (for simplicity we have no discounting here):  

C= c(1- ’)Y + c ’Ypot = cY + c ’[Ypot-Y] (1b) 

Thus consumption is proportionate to current real income; if consumers expect 
long run income to exceed current income – and hence anticipate real income to 
rise – current consumption is higher than cY. If ’ is flexible variable (not a con-
stant parameter) one may assume that a lasting gap between Y and Ypot will lead 
to a decline of ’; and the combined impact of a rising gap and a falling ’ could 
indeed imply a fall of consumption. 

Assume that we have aggregate demand in an open economy given by the fol-
lowing simple equation which assumes that consumption C is determined accord-
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ing to a the hybrid consumption function and that investment I and imports J are 
proportionate to actual income while export X is proportionate to foreign output 
Y* (  is the exogenous ratio of government expenditures to output Y): 

Yd= c(1- ’)Y + c ’Ypot + b’Y + Y – jY + xY* = [c(1- ’) + b’+  – 
j]Y + c ’Ypot + xY* 

(1c) 

Inserting (1c) in (1a), namely dY = (1- )dYd + dYpot we get: 

dY = (1- ) [c(1- ’) + b’+  – j]dY +  [(1- )c ’ + ]dYpot +  (1- )xdY*  (1d) 

Let g denote growth rates; then we have (note that Ypot/Y =: u’ which is the in-
verse of the degree of capacity utilization U’) in a medium term perspective with a 
production function Ypot=Kß(AL)1-ß and defining s’=1-(1- ) [c(1- ’) + b’+  – j]: 

gY = [(1- )c ’ + ][U’/s’][ßgK + (1-ß)(gA+gL)]  +  (1- )[x/s’][Y*/Y]gY*  (1e) 

Medium term output growth thus not only depends positively on the growth rate 
of capital accumulation gK and the growth rate of labor input gL and the rate of 
(Harrod-neutral) technological progress gA and the growth rate of foreign output 
gY* (the foreign growth rate will affect gY the more, the higher foreign output Y* 
relative to Y is), but also on the import-GDP ratio j and the export-GDP ratio; this 
is in line with many empirical studies finding a significant impact of trade inten-
sity on growth. Moreover, growth depends negatively on the term s’; this being 
said does, of course, not rule out that the savings rate s=1-c has a positive impact 
on the level of the long run growth path which is in accordance with long run 
growth theory. One should note that from a theoretical perspective the growth rate 
of labor saving technological progress might depend on the trade intensity x+j (or 
any suitable index reflecting the relative intensity of exports and imports); a more 
refined view might introduce specific weights for the impact of low, medium and 
high-technology trade intensity; one also should note in this context the empirical 
findings of JUNGMITTAG (2004) who finds that the degree of high-technology 
specialization  has a significant positive impact on economic growth of EU15 
countries. If we assume that the growth rate of technological progress depends on 
the trend innovation input ratio (r’), namely weighted past R&D-expenditures 
relative to Y, and on the trend degree of high technology specialization ( ’) we 
can – using positive parameters f’ and f”, respectively - replace gA by f’r’+f” ’.

A.10 Growth Accounting Under Unemployment and Okun’s Law 

In economic growth, accounting is made under the implicit assumption of full em-
ployment. However, this restrictive constraint is, however, not necessary. Plausi-
ble assumptions about the link between unemployment and firms’ factor input de-
cisions shed even light on OKUN’s Law which argues that there is a negative link 
between the unemployment rate and output growth.  
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Let us start with a brief look at the standard case. Standard analysis tells us for 
the case of a linear-homogenous production function: Assume for simplicity that 
Y=Y(K,L) such that output  

Y=YKK+YLL (Ia) 

where YK and YL stand for the marginal product of capital K and labor L, re-
spectively; we therefore also can write gY=EY,KgK + EY,LgK (E denotes elasticities). 
If we assume competition in goods and labor markets and that production factors 
capital and labor are rewarded in accordance with the marginal product rule so 
that the real wage rate w=YL and the real interest rate r=YK we can write (with ß 
denoting the elasticity of output with respect to capital; g is growth rate): 

Y = wL + rK (Ib) 

gY=(1-ß)gL + ßgK (Ic) 

Next we assume that there is a positive unemployment rate u. We will further 
assume that unemployment occurs in a way that workers with a relatively low 
productivity are laid off first and that trade unions and employer organizations 
agree to impose wages below the marginal product according to: 

w(1+u)= YL (Id) 

Alternatively, a more complex impact of the unemployment rate on the real 
wage rate may be considered by assuming that w(1+u)  = YL where  is a parame-
ter related to collective bargaining. However, we stay with our simple approach 
which basically says that firms in a situation with aggregate unemployment will 
pay a real wage which is below the marginal product of labor; as an argument for 
such a behaviour one might point to risk averse firms which consider demand un-
certainty. In an economy with unemployment they are afraid that the situation 
might further become aggravated.  

Moreover, we assume that the unemployment rate reduces the marginal product 
of capital as compared to full employment. The basic argument for this is that 
switching from full employment to unemployment typically goes along with situa-
tion in which part of the existing capital stock becomes obsolete. However, as 
firms assume with some probability that some of the idle machinery and equip-
ment could be used during a future economic upswing more capital is employed 
than would be adequate if the firms strictly would follow the standard profit 
maximization condition r=YK. Hence we assume the following capital input condi-
tion to hold: 

r(1-u)= YK (Ie) 

The corresponding allocation of capital and labor in an economy with unem-
ployment is shown in the following graph where Ld is labor demand and YK shows 
the marginal product of capital: Firms will hire only L1 and pay w2 (note that w2
exceeds the full employment wage w0). which is below w1 and the marginal prod-
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uct of labor, respectively; moreover, firms will realize point E2 (panel b) and em-
ploy K2 – which exceeds K1.
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Fig. 22. Capital Input and Labor Input in an Economy with Unemployment 
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Inserting the modified factor input equations into the equation Y= YKK+YLL
we thus get: 

Y= w(1+u)L + r(1-u)K (If) 

Under which condition is this equation identical with the full employment case 
of Y=wL+rK? This obviously is the case if wL=rK since only then wuL-ruK=0; 
for the case of a Cobb-Douglas production function Y= KßL1-ß this would imply a 
parameter value of ß=0.5. If it should turn out that the true factor market input 
conditions rather look like w(1+u)  = YL and r(1-u) ‘ = YK a different value of ß 
would be obtained. The relevance of the reflections presented here is that from an 
empirical point of view standard growth accounting can be useful even in an 
economy with unemployment. However, it also is true that in a situation of unem-
ployment Data Envelopment Analysis might be more adequate. 

In our simple modified growth accounting framework the implication is that the 
standard full employment production function Y= KßL1-ß can be rewritten – taking 
into account that there is idle capital in periods of unemployment – in a general-
ized way as  

Y=(1-u) ” KßL1-ß (Ig) 

To put it differently we get an implicit form of Okun’s Law (OKUN, 1962); 
Okun’s Law states – with a’ denoting a positive parameter - that the difference be-
tween the current rate u and the natural rate unatural = a’[(Ypot-Y)/Y]100): Taking 
logarithms while using the approximation that ln (1+x) x we have 

lnY = - ”u +ßln K(t) + (1-ß)lnL (Ih) 

gY = - ”du/dt + ßgK + (1-ß)gL (Ii) 

Thus there is a negative link between the growth rate of output and the change 
in the unemployment rate; note that the existence of structural long run unem-
ployment implies that one should not consider the actual unemployment rate but 
the difference between the actual rate and the respective national natural unem-
ployment rate.  

By implication a generalized Cobb-Douglas “output function” thus may be 
stated as follows (with e’ as the Euler number): 

Y=e’- ”u KßL1-ß (Ij) 

In an empirical context on should not use u but the effective unemployment rate 
u’: The variable u’ is not the actual unemployment rate, rather it is the difference 
between actual unemployment rate and the natural (long run) unemployment rate. 
Additionally one might take into account technological progress as proxied by a 
time trend variable (e’at).  

Y= e’ate’- ”u’ KßL1-ß (Ik) 

For the period from 1970 to 2004, the estimations of the output for the US, the 
UK, France, Germany and the Netherlands – with an additional time trend to cap-
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ture technological progress – are shown in the subsequent table and the respective 
graphs which also show a hypothetical full employment line as well as actual out-
put. Note that we have assumed a constant structural unemployment ratio of 4% in 
all countries so that the effective unemployment rate (u’) is defined as actual un-
employment rate minus 4%. 

Finally one should note that the unemployment rate can, of course, be partly or 
fully related to aggregate demand dynamics. Thus the equations (Ig-k) – and in-
deed OKUN’s Law – do not represent a pure supply-side perspective.  

A.11 Innovation, Trade and Foreign Investment 

From an economist’s perspective rising trade should go along with rising speciali-
zation and efficiency gains in the medium term and – under certain circumstances 
– with higher innovation dynamics and an associated rise of firms’ expenditures 
on research and development. Import competition can contribute to efficiency 
gains and process innovations, respectively; for such a link there is evidence for 
several sectors of manufacturing industry in the US – but not for Germany 
(MANN, 1998). As regards Germany, ZIMMERMANN (1987) found economet-
ric evidence that import competition stimulates innovations in exporting firms and 
encouraged product innovations. FDI inflows as well as import competition and 
exports could stimulate innovation dynamics (LOFTS/LOUNDES, 2000) as do-
mestic firms react with innovations to the external challenges. SCHERER/HUH 
(1992) find a negative impact of an increasing import competition on the R&D in-
tensity of US firms. A possible explanation for the negative link between import 
competition and R&D intensity is a fall in profits which might be associated with 
a rising share of imports; with profits falling, firms in R&D intensive sectors will 
find it more difficult to finance innovations and hence, R&D intensity goes down. 
Note that a rising share of imports could also signal a parallel fall in exports, so 
that both falling market shares at home and abroad would translate into lower 
profits. 

As regards FDI inflows, one may follow DUNNING (1977) who has empha-
sized that FDI will replace exports if the respective firm can profitably combine 
owner specific advantages – this typically means high innovation dynamics/a 
stock of patents – with locational advantages in the prospective home country; 
profitability is reinforced if intra-company transactions go along with internaliza-
tion advantages: firm internal transaction costs are lower than costs for arms-
length transactions through markets. 

While there are many studies on the role of foreign competition and innovation 
in the manufacturing industry there are almost no studies in the field of the ser-
vices industry. BLIND/JUNGMITTAG (2004) show in their pioneering study for 
Germany’s service sector that import competition and also export activities and 
FDI inflows positively affect both product innovations and process innovations. 
Moreover, the size of the firm is found to have – up to a critical size – a positive 
impact on both product innovations and process innovations. If firms have the re-
spective headquarter abroad the impact on innovations is negative. In a more gen-
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eral perspective and assuming that the findings for Germany apply to other OECD 
countries one may conclude: international mergers and acquisitions will reduce 
innovation activity in the host country unless this goes along with a minimum in-
crease of exporting activities of the newly acquired subsidiary.  

A familiar theoretical model about the link between foreign competition and 
innovations is the industrial economics approach of BERTSCHEK (1995) whose 
analytical framework is as follows: Suppose we have an imperfect competition so 
that total market volume consists of output (qi) of firm i plus the quantity offered 
by other domestic firms (Q) or firms with foreign ownership (Q**); and there can 
be imports J). Thus the price pi can be written as the following function: 

pi = pi (q,, Qi, Qi**, Ji, vi) (1) 

Where a change in qi reflects a move along the demand curve; all other vari-
ables are shift parameters. The assumption here is that a rise of Q, Q** or J will 
reduce the price. The output of firms under foreign ownership is assumed to be 
produced according to the stock of FDI of the previous period t-1. Marginal costs 
ci depend on factor prices Wi, product innovations vi and process innovations Vi;
product innovations raise ci, process innovations reduce marginal costs.

Ci  = ci (Wi, vi, Vi) (2) 

Assuming fixed costs of process innovations CV profits are thus given by: 

i = pi (q,, Qi, Qi**, Ji, vi) qi - ci (Wi, vi, Vi) qi – CV. (3) 

In BERTSCHEK’s model the domestic firm i is assumed to have the goal of 
maintaining profits so that the total differential of the above equation can be set 
zero. From this condition one obtains the following results (we drop the subscript 
i) with respect to process innovations: 

dV/dQ** >0;   (4) 

Hence, a rise of output of foreign subsidiaries will stimulate process innova-
tions. Such innovations help to cut costs and thus counterbalance the negative ef-
fect of the expansion of Q** with respect to profit. Note that dV/dQ**=dV/dQ if 
pQ=pQ** where we denote partial derivatives with a subscript, e.g p/ Q=: pQ.
Moreover, one gets: 

dV/dJ >0 (5) 

Thus a rise of imports stimulates process innovations. A higher output of for-
eign subsidiaries as well as higher imports stimulate the firm engaged in process 
innovations. Moreover, and assuming that the marginal return of product innova-
tions is higher than the associated rise of marginal costs, one gets: 

dv/dQ** >0 (6) 

dv/dJ >0 (7) 
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Both additional import competition and higher output of foreign-owned firms 
stimulate the firm to come up with product innovations. Finally, the effect of the 
output of the domestic firm is given by: 

dv/dq <0; (8) 

dV/dq <0 (9) 

At the bottom line, both the presence of FDI inflows and import competition 
should raise both process innovations and product innovations, while a rise of the 
output of the respective firm will reduce innovativeness. Not really satisfactory is 
the fact that in the particular case of p/ Q = p/ Q** a rise of output of other do-
mestic firms should have the same effect on innovativeness as a rise of foreign 
subsidiaries.

As an interesting extension we suggest the following model in which the firm i 
is producing both for the domestic market and for export markets; the innovative 
firm is assumed to also export (e is the nominal exchange rate, p*i the world mar-
ket price in foreign currency). We introduce a specific assumption here: the inno-
vative firm can affect the foreign price by product innovations so that our model 
stands for the case of a small open economy with a major innovating company 
(e.g. Ericsson in Sweden, Nokia in Finland, Philips in the Netherlands or Samsung 
in Korea) – thus we are not subscribing to the traditional small open economy 
textbook model in which all firms are pricetakers ín the world market. Moreover, 
our behavioural assumption is that we assume that the company has the goal to 
raise profit in line with export revenue; possibly because a rising export exposition 
is considered a risk by banks financing the firm which in turn, amounts to say that 
there is a required rate of export profitability (parameter n’ which is in the interval 
0, 1; in principle the firm can chose n’ such that a critical overall profit/sales ratio 
is achieved). For sake of simplicity fixed costs are assumed to be zero. As regards 
exports we assume that part of higher output of foreign subsidiaries is exported so 
that with a given international demand exports of firm i will fall; other domestic 
firms are assumed not to be exporters. Finally, assuming that the export quantity 
positively depends on product innovations and on process innovations of firm i – 
with a given domestic demand a fall in marginal costs will allow larger exports at 
any given stock of factor inputs – we have the following profit equation 

i= pi(qi, Qi, Qi**, Ji, vi) qi+e(vi)p*i(vi)Xi(Q**,vi,Vi) –  

ci(Wi,vi,Vi)[qi+Xi(.)]=n’ep*i Xi(.) 

(10) 

A special assumption made here is that a rise of product innovations (v) can – if 
the firm considered is critically influential in the perspective of financial market 
actors – affect the nominal exchange rate e: A rise of v is assumed to bring about 
an expected appreciation in a flexible exchange rate system as market analysts an-
ticipate a rising current account surplus in the future and hence, a fall of e; and the 
change in the expected exchange rate will bring about an actual fall of the nominal 
exchange rate. This assumption makes sense only if the firm considered is a large 
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and dominant exporter (e.g. Nokia in Finland, less so Boeing in the case of the 
US). 

The total differential thus reads as follows (we drop the subscript i again. Vari-
ous alternatives with respect to interdependency of behaviour can be analyzed, for 
example dq/dQ**<0 in the case of an oligopolistic setting - or dq/dQ**=0 if the 
firm acts interdependently): 

0 = [pqdq + pQdQ + pQ**dQ** + pJdJ + pvdv]q+ 

 +[1-n’]ep*[XQ**dQ**+Xvdv +XVdV] + p*Xevdv + Xe p*vdv+ p(.)dq –  

[cWdW + cvdv + cVdV][q+X] – c(…)dq - c[Xvdv +XVdV]

(11) 

q Q Q** Q**0 = qp  + p .  - c dq + qp dQ + qp  + 1 - n' ep*X dQ** + 

*
J v v v v v+qp dJ + qp  + p*Xe  + Xep  - c c + X  + 1 - n' ep* - c X dv 

V V W+ 1 - n' ep* - c X  - c q + X dV - c q + X dW

(12) 

A series of impact multipliers – process innovation multipliers and product in-
novation multipliers - can thus be derived, including different impacts of a rise of 
Q and Q**, respectively. Note that the behavioural assumption that the firm sim-
ply wants to maintain existing profits can be accommodated by setting n’=0. 

q
V V

dV 1 dq = - qp  + p .  - c  +
dQ dQ1 - n' ep* - c X  - c q + X

Q** Q** J W
dQ** dJ dWqp  + 1 - n' ep*X  + qp  - c q + X  + 
dQ dQ dQ

*
v v v v v Q

dvqp  + p*Xe  + Xep  - c c + X + 1 - n' ep* - c X  + qp
dQ

(13a) 

V V

q Q J

dV 1 = - 
dQ** 1 - n' ep* - c X  - c q + X

dq dQ dJ  qp  + p .  - c  + qp d  + qp
dQ** dQ** dQ**

*
v v v v v

dvqp  + p*Xe  + Xep  - c c + X  + 1 - n' ep* - c X  -
dQ**

W Q** Q**
dWc q + X  + qp  + 1 - n' ep*X

dQ**

(13b) 
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q
V V

dV 1 dq = - qp  + p .  - c  +
dJ dJ1 - n' ep* - c X  - c q + X

Q Q** Q**

*
v v v v v

dQ dQ**qp d  + qp  + 1 - n' ep*X  +
dJ dJ

dvqp  + p*Xe  + Xep  - c c + X + 1 - n' ep* - c X -
dJ

W J
dWc q + X  + qp
dJ

(13c) 

q
V V

dV 1 dq =- qp + p .  - c  +
dW dW1 - n' ep* - c X  - c q + X

        Q Q** Q** J
dQ dQ** dJqp d  + qp  + 1 - n' ep*X  + qp  + 
dW dW dW

        
*

v v v v v

W

dvqp  + p*Xe  + Xep  - c c + X  + 1 - n' ep* - c X -
dW

c q + X

(13d) 

Note that the impact of exports reinforces the effect of output from foreign-
owned subsidiaries. If the process innovation multiplier is positive it is larger in an 
economy with exports in the respective sector. Note also: the impact of Q, Q** 
and J, respectively, could be negative with respect to process innovations if the 
term [(1-n’)ep*-c]XV is positive and exceeds the absolute value of qcV; the expres-
sion is always positive in the case of n’=0 and if exports are profitable (ep*>c). 
The absolute size of XV, that is the reaction of exports in the case of incipient ex-
cess capacities is important; the larger XV is the more negative is the multiplier in 
absolute terms – if it is negative at all. 

*
v v v v v

q

dv 1 = -
dQ qp + p*Xe + Xep - c c + X  + 1 - n' ep*-c X

dq   qp  + p .  - c  +
dQ

        Q** Q** J
dQ** dJqp  + 1 - n' ep*X  + qp  + 
dQ dQ

        V V W Q
dV dW1 - n' ep* - c X  - c q + X - c q + X  + qp
dQ dQ

(13e) 
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*
v v v v v

q Q J

dv 1 = - 
dQ** qp  + p*Xe  + Xep  - c c + X  + 1 - n' ep* - c X

dq dQ dJ   qp  + p .  - c  + qp  + qp  +
dQ** dQ** dQ**

       
V V

W Q** Q**

dV1 - n' ep*-c X -c q + X  -
dQ**

dWc q + X  + qp  + 1 - n' ep*X
dQ**

(13f) 

*
v v v v v

q Q Q** Q**

dv 1 = - 
dJ qp  + p*Xe  + Xep  - c c + X  + 1 - n' ep* - c X

dq dQ dQ**   qp  + p .  - c  + qp  + qp  + 1 - n' ep*X
dJ dJ dJ

V V
dV1 - n' ep* - c X  - c q + X  -
dJ W J

dWc q + X  + qp
dJ

(13g) 

*
v v v v v

q Q Q** Q**

dv 1 = - 
dW qp  + p*Xe  + Xep  - c c + X  + 1 - n' ep* - c X

dq dQ dQ**   qp +p . -c  + qp  + qp + 1 - n' ep*X + 
dW dW dW

J V V W
dJ dVqp  + 1 - n' ep* - c X  - c q + X  - c q + X

dW dW

(13h) 

An interesting result is that export effects reinforce the multiplier for Q**; that 
is the more foreign subsidiaries are not only selling in the host country market but 
also in the global market, the stronger the incentive will be for product innova-
tions. From the perspective of a two-country model the message is that two-way 
foreign direct investment – possibly concerning different sectors in country I and 
II – will stimulate global product innovativeness. Another interesting result is that 
if [(1-n’)ep*-c] is negative – which requires n’ to reach a critical threshold value – 
there is a positive link between higher output of other domestic firms or output 
from foreign subsidiaries only if the revenue-augmenting effect of product innova-
tions reaches a critical value: The reaction of p,e and p* with respect to v is crucial 
here. From this perspective internationalization of the economy will lead to long 
term product upgrading only if product innovativeness really pays – and this is 
both a technological and an economic question; and, of course, an empirical issue.  

The impact multipliers for product innovation and process innovation are cru-
cial for policymakers since government is promoting R&D; government policies 
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so far make no clear distinction between promotion of product innovations and 
process innovations. Moreover, there is only scant knowledge about the relative 
significance of external effects; and about the extent to which such effects are in-
ternational external effects which naturally would raise issues about cooperation in 
innovation policies. 

One finally may notice that one also could impose the behaviour of profit 
maximization as a long run requirement which technically requires to set d /dv=0 
and d /dV=0 (and checking for additional constraints, including second-order 
conditions). These and other technical issues can be easily explored. 

Our analysis of an industrial economics model with imports, exports and for-
eign direct investment raises some doubts about the adequacy of many standard 
macroeconomic models which so often assume that world market prices are given 
and which almost never consider product innovations or process innovations. This 
is all the more doubtful since the 20th century was characterized by an enormous 
rise of global innovation activities; and the 21st century is poised to be even more 
a Schumpeterian age than the century before. R&D expenditures relative to GDP 
(or firms’ sales) are increasing in OECD countries and in newly industrialized 
countries; and the world-wide expansion of modern telecommunications and the 
Internet are accelerating the diffusion of new knowledge. 

A.12 Conclusions 

Essentially, one may draw several conclusions within the context of this analysis: 
Classification of exports and trade, respectively, is rather difficult
The HOS model is a useful analytical tool for certain simple questions, but for 
the modern world economy with sustained innovation dynamics one should 
modify the model adequately
The links between trade, foreign direct investment and growth are not fully un-
derstood.

For a consistent neoclassical analysis of trade and growth one has to assume 
that there are external effects of capital accumulation in the consumption goods 
sector on the investment goods sector. In principle one cannot rule out that the in-
vestment goods sector also has cross-sectoral spillover effects. Sectoral spillover 
effects can contribute to sustained growth in a closed economy. Sectoral spillovers 
could look more complex in an open economy since one might face in country I 
both sectoral spillovers from machinery and equipment in the consumption goods 
sector and from the production of investment goods – which is larger than net in-
vestment if there are net exports of capital goods. If positive externality comes 
only from the use of machinery and equipment a positive revealed comparative 
advantage (RCA) in machinery and equipment should not influence economic 
growth. Positive empirical evidence on a positive link between the overall capital 
stock of a country and the RCA of capital intensive industry would support the 
hypothesis of positive external effects of capital accumulation.If there are positive 
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externalities stemming from actual and cumulated output in the investment goods 
sector it would be less important whether investment goods are sold at home or 
abroad – the latter aspects are, of course, always important with respect to capital 
formation as such. 

We have seen that classification of sectors by capital intensity is difficult if 
there are cross-sectoral spillovers from the use of capital (or the production of in-
vestment goods). Hence the Leontief Paradox necessarily will occur if capital in-
tensity of the foreign country’s export sector is identified with the capital intensity 
of the import-competing industry; unless both countries are of roughly equal size 
in terms of the capital stock. The overall capital stock might be a more adequate 
measure for the size of a country than population. 

Product innovations and process innovations are an important element of the 
world economy. The associated Schumpeterian dynamics should not be taken into 
account on the basis of the assumption of fully competitive markets. From a theo-
retical perspective technological catching up is a necessary condition for economic 
catching up if the world economy would consist of countries of equal size. How-
ever, if intersectoral spillovers and economies of scale in domestic markets play a 
role for international competitiveness the size of the economy matters. Small open 
economies effectively can enlarge their relevant economic geography by foreign 
direct investment outflows; to the extent that FDI outflows are linked to owner-
specific technological advantages sufficient R&D activities – including interna-
tional R&D in subsidiaries abroad – are crucial for catching-up of small open 
economies. Regional integration schemes which effectively enlarge the domestic 
market could help small open economies to offset some of the potential disadvan-
tages which small economies might face. 
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Appendix A.1: Aggregation in a Two-Sector Growth Model: A 
Modified Solow Approach with Cobb-Douglas Production Functions 

Economic growth represents crucial dynamics in market economies. New growth 
theory (ROMER 1990, GROSSMAN/HELPMAN, 1991; BRETSCHGER, 1997; 
SEGERSTROM, 1998) has highlighted some new aspects of economic growth, 
including the role of technological spillovers. Some models of the new growth 
theory also generate sustained endogenous growth, where the most interesting ap-
proaches are models which endogenize growth in the context of an innovation sec-
tor and R&D expenditures (e.g. JONES, 1995), respectively. The overall progress 
in recent growth theory is rather impressive (and emphasizing the role of R&D for 
technological progress) if one takes the book JONES (1998) as a useful point of 
reference. From a policy point of view one also finds increasing evidence on the 
role of technology, but also on the impact of entrepreneurship. The latter variable 
is only vaguely addressed in neoclassical growth models, namely in the form a 
SOLOW neutral technological progress. 

While the many variants of the new growth theory represent important theoreti-
cal progress, some crucial questions of the older SOLOW-type growth theory 
(SOLOW, 1956) have not been solved. Here I will focus on a rather simple but 
important issue, namely two-sector modeling. The standard contribution to this 
field is UZAWA (1965). However, the results derived are cumbersome and rather 
ambiguous. 

We will use the familiar SOLOW one-sector growth model as a benchmark for 
a two-sector model based on Cobb-Douglas production functions. As is well 
known, the SOLOW model is based on an exogenous rate of technological pro-
gress, the savings rate, and other parameters, including the growth rate of popula-
tion n, and can only be modified to achieve a higher (or lower) equilibrium capital 
intensity and a fortiori per capita output in the steady state. The SOLOW model in 
its basic setup is based on a neoclassical production function with labor L and 
capital K, a standard savings function S =sY (with S and Y standing for savings 
and GDP, respectively) and the equilibrium condition investment I = sY. Here we 
disregard depreciation on capital. Together with the definition d(K/L)/dt = dK/dt/L 
– nk one can derive the standard results of the model. If we use a Cobb Douglas 
function Y = H KßL1-ß, the important results concern capital intensity k=K/L and 
per capita output y in the steady state: 

k = [s/( +n)] 1-ß (I) 

y =Y/L = [s/( +n)](1-ß)/ß (II) 

The latter result is very straightforward for the case of ß=0.5. The steady state 
per capita output is directly proportionate to the savings rate. The more important 
the savings rate is for equilibrium capital intensity and per capita output, the more 
crucial are adequate reforms of the tax system and of the banking system, includ-
ing the policy stance of the central bank. For any government aiming at raising 
long term per capita income the relative merits of measures affecting the savings 
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rate and other relevant parameters are crucial. Moreover, with OECD economies 
ageing and savings rates falling in the long run, a full appraisal of the role of the 
savings rate for growth is indeed important. With this background in mind we turn 
in section 2 to the modeling of a two-sector economy in a setup with Cobb-
Douglas production functions. In the final section we draw some policy conclu-
sions and point out potentially important options for future refinements.

Two Sector Cobb-Douglas Model 

Let us consider a small open economy with two sectors (sector 1= production of 
capital goods) which produce with labor L and capital K where we denote k1

=K1/L1, k2=K2/L2, k=K/L, =L1/L and q=PC/PI. q is exogenous, that is it will be 
taken from the world market since firms are price takers. Assume that both sectors 
are characterized by a Cobb-Douglas production function  

Y1 = HK1
ß1 L1

(1-ß1); 0<ß1<1 (1) 

Y1/L = Hk1
ß1 (1.1) 

Y2 = HK2
ß2 L2

(1-ß2); 0<ß2<1 (2) 

Y2/L = Hk2
ß2 (1- ) (2.1) 

In a long term equilibrium approach requiring a balanced current account we have 
for an economy with zero government expenditures the following equilibrium re-
quirement: 

[I/L] + [C/L] = Y/L = y (3) 

We will use the definition of k=K/L, that is 

k2 = k + (k2-k1) (4) 

H (k1)ß1 + q Hk2
ß2 (1- ) = y (3.1) 

Due to profit maximization, a condition not taken into account in the standard 
SOLOW model, we have 

ß1I/K1 = r = ß2C/K2 = ß2cY/K2 (3.2) 

(ß1I/L)/[(K1/L)(L1/L1)] = ß2(cY/L)/[(K2/L)(L2/L2)] (3.3) 

 ß1(I/L)/[k1 ] = (ß2cY/L)/[k2(1- )] (3.4) 

Assuming the equilibrium condition  

I/L = sY/L (3.5) 

we have 
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ß1sy/(k1 ) = ß2(1-s)y/(k2(1- )) (3.6) 

k2 = (ß2/ß1)(1-s) /[(1- )s]k1 (3.7) 

Using the definition of k in equation (4) we have: 

{(ß2/ß1) [(1-s)/s]}k1 = k - k1 (4.1) 

k = {1 + (ß2/ß1)[(1-s)/s]}k1 (4.2) 

Assuming that ß2=ß1, which is particular sensible when we turn to a comparison of 
our two-sector approach with the one sector SOLOW equation, we have: 

k= ( /s)k1 (4.3) 

Inserting in 3.1 we get: 

y= H  k1
ß1 +(1- )qH{(ß2/ß1)(1-s) /[(1- )s]}ß2 k1

ß2 (3.1´) 

With ß2=ß1=ß we have 

y = H k1ß{  + q(1- )[(1-s) /((1- )s)]ß} (5) 

Therefore  

y = H kß {sß 1-ß + q(1- )1-ß (1-s)ß} (6) 

We now assume for ease of exposition that s=0.5. This assumption will not change 
our results in a qualitative way. We get 

 y = H kß sß{( 1-ß + q(1- )1-ß} (6´) 

Note that profit maximization requires that the marginal value product of labor in 
each sector be equal to the uniform nominal wage rate W, that is  

(1-ß1)[Y1/L1] PI = W = (1-ß2)[Y2/L2]PC (7) 

Using the definition q =PC/PI and taking into account the assumption ß1=ß2 we 
have

q= (Y1/L1)/(Y2/L2) = Hk1
ß/ Hk2

 ß (7´) 

Taking into account (3.6) we have 

q = {(1- )s/[(1-s) ]}ß (8) 

This gives us q1/ß = ((1- )/ ) (s/(1-s)) or q1/ß (1-s)/s =(1/ ) – 1 and therefore 

 =[1+q1/ß (1/s-1)]-1 (9) 

Replacing   in (6´) we obtain: 

y = H kß sß {([1+q1/ß(1/s-1)]-1)1-ß + q(1-[1+q1/ß (1/s-1)]-1)1-ß} (6´´) 

This finally results with s=0.5 in 
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y = Hkßsß{(1+q1/(ß-ß^2)) / (1+q1/ß)} (6´´´) 

There is a „correction factor“{...} in the above equation which has implications 
for the neoclassical growth model when comparing this to the standard neoclassi-
cal one-sector model, which is y = H kß.

In a model without depreciation and with an exogenous growth rate of techno-
logical progress of dH/dt/H =  (here we assume for simplicity =0), we have as 
the familiar equation for the steady state equilibrium - with equilibrium k denoted 
as k#: 

s y = n k# (10) 

s H kß {sß ([1+qß]ß-1 + q)}  = n k# (11) 

s1+ß H ([1+qß]ß-1 + q) = n k#1-ß (12) 

The traditional formula for the one sector economy is s = n k1-ß. Thus our two-
sector approach shows that the traditional SOLOW model overestimates (recall 
that s<1) the role of the savings rate for the equilibrium capital intensity and a for-
tiori for per capita income. The difference is not trivial. As an illustrative case take 
ß=0.5 which comes close to empirical estimates of the share of capital income in 
poor countries. Assume that s=1/4, which is the number entering into the standard 
Solow equation. However, here we have s3/2 so that 1/8 is the number entering our 
two-sector equation.  

Changes in the parameters, leaving  aside, will only affect the level of capital 
intensity and output per capita as is well known from the original SOLOW model. 

Conclusions 

The model has shown that the SOLOW one sector model overestimates the role of 
savings. On the one hand, the implication is that other variables are relatively un-
derestimated. On the other hand, the secular fall of the savings rate in ageing 
OECD countries does not seem as dramatic with respect to long term growth as 
the original SOLOW model suggests. 

As regards distinguishing different technologies in the two sectors, it should be 
pointed out that only for ease of exposition have we made the assumption of iden-
tical production functions in both sectors. Different sectoral capital intensities are 
naturally quite crucial in such a setup. In a more general model with different pro-
duction function in both sectors or both countries the role of technology would re-
ceive more emphasis. A useful application a explicit two sector modeling is the 
analysis of the internet dynamics (WELFENS, 2001). 

What is the impact of a rise in the exogenous variable q? According to (12) we 
can state: the higher the relative price PC/PI the higher will be the equilibrium 
capital intensity k#. According to the Samuelson-Stolper theorem the factor which 
is intensively used in the good which has become expensive will benefit from an 
increase in factor reward. If consumption is relatively capital intensive, then capi-
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tal income should increase relative to labor income. However, this exactly is ruled 
out by using Cobb-Douglas production functions. This points to the necessity to 
consider even more complex modeling based on CES functions. 

A final remark concerns the role of technology, somewhat neglected here. Ide-
ally one could take into account the role of biased technological progress and 
product innovations. However, while innovations lead us more closely towards the 
real world, it will make analytics much more cumbersome. In a Schumpeterian 
setup it is not convincing to assume that technologies are identical in both coun-
tries. Moreover, a temporary technological edge will give firms the ability to prof-
itably produce abroad. With foreign direct investment flows the setup becomes 
crucially different form the Heckscher-Ohlin world since with FDI one will have 
to distinguish between GDP and GNP, and this distinction is important for the is-
sue of international per capita income convergence (WELFENS, 1996). These ba-
sic conclusions point to a rich field of refined future research, even without taking 
into account the new growth theory. 

Appendix A.2: Two Sector Model (KHAN/BILGINSOY, 1994) 

Nominal output is Q; we consider a two-sector economy with output I and H, re-
spectively – prices are P’ in the I-sector and P” in the H-sector. 

Q= P’I + P”H (1) 

Consider the following two simple production functions (e’ is the Euler number) 

I = e’ t f(K’, L’) (2) 

H = e’ t h(K”,L”, I)       (3) 

Competition and profit maximization gives (59) 

fK/hK= fL/hL = P”/P’=: p (4) 

fK/hK= fL/hL = (1+ ’)p in case of market power (5) 

dQ/dt = HdP’ + IdP’/dt + P”dH/dt + P’dI/dt (6)

dI/dt = I + fKdK’/dt + fLdL’/dt (7) 

Note that dK = dK’ + dK”; and dL = dL’+dL”. Substituting dH and dI from equa-
tions (7) and (9) and using equation (5) and equation (67 that is we use fk = (1+ ’) 
[P”/P’] hK and fL = (1+ ’) [P”/P’] hL

dH/dt = H + hKdK”/dt + hLdL”/dt + hIdI/dt (8) 

dQ= P’I+ P”H + HdP” + IdP’ + hKP”dK + hLP”dL + hIP”dI + 
’P”(hKdK’ + hLdL’) 

(9) 
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Using (7) and (5) again we get: 
dQ = P’I + P”H + HZdP” + IdP’ + hKP”dK + hLP”dL + hIP”dI  

+ [ ’/(1+ ’)]P’dI – [ ’ /(1+ ’)]P’I 
(10) 

From equation (6)e have (11)P”dH = dY – (HdP”+IdP’+P’dI) 
By chosing dH/dt as the dependent variable, we obtain from (9): 

dH/dt =  H + hKdK + hLdL + hIdI - [ ’/(1+ ’)]pdI – [ ’ /(1+ ’)]pI (11) 

With =: hL L/H and  =hII/H – the elasticity of the sectoral externality - and s’=: 
P’I/P”H we get: 

gH =  + hK [dK/dt]/H + gL +  gI  – 1/(1+ ’)s’ gI  + [ /(1+ ’)]s’ (12) 

The output growth rate of H thus not only depends on the sectoral progress rate 
but also on the relative overall growth rate of the capital stock – the second term 
on the right hand side (using g for denoting growth rates) can be written als hK
(gK)/[H/K] – and the growth rate of the output of the other sector (with cross-
sectoral spillovers) and the weighted technological progress rate of the I-Sector. 

We may add that from (2) and (3) we directly obtain: 

gI =  + E f,K’gK’ + Ef,L’gL’ (2´) 

g H=  + Eh,K”gK” + Eh,L”gL” + Eh,I gI (3´) 

Hence a general finding – ignoring profit maximization (note that :=Eh,I) – is:  

gH=  + Eh,K”gK” + Eh,L”gL” + [  + Ef,K’gK’ + Ef,L’gL’ ] (3´´) 

However, the expression (12) is much more revealing. Returning to the result from 
(12) one may add that in a closed economy (and disregarding capital depreciation) 
dK/dt is equal to I so that the assumption I=sY and H=cY leads to   

gH =  + hK s/c + gL + gI – 1/(1+ ’)s’gI + [ /(1+ ’)]s’ (13) 

The growth rate of consumption output then is determined by the rate of tech-
nological progress plus – assuming that the real interest rate r is equal to hK - the 
term r s/c plus the growth rate of labor plus the externality element ( gI) from the 
production of investment goods plus the weighted progress rate of the other sector. 

Appendix A.3: Labor Markets with Tradables and Nontradables 

We present a simple model for the case of a small open economy. The model 
setup is with two labor markets, namely for skilled labor earning real wages w” 
and unskilled labor earning a real wage of w’. We assume that the nontradables 
sector employs only unskilled workers L’N while the tradables sector employs 
both unskilled workers L’T and skilled workers L”. The demand for skilled work-
ers is – denoting the real interest rate as r - assumed to be a negative function of 
w”/r, while the demand for unskilled workers is assumed to be a negative function 
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of w’/r. We assumed that the supply of tradables depends on the input of skilled 
labor, unskilled labor and capital plus the import of intermediate products T** 
which is assumed to be a negative function of the real exchange rate q*=eP T*/PT

(e is the nominal exchange rate in price notation, P T is the tradables price and * 
denotes foreign variables). Assuming that the domestic demand for tradable goods 
is proportionate to real wage income w”L”+w’L’ the domestic quasi-equilibrium 
condition for the tradables sector is written as: 

Ts(w”/r, w’/r, T**(q*)) = c”[w”L” + w’L’] (1)

Note that any excess supply in the tradables sector is equivalent to a current ac-
count surplus which will bring about a real appreciation, and a real appreciation in 
turn will raise the tradables output in turn. 

We define a real wage index w = z”w” + (1-z”)w’ – where z” is a proxy for the 
share of workers employed in the tradables sector; the w”-w’ space the slope of 
the real wage rate line wwo is negative. Using the definition of the real wage index 
we can easily write an equilibrium condition for the nontradables market where 
demand is assumed to be proportionate to real wage income wL (with L:=L’+L”). 

Ns(w’/r) = c’wL (2) 

In the short run labor supply of unskilled workers and skilled workers is given, 
in the medium term on may assume that L’ is a negative function of w”/w’ while 
L” is a positive function of the relative wage ratio w”/w’. 

In w”-w’ space we can draw the LNN curve portraying equilibrium in the non-
tradables sector and the LTT curve portraying equilibrium in the tradables sector. 
The intersection point E stands for full employment equilibrium and also for a si-
multaneous equilibrium in the N-market and the T-market. Above the LNN curve 
we have an excess demand (EDNN), below there is an excess supply; and therefore 
also an excess supply of unskilled workers in the nontradables sector. An equilib-
rium in the unskilled labor market can be restored either be returning to point E or 
moving to a situation in which there is an excess demand for unskilled labor in the 
tradables market (one may assume that a parallel excess demand for skilled work-
ers will be satisfied by training of unskilled workers which qualify as unskilled af-
ter a certain training time). Below the TT-curve there is an excess supply (ESTT) in 
the tradables market. 

Denoting the nominal money supply as M, the price level as P and assuming 
that the demand for money is proportionate to real output Y – and Y=wL+rK 
(where K is the capital stock) – and negatively depends on the interest rate money 
market equilibrium in a non-inflationary modelling setup is given by 

M/P = n’(r)[wL+rK] = n’(r)[z”w”L + (1-z”)w’L + rK] (3) 

In w”-w’ space the slope of the money market equilibrium line LMM is nega-
tive. A rise of M/P would shift the LMM curve temporarily to the right so that we 
get an excess supply in the money market so that the demand for bonds will rise 
which will bring about a rise of bond prices and a fall of the interest rate. 
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Equations (1), (2) and (3) determine jointly w”, w’ and r. The real exchange 
rate can change only temporarily since for a small country its medium term value 
is determined from the outside. 

Appendix A.4: Product Innovations with Schumpeterian Intermediate 
Products: A Simple Formula 

Product innovation dynamics in modern economies are internationalized in many 
respects. An important element concerns the fact that producers of innovative final 
products (say a good j) will rely on using imported intermediate novel products 
(say an intermediate goo i). One may state the hypotheses that the final goods pro-
ducer can impose a higher top-up rate on the product – compared to a standard 
benchmark product (price pj*) in world markets – than the supplier of the interme-
diate product. What is the effective top-up rate compared to the benchmark final 
product? We will show that this question analytically is equivalent to the problem 
of the effective tariff rate in a world with tariff escalation (the tariff rate on the in-
termediate product is lower than for the final product); furthermore we will show 
that the well known formula for the effective tariff rate can be written in a simpli-
fied version which is quite useful. 

Value-added of the standard product is Vj* = pj*– pi* Here  denotes the 
amount of the intermediate product i needed to produce 1 unit of the final product 
j. If we consider an innovative final product which uses an innovative intermediate 
product value-added is now: vj* = (1+ j)pj* - (1+ i)pi*. By assumption the top-
up ratio  for the final product exceeds that for the intermediate product, that is 

j> i.(furthermore we will assume that intermediate producers from poor countries 
can obtain only smaller top-up rates than rich countries which produce the same 
intermediate product). The effective top-up rate ( eff) is defined as  

eff = (vj – Vj*)/V*j = [ jpj* - ipi*]/(pj*– pi*). (A4.1) 

We denote the share of the intermediate product in a €’s worth of the final stan-
dard product at free-trade prices by =: pi*/pj*. Hence we can divide the equation 
for the effective top-up rate by p*j and get: 

eff = ( j - i)/(1- ).  (A4.2) 

The formula shows that the effective top-up rate is determined by the top up 
rate for the final product, the top up rate for the intermediate product and the share 
 (we do not assume process innovations in combination with product innovations 

since this would imply that the innovative product would have  below the case of 
the standard/benchmark product). This formula exactly is the same as the well 
known formula for the effective rate of tariff protection.  

We can go one step further and derive a modified new formula, namely by tak-
ing into account that i = (1- ) j where  is a positive parameter in the interval 0,1 
which indicates the percentage by which the top-up rate for intermediate products 
is below that of the final innovative product. We therefore can write: 
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eff = ( j – (1- ) j)/(1- ) (A4.3) 

We assume that  is rather small so that we can use the approximation ln(1+x) x. 
Taking logarithms results in: 

ln eff = ln j +  (A4.4) 

This equation says that the logarithmized effective top-up rate – an indicator of 
profitability - obtained by innovative producers of final products is the larger the 
higher the (logarithmic) top-up rate for the final product and the higher the differ-
ential  between the two top-up rates and the higher the benchmark parameter .
Taking into account the Amoroso-Robinson equation one might argue that the top 
up rate for the final product and the intermediate product, respectively, mainly will 
reflect the inverse of the absolute price elasticity (The result for the effective tariff 
rate is, of course, identical in the sense that the effective tariff rate eff is the higher 
the higher the tariff rate on the final product, the higher the parameter  – the more 
important intermediate products economically are - and the higher the differential 
 between the tariff for the final product and the intermediate product). 

Final goods producers from Schumpeterian sectors thus have a massive interest 
in international outsourcing/offshoring to poor countries since this raises the effec-
tive profit ratio and the effective top up rate, respectively. There is, however, an 
economic mechanism which limits international outsourcing/offshoring: namely 
the fact that the higher  the lower is the feasible i. People will be willing to pay a 
premium – compared to standard cars – for a Porsche, Audi or Mercedes, Volvo or 
Jaguar provided that there is a considerable part of value-added which is under-
taken in Germany, Sweden and the UK, respectively. Obviously, the feasible top-
up ratio depends on a company-specific premium and a country-specific premium, 
otherwise final production stage of many premium cars would be relocated to de-
veloping countries or eastern Europe which has not been the case.  

There is a clear conclusions to be drawn, namely that rich OECD countries will 
be characterized by considerable activities in final goods (and services) produc-
tion. Economic catching-up in a multi-country model thus requires that poor coun-
tries are not only moving up the technology ladder by also grab an increasing 
share of final goods production in which relatively high Schumpeterian rents can 
be earned. From this perspective locational competition is particularly hard if in-
ternational relocation of headquarters takes place since then the country/location 
will change where the final production stage is realized. 

Appendix A.5: Medium-term Output and Wage Policies in an Open 
Economy 

In countries with high unemployment rates, one often hears claims that output and 
employment could be raised through more aggressive wage policies. Higher real 
income would translate into higher aggregate demand which in turn raises output. 
We want to shed some light on this argument in a simple one-sector model, while 
ignoring that a major issue in reality is not just the size of the wage increase (or 
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the wage level) but average wage increases on the one hand and cross-sectoral 
wage dispersion on the other. We also do not deal much with the issue of whether 
wage inequality and unemployment affect productivity growth. As regards this 
link ARNOLD (2006) has presented an interesting new model, namely a non-scale 
continuous-time overlapping-generation growth model which provides an expla-
nation for why economies with relative wage rigidity record higher unemployment 
but not slower productivity growth than economies with more flexible wages. The 
result stems from two offsetting effects: (i) the compression of the wage distribu-
tion associated with relative wage rigidity slows down human capital accumula-
tion due to negative incentive effects; (ii) high unemployment among the low-
skilled workers reinforces the incentives to invest in human capital which stimu-
lates growth. A knife-edge result for productivity growth thus is possible. The au-
thor refers to two strands of the literature: The link between innovation, growth 
and unemployment on the one hand and between innovation and human capital 
accumulation. As regards the latter the contribution by GROSSMAN/HELPMAN 
(1991) was crucial who rely on the approach of FINDLAY/KIERSZKOWSKI 
(1983) – looking at the link between human capital formation and research & de-
velopment. YOUNG (1993) has analyzed a model with growth and human capital 
where skill acquisition via learning by doing is costless. EICHER (1996), 
GALOR/MOAV (2000) and GOULD ET AL. (2001) present approaches on the 
impact of growth on inter-group and intra-group wage inequality. As regards the 
link between growth and unemployment an important contribution of the literature 
concerns search models of the labor market (BEAN/PISSARIDES, 1993); 
AGHION/HOWITT (1994, 1998) have shown with a search framework how 
growth affects unemployment via a “capitalization effect” – higher growth raises 
profitability of offering vacancies – and a creative destruction effect (new prod-
ucts destroy jobs in the old industry). While this strand of the literature is quite in-
teresting our focus is more modest and raises the question how wages in an open 
economy will affect output in a medium term framework.  

Wage Policy in the Mundell-Fleming Model 

Basically we wish to first consider a small open economy under flexible exchange 
rates, for which we assume that net exports of goods and services X’ positively 
depend on exogenous world output Y* and the real exchange rate q*=: eP*/P (e is 
the nominal exchange rate) and negatively on real income Y and the ratio of do-
mestic real wages w to foreign real wages w*. The price level is assumed to be 
sticky. The model determines e, Y and the real interest rate r in a short term ap-
proach. Moreover, we assume that consumption is proportionate to expected fu-
ture wage income w’L’ (w’ is expected real wage, L’ expected employment), cur-
rent real wage income wL, where employment L is assumed to negatively depend 
on current real wage and the expected future wage rate w’. The current capital 
stock is given and underemployed so that it is not relevant for labor demand. Fu-
ture employment is assumed to depend negatively on w’ but positively on the fu-
ture capital stock K’=K+I. Since we assume investment I to be a positive function 
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of the expected profit rate z’ and a function of w/r (with an ambiguous sign, as a 
higher w stimulates substitution of labor through capital but also could boost de-
mand which would raise profitability of investment), we must assume L’(w’, K, 
w/r, z’). We denote w/r as ’ and w/w* as ”. To assume that the real wage rate is 
exogenous in the short run is justified on the basis of the assumption that the price 
level P is sticky. Real net capital inflows Q are assumed to positively depend on 
the ratio of the nominal interest rate i to the foreign rate i* and negatively on the 
expected nominal devaluation rate a’. As regards money market equilibrium, we 
assume that the real demand for money depends positively on Y, negatively on i 
and positively on the ratio of w/w# (denoted as ”’), where w# is the equilibrium 
wage rate for the labor market. A rise of w/w# implies unemployment – for the 
case of w exceeding w# –, and a higher unemployment rate will increase the li-
quidity preference; the demand for money will therefore rise. The parameters c 
and c’ are exogeneous, as is government consumption G. 

Y= cwL(w, w’) + c’w’L’(w’, K, w/r, z’) + I(w/r, z’) +G+  

X(w/w*, q*, Y*,Y)      [IS curve] 

(1) 

M/P = m(Y, i, w/w#)     [LM curve] (2) 

Q(i/i*, a’) = X( ’, q*, Y*,Y)      [ZZ curve] (3) 

Assuming zero inflation and hence i=r, we get the following result from taking the 
total differential: 

dY = cLdw + cwLwdw + cwLw’dw’ + c’w’L’w’dw’+c’w’L’KdK +  

c’w’L’ ’d ’ + c’w’L’z’dz’ + Iz’dz’ + I ’ dw/r + dG + X ”d ” + Xq*dq* +  

XY*dY* + XYdY 

(4) 

dM/P = mYdY + midi + [m ”’/w#]dw (5) 

Qi/i*dr/i* + Qa’da’ = X ”d ” + Xq*dq* + XY*dY* + XYdY (6) 

We assume that aggregate demand determines output Y and that (with  denot-
ing the degree of utilization of the capital stock) the supply side is determined ac-
cording to Y=F( K,L) = rK + wL. Hence a rise in Y, which is not fully ex-
plained by a rise of w or L or r, must be explained by a rise in the degree of 
utilization of the capital stock. The case of a closed economy with c’ assumed to 
be zero – to remain as simple as possible – leads to the following picture. Assum-
ing that I <0, a rise in the real wage rate will lead to a leftward shift of the IS 
curve if the labor demand elasticity with respect to labor exceeds unity or is equal 
to unity. In both an open and a closed economy, I >0, and Iq exceeding a critical 
parameter would imply that a rise in w implies a rightward shift of the IS curve, 
which suggests that real income will increase and the real interest rate will rise for 
a given LM curve (that is with m ”’=0). Only if a rise in the real wage rate brings 
about a strong reaction on the side of entrepreneurs to raise investment can one 
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expect a positive impact of the real wage rate on real equilibrium output. Even if 
the IS curve is shifted to the right through a rise in the real wage rate could the 
equilibrium income be stagnating, namely if there is a sufficient leftward shift in 
the LM curve as a consequence of a higher wage rate.  

In an open economy under flexible exchange rates and perfect capital mobility 
– the ZZ equilibrium line horizontal in r-Y space –, a rise in the real wage rate will 
cause a real appreciation of the nominal exchange rate which in turn will cause a 
leftward shift of the IS curve so that any initial expansion of the wage rate will be 
undermined provided that the price level remains constant. A rise in the nominal 
wage rate (implying a rise in the real wage rate) could bring about a rise in price 
level, which in combination with the nominal depreciation could ultimately trigger 
a relatively strong rise in the price level and hence a medium term fall in the real 
wage rate. This would be a rather paradoxical output expansion path generated by 
an initial increase in both the nominal and real exchange rate. Note that a rela-
tively strong rise in real output implies that the degree of capital utilization will 
increase.

The multipliers for the main cases of interest are shown subsequently where we 
assume that the system determinant is negative; this requires that the interest elas-
ticity of investment is not exceeding a critical value and that the intertemporal 
substitution of labor is rather small (L’r which refers to future labor input as a con-
sequence of a change in the current factor price ratio). A rise of the wage rate will 
raise output in the short term only if the reaction of labor demand with respect to 
w is rather weak and if the reaction of net exports with respect to w is small. The 
multiplier expressions for r and M also are indicated. We have shown that a rise of 
the wage rate could be a way to overcome a recession only if both labor demand 
and net exports react only weakly with respect to a rise of the wage rate. The more 
the economy is specialized in high technology products and the higher the share of 
high technology exports in overall trade is the more likely is the case of a positive 
multiplier dY/dw. However, as only very few OECD countries indeed are special-
ized dominantly in high technology the standard case for OECD countries is 
dY/dw<0. Empirical analysis can shed more light on this issue. In an open econ-
omy there also is an important caveat, namely the reaction of other countries. It is 
clear that a reduction of wages in country I will not really improve the trade bal-
ance if wages abroad are also reduced. Moreover, in certain cases wage reductions 
could be an element of an undesirable beggar-my-neighbor policy. 

dY/dw=(Qr(cL+cwLw+c’w’Lw/r+Iw/r+X’w/w*)- 

(w/r2Ir+cw’L’rw/r2)X’w#i*/w*)/D 

(7) 

where D:=(Qr(1-X’Y) + X’Yi*(w/r2Ir + cw’L’rw/r2)) (8) 

dr/dw=(X’Y(cL + cwLw + Iw/r + c’w’Lw/r) + w/w*)/D (9) 

dM/dw=((Qrw*mw + X’wi*miw#)(1-X’Y) – i* (w/r2Ir + cw’L’rw/r2)  (10) 
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(X’wmYw# - X’Ymww*) – (cL + cwLw + Iw/r + c’w’Lw/r +

X’w/w*)w#w*(QrmY – X’Yi’mi))/[w# (Qr(1-X’Y) + X’Yi*(w/r2Ir +

cw’L’rw/r2))/Pw*] 

Flexible Exchange Rates 

The situation is quite different under fixed exchange rates; endogenous vari-
ables are Y, r and the money supply M. Let us briefly consider the new setup.

An increase in the real wage rate will bring about a rise in the real interest rate, 
thereby causing a net capital inflow. This in turn translates into an excess supply 
in the foreign exchange market, which will bring with it – through intervention of 
the central bank – a rise in the nominal money supply. This rightward shift in the 
LM curve could finally bring about a rise in real output. From this perspective, 
one should not rule out that aggressive wage policies could be more common in a 
fixed exchange rate regime than in a system of flexible exchange rates. In a more 
long term perspective, one will have to raise the question as to whether a rise in 
the money supply will bring about a medium term increase in the price level so 
that the real wage rate might fall after a transitory increase. This also points to the 
issue of whether a system of fixed exchange rates is more inflationary than a sys-
tem of flexible exchange rates. Taking into account the Mundell-Johnson mone-
tary approach to the balance of payments, one could essentially argue that the 
monetary policy in combination with wage policies in the anchor country is the 
key to answering this question. 

If we set U = P* / X’eP(-mYQr/i* - mi +mY(w/r2Ir + cw’L’rw/r2)). If L’r < 0 then  
U < 0 then the multipliers for w are as follows: 

dr/dw = -UX’eP/P* (mwQr/(w#i*) + miX’w/w* - (cL + cwLw + Iw/r

 + c’w’Lw/r + X’w/w*)mi – mwwIr/(w#r2) – cw’L’rwmw/(w#r2))

(11) 

dY/dw = -UX’eP/P* (mw/w# + mY(cL + cwLw + Iw/r + c’w’Lw/r))

> 0 

(12) 

de/dw = -U (Qrmww* - QrX’Ymww* + X’wi*miw# - (wIr/r2 +

cw’L’rw/r2) (X’wi*mYw# - X’wi*mYw#) + (cL + cwLw + Iw/r +

c’w’Lw/r + X’w/w*)(QrmYw#w* + X’Yi*miw#w*) –  

X’wX’Yi*miw#)/i*w#w* 

(13) 

dY/dG = mi / (QrmY/i* + mi – mY(Irw/r2 + cw’L’rw/r2)) (14) 

dr/dG = -mY / (QrmY/i* + mi – mY(Irw/r2 + cw’L’rw/r2)) (15) 
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de/dG = -(QrmY/i* + miXY) / X’e(QrmY/i* + mi – mY(Irw/r2 +  

cw’L’rw/r2))

(16) 

The fiscal policy multipliers for Y, r and e are positive provided that the system 
determinant – the denominator – is negative. 



B. Savings, Investment and Growth: New Approaches for 
Macroeconomic Modelling 

B.1 Introduction 

In macroeconomics, there are two contrasting views to the role of the savings rate. 
In a short-term Keynesian perspective, a rise in the savings rate s reduces the equi-
librium income. However, the long run neoclassical growth model suggests that a 
rise in the savings rate raises equilibrium real income. Short term macroeconomic 
analysis is rarely linked to long term dynamics and this can be misleading for 
policymakers. Moreover, it leaves policymakers, who would like to know under 
which conditions a rise in the savings ratio shows up in a contractionary or an ex-
pansionary impact, confused. The following analysis – for a non-inflationary 
world - is straightforward and first recalls the simple long run neoclassical growth 
model (SOLOW, 1956) and the short run Keynesian macro model before we 
merge both approaches within a new medium-term model. We present the multi-
pliers for monetary policy, fiscal policy and supply side policy (rise in the savings 
rate s). Section 2 presents the model and the final section gives some policy con-
clusions. Several conclusions reached are in marked contrast to the standard 
Keynesian model and also go beyond the monetarist debate. 

Analytical Starting Points 

There have been various attempts at describing macroeconomic modernization in 
the literature. Real business cycle economists have emphasized the role of produc-
tivity shocks in models where the central bank has almost no options to influence 
employment and output (PRESCOTT, 1986; PLOSSER, 1989). New classical 
theorists have put the focus on the relevance of intertemporal optimization and ra-
tional expectations (LUCAS, 1981; LJUNGQVIST/SARGENT, 2000). Modern 
Keynesian economists have focussed on the effects of monopolistic competition, 
markups and costly price adjustment (MANKIW/ROMER, 1991; ROMER, 1993). 
The new neoclassical synthesis combines elements from both the Keynesian per-
spective and the classical approaches into a single framework where GOOD-
FRIEND (2004) and GOODFRIEND/KING (1997/2001) have been particularly 
active – along with others (e.g. CLARIDA/GALI/GERTLER, 1999; WOOD-
FORD (2003).

Combining short term economic perspectives with long term economic analysis 
is done here on the basis of a modified consumption function based on a variant of 
the permanent income hypothesis: It is assumed that at the macroeconomic level 
consumers’ spending is a function of current income (Yt) and the steady state 
value (Y#) where weights a’ for discounted Y# and (1-a’) for current income Yt
are used: Ct = c(1-a’)Yt + ca’Y#/(1+r). This consumption function may be inter-
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preted as follows: one group of consumers is mainly influenced by current in-
come, a second group mainly by long term expected steady state income; or each 
consumer considers both the current income and long term expected income. 

Moreover, we consider a specific net investment function which implies – for a 
certain parameter set – that investment per capita demand is such that the capital 
accumulation dynamics are consistent with the capital-market driven capital sup-
ply accumulation implicit in the Solow growth model. Thus our medium term 
model is consistent with the transition dynamics of the capital stock. The invest-
ment function used states that net investment dK/dt is proportionate to the differ-
ence between the marginal product of capital YK -  net of depreciation (deprecia-
tion rate ) - and the real interest rate r; specifically we assume an adjustment 
parameter b’(K) where the adjustment speed is a positive function of the capital 
stock. The argument for the adjustment speed b to positively depend on K is that 
in a highly specialized interdependent economic system the adjustment speed for 
sectoral differentials in the net marginal product of capital and the real interest rate 
will be the higher the larger K is. A final goods producer relying on intermediate 
suppliers would want to avoid a diversion of suppliers from the profit maximiza-
tion condition – ensuring efficient production. The more complex the supplier 
network is – in a larger economy (as proxied by K) - the supplier structure be-
comes more complex and hence the final goods producer faces high sunk costs (if 
suppliers are not efficient the economic viability of final goods producers is 
threatened). An alternative argument would be that with rising K the number of 
potential bidders willing to take over a company with unexploited opportunities 
for profits will increase – an increasing probability of takeovers will stimulate the 
management to rather quickly eliminate differences between the net marginal 
product of capital and the real interest rate. To put it differently: While from a mi-
croeconomic perspective each firm faces adjustment costs in investment projects 
we assume that each firm’s adjustment speed is linked to the overall capital stock. 
The larger K the smaller the optimum adjustment speed chosen by the individual 
firm. 
For simplicity we will consider the case that adjustment costs are determined by 
the function b’=bK. This case allows a straightforward solution of the investment 
function which then is a Bernoulli differential equation; as an alternative which is 
tractable we could consider b’=bK1/2 which also results in a rather simple differen-
tial equation (the general case b(K) cannot be solved analytically). Assuming a 
specific numerical value of the output elasticity of capital allows a solution for b’= 
bK1/2: we then still get an equation with k to the power ß. The basic differential 
equation is dk/dt = bk1/2 [ßkß-1–[r+ ]k}. Thus dk/dt = b{ßkß-0.5 –[r+ ]k0.5}; there-
fore [dk/dt]2=bß2k2ß-1–2bß[r+ ]kß+b[r+ ]k; the equation can be rewritten as 
[dk/dt]2 =2bß[r+ ]kß - bß2k2ß-1 - b[r+ ]k. If ß 2ß-1 and thus ß 1 we then can 
write -[dk/dt]2 =bß{2[r+ ]- ß}kß - b[r+ ]k which implies a steady state value 
k#={ß[2(r+ )- ß]/(r+ )}1/1-ß). We will not focus on the special case b’= bK1/2 since 
ß is assumed to be in the interval 0,1; but the special case considered suggests that 
an adjustment function such as b’= bK1/N is generally admissible if we restrict N to 
fall in the interval 0.5, 1. Thus a broad range of adjustment costs functions could 
be considered in principle. 
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The model to be presented combines a sticky price short-term analysis (output 
is determined by aggregate demand) with an implicit long run flexible price model 
(Solow growth model); the mixture of Keynesain elements and the Solow growth 
model is not a contradiction as we will not consider a model with deflation or in-
flation. The price level is given because the Keynesian perspective implies a con-
stant price level due to underutilization of production capacities in the short run; at 
the same time the Solow model is consistent with a constant price level as long as 
we are not considering process innovations (WELFENS, 2006b). 

One should not easily dismiss that an alternative modelling strategy based on 
explicit microeconomic foundation and intertemporal maximization analysis for 
consumers and investors could be a useful alternative to the approach suggested. 
However, as we rely on the well established permanent income hypothesis and 
simply combine standard Keynesian analysis and well established results from 
long run growth analysis we are not relying on opaque ingredients for the medium 
term model. Moreover, the consumption function presented could indeed be de-
rived from a rather simple two period model (with period 2 representing the long 
run, period 1 the short run); intertemporal optimization would bring out the role of 
subjective time preference. The only shortcoming which might be serious is that 
we are not considering delayed price adjustment which one could combine with 
monopolistic competition in a model with n product varieties – but one may em-
phasize that the simple model presented here already is highly complex in the 
multiplier analysis. Finally, for policy makers it will be quite useful to have a 
model which includes both parameters from consumption and investment demand 
as well as relevant supply-side parameters so that a broad range of options can be 
carefully considered.  

B.2 A Medium-term Keynes-Solow Model 

For the case of a production function is Y = KßL1-ß, capital depreciation is K (de-
preciation is proportionate to the capital stock K, 0<ß<1), savings S=sY and gross 
investment I=S the standard neoclassical growth model (assuming that the popula-
tion L is constant) shows that long steady state equilibrium capital intensity k# and 
output Y#, respectively, is given by the expression 

k# = [s/ ]1/1-ß (1a) 

Y# = L[s/ ]ß/1-ß (1b) 

Here  is the depreciation rate of capital, s is the savings rate. 
Taking at first a look at the closed economy(with savings rate s, real interest rate r 
and output Y and government consumption G) one may at first state the IS curve 
for goods market equilibrium as Y= (1-s)Y - br  + G. Using the hybrid consump-
tion function suggested (with L[s/ ]ß/1-ß representing the modified permanent in-
come component) we get: 

Y = (1-s){(1- ’)Y + [ ’/(1+r)] L(s/ )ß/1-ß } - br + G (1c) 
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Taking into account the investment function suggested we are not using the in-
vestment demand in the form of b/r, rather – taking into account the production 
function, namely YK=ßY/K - gross investment is given by K + b[ßY/K –  – r]K 
and thus the equilibrium condition for the goods market reads: 

Y = (1-s){(1- ’)Y + [ ’/(1+r)] L(s/ )ß/1-ß} + b[ßY/K –  – r]K +  K + G (1d) 

Note here that for comparing the hybrid model with the standard Keynesian set-
up one should set K=1. What about the role of real government expenditure G? A 
rise of G will raise Y and hence consumption will increase – as in the standard 
case – but the effect on consumption and hence equilibrium medium term output 
is reduced through the factor (1- ’). Moreover, the increase in Y implies an in-
crease in the marginal product of capital (as long as K is constant) so that invest-
ment is raised. This is a quasi-accelerator effect, and the fiscal multiplier indeed is 
raised through the term bß. If one endogenizes r  one will have to take into ac-
count a crowding out-effect both through lower consumption – see the modified 
permant income component – and lower investment. Note also that a rise of the 
savings rate s has an ambiguous effect since a rise of s reduces consumption with 
respect to current income (fall of marginal consumption expenditures) but stimu-
lates consumption through the positive permanent income effect. Depending on 
the various parameters government might indeed consider to raise s as a medium 
term supply-side policy alternative to standard Keynesian policy options. Already 
from the inspection of the simple goods market equilibrium condition we see that 
a richer set of parameters is now determining multipliers: besides the standard 
Keynesian parameters we have supply side parameter such as ß, b,  and the 
weighting factor ’ for modified permanent income. One should note the advan-
tage of the above approach in the sense that it easily allows to consider various 
crucial aspects at the same time; e.g. in an extended version (with production 
function Y=Kß(AL)1-ß; A denoting the level of Harrod-neutral technology) one 
may consider the role of process innovations easily as a standard vintage approach 
(STOLERU, 1978; p. 405) implies not only that A is rising at a certain rate but the 
depreciation rate , too. The multipliers for a setup with contant level of technol-
ogy will be studied in more detail subsequently.  

As the steady state value Y# is obtained from the differential equation for the 
change in the capital intensity k:=K/L, namely  

dk/dt = s(Y/L) – k = skß – k (1e) 

long run output Y# is obtained by taking t  or by setting dk/dt=0. Rational 
forward-looking individuals with infinite time horizons would thus expect Y to 
converge towards Y# in the long run. The simple neoclassical growth model has 
the well-known implication that the higher the savings rate, the higher equilibrium 
output. Hence in a long run perspective, a rise in the savings rate will lead to 
higher equilibrium output.  
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B.2.1 Capital Accumulation Dynamics and Profit Maximization 

It is unclear how the neoclassical SOLOW growth model can be reconciled with 
profit maximization which suggests that dk/dt should depend on the difference be-
tween the net marginal product of capital YK –  and the exogenous real interest 
rate r (note that we are considering an economy without inflation here). We briefly 
suggest a way to resolve the problem. One may interprete equation (1c) as the 
change in the supply of new capital per capita; this typically is represented by the 
supply of savings in capital markets. The change in the demand for new capital 
per capita can be written – as proposed here – as: 

dkD/dt = b(YK –  -r)k (1’’a) 

The equation - with b representing a positive parameter - says that net invest-
ment per capita is proportionate to  

the difference between the net marginal product of capital and the real interest 
rate
the capital intensity k 

Note that dkD/dt will finally fall as the net marginal product of capital YK –  is 
approaching the exogenous real interest rate; however, this effect is mitigated by 
the rise of k over time until finally YK –  =r so that net investment demand per 
capita becomes zero.  
The adjustment parameter b is exogenous at first glance. However, if the invest-
ment goods market is to be in equilibrium all the time, that is dk/dt=dkD/dt, we 
must have b[r+ ]=  and s=bß. This follows from rewriting equation (1”a) as  

dkD/dt = b(ßkß-1 – r - )k= bßkß –[br+b ]k. (1’’b) 

Clearly the path for kD# will coincide with the k# in equation (1’) only if  

bß= s; (1’’d) 

and

b[r+ ]=  (1’’e) 

These two equations imply [s/ß] [r+ ]=  and therefore: 

r = [(ß/s)-1] (1’’f) 

By implication the real interest rate is positive only if ß>s. If (1”f) is fulfilled 
the supply of net investment per capita and the demand for net investment per cap-
ita coincide at any point of time. Note that the condition for the case of the golden 
rule (condition which maximizes per capita consumption) is fulfilled if =r and in 
the long run r=YK if ß/s=2, that is s=ß/2. As ß is put for OECD countries typically 
at around 0.33 the optimal savings rate – maximizing long run per capita con-
sumption – thus would be 16.5%. Note that for the case of a real money demand 
function m=hY-h’r (m is real money balances M/P where M and P stand for the 
nominal money stock and the price level, respectively; r is the real interest rate 
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relevant in the present set-up with zero inflation) the implication is that the central 
bank must set long run [M/P] per capita such that we have [m/L]# =hk#ß –h’k#ß-1

since r=ßY/K=ßkß-1.
The general solution to (1”b) is – with e’ denoting the Euler number - given by 

the solution of the Bernoullian differential (see Appendix G.4) equation dkD/dt = 
bßkß –b[r+ ]k; the solution for this is  

kD(t) = {C0e’-(1-ß)b(r+ )t + ß/[r+ ]}1/1-ß (1’’g) 

where C0 is determined by initial conditions. The adjustment speed is the higher 
the higher b as well as the real interest rate and the lower ß. The adjustment speed 
for kD(t) is identical with that for k(t) if (1-ß) =(1-ß)b(r+ ) which requires (r+ )= 
/b and this condition indeed is equal to equation (1”e). If adjustment speeds on 

the supply side and the demand side in the capital market are not coinciding we 
could have a picture as shown in the subsequent graph where during an initial time 
period the supply of net investment per capita is higher than the demand for in-
vestment per capita such that we will have unemployment while in a second pe-
riod (after point F) we will have inflation as demand exceeds supply; in principle 
one also could have a first period of inflation followed by a second transition pe-
riod of unemployment. 

0 kF
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k#

E

E’

k

sy 
k

dkD/dt

dk/dt 

Fig. 24. Transitory Equilibrium (point F) and Steady-state Equilibrium (“time” 0F = unem-
ployment, “time” FE’ = inflation) 
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We thus may argue that the SOLOW growth model could indeed be consistent 
with profit maximization. Subsequently we will use the net investment function 
suggested in (1”a) in a medium term KEYNES-SOLOW model; the above speci-
fication is the only formulation which is consistent with the long run steady state 
value of the SOLOW model. 

B.2.2 Chosing a Consistent Investment Function and a New 
Consumption Function 

An investment function – for net investment – consistent with (1”a) thus is  
I’= b(YK -r- )K which will be used subsequently as the function describing in-
vestment demand. Whenever net investment is given by this equation we know 
that investment demand dynamics are potentially consistent with the SOLOW 
growth model. A possible modification of the case of unemployment (with the un-
employment rate u>0) or inflation ( >0) could be formulated as  
I’=b(YK –r- )Ke’- ’u – ”  where e’ denotes the Euler number and ’ is a the semi-
elasticity (in absolute terms) of net investment with respect to the unemployment 
rate ( ” is the semi elasticity with respect to the inflation rate). Subsequently we 
will use the net investment function I’=b(YK –  -r )K. 

Next we turn to a standard Keynesian model of a closed economy which im-
plies that output is determined by aggregate demand consisting of consumption C, 
gross investment I and real government expenditures G. We denote reinvestment 
as IR, net investment as I’(r, YK, K), and we also consider a standard consumption 
function C=cYd (Yd is aggregate demand). Hence output Y is given by 

Y = cYd  + IR + I’(r, YK, K) + G (2) 

It is assumed that net investment I’= b(YK- -r)K so that total investment  
I=: IR + b(YK– - r)K which implies for the goods market equilibrium 

Y = cYd  + IR + b(YK–  -r)K + G (3) 

The capacity effect of investment is neglected in the standard Keynesian setup 
and thus the marginal product of capital is constant in the short run. Output Y is 
driven by aggregate demand and thus is given – with s=: 1-c and IR = K – by the 
equation 

Yd = Y= [ K + G + b(YK –  – r)K]/s (4) 

dY/ds= - [ K + G + b(YK– – r)K]/s2 <0 (5) 

The conclusion is that the savings rate negatively affects the short term equilib-
rium real income: A rise in the savings rate (s’>s) implies that at any real income 
the desired savings S=s’Y is higher than before; however, the condition I=S then 
implies a fall of equilibrium Y. This is in some contrast to the statement that sav-
ings from an individual perspective is useful and desirable as it is the basis for the 
accumulation of wealth. Note that the negative multiplier in (5) strongly differs – 
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according to (1b) - from the neoclassical long run multiplier which is given by 
dY#/ds = ß/(1-ß)L[1/ ]ß/1-ß[s]-1/1-ß >0.

A straightforward hypothesis which combines the short run and the long run is 
to assume that output in the medium term is determined by weighted impacts from 
the demand side and the supply side (here the supply side is set equal to Y#): 

Y = [1-a’(t)]Yd+ a’(t)Y# (6) 

The closer the economy is to full capacity utilization the higher a’ is. In a situa-
tion of extreme capacity underutilization such as the Great Depression 1930-34 – 
with US output showing a cumulative fall of 27% (Germany 16%, France 11%) – 
a’ is close to zero so that aggregate demand indeed determines output.  

The idea of taking into account both impacts from the demand side and the 
supply side will be considered subsequently in a formal model whose approach is 
slightly different than the above equation, but the spirit is the same. Indeed, one 
may consider a medium term model which means taking into account that a rise in 
K will reduce the marginal product of capital (in contrast to the standard Keynes-
ian analysis) and where we use the following modified consumption function, 
which is a simplified version of the permanent income hypothesis: The consump-
tion function chosen emphasizes that consumption C is influenced not only by the 
present income but also by the long run expected income (here Y#); with a con-
sumption function  

C=ca”Y + ca’[1/(1+r)]Y# (7)

we get the following equilibrium condition for the goods market in the medium 
term Keynes-Solow model: 

Y = c{a”Y+ a’[1/(1+r)]L[s/ ]ß/1-ß} + K + b(ßY/K – -r)K + G; with 
a”=: (1-a’) 

(6’) 

The consumption function suggested (for simplicity with a’ independent of 
time) here states that C=cY + ca’[Y#-Y], and hence consumption will be higher 
than implied by the standard consumption function C=cY whenever there is a 
positive expected difference between long run output Y# and present output Y. 
Approaching the steady state, we indeed will see that consumption C is converg-
ing towards Ct=cYt. Expected future income – read steady state income Y# – is 
discounted by 1/(1+r); as an alternative, one might want to multiply it by a differ-
ent discount factor which would also reflect the subjective probability that the 
economy will converge towards the hypothetical Y#. A more complex approach 
could take into account both demand and supply-side dynamics over many peri-
ods, but the approach presented here catches the basic idea of taking into account 
both present and future income.  

In the above equation we have taken into account that the marginal product is 
equal to ßY/K. Assuming r to be exogenous we have medium term equilibrium 
output – based on our medium term approach – given by: 

Y= {ca’[1/(1+r)]L[s/ ]ß/(1-ß) + K(1-b) - brK + G}/[s + ca’ – bß] (6’’) 
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Note that the above equation determines Y through medium term aggregate de-
mand where consumers are forward looking economic agents. 

B.2.3 Multiplier Analysis 

We now can take a look at the simple multiplier for the goods market (and later 
we turn to the broader picture with goods market, money market and the foreign 
exchange market). From (6”) we get – while assuming that s+ca’> bß: 

dY/dG = 1/[s + ca’- bß] >0 (7’) 

In the medium term model fiscal policy is (ignoring at first the impact of ca’) 
more effective than in the short run standard model since a rise of G raises output 
which translates not only into higher consumption but also into higher net invest-
ment since a rise of Y also implies a rise of the average product of capital. If by 
coincidence equation (1’’d) is fulfilled so that bß=s the multiplier would be 
1/(ca’); note that an economy which is close to the steady state value of output Y#

may be expected to have a’ close to unity so that the fiscal multiplier is relatively 
small. If s + ca’ approaches bß the multiplier will approach infinity. Whether such 
a case is of any practical relevance is an empirical question; note that one can 
dismiss the idea to artificially reduce the capital stock as a means to eliminate an 
excess supply in the capital market – followed by an expansionary fiscal policy 
whose multiplier thus is raised as the condition s = bß is fulfilled: An artificial re-
duction of the capital stock would, of course, reduce expected long run income.  

Moreover, one should emphasize that approaching Y# the equilibrium condition 
for the goods market will become Y = cY# + K# + G so that with Y approaching 
Y# government consumption G is endogeneous. By implication it is clear that a 
fiscal multiplier – and therefore fiscal policy - makes no sense if the economy is 
close to Y# (the long run case). The following multiplier analysis thus is confined 
to a medium term policy perspective. 

The medium term fiscal multiplier from (7’) could be smaller or larger than the 
traditional short-run fiscal multiplier 1/s. If the transitory consumption demand ef-
fect as captured by ca’ exceeds bß, we will have a smaller fiscal multiplier than 
the short-run Keynesian model suggests. The higher ß and b are, the higher is the 
fiscal multiplier. Thus fiscal policy becomes more effective if there is a change in 
technology which leads to a rise of ß and if the responsiveness of investors with 
respect to differences between the net marginal product of capital and the real in-
terest rate has increased. The reason is straightforward since for a given interest 
rate a rise of G which translates into a rise of Y will have the higher an impact of 
the marginal (and average) product of capital and net investment the larger ß and 
b, respectively. The increasing role of information and communication technology 
(ICT) might have raised ß since increasing output is facilitated – at least in those 
sectors where supply is based on software and digital inputs. From this perspective 
ICT might have raised the effectiveness of fiscal policy. However, to the extent 
that expansion of ICT has translated into a rise of a’ there is an offsetting effect, 
and only empirical analysis can tell whether the fiscal multiplier has increased or 
fallen in the digital economy. 
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In a period in which there is a high gap between present and long term income, 
a’’ will be relatively high so that the fiscal multiplier is relatively low. From this 
perspective, emphasis on expansionary fiscal policy in a deep recession – such as 
the case during the Great Depression – is indeed useful, namely to the extent that 
deep recession is translated by economic actors as falling weight of future long 
run income. With massive underutilization of capacity, one could also argue that b 
– the reaction parameter in the net investment function – will be close to zero 
which also reinforces the statement that expansionary fiscal policy in a deep reces-
sion should be quite useful to raise real income. The fiscal multiplier effect should 
also be high if the time horizon of people is shortening, as is typically the case in 
periods of high business uncertainty or in war periods. If the output elasticity of 
capital is increased (ß goes up) – e.g., in the context of the unfolding of the New 
Economy –, the fiscal multiplier is reduced. It is also reduced if investors’ respon-
siveness to a difference between the marginal product of capital and the real inter-
est rate increases (e.g., the parameter b could be raised through reduced informa-
tion costs about such differences). Again consider the impact of the new economy 
and information and communication technology which has raised market transpar-
ency with respect to investment opportunities in non-ICT fields while the ICT 
field itself – given its enormous technological dynamics – is rather opaque for out-
side investors. 

As regards the multiplier for L it is obvious that a higher L raises the long run 
expected equilibrium real income – hence permanent income is raised - and there-
fore the multiplier is positive provided that s>ca’+bß. In an economy with a rela-
tively small capital stock or with a very small responsiveness (sufficiently small b) 
of net investment with respect to the marginal product of capital, we have a posi-
tive multiplier. 

 dY/dL = {ca’[1/(1+r)][s/ ]ß/(1-ß)}/[s +ca’ – bß] > 0 (9) 

dY/ds = {-(1+a’){ca’[1/(1+r)]L[s/ ]ß/(1-ß) + (  – br)K + G} + 

 [(s + ca’-bß)ca’[1/(1+r)]L[ß/(1-ß)]sß(1-ß)]/  ß/(1- ß)}/(s + ca’-bß)2

(10) 

A sufficient condition for dY/ds to be positive is given by: s + ca’ > bß,  > s 
and ca’[1/(1+r)]L[s/ ]ß/(1-ß) + G < (br - )K where there has to be br > . These 
conditions – suggesting under the assumption that br>  - that a rise of the savings 
rate raises output if the savings rate is and the impact (a’) of the long run real in-
come on consumption are relatively high - point to interesting empirical issues. 
Thus a society with a large positive gap between Y# and Y (and hence a high pa-
rameter a’) is likely to benefit from government measures which stimulate the sav-
ings rate: medium term income will rise. To the extent than one interpretes ß as a 
distribution parameter one may conclude that in a country with a critically high ß 
– as might be observed in developing countries or in some transition economies – 
a rise of the savings rate might reduce medium term equilibrium output. 

The real interest rate can, of course, be endogenized (assuming a zero inflation 
rate) by taking into account the money market equilibrium condition: 
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M/P = hY – h’r (11) 

r = [hY-M/P]/h’ (12) 

If we endogenize the interest rate we get from inserting (12) into (6’) 

Y = c{a’’Y+ a’[1/(1+[hY-M/P]/h’)]L[s/ ]ß/1-ß} + K + b(ßY/K –[hY-
M/P]/h’)K] + G 

(13) 

Using Cramer’s rule we can calculate the multipliers for monetary and fiscal 
policy from differentiating (6’) and (11) and the respective equation written in ma-
trix notation: 

/ 1 '

2

' 0 1 0 dG
dY

= d M/P' dY' dr 1 0 dsds1

h h

ca L ss ca b bK
r

Where
'

 denotes '-  with the  from equationdY dY dYs ca b
ds ds ds

(10) 

And therefore 
'dY

ds
={-{ca’[1/(1+r)]L[s/ ]ß/(1-ß) + (  – br)K + G} 

                           +[(s+ca’-bß)ca’[1/(1+r)]L[ß/(1-ß)]s(2ß-1)/(1-ß)]/ ß/(1-ß)}/(s+ca’-bß) 

/ 1

2

'

det det ''
1

h h

A ca L ss ca b bK
r

={([s+ca’-bß]h’ + hbK)[1+r]2  ß/(1-ß)-ca’Lhsß/(1-ß)}/ [1+r]2  ß/(1-ß) 

which implies: 
2 / 1

2 / 1 / 1

11
det A ' ' 1 '

r

s ca b h hbK r ca Lhs

And therefore the Multipliers are: 
2 / 1

2 / 1 / 1

' 1

' ' 1 '

h rdY
dG s ca b h hbK r ca Lhs
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' ' 0  0dYs ca b h hbK
dG

In a poor country – with very low s and low K – the condition for dY/dG is 
likely to be met so that fiscal policy is ineffective with respect to output. The con-
dition stated implies that for dY/dG < 0; (s + ca’ - bß) needs to be negative, but 
this is not sufficient as in equation (7). As well (s + ca’ - bß) > 0 does not imply 
dY/dG > 0 but still is a necessary condition. Empirically, it will be interesting to 
study whether bß exceeds s + ca’. The multiplier dY/dG shows an ambiguous im-
pact of the size of the country considered since a rise of L reduces any positive 
multiplier result; the same holds for K as long as s+ca’-bß is positive. The more 
strongly investors react to any difference between the net marginal product and r 
(parameter b) the lower is the fiscal multiplier.  

The medium term fiscal multiplier is the larger (assuming that it is positive) the 
larger the interest elasticity of money and h’, respectively, is. Comparing the 
above fiscal multiplier to the familiar short run Keynesian multiplier dY/dG = 1/(s 
+ hb/h’) – suggesting that the higher h’ the larger the multiplier – we have a simi-
lar result. However, here we also see the impact of the effect of changes in aggre-
gate demand on the average product of capital and investment, respectively; and 
we see the impact of reinvestment and of the technology parameter ß. The lower 
the depreciation rate the lower is the fiscal multiplier.   

Compared to our simple fiscal multiplier we can see – as an impact from the 
money market –that a rise of a’, namely the weight consumers attach to long run 
income has an ambiguous impact on the multiplier; the impact of ca’ is positive if 
h(1+r)2 ß/1-ß falls short of Lhs ß/1-ß; a low real interest rate and a low income elas-
ticity of the demand for money as well as a low capital depreciation rate make it 
more likely that the impact of ca’ is positive. The impact of the savings rate is not 
as strong as the simple multiplier for the goods market suggests: the money de-
mand effect is reducing the denominator. The higher the level of the real interest 
rate the smaller is the fiscal multiplier (assuming dY/dG>0) which points to a stra-
tegic advantage of countries with low real interest rates – this could e.g. reflect 
credibility of monetary policy or of fiscal policy. The US which is known to have 
the lower real interest rates among OECD countries – except for the special case 
of Switzerland – thus should have an advantage while the Euro zone has a disad-
vantage once that the conflicts about the non-fulfillment of the Stability and 
Growth Pact contribute to higher real interest rates. This points to an interesting 
paradox, namely that ministers of finance eager to loosen the stability pact in order 
to get a larger room for manoeuvre in fiscal policy matters ultimately will reduce 
the effectiveness of fiscal policy. The higher the depreciation rate the smaller is 
the fiscal multiplier provided that it is positive. This is an important message for 
developing countries eager to catch up with advanced industrialized countries: (i) 
in such countries repair management in firms often is relatively poor which im-
plies a relatively high depreciation rate; (ii) choice of technology often is biased 
by government in favour of importing advanced capital equipment from OECD 
countries which, however, is not only likely to be inconsistent with international 
relative factor price differentials but also could force the country to pursue a mod-
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ernization policy which tries to be in line with that in advanced countries; there is 
pressure to always introduce latest foreign technologies fast so that the effective 
depreciation rate could be high. 

2 / 1 / 1

2 / 1 / 1

1 '
/ ' ' 1 '

bK r ca LhsdY
dM P s ca b h hbK r ca Lhs

2 / 1 '

2 / 1 / 1

' 1 dY
ds' ' 1 '

h rdY
ds s ca b h hbK r ca Lhs

Obviously the multiplier for monetary policy is zero if bK (1+r)2 ß/1-ß is equal 
to ca’Lhs ß/1-ß. The multiplier for monetary policy will be infinte in absolute terms 
if ((s+ca’-bß)h’ + hbK) (1+r)2 ß/1-ß is approaching ca’Lhs ß/1-ß. Note that for the 
special case that the depreciation rate is zero the multiplier is unity. Dividing the 
numerator and the denominator by bK(1+r)2 ß/1-ß we can see that the multiplier is 
greater unity – provided that it is positive – if the condition holds that {[s+ca’-
bß)h’]/bK + h} is smaller than unity. 

Comparing the above monetary policy multiplier to the familiar Keynesian 
short-run multiplier – dY/d(M/P) = 1 / ([sh’/b] + h)– we can see that there is no li-
quidity trap if s+ca’ is equal to bß.  

Monetary policy is the more effective, the higher b – assuming that the multi-
plier is positive. A supply-side policy, defined as a rise of s, can hav a positive or a 
negative impact where the sign for the multiplier dY/ds depends on a complex set 
of parameter conditions. The multiplier is zero if the interest elasticity of the de-
mand for money is zero. The multiplier is the higher the higher the depreciation 
rate is and the higher the size of the capital stock is the lower the multiplier (as-
suming (dY/ds)’ to be positive).  

As regards the impact of real money balances one might want to consider a re-
fined model in which real output is affected by real money balances so that 
Y=(M/P)ß’KßL1-ß-ß’; in addition one might want to modify the savings function by 
assuming S =sY[Y/(M/P + K)] so that savings per capita fall – assuming a given 
per capita income – as the ratio income to wealth increases.  

Finally, one should note that from (6”) we get the slope of the medium term 
goods market equilibrium schedule ISM as dr/dY = [s+(ca’-bß)]/[-ca’L(s/ )ß/1-ß – 
b] which can be larger or smaller than the short-run schedule of the familiar IS 
curve with slope dr/dY=s/(-b). If we assume that (i) ca’ =bß or (ii) ca’<bß while 
the numerator remains positive the slope of the ISM curve is definitively smaller 
in absolute terms than the standard IS curve. To put it different: An expansionary 
monetary policy will raise output in the medium term more strongly than in the 
short run (see appendix). However, we have a certain paradox of monetary policy 
since in the long run monetary policy is endogenous as we have emphasized. Any 
medium term monetary policy which reduces in a non-inflationary world the in-
terest rate temporarily below the steady state equilibrium interest rate – the natural 
interest rate to use WICKSELL’s term – must adopt in the long run a contraction-
ary monetary policy which brings up the interest rate to the natural level. We thus 
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may conclude that expansionary monetary policy will have an effect on medium 
term output only if individuals discount future monetary policy strongly, or if the 
initial interest rate was above the natural rate. 

Open Economy: Mundell Fleming Solow Model 

For the case of an open economy we have to distinguish the case of fixed ex-
change rates versus the case of flexible exchange rates. The subsequent model is a 
hybrid Mundell-Fleming-Solow model (MFS) where – denoting real net capital 
imports as Q and q=eP*/P (e is the nominal exchange rate, P the price level, * de-
notes foreign variables) - we have added the following balance of payments equi-
librium condition to equations (6’) and (12):  

Q (r,r*, q*) = q*J(q*, Y, Y#) - X(Y*, Y*#,q*) (14) 

In the context of an open economy we also have to modify the investment func-
tion I, which now includes – following the model of FROOT/STEIN (1991) who 
emphasize the role of imperfect capital markets – the real exchange rate variable, 
since a real depreciation of the currency of country I (home country) will stimulate 
the inflow of foreign direct investments: I= K + b(ßY/K –  –r) + Hq*, where the 
parameter H is positive. Therefore net capital imports depend not only on the ratio 
of the domestic real interest rate r to the foreign interest rate variable, but also on 
the real exchange rate eP*/P. As consumption depends on both Y and Y# it is 
natural to state the hypothesis that imports also depend on both Y and Y#; and that 
real exports positively depend on both Y* and Y*#. Compared to traditional mod-
elling, the impacts of q* and of Y# and Y*# are new in our statement of the bal-
ance of payments equilibrium condition; one may note that in principle one addi-
tionally might want to consider the impact of q*#/q* on capital inflows as well as 
trade, but for the sake of simplicity we will ignore this here. In a small open econ-
omy we can thus state the following equation system with e, Y and r as endoge-
nous variables (case of flexible exchange rates). We can calculate the multipliers 
for three exogenous variables, namely for expansionary monetary policy (dM) or 
fiscal policy (dG) or a change of current foreign output (Y*) or a change of long 
run foreign output (dY*#) or a change of long run domestic output (dL) as well as 
the impact of a rise in the savings ratio (ds). In reality, a rise in the savings ratio 
could be linked to special incentives of government aimed at raising the savings 
rate and the investment ratio so that ds>0 can be interpreted as supply side policy. 
The medium term goods market equilibrium condition in an open economy with 
foreign direct investment reads: 

Y=c{a’’Y+a’[1/(1+r)]L[s/ ]ß/1-ß}+ K+b(ßY-eK)+ 

Hq*+G+X(Y*,Y*#,q*)-q*J(q*, Y, Y#) 

(15) 

Differentiating (15), (12) and (14) gives the following system of equations in 
matrix notation : 
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This implies: 
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det det ' 0
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Y q q

Y r q q qM P Y

ca L ss ca b q J bK H J q J X
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M P
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=(- H - Xq* + J + q*Jq*)(-Qq*h + h’(q*JY + Q[M/P]/Y [M/P]/Y2)) + (- Qq* - Xq* + J 

+ q*Jq*)[-h’(s + ca’ - bß + q*JY) - h(bK - ca’L[s/ ]ß/1-ß/(1 + r)2)] 

Furthermore we will define: 
U = 1/det(B) 

The multipliers for a change in G, M, s and other variables are as follows: 
dY/dG = -Uh’(-Qq* + J + q*Jq* - Xq*)

dY/dM= -U/P
/ 1-

2
ca'L sbK-
1+r

              q* q* q* r q* q*× -Q +J+q*J -X +Q -H+J+q*J -X

     -Uh’Q[M/P]/Y[1/P]/Y(-H-Xq*+J+q*Jq*)

dY/ds = Uh’ 2 -1 / 1-
/ 1-

a'L s-
Ya''+ s

1+r 1-
 (-Qq*+J+q*Jq*- Xq*)
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dr/dG = -Uh(-Qq* + J + q*Jq* - Xq*)

dr/dM = U/P Y Y q* q* q*s+ca'-b +q*J -X -Q +J+q*J -X

               - 2
Y [M/P]/Y q* q*q*J +Q [M/P]/Y -H+J+q*J -X

      - UhQ[M/P]/Y[1/P]/Y (- H - Xq* + J + q*Jq*)

dr/ds = Uh (-Qq* + J + q*Jq* - Xq*)

            2 -1 / 1-
/ 1-

a'L s-
× Ya''+ s

1+r 1-

dY/dY* = -Uh’XY*(H - Qq*)

dY/dY*# = -Uh’XY*#(H - Qq*)

dY/dL = -U
ß/1-ßa' s

1+r
h’(- Qq* - Xq* + J + q*Jq*)

dr/dY* = -Uh XY*(H - Qq*)

dr/dY*# = -UhXY*#(H - Qq*)

dr/dL = -U
ß/1-ßa' s

1+r
h(- Qq* - Xq* + J + q*Jq*)

dq*/dY* = U XY*(-hQr + h’(q*JY + Q[M/P]/Y[M/P]/Y2))+[-h’(s + ca’ – bß + q*JY)

- h(bK - ca’L[s/ ]ß/1-ß/(1 + r)2)]) 

dq*/dY*# = U XY*# (-hQr + h’(q*JY +Q[M/P]/Y[M/P]/Y2) +[-h’(s + ca’ – bß + 

q*JY) - h(bK - ca’L[s/ ]ß/1-ß/(1 + r)2)) 

dq*/dL = U
ß/1-ßa' s

1+r
[-hQr + h’(q*JY +Q[M/P]/Y[M/P]/Y2)] 

One can see that U is negative if the following conditions are met: 

s + ca’ > bß (I) 

q*JY > XY (II) 

(1+r)2bK > ca’L(s/ )ß/(1-ß) (III) 

J > Qq*+Xq*-q*Jq* (IV) 

As well as: 
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J > H+Xq*-q*Jq* (V) 

Qq*h > h’q*JY (VI) 

Or alternatively 

J < H+Xq*-q*Jq* which is equivalent to H > Qq* (V’) 

Qq*h < h’q*JY (VI’) 

If one set of conditions is met, then we can draw the following conclusions 
about the multipliers: 

dY/ds > 0 if s < ß 

dY/dG > 0 

dY/dM > 0 if V. is met 

dY/dY* depends on the sign of XY* and if V. or V’. is met 

dY/dY*# depends on the sign of XY*# and if V. or V’. is met 

dY/dL < 0 

Note that if s=ß/2 – which implies fulfilment of the golden rule – the multiplier 
for dY/ds indeed is positive. The medium term model suggests that fiscal policy 
can be effective. Monetary policy – under certain conditions – also is effective; 
namely if imports are relatively high in comparison to the impact of the real ex-
change rate on foreign direct investment inflows and the net exports of goods and 
services, respectively. An important aspect concerns supply-side policy: If the sav-
ings rate is smaller than ß a rise of s will raise medium term output. The impact of 
a rise of Y* and Y*#, respectively, can differ in the respective sign which suggest 
that international policy coordination is more complex than the standard macro 
model suggests. Governments with emphasis on long run output – hence govern-
ments with a more long run time horizon – thus could favour different policy op-
tions than short-run oriented political actors. The assignment debate thus is af-
fected. An explicit two country model could offer more refined results. The 
multipliers for the exchange rate also are interesting: 

dr/dG > 0 

dr/dM < 0 if V’. is met 

dr/ds < 0  

dr/dY* depends on the sign of XY* and if V. or V’. is met 

dr/dY*# depends on the sign of XY*# and if V. or V’. is met 

dr/dL < 0 
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A rise of government consumption raises the interest rate which is in line with 
the standard model. Expansionary monetary policy will reduce the interest rate 
under certain conditions while a rise of the savings rate will reduce the interest 
rate. The impact of Y* and Y*# on the interest rate might differ in sign. A rise of 
long run employment will reduce the medium term interest rate. 

B.3 Conclusions and Possible Extensions  

The results show a more differentiated picture than the familiar debate on Keyne-
sianism versus monetarism. The analysis suggested here is a useful medium term 
analysis bridging in a consistent way short run standard macroeconomic analysis 
and long term growth analysis. Many refinements and modifications are possible, 
and there is a broad set of empirical issues which emerges in the model suggested. 
The relative size of s, ß,  and b are of particular importance. Changes of the tech-
nological regime – such as the switch to the New Digital Economy – could alter ß, 
 and b.  

The model presented suggests that policymakers should not only consider 
monetary and fiscal policy but also policies stimulating the savings ratio (and the 
investment ratio) as well. The more consumption is influenced by long run ex-
pected steady state income, the more attractive supply-side policies are. Countries 
with a stable political system should be able to exploit the impact of policy meas-
ures designed to raise long run output. However, in countries with political insta-
bility or with politicians without much reputation government will naturally have 
a bias in the field of supply-side policy; instead of raising the savings rate, gov-
ernment will be inclined to follow the logic of the short-run Keynesian model and 
try to raise short run output by reducing the savings ratio. With only temporary in-
creases in output and a growing stock of public debt, there is a considerable risk 
that the debt-GDP ratio will increase and hence the anticipated future tax rate ’. 
Indeed in a two-period approach, it must hold that real government consumption 
as well as real interest rate payment on the stock of public debt (B) and discounted 
future government expenditures G# be equal to current tax revenue and discounted 
future tax revenue:  

G + rB + G#/(1+r)= Y+ ’Y#/(1+r). (16) 

In a more elaborate MFS model, taking into account that the current tax rate 
and the future tax rate will negatively affect present consumption and investment, 
one could endogenize ’ while assuming, for example, that G=G#. Risk-averse 
taxpayers will calculate ’ not simply from (16), rather with G=G# they will calcu-
late it as: 

’ = (1+r){ Y – [G + rB + G#/(1+r)]/Y# + T (17) 

The variable T indicates the credibility of government tax policies, or alterna-
tively, its history in political cheating. If past governments have always kept their 
promises in the field of taxation and borrowing, T is zero. The more often taxes 
or deficit-GDP ratios were raised in violation of election promises (or interna-
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tional treaties such as the Stability and Growth Pact in the Euro zone) the higher 
T will be. Thus, T can be considered within a broader approach an endogenous 

variable which could be explained in the framework of a New Political Economy 
approach. At the bottom line, a loss in government reputation will therefore reduce 
present consumption and investment. Moreover, it might reduce net foreign direct 
investment inflows and hence net capital inflows. 

The new approach presented can be extended in various ways (WELFENS, 
2005) and allows to combine short run macroeconomic analysis with many of the 
standard results of modern growth theory – as e.g. summarized in JONES (1998). 
The model presented also raises many new issues for the debate about the effi-
ciency of fiscal policy and monetary policy. 

r
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0 Y0 Y1 Y2

E0

E1

E2
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LM0
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Y

Fig. 25. Standard IS-LM Model versus Keynes-Solow Model 
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0 1

r = [(b/s)-1] 

tg 0 = [ßY2/K2]/Y2 = ß/K2
tg 1 = ß/K#

Fig. 26. Medium Term and Long Run Equilibrium  

As regards the money market: note that – with m =: M/P – in the long run the 
condition must hold: (m/L)# = hk#ß-h’ßk#ß-1



C. Economic Integration, Technological Progress and 
Growth 

C.1 Rich Countries vs. Poor Countries and Economic Integration 

The world economy consists of many poor countries and a few dozen relatively 
rich countries. Per capita income differentials across countries were fairly large at 
the beginning of the 21st century. Asian countries did relatively well in catching-
up with leading OECD countries in the 1970s and 1980s. As respect to the 1990s, 
several transforming countries from eastern Europe have also achieved relatively 
high per capita income ratios, and there is some optimism that EU accession coun-
tries could catch up relatively quickly with EU-15. BEN-DAVID (1996) has em-
pirically shown that economic integration has contributed to economic conver-
gence, SACHS/WARNER (1995) have presented evidence on the positive links 
between trade liberalization and economic growth. LEVINE/RENELT (1992) 
have also found that economic openness is closely related to growth. MANKIW/ 
ROMER/WEIL (1992) have emphasized the role of human capital for growth and 
economic convergence; however, below we do not look into the human capital is-
sues – but capital K could be adequately defined to include human capital and thus 
we include some such aspects, at least implicitly. Various alternative approaches 
to growth modelling in open economies and the issue of international real conver-
gence have been discussed in the literature (OBSTFELD/ROGOFF, 1996), but no 
convincing general approach has emerged. 

Much of the convergence optimism in the context of EU eastern enlargement is 
related to the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson (HOS) theorem which shows for the 
case of identical linear-homogeneous production functions in a 2country-2goods-
2factor model that moving from autarchy to free trade will bring about relative 
price equalization that will go along with relative factor price equalization. The ra-
tio of real wage w to the real interest rate r in the home country will become equal 
to the foreign relative factor price ratio w*/r*.  

While there are many trade modelling variations in modern Economics – partly 
taking into account economic integration – (eg BRETSCHGER, 2002; 
SLAUGHTER, 1997), there is no doubt that many economists would emphasize 
convergence optimism in the context of the HOS model. This holds despite that 
fact that DEARDORFF (1986) has shown that small deviations in the underlying 
modelling assumptions can undermine the convergence results of the HOS ap-
proach – there could be convergence of relative prices while relative factor prices 
are diverging. 

The traditional HOS-modelling – based on free trade, absence of international 
factor mobility and identical technologies in both countries of the model – implies 
medium term economic convergence. As national income in real terms is Y=wL 
+rK, for countries I (home country) and II, K/L is denoted as k, Y/L as y and * is 
used for foreign variables: 
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y=w+rk (1) 

y* =w* + r*k* (2) 

Hence if the factor price ratio w/r is converging towards w*/r*, free trade will 
bring about partial convergence at given k and k*, respectively. Moreover in the 
medium term, profit maximization will drive k towards k* since capital intensity 
is a function of the factor price ratio. Hence trade can bring about full international 
economic convergence. However, the HOS model is silent on the accumulation 
dynamics. By contrast, the neoclassical growth model has explicit accumulation 
dynamics, but does not consider the role of trade – although both trade and capital 
accumulation must be considered when analysing the issue of convergence vs. di-
vergence.  

Theoretical analysis shows (GRIES/JUNGBLUT, 1997) that growth models 
can be built in which there will be a permanent income differential between two 
countries. The GRIES/JUNGBLUT model is based on a three sector approach in 
which a traditional sector, an industrial sector and a research sector interact. This 
model already raises some scepticism about the prospects for full economic con-
vergence across countries.  

As regards empirical evidence for international economic convergence, BAR- 
RO/SALA-I-MARTIN (1992; 1995) and BAUMOL (1986) – among others – have 
presented evidence on international economic convergence. ROMER (1986) and 
DE LONG (1988) have suggested considerable criticism on the Baumol interpre-
tation since there is a sample selection bias problem which leads to overstating the 
case for convergence. DURLAUF/QUAH (1998) offer new empirical evidence, as 
it seems that there are certain regional convergence clubs, but one can hardly ar-
gue that the world economy has witnessed global convergence.  

When discussing problems of globalisation or aspects of economic integration, 
part of economists’ convergence optimism is based on the neoclassical growth 
model which predicts that relatively poor countries – that is with a per capita capi-
tal stock k=K/L which is much below the steady state value – will experience rela-
tively faster catching-up in the growth of k than medium income countries which 
in turn might catch-up vis-à-vis the leading country (USA in a global context or 
Denmark in the EU).  

Integrating trade theory and growth theory has been rather difficult in Econom-
ics, and two sector growth models indeed are not easy to handle. WELFENS 
(2002b) has argued that the neoclassical growth model within a two-sector ap-
proach suggests that the original Solow-model overemphasizes the role of the sav-
ings rate.  

In the following analysis we want to look at a two-country model where coun-
try I, the home country, is small and relatively poor, while country II is large and 
has a high per capita income and an exogenous growth rate of Harrod-neutral 
technological progress a*=[dA*/dt]/A*. We will focus on a one sector growth 
model but nevertheless integrate important elements from the HOS-model, namely 
the hypothesis that trade will stimulate economic catching-up.  
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To the extent that the two countries considered are engaged in a regional inte-
gration scheme – such as EU-15 and the 8 east European accession countries –, 
one might point out that the parameters of the model have to be calibrated ade-
quately. Analytical understanding of convergence potentials could indeed become 
quite interesting for both EU enlargement and for expansion of ASEAN or 
NAFTA. 

As is well known, the rate of technological progress plays a role both for the 
level and the long term growth rate in the neoclassical model with (exogenous) 
technological progress. The neoclassical growth model is relatively mechanistic 
and does not take into account profit maximization. This is much in contrast with 
Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson models in which profit-maximizing firms in each 
country will specialize according to the given respective relative factor endow-
ment. The subsequent modifications suggested the desire to reconcile growth the-
ory and trade theory but also the desire to avoid excluding crucial problems from 
the beginning.  

We will not consider a third potential avenue of determining the growth rate, 
namely Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans models, which assume that infinitely-lived 
households maximize discounted utility U(C/L)e’- tdt subject to Y/L =w+rK/L 
where e’ is the Euler number,  is the discount rate, C is consumption, L and K 
stand for labor and capital, respectively; w and r denote the real wage rate and the 
real interest rate, respectively. This leads to optimum growth gC/L (with g denoting 
the growth rate) of per capita consumption which is equal to [r- ]/  where  is the 
inter-temporal rate of substitution:  = –U”(C/L) [C/L]/U’(C/L). This way the op-
timisation of per capita consumption easily determines long-term growth rates of 
C/L and, of course, of K/L, where some modification can be built into the ap-
proach by opening up the economy so that temporary current account imbalances 
could affect consumption and capital accumulation, respectively. The country with 
the lowest time preference would accumulate the fastest and run correspondingly 
temporary current account deficits – with the output of this country finally exceed-
ing that of its trading partner. In such a set-up real economic convergence in the 
sense of equal growth rates can be obtained only in a rather artificial way, namely 
that the time preference rates and the inter-temporal elasticities of substitution at 
home and abroad would have to adjust endogenously. 

A first step to go beyond the neoclassical growth model – determining the 
steady state level of capital intensity k=K/L and k’=K/(AL), respectively – will be 
to state a hypothesis with respect to the technological catching-up process. We 
will at first describe this process with a differential equation in which trade inten-
sity on the one hand and government per capita R&D expenditure on the other 
hand will play a crucial role. In a subsequent modification of the technological 
progress function we will assume that foreign direct investment will also affect in-
ternational technological catching-up. Hence we will present a model in the spirit 
of the New Growth Theory, but we will use part of the neoclassical model in our 
approach. In a quasi-neoclassical growth model, we want to determine the capital 
intensity on the basis of a modified Solow model that thus – at first glance – is in-
consistent with HOS. However, we want to show a way to integrate profit-
maximization in a model which is asymptotically consistent with (new) growth 
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theory, respectively. The model developed is asymmetric in the sense that we have 
a small poor open economy (country I) and a large rich country (II) with an ex-
ogenous rate of technological progress. In this set-up we can analyse the condi-
tions for technological catching up and economic convergence. The main results 
derived are as follows: 

trade stimulates economic catching-up; 
R&D-expenditures per capita (v) also play a crucial role for technological pro-
gress and catching up; moreover, in our model they make the tax rate an en-
dogenous variable so that v indeed is the only government variable with which 
government has an influence on the convergence process.  
We can determine an optimum government R&D-GDP ratio (vopt) in the sense 
that vopt will maximize consumption per capita. 
Finally, we demonstrate how foreign direct investment will affect the analysis 
where we point out that the share of foreign direct investment in the capital 
stock of the host country has an ambiguous effect on convergence. 

Combining trade analysis and growth analysis should be quite useful for poli-
cymakers in all countries with slow growth which consider changes in trade or 
FDI or innovation policy.  

C.2 Set-up of the Model  

At first we recall the basic neoclassical growth model – here with a Cobb-Douglas 
production function Y=Kß(AL)1-ß, a depreciation rate , savings rate s, income tax 
rate  and growth rate of population n. The technological progress rate AL is 
dubbed Harrod-neutral, that is labor-saving – a problem with the simple Cobb-
Douglas function is that Harrod neutrality cannot be distinguished from Hicks 
neutrality and Solow neutrality, but as we are not looking into the empirical issues 
here this issue is neglected here. We assume that savings S are proportionate to 
disposable national income, so that S =s(1- )Y. The standard model is summarized 
in a basic set of equations (see appendix) and the following Bernoulli differential 
equation for k’=K/(AL): 

dk’/dt = s(1- )k’ß –(n+a+ )k’ (3) 

k’(t) = {Coe-(n+a+ ) (1-ß)t + [s/(n+a+ )]}1/1-ß (3’) 

The steady state value for k’ is 

k’# =[s(1- )/(n+a+ )]1/1-ß (4) 

Hence the steady state value for y’ is 

y’# = k’ß =[s(1- )/(n+a+ )]ß/1-ß (5) 

Abroad we have – assuming a Cobb-Douglas function Y*=K*ß(A*L*)1-ß

– a similar equation for the steady state variable: 
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y’*# = k’*#ß = [s*(1- *)/(n*+a*+ *)]ß/1-ß (5’) 

Hence output per capita in country I and country II is (denoting the Euler num-
ber as e’) given by (6) and (6’): 

y= [s(1- )/(n+a+ )]ß/1-ßAoe’at; (6) 

y*= [s*(1-  *)/(n*+a*+  *)]ß/1-ßA*oe’a*t; (6’) 

In the subsequent analysis, we will consider a model in which technological 
progress is endogenous in country I, but for simplicity we assume that it is exoge-
nous in country II. Indeed, we will consider various technological catching-up re-
gimes ranging from the simple HOS assumption that technology is the same at 
home and abroad to progress functions in which the progress rate is linked to trade 
intensity and R&D per capita expenditures or to these variables plus FDI. As is 
well known changes in s, , n and  will affect the level of the growth path, while 
a change of the progress rate a will affect both the level and long-term growth rate 
(see. Fig. 1): A rise in t1 of the level of the growth path means that the originial 
curve AA’ is shifted upwards as shown by BB’ while an additional rise of the 
growth rate is displayed as BB”. 
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Fig. 27. Level vs. Growth Effect 

At the end of this section we notice that monetary aspects – actually financial 
market institutions – might be taken into consideration in a simple way. As the ef-
ficiency of the banking system, or more generally, of the intermediation process is 
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important for the savings process, one may take into account international differ-
ences in the efficiency of the intermediation process through a parameter  which 
would be quasi-augmenting for the savings rate.  

y#= {s(1- )[1+ ]/[n+ +a(t)]}ß/(1-ß) (7) 

In this way one could consider the effects of financial market integration and 
thus combine trade analysis and financial market analysis. Poor countries often 
suffer from unstable financial institutions and inadequate prudential supervision, 
which implies that efficiency parameter  is low. However, in the following analy-
sis we will disregard financial market aspects. 

C.2.1 Convergence in a Hybrid Growth Model with Trade and R&D 

We will now consider a modified model that follows the spirit of the approach by 
WELFENS (2002) in which trade intensity has an impact on the growth rate of 
technological progress. A balanced government budget and a balanced current ac-
count are imposed for the long-term analysis by the hybrid growth-trade model. 
Trade intensity is measured by import-GDP ratios at home (j) and abroad (j*). 
Moreover, we assume that R&D expenditures per capita (v) have a positive impact 
upon the speed of technological catching up. The hypothesis stated here is that a 
rise in the growth rate of technological progress (a) is more difficult the higher the 
level of a already achieved; however, da/dt is a positive function of the ratio of 
a*/a. We will use a simple function to express our catching up hypothesis - pa-
rameter b, , ,  are assumed to be positive - where we assume that technological 
catching-up is a positive function of the technology gap a*/a (we will not look into 
the potentially interesting case that k’ enters the parameter for a*/a): 

da/dt = -ba + (jj*) v  (a*/a)  (8) 

Defining h’ =(jj*) v  we have: 

da/dt = (h’a* ) a-  – ba (9) 

The solution of this equation is: 

a(t) = {Co’e’-b(1+ )t + (h’a* )/b}1/(1+ ) (10) 

The rate of technological progress will converge with t  towards a* /(1+ )

(h’/b)1/(1+ ), where the Steady state of a# depends positively on a* and on 
h’=(jj*) v : the higher the import-GDP ratios j and j* are and the larger govern-
ment R&D promotion per capita, the higher will be the long term equilibrium 
value a#. The parameters b and (1+ ) determine the adjustment speed.  

Regional integration will raise j and j*, respectively – and regional integration 
might indeed raise the import ratio of two countries forming a customs union more 
than it would in a three-country model of global free trade. This conclusion could 
emerge in the context of a homogenous 3 country setup of countries with equal 
population size but rather different per capita incomes; and the two relatively rich 
countries joining in a customs union. The elasticities  and  also could be af-
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fected through integration. It is unclear whether the deceleration impact of the pa-
rameter b will be affected by regional integration. However, we may assume that 
regional integration stimulates competititon on the one hand, on the other hand it 
could create more technological opportunities for applying innovations; and this 
would reduce the parameter b. 

The steady state value of a(t) is given by 

a# = a* /(1+ ) (h/b)1/  (11) 

We note that regional integration and R&D promotion stimulate the long-term 
growth rate of technological progress. Once a is stable, the neoclassical growth 
equation can be used in a traditional way, namely to determine the convergence of 
per capita income: 

/ 1 1 /1// 1 * /1/1
0# 1 / * / ' a h b ty s n a h b A e

(6’’’) 

The level of the growth rate of per capita income y is negatively affected by 
technological progress, but the exponential term with technological progress 
clearly implies that the overall impact of technological progress on y is positive. 
Note that the government budget constraint vL = Y implies that the tax rate is en-
dogenous once that v is set by the authorities. 

Finally, we may note that we can derive a modified golden role for maximiza-
tion of per capita consumption (C/L). Denoting output as Y=Y(K,AL) we can 
state that the marginal product of capital z in the optimum – in steady state - must 
be equal to  

z(k#)= n+  + a* /(1+ ) (h/b)1/  (12) 

If it would hold additionally – as suggested later – that z=r=r* in the steady state 
we have: 

r*= n+  + a* /(1+ ) (h/b)1/  (12’) 

The intersection point of the S/L curve with the I/Y curve must occur in the 
golden age at the point where the slope of the y-curve is equal to (n+a+ ). Gov-
ernment can indeed influence the intersection point by adquate choice of the tax 
rate or by directly influencing the savings rate. However, one must not overlook 
that the government can chose only the tax rate or v to be an exogenous variable, 
and for government it is rational to strive for a golden rule at the highest possible 
growth rate of technological progress. Thus the optimization problem for the 
golden rule is more complex than in the standard approach. 

If from a golden rule perspective s[1- ] is too high (low) government could re-
duce (raise) the tax rate accordingly so that the intersection point between the per 
capita savings curve and the per capita investment curve is shifted to fulfill equa-
tion (12). If one would integrate cyclical output movements into the long-term 
analysis, it may be suggested that a situation marked by recession in which s>s opt 

will not pose any problem for stabilization and growth policy, respectively. 
Keynesian logic would suggest reducing the savings rate in order to stimulate de-
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mand and output; the golden rule logic also argues in favor of a reduction of s. A 
serious problem would occur, of course, if s<sopt since stabilization policy and 
growth policies would want to move in opposite directions. 

The two country perspective raises the problem that the golden rule for the two 
countries will not be identical under profit maximization conditions that imply 
r=z=r*=z*, however, unless in the case of a+ =a*+ * there is indeed full conver-
gence of a towards a*. 

Full technological convergence a#=a* will be observed under a specific pa-
rameter constellation: 

(h/b) (1/  )[1-( /(1+ )] = a* . (11’) 

If  is in the range between zero and unity, the exponent of h/z exceeds 1/ . It may 
be worth noting that economic integration is likely to raise both  and h. A priori it 
is unclear whether integration policy and government policies are sufficient to 
achieve a sustained progress rate that could bring convergence. However, it is 
clear that government can influence h through the innovation policy variable v. 
Full convergene of per capita income will occur – taking into account (6) and (6’) 
– if in addition to (11’) which brings about technological convergence (a#=a*) we 
have:

[s(1- )/(a+n+ )] 1/1-ß Ao = A*o[s*(1- *)/(a*+n*+ *)]1/1-ß (13) 

It is clear that (6) and (6’) are the result of an inhomogeneous differential equa-
tion with constant coefficients. However, if a=a#=a* - and if relative convergence 
speed of a(t) is sufficiently high - we can asymtotically treat a as a constant coeffi-
cient so that the steady results are as presented in (5). The adjustment path of y’ 
towards the steady state can be analyzed on the basis of simulations.  

Equation (13) suggests a crucial role for the savings rate and the tax rate, re-
spectively. Note that the budget constraint vL= Y effectively leaves government 
only one instrument beyond trade policy (economic integration policies). It is in-
teresting that the convergence of a(t) towards a* - or any other steady state value 
a# - implies a twin convergence role for a since a(t) will affect both the level of 
the growth path and the growth rate. This suggests that the process of closing the 
international technology gap is most crucial for real economic convergence. 
Moreover, all variables entering the technology gap function must be carefully 
studied. The model developed here suggests that trade – in the spirit of the HOS-
model – and Schumpeterian innovation policies play an important role for catch-
ing-up.  

However, our model set-up is not a full HOS-framework since we have not as-
sumed identical technologies in both (or in all) countries. Reality indeed reveals 
an obvious truth about technological heterogeneity, with the US having a share of 
roughly 40% of all international patents. The number of international (or US pat-
ents) per capita of EU countries also differs significantly, with Germany and Swe-
den as EU leaders – upon closer inspection these figures would have to possibly 
be corrected by the effect of patenting of US subsidiaries in Germany and Swe-
den; in Belgium, US subsidiaries account for about 40% of all patents granted. In 
a global perspective technological heterogeneity is likely to increase as the share 
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of R&D expenditures relative to GDP increases over time and the role of multina-
tional activities grows. MNCs ability to successfully produce abroad is – accord-
ing to DUNNING – based on ownership specific advantages – read technological 
advantages. 

C.2.2 Profit Maximization in the Hybrid Growth Model 

A strange problem in traditional economics is that the HOS-model assumes profit 
maximization – and emphasizes trade as an engine of economic convergence – 
while the neoclassical growth model does not consider profit maximization. The 
only exception is that the golden rule, namely marginal product of capital z=n=gY
in the basic fundamental model, is often interpreted so that real interest rate r must 
be equal to the growth rate – but the adjustment of the marginal product of capital 
and r is opaque.  

For a consistent link between trade theory, growth modelling and profit maxi-
mization we suggest here a simple approach: The hypothesis is that the marginal 
product of capital z is governed by an adjustment process according to 

zt =  (z*-z) + zt-1 (14) 

Equation (14) states that domestic investors want to achieve the same return on 
investment as firms in the foreign benchmark country. Here,  is the speed of ad-
justment. With continuous time we have: 

dz/dt = (z*-z) (14’) 

If a and z* are constant, (14’) is an inhomogenous differential equation with con-
stant coefficients whose steady state solution is z#=z*=r*. In our approach we will 
see the HOS result that r=z=z*=r* through the indirect mechanism r=z and r*=z*, 
where convergence of z to z* will bring about r=r*=z*. In the foreign country we 
can assume that r*=z* remains constant. 

Equation (14) implies with domestic profit maximization that z=ßk’ß-1, suggest-
ing a corresponding adjustment of k(t) which can be considered the implicit de-
mand for real capital per capita. The idea to reconcile trade and growth theory is 
that the adjustment speed  be not constant, but that the relative divergence be-
tween the steady state value of capital intensity k’# from the hybrid growth model 
and actual capital intensity k’ matters for the adjustment speed; k’# is interpreted 
here as the implicit capital supply per capita (in efficiency units) offered by those 
willing to save. We assume 

 = [k’#-k’]/k’# (15) 

Hence the investors act according to: 

dz/dt = = {[k’#-k’]/k’#}(z*-z) (16) 

The mechanics of the hybrid neoclassical model makes sure that with t  we 
have:
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k’=k’#. (17) 

Asymptotically, we will thus also have z=z*=r*, which is consistent with profit 
maximization. If free trade asymptotically brings about the convergence of factor 
price ratios (w/r=w*/r*), we also have r=r*.  

r=r*=z=z* (18) 

This results occurs without international capital mobility. The steady state solu-
tion will thus bring about a result in which the supply of capital is equal to the 
profit-maximizing demand for capital. Both sides of the implicit capital stock 
market try to anticipate some elements from the other side: S=I can be interpreted 
in such a way that the supply side wants to offer savings in line with actual in-
vestment; the dynamic equation (16) indicates that investors take the logic of capi-
tal accumulation resulting from planned savings into account.  

From an empirical point-of-view, it would be quite interesting to analyze 
whether the adjustment speed in rich countries and poor countries is different. 
Such differences could indeed explain part of the observed nonconvergence or 
conditional convergence observed in reality. Moreover, the various elasticities in 
the hybrid growth model are also quite interesting; it goes without saying that the 
impact of trade and innovation could be modelled in various ways so that our 
model is one of several straightforward approaches. 

C.3 Asymmetric Foreign Direct Investment in a Two-Country Growth 
Model

Next we consider an asymmetric 2-country-model with given populations (L=Lo,
L*=L*o) where the home country (I) attracts foreign direct investment flows, but 
country I is not investing abroad.  Foreign investors make a once-and-for-all 
choice to hold a certain share of  as the capital stock in country I (a more com-
plex modelling approach could make  for each period dependent on instantane-
ous profit maximization). Both countries produce according to Cobb-Douglas 
functions Y=Kß(AL)1-ß and Y*=K*ß(A*L*)1-ß. Moreover, we assume profit maxi-
mization in competitive markets so that profit income accruing for foreign inves-
tors is ßY, and consequently we have to distinguish between gross domestic 
product Y and gross national product Z=Y(1- ß) in country I. Similarly, national 
income in country II is now Z*=Y*+ ßY =Y*+ ßY*(Y/Y*). If investors from a 
country are not repatriating all profits, one should interpret parameter  as the 
product of the share of foreign investors in the domestic capital stock times the 
share of MNC subsidiaries’ profits repatriated in the analysis of the said country. 

Consequently, assuming that savings depends on disposable national income 
savings per capita, efficiency units in country I and country II is now given by 
equations (19) and (20), respectively. 

S/(AL)= s(1- )(1- ß)y’ (19) 
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S*/(AL*) = s*(1- *)(y’*+ ßy*’[k’ Lo/k’* Lo*]) (20) 

# 1/1' 1 1 '/k s y a (19.1) 

# 1/1
0 0'* * 1 * 1 / * '/ '* / * *k s L L k k a (20.1) 

At first we consider an exogenous technological progress rate a and a*, respec-
tively. Hence the steady-state solutions for country I and II are: 

# /1' 1 1 '/k s y a (19.2) 

# /1
0 0'* * 1 * 1 / * '/ '* / * *k s L L k k a (20.2) 

The steady-state per capita income for country I is reduced by foreign direct in-
vestment according to (19.1), while that in country II is raised (see 20.1). How-
ever, the implausible result of a negative impact of FDI on country I will no longer 
hold after the next analytical step. We will use a modified technological progress 
function as we assume that foreign direct investment contributes to technological 
catching-up, hence for the poor country I, we have: 

da/dt = -ba + (jj)  v  [a*/a]  (21) 

Note that the presence of FDI could bring about an increase of the parameters 
and . However, the size of j will be smaller since a balanced current account re-
quires that jY*-jY-ß Y=0. Now the steady state value of a(t) is given – with 
h’=(jj)  v  by definition - by 

a# = a* /(1+ ) (h’/b)1/  (22) 

Since FDI raises the steady state value of the growth rate of technological pro-
gress, one may assume that FDI indeed contributes to improving convergence 
prospects for the initially poor country where the dynamics of per capita steady 
state income is determined in country I according to: 

y# = Aoe’at {s(1- )(1- ß)/(a+ )} ß/1-ß (19.3) 

The fact that  might negatively affect the level of the growth path – which is 
influenced by a#( , …) – while  also increases long-term technological progress 
raises the issue of how long-term the time horizon of policymakers actually is. As 
the following figure shows GNP per capita will fall once the country opens up to 
FDI inflows, however, long-term growth rate of the economy will increase as a re-
sult of FDI inflows. 
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Fig. 28. Impact of Foreign Direct Investment on Growth (Short-term Fall of Per-capita-
GNP Level and Rise of Growth Rate as a Consequence of FDI Inflows) 

Since country II is the source of foreign direct investment and thus obviously 
has a technological advantage over country II, it is not adequate to assume that 
technological catching-up will be only positively influenced by . Rather we have 
to consider there will be a systematic gap that has to be reflected in a modified 
equation (19) such as: 

da/dt = -ba + (jj)  v  (1- )  [a*/a]  (21’) 

Clearly, FDI inflows as modelled here will not affect short-term gross domestic 
product, rather it will influence the level of GNP per capita and the growth rate of 
GNP per capita, respectively. Politicians can be expected to be more interested in 
GNP per capita than in GDP per capita since high GNP per capita is a natural in-
terest of voters. The difference between GNP and GDP can be rather high if the 
share of cumulated FDI inflows in overall capital stock is large as is the case in 
Ireland for example. 

Such long-term progress effects might be heavily discounted in political reality 
so that the potentially negative impact of FDI inflows on the level of the growth 
path could encourage politicians to be hesitant in accepting FDI. 

C.4 Policy Conclusions 

The theoretical analysis has shown that one can integrate trade analysis and new 
growth theory in a rather simple way. Thus, endogenous growth theory is quite 
useful and should play a larger role in the policy arena. This holds particularly for 
relatively poor countries, but also for those OECD countries that have suffered 
from slow growth for many years. 
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There are at least four policy conclusions to be drawn: 

Governments should promote R&D in order to stimulate long-term growth (and 
regional integration might reinforce the potential for positive technology spill-
overs) 
Regional integration could be useful in accelerating technological catching up; 
both the role of regional and of global integration for technological progress 
should be carefully analysed. 
Effects of FDI inflows on economic catching up will be positive if the share of 
FDI in the capital stock of the host country strongly contributes to economic 
catching up. 
One can calculate a new golden rule in which endogenous technological pro-
gress plays a crucial role. In this context growth policy and stabilization policy 
are interesting as a simultaneous challenge; if the savings rate s is below the op-
timum savings rate in a recession, both growth policies and demand-side stabi-
lization policies would suggest the same policy direction, namely to reduce the 
savings rate. The situation is quite different in a situation when s exceeds the 
golden rule savings rate since demand-side stabilization policies would entail 
negative welfare effects associated with the fall of per capita consumption be-
low the optimum level. One would have to distinguish between temporary and 
permanent deviations from the golden rule. 

Obviously in our modelling exercise we deliberately have not considered that 
the role of the terms of trade which might be affected – according to the Balassa-
Samuelson argument – by relative economic catching up. Here we have one fur-
ther interesting area of future research. Another interesting question is whether the 
interaction of trade, FDI and capital accumulation within a fully developed two-
country model will raise per capita income in both countries. Another possible ex-
tension concerns a monetary growth model in which real money balances would 
directly enter the production function. Finally, one might want to analyse the role 
of public capital formation – and of public consumption - which would not only 
affect the production function but also the budget constraint. 
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Appendix C.1: Basic Neoclassical Model  

The following is a standard approach (see e.g. JONES, 1998) 

Y = K (AL)1-  (23) 

Cobb-Douglas function with capital K, labor L, 0<ß<1 

L= Loe’nt (24) 

(e’ is the Euler number);  

S = s(1- )Y; savings function, where  is the tax rate (25)

I = s(1- )Y; (26) 

goods market equilibrium reflecting I=S 

I = dK/dt + K; (27) 

gross investment is net investment plus depreciations 

A(t) = Aoe’at (28) 

Harrod-neutral technological progress 

dk’/dt = (dK/dt)/[AL] -( n + a)k’; (29) 

dk’/dt = s(1- )k’ß –(n+a+ )k’; (30) 

Bernoulli-type differential equation in k’ 

k’(t) = {Coe-(n+a+ ) (1-ß)t + [s/(n+a+ )]}1/1-ß (31) 

 k#’ = (Y/AL) = [s(1- )/(a + n + )]1/1-   steady state for k’ (32) 

y#=Y/L = Aoe’at[s(1- )/(a + n + )] /1-  steady state for y (33) 

The most fundamental and simple set-up is with a=0 and =0.

Appendix C.2: General Approach and Simulations

In the model presented we have the differential equations 

dk/dt = skß – [n+ +a(t)]k; capital stock accumulation (34) 

da/dt = (ha* ) a-  – ba; technological progress function (35) 

The solution of equation (IIa) is: 

a(t) = {Co’e’-b(1+ )t + (ha* )/b}1/(1+ ) (36) 
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Hence the general equation for capital accumulation is given by 

dk/dt =skß –[n+  + {Co’e’-b(1+ )t + (ha* )/b}1/(1+ )]k; (37) 

Profit maximization requires ßk#’ß-1=z=r and hence k’#=(r/ß)1/(ß-1). This deter-
mines the real interest rate r and requires for the steady state that =(r#/ß)1/(ß-

1)=[s(1- )/(n+a+ )] 1/(1-ß); therefore.

r#= ß(n+a+ )/[s(1- )] (38) 

Opening up the economy in the context of an asymmetric two country model - 
the home country being small - brings the problem that profit maximization in the 
sense of z=r cannot hold instanteneously, rather domestic capital accumulation 
will be driven by an equation in which the technological progress function and the 
impact of a* on a are playing a role. We could, however, assume that asympto-
cially the profit maximization condition z=r* will be fullfilled. However, the im-
plication is powerful, namely that k’#=k’*#. However, it remains unclear how the 
savings rate s could adjust in a way which is consistent with this implication. 

Simulation

The following simulation is run for the general solution  
1

1
1 ( )(1 )
0( ) ) '

( ) ( )
n a t ts sk t k e

n a t n a t

(39) 

We can show a parameter constellation which does not lead to convergence and 
simulations where convergence will hold. The parameters assumed are as follows. 

We can consider a simulation on the basis of ß= 0.33, n= 0.02, =0.1, Co=-0.8, 
h=0.4, a*=0.03, =1/2: 
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D. Impact of the Real Exchange Rate on Trade, Structural 
Change and Growth 

D.1 Introduction 

As regards economic transition countries as well as EU accession countries, one 
can observe that they have recorded a long term real appreciation vis-à-vis the 
Euro and other currencies. Long term appreciation does not exclude considerable 
short term real exchange rate dynamics where stages of temporary nominal and 
real currency depreciation can be an element of a long term real appreciation 
process. One thus has to ask which role volatility – including potential overshoot-
ing – plays on the one hand. On the other hand, the focus is on the impact of the 
real exchange rate trend on economic development. 

The real exchange rate q is defined here as eP*/P (e is the nominal exchange 
rate in price notation, P the price level, * denotes foreign variables) while the rela-
tive price of nontradables (N goods; T is tradables), is denoted as =PN/PT. It is 
clear that the international law of one price will not hold strictly for tradables if we 
take into account transportation costs, tariffs and other trade impediments. How-
ever, even without these physical and political impediments, the law of one price 
does not hold universally across countries. Subsequently, we will take a closer 
look at potential explanations and the implications. 

From a theoretical perspective, the real exchange rate affects trade, structural 
change and economic growth in an interdependent way. In the medium term the 
real exchange rate will affect the trade volume, the product mix of exports and 
imports plus the current account position. Moreover, the structure of output will be 
affected; this will partly be linked to sectoral productivity growth. In the medium 
term and in the long run, there will be direct and indirect effects on national in-
come and per capita income. Those changes will in turn affect structural change 
and trade. In an open economy, the picture would be incomplete if one did not 
consider the effects of exchange rate dynamics on capital inflows as well as the 
stock market. To the extent that there is an increase of capital inflows and in par-
ticular foreign direct investment inflows, there will be effects on the production 
potential and productivity growth (see Fig. 1). From a policy perspective one must 
ask whether and which impulses are coming from regional integration and eco-
nomic globalization. Moreover, the question arises as to which EU policy im-
pulses are relevant and which national policy measures could be adopted to spur 
growth and a stable economic development.  

Subsequently, we take a closer look at alternative explanations for real ex-
change rate changes (section 2). Moreover, we consider macroeconomic effects of 
real exchange rate changes. This concerns the link between the real exchange rate 
and economic development (section 3.1), selected links between real exchange 
rate dynamics and structural change (section 3.2), and the links between the real 
exchange rate and economic growth (section 3.3). In the final section, we present 
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some basic policy conclusions. The appendix presents some innovative modelling 
related to the topic of exchange rate dynamics and macroeconomic analysis (in-
cluding smooth linking of supply-side effects and demand-side impulses). More-
over, we emphasize product upgrading and product innovations in a macroeco-
nomic context which includes an approach of an extended open economy model: 
the Mundell-Fleming-Schumpeter-model, which gives new insights for policy op-
tions in a broader macroeconomic perspective. A major element of the analysis 
presented is that we do not assume the law of one price to hold all the time.  

Real 
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Fig. 32. Exchange Rate Dynamics, Trade, Structural Change and Growth 

D.2 Reputation, Market Size and Relative Price Effects: A Quasi-
Balassa-Samuelson Effect 

In reality the law of one price does not always hold on the one hand, while the real 
exchange rate can change considerably over time on the other. In order to focus 
more closely on the theoretical problems we first define the price level as  

P=(PT)a’(PN)(1-a’)  in country I and  (1) 

P*= (PT*)a’*(PN*)(1-a’*) in country II. (2) 

We assume – with 0<h<  – that there is a premium factor h(…) which implies 
that the law of one price for tradables does not hold universally. 

PT=hePT* (3) 
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Thus, the real exchange rate is given by: 

P/(eP*) = h(…)[ ](1-a’)/[ *](1-a’*) (4) 

The parameter h is an indicator which reflects forces that render the law of one 
price internationally invalid. If country I is a relatively poor and small open econ-
omy, h will be less than unity since the firms’ standing in international markets – 
especially if said firms are relatively young and unknown – will be weaker than 
that of firms from country II. Identical products of firms from country I and II will 
fetch different prices. Alternatively, a situation with h smaller than unity could re-
flect a gap in product innovativeness in country I (In this case, we enter a world 
economy with monopolistic competition and truly heterogeneous goods where 
country II, for example, is producing more varieties than country I). 

According to equation (4), a rise of the real exchange rate – an appreciation – is 
consistent with a rise of the relative price of nontradables compared to the respec-
tive price ratio abroad. However, it is also clear that the parameter h could rise 
over time. One may assume that the size of the domestic market (Y vs Y*), and 
the relative share of high-income people (y** is the critical high income here 
which for simplicity is assumed to be equal to y*) affects product reputation posi-
tively so that we can write: 

h= h(Y/Y*; L’/L*) (5) 

Here we have assumed that L’ is the number of people with at least y*-income 
in country I and that all people in country II have income y* so that the share of 
high income people in country I relative to that of country II is L’/L (In country I, 
overall population L=L’+L” where L” is the number of people with income below 
y*). Denoting L’/L as ’ and per capita income as y in country I and y* in country 
II, we can rewrite the equation for the case of a linear homogenous function as 

h’ = h’(y/[ ’y*], 1) (6) 

According to the approach presented here one indeed would expect that the real 
exchange rate is a positive function of relative international per capita income 
y/y*. This would be in the spirit of the BALASSA-SAMUELSON effect, but the 
mechanism suggested here is  distinctly different. One may note that the reputa-
tion of firms in country I might benefit from foreign direct investment since a for-
eign investor brings reputation to the newly acquired firms, and adequate interna-
tional branding might then help to fetch higher tradable prices abroad. The h’ 
function could be specified in such a way that with y approaching y*, the value of 
h’ converges towards unity.  

According to the traditional BALASSA-SAMUELSON effect (BALASSA 
1965), the relative price of nontradables will increase along with real per capita 
income. Writing this relative price as PN/PT, it is clear that in principle such a shift 
can be brought about by a combination of a rise of PN and a stable PT or a stable 
PN and a fall of PT, which in turn – assuming an exogenous international tradables 
price PT* – can be brought about only by a nominal appreciation, a fall of e. From 
this perspective, flexible exchange rates are preferable for catching-up countries 
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which aim at a stable overall price level. The combination of a rise of the nontrad-
ables with an absolute fall of the tradable price is quite useful here.  

Let us take a closer look at q=P/(eP*). If the relative price of nontradables in 
country I rises relative to country II, the implication is that at a given world market 
price P* either P will rise or the nominal exchange rate will fall. In a system of 
flexible exchange rates, the nominal exchange rate of country I might indeed fall 
or the price level P could increase – indeed P will rise if the relative price of non-
tradables rises while the price of tradables is constant. However, if the law of one 
price holds for tradables, the nominal appreciation in combination with a constant 
world market price implies a fall in the absolute level of the tradable price. 

For simplicity we assume that a’=a’*; thus we can rewrite (4) as  

P/(eP*) = h”(y/y*)[ ](1-a’)/[ *](1-a’) = h”(y/y*){[PN/PN*][PT*/PT]}(1-a’) (7) 

The real exchange rate q=:P/(eP*) will increase according to the traditional 
Balassa-Samuelson effect, because the ratio of the relative price of nontradables 
increases along with a rising per capita income. Here we have shown a new addi-
tional element for a real appreciation along with a rise of relative per capita in-
come – the h” function ultimately reflects the impact of relative market size and of 
the size of relatively affluent people in society. Hence as the country's economic 
size and the development of income distribution enter the picture, the relative size 
of an economy catching-up will increase and income distribution will change in 
the course of economic catching up (note that a change of ’ will imply a new h” 
function).  

It is easy to see that there will be a real appreciation if:  

(i) the premium factor h” and y/y* (or the share of relatively rich people as ex-
pressed in the parameter ’) both increase. 
(ii) PN/PN* should rise more strongly than PT*/PT falls; such a development 
could occur, for example, if there is a relatively strong demand shift in favour 
of the nontradables sector in country I while there is a strong productivity in-
crease in the tradables sector of country II (the latter implies a fall of PT*/PT;
the law of one price is not necessarily assumed to hold for tradables). 
(iii) PN/PN* should fall less than PT*/PT rises (e.g., because the relative produc-
tivity growth of the nontradables sector could be strong in country I while rela-
tive productivity growth in the tradables sector is high compared to country II. 
The latter means that the relative price of tradables will fall and hence PT*/PT

will rise); 
(iv) if both PN/PN* and PT*/PT are rising, but the relative increase of the non-
tradables price is larger than that of the tradables price ratio. This could occur, 
for instance, if the demand for nontradables in country I rises relatively strongly 
(or if the relative productivity growth in the nontradables sector abroad is rela-
tively high) while the relative productivity growth in the tradables sector is 
relatively high. 
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For EU accession countries, situation (ii) and (iii) should be quite characteristic. 
We expect particularly strong productivity growth if there are high foreign direct 
investments and if competition has been reinforced.  

A long run real appreciation as measured by official statistics is to a consider-
able extent an overstatement if there is sustained upgrading in the quality of ex-
ports of the appreciating country. With respect to eastern European accession 
countries, there is indeed evidence of quality upgrading in exports, in particular in 
Hungary and the Czech Republic (BORBÉLY, 2004). 

D.3 Real Exchange Rate Dynamics and Economic Effects 

D.3.1 Real Exchange Rate and Trade 

The rise of the real exchange rate has effects in transition countries. It affects:  

the volume of imports whose growth is reinforced as import goods become 
cheaper; 
the volume of exports whose dynamics are dampened – this does not exclude 
high export growth to the extent that domestic firms show a rising export orien-
tation or that subsidiaries of foreign multinationals increase exports; 
with standard price elasticity assumptions there will be a deterioration of the 
trade balance which could be reinforced by relatively high growth over time; as 
one can write net exports (X’) of goods and services as a function of the real 
exchange rate (with X’/ q<0), domestic demand Y (with X’/ Y<0), foreign 
demand Y* (with X’/ Y*>0), the domestic production potential Y’ (with 
X’/ Y’>0) and the foreign production potential Y*’ (with X’/ Y*’<0), it is 

clear that demand side effects as well as supply side effects have to be taken 
into account; 
there is an incentive to upgrade export products in terms of quality and techno-
logical sophistication which is a strategy to offset the upward price pressure 
from the appreciation of the currency. 

 Real appreciation will reduce the influx of foreign direct investment which im-
plies a long term deterioration of the current account since the increase of the pro-
duction potential will slow down. 

D.3.2 Real Exchange Rate and Structural Change 

A rise of the real exchange rate will stimulate product upgrading in the export sec-
tor and thus contribute to rising national income. This is particularly true if 
Schumpeterian rents that can be fetched in world markets are a positive function 
of the level of technological sophistication of products. Assume that we can order 
all sectors by technology intensity, starting with A as that sector with the lowest 
intensity (the sector is assumed to have perfect competition and employ only un-
skilled labour at the nominal wage rate W’), B the second-lowest intensity…Z the 
highest technology intensity. Assuming that the markup factor which can be real-
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ized in international markets depends on the level of technology intensity, we can 
calculate value-added in a three-sector economy – producing products A, B and Z 
– on the basis of labour inputs L1, L2 and L3 (with W as the wage of unskilled 
workers paid in sector A and W” paid to skilled workers which are employed in B 
and Z; foreign capital is only used for Z-output) as follows: 

Ynominal = L1W’ + L2W”(1+B’(q, L”)) + [L3W” + r*K**(q)PK][1+ 

Z’(q, K**(q))] 

(8) 

Note that K** is the stock of foreign capital in country I, PK is the price of capi-
tal – this may be approximated by the stock market price index – and B’ and Z’ 
are parameters for the markup ratio in sector B and Z; B’ and Z’ are assumed to 
positively depend on the real exchange rate. That is, an appreciation of the cur-
rency, which brings the prospect of losing market share in existing markets 
abroad, will encourage firms to move towards higher quality ranges where one can 
fetch higher profit rates. Note also that sector B’s markup ratio is assumed to 
benefit from network effects among skilled workers and therefore B’ positively 
depends on the number of skilled workers L”. Thus sector A is (unskilled) labor 
intensive and might be identified with the nontradables sector, B is skilled-labor 
intensive and Z is intensively using foreign direct investment and hence interna-
tional technology; here both B and Z stand for tradable goods. Real income is 
given by 

Y = w’L1+ w”L2(1+B’(q, L”) + [L3w” + r*K**(q)PK][1+Z’(K**(q),q)] (9) 

The average real wage rate is w= [L1/L]w’ + w”[1-L1]/L, where we naturally 
assume w”>w’. Real output and real income will increase if: 

training helps to transform unskilled workers into skilled workers; 
skilled workers move from a sector of medium technology and a low mark-up 
factor to a high technology sector with a higher markup factor (Z’>B’) 
there is real appreciation which stimulates firms in the medium technology sec-
tor and in the high technology sector to upgrade product quality which in turn 
goes along with a higher mark-up factor (B’ and Z’ will rise along with q); 
however, in the high technology Z-sector, q has an ambiguous effect on the 
mark-up ratio Z’ since a rise of q stimulates product upgrading while reducing 
the optimum stock of foreign direct investment inflows.  
the mark-up factor can be raised by attracting foreign direct investment (FDI as 
well as cumulated FDI =K**); real appreciation reduces FDI inflows, while 
real depreciation raises FDI inflows relative to GDP (FROOT/STEIN, 1991). 

The extent to which unskilled workers can be transformed into skilled workers 
depends on many aspects, including economic incentives for skill upgrading for 
both unskilled workers and firms in medium technology and high technology sec-
tors. We thus have pointed out some key aspects of structural change in an open 
economy:  
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An excess of unskilled labor in the A sector will translate fully into long term 
unemployment unless there is upgrading of both unskilled workers and unem-
ployed people; this is the implication of our assumption that the tradables sector 
employs only skilled workers.  
One may emphasize that any excess supply of skilled labour in sector B (or Z) 
can be absorbed by Z (or B) if the country considered is a small open economy. 
However, there one serious caveat which is normally not considered in the 
standard model of a small open economy. If one sector produces and exports 
high-technology goods, one may not assume that the international demand for 
such products is infinitely elastic; this standard assumption would fully contra-
dict the idea of a high technology product (e.g., advanced computers or medical 
drugs) which face a limited international demand well known to all – the few – 
producers in the world.  

If there is real appreciation, technological and economic catching-up might be 
facilitated not least through a rising import of cheaper sophisticated intermediate 
imports. At the bottom line, it is clear that the structural perspective of economic 
dynamics described here is in marked contrast to the broader approaches in growth 
theory and growth analysis. 

D.3.3 Real Exchange Rate and Growth 

D.3.3.1 Growth and FDI in a Modified Neoclassical Framework 

If accession countries are characterized by a long term real appreciation associated 
with a nominal appreciation, the implication for capital flows is that there will be 
higher net capital imports than otherwise. We can write interest rate parity prior to 
EU membership in the following form where the domestic economy is the acces-
sion area/country (where i stands for the nominal interest rate, zE for the expected 
depreciation rate and R’ for the risk premium, * for foreign variables): 

i = i* + zE + R’ (10)

Prior to EU membership there will be a positive politico-economic risk pre-
mium for every accession country. Assuming that the nominal interest rate reflects 
inflationary expectations, we obtain for the case of expectations coinciding with 
actual inflation rates (  in accession country and *in the EU-15 countries) the 
equation 

r = r* + [z+ *- ] + R” (11) 

If there is real appreciation, the bracket term for the change of the real ex-
change rate (with z denoting the actual depreciation rate) is negative so that the 
cost of capital in accession countries is reduced; profit maximization will drive 
firms to realize equality of r and the marginal product of capital. The risk premium 
after EU accession, R”, is certainly much smaller than prior to accession. As one 
may assume that prudential supervision and the ability of firms to survive reces-
sions and phases of temporary strong appreciation (including overshooting phe-
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nomena) in accession countries is smaller than in EU-15 and the Euro zone, one 
may assume that R” is positive. If the risk premium were zero, the real interest 
rate in accession countries would be smaller than in EU-15, which in turn would 
stimulate both investment and growth. At the bottom line, the real exchange rate 
appreciation of catching-up countries implies a rise in the level of the growth path. 
However, as the real exchange rate appreciation zr can be assumed to be a positive 
function of relative per capita income y/y*, the pace of real appreciation will de-
cline over time, and indeed becomes zero if y=y*.   

Growth Model with Foreign Direct Investment 

In an open economy, it is important to understand the role of foreign direct in-
vestment for production and per capita income. Subsequently we consider a sim-
ple model of an open economy which receives foreign direct investment inflows – 
those depend on the real exchange rate (FROOT/STEIN, 1991) – and produces 
based upon a Cobb-Douglas function. To understand basic growth dynamics, con-
sider country I and country II which – with K, L and A denoting capital, labor and 
a Harrod-neutral progress factor, respectively, – both produce according to a 
Cobb-Douglas function  

Y=Kß(AL)1-ß and (12a) 

Y*=K*ß*(A*L*)1-ß*. (12b) 

We will subsequently consider an asymmetric world economy – or integration 
zone – where one country is a single source of foreign direct investment outflows. 
The home country is the accession area where we will assume for simplicity that a 
part b of the capital stock is owned by foreign investors; b could be determined 
through a gradual process of foreign direct investment inflows or through a set of 
initial transactions in the course of privatization of a post-socialist economy in-
volving foreign investors as bidders. We denote the real exchange rate as q and as-
sume that b=b(q) which – with b/ q<0 – is in the spirit of FROOT/STEIN 
(1991). If technology is identical in both countries, we have A=A* and ß=ß*. If 
factor reward is according to the marginal product rule, we have national income 
at home  

Z=Y-bßY; (13a) 

ßY is profit and b reflects the share of the capital stock owned by foreign compa-
nies. Abroad – in the source country of foreign direct investments – we have  

Z*=Y*+[bßY/q*]. (13b) 

It is easy to recognize that asymmetric FDI will lead to sustained differences in 
per capita income across countries (WELFENS, 1997). In the presence of FDI, it 
is certainly necessary to carefully distinguish between GDP and GNP. We will as-
sume that savings  
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S =s(…)Z (14) 

S*=s*(…)Z*. (15) 

Let us at first modify standard neoclassical growth theory – assuming a as the 
rate of exogenous labour-augmenting technological progress, n as the growth rate 
of L and denoting k’=K/[AL]) – by considering a savings rate which positively 
depends on the real interest rate r. Imposing the conditions of a long term balanced 
government budget and that investment I (I= dK/dt + K) is equal to savings S of 
domestic residents plus foreign investment from part (exogenous parameter b”) of 
profits (b”ßY): 

S+b”ßY = I (16) 

S*- b”ßY/q*= I*. (17) 

The differential equation for the home country (country I) is given by: 

dK/dt + K  = s[1-b(q)ß]Y + b”ßY (18) 

Taking into account the definition k’=K/[AL] and the respective expression for 
dk’/dt = [dK/dt]/AL – [n+a]k’ and the production function, we obtain from equa-
tion (18) after dividing by AL: 

dk’/dt = [s[1-b(q)ß] +b”ß]k’ß – [n+a+ ]k’ (19) 

This is a Bernoullian equation (we assume a constant q and hence constant b) 
whose steady state solution – with r=r* – is: 

k’# = {{s(r*)[1-b(q)ß] + b”ß]}/[n+a+ ]}1/[1-ß] (20) 

The steady state value k’# can be smaller or larger than in a closed economy. It is 
larger if ß[b”-sb] is positive, that is if b”>sb or if  

s< b”/b(q). (21) 

If government is considering foreign direct investment (FDI) as a means of 
raising gross domestic product, it will have to influence the savings rate or b”/b; as 
regards the latter, government might have to influence the real exchange rate ade-
quately – indeed, one may assume that not just b is a function of q but that b”/b is 
a function of the real exchange. Fulfilling (21) is rather likely, especially if b” is 
close to b so that b”/b is close to unity. However, a country which loses the confi-
dence of foreign investors might face b”/b<s so that gross domestic product would 
be smaller than in a closed economy. If we assume that imports positively depend 
on gross domestic product, the fulfilment of condition (21) implies that from a 
source country perspective, FDI outflows and rising trade rise in parallel. While 
on a sectoral basis FDI outflows are likely to replace sectors exports, the aggregate 
effect of FDI inflows in the host country has an offsetting and possibly dominating 
effect.
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Equation (20) and (21) basically point to the fact that reinvested earnings of 
foreign investors contribute to capital accumulation and a higher GDP while prof-
its transferred abroad reduce gross national product. We will still have to consider 
under which conditions in the steady state real national income will be higher than 
in a closed economy. 

As a simple step to endogenize the growth rate of output, we assume that the 
growth rate a is composed of the basic growth rate a” as well as an endogenous 
element b’b (with parameter b’>0). The share of the foreign direct investment in 
the overall capital stock b thus has a positive impact upon the growth rate.  

a= a”+b’b (22)

Output per capita (or GDP per capita) in the steady state (y#) is given – denoting 
the Euler number by e’ – by the following equation: 

y# = e’atAo{{s(r*)[1-b(q)ß+b”ß]/[n+ a”+ b’b(q)+ ]}ß/[1-ß] (23) 

Note that the adjustment dynamics for k’ is affected by the expression [n+a+ ]
and [1-ß]. The higher both expressions are, the faster the adjustment towards the 
steady state will be. Hence, part of the benefit of foreign direct investment occurs 
in the form of faster adjustment towards the steady state. As regards the steady 
state we can see from (20) that the higher q is, the lower b is and therefore the 
lower k’# is as well. From this perspective, the early initial real depreciation oc-
curring in countries opening up suggests that the level of the long term growth 
path is raised through an exchange rate effect which, however, will fade out in the 
course of the medium and long term appreciation. Nevertheless, b has a positive 
long term impact upon per capita income since the slope of the lny(t) line is raised 
by b (see the following figure where b jumps – e.g., in the course of privatization 
involving foreign investors – from zero to the new equilibrium value in t1). De-
pending on s relative to b/b”, this will lower or raise the level of the growth path 
(see point E versus point C). This does not rule out a long term equilibrium growth 
gap, namely if a<a*. Compared to existing literature, the proposed model differs 
since it takes into account both a change in the level of the growth path as well as 
a rise of the permanent growth rate. The familiar model by BARRO/MANKIW/ 
SALA-I-MARTIN (1995) takes into account international borrowing, where this 
approach affects the adjustment speed towards the steady state which itself is not 
affected by capital flows. 
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Fig. 33. Effect of FDI on the Level of Per Capita Income and the Growth Rate

The ability to generate a higher growth rate in the presence of foreign investors 
is likely to be reinforced if government expenditures on research and development 
is relatively high; the R&D policy variable is denoted as  and one may assume 
a(b, ). Hence the degree of supply-side government fiscal policy matters (the 
higher the share of  relative to output or to overall government expenditures, the 
higher the degree of supply-orientation in government fiscal policy). 

Steady state national income (Y’) per capita is given by: 

(Y’/L)# = [1-b(q)ß]y#= [1-b(q)ß]{s[1-b(q*)ß]+b”ß}e’a(b(q))tAo{s(r*)

/[n+a(b(q))+ ]}ß/[1-ß]

(24) 

Whether GNP per capita is larger than in a closed economy depends (ignoring the 
question whether opening up changes the real interest rate) on 

[1-b(q*)ß]{s[1-b(q)ß]+b”ß}>s (25) 
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s[1-b(q)ß]2 + b”ß>s (26) 

Dividing by s gives 

[1-b(q*)ß]2 >1-b”ß/s (27) 

Assuming that bß and b”ß/s are both close to zero, we can use the approxima-
tion that ln (1-x)  -x and thus obtain – quite interesting also for empirical analysis 
– as a critical condition for GNP per capita to be larger than in a closed economy: 

s > b”/2b(q) (28) 

More empirical analysis needs to be done. From equation (28), we can only 
conclude that a rise of q which reduces b makes it less likely that s exceeds the 
right-hand side of the equation. A government of an open economy interested in 
raising the level of the growth path of per capita GNP should encourage savings as 
we can see from equation (28). 

One should also note that real appreciation reduces the burden of foreign debt, 
which often is considerable in poor countries. Thus long term real appreciation is 
welcome by many poor countries. 

D.3.3.2 Negative International Spillovers?

It is interesting to take a look at appreciation dynamics within the context of a 
three-country perspective: Country I is a poor country while country II is a high 
income country. Both country I and II are part of a regional customs union. We 
assume that the catching-up country (I) records a gradual long term real apprecia-
tion of the currency. At the same time, we assume that productivity growth in the 
tradables sector is higher than the appreciation rate so that the price of exported 
goods falls from the perspective of the (net) importing country II. We now have to 
distinguish two cases in the context of a three-country perspective: 

1. Country II imports intermediate products built into products exported to third 
country markets. Here, country II could ultimately benefit from rising net ex-
ports, higher profits and higher employment.  

2. Country II imports final products which puts strong downward pressure on the 
price of tradables (much more than in the case of cheaper intermediate prod-
ucts) and hence implies downward inflation pressure. The welfare effect will be 
ambiguous since lower prices of final consumer goods will benefit consumers. 
At the same time lower prices of tradables imply lower profits in the tradables 
sector – and in case of wage rigidity also lower employment. Unemployment 
problems will be reinforced if the implied rise in the real interest rate in country 
II reduces the equilibrium capital intensity and hence investment. 

From an EU-15 perspective, the implication thus is the following with respect 
to rising imports from EU accession countries: The mix of imported products is 
quite crucial – namely intermediate products versus final products – as is the rela-
tive productivity effect in accession countries. If the productivity growth effect is 
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so strong that the relative price of imported tradables falls in EU-15, further analy-
sis will have to focus on the above-made distinction. To identify such patterns is 
quite difficult since product upgrading in Eastern Europe makes price measure-
ment rather cumbersome. 

D.4 Real Effective Exchange Rate (p/ep*) Dynamics in Selected EU 
Countries 
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Fig. 34. Real Effective Exchange Rate (p/ep*) Dynamics in Selected EU Countries: 
 Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic, Portugal, Spain, Ireland, 1990-2002 

D.5 Wages, Prices and the Real Exchange Rate 

Assuming that accession countries face long term real appreciation pressure – 
eP*/P falls over time – the implication is that relative wage costs increase over 
time. The latter is an implication of the assumption that prices are determined 
through a mark-up J on wage costs so that  

P*= J*W* and (29)

P= JW; (30)

With a constant mark-up ratio a and a*, respectively, a real exchange rate appre-
ciation will always go along with a relative rise of domestic wage:  

[1/e][P/P*] = [1/e][J/J*][W/W*] (31) 
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We assume that the nominal wage W and W* will both be determined by ex-
pected price dynamics (PE and PE* represent the expected price level at home and 
abroad) and labor productivity growth, which is in line with profit maximization 
on the part of firms. They all are assumed to use a Cobb-Douglas production tech-
nology Y=AKßL1-ß and Y*=A*K*ß*L*1-ß*

W:= PEw = PE (1-ß)A[Y/L] (32) 

W*=P*Ew* = P*E (1-ß*)A*[Y*/L*] (33) 

Hence for the relative wage ratio we get: 

W/W*= [PE /P*E] {(1-ß)[A/A*][Y/L]/[1-ß*] [Y*/L*]} (34) 

[1/e][P/P*] = [1/e][J/J*][PE /P*E] {(1-ß)[A/A*][Y/L]/[1-ß*] [Y*/L*]} (35) 

From this perspective a real exchange rate depreciation – assuming a constant 
nominal exchange rate – will occur if there is  

a relative increase in the mark-up ratio (a/a*),  
a rise of the relative expected price level,  
a rise of the foreign relative output elasticity of capital (ß*/ß), 
a rise of relative labor productivity. 

In countries of a customs union area which have opened up towards free re-
gional trade and foreign direct investment, one can expect high growth in invest-
ment, output and per-capita-income. This holds all the more the more politically 
stable the country under considered is. Structural change will go along with a rise 
of relative labor productivity while in a context of rational expectations, the ex-
pected relative price increase is largely linked to relative money supply.  

D.6 Towards an Integrated Macroeconomic Approach 

We will emphasize that for certain analytical purposes it is useful to take a look at 
the macroeconomic impact of both supply-side and demand-side impulses. In 
every economy, output dynamics can be understood to be a mixture of the impact 
of the supply side – its macroeconomic equivalence is the production potential 
Ypot =KßL1-ß (K is capital and L is labor) – and of aggregate demand Yd. In transi-
tion countries, both supply-side dynamics and the demand side are important with 
some sectors being dominated by supply-side developments while others are 
shaped by demand side dynamics. If one were to include labor saving technologi-
cal progress (stock of knowledge is A), the production function Ypot =Kß(AL)1-ß

would be used. 
Taking into account both the impact of the supply side and the demand side, a 

hybrid equilibrium approach for the goods market can be written as follows: 

Y =   Ypot + (1- ) Yd (36) 
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An important question is what determines  (in the interval 0,1), the size of the 
relative supply-side impact parameter. It reflects various forces, including expec-
tations. The most simple way to think about  is to consider it as identical with 1-u 
(with u denoting the unemployment rate). In a full employment economy, u is zero 
and hence only the supply side dynamics – that is the accumulation of input fac-
tors – will determine actual gross domestic product. If u were rather high, it would 
be clear that supply-side dynamics would hardly influence actual output while the 
demand side would have a strong impact on Y. A more refined way would be to 
replace a with u , where the parameter  is assumed to be positive. In a small open 
economy – which asymptotically faces a totally elastic world demand curve – the 
impact of the supply-side should be relatively high.  

It is obvious that for the case of a closed economy the fiscal multiplier for the 
case of standard specification of the demand side is smaller than the standard text-
book case of 1/s; with  =1-u  the fiscal multiplier is 

dY/dG=  1/[1-uc] (37) 

An exogenous increase in the production potential raises actual output by 

dY/dYpot = (1-u) + u Yd/ Ypot >0. (38) 

For the special case of an increase of the production potential through one unit of 
net investment and assuming an exogenous real interest rate, we have Yd/ Ypot= r 
and hence 

dY = [(1-u)K ß-1L1-ß +ur]dK (39) 

If one simply assumes that the impact of aggregate demand reduces over time 
while that of aggregate supply increases in the long run, one might restate equa-
tion (36) as follows (with e’ denoting the Euler number): 

Y = [1-e’-bt] Ypot + e’-btYd (36’) 

Output and Wage Pressure in a Hybrid Supply & Demand Macro 
Model 

One also should note that the hybrid approach suggests an interesting answer to 
the question of how a rise of the real wage rate will affect both output and em-
ployment. Consider a small open economy which can raise exports in accordance 
with the growth the potential output – here we assume that all output is tradable. 
We can rewrite equation (36) as follows if one assumes that consumption C=cY – 
with Y=wL+rK# (assuming that factors labor L and capital K are rewarded in ac-
cordance with their respective marginal product; K# is the equilibrium capital 
stock, r the real interest rate, w the real wage rate); investment I=I(r) and govern-
ment consumption G is exogenous, net exports X’ are a negative function of the 
international real wage ratio (* denotes foreign variables), a negative function of 
the real exchange rate q=P/(eP*), whereby P is the price level, e the nominal ex-
change rate, W the nominal wage rate and the real wage rate is defined as w=W/P.  
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Y =   Ypot(W/P)+ [1- ]{c[wL+rK#] + I(r) + G + X’(W/eW*,  q) (37) 

We assume that the real interest rate r and the exchange rate e are exogenous; de-
noting eW* as W’* and W/W’* as ” we obtain from differentiation: 

dY/dW =  Ypot/ W + [1- ]{c[L+ r K#/ W]  + X’/ ”dW/W’* (38) 

By assumption, the partial derivative X’/ ” is negative. Given P, the rise of the 
nominal wage rate is, of course, equivalent to a real wage increase. The impact of 
a higher wage rate on consumption is positive, namely c[L+ r Kopt/ W]; the over-
all sign for dY/dW is thus unclear. In a small open economy the net export effect 
may be expected to outweigh the domestic consumption effect (and also the effect 
Ypot/ W if it should be negative). Moreover, if =1-u and u=u(w/[Y/L]) the total 

differential for (1”’) yields even a somewhat more complex result for dY/dW (if 
dY/dW is negative, the sign for du/dW should be positive). The ambiguity of 
dY/dW remains, but we can learn from the approach presented that the risk of 
adopting an excessive wage rate is higher the less open the economy is.  

One should, however, not rule out that net exports could be a positive function 
of W/W’*, namely if the quality and innovativeness of the export base is a posi-
tive function of the relative wage ratio. Such a function implicitly assumes that the 
country considered can sufficiently move up the quality ladder in line with the rise 
of the international wage ratio. Analytically, we thus enter a world of imperfect 
competition, where the export price P** might well diverge from domestic price P 
for the same good. Assume that export quantity X=X( ’), that is X negatively de-
pends on the ratio of the wage rate W to marginal market revenue per worker  
P**ßY/L – relative to the respective foreign indicator. We thus consider a relative 
cost pressure indicator  

’={[W/P**]/[ßY/L]}/{[W*/P*]/[ß*Y*/L*]; (39) 

Note that real exports are XP**/P while real imports, expressed in domestic 
quantity, are q*J, where J is the quantity of imports. Now let us assume that we 
have the following pricing rule (with v as a quality index or novelty index; ” is a 
positive parameter): 

P** = W(1-ß)+ ’v (40) 

We furthermore assume (with parameter ’>0) that the quality index realized 
by exporters is a positive function of the international nominal wage ratio because 
a relative rise of wage costs stimulates firms to move up the technology and qual-
ity ladder (an argument which, however, might be doubtful in the case of techno-
logically leading countries where R&D expenditures as well as global product in-
novations are quite important). 

v= ”W/[eW*] (41) 

Hence

P** = W(1-ß)+ ’ ”W/[eW *] = W[(1-ß) + ’ ”/[eW*]] (42) 
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For the foreign country, we have (implying a specific effective relative interna-
tional price P**/eP*): 

P* = W*(1-ß)+ ’* ”*W*/[e*W ] = W*[(1-ß*) + ’* ”*/[e*W]] (43) 

Thus we can write 

’= (1+  ’* ”*e/W)[ß*Y*/L*]/(1+  ’ ”/eW*)[ßY/L] (44) 

Real imports are qJ and J is assumed – with W/W’* denoted as ” – to be a func-
tion of J(q, ”, Y)  

With respect to J, all three partial derivatives Jq , J ” and JY are positive; Jq re-
flects a demand shift effect since the quantity of imports will reduce when their 
price is raised relative to domestically-sold goods; J ” reflects the relative impor-
tance of wage income in overall income. JY is the familiar increase of imports re-
sulting from higher aggregate income. 

Hence, we paradoxically find that the ratio of real exports to real imports 
[XP**/P]/[qJ] could be positively influenced by the international nominal wage 
price ratio. A critical assumption here is that the price of exports indeed can be 
raised which is possible only under imperfect competition in international goods 
markets and if the firms of the countries considered sufficiently move up the qual-
ity ladder. Quality here includes product innovativeness.  

A simplified case in which we assume the quantity of imports not to be reacting 
to Y and q* (q*=1/q) – more or less the case in a country whose imports are 
dominated by natural resources (as is the case of Japan and a few other countries). 
We assume that the quantity exported is X=X( ”), where X is a negative function 
of ” and a positive function of process innovations v”; the quantity imported J is 
a positive function of ”. Net real exports X’ are given by 

X’ = [P**( ”,v”)X( ”)/P] – eP*J( ”)/P (45) 

Denoting E as an elasticity we get: 

dX’/d ” = [X/P][P**/ ”]EP**, ” + P**  X/ ”/P – q* J/ ”. (46) 

The expression dX’/d ” (note that the elasticity  might fall in absolute terms if 
” is increased again and again, which implies that there is an optimum wage 

pressure!) is positive only if the elasticity exceeds a critical value: 

Ep*,e” >-[ ”/X] X/ ”+[P/P**]q* J/ ”. (47) 

Whether this inequality is fulfilled is an empirical question. One may assume 
that this will only be the case if the firms of the respective country have strong 
performance in product innovations (OECD countries – or some of them). Even if 
dX’/d ” is positive, it is clear that there will be a positive link between Y and ”
only if a rise of ” has no critical negative effect on domestic absorption (e.g., a 
rise of ” could cause unemployment in the nontradables sectors). Assume that the 
unemployment rate negatively depends on process innovations A and positively 
on wage pressure as captured by ”. Denoting absorption by H’(u, ”) – where u 
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is the unemployment rate and for simplicity we may assume u=u( ”,A), with 
u/ ”>0, u/ A<0 – we have in a “Schumpeterian demand-oriented approach”: 

Y = H’(u( ”,A), ”, r) + [P**( ”, A)X( ”)/P] – eP*J( ”)/P (48) 

This equation is a quasi-equilibrium condition for the goods market. Denoting 
with lower case suffix a partial derivative, we get: 

dY=H’rdr+ H’uuAdA + H’ ”+H’uu ”+ X/P P**AdA

            +{[X/P][P**/ ”]EP**, ”+P**X ”/P–q*J ”}}d ”

(49) 

Within a simple framework, one may set dr=0 and dA=0 and then solve for 
dY/d ”. This expression in a nutshell suggests that there is an optimum wage 
pressure in countries catching-up: set dY/d ”=0 which yields the output-
maximizing wage rate (where we assume that the second derivative is negative). 
Note also that in the case that P**/ ”=0 – so that EP**, = 0 – net real exports are 
always negatively affected by wage pressure. Taking into account a simple real 
money demand equation m(Y,i,u) – where we assume mu>0 (as a rise of the un-
employment rate signals higher uncertainty and hence a rising real demand for li-
quidity: see ARTUS, 1989) – and stating the money market equilibrium condition, 
we have:  

M/P= m(Y,i,u) (50) 

As prices are sticky, we have assumed that process innovations will not reduce 
the domestic price level in the short run. For a constant domestic price level we 
get after differentiation: 

dM/P = mYdY + midi + mudu (51) 

Assuming zero inflation – in line with the assumption of a stable domestic price 
level P – and hence real interest rate r = nominal interest rate I, we obtain 

dr = [1/mi]dM/P – [mY/mi]dY – [mu/mi]du (52) 

Inserting this finding from the money market equilibrium in the goods market 
quasi-equilibrium condition, we get 

dY= [H’r/mi]dM/P– H’r[mY/mi]dY – H’r[mu/mi][u ”d ”+uAdA] 

        +[H’uuA+XAX/P]dA +{H’ ”+H’uu ”

+{[X/P][P**/ ”]EP**, ”+P**X ”/P–q*J ”}}d ”

(53) 

Ignoring for the moment any impact from the foreign exchange market, we can 
thus see some of the impact on Y. It is an empirical question of whether process 
innovations have a positive impact on Y, that is whether dY/dA>0. 

It is straightforward to determine the endogenous variables r, q and Y on the 
basis of the equilibrium conditions for the goods market, the money market and 
the foreign exchange market. The latter is given (using Q to denote real net capital 
imports which are assumed to positively depend on r/r* and q) by 
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Q(r/r*,q) = qJ – P**X’(…)/P (54) 

In a short term model, one would use the equilibrium condition as stated in 
(48); in the context of a medium term approach one would replace (48) by (36) 
and in a long term perspective (36’) which converges towards the traditional neo-
classical model. One should note that in the medium term framework and in the 
long term analysis we have to consider the impact of technological progress (A) 
on both the demand side and the supply side. The model would look more com-
plex if one would relax the assumption of a small open economy which faces no 
restrictions in exports to the world market. We thus have a fairly general macro-
economic approach which can accommodate different time horizons in a consis-
tent way. 

A serious problem could be that the optimum wage pressure is not necessarily 
consistent with full employment. However, government can be assumed to be able 
to also influence P**, namely by R&D promotion measures designed to stimulate 
product innovations in the tradables sector. With the goal of full employment it 
certainly is important to avoid excessive wage pressure (ex ante) and rather raise 
the marginal value-added in the tradables sector through adequate R&D promo-
tion. Wages will then adjust ex post to the rising marginal value-added. 

Finally it is interesting that a change of the real exchange rate q will affect net 
exports and investment in different ways. In a period of a fall in the real exchange 
rate – due to a relatively slow increase of the domestic price level – one will have 
a rise of net exports. At the same time, there will be a dampening effect on infla-
tion, which drives up the real interest rate. In countries which are catching up eco-
nomically, the real exchange rate is likely to temporarily increase so that net ex-
ports are dampened while domestic investment increases. This development 
should not be interpreted as simply a loss of international competitiveness since a 
major driver behind this development is, according to the Balassa-Samuelson ef-
fect, the natural adjustment of relative prices within a long term economic adjust-
ment process. For small open economies acting in a system of flexible exchange 
rates there will be the long term policy option to adopt a restrictive monetary pol-
icy so that domestic absorption will be reduced through rising real interest rates; at 
the same time net exports will increase.  

Economic catching-up (associated with both supply-side effects and demand 
dynamics) is subsequently understood as moving up the technology ladder of 
products (i.e., the adoption of more sophisticated quality products over time). 
Product innovation rates will largely be considered as exogenous so that we leave 
open the explanation as to why and at what time firms in the respective countries 
will upgrade product assortments (e.g., this may be linked to foreign direct in-
vestment inflows or to a rise in the ratio of government expenditures on research 
and development relative to GDP). The analytical focus will be on a one sector 
model or a two sector approach with tradables and nontradables. Moving up the 
technology ladder thus means that the share of high quality products in overall ex-
ports or total output is increased in the respective transition country. An interest-
ing theoretical challenge is to consider both product and process innovations 
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which we will undertake in one simple model – a more refined approach includes 
endogenous process innovation (and possibly endogenous product innovations). 

While political reforms in transition countries affect opportunities for economic 
growth, there are naturally favourable prospects of economic catching up in the 
context of economic opening up. Once those countries have opened up for trade 
and capital flows they can benefit from: 

competitive pressure from world markets stimulating efficiency-enhancing 
economic restructuring; 
productivity-stimulating effects from OECD imports of intermediate products 
used for the production of final goods, including export goods; 
import of investment goods with embodied technological progress; 
exploitation of scale economies in the context of rising exports in scale-
intensive industries; 
inflows of foreign direct investment (FDI) which raise the capital stock in the 
case of greenfield investment and raise factor productivity in the context of in-
ternational mergers and acquisitions. 

For economic analysis, it is rather useful to make a distinction between the non-
tradableses (N-) and the tradables (T-)sector.  

Rising trade will naturally only affect the tradables sector, however the trad-
ables sector will typically be the main impulse for structural change. 
FDI inflows can be in both the T-sector and the N-sector. A major effect of FDI 
inflows should be productivity growth. The structure of FDI inflows will thus 
partly determine the relative price of tradables, namely to the extent that pro-
ductivity determines the relative price. If FDI affects both sectors in a parallel 
way with respect to productivity growth, we should expect a smaller rise in the 
relative price of nontradables compared to the case that FDI inflows are con-
centrated in the tradables sector. 

D.7 Medium Term Approach to Product Innovations, Output and the 
Exchange Rate 

As countries catch up, the export-GDP and the import-GDP ratio will grow while 
the share of intra-industrial trade increase. Moreover, foreign direct investment in-
flows will rise and in the long run there will typically be two-way FDI flows. 
Firms will become more innovative and will emphasize product innovations; the 
rate of product innovations will be denoted as v. Note that the term product inno-
vation is understood here in the sense that the respective product is new from the 
perspective of the respective catching-up country (from the perspective of a global 
technology leader country this looks like product imitation). The term v may be 
understood as the country’s product innovations relative to that of foreign coun-
tries: v is a stock variable, that is the share of product innovations given the over-
all number of products no. In the following analysis we will raise the issue of how 
product innovations will affect output, the interest rate and the exchange rate. The 
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following macroeconomic model set up is a “Schumpeter-Keynes” approach in the 
sense that product innovations are integrated into the familiar Mundell-Fleming 
model. Hence the price level at home and abroad is given. 

As regards the goods market our basic assumption is that investment I is a func-
tion of the real interest rate at home I and abroad (r*), the real exchange rate 
q*(that is eP*/P) – following the FROOT/STEIN argument – and the product in-
novation rate v, which is exogenous in the model. Hence we implicitly assume a 
model with foreign direct investment inflows. Moreover, we basically assume that 
new products can be produced only with new equipment so that investment is a 
positive function of v. Consumption is also assumed to be a positive function of v; 
and a positive function of disposable income Y(1- ) and of real money balances 
M/P so that we have a real balance effect in the consumption function. Net exports 
X’ are assumed to be a positive function of Y*, q* and v, but a negative function 
of Y. As regards the money market we assume that the real demand for money m 
depends positively on Y and v – the latter as a higher rate of product innovations 
suggests that the marginal utility of holding liquidity increases for consumers 
looking for shopping opportunities of innovative goods; m depends negatively on 
the nominal interest rate I which is equal to r plus the expected inflation rate (as-
sumed here to be zero).  

The foreign exchange rate market equilibrium requires here that net capital im-
ports Q(i/i*, v, q*) – with positive partial derivatives of Q with respect to both i/i*, 
q* and to v – plus net exports of goods and services are equal to zero. Net capital 
imports react positively to a real depreciation in line with the FROOT/STEIN ar-
gument. Net capital imports are assumed to depend positively on v because a 
higher rate of product innovations will stimulate FDI inflows. Foreign investors 
become more active as they anticipate higher profit opportunities. Linearizing the 
consumption function as  

C= c(1- )Y +c’(M/P) + c”v (55a) 

and using a simple investment function for an open economy (with foreign direct 
investment inflows so that investment depends both on the domestic real interest 
rate and the foreign interest rate and the real exchange rate in line with the 
FROOT-STEIN argument) 

I= –hr – h’r* + h”v + h”’q* (55b) 

and a net export function  

X’= xq* + x’Y*/Y +x”v (55c) 

we have the following three equations (56, 57, 58) as the equilibrium condition in 
the goods market, the money market and the foreign exchange market, respec-
tively (G is real government expenditures): 

Y= c(1- )Y+c’(M/P) +c”v + G –hr – h’r* + h”v + h”’q* + xq* +       
x’Y*/Y +x”v                                                                           [IS] 

(56) 
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M/P=m(Y,r,v)                                                                         [LM] (57) 

Q(i/i*, v, q*) + xq* + x’Y*/Y +x”v =0                                  [ZZ] (58) 

Product innovations shift the IS curve to the right, the LM curve to the left and 
the ZZ curve downwards. The latter holds since net exports of goods and services 
increases as a consequence of a higher v. An initial negative trade balance will 
thus be reduced so that required net capital imports fall. If one assumes that for-
eign direct investment inflows and hence Q depends positively on Y/Y* – that is 
the relative size of the market –, the implication is that the balance of payments 
equilibrium curve (ZZ) can have a zero slope even if Q/ (i/i*) is not infinite in 
absolute terms, and hence the domestic interest rate could diverge from the foreign 
interest rate. 

If mv is zero, the LM curve is not directly affected by a change of v so that 
product innovations clearly raise both equilibrium output and the interest rate. Un-
der flexible exchange rates, there will be an appreciation of the currency in point 
E1 – as this point is above the ZZ line – so that the IS1 curve (driven by reduced 
net exports of goods and services) shifts a little to the left (IS2) while the ZZ1
curve shifts upwards (ZZ2). It remains true that product innovations raise the out-
put level and the real interest rate and contribute to a current account surplus. This 
situation could continue until a new intersection point in the initial equilibrium Eo
(note that in a system of fixed exchange rates, point E1 implies higher net capital 
inflows and an excess supply in the foreign exchange market) is observed. The 
stock of money M will increase, and the LM-curve and the IS-curve – the latter 
due to higher consumption – will shift to the right). 
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Fig. 35. Rise of Product Innovations in the Mundell-Fleming Model 

This, however, does not mean that government promotion of policy innovation 
is inefficient since in a medium term perspective, the capital stock K will increase 
as the consequence of net investment – actually increased net investment in the 
context of product innovations. Indeed, a modified simple medium term model 
could consider that consumption C= c(1- )Y+c’[(M/P)+(P’/P)K] +c”v where the 
term c’[…] is a broader real wealth effect on consumption, namely including the 
real value of capital stock; P’/P is the ratio of the stock market price index P’ to 
the output price index P. A consistent medium term export function would read 
X= xq* + x’Y*/Y +x”v + x”’K where the term x”’K (with x”’>0) is a supply shift 
variable in the export sector. This term will then shift both the IS curve to the right 
and the ZZ curve downwards as K is raised. Thus the general equilibrium point in 
our diagram will shift to the right over time where we assume that monetary pol-
icy raises the money supply in parallel with the capital stock K so that medium 
term money supply equilibrium is given for the case of an income elasticity of 
output of unity by the simple equation (M/P)/K = [Y/K]m’(i,v). In a non-
inflationary economy it is equal to the real interest rate r which under profit 
maximization and a Cobb-Douglas production function Y=KßAL1-ß (with L stand-
ing for labor and A for Harrod-neutral technological progress) is equal to ßY/K so 
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that Y/K=r/ß. Hence a monetary policy strategy which aims at a constant ratio 
[M/P]/K is then consistent with a constant money demand {[r/ß]m’(i,v)} – assum-
ing that v, i and r are constant; they have reached an equilibrium value. An inter-
esting long term question concerns the relation between product innovations v and 
the process innovations A. If A is a positive function of v – since new products 
can often be produced only with new equipment (and the innovation system may 
be assumed to be responsive to the higher demand for A) – an exogenous rate of 
product innovations dv/dt>0 would indeed generate a continuous growth process. 
A more realistic picture would emerge if we would also consider a quasi-
depreciation rate of the stock of product innovations or a vintage type approach to 
product innovations so that in each period the oldest product generation is re-
moved from the shelf and production.

As endogenous variables we have Y, r and e (changes in e stand for a real ex-
change rate change as long as P or P* do not change). So we are interested in the 
medium term multipliers for Y, r and e with respect to v, the product innovation 
rate. Using Kramer’s rule we obtain (with  = i/i*) after differentiation of (II), 
(III), (IV): 

dY/dv > 0 (sufficient condition is mv=0) (59a) 

dr/dv > 0 (sufficient condition is mv=0) (59b) 

de/dv <0 if (see appendix; the system determinant is negative; the fol-
lowing expression reveals that the nominator expression of the multi-
plier de/dv) Q and rm are sufficiently small so that   

(59c) 
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and *Y exceeding *
0Y (home country is relatively small). Product innovations will 

bring about a real appreciation; one may also note that it raises equilibrium output. 
This is much in line with the original reflections of Schumpeter who argued that 
firms facing the pressure of economic recession will launch new products in order 
to generate more sales. From a policy perspective, our analysis suggests that gov-
ernment could stimulate product innovations in recessions in order to raise output; 
indeed one may split government expenditures G into government consumption 
G’ plus government R&D support (G”) for product innovations. Such an approach 
is certainly rather appropriate in countries catching-up, as for them a higher rate of 
product innovations largely means to accelerate the speed of international imita-
tions of foreign product innovations. As regards advanced countries it is question-
able whether higher government R&D subsidies could strongly stimulate product 
innovations in the short term so as to easily overcome a recession. At the bottom 
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line, the model presented clearly suggests that the structural breakdown of gov-
ernment expenditures is crucial. Since the ratio of R&D expenditures to GDP has 
increased over the long run in OECD countries, it is obvious that innovation issues 
have become more important while standard macroeconomic modelling largely 
ignores innovation issues. 

Total Multiplier Effect 

The distinction between different types of government expenditures is crucial as 
we will subsequently show and is totally ignored in the traditional macro models. 
Real government expenditure G is split here into government consumption G’ and 
expenditures G” on the promotion of product innovations: 

G = G’ + G” (61)

Expenditures on the promotion of product innovations mean in the case of lead-
ing OECD countries that development of true product innovations is stimulated 
and no short-run results can be expected. However, for catching-up countries this 
could mainly refer to the acceleration of imitation of foreign product innovations 
which in many cases should be possible within one or two years. We subsequently 
assume that there is a link between government expenditures on research & devel-
opment – with a focus on product innovations – that can be described by 

v= G” (62) 

Hence we have a link between two exogenous variables. As regards multipliers 
for G” they clearly differ from that for G’ since a change in G” will not only affect 
aggregate demand (direct impact) but also the product innovation rate v (indirect 
impact) so that the overall multiplier for any endogenous variable Zi (=Y, r, e) can 
be written as 

dZi/dG“ = [dZi/dG] + dZi/dv (63) 

is the same for dG=dG’ and dG=dG”, but the second term is relevant only with re-
spect to a change of G”. The output multiplier dY/dG” for a rise of G” is clearly 
larger than that for a rise of government consumption G’.   

There is another link between exogenous variables in the context of product in-
novations which imply an effective fall of the price level P – a problem which 
theoretically comes under the heading of hedonic price measurement. Using a 
simple approach – with the hedonic parameter H (H>0) – we can thus write 

dP = -Hdv (64) 

Product innovations are indeed a non-monetary aspect of the price level. At the 
bottom line the complete multiplier analysis for the impact of a rise of G” is given 
by 

dZi/dG“ = [dZi/dG] + dZi/dv –HdZi/dP (65) 
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The following graphical analysis shows both the direct effect of a rise in gov-
ernment expenditures promoting product innovations and the indirect effects of 
this policy which consists of a double rightward shift of the IS curve related to the 
impact of G” on v and of v on P and M/P, respectively; the effective rise of M/P 
amounts to a hedonic real balance effect. Moreover, there is a rightward shift of 
the LM curve which is to say that product innovations are equivalent to a rise of 
M/P unless there is a dominant money demand effect. 

In a more general perspective, it is true that the impact of v on P must be con-
sidered with respect to all multipliers dZi/dv so that these multipliers are com-
posed of a direct effect and an indirect effect related to a change of the price level. 
Thus a consistent analysis of the multipliers for Y, r and e is achieved. As regards 
the change in the “hedonically-adjusted” real exchange rate, one has to take into 
account that d(eP*/P) is given for a constant foreign price level P*, normalized to 
unity by (1/P)de/dv– (e/P2)dP/dv. Our analysis offers a new and broader analytical 
picture of important policy issues. 
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Fig. 36. Direct and Indirect Effects of Product Innovation 
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D.8 Economic Catching-up and Long Term Real Exchange Rate 
Dynamics 

From a theoretical perspective, we expect a long-term real appreciation of the cur-
rency of accession countries which are assumed to catch up in economic and tech-
nological terms with EU-15. Thus, the Balassa-Samuelson effect would work. 
However, how will this effect indeed be realized? One may ask whether it is 
mainly a nominal appreciation which brings about the BS effect, thereby requiring 
flexible exchange rates or whether it is a rise in price level relative to the foreign 
price level (in a setting with a constant or stable nominal exchange rate). A rise in 
the domestic price level could bring problems with respect to the inflation conver-
gence criterion and the interest rate convergence criterion of European Economic 
and Monetary Union. From this perspective, it is clear that countries eager to join 
the monetary union quickly might prefer an extended period of flexible exchange 
rates and enter the Euro zone only after a transition period of several years.  

A Simple Long-Term Approach 

In the following approach, we assume that net exports X’ positively influence the 
real exchange rate q=:[P/(eP*] (parameter b>0) and that it is a negative function of 
the relative innovation differential a*”. On the link between the real exchange rate 
and the current account, consistent models are available. A relative rise of innova-
tiveness abroad (country II) – we focus here mainly on product innovations – will 
lead to relatively lower export prices of country I. The prospects for technological 
catching-up depend on technology policy and education policy, and both can be 
expected to negatively depend on the share of the natural resource sector in the 
overall economy. As regards the link between q and a*”, one may also note that 
net capital exports will be larger the higher our a*” is (i.e., a technological pro-
gress differential in favor of the foreign country). Here we assume a*” to be an 
exogenous variable. Hence we find the following: 

dq/dt = bX’ – a*”q (66) 

We furthermore assume that net exports negatively depend on q where the elas-
ticity  is negative. Hence, we have:  

X’ = q (with 0) (67) 

This leads to the following Bernoullian differential equation for q(t): 

dq/dt = bq – a*”q (68) 

In the subsequent graph, we have drawn the first right hand side expression as 
the BB line and the second expression as the AA line. For given parameters, there 
will be a monotonous real appreciation (see the QQ-line). With Co determined 
from initial conditions and e’ denoting the Euler number, the solution of the dif-
ferential equation is: 
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q(t) = {Coe’-a*(1- )t + b/a*”}1/(1- ) (69) 

This equation is convergent for q. Hence we have an equation for the long-term 
real exchange rate with q converging and thus has the steady state value (for t ap-
proaching infinity) q#: 

q#= (b/a*”) 1/(1- ) (70) 

For a small, open – non-innovative (!) – economy facing an infinite price elas-
ticity in export markets, the equilibrium real exchange rate is clearly unity (see 
equation 70). If the export demand elasticity is zero, thereby reflecting the extreme 
case of a country exporting a very large share of high technology goods, we find 
that:

q# = b/a”* (case of high technology dominance in exports) (71) 

If the absolute value of  is unity, we would get as the steady state value 
q#=(b/a”*)1/2. Clearly, technological catching-up with a*’ being reduced will lead 
to downward rotation of the AA curve (AA1 in Fig. 7b). Technological upgrading 
could also go along with a fall in the absolute value of the price elasticity. Both 
elements could occur simultaneously. 

Take Eo as the starting point. If there is only a fall in price elasticity (in absolute 
terms), the rotation of the hyperbola indicates that there will be a real depreciation 
effect. Next we take a look at the fall of a*”. Taking E0 as the starting point, we 
observe a real appreciation in point E01. Catching-up of the home country is also 
associated with a rise in the share of technology intensive goods. Should catching-
up go along with a higher share of (medium-) technology intensive goods (e.g., 
due to foreign investors increasingly producing product cycle goods in modern 
plants for exports to world markets), we find a rotation of the BB curve, since the 
price elasticity – in absolute terms – of exports is falling (BB1). This elasticity ef-
fect will dampen the real appreciation so that E1 is the final equilibrium point. If, 
however, the reduction of the technology gap is relatively strong (intersection 
point of AA is to the right of point F), the reduction of the absolute price elasticity 
will reinforce the real appreciation effect. Note that there may be cases when a*” 
rise and the price elasticity falls in absolute terms. 
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From an empirical perspective, we may expect that countries opening up will 
liberalize trade and adopt internal modernization measures which help to raise per 
capita income in the medium term. This would help to stimulate capital inflows (in 
particular FDI inflows) so that per capita output will further increase. (Per capita 
GNP might increase more slowly than per capita GDP, however, since rising FDI 
inflows could raise the share of profit transfers relative to GDP.) As per capita in-
come y rises, the share of intra-industrial trade should increase, accompanied by 
intensified competition. The latter, in turn, should stimulate static efficiency gains 
as well as innovation, and government policy may then stimulate innovation 
through subsidies for research and development. 

As a possible further analytical step, consider the following modifications. We 
restate our basic equation by focusing on x’ which is per capita net exports and as-
suming that b is a function of the capital intensity k’ – where k’=K/(AL) which is 
capital per efficiency unit of labor (A standing for Harrod neutral technological 
progress) because net exports will contribute to an appreciation the higher the 
capital intensity for a given net export x’ is. We thus have 

dq/dt = b(k’)[x’] – a”*q (66’) 

We specify  

b(k’)= b’k’  (66”) 

Moreover, we state a modified neoclassical accumulation dynamic which includes 
foreign direct investment inflows F’ per unit of labor in efficiency unit which we 
assume to be proportionate to y’=-Y/(AL) in the following way: 

F/(AL)= f(q)y’= q y’ (67’) 

The parameter  is – in line with the FROOT-STEIN argument – negative. As-
suming a simple savings function S (where the real exchange rate affects savings 
but we make no a priori assumption about the partial derivative; with a net foreign 
debt position, a rise in q reduces the burden of the debt and thus might raise the 
ability to save, with an international net creditor position a rise in q could reduce 
the savings rate – ultimately, all this is an empirical issue) we have 

S = sq Y (68’) 

The modified neoclassical equilibrium condition is therefore: 

K + (dK/dt) = sq Y  + F’ (69’) 

Dividing by AL and taking into account (II’) and using a Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function y’=k’ß (this production function might include – as a kind of 
positive external effect of household’s money holdings – real money balances M/P 
if M/P=1) yields  

dk’/dt +[n+a+ ]k = sq k’ ß + q k’ ß (70’) 

Note that using the equilibrium condition equation (III’) implies that invest-
ment is linked to output and the real exchange rate, but one should note that this 
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equilibrium perspective is also fully compatibly with an investment function 
I(Y,q) in a disequilibrium approach. We define x’ as net exports per efficiency 
unit of labor and now assume that x’= q . The accumulation dynamics for the 
capital stock are governed by: 

dk’/dt = [sq +q ]k’ß – [n+ +a]k’ (71’) 

An analytical solution of this pair of differential equations is quite complex. If a 
steady state for k,q exists, then we can solve this by setting dk’/dt =0 and dq/dt=0: 

q# = [b’k’ / a”*]1/(1- ) (72) 

A solution of (VI’) is rather easy if we take a look at the special case = :

k’# = {[(s+1)q ]/[n+ +a]}1/1- ß (73) 

k’# = {[(s+1)(b’k’ / a”*) ’ ]/[n+ +a]}1/1- ß; we define 1/(1- )= ’ (74) 

From this we have  

k’# ’/(1- ß) = {[(s+1)(b’/a”*) ’ ]/[n+ +a]}1/1- ß (75) 

There is a problem with the interpretation of output Y (or Y/AL) when we have 
product innovations. However, one may assume that true output Y” – a hedoni-
cally-deflated nominal output variable – can be written as Yqµ, since q is strictly a 
negative function of a”* (the parameter µ is positive). 

A potential variant of this model would be to endogenize the rate of product in-
novations (e.g., by making it dependent on the per capita income and the real ex-
change rate). This would be a new line of research in endogenous growth model-
ling. Moreover, the model can be linked to endogenous growth theory based on 
endogenous process innovations (e.g. WELFENS, 2003). 

D.9 Policy Implications 

Policy conclusions can be drawn on the basis of theoretical analysis and empirical 
analysis. As regards the latter, WELFENS/BORBÉLY (2004) have pointed out 
links between the foreign exchange market and the stock market. From this per-
spective both overshooting phenomena in foreign exchange markets and in stock 
markets can cause considerable temporary volatility. Moreover, it has been shown 
(JUNGMITTAG, 2004) that poor countries such as Spain and Ireland have been 
able to catch up technologically over time, while Portugal and Greece stand for a 
much more modest catching-up record in the EU-15. From this perspective, it is 
obvious that there is no easy path toward sustained technological and economic 
catching-up in Europe. 

According to the approach presented here, the size of markets/countries and the 
share of relatively rich households in overall households is important for quasi-
Balassa-Samuelson effects. Hence the price of tradables in poor countries will not 
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show a uniform pace of convergence towards the price of tradables across leading 
EU or OECD countries. 

Government should stimulate and encourage the upgrading of human capital 
and cross-sectoral labor mobility as well as foreign direct investment inflows. The 
upgrading of export products could take place not only through the presence of 
multinational companies and R&D promotion – of national or supranational poli-
cymakers – but also through a rising share of sophisticated intermediate imports 
(in this respect, EU-15 offers broad opportunities for EU accession countries in 
eastern Europe). 

Theoretical analysis has shown that a real appreciation of the currency – in a 
country catching up economically – can have several major effects (see Fig. 19): 

it reduces the costs of capital; 
it reduces foreign direct investment inflows, but it has an ambiguous effect on 
output per capita; 
it stimulates product upgrading in the tradables sectors. However, it is unrealis-
tic to assume that firms can quickly upgrade export products in terms of quality 
or product innovativeness. The adjustment time or learning phase required typi-
cally depends on the general ability of firms to adjust, the level of technological 
sophistication already acquired (and hence the presence of foreign investors) 
and the share of skilled workers available. A sudden strong real appreciation 
should be avoided, as the supply-side responsiveness of firms can cope only 
with limited exchange rate pressure. Moreover, as real appreciation tends to re-
duce foreign direct investment inflows, phases of sudden and strong real appre-
ciation could become a problem for an accession country (and this all the more 
the higher initial trade balance deficit is); 
it raises net imports of goods and services in the medium term – after the initial 
negative J-curve effect;. 
it could reduce the inflation rate (a topic not much dealt with here) 
it reduces net foreign debt. 

Real 
Appreciation 

Monetary Policy 

Fiscal Policy 
Exchange Rate 

Regime

Lowers 
Cost of 
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Foreign Debt

Fig. 38. Effects of a Real Appreciation 



E. Macroeconomic Aspects of Opening up, 
Unemployment, Growth and Transition  

E.1 Introduction 

Economic opening up has been a natural element of systemic transformation in the 
former Soviet Union and the smaller post socialist countries of Eastern Europe. 
Anticipating EU eastern enlargement, eastern European transition countries have 
reoriented the regional focus of trade towards the EU-15 countries. The change in 
regional orientation coincided with changes in the structure of output and trade. 
As regards structural change of exports, several countries underwent rapid struc-
tural change and achieved gradually improved RCAs (revealed comparative ad-
vantage) in non-labor intensive sectors (BORBÉLY, 2004). 

After high inflation rates and a massive transformational recession in the early 
transition stage – reflecting obsolescence of part of the capital stock and adjust-
ment costs in the course of restructuring – in the first transition stage, most transi-
tion countries have achieved considerable economic growth. Countries with rela-
tively low per capita income, a well educated labor force and a functioning 
banking system should indeed be able to record considerable economic growth if 
stable and efficient institutions, competitive pressure and opening up are com-
bined in a sustained manner. It is not easy for transition countries with a young 
democracy to come up with the right combination of constitutional foundations 
and efficiency enhancing political learning, in particular since governments eager 
to generate quick improvement in some fields might favour short-term political 
action over long term growth strategies. 

The analysis will focus on economic catching-up in the sense that we consider 
economies which become open for trade, foreign direct investment flows and 
technology transfer. Attracting rising FDI inflows – those often are associated 
with international technology transfer – has been not only a major element of EU 
eastern enlargement but of southern EU enlargement as well. FDI inflows have 
two major effects for the host country: It raises capital intensity and thus – accord-
ing to the Rybczynski theorem - implies that the production of capital intensive 
goods should increase. If such sectors dominate wage bargaining, the parallel in-
crease in labor productivity should lead to high general wage increases which in 
turn could lead to unemployment outside of capital intensive sectors. From an EU-
15 perspective, high FDI outflows towards the transition countries imply a con-
tinuous outsourcing of manufacturing value-added in tradables sectors Ti (i=1, 
2…n) towards EU accession countries (as well as Ukraine and Russia). This verti-
cal FDI outflow from Western Europe is likely to improve global international 
competitiveness of firms from EU15 countries. Thus one may anticipate that re-
vealed comparative advantages (RCAs) of EU15 countries in transatlantic trade 
are positively correlated with those fields n, n’, n” in which accession countries 
have a positive RCA in trade with EU15. At the same time, growing vertical FDI 
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could lead to a convergence of sectoral export specialization – a process which is 
likely to be reinforced by economic catching-up in eastern Europe and the associ-
ated relative rise of intra-industrial trade. The relative rise of the nontradables 
price in accession countries will, however, raise the relative share of nontradables 
production so that the development of production specialization in eastern Europe 
could diverge from export specialization. 

We assume that the first stage of economic opening up is accompanied by a rise 
of price elasticities, however, in a second transition stage during which firms in-
creasingly specialize in more technology intensive (and less price sensitive) prod-
ucts, requiring a higher share of sunk costs in investment, labor demand elasticity 
will be assumed to fall. As regards innovations we will focus partly on process in-
novations, but more important here are product innovations in countries catching-
up. Product innovations are new for the respective poor country but not new to the 
world economy so that from the perspective of a leading global economy we focus 
on international diffusion phenomena. The following analysis presents certain ana-
lytical building blocs but not an integrated model, although one may combine the 
various blocs to a consistent meta model. Moreover, there will be no microeco-
nomic foundations of behaviour at the macroeconomic level; this certainly is pos-
sible but as we will consider only minor – but powerful – modifications of well-
known models we are not so much interested in the aspects of microeconomic 
foundations.  

We will not deal much with the issue of international economic convergence – 
that is convergence of per capita national income across countries - except for an 
important observation: Since GDP (Y) is equal to real wage income wL (w is the 
real wage rate, L is employment, K is capital, k=: K/L and * denotes foreign vari-
ables) it holds for per capita income y=:Y/L and y*, respectively that  

y = w + rk (1) 

y* = w* + r*k* (2) 

Assume that country I (home country which is assumed to have a relatively low 
per capita income) and country II product according to a Cobb-Douglas produc-
tion function, then we will have  

y= kß (3) 

y*=k*ß*. (4) 

The only explanation for temporary international differences in per capita in-
come is a difference in capital intensity. If we consider an open economy with free 
trade and free flows of technological knowledge such that ß=ß* (a mysterious im-
plication of the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson [HOS] approach which assumes that 
there is no factor mobility), we will have – according to the HOS approach - con-
vergence of relative factor rewards which in combination with the assumption of 
profit maximization leads to w=YL (YL is marginal product of labor; YK is the 
marginal product of capital) and r=YK and w*=YL*=w and r*=YK*=r. Since the 
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optimum capital intensity k depends on w/r (abroad: k* depends on w*/r*), it is 
clear that – in line with neoclassical growth theory – there will be a convergence 
of capital intensities across countries. Which adjustment mechanism will bring 
about this result? We suggest that the mechanism is the Balassa-Samuelson effect 
which says that the relatively poor country – with the relatively low capital inten-
sity – will witness a real appreciation in the course of economic catching-up, and 
the real appreciation in turn is linked to changes in the relative price of nontrad-
ables (the nontradables price relative to the tradables price in a poor country is 
lower than in a rich country: as relative per capita income rises the relative price 
of nontradables will rise, too). The real exchange rate eP*/P will fall over time, 
which in a system of flexible exchange rates could mean that there is a fall of the 
nominal exchange rate (e) of country I while the foreign level (P*) and the domes-
tic price level (P) are constant; alternatively both e, P* and P could change ade-
quately. From the perspective of country II which is capital abundant (initially 
k*>k), the profit rate ’ for an investment in country II and in I are in the case of 
constant price levels: 

r*=YK*= ’ (5) 

{[de*/dt]/e*}P/P* + YK = ’* (6) 

Profit maximization in a model with both capital mobility and foreign direct in-
vestment implies ’*= ’. The real depreciation of the country II currency – the 
rise of e* - implies that investment of firms from country II in country I will gen-
erate a higher profit rate than for domestic investors from country I. As long as the 
real depreciation of the country II currency continues as long will there be a spe-
cial incentive for foreigners to invest in country I. Until finally y approaches y* 
and hence YK=YK*=r*=r. From this perspective, a new open economy model with 
trade in investment goods and asymmetric foreign direct investment lets one ex-
pect that convergence will take place faster than without foreign direct investment 
(in the HOS model the convergence of relative and absolute factor rewards can 
occur even if the two tradable goods considered are consumption goods). 

As regards the links between trade and growth, the HOS model might be mis-
leading to the extent that the real world is characterized by high mobility of capi-
tal, namely foreign direct investment. Moreover, part of the changes in eastern 
Europe and Russia take place in a period of a strong rise of oil and gas prices – 
those prices increased strongly after 2000. According to the Samuelson Stolper 
theorem the price of capital – which we assume to be the factor intensively used in 
the oil and gas sector – will increase in Europe. This in turn could stimulate in-
vestment in the long run. 
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E.2 Growth, Trade and Innovation 

E.2.1 New Production Function for Open Economies 

Economic growth in open economies is only partly understood, and modelling it 
in a consistent way is not easy. Consistent modelling is, however, crucial if one is 
to understand the dynamics of international economic catching-up. The standard 
neoclassical growth theory is a consistent analytical tool for simple growth analy-
sis in closed economies, however, is unsatisfactory with respect to the role of trade 
and some other key aspects. A straightforward way to improve growth modelling -
for the case of a country catching-up - and to combine the supply side with the in-
ternational demand side may be suggested as follows: 

Consider the fact that import competition in many countries contributes to 
competitive pressure which in turn stimulates specialization as well as effi-
ciency gains. Hence output should be a function not only of capital and labor 
inputs but of the ratio of imports J to national income Y. We assume that J= 
V(q*)Y where q* is the real exchange rate eP*/P. Specifically we can specify 
J= jq* ”Y where ” 0. Subsequently we will use for simplicity J=jY, and j ’ in-
dicates the impact of import competition on output 
Take into account that the higher the share of exports X in national income Y 
the higher competitive pressure from global markets will be. This implies that 
we will use a production function in which not only capital K and labor L enter 
but also x:=X/Y. We will assume as a simple export function that X= q* Y*  so 
that X/Y = q* Y* /Y
Take into account that the use of telecommunications stimulates the diffusion 
of knowledge so that telecommunications density T’ (a proxy variable for the 
use of telecommunications) – the number of access lines per capita – has a 
positive impact on national output Y
Consider the impact of (cumulated) R&D expenditures F’. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we will ignore the problem of accumulation of R&D expenditures. 
Moreover, to stay as simple as possible, we will assume that F’ is an exogenous 
variable chosen by government – effectively we have government R&D promo-
tion here. 

Thus we can state as (assuming Harrod-neutral technological progress A(t) and 
f as a parameter to indicate the impact of F on output) the macroeconomic produc-
tion function where we assume ß”=1-ß’: 

Y = F’f Kß’ T’  [AL]ß”x  j ’ (7) 

Hence

Y[1+ ] = F’f Kß’ T’  [AL]ß”X  j ’ (8) 

Y[1+ ] =  F’f Kß’ T’  [AL]ß”X  j ’ (9) 

We denote ß’/[1+ ] =:ß, f/[1+ ]=:f’, /[1+ ]=: ’, ”/[1+ ]= : ”’, /[1+ ] = : ’, 
/[1+ ] = : ’.
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Y = F’f’ Kß  T’ ’ [AL]1-ß[q* ’Y * ” j ”’] (10) 

Thus we have a production function which looks like a Cobb-Douglas function 
with both a Harrod-neutral progress A and a Hicks-neutral technological pro-
gress ; the relevant “parameter” for the latter is [F’f’ T’ ’ q* ’Y* ” j ”]. Note that 
per capita income y=:Y/L is (with k=:K/L) given by 

y = F’f’ kß T’ ’ [A]1-ß[q* ’Y* ” j ”’] (11) 

As one can see, the import-GDP ratio j will only affect the level of per capita 
output y, but not the growth rate - unless one would specify that A=A(j,…); note, 
however, that the balance of payments equilibrium constraints implicity suggests 
that trade positively affects both the level of output and the growth rate. Output 
per efficiency unit of labor (y’=: Y/[AL]; and k’=: K/[AL]) is given by 

y’ = F’f’ k’ß T’ ’ [q* ’Y* ” j ”] (12) 

Assuming a constant growth rate of A(t), namely dlnA/dt= a, per capita income 
grows (with e’ denoting the Euler number) according to : 

y=Aoe’at F’f’ k’ß T’  ‘[q* ’Y* ” j ”’] (13) 

Assuming a constant import-GDP ratio j this equation implies for the growth rate 
(g) of per capita income y=:Y/L (the exogenous growth rate of L is denoted as n): 

gy = a + f’gF’ + ’gT’+ ßgK –ßn + ’gq* + ”gY* (14) 

We assume profit maximization so that the marginal product of capital YK – under 
Cobb-Douglas it is equal to ßY/K – is equal to the real interest rate, or: 

r=ßY/K (15) 

Since we can rewrite [dK/dt]/K as [[dK/dt]/Y][Y/K] and since we assume that 
savings S are proportionate to national income Y – that is S=sY– and that S equals 
gross investment dK/dt+ K (  is the depreciation rate of capital) we have: 

gy = a + f’gF’ + ’gT’+ ß[sr/ß –  -n] + ’gq* + ”gY* (16) 

If one assumes that the savings rate depends on the real interest rate r and on 
the ratio of real money balances per capita to real income per capita so that s=s(r, 
m/Y) - namely that s is rising until a critical ratio m/Y is achieved, beyond this 
point s is a negative function of m/Y – we can state: 

gy = a + f’gF’ + ’gT’+ s(r, m/y)r –ß  –ßn  + ’gq* + ”gY* (17) 

Note that since the real demand for money balances m is assumed to depend on 
the nominal interest rate i which in turn is the sum r and the anticipated inflation 
rate ’ – assume the inflation rate to be zero here - we can restate the above equa-
tion as: 

gy = a + f’gF’ + ’gT’ + s’(r,y) r  -ß  -ßn + ’gq* + ”gY* (18) 

A simple specification for the function s’ is  
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s’=s”(r)/y  (19) 

and hence we have 

gy = a + f’gF’ + ’gT’+ s’(r) r/y -ß  –ßn + ’gq* + ”gY* (20) 

In a small open economy with free capital flows, r will be equal to r*. The above 
equation is a differential equation in y. 

dy/dt - [a + f’gF’ + ’gT’- ß   - ßn + + ’gq* + ”gY* ]y = s”(r*)r* (21) 

Hence we have (with C’ denoting a constant to be obtained from initial condi-
tions) : 

y(t) =C’e’[a + f’gF’ + ’gT’– ß  -ßn + ’gq* + ”gY* ]t -s”(r*)r/[a+f’gF’+ ’gT’-ß   -
ßn+ ’gq* + ”gY* ]

(22) 

The growth rate of per capita income is higher the higher parameter a is, the 
higher the growth rate of R&D expenditures is, the higher the growth rate of tele-
communication density is, the higher foreign output growth is and the higher the 
real depreciation rate is. Note that according to the Balassa-Samuelson effect, 
there will be a continuous real appreciation in an open economy with tradables 
and nontradables, which would therefore slow down economic growth. 

There will be permanent growth of per capita income if   

[a + f’gF’ + ’gT’+ ’gq* + ”gY* ]> ß[  + n] (23) 

Besides empirical issues, the only major theoretical issue is to endogenize pa-
rameter a. However, it is obvious that government has an impact on economic 
growth, in particular through the growth rate of real R&D expenditures and the 
growth rate of telecommunications services, which will depend not least on gov-
ernment policies with respect to the allocation of scarce spectrum for mobile te-
lephony.  

As regards the initial condition we have in t=0: 

yo =C’ - s”(r*)r/[a + f’gF’ + ’gT’- ß  + ’gq* + ”gY* ] (24) 

Hence  

C’ = {yo +s”(r*)r/[a + f’gF’ + ’gT’- ß  + ’gq* + ”gY* ]} (25) 

Thus the savings rate s” positively affects the level of the growth path so that we 
have a familiar element of standard neoclassical growth theory.  

E.2.2 Towards an Integrated Macroeconomic Approach 

We will emphasize that for certain analytical purposes it is useful to take a look at 
the macroeconomic impact of both supply-side and demand-side impulses. In 
every economy output dynamics can be understood to be a mixture of the impact 
of the supply side – its macroeconomic equivalence is the production potential 
Ypot =KßL1-ß (K is capital and L is labor) - and of aggregate demand Yd. In transi-
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tion countries both supply-side dynamics and the demand side will be important – 
with some sectors being dominated by supply-side developments while others are 
shaped by demand side dynamics. If one is to include labor saving technological 
progress (stock of knowledge is A) one would use the production function Ypot 

=Kß(AL)1-ß

Taking into account both the impact of the supply side and the demand side a 
hybrid equilibrium approach for the goods market can be written as follows: 

Y =   Ypot + (1- ) Yd (26a) 

An important question is what determines  (in the interval 0,1): the size of the 
relative supply-side impact parameter. It will reflect various forces, including ex-
pectations; the most simple form to think about  is to consider it at identical with 
1-u (with u denoting the unemployment rate). In a full employment economy u is 
zero and hence only the supply side dynamics, that is the accumulation of input 
factors, will determine actual gross domestic product. If u would be rather high it 
is clear that supply-side dynamics would hardly influence actual output while the 
demand side will have a strong impact on Y. A more refined way would be to re-
place a with u where the parameter  is assumed to be positive. In a small open 
economy – which asymptotically is facing a totally elastic world demand curve - 
the impact of the supply-side should be relatively high.  

It is obvious that for the case of a closed economy the fiscal multiplier for the 
case of standard specification of the demand side is smaller than the standard text-
book case of 1/s; with  =1-u  the fiscal multiplier is 

dY/dG=  1/[1-uc] (26b) 

(see appendix ). 
An exogenous increase in the production potential raises actual output by 

dY/dYpot = (1-u) + u Yd/ Ypot >0. (26c) 

For the special case of an increase of the production potential through one unit 
of net investment and assuming an exogenous real interest rate we have 
Yd/ Ypot= r and hence 

dY = [(1-u)K ß-1L1-ß +ur]dK (26d) 

If one simply assumes that the impact of aggregate demand reduces over time 
while that of aggregate supply increases in the long run, one might restate equa-
tion (26a) as follows (with e’ denoting the Euler number): 

Y = [1-e’-bt] Ypot + e’-btYd (26a’) 

Output and Wage Pressure in a Hybrid Supply and Demand Macro 
Model 

One also should note that the hybrid approach suggests an interesting answer to 
the question how a rise of the real wage rate will affect output and employment, 
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respectively. Consider a small open economy which can raise exports in accor-
dance with the growth the potential output - here we assume that all output is trad-
able. We can rewrite equation (1a) as follows if one assumes that consumption 
C=cY – with Y=wL+rK# (assuming that factors labor L and capital K are re-
warded in accordance with their respective marginal product; K# is the equilib-
rium capital stock, r the real interest rate, w the real wage rate); investment I=I(r), 
government consumption G is exogenous, net exports X’ are a negative function 
of the international real wage ratio (* denotes foreign variables) and a negative 
function of the real exchange rate q=P/(eP*) – P is the price level, e the nominal 
exchange rate, W the nominal wage rate and the real wage rate is defined as 
w=W/P.  

Y =   Ypot(W/P)+ [1- ]{c[wL+rK#] + I(r) + G + X’(W/eW*, q)} (26e) 

We assume that the real interest rate r and the exchange rate e are exogenous; de-
noting eW* as W’* and W/W’* as ” we obtain from differentiation: 

dY/dW =  Ypot/ W + [1- ]{c[L+ r K#/ W]  + X’/ ”dW/W’* (26f) 

By assumption the partial derivative X’/ ” is negative; with P given the rise 
of the nominal wage rate is, of course, equivalent to a real wage increase. The im-
pact of a higher wage rate on consumption is positive, namely c[L+ r Kopt/ W]; 
the overall sign for dY/dW thus is unclear. In a small open economy the net export 
effect may be expected to outweigh the domestic consumption effect (and also the 
effect Ypot/ W if it should be negative). Moreover, if =1-u and u=u(w/[Y/L]) 
the total differential for (26e) yields even a somewhat more complex result for 
dY/dW (if dY/dW is negative, the sign for du/dW should be positive). The ambi-
guity of dY/dW remains, but we can learn from the approach presented that the 
risk to adopt an excessive wage rate is the higher the less open the economy is.  

One should, however, not rule out that net exports could be a positive function 
of W/W’*, namely if the quality and innovativeness of the export basked is a posi-
tive function of the relative wage ratio. Such a function implicitly assumes that the 
country considered can sufficiently move up the quality ladder in line with the rise 
of the international wage ratio – analytically we thus enter a world of imperfect 
competition where the export price P** might well diverge from domestic price P 
for the same good. Assume that export quantity X=X( ’), that is X negatively de-
pends on the ratio of the wage rate W to marginal market revenue per worker  
P**[1-ß]Y/L – relative to the respective foreign indicator: We thus consider a rela-
tive cost pressure indicator (denoting 1-ß as ß’ and 1-ß* as ß’*) 

’={[W/P**]/[ß’Y/L]}/{[W*/P*]/[ß’*Y*/L*]; (26g) 

Note that real exports are XP**/P while real imports, expressed in domestic 
quantity, are q*J, where J is the quantity of imports. Now let us assume that we 
have the following pricing rule (with v as a qualityindex or novelty index; ” is a 
positive parameter): 

P** = W(1-ß)+ ’v (26h) 
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We furthermore assume (with parameter ’>0) that the quality index realized 
by exporters is a positive function of the international nominal wage ratio because 
a relative rise of wage costs stimulates firms to move up the technology and qual-
ity ladder (an argument which, however, might be doubtful in the case of techno-
logically leading countries, where both R&D expenditures and global product in-
novations are quite important). 

v= ”W/[eW*] (26i) 

Hence

P** = W(1-ß)+ ’ ”W/[eW *] = W[(1-ß) + ’ ”/[eW*]] (26j) 

For the foreign country, we have (implying a specific effective relative interna-
tional price P**/eP*): 

P* = W*(1-ß)+ ’* ”*W*/[e*W ] = W*[(1-ß*) + ’* ”*/[e*W]] (26k) 

Thus we can write 

’= (1+  ’* ”*e/W)[ß’*Y*/L*]/(1+  ’ ”/eW*)[ß’Y/L] (26l) 

Real imports are qJ and J is assumed – with W/W’* denoted as ” - to be a func-
tion

J(q, ”, Y) (26l’)

With respect to J, all three partial derivatives Jq , J ” and JY are positive; Jq re-
flects a demand shift effect since the quantity of imports will reduce when their 
price is raised relative to domestically sold goods; J ” reflects the relative impor-
tance of wage income in overall income. JY is the familiar increase of imports re-
sulting from higher aggregate income. 

Hence we paradoxically find that the ratio of real exports to real imports 
[XP**/P]/[qJ] could be positively influenced by the international nominal wage 
price ratio. A critical assumption here is that the price of exports can indeed be 
raised, which is possible only under imperfect competition in international goods 
markets and if the firms of the countries considered sufficiently move up the qual-
ity ladder. Quality here includes product innovativeness.  

A simplified case in which we assume the quantity of imports not to be reacting 
to Y and q* (q*=1/q) is more or less the case of a country whose imports are 
dominated by natural resources (as is the case of Japan and a few other countries). 
We assume that the quantity exported is X=X( ”), where X is a negative function 
of ” and a positive function of process innovations v”; the quantity imported J is 
a positive function of ”. Net real exports X’ are given by 

X’ = [P**( ”,v”)X( ”)/P] – eP*J( ”)/P (26m) 

Denoting E as an elasticity we get: 

dX’/d ” = [X/P][P**/ ”]EP**, ” + P**  X/ ”/P – q* J/ ”. (26n) 
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The expression dX’/d ” (not that the elasticity  might fall in absolute terms if 
” is increased again and again which implies that there is an optimum wage 

pressure!) is positive only if the elasticity exceeds a critical value: 

Ep*,e” >-[ ”/X] X/ ”+[P/P**]q* J/ ”. (26o) 

Whether this inequality is fulfilled is an empirical question. One may assume 
that this will only be the case if the firms of the respective country have strong 
performance in product innovations (OECD countries – or some of them). Even if 
dX’/d ” is positive, it is clear that there will be a positive link between Y and ”,
only if a rise of ” has no critical negative effect on domestic absorption (e.g., a 
rise of ” could cause unemployment in the nontradables sectors). Assume that the 
unemployment rate negatively depends on process innovations A and positively 
on wage pressure as captured by ”. Denoting absorption by H’(u, ”) – where u 
is the unemployment rate and for simplicity we may assume u=u( ”,A) – with 
u/ ”>0, u/ A<0 - we have in a “Schumpeterian demand-oriented approach” : 

Y =  H’(u( ”,A), ”, r) + [P**( ”, A)X( ”)/P] – eP*J( ”)/P (26p) 

This equation is a quasi-equilibrium condition for the goods market. Denoting 
with lower case suffix a partial derivative, we get: 

dY=H’rdr+ H’uuAdA + H’ ”+H’uu ”+ X/P P**AdA

+{[X/P][P**/ ”]EP**, ”+P**X ”/P–q*J ”}}d ”

(26q) 

Within a simple framework one may set dr=0 and dA=0 and then solve for 
dY/d ”. This expression in a nutshell suggests that there is an optimum wage 
pressure in countries catching-up: set dY/d ”=0, which yields the output-
maximizing wage rate (where we assume that the second derivative is negative). 
Note also that in the case that P**/ ”=0 – so that EP**, = 0 – net real exports al-
ways is negatively affected by wage pressure. Taking into account a simple real 
money demand equation m(Y,i,u) – where we assume mu>0 (as a rise of the un-
employment rate signals higher uncertainty and hence a rising real demand for li-
quidity: see ARTUS, 1989) – and stating the money market equilibrium condition, 
we have:  

M/P= m(Y,i,u) (26r) 

We have assumed that process innovations will not reduce the domestic price level 
in the short run as prices are sticky. For a constant domestic price level we get af-
ter differentiation: 

dM/P = mYdY + midi + mudu (26s) 

Assuming zero inflation – in line with the assumption of a stable domestic price 
level P – and hence real interest rate r = nominal interest rate I, we obtain 

dr = [1/mi]dM/P – [mY/mi]dY – [mu/mi]du (26t) 
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Inserting this result from the money market equilibrium in the goods market quasi-
equilibrium condition, we get 

dY= [H’r/mi]dM/P– H’r[mY/mi]dY – 

H’r[mu/mi][u ”d ”+uAdA]+[H’uuA+XAX/P]dA + 

  {H’ ”+H’uu ”+{[X/P][P**/ ”]EP**, ”+P**X ”/P-q*J ”}}d ”

(26u) 

Ignoring for the moment any impact from the foreign exchange market, we thus 
can see some of the impact on Y. It is an empirical question whether process inno-
vations have a positive impact on Y, that is whether dY/dA>0. 

Determining the endogenous variables r, q and Y on the basis of the equilib-
rium conditions for the goods market, the money market and the foreign exchange 
market is straightforward. The latter is given (using Q to denote real net capital 
imports which are assumed to positively depend on r/r* and q) by 

Q(r/r*,q) = qJ – P**X’(…)/P (26v) 

In a short term model, one would use the equilibrium condition as stated in 
(26p). In the context of a medium term approach, one would replace (26p) by 
(26a) and in a long term perspective (26a’) which converges towards the tradi-
tional neoclassical model. One should note that in the medium term framework 
and in the long term analysis, we have to consider the impact of technological 
progress (A) on both the demand side and the supply side. The model would look 
more complex if one would relax the assumption of a small open economy which 
faces no restrictions in exports to the world market. We thus have a fairly general 
macroeconomic approach which can accommodate different time horizons in a 
consistent way. 

A serious problem could be that the optimum wage pressure is not necessarily 
consistent with full employment. However, government can be assumed to be able 
to also influence P**, namely by R&D promotion measures designed to stimulate 
product innovations in the tradables sector. With the goal of full employment, it 
certainly is important to avoid excessive wage pressure (ex ante) and rather raise 
the marginal value-added in the tradables sector through adequate R&D promo-
tion. Wages will then adjust ex post to the rising marginal value added. 

Finally, it is interesting that a change of the real exchange rate q will affect net 
exports and investment in different ways. In a period of a fall in the real exchange 
rate – due to a relatively slow increase of the domestic price level –, one will have 
a rise of net exports. At the same time, there will be a dampening effect on the in-
flation, which drives up the real interest rate. In countries which are catching up 
economically, the real exchange rate is likely to increase temporarily so that net 
exports are dampened while domestic investment increases. This development 
should not simply be interpreted as a loss of international competitiveness since a 
major driver behind this development is, according to the Balassa-Samuelson ef-
fect, the natural adjustment of relative prices within a long term economic adjust-
ment process. For small open economies acting in a system of flexible exchange 
rates, there will be the long term policy option to adopt a restrictive monetary pol-
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icy so that domestic absorption will be reduced through rising real interest rates; at 
the same time, net exports will increase.  

Economic catching-up (associated with both supply-side effects and demand 
dynamics) is subsequently understood as moving up the technology ladder of 
products, ie. the adoption of more sophisticated quality products over time. Prod-
uct innovation rates will largely be considered as exogenous so that we leave open 
the explanation as to why and at what time firms in the respective countries will 
upgrade product assortments (e.g. this may be linked to foreign direct investment 
inflows or to a rise in the ratio of government expenditures on research and devel-
opment relative to GDP). The analytical focus will be on a one sector model or a 
two sector approach with tradables and nontradables. Moving up the technology 
ladder thus means that the share of high quality products in overall exports or total 
output is increased in the respective transition country. An interesting theoretical 
challenge is to consider both product and process innovations which we will un-
dertake in one simple model – a more refined approach includes endogenous proc-
ess innovation (and possibly endogenous product innovations). 

While the political reforms in transition countries will affect opportunities for 
economic growth there are naturally favourable prospects of economic catching up 
in the context of economic opening up. Once those countries have opened up for 
trade and capital flows they can benefit from: 

competitive pressure from world markets stimulating efficiency-enhancing 
economic restructuring; 
productivity stimulating effects from OECD imports of intermediate products 
used for production of final goods, including export goods; 
import of investment goods with embodied technological progress; 
exploitation of scale economies in the context of rising exports in scale inten-
sive industries; 
inflows of foreign direct investment (FDI) which raise the capital stock in the 
case of greenfield investment and raise factor productivity in the context of in-
ternational mergers and acquisitions. 

For economic analysis it is rather useful to make a distinction between the non-
tradables (N-) and the tradables (T-)sector.  

Rising trade will naturally only affect the tradables sector, however the trad-
ables sector will typically be the main impulse for structural change. 
FDI inflows can be in both the T-sector and the N-sector. A major effect of FDI 
inflows should be productivity growth. The structure of FDI inflows will thus 
partly determine the relative price of tradables, namely to the extent that pro-
ductivity determines the relative price. If FDI is affecting both sectors in a par-
allel way with respect to productivity growth, we should expect a smaller rise 
in the relative price of nontradables compared to the case that FDI inflows are 
concentrated in the tradables sector. 
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Foreign Direct Investment 

It is an interesting question as to whether asymmetric FDI inflows – e.g. a domi-
nance of FDI in the tradables sector – will cause any problems for the economy. 
More generally put, to what extent large differences in productivity growth could 
be a problem for balanced growth and full employment? Furthermore, to what ex-
tent will the production elasticity of domestic capital affect the long term ratio of 
domestic capital to foreign capital (K**) employed? We consider the production 
potential to be given. We take up the latter question first and assume that output is 
determined on the basis of domestic capital input K and the stock of foreign capi-
tal K** (production function and gross domestic product, respectively, is KßK**1-

ß) while demand consists of domestic investment – assumed to be proportionate to 
national income - and net exports X’ which we assumed to be proportionate (pro-
portionality factor z”) to cumulated foreign direct investment inflows K** in 
country I: the higher the stock of cumulated FDI inflows the better the access to 
the world market will be – to provide just one simple reasoning for the proposed 
specification.

ß KßK**1-ß = z” KßK**1-ß + z’K** (27a) 

Here we have assumed that both domestic capital K and foreign capital K** are 
rewarded in accordance with the marginal product rule so that national income is ß 
times gross domestic product. 

(1-z”)ßKßK**-ß = z’ (27b) 

Hence it holds: 

[K/K**] = {z’/[1-z”]ß}1/ß (27c) 

The ratio of domestic to foreign capital employed in the country is therefore 
positively correlated with z’/(1-z”) and negatively correlated with the output elas-
ticity of domestic capital ß.  

One should emphasize that a combination of trade and FDI liberalization – ob-
served in the reality of catching-up economies - takes us outside of the familiar 
Heckscher Ohlin model, and we clearly have a lack of modelling when it comes to 
taking into account both trade and FDI effects. There are also other potential prob-
lems associated with economic opening up, in particular there could be the prob-
lem of: 

high current account imbalances; indeed high deficit-GDP ratios can be a prob-
lem as foreign indebtedness is rising – however, a large sustained current ac-
count surplus also can be a problem since it will go along with “unnatural” net 
capital exports and a strong temporary boom which could raise the price of 
nontrables relative to tradables strongly; 
volatile short term inflows which raise the exposure of the respective country in 
the sense that high outflows might follow in the future: an exceptional period is 
represented by election years as these may be associated with political instabil-
ity and large ideological swings in the case of a change in power. 
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Transition countries differ in many ways including the size of the respective 
country and factor endowment. Russia, Romania and Kazachstan are resource 
rich countries while other transition countries are relatively richly endowed 
with labor (and in some cases capital – taking into account countries which 
have attracted high FDI inflows). Countries which are relatively abundant in 
natural resources should clearly benefit from economic expansion in periods in 
which the relative price of resources is high – as was the case in the late 1990s. 
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Fig. 39. Relative Price of Oil 

One should not overlook that many resource abundant countries have a ten-
dency for artificially low prices – for instance oil and gas prices in countries with 
rich oil or gas sites. If prices were raised to the world market price level there in-
come levels from the natural resources sector would be high, however a fast price 
convergence would undermine the viability of energy-intensive firms and could 
raise unemployment. Countries rich in oil and gas also tend to have high nontrad-
ables prices and strong Balassa-Samuelson effects in the sense of a relative rise of 
nontradables prices. The latter may, however, not so much reflect technological 
economic catching-up but rather a pure natural resources boom effect. As regards 
the impact of a relative rise of energy prices on employment the effect will be 
negative in the non-energy sector and positive in the oil and gas sector. Assume 
that the energy sector uses only capital K’ and labor L’ while the non-energy sec-
tor (NE) uses factor inputs capital K and labor L, namely according to 
YNE=KßEß’L1-ß-ß’. In the short term we can assume a constant capital stock and ob-
tain from profit maximization and assuming competition in goods and labor mar-
kets so that factors are rewarded according to the marginal product rule (we de-
note the energy price as P”, output price in the non-energy sector as P): 
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w=[1-ß-ß”][K/L]ß/1-ß’ (ß’/[P”/P])ß’/1-ß’ (28) 

Hence, labor demand in the non-energy sector is a positive function of capital 
intensity and a negative function of the real energy price P”/P. However, in the 
energy sector – with output E=K”ß”L”1-ß” - we will have (defining W/P”=w”) 

w”= [1-ß”][K”/L”]1/ß” (29) 

Overall labor demand is L’=L”+L. For countries which are richly endowed 
with natural resources a rise of the oil price could indeed raise overall labor de-
mand and overall real income which is, expressed in terms of the non-energy 
good: Y”=(P”/P)E+YNE. The option is all the more attractive if the country con-
sidered enjoys alone or with other countries together – as in the case of OPEC – 
some international market power (then profit maximization leads to a slightly 
modified labor demand schedule). 

Transition and Unemployment 

As regards the dynamics of unemployment in transformation countries the unem-
ployment rate is high in many transition countries (e.g. in Poland it has risen con-
tinuously in the first twelve years of transformation reaching a specific unem-
ployment rate of close to 30% in 2004). In the following table, countries are 
ranked according to the degree of economic openness: It seems that small open 
economies face less problems in the field of unemployment than large economies 
– except for Russia which has benefited after the 1998 crisis from strong eco-
nomic growth, stimulated strongly by high real oil prices. 
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Table 6. Openness (Trade/GDP), Growth and Unemployment in Transition Countries  

Source: WDI 2002, WDI Online (Openness and GDP Growth 2001, 2002), IFS (Unem-
ployment Rate 2001, 2002). 

A typical phenomenon of transition countries is that the specific unemployment 
rate of unskilled labor is rather high, although labor markets seem to be quite 
flexible in most of these countries. This has to be explained, and our analysis will 
present a simple model which is mainly related to the interaction of the tradables 
and nontradables sectors. 

Another element of transition and economic catching up is that firms will up-
grade in terms of technology and specialize according to comparative advantages 
– here analysis shows that revealed comparative advantage is changing relatively 
quickly in countries with high foreign direct investment inflows. Shifts in revealed 
comparative advantages of different types of industries, ordered in accordance 
with technology intensity, are observed (BORBÉLY, 2004). In the course of tech-
nological upgrading and specialization one may expect that factor demand be-
comes more inelastic; which consequences this might have for labor has to be ana-

 2000 2001 2002 

 Openness GDP 
growth 

Un-
empl. 
Rate

Openness GDP 
growth

Un-
empl 
Rate

Openess GDP 
growth 

Unempl 
Rate

 (% of 
GDP)

(%) (%) (%of 
GDP)

(%) (%) (%of 
GDP)

(%) (%) 

Estonia 172.2 6.4 14.8 182.5 6.5 12.6 177,7 6,0 NA 

Slovak
Repub-
lic

149.6 2.2 18.9 156.5 3.3 NA 152,7 4,4 NA 

Czech
Repub-
lic

146.6 2.9 8.8 144.2 3.1 NA 132,7 2,0 NA 

Belarus 137.2 5.8 NA 137.1 4.7 NA 143,4 4,7 NA 

Hungary 129.2 5.2 6.5 150.2 3.8 5.7 131,1 3,3 5,8 

Bulgaria 122.5 5.8 16.3 118.7 4.1 NA 112,9 4,8 NA 

Slovenia 121.8 4.6 7.5 116.5 2.9 5.9 114,4 3,0 13,8 

Latvia 100.1 6.6 8.4 100.0 7.9 7.7 101,5 6,1 NA 

Lithua-
nia 96.7 3.9 11.1 107.3 6.5 12.9 113,9 6,7 NA 

Roma-
nia 73.9 1.6 10.8 74.4 5.3 NA 76,7 4,3 NA 

Russian
Federa-
tion

70.7 8.3 11.4 59.8 5.0 NA 58,7 4,3 NA 

Poland 61.8 4.0 16.7 59.8 1.0 16.2 59,5 1,4 17,8 
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lyzed. Unemployment also has other effects crucial for macroeconomic analysis, 
as will be shown subsequently. 

Patterns of economic catching up are difficult to reconcile with Heckscher-
Ohlin-Samuelson (HOS) modelling. Successful catching-up seems to be com-
prised of two elements where one indeed is HOS-compatible. A typical pattern of 
economic catching up in the context of EU southern and EU eastern enlargement 
(EU eastern enlargement effectively started with the EU association treaties with 
postsocialist countries of eastern Europe) is that poor countries specialize in labor 
intensive products which is consistent with the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson ap-
proach. Poor countries are relatively labor abundant and thus should specialize in 
labor intensive products – economic opening up will raise the share of labor inten-
sive production and exports will concern labor intensive products. Indeed coun-
tries such as Spain, Portugal, the Czech Republic, Poland and Hungary show a re-
vealed comparative advantage (RCA) and high export unit values in part of labor 
intensive production: This combination of a high RCA and high export unit values 
in labor intensive production represents profitable exports in this field.  

However, there is a second element of successful catching up, namely a gradual 
rise of the RCA in science-intensive and human-capital intensive products: if in 
such sectors a high and rising export unit value can be obtained this will stimulate 
long term expansion of these sectors (narrowly defined) and related sectors into 
which firms might move in the course of product differentiation (broadly defined) 
and catching-up. Such developments are associated with product innovation dy-
namics where a product innovation in a poor country typically will stand for diffu-
sion when defined from the perspective of a leading OECD country. It is unclear 
whether the ability to achieve positive RCA in technology-intensive and science-
intensive goods and differentiated goods (largely electronics) depends mainly on 
domestic human capital formation or mainly on foreign direct investment. A quick 
product upgrading and hence rising RCAs can hardly be expected without foreign 
direct investment inflows in those sectors unless there is considerable domestic re-
search and development; and it requires active human capital formation policies 
and government support for research and development. Such traits are not only 
found in catching-up dynamics of Spain and Portugal in the 1980s and Hungary, 
Poland and the Czech Republic in the 1990s but also in Asian Newly Industrializ-
ing Countries in the 1970s and 1980s. One may argue that this second element of 
catching-up - it may be dubbed the DUNNING-SCHULTZ-SCHUMPETER ele-
ment - is of general importance for product innovation and technological upgrad-
ing: Once labor intensive profitable production contributes to reducing unem-
ployment and rising technology-intensive plus human-capital-intensive production 
contributes to growth of net exports of goods and services there is a broad poten-
tial for future structural change and shifts towards high-value added sectors. This 
amounts to favourable prospects for sustained long term economic growth. A cru-
cial sustainability test for economic catching up is the phase of continuous real 
appreciation which will stimulate firms to upgrade product quality and to move 
towards industries which are more technology intensive and hence less price sen-
sitive.
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Taking simply a look at the output structure of countries in eastern Europe or 
Asia can be misleading, particularly if there is a high share of technology intensive 
production and positive RCAs in this field (positive RCA means that it should ex-
ceed unity if it is defined as sector export-import balance relative to the national 
export-import balance or exceed zero if one uses the natural logarithm of this vari-
able). There is a caveat which concerns vertical multinational investment: e.g. 
even if computers were manufactured in Hungary or Poland one must analyze 
whether production statistics showing computer manufacturing are not hiding the 
fact that high tech components are imported and that value-added is mainly from 
“screw-driving factories” so that ultimately there is labor intensive production tak-
ing place. Production and export of intermediate inputs can, however, lead to more 
complex long term production and upgrading: e.g. Portugal initially developed in-
termediate product assembly for the automotive industry abroad, but later was able 
to attract final assembly in the automotive sector – not least because it had devel-
oped a competitive supplier industry. From this perspective technological upgrad-
ing does not only mean to switch to more advanced products but also to shift more 
into final product assembly. Another example is Toyota in Japan which started out 
decades ago as a producer of textile machinery before it became a very innovative 
and profitable automotive firm. We leave open here how upgrading in production 
takes place – in subsequent modelling the idea is basically that it is associated with 
foreign direct investors and that international technology transfer occurs (for sim-
plicity) at zero marginal costs. 

In the following analysis we want to highlight selected macroeconomic prob-
lems of transition and economic opening up. In particular, we are interested in in-
novation issues. We suggest new ideas in three different fields of transformation: 
1. we state the hypothesis that there is a link between the Balassa-Samuelson ef-

fect and unemployment of unskilled labor;  
2.  we argue that product innovations are crucial in the course of economic catch-

ing up and opening up – and we show how product innovations can be inte-
grated into the Mundell Fleming model;  

3.  it is shown in a simple dynamic model how the current account and relative in-
novation performance affect the long term real equilibrium exchange rate. 

In addition our analysis recalls standard sceptical approaches to high output 
growth in resource-rich countries when they based growth largely on depletion of 
non-renewable natural resources. As regards policy conclusions, government pro-
motion of product innovation seems to be rather important in transition countries 
and NICs. 
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E.3 Growth, Resource Dynamics, Balassa-Samuelson Effects and 
Unemployment 

E.3.1 Growth, Natural Resources and Economic Welfare 

Before we take a closer look at innovation aspects of catching-up we briefly look 
into the issue of countries which are abundant with natural resources. In transition 
countries aggregate output can typically be described by a standard production 
function which for simplicity can have the arguments capital K, labor L, technol-
ogy A – assumed to be labor augmenting - and natural resources dR/dt where R is 
the stock of natural resources. In the case of a Cobb-Douglas production function 
we can write: 

Y=Kß R’ß’(AL) 1-ß-ß (30) 

Hence output growth is – with g denoting growth rate and R’=dR/dt - given by  

gY = ßgK + ß’gR’ + (1-ß’-ß”)[gL +gA] (31) 

As we have a homogenous production function we also can write  

Y = YKK + YAL(AL) + YR dR/dt  (32) 

If factors are rewarded according to the marginal product rule we have 

Y= rK + w[AL] + [PR/P]  dR/dt  (33) 

If resources are non-renewable resources an adequate measure of welfare – or of 
“modified net national product” - would be (assuming that capital depreciation is 
proportionate to K) the following term Z’: 

Z ‘= Y – K – A”  dR/dt  (34) 

A” is a real shadow price variable which reflects the value of resource depletion 
in terms of consumption goods; a should be determined on the basis of a sustain-
able growth model – at a given level of technology (not discussed here). 

In a broad perspective this concept corresponds to the logic of net value added. 
One has to deduct capital depreciations and resource depletion if one wants to fo-
cus on value added along with maintaining the stock of capital and natural re-
sources, respectively. 

The term adR/dt catches the depletion of natural resources which are consid-
ered as a natural asset here. Combining equations (33) and (34) yields 

Z’= rK + w[AL] + {[PR/P]  dR/dt  – A”  dR/dt } - K (35) 

If the relative price of natural resources were identical to the parameter a, an 
adequate welfare measure would be simply the sum of capital income and labor 
income. The analysis is rather complex in reality since the first element in the term 
{[PR/P]  dR/dt   – A”  dR/dt } refers to the physical use of resources while the 
second term dR/dt should effectively be corrected by a factor (1-b”), where b” is a 
technological progress parameter allowing a better exploitation of existing stocks 
of resources. As b” can be assumed to be relatively large in transition countries 
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one should not overemphasize the problem of natural resources depletion in the 
medium term. However, in the long run this aspect is clearly important. 

Z’= rK + w[AL] + {[PR/P]  dR/dt – A”(1-b”)  dR/dt }  – K (35’) 

If the relative price of oil is increasing (as was the case in the late 1990s) we 
can expect a rise of Z’. 

In any case we may emphasize that resource rich countries are well advised to 
take into account the problem that early growth dynamics can only be sustained if 
there is long term industrial diversification in production and exports. This view 
does, of course, not rule out that proceeds from the export of natural resources can 
be quite useful to finance the import of machinery and equipment as well as tech-
nology useful for the expansion of manufacturing exports in the long run. There is 
also a risk that strong wage growth from the resource sector – in periods of high 
international resource prices – spills over to other sectors and thus could raise un-
employment. Russia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and Romania are crucial countries in 
this respect. 

E.3.2 The Balassa-Samuelson Effect, Unemployment and Exports 

The catching-up process of poor countries will be accompanied by relatively high 
growth rates which in turn will raise the relative price of nontradable (N) goods. 
The relative price of nontradables – including rents - will increase in the course of 
rising real per capita income; this is the Balassa-Samuelson (1964) effect which 
we assume to work in transition countries. The price index is P=(PN)b (PT) (1-b). If 
we assume a fixed exchange rate and an exogenous and constant world market 
price of tradables the domestic price of tradables is exogenous – the price level is 
determined by the Balassa-Samuelson (BS) effect and the rise of the nontradables 
price. The assumption of a constant exchange rate might be inadequate in resource 
abundant countries, which in a regime of flexible exchange rates will face consid-
erable appreciation pressure in periods of a rise of the world market price of natu-
ral resources. Rather, one would expect long term appreciation – bringing about a 
rise of the nontradables price in the context of stable nontradables prices and a fall 
of the domestic price of tradables (due to strong appreciation) - in combination 
with high volatility of the exchange rate.  

Now let us take a look at the labor market for unskilled workers. A first issue 
concerns the size of the true unemployment rate; if state-owned firms have a pol-
icy of not laying off excessive workers such firms stand for hidden unemploy-
ment. Other distortions also could be important: In poor countries government and 
state-owned firms, respectively, tend to distort international trade by buying – of-
ten for pure prestige reasons - the latest technology in OECD countries while a 
private company often would have preferred instead to buy older vintages of ma-
chinery and equipment because this is cheaper and represents a higher labor inten-
sity (with labor abundance it makes no economic sense to buy the latest technol-
ogy which is developed in capital intensive countries) than ultra-modern 
equipment. From this perspective one should not be surprised if empirical analysis 
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of international specialization would not exactly find Hecker-Ohlin dynamics in 
poor countries. 

Tradables and Nontradables 

Next we turn to the role of tradable goods versus nontradable goods. Assuming 
that consuming nontrables is a basic necessity for survival – think for instance of 
housing – one may argue that the reservation wage (the beginning of the labor 
supply curve) is determined by the absolute price of nontradables. Hence the 
Balassa-Samuelson (BS) effect will shift up the labor supply curve over time. At 
the same time we may assume that there is labor saving technological progress in 
both the tradables and the nontradables sector. We have sectoral neoclassical pro-
duction functions for T (sector 2) and N (sector 1) with the inputs unskilled labor 
L, capital K and labor augmenting technological progress A; in addition we as-
sume that skilled labor H is employed in the T sector (an alternative would be to 
assume that only skilled labor is employed in the T sector, then full employment 
in the presence of any excess supply of L in the nontradables sector can be only 
eliminated through retraining efforts and skill-upgrading which is costly) 

Ts=T(LT,H,KT,AT)   (36) 

Ns=N(LN,KN,AN) (37) 

where AN is assumed to be governed by positive spillover effects from AT be-
cause the tradables sector typically is the more dynamic sector and indeed often 
has technology spillover effects. Let LNs denote the short-term labor supply of un-
skilled labor in the N-sector which is supposed to depend positively on the sec-
toral nominal wage rate WN and negatively on the price level and the nontradables 
price PN. We will consider a rise in the price of nontradables which implies a left-
ward shift of the labor supply curve in WN,LN space. Assume a constant capital 
stock KN in the nontradables sector, then the – exogenous or endogenous (for in-
stance determined by the level of international trade relative to output in the trad-
ables sector) - spillover effect from technological progress in the T-sector: labor-
saving progress in the T-sector, AT, is assumed to have a positive spillover to AN,
that is to trigger labor-saving progress in the N-sector, and this rise of AT implies a 
leftward shift of the labor demand curve in the N-sector. In the subsequent dia-
gram we assume this leftward shift to dominate the rightward shift associated with 
a rise of the nontradables price. The effect is a reduction in employment in the N 
sector and to the extent that in the short run labor is immobile across sectors (or 
regions in the case that N and T are located in different regions), we will have 
quasi-unemployment, namely the difference between initial employment LN

o and 
LN

1. Strictly speaking we have voluntary unemployment but those losing their job 
will certainly register as unemployed although they do not want to work at the go-
ing wage rate in the official economy. They might, however, be interested in 
working in the unofficial economy provided that the official economy is subject to 
considerable burdens in terms of income taxes and social security contributions. If 
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there is full labor mobility across sectors one might argue that unemployed work-
ers from the N-sector could find a job in the T-sector. However, this argument is 
not very convincing if physical capital and human capital are strongly comple-
mentary – hence the expansion of the tradables sector is accompanied with only a 
modest increase in the demand for unskilled labor. 

The result could be that there is economic growth and poverty at the same time, 
and indeed a high share of the population may suffer from malnutrition. The rise 
of the relative price of non-tradables will not only be a problem for unemployed 
people but also for pensioners who cannot expect to automatically get annual in-
creases of benefits in line with inflation.  

As regards medium term labor dynamics, labor is assumed to be mobile across 
sectors, and in the long run a certain fraction of unskilled workers can be trans-
formed through training and education into skilled workers. Retraining efforts re-
quire investment in human capital, however, it is unclear whether there are finan-
cial resources available for this. If there are low mobility costs and excess 
unskilled labor from the N-sector can easily move towards the T-sector, unskilled 
labor unemployment should decline over time. There is, however, a problem if 
production in the T-sector is using skilled labor intensively and if government is 
unable or unwilling to subsidize training and human capital upgrading adequately. 

Moreover, if there are barriers to mobility, e.g. excess demand in regional hous-
ing markets or administrative barriers, this will make unemployment of unskilled 
labor a sustained problem. Moreover, to the extent that structural change, stimu-
lated by economic opening up and FDI inflows, favors expansion of sectors with a 
relatively high demand for skilled labor, the excess unskilled labor from the N-
sector will find it difficult to get a new job. The real adjustment dynamics in poor 
countries opening up in a world with trade and FDI flows indeed does not often 
show a general expansion of labor intensive production which would absorb un-
skilled labor. Rather we see some expansion and positive revealed comparative 
advantage in labor intensive sectors, while sectors with high FDI inflows are often 
sectors which are technology-intensive or skill-intensive. In a nutshell these prob-
lems are found in many transition countries and certainly also in many Newly In-
dustrializing Countries and in developing countries. 
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Fig. 40. Balassa-Samuelson Effect, Technological Progress and Quasi Unemployment 

E.3.3 Wage Bargaining as Inherent Source of Unemployment? 

The reasons for long term high unemployment in transition countries are not well 
understood, and it is unclear how economic and institutional developments in the 
course of catching-up will affect employment and unemployment, respectively. 
Keynesian models suggest that a lack of effective demand is a major reason for 
high unemployment as neoclassical models emphasize a lack of investment and 
problems in labor markets. The following analysis emphasizes problems of wage 
bargaining and argues that it might be rather difficult to implement a policy 
framework which gives incentives to trade unions to target full employment. An 
important point of departure is that trade unions represent both employed and un-
employed workers where for an individual trade union organization (Oi in sector i) 
an unemployed member might be more important in terms of membership fees 
than a member with a job who will change with a certain probability from sector I 
to sector j and thus leave the initial trade union organization Oi and join Oj instead. 
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It is clear that unemployed members pay a lower membership fee to the trade un-
ion since membership fees typically are proportionate to income. 

It is often argued that trade unions have a tendency – in particular in large 
countries – to lobby for excessively high wage rates. If wage bargaining leads to a 
wage rate w1 above the market-clearing wage rate wE, we have a situation in 
which workers obtain wages w(1- )L – with the tax rate  partly or fully deter-
mined by the costs of unemployment and unemployment benefits paid; in addition 
unemployed workers will obtain unemployment benefits which are proportionate 
to their former income (see the shaded area in the following graph). As regards 
unemployed workers, an alternative assumption considered subsequently is to as-
sume for simplicity that unemployment benefits are proportionate to the wage rate 
fixed in the bargaining process, and indeed this simplifying assumption will not 
change the basic results as long as labor supply is inelastic. While we will not con-
sider an explicit model with tradables and nontradables, this assumption can be 
defended on the grounds that with wages fixed above the market-clearing rate the 
(overall wage) income is higher than under market-clearing which in turn leads to 
higher nontradables prices, eg housing prices and rents, than under market-
clearing so that government and parliament will have a natural incentive to con-
sider a rule under which unemployment benefits are implicitly proportionate to the 
going wage rate. 

The incentive for trade unions to strive in wage bargaining for a wage rate 
above the equilibrium wage rate will increase over time if technological upgrading 
and specialization makes labor demand less elastic. The graphical analysis in 
panel a) shows that in the case of labor demand curve Ld

o switching from a mar-
ket-clearing wage rate to a higher real wage rate w1 has two effects: It reduces la-
bor income due to the fall in employment, namely by the area GEOLOL1, but labor 
income will be raised in line with the rise of the wage rate (area FGwE

ow1). The 
net effect of the fall in employment and the rise in the real wage rate is ambigu-
ous, however, if the labor demand becomes more elastic the income-enhancing ef-
fect from the rise in the real wage will become more important (the theory of effi-
ciency-wage bargaining suggests that firms also may have a tendency to support 
strong wage pressure – we will, however, no t consider these effects here).  
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Fig. 41. Wage Rate Fixing above the Market-Clearing Rate 

Economic caching-up of the transition countries is associated with increasing 
specialization of firms – partly reflecting the very impact of opening up and inter-
national competition -  the demand for labor becomes less elastic and hence the 
risk is rising that wage bargaining will lead to excessive wage rates and unem-
ployment. Part of the problem is, of course, related to the degree of wage centrali-
zation and the strength of trade unions and employer organizations. The problem 
considered might effectively be rather negligible in small open economies where 
fixing wage rates above marginal labor productivity will lead to large visible 
losses in world market shares which renders part of the capital stock obsolete and 
thus shifts the labor demand curve to the left: Labor income and national income 
will reduce in parallel. However, in a large economy the trade-GDP ratio is much 
below that in small open economies which implies – along with a home bias of 
consumers with respect to tradables goods – that a period of excessive wage fixing 
will not be followed by as quick a fall of overall market shares of firms in the 
tradables sector as in a small economy. Since incentives in a large economy to fix 
the wage rate at the equilibrium level are weaker than in a small economy the risk 
of neoclassical unemployment is rather strong in large transition economies.. This 
holds except for large countries in which wage bargaining is rather decentralized 
and in which trade unions are relatively weak (see for instance the US). A priori it 
is unclear, in transition countries, whether the influence of trade unions will rise 
over time and how their behaviour will develop. 

The Model 

Taking a closer look at a simple model of wage bargaining can shed some light on 
the issues raised. In the following analysis we assume that firms are profit-
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maximizing and the economy is characterized by a Cobb-Douglas production 
function Y =KßL1-ß where Y is output and capital K and labor L, respectively. La-
bor demand L is derived from profit maximization of the firm. Those unemployed 
(L’ which is equal to labor supply minus labor demand) get unemployment bene-
fits which are proportionate to the average gross real wage paid (w); unemploy-
ment benefits are assumed to be w(1-z)[Lo-L] where Lo is the exogenous labor 
supply and 0<z<1. Unemployment benefits are financed by taxes on labor income 
where the tax rate is . We will assume that the tax rate depends on w – alterna-
tively wL might be considered – where the partial derivative is positive. 

 =  (w) (38) 

With a Cobb-Douglas production function profit-maximization leads to labor de-
mand L given by 

L = [(1-ß)/w]ß K (39)

The elasticity of labor demand with respect to the real wage rate is –ß which in 
absolute terms is below unity. Pure gross wage income is wL == [1-ß)]ß Kw1-ß so 
that the elasticity of pure labor income – income earned in the market – is below 
unity. Trade unions are assumed to aim at maximizing the sum Z of net wage in-
come w(1- )L and the quasi-income of unemployed which is defined as w(1-
z)(Lo–L); however, as trade unions are averse to unemployment we will use a 
slightly modified expression, namely w(1-z)(Lo–L). The parameter  indicates 
how strongly the trade union weighs the unemployment benefits and unemploy-
ment. If this parameter were zero or the effective replacement ratio (1-z)=z’ zero, 
the trade union would disregard the income accruing to unemployed workers. 
Trade unions are thus assumed to maximize (see also appendix): 

Z= w[1- (w)]L + w(1-z)(Lo–L) (40) 

The solution for maximizing Z is shown in the appendix. This solution has to 
be compared to the full employment wage rate so that one can draw conclusions 
with respect to an adequate replacement parameter z’=(1-z) – the parameter has to 
be fixed by the political system - which would lead to full employment. To the ex-
tent that the full-employment enhancing z’ is very low and imply an income of 
unemployed below a critical minimum, government may want to consider giving 
unemployed workers a fixed per capita unemployment benefit – regardless of the 
previous income of those who lost their job. There are also other ways of provid-
ing an incentive compatible labor market regime: eg those regions and sectors 
which exhibit unemployment rates below average would have lower contribution 
rates to the unemployment insurance system than regions and sectors with unem-
ployment rates – or job loss rates – above the national average; or some other 
benchmark figure.  
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Unemployment and Current Account Position 

Economic catching-up is associated with growing exports and imports, where poor 
countries typically record net imports for an extended period – later a current ac-
count surplus emerges as firms in the tradable sector become more competitive. 
However, we will argue that macroeconomic developments play a role for the cur-
rent account, too.  

We assume that there is a move from full-employment to a situation with a high 
unemployment rate. How does this affect the current account? An answer to this 
question should help us to understand changes in current account positions. In par-
ticular we will see in a simple model – with all goods assumed to be tradable - that 
a high current account surplus is not always an indicator of high competitiveness 
of countries. The basic point can be shown in four equations: Assume that con-
sumption C and Investment I are proportionate to real income Y and are nega-
tively affected by the number of unemployed L’ (the unemployment rate u is de-
fined as the ratio of unemployed L’ to those employed L).  

Furthermore real government expenditures G are written as  

G= Y+n’L’ (38a) 

Hence

G/L= [Y/L]+n’u (38b) 

where n’ is the replacement ratio paid by the unemployment insurance system 
to the unemployed. Hence we have two behavioural equations for real consump-
tion C and real investment I plus the equilibrium condition for the goods market 
where X’ denotes net exports of goods and services, Ypot is the production poten-
tial, while actual output supplied is assumed to be (1- u)Ypot which implies that 
with a positive unemployment rate u (u is defined as unemployed L’ over em-
ployed L) there will also be underutilization of capital and labor in firms – this is 
quite a realistic assumption. Our approach – with parameter >0 and u<1- im-
plies that output supply will be equal to the production potential once u converges 
towards zero. Moreover, the proposed specification allows the building of models 
that represent medium term approaches for a situation with unemployment and 
looking in a consistent manner at long term growth. The term (1- u) affects the 
level of output but not growth as e.g. the fall of the number of unemployed must 
be equal to the rise in the number of new jobs (du is zero!). Our simple consump-
tion function and the investment function are as follows: 

C= cY –fL’; f>0 (38c) 

I= b’Y – a’L’ ; a’>0 (38d) 

Note that one might introduce the assumption that a=a(r,q) so that the invest-
ment function to some extent becomes more similar to the traditional investment 
function in Mundell Fleming models; and to take into account the impact of FDI 
inflows along the lines suggested by (FROOT/STEIN, 1991). Moreover, in an 
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open economy with FDI inflows and outflows it would be adequate to assume that 
investment depends on the ratio of the marginal product of capital at home to that 
abroad which implies – relying on the case of a Cobb-Douglas production function 
which has proportionality of marginal product and average product of input fac-
tors – that I=I([Y/K]/[Y*/K*] so that I=I(q,Y,Y*…): This would imply a net ex-
port function X(q,Y,Y*) with familiar partial derivatives! In Addition to the goods 
market one might, following (ARTUS, 1989, p.45), consider the money market 
equilibrium and assume a money demand function where the demand for real 
money balances m depends on output, the interest rate and the unemployment rate; 
the partial derivative for the unemployment rate is positive since higher unem-
ployment raises the demand for liquidity: higher u means higher uncertainty. Thus 
a modified Mundell Fleming model in r-u-space could be drawn where a fall in u 
implies a rise of Y. The approach proposed also easily lends itself to combining a 
goods market quasi-equilibrium condition with Phillips-curve analysis; moreover, 
the capacity effect of investment could be incorporated as well, however, these 
possible extensions are not pursued here. We state our basic idea for output sup-
plied as follows: 

Ys = (1- u)Ypot (38e) 

Equation (40) states that output supplied is proportionate to the production po-
tential but also is negatively affected by the unemployment rate u; if there is a 
positive unemployment rate firms will realize some labor hoarding for various 
reasons so that output is less than the number of employed people normally would 
suggest. Potential output is defined as follows: 

Ypot=KßL1-ß (38f) 

The quasi-equilibrium condition– output is not at the full employment level - for 
the goods market can be written as follows: 

(1- u)Ypot = (b’+c+ )Y –(f+a’-n’)L’ + X’ (38g) 

Dividing equation (38g) by L and taking into account the production function – 
and denoting K/L as k - we get for net exports per worker: 

X’/L = (1- u)[1-c-b’- ]kß + (a’+f-n’)u (38h) 

Hence net exports per capita are – for a given capital intensity – a positive func-
tion of the unemployment rate if (a’+f-n’) >  [1-c- b’- ]kß. Therefore a rise of net 
exports per worker thus must not simply be interpreted as a rise of competitive-
ness. It simply may reflect a rise of the unemployment rate and the associated fall 
in domestic absorption – corrected for supply effects related to changes in the un-
employment rate. This case of a positive impact of the unemployment rate on net 
exports per worker is shown in the subsequent graph. 
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E.4 Product Innovation and Macroeconomic Developments: 
Schumpeter and the Mundell-Fleming Model 

E.4.1 The Role of Risk and Innovation 

An important aspect of innovation dynamics concerns risk. As a simple way to 
take into account risk and innovation one may proceed as follows. We consider a 
consumption function C where consumption depends on income on the one hand 
and on wealth A’ on the other hand. The expected rate of return on innovation is 
µ, the variance is . There are only two assets considered, namely real capital K 
and real money balances m (m=M/P). We chose deliberately a specification where 
K/AL and [M/P]/AL (denoted as m’) both enter the consumption function as a 
variable to the power ß since otherwise the mathematical calculation would be-
come very intricate. All exponents are assumed to be positive. Hence a higher 
variance of innovation (and investment) yield imply a higher consumption since 
saving obviously brings relatively uncertain rewards; a higher expected yield on 
innovation reduces consumption and indeed stimulates savings as the reward for 
those saving is increased. 

C/[AL]= cy’ + c’[ / µ ]  [k’ß + m’ß] (60) 
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As regards the term [k’ß + m’ß] this formulation is rather unusual at first sight; 
an ideal specification would indeed use [k’ß + m’ß]2 but for ease of exposition we 
will drop the square. Our basic reflection in this context will focus on a special 
case where A=Ao=4 and L=Lo=1. Assume that ß=1/2 and the production function 
contains real money balances M/P as a positive external spillover effect, where 
real balances factor in as (M/P)ß; hence we have output as Y=K ß(M/P) ßLo

ß. One 
may then indeed state a simple consumption function as  

C/[AL] = cy’ + c’ (K0.5 + m0.5)2 = cy’ + c’[K + 2K0.5m0.5 + m]

                     = c”y’ + c’[K+m]. 

(61) 

We will use the Cobb-Douglas output function to replace k’ß by y’ and a simple 
CAGAN-type real money demand equation to replace m’, namely (with the Euler 
number written as e’ and the semielasticity of the nominal yield on investment de-
noted as  and the expected  inflation rate denoted as ’):

m’d = e’ – ’[µ+ ’ ] y (62) 

Let us assume that both  and µ are positive functions of the product innovation 
variable v. The corresponding savings function is therefore as follows: 

S/[AL] ={1-c – c’[ (v) / µ(v) ]  [1+e’ ’[µ(v)+ ’ ]]}y’ (63) 

We assume that the partial derivative of the expected rate of return with respect 
to v is higher than that for the reaction of the variance with respect to changes in v. 
This assumption is sufficient to bring about a rise of savings if v is increased. If 
we insert this equation in the familiar neoclassical growth model we will get the 
following steady state result for k’# (note we we use v/v*’ instead of a’*): 

k’# ’/(1- ß) = ({1-c – c’[ (v) / µ(v) ]  [1+e’ ’[µ(v)+ ’ ]]}+1) 

(b’/[v/v*]) ’ ]/[n+ +a]}1/1- ß

(64) 

This result includes both process innovations and product innovations and 
represents a much richer approach than traditional models. Domestic product in-
novations clearly raise the optimum capital intensity and output per efficiency unit 
of labor. 

E.4.2 Endogenous Product Innovations in Countries with Similar 
Development Levels 

Which research perspective is useful for countries which are of similar sophistica-
tion in product innovations? Let us consider two open economies of a similar 
technological level which are exporting goods and importing goods. Households 
consume domestic and foreign goods, including new products launched at home 
and abroad; in addition there is a kind of consumption technology which allows 
households to develop novel consumption patterns which depend on the interac-
tion of v and v* in the market. The stock of product innovations abroad is v*, in 
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the home country it is v. We assume that there are network effects (in commercial 
novelties) N’ in country I which can be described as follows: 

N’ =(v+v*+2vv*)  (65) 

The rights hand side term says that the stock of novelties available depends on 
domestic product innovations (v), foreign product innovations (v*) and a third 
term which represents the interaction of both terms. We can rewrite the above 
equation as 

N’ = (v+v*)2  (66) 

Abroad we may assume a similar network effect N’* =(v+v*+2vv*) *. The next 
question to be raised is how v and v*, respectively, can be explained. Research 
expenditures H is obviously one relevant variable.  

How can we define true quality-adjusted output? One useful definition would 
be:

Y”=YN’ ’ (67) 

If the term a’ is unity (and abroad a’* is unity) we can calculate relative quality-
adjusted output as 

Y”/Y”* = [Y/Y*]N’/N’* (68)

There are indeed considerable differences across countries when it comes to the 
willingness of households to use new products as was shown. 

E.5 Conclusions and Policy Implications 

We have analyzed some key issues of transition countries from a theoretical point.  
From an analytical perspective it is clear that the familiar Heckscher-Ohlin 
Samuelson framework has to be refined if the challenges of opening up and transi-
tion are to be understood. Transformation is not a quick process where a country 
can jump from the distortions of the old system towards a new full employment 
market economy. First, it is important to take into account that transition countries 
differ in important aspects, e.g. the degree of natural resource abundance. Second, 
there has been high unemployment in many transition countries over decades, par-
ticularly high amongst unskilled workers. The analysis presented argues that eco-
nomic and technological catching-up – accompanied by increasing specialization 
– will make labor demand less inelastic. This in turn reinforces the problem that 
wage negotiations may lead to a wage rate above the market-clearing rate where 
we suggest that government should fix unemployment benefits in a way which ef-
fectively leads to full employment.  Unemployment in a small open economy (by 
assumption it can export the excess supply of the tradables sector) in turn is likely 
to raise net exports so that an improvement in the current account is not necessar-
ily related to an improvement of technological competitiveness. Misinterpretation 
of the net export position by government and international organizations can have 
very serious consequences. 
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As regards medium term modelling of output development in transition coun-
tries we focus on the role of product innovations within a Schumpeter-Mundell-
Fleming model (product innovations effectively means – from the perspective of 
leading OECD innovators – diffusion). We argue that the law of one price will not 
hold in such a model and show that product innovations raise output and bring 
about a real appreciation. To the extent that government innovation policy (with a 
focus on promotion product innovations and diffusion, respectively) can stimulate 
product innovations there is an important policy variable beyond traditional fiscal 
policy and monetary policy. It would be interesting to have empirical analysis for 
various countries which shows how important the share of product innovations in 
overall (net) exports is and how strongly government R&D promotion affects the 
product innovation rate. As regards policy conclusions government promotion of 
product innovation seems to be rather important in transition countries and NICs. 

Finally, we take a look at real exchange rate dynamics in a setup in which the 
current account position and the relative rate of product innovation is affecting the 
real exchange rate. The approach presented argues that catching-up means a re-
duction of the price elasticity of net exports and a fall of the foreign relative inno-
vation rate. Both effects contribute to a real appreciation of the currency. 

The contribution has presented analytical building blocs relevant for transition 
countries. It is beyond the scope of our analysis to integrate those blocs into one 
coherent model. However, we have raised several crucial issues relevant for eco-
nomic catching-up and transition countries. There certainly is need for further re-
search which should help to reconcile real world dynamics with standard eco-
nomic wisdom. 
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Appendix E.1: Maximization of Total Quasi-Income of Workers 
through Trade Unions (labor supply Lo is exogenous, parameter 
0 1) 

01 1Z w w L w z L L  mit z’ = 1 - z (69) 

0wL w w L wz L z L (70) 

1
01 1w K w z wz L (71) 

11 1 1 1w
dZ w K w z w K z
dw

(72) 

1 1 1 ( ) , 1ww K w z w w K z (73) 

1

0
1 1 ( ) ( ) , 1wK w z w wz L

(74) 

, 0(1 ) [(1 )(1 ( ) ' ) ( ) ] / 'ww K w z K w z L (75) 

wß = K(1-ß)ß[(1-ß)(1- (w)-z’ )- (w) ,w]/ z’  Lo (76) 

The optimum w# is obviously a negative function of ß. 
(note that ßln=lnK + ß(-ß)[-ß - (w) -z’-  –t(w) ,w) – ln (z’  Lo). The larger ß 

(the lower 1-ß), the lower the optimum wage set by trade unions will be. Note, the 
term [(1-ß)(1- (w) -z’-  –t(w) ,w]) is assumed to be positive – otherwise the 
real wage rate would be negative. The wage rate set by trade unions depends nega-
tively on the tax rate, labor supply, the parameter  and z’ (w# depends positively 
on z!): A rise of  which indicates that trade unions weigh the unemployment 
element in the target function relatively higher implies a lower wage rate; and in-
deed higher employment. Government can induce trade unions to attach a higher 
weight to unemployment if government assigns funds to trade unions, for instance, 
earmarked for training programs, that should be a negative function of the unem-
ployment rate. Compare (76) to profit maximization and full employment, respec-
tively, namely the equation 

Lo = [(1–ß)/w]ß K;or w =(1-ß)(K/Lo)1/ß (77) 

Comparing (76) and (77) equation (76) will coincide with (77) only if 

[(1-ß)(1- (w)-z’ )- ,w]/ z’  =1 (78)
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[(1-ß) (1- (w)) - (w) ,w]/z’   -1+ß = 1 (79)

[(1-ß) (1- (w) – (w) ,w]/z’  = 2-ß (80) 

Taking logarithms we have – assuming ß and (w)(1+ (w) ,w) and z to be close 
to zero - we have the following approximation: 

–ß( (w) -1) – (w)(1+ (w) ,w) = -z + ln  + ln (2-ß)   (81) 

Hence government policy should set z according to: 

z= (w)(1+ (w) ,w) + ln  + ß( (w) - 1) +ln(2-ß) (82) 

The larger , the larger should government choose z in order to obtain full em-
ployment. So if trade unions attach a high weight to unemployment benefits, gov-
ernment should counterbalance this by reducing unemployment benefits. Unem-
ployment benefits should be the smaller (hence z would rise) the larger the tax rate 
and the elasticity ,w. If z would be so small that the survival of unemployed 
would be difficult one may consider a system which basically gives a fixed per 
capita payment to all the unemployed. Finally, note that maximization of Z re-
quires conditions to be considered that guarantee that the second derivative of Z 
with respect to w is negative. However, we rather will focus on a refined approach 
in the next section and then look at both the necessary and sufficient condition for 
a maximum. 

Rational Trade Unions 

Next note that the government budget constraint is as in equation (69’), and we as-
sume that trade unions take this also into account – this is most likely in small 
open economies in which there are transparent macroeconomic feedback effects 
on wage setting. The budget constraint is: 

(w)wL = w[1–z][Lo–L] (69’) 

where on the left hand side we have tax payments (read: contributions to the un-
employment insurance system), on the right hand side we have expenditures on 
the unemployed. We rewrite the above equation  

{ (w) +[1–z]}L = (1–z)Lo (69.1’) 

Denote 1-z=z’, divide the equation by L and separate (w): 

(w) = z’ (L0/L – 1) (69.2’) 

Trade unions maximize the following equation (83) while taking into account (69) 
and profit maximizing labor demand – see (70’): 

[(1 ) / ]L w K (70’) 
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Trade unions now maximize the equation while taking into account (69’) and 
(70’): 

Z= w[1- (w)]L + w(z’) [Lo-L]; we replace the tax rate by (69.2’):  (83) 

Z =  w[1–z’ (L0/L – 1)] L + wz’  (Lo–L) (83’) 

   = w[L–z’(Lo–L)] + wz’  (Lo–L) (83’’) 

Z  = wL [1+ (1– )z’] – (1– )wz’L0; we next insert L from (70’): (84) 

1
0(1 ) 1 (1 ) (1 )Z K z w z L w (85) 

Next we take a closer look at dZ/dw=0 to obtain the optimum w#: 

1
0(1 ) 1 (1 ) (1 ) 0,dZ K z w z L

dw
(86) 

1
1

0

(1 ) 1 (1 )
# .

(1 )
K z

w
z L

(87) 

The larger ß is, the higher will be the optimum w#. The smaller a (that is the 
higher 1-a), the smaller w# which is rather paradox: The less the trade union cares 
about income accruing to the unemployed the less it will push for a high real wage 
rate. The larger z’ – that is the smaller z – the lower the desired wage rate w#. This 
also is rather paradox since it suggests that governments with a generous unem-
ployment system (that is wage replacement regime) will face less the risk of ex-
cessive wage pressure. There is, of course, a caveat here since we do have inelas-
tic labor supply and thus are not analyzing how the unemployment insurance 
system will affect effective labor supply. 

Compare (87) to profit maximization and full employment, respectively, 
namely the equation 

Lo = [(1–ß)/w]ß K or w =(1-ß)(K/Lo)1/ß (88) 

Hence (87) is consistent with this only if{(1-ß)1+ß[1-(1- )z’]/[(1- )z’]=1; w# will 
exceed the full employment wage rate if (1-ß)1+ß[1-(1- )z’]/[(1- )z’]>1. From 
(87) in combination with (70’) we can derive the z’# which government should 
chose. If z’# is politically not feasible there will be no full employment.  

(1-ß)1+ß[1-(1- )z’]= [1- ]z’ (87.1) 

We now assume that ß and -(1- )z’ and  are rather small so that we can use the 
approximation ln (1+x) x.

-(1+ß)(-ß) -(1- )z’=-  + z’ (87.2) 
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 +(1+ß)ß = z’[ 2- ] (87.3) 

Hence we obtain the full-employment preserving z# as: 

z#=1-[  +(1+ß)ß]/[2- ] (87.4) 

There is only a certain range of parameters under which z falls in the interval 0,1. 
If ß is rising and hence (1-ß) is falling z should fall. However, it is unclear whether 
government will be able to impose a corresponding z#. 

The second order condition for a maximum of Z is negative: 
2

1 (1 )
2 (1 ) 1 (1 ) 0.d Z K z w

dw

(88) 
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The equation system in matrix notation is: 
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Whereas ''''''' xhcb .
For Y* > critical Y0* (home country is relatively small), second term in squared 
brackets then is positive. 
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Sufficient condition for 0dY
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Appendix E.3: Reflections on EU Eastern Enlargement 

Eight transition countries will join the EU in 2004: On May 1, 2004 there will be 
an EU Eastern enlargement, and this will be the largest EU expansion to date. The 
population of the EU will increase by 1/5, national income of the EU by some 5% 
(of EU-15 GDP) at face value and by about 10% if purchasing power standards, 
which take into account the fact that the prices of nontradables are still relatively 
lower in accession countries compared to EU-15, are used. The accession coun-
tries have benefited from pre-accession EU transfers and also from asymmetric 
trade liberalization in Europe. The Commission has estimated that the growth rates 
of the accession countries will be in the range of 4.5% to 6% in the period from 
2005 to 2009, which is clearly above the estimated 3% growth projected in a 
simulation without accession (SOLBES, 2004). EU accession countries will bene-
fit from adopting the EU legal system – the acquis communautaire – which makes 
investment less risky but some business ventures also more complex to organize. 
EU accession countries of Eastern Europe are former socialist countries which 
adopted a very broad range of new institutions and policy patterns in the transfor-
mation decade of the 1990s when they also opened up to the world economy and 
reoriented trade strongly towards Western Europe. Accession countries will bene-
fit from EU transfers for decades which go particularly to regions with per capita 
income below 75% of EU average (at purchasing power parity), with the average 
per capita income level of accession countries of Eastern Europe in 2004 close to 
45%. 

With eastern enlargement, there will be ten new countries in the EU – eight 
from Eastern Europe – plus Malta and Cyprus, whereby the latter is a Mediterra-
nean island divided between a Greek population in the West and a majority of 
Turkish people in the East. Cyprus is difficult political turf, but it also is the home 
of Russia’s largest expatriate banking community. The 1990s were a period of 
massive capital flight from Russia and the echo effect particularly found root in 
the dynamic banking scene in Cyprus and massive “Cyprian” (read: Russian) for-
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eign direct investment in Russia. EU eastern enlargement also brings major 
changes for the Community and Russia as the latter will suffer from trade diver-
sion. Russia’s exports of industrial goods – disregarding oil and gas – will decline, 
in particular due to the protective nature of EU standards. Moreover, the people of 
the new Russia face exclusion in the sense that almost all European countries are 
no longer accessible for Russians without a visa. The situation will become worse 
after Bulgaria and Romania join the Community in 2007. Russia also feels threat-
ened by Nato enlargement which is organized on the side of Western Europe and 
the US with utter disregard for Russian interests, creating a feeling of alienation in 
the new Russia. Nato enlargement is also an eastern enlargement, but while Brus-
sels is the center of gravitation of EU eastern enlargement, it is Washington which 
is steering Nato enlargement. The Bush administration obviously wants to get 
Nato involved in many new hot spots, including Iraq where some new Nato mem-
bers from Eastern Europe are already active. Poland, whose president obviously 
expected to gain in prestige and political clout from following the Bush admini-
stration into Iraq, is one example. Foreign adventure to compensate for social ten-
sions at home is not a new motive in politics. The borrowed prestige is in stark 
contrast to the weak economy in Poland. EU accession countries might, however, 
be tempted to follow the US in military adventures in more regions, and this 
brings Europe back to Africa and Asia in a second wave of quasi-colonial activi-
ties, this time under the US umbrella. Germany has so far been hesitant to follow 
the US, but there is little doubt that a future conservative government might close 
ranks with the US again. 

The enlarged Community is a new mixture of advanced OECD countries and 
relatively poor countries which are characterized by wage rates that are roughly 
1/9 of that in Germany. Certainly, productivity of firms in Germany is higher than 
those in EU accession countries, but it is clear that there will be a new interna-
tional division of labor in EU-25. Labor-intensive production and partly capital in-
tensive production as well will be relocated to accession countries which therefore 
naturally become important markets for German exports of investment goods. As 
EU enlargement goes along with heavy investment in upgrading infrastructure in 
accession countries, both eastern European supplier firms and exporters will find 
faster and cheaper access to EU-15 markets in the future. From an EU-15 perspec-
tive, it holds that import competition from EU accession countries will therefore 
grow. At the same time, firms in high wage countries such as Germany, France, 
Austria or Sweden will have to specialize more on goods using technology and 
human capital intensively. 

The EU enlargement of 2004 means that the Community population will in-
crease by some 70 million inhabitants, whereby Poland is the largest country with 
39 million people. In 2002, per capita income relative to EU-15 was 73.7% for the 
leading country, Slovenia, followed by 59.8% for the Czech Republic and Hun-
gary with 55.9%. At the bottom level were Poland, Lithuania and Latvia which 
stood at 39.4%, 39.1% and 35.2%, respectively. Figures for Bulgaria, Romania 
and Turkey were 24.7, 24.5 and 22.9%, respectively; for 2006 the forecast figures 
(EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 2003) are 28%, 27.6% and 24.5%, respectively. 
Except for Slovenia and Hungary with inflation rates of 7.5% and 5.3% in 2002, 
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inflation rates were low in accession countries in 2002 and are expected to remain 
low in 2006 with the relevant range between 0% and 3%. In line with relatively 
low per capita income, the consumer price level in Eastern European accession 
countries in 2002 was around ½ of EU-15, except for Slovenia and Poland where 
the price level stood at 70 and 61, respectively. The unemployment rate was very 
high in Poland in 2002/03, namely close to 20%; in the Slovak Republic and in 
Lithuania it reached about 18% and 14%, respectively. At the same time, Poland 
had the highest participation rate, namely 76%.  

Current account imbalances are not a major problem for accession countries, 
except for Estonia and Poland. If Poland’s current account deficit should grow 
over time, the country might face a major depreciation and a confidence crisis as-
sociated with sudden capital outflows and hence rising interest rates. One-third of 
Poland’s government debt is foreign debt. If Poland should face a major crisis in 
the future, both Germany and the Euroland will have to find an answer to the 
question addressing the extent to which a problem of a major neighbouring coun-
try is considered a common interest worth solving. If such a problem should 
emerge, neither the German government nor the ECB is likely to be very forth-
coming with financial and political support to stabilize the country; there is no 
pretext with respect to this. However, as much as the US has always helped its 
neighbouring country, Mexico, through a financial crisis, there are good reasons 
why Germany and the EU should not treat Polish problems with a benign neglect 
attitude.

From the perspective of EU-15 countries and Germany, current account deficits 
in accession countries are rather welcome if they remain manageable for the re-
spective countries; the mirror position of EU-15 countries are net exports of goods 
and services which stimulate the rise of national output. If EU accession countries’ 
import growth would mainly reflect higher imports of investment goods, a current 
account deficit would be only a temporary problem since one may assume that ris-
ing production potential will contribute to higher production and exports in the fu-
ture.
The EU will face quickly massive internal problems if serious financial market 
problems in accession countries should emerge in a period of slow growth in EU-
15 core countries. Germany together with Italy is the weak core of the EU in the 
first decade of the 21st century. Both countries are aging rapidly and both countries 
have serious problems in their political systems for adopting adequate political re-
forms. What the North-South divide is for Italy is more or less the East-West di-
vide of Germany. Moreover, the fact that Germany’s per capita income (at figures 
based on purchasing power parity) fell below the EU average in 2003 is shocking 
news for the largest EU economy. The longer slow growth continues, the more EU 
partner countries in Western and Eastern Europe will suffer from this.  
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Table 7. Selected Macroeconomic Indicators for EU Accession Countries and Turkey

2002 2006
Cyprus 2,8 2,0
Czech Rep. 1,8 2,5
Estonia 3,6 3,2
Hungary 5,3 3,0
Latvia 1,9 3,0
Lithuania 0,3 2,6
Malta 2,2 2,0
Poland 1,9 2,9
Slovak Rep. 3,3 3,0
Slovenia 7,5 3,7
Bulgaria 5,8 3,9
Romania 22,5 6,0
Turkey 45,0 6,2
EU 2,1 :

Consumer price inflation 
(annual % change)

                                       

1998- 
2002

2003- 
2006

2002 2006

Cyprus 4,2 3,8 72,3 77,3
Czech Rep. 1,5 3,0 59,8 62,0
Estonia 4,7 5,5 41,7 47,6
Hungary 4,3 4,0 55,9 60,2
Latvia 5,7 6,2 35,2 41,2
Lithuania 4,5 6,4 39,1 46,1
Malta 2,8 2,7 na na
Poland 5,4 4,7 39,4 43,5
Slovak Rep. 3,0 4,3 47,3 51,6
Slovenia 3,9 3,9 73,7 79,0
Bulgaria 4,1 5,3 24,7 28,0
Romania 1,4 5,2 24,5 27,6
Turkey 1,2 5,2 22,9 24,5
EU 2,4 100,0 100,0

Gross domestic product
average 

annual real 
growth rate    

GDP/head    
(PPS, in % of  
EU average)

* without demographic effects; candidate countries growth 
rates 2003-06: PEPs; EU Growth rates 2003-04: Spring 2003
COM forecast; EU growth rates 2005-06: 2,4%                       

2002 2006
Cyprus -5,3 -1,4
Czech Rep. -6,5 -6,2
Estonia -12,3 -9,0
Hungary -4,0 -5,0
Latvia -7,8 -7,6
Lithuania -5,3 -5,6
Malta -4,7 -4,4
Poland -3,5 -5,1
Slovak Rep. -8,2 -3,3
Slovenia 1,7 1,1
Bulgaria -4,4 -3,8
Romania -3,4 -4,6
Turkey -0,8 -1,2
EU -0,2

Current account 
balance               

(% of GDP)

                                

2002 2006
Cyprus 90 92
Czech Rep. 47 47
Estonia 52 54
Hungary 50 55
Latvia 52 54
Lithuania 51 51
Malta n/a n/a
Poland 61 61
Slovak Rep. 42 50
Slovenia 70 77
Bulgaria 41 43
Romania 49 67
Turkey 71 a)
EU 100 100

Consumer price levels  
(in % of EU-15)

Inflation rates : PEPs; EU: 2%; const. 
Nominal exchange rates  a) not 
meaningful       
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foreign debt  
(% of total 
debt, 2002)

Cyprus 59,7 56,1 22,9
Czech Rep. 26,9 39,4 2,3
Estonia 5,8 4,6 93,0
Hungary 56,3 54,0 n/a
Latvia 14,6 17,4 61,5 1

Lithuania 22,7 23,3 69,9 1

Malta 66,6 68,4
Poland 41,8 49,1 33,1 1

Slovak Rep. 44,3 48,5
Slovenia 27,8 25,9 41,1
Bulgaria 56,2 39,0 88,4
Romania 22,7 25,1 55,0
Turkey 102,5 83,2 47,0
EU 63,1

General government debt
(% of GDP)    

2002     2006

1: central governement           

Cyprus 3,2 3,0 70,0 70,0
Czech Rep. 7,3 7,5 71,1 70,9
Estonia 10,3 9,2 62,3 62,5
Hungary 5,8 5,8 59,7 61,5
Latvia 12,0 10,1 68,8 68,8
Lithuania 14,0 10,2 69,3 70,5
Malta 5,2 4,9 56,8 58,0
Poland 19,7 n/a4 76,4 76,1
Slovak Rep. 18,5 16,1 70,0 70,3
Slovenia 6,4 5,0 67,8 68,3
Bulgaria 17,8 14,0 53,3 54,4
Romania 8,4 6,8 47,1 46,4
Turkey 10,3 9,6 49,6 50,8
EU 8,2 : :

Labour markets
Unemploy-     
ment rate1       

2002   2006

Participation   
rate2            

2002   2006

1: ILO definition                                                                        
2: Age 15-64                                                                             
3: Population aged 15 years and over                                     
4: rates based on registered unemployed:  2002: 18,1%; 

Source: European Commission, 2003 Pre-Accession Economic Programme of the Acced-
ing and Other Candidate Countries: Overview and Assessment  

Poland is the largest accession country with close to 40 million people. How-
ever, the country is weak in economic terms with its unemployment rate reaching 
20% in 2004. This is not intended to overshadow the considerable growth rate of 
3-4% p.a. in recent years. However, for a poor country which reaches less than 
50% of EU-15 per capita income, one should indeed expect high growth rates in 
the context of economic and technological catching-up. The Polish economy made 
enormous progress after a bold comprehensive transformation in the early 1990s. 
Successive governments have been slow to modernize infrastructure, however, 
where for instance building a highway between Warsaw and Berlin is moving 
forward at a snail’s pace. On the positive side, one should emphasize that the in-
flation rate is very low and the trade balance deficit does not present a serious 
problem. Rather Poland has recorded a surplus vis-à-vis Germany in 2003 for the 
first time in a decade. At the same time it is true that Poland is facing rising social 
tensions as its society is divided in young dynamic strata with rising real incomes 
and a large number of poor – and often – unemployed people. The creation of 
more firms is of utmost importance for Poland, but indigenous entrepreneurial dy-
namics are likely to suffer in the context of EU accession as regulations will be-
come more complex and costly. In addition, access to bank loans could become 
more difficult as Polish banks will have to obey the stricter rules of Basel II prin-
ciples of prudential supervision. Warsaw is a very dynamic city with many stu-
dents in private and public universities with many foreign students, including a 
minority from Arab countries (and it has been stated that for years Palestinian stu-
dents attended Polish universities, in most cases studying seriously, however in 
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certain cases students came simply to recover from “action” in the Middle East). 
On both sides of the German-Polish border, unemployment rates are very high, 
namely close to 20%.  

It is not only Poland which is having problems stimulating growth and em-
ployment. There are indeed similar problems in eastern Germany where produc-
tivity levels in 1991 stood at 1/3 of western Germany, but at 2/3 in 1999. Since 
then the productivity gap has not closed. There has been some industrial revival in 
2003/04 in eastern Germany, but East Germany suffers from a lack of entrepre-
neurs, a declining population – there is continuing East-West migration within 
Germany – and insufficient government spending on public investment and pro-
motion of innovation. At the same time, East Germany is spending too much on 
civil servants, as there is overstaffing in parts of the government bureaucracy. 

EU accession countries have adopted very low corporate tax rates (e.g. 15% in 
the Slovak Republic) which in turn forced Austria to reduce its corporate tax rate 
to 20% in 2003. A major weakness of EU eastern enlargement is that the EU-15 
has not imposed a minimum corporate tax rate which would be binding for all ac-
cession countries after a transition period. Indeed, it is strange that German tax-
payers contribute heavily to the EU budget which in effect means that accession 
countries – getting EU structural funds of up to 4% of gross domestic product – 
use German taxes to artificially reduce corporate tax rates. As a consequence, 
there will be accelerated relocation of industry from EU-15 to accession countries. 
With corporate tax rates effectively reduced to below 20% in the Community, the 
implication is that mainly workers of EU-15 countries finance tax reductions for 
corporations with their tax payments. Worse yet, strange tax competition in the 
EU leads to a weakening of growth and employment in EU-15 which must not be 
the ultimate goal of EU enlargement. If the strange tax competition would allow 
accession countries - representing roughly 1/10 of EU GDP – to raise output 
growth by one percentage point while the growth rate in EU-15 would be reduced 
by 1/5 of a percentage point the net effect for the community would clearly be 
negative. To avoid any misunderstanding: countries which are not obtaining major 
EU transfers should be free to have low corporate tax rates, but it is inappropriate 
for countries obtaining massive transfers to adopt low rates. 

Germany and other EU countries – including those of Eastern Europe – could 
benefit from a certain growth acceleration effect associated with the expansion of 
information and communication technology (WELFENS, 2003; VAN ARK/PIAT- 
KOWSKI, 2004). In Germany, the government has adopted several initiatives in-
cluding a private public partnership project (D21) which has stimulated reforms. It 
is noteworthy that the head of the advisory committee, Chancellor Schröder, has 
participated in all sessions of the committee which is a clear signal the he takes 
this field quite seriously. At the bottom line, Germany has adopted many new re-
forms, but only a few of them really meet the challenges ahead – setting adequate 
priorities has not been a hallmark of government. EU eastern enlargement will 
bring new pressure to accelerate reforms. However, short-sighted politicians are 
not very likely to adopt those reforms which are most necessary. Germany is 
unlikely to record high growth in the coming years unless the government adopts a 
more professional and consistent set of policy elements.  
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If Germany should continue to face rising unemployment and slow growth over 
many years as well as the prospect of EU membership for Turkey, one should not 
rule out the possibility of debate about a reunited Germany leaving the enlarged 
community. One can only warn against illusory policy as supported by EU Com-
missioner Verheugen, who would support Turkey’s quick accession into the 
Community. Neither Germany, the EU-25 nor Turkey are in good shape, and in-
ternational politics have become quite complicated not least of which is due to the 
problems of terrorism. Responsible policymakers interested in preserving a stable 
and dynamic Community should first successfully digest EU eastern enlargement 
before embarking upon new enlargement dreams. The enlargement of the Federal 
Republic of Germany, that is German unification, has shown everybody how dif-
ficult the merger of two very different countries really is. With Turkey the situa-
tion is even much more difficult, not least because the Turkish population is grow-
ing by about 1 million p.a.; the country will have some 120 million inhabitants by 
2050. Germany alone can be expected to attract some 5 million Turkish immi-
grants in the period 2020-2050 (assuming that Turkey were to become a full EU 
member by 2020). Mr. Verheugen’s view that full EU membership of Turkey 
could be combined with restrictions on labor mobility in the EU is illusory since 
the European Court of Justice has stated in its rulings that restrictions on labor 
mobility can only be temporary for EU member countries. 

Appendix E.4: Fiscal Multiplier in a Hybrid Approach 

A hybrid approach can be written as follows: Output is a weighted sum of the pro-
duction potential and aggregate demand. 

Y =   Ypot + (1- ) Yd (98) 

To see the implication of a medium term analysis – with  =1-u – one may con-
sider the case of closed economy with consumption C= cY, investment I(r) and 
exogenous government consumption G; and production potential Ypot= KßL1-ß (K 
is capital, L is labor, 0<ß<1). Hence we can rewrite equation (1) as follows 

Y= [1-u] KßL1-ß + u {cY + I(r)+G} (98’)

dY/dG = 1/[1-uc] (98”) 

Only if the unemployment rate approaches unit we get the familiar Keynesian 
multiplier dY/dG= 1/[1-c]. For any positive unemployment rate below unity the 
multiplier for fiscal policy is smaller than the standard textbook result.

Appendix E.5: Reconsidering Aggregate Output in a Two-Sector 
Approach 

Assume that aggregate demand consists of tradables demand T and nontradables 
demand N, the relative price between tradables and nontradables is . We can thus 
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state, as an equilibrium condition for the goods market (with Ypot denoting poten-
tial aggregate output) in a fully employed economy: 

Ypot = N + T (99a) 

Instead – and assuming for simplicity =1 - we may state: 

[Ypot] ’(N,T) =N ’(N,T) T 1- ’(N,T) (99b) 

The elasticity ’ depends on N and T in a way which is not clear here (more on 
this subsequently). We can thus state 

’(N,T) lnYpot = ’(N,T) lnN + [1- ’(N,T)]lnT (99b’) 

Thus the elasticity of potential output with respect to N-demand is unity and 
with respect to tradables demand is (1- )/ . This elasticity should not be confused 
with the pure output elasticity for the case of a production function (say 
Ypot=KßL1-ß where K and L are respectively, capital input and labor input). Why 
can we state equation Ib? Note simply that for any two variables A and B (A 0;
B 0) the following equation holds – with a specific exponent :

[A+B]  = A  B  (99c) 

Taking logarithms results in: 

{ln[A+B] – ln A +lnB} = ln B (99d)

Hence the above equation (99d) holds for  

 = {[ln[A+B]/lnB] - [ln A/lnB] + 1}-1 (99e) 

A useful approximation is ln[A+B] – ln A  lnB – n’lnA.  

 = {2 - [[1-n]ln A/lnB]}-1 (99e’) 

Moreover, for the special case that A+B are normalized to unity  is even simpler: 

 = {[ln A/lnB] + 1}-1 (99f) 

An interesting application of this theorem in mathematics – with many useful ap-
plications in Economics - is the familiar goods market equilibrium condition in 
macroeconomic analysis (C is consumption, I investment, Y real income): 

Y = C + I (99g) 

Without loss of generality we can state instead 

Y  = C  + I 1-  (99h) 

Hence

ln Y = lnC + {[1/[1/ ] – 1}lnI (99i) 

If we assume a consumption function C=cY we can state:

ln Y = lnc+ lnY – {[2- [1-n][(lnc+lnY)/lnI]lnI (99j) 
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Hence we can easily calculate the elasticity of Y with respect to a change in ex-
ogenous investment I. 

Alternatively one can consider an investment function (with e’ denoting the 
Euler number) I = e-µ’r.

Basically the equilibrium line for the goods market can be drawn in lnY-r 
space.



F. Productivity Shocks, Innovations, Stock Market 
Dynamics and Growth  

F.1 Introduction 

The banking business in the late 20th century has undergone profound changes. A 
first aspect is that the speed of adjustment in financial markets has increased in the 
course of digitization, computer expansion and the internet revolution, at the same 
time bringing down heavily prices of transactions in financial markets and thus 
contributing to the internationalization of financial markets and banking. A second 
key aspect is economic globalization with the result that for many financial prod-
ucts there exists a global market in which only a few large banks compete. A third 
element is that prudential supervision has started to emphasize risk-based equity 
requirements – indeed, Basel II rules will bring about broader spreads across dif-
ferent classes of loan risk. A fourth element is the increasing role of investment 
banking and the role of international mergers & acquisitions which accounted for 
roughly 3/5 of foreign direct investment in the 1990s. This in turn reinforces the 
role of stock markets on whose dynamics our analysis will focus. Moreover, in the 
presence of imperfect capital markets there is a renewed interest in the develop-
ment of the real exchange rate since it will affect foreign direct investment: 
FROOT/STEIN (1991) have emphasized that a real depreciation of the currency 
of the host country implies that equity capital of foreign bidders – expressed in 
terms of the currency of the host country - is increased so that a successful lever-
aged international M&A will become more likely; FDI inflows will increase. De-
fining the real exchange rate of country I (home country) as q=P/eP* or q*= eP*/P 
where e is the nominal exchange rate and P the price level (*denotes foreign vari-
ables) it is clear that both nominal exchange rate dynamics and changes in the 
sticky price level at home and abroad will affect the real exchange rate. Our ana-
lytical focus will be partly on short term stock market dynamics in open econo-
mies which we define as having trade and foreign direct investment inflows. We 
will present a new short term model which models the interaction of money mar-
ket, stock market and foreign exchange rate. Moreover, a medium term model 
based on the capital asset pricing model will be presented and finally we will plug 
the stock market into a modified growth model. Indeed, we will emphasize the 
role of stock markets for short-term and long term dynamics.  

As regards the potential relevance of research on stock markets – and related 
wealth effects – it is clear that the impact of changes in the real wealth of stocks is 
rather small in many countries. E.g. as regards the impact of changes in stock 
market prices empirical analysis points to only a minor impact on consumption in 
cross-country analysis. However, observing individual countries could reveal a 
different story; a priori one would expect a relatively large impact on consumption 
and savings, if the share of stocks in overall wealth is relatively large and if a siz-
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able share of the population owns stocks: This is for instance the case in the US, 
the UK and Sweden. One may, however, also raise the issue as to why theoretical 
and empirical analysis finds investment dependent on stock market dynamics – in 
a simple equilibrium growth model this implies that savings must also be affected 
by the stock market. E.g. a simple approach is to assume that savings depends on 
the real interest rate r and the ratio of (exogenous) target wealth A’T to actual 
wealth A’ which for simplicity one may consider as to be comprised of real money 
balances M/P and the real value of stocks P’K/P where P’ is the stock market price 
level, K is the capital stock – equal to the number of stocks – and P is the output 
price level. A sustained increase in P’/P should translate into a fall of savings as 
the gap between the wealth target and actual wealth has fallen. Since stock mar-
kets are very volatile it is clear that people will discount stock market prices 
strongly. Another caveat to the relevance of the stock market is that when consid-
ering wealth, real estate is more important than stock market dynamics for macro-
economic development. In many OECD countries real estate is somewhat higher 
than the value of stock market capitalization. While it is true that real estate is an 
important variable, in particular in countries with a high share of owner-occupied 
housing (e.g. US, UK, France, Spain), one should not overlook the fact that stock 
market capitalization relative to GDP has increased considerably in the 1990s. 
Taking a look at the Great Depression also reveals a strong impact of stock mar-
kets, although one should emphasize that the respective dynamics could be cov-
ered adequately in a disequilibrium model. 

Stock markets have strongly shaped economic growth in the 1990s as real stock 
prices and real GDP growth increased in most OECD countries and emerging 
markets; and when stock market prices collapsed in 2001/02 there was also a con-
siderable fall in output growth. As regards international links among stock market 
developments, empirical analysis suggests that the US stock market dominates EU 
stock market developments. From this perspective any overshooting or bubble 
phenomenon on the US stock market translates into similar movements in other 
OECD countries. However, it is not fully understood why we observe such inter-
national correlations. Within a simple medium term model we will suggest a sim-
ple transmission channel which is linked to product innovations and network ef-
fects. The model we present is for an innovative small open economy with full 
capital mobility in the sense that foreign direct investment inflows are allowed. 

A special aim of the analysis presented concerns economic catching up on the 
one hand, on the other hand we want to better understand the links between stock 
market and exchange rate dynamics with real economic development in leading 
OECD countries and follower countries. Our analysis presents a model for com-
bining stock market dynamics, the real exchange and capital accumulation dynam-
ics plus product innovations. The paper thus looks into some unchartered waters 
of modern Economics. As regards policy options we emphasize that governments 
should try to avoid overshooting in stock markets and foreign exchange markets. 
Cooperation among leading OECD countries in the field of stock market regula-
tion could be useful. The real exchange rate in catching-up countries typically is 
expected to increase in the long term (BALASSA-SAMUELSON effect), how-
ever, it is unclear how short-term dynamics will affect exchange rate development. 
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In this context one must bear in mind the implications of the DORNBUSCH 
model which emphasizes that in a system of flexible exchange rates there can be 
overshooting stemming from the interaction of sticky prices and fast adjusting ex-
change rates. 

There is a link between the real exchange rate and the burden of the debt. A real 
depreciation is particularly important for a country with foreign debt since it raises 
the burden of foreign debt; this effect offsets the stimulating effect of a deprecia-
tion of the currency on net exports of goods and services. The literature on pricing 
to market has undermined previous elasticity optimism – at least in a more short 
term view. Pricing to market implies that an exchange rate change will not go 
along with a full exchange rate pass-through. With respect to potential overshoot-
ing the problems associated could be more likely than with full pass-through.  

There is also a link between the real exchange rate and capital flows, in particu-
lar foreign direct investment. A real appreciation, namely a fall of eP*/P, implies 
that home firms will find it easier to acquire foreign assets. In imperfect capital 
markets (FROOT/STEIN, 1991), a fall of eP*/P implies that at a given relative 
price of stocks (ratio of stock market price P’ to output price level P) both home 
and abroad, foreign firms (in country II) can be acquired more easily after an ap-
preciation; firms from country I can put up more equity capital as expressed in 
terms of the foreign currency. Hence they will be able to obtain more loans in the 
target country than previously so that there is a higher likelihood to outbid rival 
firms in the target country. A rarely considered implication – not considered by 
FROOT/STEIN - is that in open economies investment depends on the real ex-
change rate. 

With respect to short-term analysis, with P and P* considered as sticky vari-
ables, nominal exchange rate changes are equivalent to real exchange rate 
changes. Over a long-term perspective price levels are flexible, however, so that 
discussing the real exchange rate requires us to take a look at both the nominal ex-
change rate as well as the price level at home and abroad. In a world with tradable 
(T) goods and (N) nontradable goods, the internal exchange rate is defined as 
PT/PN. It can be shown – we pick up on this point subsequently – that the real ex-
change rate, q, is related to both the internal exchange rate and relative interna-
tional sectoral productivity differentials. Economic opening up and economic 
growth are associated with considerable sectoral changes and hence productivity 
shifts. Not all countries which have opened up to the world economy have 
achieved both high productivity growth and real income growth. It will be inter-
esting to focus on this issue and to raise some issues related particularly to produc-
tivity growth and the nominal and real exchange rate. 

While arbitrage in a two country model with homogeneous traded goods im-
plies that PT= ePT* the analysis looks different in a setup with product innovations 
and heterogeneous goods: It will hold PT=V’ePT* where V’ 1 in equilibrium. In 
our analysis we are interested in looking into a world with Schumpeterian product 
innovations. Firms and countries differ in terms of product innovations. In certain 
countries the size of the market and consumer preferences might be particularly 
appealing for launching new products, and the large market with high per capita 
incomes in the US is therefore often an important lead market; this is all the more 
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true since many US multinational companies have a strong record in product in-
novations and since in new niche markets innovative young firms can often be 
found. As regards Western Europe there are clearly differences across countries 
when it comes to per capita income and patenting per capita; and one may distin-
guish between large and small countries. However, there are also considerable dif-
ferences in terms of  response time to innovative products: time-to-takeoff in years 
(average time between product introduction on the national market and sales take-
off) was found to be around four years in Denmark, Norway and Sweden, around 
five years in Finland, Ireland, Belgium, Switzerland and the Netherlands, about 
six years for Austria and Germany, seven years for Italy, Spain and France and 
roughly nine years for the UK, Greece and Portugal (TELLIS/STREMERSCH/ 
YIN, 2003).  

Finland and Sweden also are among the leaders in the EU’s European Innova-
tion Scorebord (EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 2003, p. 27) when it comes to 
questions such as:  

1. What is the percentage of “new to market products” of all turnover in manufac-
turing and of all turnover in services, respectively? In the 2003 scoreboard the 
EU-15 average (with missing data in the case of Ireland, Luxembourg and 
Netherlands) was 10.5 in manufacturing, while it was 27.2 for the top-leader 
Finland followed by Italy, Portugal and Denmark with 18.7, 16.0 and 14.3, re-
spectively. In the field of services the EU-15 average was 7.4 (with missing 
data in the case of Ireland, Netherlands and the UK), while the leaders were 
Greece, Spain, Finland and Italy with 17.9, 13.7, 12.2 and 11.6, respectively. In 
the leader countries the price of tradables – in the field of manufacturing and 
services – should be higher than the EU average to the extent that novel prod-
ucts can fetch higher prices in the market. The data must be interpreted with 
caution since many products are newly introduced in the national market while 
this product does not necessarily stand for a global product innovation. If we 
concentrate on manufacturing products – typically all tradable - in high income 
countries where products new to the market should normally also mean new to 
the world market, Denmark has a clear lead, trailed by France and the UK with 
9.5 for both countries, followed by Austria and Germany with 8.4 and 7.1, re-
spectively. As a general hypothesis we expect that an increase in the share of 
new products to the market – relative to the EU average - will go along with a 
relative rise of the tradables price in the respective country. From a Schumpete-
rian perspective it is thus not adequate to assume the law of one price to hold 
strictly.

2. What is the percentage of “new to the firm but not new to the market products”, 
namely as a percentage of all turnover in manufacturing and of all turnover in 
services, respectively? In manufacturing, the EU-15 average (data missing for 
Ireland) was 28.6, while leaders were Germany, Sweden, Finland and Italy with 
40.3, 32.1, 31.1 and 30.1, respectively, they are followed by Spain, Denmark 
and the Netherlands (25.8, 24.2 and 23.8, respectively). In services the EU-15 
average (data missing for Ireland) was 18.8, while leaders were Greece, Spain, 
Sweden and Belgium scoring 37.1, 26.4, 23.7 and 23.5, respectively. Leading 
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countries here indicate a high ability for imitation. It is, however, not ruled out 
that relatively poor countries have a relatively high score in the imitation index 
simply because they are catching up. As regards relatively poor countries one 
should not underestimate the role of diffusion in economic catching up. In the 
context of EU eastern enlargement this implies that firms in accession countries 
should perform well in imitation in the medium term. Over the longer term, the 
role of true innovations should gain importance, and this should become visible 
in international patent statistics. 

In the literature the traditional analysis of the link between catching-up and 
relative price changes is the Balassa-Samuelson effect. This effect – narrowly de-
fined - suggests that the relative price of nontradables will increase along with a 
rise in per capita income (BALASSA, 1964; SAMUELSON, 1964). Basically, the 
reason could be that income elasticity for nontradables is higher than for tradables 
or that during economic catching-up productivity growth in the tradables sector is 
higher than in the nontradables sector. An alternative definition of the Balassa-
Samuelson effect –broadly defined – is that the real exchange rate will rise along 
with the growth of per capita income. As is well known the two types of Balassa-
Samuelson effect are linked to each other, and we will pick up on this later. 

Under flexible exchange rates the foreign exchange market determines – as part 
of an interdependent system of macro markets – the nominal equilibrium ex-
change rate. The short-term exchange rate is consistent with a long-term funda-
mental equilibrium exchange rate only if all other macro markets (including the 
goods market and the labor market) are also in equilibrium. Hence there are dif-
ferent analytical time horizons with respect to exchange rate analysis. Moreover, if 
we look at a given economy, it is important to consider the goods market and the 
labor market first; if these markets are in equilibrium and the exchange rate clears 
in a situation of a roughly balanced current account, we have an equilibrium real 
exchange rate. 

Very short term models are based on the analysis of financial markets, where 
the Branson model is a standard approach. A well-known medium-term analytical 
framework is the Mundell-Flemming model for an economy with unemployment. 
A simple full employment model is the model from MUNDELL (1968), who em-
phasized the distinction between tradable goods and nontradable goods. More re-
cent contributions to the literature with a particular focus on the Balassa-
Samuelson effect, are from DE GREGORIO/WOLF (1994), HALPERN/ 
WYPLOSZ (1997), CHIN/JOHNSTON (1997), MALISZEWSKA (1997), 
KRAJNYAK/ZETTELMEYER (1998), CANZONERI/CUMBY/DIBA (1999), 
GRAFE/WYPLOSZ (1999), CIPRIANI (2000), ROTHER (2000), SZAPARY 
(2000). It is worth mentioning that the real exchange rate can increase relatively 
quickly during economic catching up, e.g., the case of Spain in the European 
Monetary System by 25% between 1986 und 1993. Several eastern European EU 
accession countries have also recorded phases of high real appreciation in the late 
1990s. Many accession countries have also recorded a rise of the relative price of 
nontradables. 
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There are, however, no models considering the long-term link between 
growth/technology and the real exchange rate. As such, we will present the first 
such model. At the same time there is also no model dealing with very short-term 
financial market analysis and economic catching up which marks – along the time 
axis – the other extreme. Short-term exchange rate developments can have consid-
erable effects, possibly including foreign debt problems if there is a strong short 
depreciation such as overshooting effects in a country with high foreign debt. 
Thus we will present both a very short-term financial market model (namely an 
augmented BRANSON model) and a long-term model of the real exchange rate. 
Additionally we will present some new ideas on the role between economic catch-
ing up and the exchange rate in the context of a modified perspective on Balassa-
Samuelson effects related to the rise of the real exchange rate and the relative 
price of nontradables in the context of economic catching-up. We will first present 
the very short term financial market analysis, followed by a refined medium term 
model for Balassa-Samuelson effects in the context of product innovation; more-
over, we suggest a basic approach for analysing the long term real exchange rate, 
where relative innovativeness also plays a key role. As a medium term approach 
we consider a modified Mundell Fleming model: we integrate product innovations 
into the model. We model innovativeness as changes in total factor productivity, 
product innovations and capital productivity changes. In the very short term model 
the focus is on productivity shocks, while the medium term and long term analysis 
put the focus, respectively, on product and process innovations. 

The analysis suggests that relative international innovativeness is a crucial de-
terminant for both the short term exchange rate, the medium term rate and the long 
term rate. As the medium term model suggests that the equilibrium nominal ex-
change rate could rise or fall as a consequence of a relative rise in per capita in-
come (y/y*; with y standing for per capita income) there are some doubts about a 
system of fixed exchange rates – in particular for countries catching up. As the ra-
tio of research and development expenditures to GDP is increasing in OECD 
countries and Newly Industrializing Countries so that innovation dynamics inten-
sify globally, one may indeed argue that in a world with stronger Schumpeterian 
innovation dynamics there are arguments for adopting more flexible exchange rate 
systems. As regards the 1980s und 1990s it is noteworthy that relative innovative-
ness – as proxied by patent applications per capita and other variables – has wit-
nessed considerable shifts in Europe and across OECD countries (JUNGMITTAG, 
2003, 2003a).  

F.2 Traditional and New Approaches to the Exchange Rate and Stock 
Market Dynamics 

F.2.1 Stylized Facts of Exchange Rates and Stock Market Prices 

Let us first take a closer look at the links between the exchange rate e and stock 
market price at home P’ and abroad P’*. As regards nominal exchange rate dy-
namics and stock market fluctuations it is not surprising that the growth rate of the 
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exchange rate is strongly positively correlated to the growth rate of the price of the 
stock market – such linkage reflects a kind of interest parity in the sense that in-
ternational arbitrage requires that the growth rate of the stock market price at 
home should be equal to the expected sum of the growth rate of the stock price in-
dex abroad plus the anticipated relative change of the exchange rate (WELFENS, 
2001): Due to such arbitrage it will hold (g denotes growth rate): 

gP’ = ge + gP’* (1) 

There is empirical evidence (WELFENS, 2001)– including a nice out-of-
sample forecast – that a simple model of the euro-dollar exchange rate based on 
the independent variables nominal interest rate at home and abroad plus the 
change of stock prices at home and abroad can explain exchange rate develop-
ment; and the modelling brings indeed a nice out-of-sample forecast. 

According to (1’) it must be true that for a given percent change of the foreign 
stock price index there must be a parallel movement of the domestic stock market 
price and the exchange rate e. Indeed, if foreign (read US) stock market price dy-
namics strongly influence domestic (read: eg European) stock market price dy-
namics – eg for simplicity gP’=(1-x)gP’* where x is between 0 and 1 – it is clear 
that the depreciation rate must run rather parallel to the stock market price 
changes. The US and Japan seem to indicate such a link while German dynamics 
are more difficult to interpret. What we can also see is that the stock market vola-
tility on the basis of three-months-moving averages of monthly average figures is 
greater than the exchange rate variability. What is, of course, interesting is the co-
variance of the exchange rate and the stock price index. 
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Fig. 43. Exchange Rate and Stock Market Dynamics in the US (3-months moving average) 
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Fig. 44. Exchange Rate and Stock Market Dynamics in Germany (3-months moving aver-
age)
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Fig. 45. Exchange Rate and Stock Market Dynamics in Europe (3-months moving average) 
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Fig. 46. Exchange Rate and Stock Market Dynamics in Japan (3-months moving average) 

Taking a closer look at Eastern European countries and Newly Industrializing 
Countries one also finds a high volatility of stock market prices, while the volatil-
ity of the exchange rate is rather limited: this is probably due to the fact that cen-
tral banks have adopted some implicit pegging of the exchange rate. 

As regards levels of the stock market indices of various countries it is obvious 
that the US dominates many foreign stock markets.  
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Fig. 48. Exchange Rate and Stock Market Dynamics in Poland (annual data) 
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Fig. 49. Exchange Rate and Stock Market Dynamics in the Czech Republic (annual data) 

A traditional approach to exchange rate dynamics is the DORNBUSCH-model 
– which assumes sticky prices and instantaneous exchange rate movements in a 
system of flexible exchange rates - in which overshooting plays a crucial role. In 
our modified DORNBUSCH model which assumes that the price of stocks (P’) 
has a positive impact on the demand for money can be summarized by a set of 
equations which represents the Phillips curve (1a), aggregate demand – in a loga-
rithmic approximation – (1b), money market equilibrium (1c), capital market 
equation (1d: full capital mobility and full substitution of domestic and foreign 
bonds, that is interest parity will hold where E is the expectation operator) and ex-
pectation formation (1e). We will assume that the foreign stock market dominates 
P’ so that in the money demand equation for simplicity one may replace P’ 
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through the foreign stock market price index P’* times e: the condition eP’*= ’P’ 
could also be read as a kind of arbitrage condition – with E(eP’*)= E(e)E(P’*) 
+Cov(e,P’*)= E(e)E(P’*) + e P’* (e,P’*) and variance VAR (eP’*) 

[E(e)]2VAR(e) + [E(P’*)]2VAR(P’*) + 2E(e)E(P’*)Cov(e,P’*) - for stock mar-
kets of open economies with a similar level of technology and hence profitability 
of firms; for simplicity we set ’=1 (P*’ could itself be subject to overshooting; 
moreover, one may note that a priori the sign of the correlation (e,P’*) is unclear; 
policy makers could restrict the covariance by declaring a maximum acceptable 
variance of the exchange rate). We will use the following simple (with Y# denot-
ing full employment output) : 

dlnP/dt = f’(lnYd-lnY#) (1a) 

lnYd = ’(lne-lnP) + ’lnY +lnG (1b) 

lnM= lnP + µ’lnY- ’i  + ’[ln e+lnP*’] (1c) 

i=i* + E(dlne/dt) (1d)

E(dlne/dt) = ’(lne#-lne) (1e) 

An alternative to adaptive expectations as stated in (1e) would be perfect fore-
sight (we will disregard this for the moment): 

E(dlne/dt)=dlne/dt (1f) 

Note that all parameters are positive and that e# and Y# denote, respectively, 
the equilibrium exchange rate and full employment output. Combining (1c), (1d) 
and (1f) gives an equation for the monetary sector (M’M’ line) showing an inverse 
relationship between lnP and lne. The economy will be characterized by this 
M’M’ line at any moment of time since adjustments in the fast variables i and e 
will keep the system on the M’M’ line. 

lnP = lnM - µ’lnY + ’i* - ’lnP’* + ’ ’ (lne#-lne) - ’lne (1g) 

The slope in lnP-lne-space is determined by - ’ ’ - ’ which is negative: the 
absolute interest rate elasticity of the demand for money and the “learn-
ing”parameter ’ (in the expectation equation) are crucial which indicates how 
quickly the actual exchange rate adjusts towards the equilibrium value e#. The 
smaller both parameters are, the flatter the negatively sloped M’M’ curve - and the 
smaller the learning parameter is the closer is the location towards the origin. The 
flatter the M’M’ curve is, the higher is the overshooting phenomenon; a low value 
for ’ reinforces the overshooting problem. Conversely, the higher the learning 
speed and the higher in absolute terms the interest rate of the interest elasticity (the 
steeper M’M’), the smaller is exchange rate overshooting; and the higher ’ the 
smaller is the overshooting problem. This points to potential stabilizing properties 
of stock market transaction (one may state the hypothesis that the larger the long 
term stock market capitalization is the higher is ’). Government can influence the 
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interest elasticity of the demand for money by encouraging the development of an 
efficient financial sector offering a broad variety of financial market instruments: 
The larger the range of liquid short term investment alternatives in the market, the 
higher (in absolute terms) the interest elasticity in the demand for money.  

Note that overshooting is critical for developing countries with high foreign 
debt since it will bring the risk that excessive transitory (overshooting) devalua-
tion will raise the foreign debt level to a critical value: To the extent that investors 
will not agree on the relevance of overshooting a potential liquidity problem then 
might translate into a solvency problem – the country is considered to have such a 
high foreign debt that default is expected in the near future.  

Combining (1a) and (1b) gives – with dlnP/dt=0 – a medium term equilibrium 
condition for the real sector of the economy (I’S’ curve which has slope unity in 
lnP-lne space): 

lne# = lnP# + [1/ ’]lnG – [(1- ’)/ ’]lnY (1h) 

Expansionary monetary policy leads to overshooting (see the following figure) 
in the sense that the exchange rate will jump from e0 to e01 immediately, while the 
long run equilibrium value of the exchange rate is e1. The long run depreciation is 
smaller than the medium term depreciation of the currency. 
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Fig. 50. Financial Market Equilibrium (M’M’) and Real Economy (I’S’)
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An increase in the foreign stock market price – reflecting for instance intensi-
fied innovation dynamics and hence higher expected profits and higher stock mar-
ket prices – will shift the M’M’ curve upwards. Hence there will be a strong short 
term depreciation and a more modest long term depreciation. If foreign stock mar-
kets are characterized by a series of upward price increases we can expect to see a 
zig-zag exchange rate movement which will reflect the overshooting phenomenon. 
One might include additionally on the demand side in the goods market the vari-
able P’/P – Tobin’s q (denoted here as Q’): This means introducing a real “Tobin 
Q’ demand effect” in the goods market equilibrium by adding a term ”P’/P in 1b) 
which would mean that the overshooting effect is reinforced since the I’S’curve 
will shift to the left if the stock market price P’ and P’*, goes up: The long term 
depreciation effect is reduced – assuming that there is a depreciation at all – and in 
this sense the relative overshooting has increased. If the “Tobin Q’ demand effect” 
were very strong, there could even be the case that short term depreciation will be 
accompanied with long term appreciation; here we touch upon an empirical issue 
where one may anticipate a priori only rather limited relevance of such a case. 

The long term equilibrium solution is obtained by inserting (1h) in (1g) to re-
place lnP (which is equal to lnP’) and by setting lne=lne#: 

lne#(1+ ’) = lnM + ’i* + ’lnP’* + [1/ ’]lnG  -{µ’+[(1- ’)/ ’]}lnY (1i)

Clearly, this equation can be estimated empirically. Note that a rise of the for-
eign stock market price will bring about a nominal depreciation. If the stock mar-
ket price index abroad is positively influenced by product innovations v – and as-
sociated improved profitability of firms – the effect of product innovations abroad 
is a nominal long term depreciation. Moreover, in the long run the elasticity of e 
with respect to P is unity. An expansionary monetary policy will shift the M’M’ 
curve to the right; and the nominal exchange rate will react immediately and jump 
– as a short term reaction (only the M’M’ curve is binding) to a higher nominal 
exchange rate; in the short run dlne/dlnM will exceed unity so that there is over-
shooting. If we replace the adaptive expectation process by perfect foresight, that 
is

E(dlne/dt)=dlne/dt (1f) 

we will get a differential equation from combining (1c), (1d) and (1f) which reads: 

dlne/dt = [1/ ’]/[1+ ’] [lnP + µ’lnY –lnM] – 1/[1+ ’]i* + 
’/[1+ ’]lnP’* 

(1j) 

Note that (1a) and (1b) can be combined to the following differential equation for 
the dynamics: 

dlnP/dt = [-f’ ’]lnP + [f’ ’]dlne/dt + f’[lnG-(1- ’)lnY] (1k) 

The phase diagram for the system of two equations (1j) and (1k) – the curves 
EE (for 1j) and PP (for 1k) - shows that there is a saddle path so that there is only 
one unique trajectory (the M’M’ line) to the equilibrium point. Again it is true that 
shifts in exogenous variables will lead to an overshooting of the nominal exchange 
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rate so that the long term equilibrium exchange rate differs from the short term ex-
change rate. Imperfect capital mobility could reduce, but not necessarily eliminate, 
the phenomenon of overshooting.   

ln P 

ln P#0

ln eln e#0

E0 EE0 (dlne/dt=0) 

M’M’

I’S’ (dlnP0/dt=0) 

Fig. 51. Saddle Point Stability in a Perfect Foresight Model 

F.2.2 A Short-Term Analysis of Financial Market Dynamics and 
Technology Shocks 

A look at the effective real exchange rate of several countries shows that the real 
exchange rates show a long term rise – parallel to output per capita. This is true 
both for Asian NICs (until 1997, the year of the Asian crisis) and selected EU ac-
cession countries in the 1990s as is shown in the subsequent graph. Such a long 
term appreciation trend does, however, not rule out that there can be considerable 
short term depreciation periods; e.g. in the context of expansionary monetary pol-
icy and falling interest rates or as a consequence of investors’ fears with respect to 
the sustainability of government debt policy. In addition to this, oil price shocks 
could affect short term nominal and real exchange rate development. 
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Fig. 52. Real Effective Exchange Rates for Selected EU Accession Countries in the 1990s, 
Jan 1990=100 

Now let us turn to some modelling analysis. Over the short-term, all stock vari-
ables – such as the capital stock K – and the price level P are given. There can 
however be productivity shocks, namely changes in the marginal or average capi-
tal productivity. As for a Cobb-Douglas production function, the marginal produc-
tivity is proportionate to the average productivity. Interesting cases to consider are 
changes in expectations and in productivity growth and in the price level, capital 
stock and the stock of money, where the latter is a policy variable. 

New Open Economy Approach: Augmented Branson Model 

A well known model of financial markets in open economies is the BRANSON 
model, which focuses on the money market as well as the short term domestic 
bonds market and the short term foreign bonds market, with foreign bonds being 
denoted as F* (in foreign currency). Essentially, the model allows for the simulta-
neous determination of the exchange rate and the nominal interest rate in a setting 
with a domestic bonds market (BB line), a foreign bonds market (FF line) and the 
money market (MM line). This model determines the nominal exchange rate e and 
the nominal interest rate i. 

Subsequently we will modify the approach by dropping the domestic bonds 
market and adding the stock market. This allows for a convenient graphical expo-
sition. The more complex augmented BRANSON model, which includes the 
original three markets of the seminal model and the stock market, could be dis-
cussed analytically. 
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Fig. 53. Portfolio Equilibrium in the Simple Basic Branson Model 

The simple augmented BRANSON model, with i* representing the foreign in-
terest rate and aE the exogenous expected exchange rate change, can be written as 
follows (with V representing the marginal utility of money, z capital productivity, 

 expected growth rate of the stock market price; M is the nominal money stock, 
K the capital stock, P’ the stock market price and A’=[M/P] + [eF*/P] + P’K/P is 
overall real wealth): 

A’= (M/P) + (eF*/P) + P’K/P [budget constraint] (2a) 

M/P = n(V,i*+aE,z, )A’; n1>0, n2<0, n3<0, n4<0[MM curve] (2b) 

eF*/P = f(V, i*+aE,z, )A’; f1<0, f2>0, f3<0, f4<0[F*F* curve] (2c) 

P’K/P = h(V,i*+aE,z, )A’; h1<0, h2<0, h3>0, h4>0 [KK curve] (2d) 

We have dropped the domestic bonds market for convenience; in principle 
there is no problem in also taking into account the domestic bonds market.  

The system for equations (2c) and (2d) can be written in matrix form (remem-
ber that only two of the three equations (2b)-(2d) are independent as n+f+k=1) and 
determine – using Kramer’s rule and taking into account the budget constraint 
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equation (2a) – the multipliers for e and P’; while e and P’ are endogenous vari-
ables, the other variables are exogenous. Thus we differentiate the system and 
look at interesting multipliers such as:  

de/dz > 0  
de/d  0
de/dK = 0 
de/dM > 0 
de/di* > 0 
dP’/dz > 0 
dP’/d  > 0 
dP’/dK < 0 
dP’/dM > 0 
dP’/di*  0 

A rise of capital productivity will raise the stock market price level, and it – 
under certain parameter constellations – brings about a nominal depreciation. In 
such a case we cannot easily infer whether the domestic stock price has increased 
P’ relative to the price of foreign stocks (eP’*). Only if the percentage rise of P’ 
exceeds that of the nominal exchange rate would this be the case. One may dub 
such a case as an improvement in the international terms of capital where the latter 
is defined as P’/(eP’*); in an open economy with two-way foreign direct invest-
ment and portfolio investment in stocks, a rise of the terms of capital implies that 
the amount of foreign real capital per unit of domestic real capital has increased. 
Such a perspective implicitly goes one step beyond the existing model in the sense 
that we would have to also consider foreign stocks – at a given price of stocks 
abroad – so that domestic investors can trade domestic stocks for foreign stocks. 
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Fig. 54. Foreign Bonds Market, Stock Market and Money Market 

In an e-P’ diagram, we can display the equilibrium line (MM) for the money 
market, which has a negative slope since a rise in e (increase in the demand for 
money) must be combined with an adequate fall of the stock market price if 
money market equilibrium is to be maintained. The equilibrium line for the stock 
market (KK) has a positive slope, as a rise in P’ (its impact is a net supply effect) 
must be combined with a rise in e, namely an increase in the demand for stocks if 
stock market equilibrium is to be maintained. The slope of the equilibrium curve 
for the foreign bonds market is also positive and smaller than that of the KK 
curve. A rise of e causes a net supply effect – indeed an excess supply – in the for-
eign bonds market. This excess supply is eliminated if the stock market price and 
hence the real value of wealth is adequately increased.
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Fig. 55. Effects of an Increase in Capital Productivity in the Modified Branson Model with 
Stock Market 

An expansionary monetary policy implies an upward shift of the MM curve so 
that we observe depreciation and a rise in the stock market price. Net investment 
(i.e., a rise in K) will shift the KK curve upwards so that we can learn from the 
new intersection point with the MM curve that the nominal exchange rate will in-
crease and the stock market price will fall in the short run. A rise in capital pro-
ductivity (as occurs in the course of both structural change and economic catch-
ing-up) implies a downward (upward) shift of the KK (FF) curve and a rightward 
shift of the MM curve. From our multiplier analysis one may derive some ideas 
with respect to the correlation coefficient (e,P’*).  

The short-term result of an expansionary monetary policy is nominal deprecia-
tion and a rising stock market price. In the medium-term, however, one must take 
into account that for foreign investors from country II, depreciation in country I is 
equivalent to an appreciation of the currency of country I, allowing the purchase 
of assets more cheaply. This, however, does not hold for either stocks (or real 
capital) if the percentage increase in stock prices is higher than the depreciation 
rate of the currency in country I. Based on this perspective, a modified Branson 
model suggests that foreign direct investment could fall over the medium-term. In 
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the long run, the situation is different if one assumes that a relative rise of the 
stock market price will stimulate emission both of new stocks and net investment. 
The KK curve will shift upwards, thereby dampening the medium-term increase in 
stock market prices. This, in turn, will stimulate FDI inflows over the long run. 

F.3 Hybrid Model: Combining Interest Parity and Augmented Money 
Market Equilibrium 

A simple approach to exchange rate modelling is to combine “interest parity” with 
money market equilibrium; we will augment traditional approaches not least by 
assuming that the demand for money is not only a function of output and the 
nominal interest rate but also of the stock market price index P’ – assuming that 
the higher P’ the higher the transactions financed in stock markets. According to 
open interest parity we should have (with e as the nominal exchange rate, i as the 
nominal interest rate, * to denote foreign variables and 'R  as the risk premium) 

/ * '1Ee e e i i Rt t tt
(3a) 

1 / 1 ( *) 't t tEe e i i R (4a) 

Assuming that ( *) 'i i Rt  is relatively small we can use the approximation 
ln(1 )x x  and write: 

1ln ln ( *) 't tEe e i i R (5a) 

1ln ln ( * ) 't te Ee i i R (6a) 

We will assume that the risk premium R depends on the sustainability of fiscal 
policy as proxied by the debt-GDP ratio 'd .

1ln ln ( * ) '( ')t te Ee i i R d (7a) 

The expected exchange rate is supposed to be determined according to another 
part of the book: 

)ln(ln'')ln(ln'*)ln(lnlnln 111 tttttt eeeeYYeEe
        1(ln * ln ) (1 '') ln 'ln ( ' '') lnt tY Y e e e

(8a) 

This equation – where we assume 1)'''(,1''0  – states that the ex-
pected exchange rate is based on the past spot exchange rate plus three factors, 
namely the current account impact related net exports of goods and services and 
hence the differential */ln YY , the difference between the hypothetical long 
term (read purchasing power: PPP) equilibrium exchange rate e and the actual 
exchange rate; and the difference between the present exchange rate and the ex-
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change rate of the previous period. This learning pattern may reflect pragmatic 
learning in the sense that economic agents consider the present exchange rate with 
a certain probability as an equilibrium exchange rate (perfectly rational if the equi-
librium exchange rate were characterized by a random walk), but also consider the 
relevance of the rational component e ; and e  is based on purchasing power 
parity. Inserting (8) into (7) gives 

1ln [1 ( ' '')] (ln * ln ) (1 '') ln
                                ' ln ( * ) '( ')

t t

t

e Y Y e
e i i R d

(7’a) 

As regards the hypothetical equilibrium exchange rate – according to PPP – we 
follow the monetary approach to exchange rate determination in a modified form. 
The modification concerns the role of the stock market price index P’ which is as-
sumed to positively affect real money demand as transactions on stock markets 
will rise along with P’. The expected exchange rate is assumed to depend on rela-
tive money supply. Hence we assume the law of one price (in its weak form, that 
is 1'V ), that is purchasing power parity, and hence  

' *t t tP V e P (9a) 

ln ln ' ln ln *t t tP V e P (9’a) 

We assume money market equilibrium at home and abroad; and we denote real 
money demand )',,( PiYmm and )',*,(** PiYmm abroad. 'P is the 
stock market price index (real income is denoted as Y, the income elasticity of 
money demand denoted as  and the semi-interest elasticity denoted as '  and 
the elasticity with respect to the stock market price index as '' ). The real money 
supply is M/P in the home country and M/P* in the foreign country so that the 
equilibrium conditions read as follows (with 'e  denoting the Euler number):   

'''/ ' ' ti
t t t tM P Y P e (10a) 

'* ** ''** / * * '* ' ti
t t t tM P Y P e (11a) 

ln ln ln ' '' ln 't t t t tM P Y i P (10’a) 

ln * ln * *ln * '* * ''*ln '*t t t t tM P Y i P (11’a) 

Inserting from (8’) and (9’) P and P* into the equation for purchasing power 
parity (7’) we have: 

ln ln ' ln ln * *ln * *' * *''ln '*
           ln ' '' ln '

t t t t t t

t t t

e V M M Y i P
Y i P

(12a) 

Inserting (12a) in (7a) we get: 
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1[1 ( ' '')]ln ln / * (1 '') ln ' ln '
                               ' ln ' ln * * 'ln *
                               ' ln (1 * ' ') * (1 ' ')
                               '

t t

t t t

t t t

e Y Y e V
M M Y
Y i i

* '' ln '* ' '' ln ' 't t tP P R

(13a) 

Defining [1 ( ' '')]  as b we obtain: 

1ln (1 '') / ln '/ ln ' '/ ln '/ ln *
         [( * ' ) / ]ln * [( ') / ]ln
         {[1/ ][1 * ' '] * [1/ ][1 ' '] }
         [ '/ ] * '' ln '* ( '/ ) '' ln ' (1/ ) '

t t t t

t t

t t

t t t

e b e b V b M b M
b Y b Y

b i b i
b P b P b R

(14) 

If we assume that the semi-interest elasticity for the demand for money is the 
same at home and abroad we can replace the expression {…} by the interest dif-
ferential *i i . Equation (14) is a testable hypothesis, which takes into account 
both short term dynamics from the capital account and more long term dynamics 
related to the current account and purchasing power parity, respectively. For an 
empirical analysis with respect to transition countries see WELFENS/BORBÉLY 
(2004) who find positive empirical evidence for equation (12). 

F.4 Capital Asset Pricing Model and Product Innovations 

The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) focuses on the behavior or risk-averse 
investors who have a choice between bonds and stocks here understood as a prom-
ise for paying out future profits of the respective firms. The contemporaneous 
yield of stocks consists of the dividend yield plus the percentage change in the 
stock market price P’. What is the minimum rate of return sE an investor in stocks 
will require? The CAPM is straightforward in that it considers the risk free bond 
interest rate i, the expected variance of stock market prices E 2

t+1 and the market 
price of risk ’t +1 which reflects the degree of risk aversion of investors.  

sE =i + ’t +1 E 2
t+1 (15) 

Investors in the stock market will raise the required yield if there is a rise in 

the opportunity rate of return (i): Here the Growth and Stability Pact of the EU 
– assuming that it enjoys creditability - contributes to low interest rates as does 
the very size of the Euro area which allows more easily economies of scale in 
the issuing of debt instruments. 
the degree of risk aversion ’: The degree of risk aversion is likely to rise with 
the median age of the population – in the long run the age level is rising con-
siderably in the EU and Japan, but hardly in the US. 
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or stock market volatility 2: The variance of stock prices is affected by the 
variance of the underlying fundamentals, including eg innovation dynamics and 
the price of energy. 

If we additionally take into account that the real money balances M/P will af-
fect the demand for stocks as well as the role of Tobin’s Q’ (P’/P: the ratio of the 
stock price – reflecting the existing capital stock – to the price of investment 
goods/the price of newly produced goods) and the FROOT-STEIN argument rele-
vant in an open economy we get a simple long term demand function for stocks Z: 

Zd=Zd(i, M/P, E 2
t+1, v, ’, Q’, q*) (16) 

The partial derivatives (denoted a0,a1,…a6) of the first and third variable, the 
degree of risk aversion and of Q’ are negative, while M/P and q* will positively 
affect the stock demand. From the perspective of a small open economy the vola-
tility is determined by the US stock market dynamics. The degree of product inno-
vativeness v will positively affect the demand for stocks since product innovation 
will allow firms to fetch higher prices in goods markets and thus to raise profit-
ability. In the medium term the market price of risk can be assumed to be exoge-
nous. The nominal interest rate is affected by – domestic and foreign – bonds 
markets while M/P is a policy variable to the extent that the nominal money sup-
ply is concerned. P is a predetermined variable to the extent that medium term dy-
namics of national output Y are governed by the existing stocks of factor inputs 
(for a given trajectory of M and Y we can implicitly determine P). The real ex-
change rate is endogenous under flexible exchange rates, but exogenous in a fixed 
exchange rate system; in a medium term perspective we might even consider the 
exchange rate as pre-determined if purchasing power parity is remains steady, 
which will be done here. 

As regards the supply of stocks Zs we will use the following simple function 
(partial derivatives denoted as b1,b2,…b6) which assumes that supply is deter-
mined by the interest rate and Kopt (the profit maximizing capital stock; if actual K 
falls short of this optimum investment I will stimulate the supply of new stocks) 
the rate of product innovation v – the higher the innovation rate the higher antici-
pated profits -, the corporate income tax rate , Tobin’s Q and the real exchange 
rate q*. The partial derivative of i, Kopt, v, Q’ and q* are positive where a rise of 
q* is assumed to translate into higher export profits. The tax rate will negatively 
affect the supply of stocks.  

Zs =Zs (i , Kopt,  v, , Q’, q*)  (17) 

Using a linearized function for the demand and the supply side in the stock 
market, medium term equilibrium Zd=Zs in stock markets is therefore given by a 
rather simple equation (where we replace domestic volatility by foreign volatility): 

P’/P[b5-a5]=(a0-b0)i +a1E *2+ a2(M/P) +(a3– b3)v   

                  + a4 ’– b2[Kt-1+Iopt] –b4  +(a6-b6)q* 

(18) 
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Note that a similar equation will hold abroad. Indeed the equation is an implicit 
two-country model for a small open innovative economy. The term [b5-a5] is posi-
tive, the term (a0-b0) is negative and (a6-b6) is positive. We can thus state that a 
rise of the interest rate negatively affects the real stock market price (read Tobin’s 
Q’). There is also a negative impact of volatility, risk aversion, the capital stock 
and the tax rate. The real exchange rate has a positive impact on the real price of 
stocks. With sticky output prices it holds that a rise of the nominal exchange rate e 
will raise the stock market price P’, which is consistent with our basic short term 
financial market model. As regards the impact of right-hand side variables on the 
real stock price one should note: The only unclear sign is for v, namely [a3–
b3]/[b5-a5]. Before we look closer into the innovation variable one may emphasize 
the role of structural similarities of countries considered here. If the home country 
and the foreign country are of equal size and composed of equal firms the law of 
one price must hold for stock prices: 

P’= ’eP’* (19) 

or (assuming constant ’ with g for growth rate) gP’ = ge + gP’* which reads that 
the expected capital gains rate on domestic stocks must equal the expected capital 
gains rate on foreign stocks plus the expected currency depreciation rate, that is: 

[E(P’1)/P’o] -1 = [E(e1)/eo -1]+[E(P’*1)/P’*o] -1 (19’) 

In a setting characterized by (19) and a given real exchange rate the endoge-
nous variable in the above equation is investment, which no longer can be deter-
mined by autonomous domestic firms, rather investment follows immediately 
from the law of one price for the stock market. The law of one price for the stock 
market will hold in the long run only for countries with a similar technology basis 
and across which knowledge flows rather freely. This amounts to saying that there 
must be some factor mobility (and the internet creating broad transparency). In the 
subsequent analysis we will not consider this special case of stock market price 
arbitrage. Finally, note that with given K and sticky output prices equation (18) 
can be rearranged and solved for e, namely for the case of a small open economy 
whose stock market price dynamics are determined by the foreign stock market 
price according to P’= ’eP’*: The real and nominal exchange rate thus would be a 
positive function of i, a positive function of the variance of stocks and of the risk 
premium as well as a negative function of real money balances and a positive 
function of the capital stock and the price of (foreign) stocks relative to the price 
level; the impact sign of the product innovation variable is unclear. 

With a focus on equation (18) we turn to the innovation variable: If the innova-
tion variable affects the demand side more strongly than the supply side, namely 
[a3>b3], we will have a positive impact of v on Q’. There could be periods of irra-
tional exuberance when investors anticipate a wave of exogenous product innova-
tions – see the internet bubble or a potential future bubble centered on nanotech-
nologies – to strongly stimulate future profitability and thus raise the demand for 
stocks (for this case we assume a3>b3). A simplifying assumption is that such a 
wave of product innovations will not affect volatility in the market.  
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One should note that the interdependency of financial markets suggests that the 
nominal exchange rate and the stock market price should be determined simulta-
neously. WELFENS (2002) has argued that the real demand for money should be 
specified in a way which includes the contemporaneous stock market price: The 
demand for money m does not only reflect transactions in goods markets but also 
transactions in stock markets so that m=m(Y,i, P’) for country I and 
m*(Y*,i*,P’*) for country II; the partial derivative of m with respect to the stock 
market price P’ is expected to be positive. Using purchasing power parity e=P/P* 
and replacing P and P* from an explicit money demand function at home and 
abroad one should expect the nominal exchange rate to depend on Y,Y*, i, i*, P’ 
and P’* - note, that in a case of global dominance of the US stock market (that is 
the US S&P 500 development determines P’) the elasticity of P’ would be the 
same as that for P’*; and this seems to be relevant for both countries in Western 
Europe and Eastern Europe. A two stage least-square estimation (WELFENS/ 
BORBÉLY, 2004) for Hungary has shown domestic and foreign stock market 
price indices to be significant variables for the nominal dollar exchange rate; for 
Poland the domestic stock market price was a significant variable, the foreign 
stock market price index was only weakly significant. Adequate Durbin-Watson 
statistics and a high R squared underline that the approach chosen is useful. 

A more extensive modelling could endogenize v, eg by assuming that some 
path dependency in innovation in accordance with dv/dt = f(..)vt-n + B’E(P’) 
where f(…) is a density function for past innovations (B’ is a positive parameter); 
moreover, a rise in v may be assumed to be associated with a rise of volatility.
Here we are not so much interested in such extensions, rather we want to consider 
another impact, namely that domestic innovations and foreign innovations are in-
teracting through network effects: We assume that the effective domestic rate of 
product innovations v’ (v’ replaces thus v in the demand side function and the 
supply side function) is determined by interaction of product innovations launched 
by domestic firms (v) and by foreign firms (v*) where we have positive efficiency 
parameters ”, ”* and a simple multiplicative term included which makes sure 
that there are positive marginal cross fertilization effects from innovations. 

v’ = ”v+ ”*v*+2 ” ” *vv* = [ ”v+ ”*v*]2 (20) 

We thus have a real Schumpeterian channel which implies a positive cross 
country correlation of stock market prices (note we define [b5-a5]=b”): 

P’/P=(a0-b0)/b”i+a1/b”E *2+ a2/b”(M/P) +a3/b” ’ –b2/b”[K]–b4/b” +

(a6-b6) /b”q* + b3/b” [ ”v+ ”*v*]2

(21) 

Equation (VII) seems to be adequate for the US but an estimation for any other 
country would have to add a term b7P’*US/P*US which reflect the global domi-
nance of the real US stock market index (b7P’*US/P*US); the sign of b7 should be 
positive for OECD countries and any other country where the structure of the 
stock market index reflects a set of industries similar to that in the S&P500 index 
of the US. If one were to estimate the dynamics of the stock market and the ex-
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change rate simultaneously the implication for any non-US country is an ambigu-
ous sign for the impact of the foreign stock market variable. 

From an industrial economics perspective it would be interesting to consider 
countries where both goods markets are shaped through international oligopolistic 
interdepence in technology intensive innovative industries. A term such as that as-
sociated with b3 should then be highly relevant.  

F.5 Consumption, Volatility and Growth 

In the following analysis we will turn towards the problem of modified neoclassi-
cal growth modelling with labor augmenting technological progress A(t). This ap-
proach implies that dK/dt is now determined by a goods market equilibrium condi-
tion for an open economy. We are mainly interested to understand how volatility 
will affect respectively output and growth. To simplify matters we impose the 
long term interest parity condition in the form i=i*; as we will not consider infla-
tion we indeed have real interest rate parity in the form r=r*. There is one modifi-
cation which must be additionally considered, namely that instead of M/P and K 
we will use (M/P)/(AL)=:m’ and K/(AL)=:k’, respectively. We do so as we want 
to focus on an economy with process innovations in the production function Y=Kß

(AL) 1-ß, that is a=[dA/dt]/A>0 and population whose exogenous growth rate is n. 

P’/P=(a0-b0)/b”i+a1/b”E *2 +a2/b”m’–b2/b”k’+a3/b” ’–b4/b” +(a6-b6)
/b”q* + b3/b” [ v”+ *”v*]2

(21’) 

Now consider the following consumption function which basically states that 
consumption per efficiency units of labor C/[AL] is proportionate to income per 
efficiency unit of labor (y’), the real stock price and real wealth which we deliber-
ately write in a somewhat unusual form. A standard model derived from utility 
maximization would be to assume that consumption is proportionate to income 
and proportionate to real wealth where the expected rate of return and the variance 
of yields play a role for the real wealth variable (DIXIT, 1998). Here we use a 
modified approach: Real wealth per efficiency unit of labor consists of real money 
balances per efficiency units of labor m’ and the stock of real capital per effi-
ciency units of labor k’. The consumption function assumes in particular that vola-
tility of investment returns has a positive impact on consumption – a higher vola-
tility is discouraging savings – and that a higher expected yield has a negative 
impact on consumption. A rise of Tobin’s Q’ is assumed to have a positive impact 
on consumption, where Q’ can be inserted from (21). 

C/[AL]= cy’ + {c’(r*)[ / µ ]  [k’ß + m’ß] Q’ ’ } (22)

Assume that all investment is in innovative projects associated with product 
upgrading. The expected rate of return on innovation is µ, the variance is . There 
are only two assets considered, namely real capital K and real money balances m 
(m=M/P). We chose deliberately a special specification where K/AL and 
[M/P]/AL (denoted as m’) both enter the consumption function as a variable to the 
power ß since otherwise the mathematical processes would become very intricate 
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(ß also is the supply elasticity of capital here). All exponents are assumed to be 
positive.

As regards the term [k’ß + m’ß] this formulation is rather unusual at first sight; 
an ideal specification would – as we will show - indeed use [k’ß + m’ß]2 but for 
ease of exposition we will drop the square. Our basic reflection in this context – 
with setting Q’ unity for simplicity (and Q*’=Q’) - will focus on a specific case 
where A=Ao=4 and L=Lo=1. Assume that ß=1/2 and the production function con-
tains household’s real money balances M/P as a positive external spillover effect, 
where real balances factor in as (M/P)ß; hence we have output as Y=Kß(M/P)ßLo

ß.
One may then indeed state a simple consumption function as follows, namely 
C/[AL] = cy’ + c’(K0.5 + m0.5)2 = cy’ + c’[K + 2K0.5m0.5 + m] = C’y’ + c’[K+m]. 
Here C’=c+2c’. 

We will use a somewhat different Cobb-Douglas output function to replace k’ß

by y’ and a simple CAGAN-type real money demand equation to replace m’, 
namely (with the Euler number written as e’ and the semielasticity of the demand 
for money with respect to the nominal interest rate denoted as ’ - defined as 
negative - and the expected  inflation rate denoted as ’):

m’d = e’ ’[µ+ ’ ] y’ (23) 

Let us assume that both  and µ are positive functions of the product innovation 
variable v: 

The corresponding savings function is therefore as follows: 

S/[AL] ={1-c – c’[ (v) / µ(v) ] Q’ ’ [1+e’ ’[µ(v)+ ’ ]]}y’ (24) 

In the presence of FDI inflows F’ the modified neoclassical equilibrium condi-
tion is (with S denoting savings and depreciation rate on capital ).

K + (dK/dt) = S + F’ (25)

Dividing by AL and taking into account that we assume that FDI inflows F’ are 
proportionate to output – we assume F’/[AL]= q k’ß while depending on q (in ac-
cordance with FROOT/STEIN we assume that the higher q the lower FDI inflows 
so that <0) and using a Cobb-Douglas production function y’=k’ß (this produc-
tion function might include – as a kind of positive external effect of household’s 
money holdings -  real money balances M/P where M/P is normalized to unity) 
gives  

dk’/dt +[n+a+ ]k = sk’ß + q k’ß (26) 

The accumulation dynamics for the capital stock are governed by: 

dk’/dt = [s+q ]k’ß – [n+ +a]k’ (27) 

We assume that the real exchange rate reaches a steady state value q# relatively 
quickly so that we can treat q# asymptocially as a constant in the above Bernoul-
lian equation. The steady state value for k’ (denoted k’#) is: 

k# = {[s+q ]/[n+ +a]}1/(1-ß) (28) 
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The openness of the economy – as far as associated with FDI inflows and cap-
tured in the term q – allows reaching a higher steady state level of growth, how-
ever, the higher q#, the lower is the positive effect on the level of the growth rate. 
We emphasize that s need not to be a constant. One may assume that the partial 
derivative of the expected rate of return with respect to v is lower – ultimately, this 
is of course, an empirical question - than that for the reaction of the variance with 
respect to changes in v: This assumption is sufficient to bring about a rise of the 
savings rate and S, respectively, if v is increased; note that we must take into ac-
count that s=:[1-c – c’[ (v)/µ(v) ] Q’ ’ [1+e’ ’[µ(v)+ ’ ]]}. Thus we have both proc-
ess innovations and product innovations as well as stock market dynamics. The 
long term real exchange rate q=1/q* can be determined within a simple analytical 
approach (WELFENS, 2004a); it also should be noted that the growth rate of 
technological progress can be endogenized (WELFENS, 2004b). It certainly 
would be useful to have more empirical research along the lines suggested by our 
modelling approach. 

F.6 Policy Issues and Conclusions 

A first policy issue is overshooting, respectively, in stock markets and the foreign 
exchange market. It would be useful to avoid strong overshooting effects, most 
importantly in the case of countries with relatively high foreign debt. For a coun-
try with a high foreign indebtedness – relative to GDP – there is a risk that what 
might at first glance be considered as temporarily excessive devaluation become a 
systemic risk once a critical level of foreign debt has become relevant. If the re-
spective country is close to a critical limit in foreign debt, overshooting can trans-
late liquidity problems into serious solvency problems. It will not help the country 
much if an expert would state publicly that the massive devaluation which has oc-
curred was only a transitory problem on the way towards a mild long term de-
valuation. Hence there is critical interest on the part of heavily indebted countries 
to avoid overshooting problems. Slowing down the adjustment speed of financial 
markets or raising the speed of goods and factor markets principally are potential 
policy options. The adjustment speed in financial markets could fall endoge-
nously, eg as there is a graduation towards a higher average maturity in the bonds 
market which in turn could be stimulated by reducing inflation rates. 

An interesting problem are international spillovers which on the one hand can 
occur both through network effects in product innovations; on the other hand there 
could also be international external effects in the sense that the foreign variance of 
stock market yields enter the equation for the domestic economy. This is not a ma-
jor problem as long as regulation in the dominant country(ies) makes sure that 
there is no bias in stock market dynamics; eg as fraudulent investment bankers in 
the US publicly recommended certain stocks of firms in the ICT (information and 
communication technology) sector in the 1990s – while privately saying that one 
should simply sell such stocks as they had attained non-sustainable levels -  this 
did not only amount to US stock market manipulation, rather it also affected other 
OECD countries as the US stock market bubble influenced other stock markets 
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abroad. The considerable covariance of stock market dynamics and exchange rate 
changes also raises the issue as to whether or not stock market bubbles tend to 
contribute to market instability in foreign exchange markets. 

It would be interesting to consider policy options that help to avoid excessive 
short term fluctuations of stock market prices and exchange rates. A useful policy 
option would be to impose – for both private and corporate customers (so far some 
OECD countries have such rules only for private households which is the smaller 
part of the market) – “time-progressive” yield taxation. The longer customer X 
holds a certain stock, the lower will be the tax rate applied to earnings. If owners 
of firms are not to be favored unfairly, one should consider imposing a minimum 
corporate tax rate as well. 

There are some key links between the monetary/financial sector of the economy 
and the real economy. Stock market dynamics will feed into the consumption 
market – obviously the higher the stock market capitalization is relative to national 
income.  

There is a lot of empirical research to be done; and simulations to be run. It is 
not really understood how strong exchange rate dynamics and exchange rate 
chances are intertwined. Moreover, it is unclear whether a kind of stock market 
parity holds over the long run, namely eP’*=P’. The analysis – based on an ADF 
test – suggests that there has been, in some countries, non-stationarity of the term 
eP’*/P’ over the decade following 1992. One can, however, not rule out that ad-
justment needs more than a decade when it comes to international stock market 
comparisons. There finally is the issue of causality, namely to what extent ex-
change market dynamics dominate the stock markets; or vice versa. Hence there is 
a broad research agenda for open economies with capital mobility and innovation 
under flexible exchange rates. 
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Appendix F.1: Slope of Equilibrium Lines 
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Appendix F.2: International Bonds Market Integration, Interest Rates 
and Stock Market Volatility 

In the last quarter of the 20th century financial market integration has made enor-
mous progress as capital flows have been liberalized and privatization and lifting 
restrictions to foreign direct investment inflows have created new opportunities for 
cross-border capital flows. Changes in exchange rate regimes also have affected 
international financial market integration, but we will ignore this aspect here. The 
issue we are interested in is simply the following: How will an increase in interna-
tional bonds market integration affect stock market prices and interest rates – and 
in particular we would like to know how changes in the capital stock will affect 
the model. The model is simple and consists of the domestic bonds market, the 
domestic money market, the foreign bonds market and the domestic stock market. 

With respect to the impact of asset yields we assume that all assets are gross 
substitutes. Money has a yield of v (marginal utility of money – this is exogenous 
here), short-term domestic bonds carry interest rate i, foreign bonds F the foreign 
interest rate i*. The nominal exchange rate is e. B is the stock of domestic bonds, 
M the stock of money, K the stock of capital, P is the price level of goods, P’ is 
the stock market price index. The marginal product of capital is z’, and the de-
mand for stocks is a positive function of z’, a negative function of the two interest 
rates and of v. The desired shares of assets in total wealth are denoted by n’, b, f 
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and h; namely for money, domestic bonds, foreign bonds and stocks, respectively. 
Moreover, we assume that demand for each asset is proportionate to real wealth 
A’= M/P + B/P + eF*/P + P’K(1- )/P; thus it holds that n’+b+f+h=1. We assume 
for simplicity an instantenous capital depreciation whose rate is . Only three 
equations out of the four equilibrium conditions for the four asset markets are in-
dependent. We will consider only the two bonds markets (BB line for domestic 
bonds market equilibrium, FF line for equilibrium for foreign bonds) and the stock 
market (KK line). For simplicity we assume that expected stock market price 
changes are zero and expectations are static. The endogenous variables in this im-
plicit two country model – with flexible exchange rates - are the domestic interest 
rate i, the exchange rate and the domestic stock market price index P’. We will as-
sume that foreign direct investment flows are the only type of capital flows exist-
ing.  

As it is interesting to consider the role of foreign direct investment inflows D in 
the home country (country I) – where we only focus on international mergers & 
acquisitions; according to FROOT/STEIN (1991) D is a positive function of the 
real exchange rate q*=: eP*/P as in imperfect capital markets a real depreciation 
of the exchange rate raises the amount of potential foreign investors’ equity capital 
expressed in terms of country I currency. Additionally we assume that foreign in-
vestors taking over a publicly quoted stock company will transform it into a lim-
ited liability company which is the typical pattern observed in OECD countries. 
Moreover, we assume that any excess supply of stocks will result in higher foreign 
direct investment inflows (the home country is small relative to the world real 
capital market). Hence the real value of stocks – with the number of real capital 
units initially being equal to the number of stocks – is reduced in accordance with 
D. Note that we have assumed that there is instantaneous capital depreciation 
where the depreciation rate is .

The equilibrium conditions for the four markets are given (with the left-hand 
side denoting the supply side) by: 

M/P = n’(v,i,i*,z’)A’ (1) 

B/P = b(v,i,i*,z’)A’ (2) 

eF*/P = f(v,i,i*,z’)A’ (3) 

P’K[1- ]/P – D(q*, excess supply in stock market) = h(v,i,i*,z’)A’ (4) 
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Fig. 56. International Bonds Market Integration, Stock Market Volatility and Interest Rate 
Volatility 

dP’/di = ni/K(1 - ) + 1/K(1 - ) ((1/ni - 1)dM/di – dB/di – deF*/di 
– A’P(nv dv/di + ni*di*/di + nz’ dz’/di)) 

(1) 

dP’/di = bi/K(1 - ) + 1/K(1 - ) ((1/bi - 1)dM/di – dB/di – deF*/di 
– A’P(bv dv/di + bi*di*/di + bz’ dz’/di)) 

(2) 

dP’/di = fi/K(1 - ) + 1/K(1 - ) ((1/fi - 1)dM/di – dB/di – deF*/di 
– A’P(fv dv/di + fi*di*/di + fz’ dz’/di)) 

(3) 

The system determinant is: 

U = F*K(1 - )(bin - nib)/P2 < 0 (4) 

This leads to the multiplier: 
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de/dM = - (bif - fib) / F*(bin - nib) < 0 (5) 

The slope of the KK curve in P’-i-space is negative as is the slope of the BB 
curve. The slope of the FF curve is positive. Concerning cyclical aspects we as-
sume that during unanticipated recessions the deprecation rate will increase while 
during booms it will fall. This implies that in P’-i-space a boom is indicated by an 
upward shift of the KK-line – from KK0 to KK1; in a recession there is a down-
ward shift from KK0 to KK2. A rising degree of international financial market in-
tegration in the sense of domestic bonds becoming closer substitutes to foreign 
bonds implies that the absolute value of the partial derivative f/ i has increased. 
Hence the FF curve becomes steeper – and indeed the FF0 curve is rotating up-
wards in point C which will cause a rise of the stock market price and a fall of the 
interest rate: The instantaneous intersection point is G; however, as G stands for 
an excess supply in stock market which will translate in higher foreign direct in-
vestment inflows so that the KK curve shifts to the right (not shown in the 
graphic): Point H is the final intersection point; the effect of a higher foreign direct 
investment inflow is a rise of stock market price and a slight increase in the inter-
est rate – but the interest rate still is lower than initially. Note that a rise of FDI in-
flows might have occurred endogenously through a nominal and real exchange 
rate depreciation (this will cause a rise of the real supply of foreign bonds). 

Thus increasing financial market integration reduces the nominal interest rate; 
and it raises the stock market price and foreign direct investment inflows. If infla-
tion remains constant the real interest rate also will fall. From an EU perspective 
the creation of the Euro has contributed to raising the substitutability between $ 
denominated bonds and Euro denominated bonds – the size of the Euro zone is 
closer to that of the USA than the previously relevant pair DM zone compared to 
the USA. In the perspective of the simple model presented the impact of greater 
substitutability of domestic bonds and foreign bonds is a fall of the interest rate 
and a rise of the stock market price index. 

However, we also are interested to understand the pure effect of the FF curve 
becoming steeper so that we draw the new FF curve through the initial intersection 
point of all three curves. This initial equilibrium point determines P’0 and i0. It is 
interesting to consider the case that monetary authorities will embark upon an ex-
pansionary open market operation (leaving real wealth unaffected). 

If one compares the impact of cyclical movements in the KK curve for the case 
of FF0 and FF1 the conclusion is clear: 

international bonds market integration will increase stock market volatility 
(compare points D’ and F’ with F and D) 
international bonds market integration will reduce interest rate volatility. 

This raises the question what the impact of greater stock market volatility and 
lower interest volatility will be. One should note an important caveat here, namely 
that monetary policy might change its strategy once it has noted the increased in-
ternational bonds market integration.
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Technological Progress  

If one assumes that savings S= sY, a stationary population and that savings S 
equals investment I = dK/dt while there is labor-augmenting Harrod-neutral pro-
gress in the production function so that output Y =Kß[AL](1-ß), one obtains – with a 
denoting the exogenous growth rate of A(t) - a slightly modified equation for the 
accumulation dynamics of k’=: K/[AL] where k’ is dubbed capital per efficiency 
unit of labor: 

dk’/dt = sk’ß – ak’ (1f) 

We might further refine this equation by introducing population growth 
(growth rate n) which leads to [a+n]k’ as the second right-hand side term in the 
equation for the accumulation dynamics;  

dk’/dt = sk’ß – [a+n]k’ (1f´) 

The solution of this Bernoullian differential equation is (with Co to be deter-
mined from the initial conditions and e’ denoting the Euler number; see appendix): 

k’(t) = {Coe’-[a+n](1-ß)t + [s/[a+n]]}1/1-ß (1f´´) 

Clearly, there is a convergence for k’ as long as ß<1; and one should add: as 
long as the growth rate n is not critically negative, that is the shrinkage speed of 
the population must not exceed a – obviously a problem which a priori cannot be 
dismissed for the case of ageing societies with declining population.  
The steady state value for k’ is  

k’#= [s/[a+n]]}1/1-ß (1g) 

Per capita consumption in the steady state is given by the difference of per cap-
ita output and investment per capita (I/L), that is C/[AL]= f(k’) – [I/L]#; as [I/L]# 
is equal to (n+a)k maximizing per capita consumption requires – with c’=: C/[AL] 
as a necessary condition: 

dc’/dk’=  f’(k’) – (n+a)=0; (1g´) 

f’(k’#) = n+a (1g´´) 

Let us point out one important aspect: In the case of a Cobb-Douglas produc-
tion function, the marginal product of capital is given by f’(k’) = ßk’ ß-1. If one as-
sumes that firms also maximize profits and hence f’(k’)=r the optimum growth 
policy is defined by the condition: 

r= ßk’ ß-1 = a+n (1g´) 

Therefore 

k’opt= {ß/[a+n]}1/1-ß (1g´´) 
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Obviously this coincides with (1g) only if s=ß. Since ß in industrialized coun-
tries roughly is 1/3 and since savings ratios in most OECD countries are only 
around 20% it seems that the major challenge for a government interested in 
maximizing long run per capita consumption is to indeed raise the national savings 
rate. From an empirical perspective it is, however, unclear to which extent ß is 
changing in the course of technological development; as regards the expansion of 
the digital “New Economy” one may anticipate that the ß, the production elasticity 
of capital, will increase. 

We also could add capital depreciation at rate  so that the second right-hand 
term in the above equation becomes [a+n+ ]k’; this will not affect the mechanics 
of the model in a critical way. All this is in the framework of standard textbook 
growth analysis (see e.g. JONES, 1998), and it is indeed a good starting point for 
some theoretical progress and certain refinements and theoretical innovations. Be-
fore we take a look at those it is useful to briefly recall some key insights from the 
optimum growth theory in the traditional sense, namely of neoclassical growth 
models that have been used to derive optimum growth policies (PHELPS, 1961; 
WEIZSÄCKER, 1962): In those models, government can achieve maximum per 
capita consumption if the savings rate is manipulated in a certain way; in an econ-
omy with a constant growth rate of the population (n), profit-maximizing firms, no 
technological progress and zero capital depreciation the optimum growth policy is 
characterized by the equality of n and the real interest rate r. Since output growth 
in the steady state is equal to n the implication is that the growth rate of output is 
equal to r. GROSSMAN/HELPMAN (1991) have presented broad analytical pro-
gress in growth modeling, however, the issue of optimum growth was not picked 
up. AGHION/HOWITT (1998) presented new ideas about endogenous (New) 
growth; in particular they have emphasized the role of innovation. 

The result in a model in which consumers discount utility – thus going beyond 
the traditional approach - is not much different since maximizing the welfare func-
tion F (with U denoting Utility relevant for an integral from 0 to infinity, per cap-
ita consumption c’, e’ the Euler number and  the rate of time preference) to be 
maximized is F = U(c’t) e’- t dt subject to dk’/dt= f(k’) – c’ – (n+a)k’ which gives 
– with denoting the current-value shadow price - the Hamiltonian:  
H = U(c’t) e’- t dt + [f(k’) – c’ – (n+a)k’]. The optimality conditions  
( H/ c’=0 and H/ k’= - d /dt) give the Ramsey rule: r= -dlnU’(c’)/dt +  + n + a. 
In the steady state – were c’ is constant and hence the growth rate of the marginal 
utility U’ is zero – we thus get r=  + n +a.  

As we are not so much interested in the role of the time preference, we will not 
rely on the complex Hamiltonian approach. Rather a simple graphical model is 
sufficient to bring out the main critical results. The reader interested in the role of 
time preference can replace in the relevant steady state condition n through n+  if 
he wants to highlight the role of . One may also note that adjusting the utility 
function in a way which contains both c’ and k’ – or more generally wealth - gives 
only a minor modification. The optimum steady state k# is rises in comparison 
with traditional optimum growth approaches. 

In the subsequent analysis, we at first are interested in endogeneizing techno-
logical progress. The following section takes a closer look at some key issues of 
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endogenous growth and proceeds with combining optimum growth approaches 
and endogenous growth modeling; we also will consider the role of long run rela-
tive price changes in the context of technological progress. The analysis presented 
then leads to several interesting policy conclusions related to growth policy and 
innovation policy, respectively. The main conclusions clearly go beyond the stan-
dard analysis in the literature and basically suggest considerable changes in eco-
nomic policy in both advanced and catching-up countries. 

G.2 Endogenous Growth, Innovation and Maximum  Consumption per 
Capita 

G.2.1 Optimum Endogenous Growth 

The standard optimum growth literature of PHELPS (1961) and WEIZSÄCKER 
(1962) has established for the case of a closed economy that within a neoclassical 
growth model the optimum growth – defined by maximization of steady state per 
capita consumption C/L – is determined by the condition that in the absence of 
technological progress, the growth rate of the population n is equal to the marginal 
product of capital YK; moreover, in a world of implicit profit maximization and 
zero capital depreciation this also implies the real interest rate r=F’(k)=n, where 
F’(k) is the marginal product of capital (alternatively we denote the marginal 
product of capital as YK); the function y=F(k) is linear homogenous, y=Y/L is per 
capita output and k=: K/L capital intensity. From an optimum growth perspective, 
a government’s growth policy should aim to manipulate the savings rate s - estab-
lishing indeed a new adequate savings rate s’ - in a way such that the intersection 
point of the curve nk with sF(k) is such that for the respective k# the slope of the 
F(k) curve is equal to n. Similarily, if there is Harrod-neutral technological pro-
gress we have a production function Y/[AL] = f(k’) where k’=K/[AL]; graphically 
the steady state value k’# is determined by the intersection of [n+a]k’ and the 
curve sf(k’) as shown in point E0. In the steady state output, Y will grow at the 
rate n+a. Again, government could consider the topic of optimum growth, namely 
maximizing consumption per capita in the steady state. As y=C/[AL] + I/[AL] it is 
clear that point k’opt is the optimum (DE1 is parallel to the curve [n+a]k’), and it 
will be achieved  - see the subsequent figure - if government reduces the savings 
rate to s’. In the implicit case of profit maximization the optimum is characterized 
by the equality of r and the marginal product of capital f’(k’) and hence by 
r=f’(k’)=a+n. Note that in the model profit maximization is introduced here in an 
ex post fashion, there is no endogenous mechanism which drives the economy to-
wards k’opt.
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Fig. 57. Optimum Growth in the Standard Model 

The standard optimum growth approach takes the population growth rate n as 
given and suggests that government should adjust the aggregate savings rate s; in-
deed government could do so by adjusting the government budget deficit-GDP ra-
tio in an appropriate way.  

G.2.1.1 Role of Government Consumption 

In the case of a constant Harrod neutral progress rate a the mechanics of the neo-
classical growth model remain the same as in the basic model. An interesting re-
finement suggested here is to analyze the role of government consumption G un-
der the simple assumption that G= Y and that private consumption and 
government consumption are full substitutes while  negatively affects the pro-
gress rate as we assume a=a1(1-b’ ) where a1 is the progress rate which would 
hold without government consumption and b’ is a positive parameter in the inter-
val 0,1. Progress is still exogenous here as  is exogenous. Ruling out government 
deficits and therefore taking into account that =  (where  is the income tax rate) 
the accumulation dynamics now are given by: 

dk’/dt = s[1- ]k’ß –[a1(1-b’ )]k’ (1m) 

The effect of government consumption on long run growth and technological 
progress is negative. However, the effect of  on the level of the growth path is 
ambiguous since the steady state solution is given by 
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k’#={s[1- ]/ [a1(1-b’ )] }1/1-ß (1n) 

The numerator in the above expression is reduced by rising government con-
sumption so that the s[1- ]k’ß curve – in dk’/dt-k’ space - is bending the more 
downward the higher  is. However, the ray OF (for =0) showing [a1(1-b’ )]k’ is 
also rotating downward (see OF’ for a certain  in the interval 0,1) so that k’# 
could rise or fall as the consequence of relatively higher government consumption. 
Our analysis thus raises some interesting questions about the role of government 
in a neoclassical growth model. Politically optimal growth obviously can diverge 
considerably from what is optimal from a situation in which perfectly informed ra-
tional economic agents are interacting. If government in an economy with profit 
maximization wants to maximize long run per capita consumption while ignoring 
the link between  and the progress rate the optimum k’ is given by the condition: 

r = [a1(1-b’ )] (1n´) 

dk’/dt 
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Fig. 58. Government Consumption and the Steady State in a Neoclassical Growth Model 

G.2.1.2 New Political Economy 

From the perspective of New Political Economy, the case of a rise of the level of 
the growth path is particularly interesting. Under a myopic government or in the 
presence of myopic voters, one could not rule out that government will adopt a 
kind of short-run maximization of consumption (either pure consumption of 
households or the sum of private and public consumption), taking into account ef-
fects of  on the level of the growth path and on long run growth rate itself: Gov-
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ernment would adopt a policy – based on raising the ratio of government con-
sumption to GDP - which raises the level of the growth path while lowering the 
long run growth rate; the initial per capita output path VJ would be given up in 
point t’ in order to switch to the new path V’J’. If voters are sufficiently myopic 
and thus consider the increase in output as sufficiently attractive government will 
be reelected through a policy which dampens long run growth. There is some 
critical time horizon of voters marked by t”’ beyond which the trajectory with the 
low long run growth path certainly would look inferior to voters when compared 
to VJ (the starting point here). A government aiming to realize V’J’ would hope 
that for ordinary voters and even experts the overlap of changes in the level of the 
growth path and in the long run growth rate is opaque on the one hand and on the 
other hand that the time horizon of voters is sufficiently short. Periods of war are 
particularly known to be characterized by a shortening of time horizon of indi-
viduals/voters so that indeed the strategy described is particularly likely to be real-
ized during war times (there is well-known positive historical evidence on this); 
and the existence of ratchet effects would then suffice to make the rise of  a per-
manent phenomenon for a considerable time – until new generations of voters in-
creasingly gain influence and start to look more critically at the choices at hand. 
The mechanism described would amount to an endogenous rise of  and thus 
could be an explanation for the size of government in a growing economy. Note 
that if V’J’ is the initial trajectory the adoption of a policy that raises the progress 
rate would – with effects realized after time t’ – lead to a transitory fall of the level 
of y which is followed by a higher y after time t” (remember that in the standard 
growth model with exogenous progress and population growth the steady state 
value of per capita income is y# = A0e’at (s/[a+n])ß/1-ß).

'
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Fig. 59. Change of the Level of Growth Path vs. Growth Rate 

Within the strategy described here politicians thus could exploit the bounded 
rationality of voters and economic actors, respectively. Since ROOS (2005) has 
provided empirical evidence that private households to a large extent disregard the 
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opinion of experts on macroeconomic forecasting, it also is plausible that voters 
will widely ignore the message from empirical growth analysis that a high share of 
government consumption in GDP is undermining long run growth. However, one 
may assume that in an economy with an increasing share of well-educated people 
the information costs about processing the information of experts will fall so that 
the resistance against an excessive government size will rise along with human 
capital. From this perspective, there might be a two-pronged impact of human 
capital formation on growth: 

The efficiency of production increases or the growth rate of technological pro-
gress rises; 
The increase in the share of skilled workers reinforces the resistance against 
high government consumption, and the fall of government consumption – rela-
tive to output – will then translate into higher long run growth. 

The second point should be expected to be relevant in democratic societies, not 
in countries with an authoritarian regime. From this perspective, the switch from 
autocracy to a democratic society, combined with increased human capital forma-
tion, could raise long run growth. 

G.2.1.3 High Population Growth vs. Ageing Societies 

Let us consider the role of the growth rate of the population in a quasi-endogenous 
growth model (here government variables can affect the progress rate). We as-
sume that the growth rate of the population will reduce the savings rate since in 
industrialized countries with a rising growth rate of the population governments 
tend to adopt a pay-as-you-go public pension scheme so that private savings is re-
duced. Thus we get a modified equation for the accumulation dynamics in which 
the factor [1- n] indicates the impact of population growth on the savings rate 
(with s0 denoting the savings rate in a society with zero growth of the population). 
Moreover, we assume that the growth rate of Harrod-neutral technological pro-
gress is affected by the growth rate of the population – it is likely to negatively af-
fect the progress rate since a higher n means a greater abundance of labor and thus 
less incentives for research and development with a focus on labor-saving pro-
gress. At the same time, we assume that (modest) tax pressure stimulates innova-
tion since firms will try to evade labor intensive sectors in which high social secu-
rity contributions are part of production costs. Denoting the progress rate at zero 
population growth with a0, we can describe the progress rate as a= a0 – a1n + a2
(a1 and a2 are positive parameters). The accumulation dynamics is now given by: 

dk’/dt = s[1- n][1- ]f(k’) – [n+ a0 – a1n+ a2 ] (1o) 

In the case of a Cobb-Douglas function y’=k’ß we get as the steady state value k’#: 

k’# = {s[1- n][1-  ]/[n(1-a1) + a0 + a2 ]}1/1-ß (1p) 

The s[1- ][1- n] curve is the more bending downward the higher n and a are; 
and the higher the tax rate  – necessary to financing social security benefits - is. 
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At the same time, the denominator in the above expression is reduced through the 
term a1n but raised through the tax pressure effect so that the effect of population 
growth on the long run capital intensity and the progress rate – and hence growth - 
is ambiguous. Only careful empirical investigation can clarify the issues raised 
here. Countries with ageing societies and declining population growth, respec-
tively, are facing two key problems: 

n becomes negative  
the tax rate (social security contribution rate) for financing public pensions sys-
tems rises 

The level of the growth path is thus reduced, but the progress rate could in-
crease. The net effect of both influences on the level of the growth path and the 
growth rate itself has to be analyzed also in empirical studies. 

Assuming that government is myopic and thus neglecting the impact of its pol-
icy on the progress rate a quasi-optimum growth policy thus is defined by the con-
dition: 

r = [n(1-a1) + a0 + a2 ] (1p´) 

Government can use tax policy to achieve this. A rise of the real interest rate 
thus would have to be accompanied by a rise of the tax rate. If government takes 
into account the short term cyclical dynamics of the economy and the likely nega-
tive effects of such a policy mix – read restrictive monetary policy and restrictive 
fiscal policy – government will fail to adopt the suggested long term strategy. It is 
indeed an interesting finding that there is a potential trade off between short term 
cyclical strategies and long run growth policy options of government. 

G.2.1.4 Unemployment and Growth 

Finally we take a look at basic unemployment aspects within a growth model. We 
assume that unemployed people are not saving or even dissaving so that aggregate 
savings S is given by S= s(1-u’u)Y where u is the unemployment rate – defined as 
unemployed L’ relative to all workers L - and u’ a positive parameter. The unem-
ployment rate is determined by collective bargaining decisions which are exoge-
nous here. As there is an unemployment insurance there also must be taxes to fi-
nance benefits for the unemployed. The benefits are assumed to be proportionate 
to the per capita income Y/L; u” (falling in the interval 0,1) is a positive parame-
ter. Government expenditures thus are given by uLu”Y/L; and these are the only 
government expenditures considered here. Denoting tax revenues as T the accu-
mulation dynamics are now determined by  

S+T = dK/dt + uLu”(Y/L) (1q) 

Assuming that tax revenue T= y and dividing by AL gives: 

(1r)S/[AL] + Y/[AL] = [dK/dt]/[AL] + uu”(Y/[AL]) (1r) 
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Hence the accumulation dynamics read for the case of zero population growth 
and an exogenous unemployment rate u and a negative link – reflecting increased 
workers’ resistance against technological progress in a society with unemploy-
ment - between the progress rate a and u (expressed as a= a0 -U’u where the pa-
rameter U’ falls in the interval 0,1; a0 is the progress rate at full employment). 

dk’/dt= s(1- )k’ß +  k’ß – uu”k’ß –[a0 -U’u]k’ (1s) 

Note here that we have used Y=Kß [(1-u)L]1-ß so that y=kß(1-u)1-ß and thus 
S=skß(1-u) 1-ß. The steady state for k’# is now given by: 

k’# = {[s(1- )+  – uu”] (1-u) 1-ß/[a0 -U’u]}1/1-ß (1t) 

If the unemployment rate would not affect the progress rate the implication 
simply would be that that the unemployment rate reduces the steady state k’ and 
hence the level of the growth path of the per capita income y. However, here we 
focus on the progress function a= a0 -U’u. As regards the impact of the unem-
ployment rate on steady state capital intensity the result is clear: There will be an 
upward rotation of the per capita investment curve and hence the nominator in the 
above expression is raised. At the same time the denominator is reduced. From a 
welfare economic perspective the unemployment rate has, however, two negative 
effects: Unemployment itself is undesirable from the perspective of workers – and 
even of those who are employed as they interpret positive unemployment rates as 
a risk of losing the job in the future; moreover, the unemployment rate reduces the 
progress rate and hence long run growth. 

In an economy with unemployment, it is difficult to define an optimum growth 
policy. Only as a second-best policy one may consider that government adopts a 
policy which is characterized by the equation: 

r= [s(1- )+  – uu”] (1-u) 1-ß = [s+ (1-s) – uu”] (1-u) 1-ß (1t´) 

Government can respond to a change in the long run real interest rate by ade-
quate changes in the tax rate: A rise of r must go along with a rise of the tax rate, 
however, this policy mix is likely to undermine cyclical growth and hence gov-
ernment might instead prefer to reduce unemployment benefits (parameter u”). 

G.2.2 Optimum Growth and Endogenous Growth Modeling in Open 
and Closed Economies 

The traditional optimum growth model assumes a given rate of population growth, 
a given relative price of capital goods and is assuming that the aggregate savings 
rate should be manipulated by government intervention, namely for the sake of 
maximizing long run per capita consumption. Subsequently we will at first assume 
that the savings rate of private households indeed is the result of individual opti-
mization approaches and that the government budget is fully determined by gov-
ernment expenditures on research and development (R&D); thus there is no room 
for manipulation of the savings rate. Moreover, as we will assume endogenous 
growth in the sense that the progress rate is explained by certain variables, includ-
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ing government policy, we can develop a new concept of an optimum growth 
model. One variant presented will also relax the assumption of a constant relative 
price of capital goods. 

In an extension of the traditional model – and using for simplicity the Cobb 
Douglas production function Y =Kß[AL](1-ß)  and  as the capital depreciation rate 
- we can introduce (endogenous) Harrod-neutral progress and capital depreciation 
so that the dynamic equation now is: 

dk’/dt = sk’ß – (a+ +n)k’ (1) 

Optimum growth is achieved if the condition holds that 

(a+ +n) =YK (2) 

As profit maximization requires 

r+  = YK (3) 

we obtain from both equations the condition relevant for optimum growth: 

a + n = r (4) 

Aspects of Taxation 

If government imposes an income tax rate , profit maximization in a closed econ-
omy requires  

r = [YK - ][1- ] (3´) 

Note that in an open economy we would have instead r= [YK - ][1- ’ ] where 
’ reflects the degree of capital mobility; ’ approaches zero under infinite capital 

mobility, but in a closed economy it is equal to unity (0 ’ 1). 
Assuming that  is small so that 1/[1- ’ ] [1+ ’ ] we get 

r[1+ ’ ] +  = YK (3´´) 

Opening up the economy will reduce the parameter ’ and thereby stimulate a 
transitory expansion of the economy, as the marginal product will tend to fall and 
hence k’ tend to rise. This might hold even more if (with * denoting foreign vari-
ables; E is the expectation operator and e the exchange rate) interest parity holds 
in the form r=r*+ dlnE(e)/dt where the home country faces a nominal and real ap-
preciation so that dlnE(e)/dt<0. 

As YK is a negative function of k’ it is clear that imposing a tax on capital in-
come implies that the profit maximizing k’ is lower than without taxation.  
The condition relevant for optimum growth is 

a = r(1+ ’ ) -n (4´) 

The problem looks, however, somewhat different if the progress rate is posi-
tively affected by the tax rate since either tax rate pressure stimulates – below a 
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critical threshold ’ – innovativeness or as government uses tax receipts to pro-
mote research and development. Denoting the neutral progress rate as a0 - this is 
the progress rate in the absence of taxation - we get: 

a0(1+ a’ ’ )   = [r(1+ )-n] (4´´) 

Here the impact of the tax rate now is not much different from the world with-
out government, so that the income tax rate here is rather neutral. 

Finally, we may have to consider that opening up – both in the form of trade 
and in the form of capital mobility - affects the progress rate positively; this case 
(with a” and a”’ representing positive parameters and x and j standing for the ex-
port-GDP ratio and the import-GDP ratio, respectively) may be expressed for an 
initial situation of 0< ’<1 as: 

a0(1+ a”’[x+j]+ a”/(1- ’) + a’ ’ )   = [r(1+ )-n] (4´´´) 

Impact of Capital Intensity on the Progress Rate 

We return to the situation of a closed economy. For simplicity let us assume here 
that the progress rate a depends on k’ and on the cumulated ratio (R) of research 
and development expenditures to national output, namely over the past from a dis-
tant point T’ to the present t=0: 

a = T’R+a”k’; (5)

This is a simple progress function which has an exogenous part in the form of 
the first term where government determines once and for all R; and an endogenous 
part which is a”k.  

A potentially interesting modification of this progress function could be to as-
sume that the progress rate a depends negatively on the growth rate of the popula-
tion: a=T’R+a”k’-a”’n. This variant – not further emphasized subsequently - im-
plies that ageing societies will face a long run decline of the progress rate unless 
government R&D promotion is raised adequately. With respect to open economies 
one also could include a technology gap element (a* is the progress rate abroad) in 
the sense that the progress function becomes  

a=T’R + a”k’ – a”’n + a””(a*-a). (6)

Let us now turn back to the simple approach a=T’R + a”k’. For simplicity we 
assume that all R&D expenditures are indeed government expenditures. Thus then 
we have to replace s in the basic differential equation for k’ through s(1- ) where 
is the average tax ratio on income; our specific assumption that real government 
expenditure (G) consist only of R&D expenditures indeed implies that S=I is con-
sistent with the condition that the sum of savings plus tax payments (T), namely 
S+T= I + G. Note that the budget constraint for each period is: 

 = R (7) 
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The optimum growth condition reads is now difficult to determine since the 
growth rate is no longer constant; a is a function of k’; however, we know that in 
the steady state 

T’R+a”k’# + n = r (8) 

Policy Perspective 

This implicit condition for the optimum endogenous growth requires government 
to chose R in such a way that this condition is fulfilled. As ageing societies in Ja-
pan and the EU will face a medium term decline of n (see eg McMOR-
ROW/RÖGER, 2004). Since the long run world nominal interest rate i* may be 
considered as exogenous from the perspective of the EU and Japan, respectively, 
the Euro zone and Japan face a specific real interest rate r*** consistent with 
nominal interest rate parity i=i*+ ge’ where ge’ is the long run depreciation rate of 
the Euro and the Yen, respectively (this rate could be considered as exogenous or 
related to differences in national savings rates). The real interest rate then is de-
rived by subtracting the inflation rate from i.  

We may recommend to Japan and the Euro zone – both facing a long run fall of 
n - to raise the progress rate through adequate long run R&D promotion; deregula-
tion and stricter competition policies as well as government support for venture 
capital also might be useful in this respect. From the perspective of the Euro zone 
the challenge would be for individual member countries to realize an optimum 
progress rate in the respective country (a special problem also is that national in-
flation rates differ considerably in the Euro zone so that a constant nominal global 
interest rate i not automatically will imply a uniform real interest rate for each 
member country). Given the findings of JUNGMITTAG (2004), who demon-
strates that innovation dynamics are not generally converging across countries of 
the EU/the Euro zone, one could indeed consider a stronger emphasis on national 
innovation policies as useful from the perspective of an optimum growth policy in 
the Euro zone and the EU, respectively.  

To the extent global or regional competition bring about sustained pressure on 
governments to reduce the tax rate, there could be a critical divergence from the 
optimum growth policy; this then would give a rationale for cooperation in tax 
policies. From this perspective, the growth-enhancing strategy of the EU’s Lisbon 
Agenda neglects the issue of a common tax policy. There is a critical caveat: 
Greater cooperation in tax policies could, however, lead in reality not so much to 
higher R&D-GDP ratios but to higher expenditures on social security expenditures 
- relative to GDP - in ageing OECD countries. Another caveat concerns the chal-
lenge of integrating monetary aspects in the optimum growth model (see appen-
dix). 

If one takes an illustrative look at the period 1960-2000, we have some interest-
ing observations in the OECD. The implied optimum progress rate aopt – calcu-
lated on the basis of long term real interest (r) rate minus population growth rate 
(n) – was low in has the 1960s in the technologically-leading US, but it fell then in 
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the 1970s under rather irregular circumstances, namely two oil price shocks and 
the inflationary policy of the FED (partly reflecting the impact of the Vietnam 
War). As regards the 1970s, a similar finding holds for the EU15, while the im-
plied optimum progress rate in Japan was positive (1%). In the 1980s the optimum 
progress rate reached rather high levels of slightly above 3% in the US and Japan 
and even 3.6% in the EU15. In the 1990s, the optimum growth rate fell by almost 
a full percentage point in the EU15, as the growth rate of the population increased 
while the real interest rate fell slightly. In the US, where the real interest rate fell a 
full percentage point as compared to the 1980s, the optimum growth rate fell to 
2%. With the growth rate of the population in Japan reaching only 0.26% p.a. – a 
quarter of the figure in the 1960s and 1970s – and a fall of the real interest rate to 
slightly below 2%, the optimum progress rate fell to 1.7%. As regards the opti-
mum progress rate, the differences across EU15-USA-Japan were modest in the 
1980s but much higher in the 1990s, which could imply considerable policy con-
flicts among OECD countries and within the TRIAD. As regards the actual rate of 
technological progress, there is a broad range of estimates of factor productivity 
growth. Here we rely on those of the European Commission which shows progress 
rates for the US of around 1% in all four decades of the period 1960-2000. The 
EU15 performed better than the US in the 1980s, but it was slightly weaker in the 
1990s. Japan had a very low progress rate in the 1990s. If the actual progress rate 
exceeds the optimum rate the implication is that profit maximization leads to a 
capital intensity below the social optimum; if the actual progress rate is smaller 
than the optimum progress rate profit maximization will lead to an excessive capi-
tal intensity (which is the case for the US in the 1970s and 1980s). The figures 
presented suggest that the growth rate of progress was close to the optimum in the 
US in the 1990s – but there was a large gap in the 1970s and 1980s; and as regards 
the EU it witnessed a relatively small gap in the 1990s – but the gap still was 1.6 
percentage points. Japan was relatively close to the optimum in the 1970s and 
1990s. This suggests that economic policy could generate considerable benefits in 
OECD countries if the concept of optimum growth would be taken seriously. 
Judging by the figures for the 1990s the US and Japan should raise the progress 
rate and thus should increase public R&D support. The EU15 had every reason to 
further stimulate the progress rate. If one would assume that the first decade of the 
21st century will be similar to the 1990s it is obvious that the strong emphasis of 
the EU’ Lisbon Agenda on technological progress seems adequate despite the fact 
that the growth rate of the population is expected to slightly decline (as compared 
to the 1980s and the 1970s the 1990s show a slight improvement for the EU, but 
the EU shows a large gap with respect to the optimum progress rate when com-
pared to the case of the US and Japan in the 1990s). 
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Table 8. Real Interest Rates*, Population Growth Rates and Progress Rates in Selected 
OECD Countries (annual average growth rates) 

EU15 USA Japan 

 r n aopt r n aopt r n aopt

1960-70 Na 0.82   1.54 1.34 0.20 na 1.12   

1970-80 -0.42 0.51 -0.93 -0.50 1.11  -1.61 0.18 1.18  1.00 

1980-90 3.90 0.28  3.62 4.02 0.98  3.04 3.69 0.56  3.13 

1990-00 3.67 0.81  2.68 3.02 1.01  2.01 1.92 0.26  1.66 

      

Source: German Council of Economic Experts and AMECO databank (European Commis-
sion), own calculations
*Long term nominal interest rate minus growth rate of GDP deflator; aopt = r-n 

Table 9. Actual versus Optimal Total Factor Productivity Growth in Selected OECD Coun-
tries

TFP Growth Rates EU15 USA Japan

 a aopt a-aopt a aopt a-aopt A aopt a-aopt

1960 – 70 3.10 - - 1.79 0.20 +1.59 6.91 - - 

1970 – 80 1.63 -0.93 -2.56 0.72 -1.61 -2.33 1.98 1.00 +0.98 

1980 – 90 1.09 3.62 -2.53 0.83 3.04 -2.21 1.67 3.13 -1.46 

1990 – 00 1.05 2.68 -1.63 1.14 2.01 -0.97 0.35 1.66 -1.31 

Source: AMECO Database, own calculations 

G.2.3 Biased Technological Progress and Optimum Growth 

The New Economy – with digital products and ever-cheaper computers – has been 
characterized by an enormous long run fall of relative prices of computer equip-
ment and more generally of capital goods (disregarding real estate and land). From 
this perspective it is interesting to consider the impact of biased technological pro-
gress which is defined here by its impact on the relative price of capital goods: 
Assume that the Harrod-neutral progress rate will lead to a relative fall of the price 
of capital goods p= PK/P (PK is the price of capital goods and P the price of newly 
produced output which in a two sector economy will consist of a sub-price index 
for consumption goods and a sub-price index for investment goods). We subse-
quently assume that the change in the relative price is given by: 

dlnp/dt=-aoa; where 0 ao<1. (9) 

Profit maximization requires that  
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YK = r+  -dlnp/dt (10) 

As the change of the relative price is (using a positive parameter a’0 in the interval 
0,1) governed by dlnp/dt= -a’oa, we get 

YK = r +  +a’oa (10´) 

(a+ +n) = YK (11) 

Optimum growth requires that 

a[1-a’o] + n = r (12) 

The optimum progress rate now is given by 

aopt = [r-n]/[1-a’o] (13) 

As an illustrative initial example, assume that the long run real interest rate r is 
3%, long run population growth 1% and a’o =0.5, then the optimum growth rate of 
technological progress is 4%. If, however, a’o is 2/3 the optimum progress rate 
would be 6%. Thus - and adopting a normative perspective - the switch to a New 
Economy in the 1990s (AUDRETSCH/WELFENS, 2002; BARFIELD/HEIDUK/ 
WELFENS, 2003) which brought a rise of the impact of a on the relative price 
change (a’o increased to a”o) - should go along with a rise of the optimum progress 
rate. To date, governments have not responded to the relative fall in capital goods 
prices in the 20 years after 1985. 

If the population growth rate falls to -1% the optimum progress rate – with a’o
assumed to be 0.5 – is increasing: 8% is now the optimum growth rate of techno-
logical progress. This points to the need that governments in ageing societies (with 
n falling in the long run) should strongly reinforce R&D promotion. No such pol-
icy strategy has been adopted thus far in OECD countries, except for the EU’s 
Lisbon Agenda perhaps, which aims to stimulate innovation dynamics by lifting 
the Community’s R&D-GDP ratio to 3% (the EU approach has, however, never 
made any reference to optimum growth approaches).  

G.3 Policy Implications 

If the business community brings about a socially optimum progress rate by itself 
there is, of course, no need for government intervention. This holds particularly 
because government intervention itself typically entails certain costs to society, 
including rent-seeking activities. If, however, the business community does not 
bring about an optimum progress rate, government should carefully consider effi-
cient ways to promote research and development/technological progress, respec-
tively. In an open economy with a low per capita income this typically will also 
include incentives for diffusion and foreign direct investment, respectively 
(JUNGMITTAG/WELFENS, 2003). In addition, trade liberalization might con-
tribute to efficiency gains. Enhancing trade could stimulate competition and thus 
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can enhance international diffusion of new technology so that the level of technol-
ogy A(t) in the relatively poor country will catch up more quickly with the level of 
technology A*(t) of the leading economy. Foreign direct investment is also known 
to be an important route for international technology transfer. 
Governments in ageing societies should reinforce promotion of innovation dynam-
ics where measures could include impulses for broader and better human capital 
formation and higher R&D expenditures as well as better exploitation of global 
technological progress through raising inward foreign direct investment and out-
ward foreign direct investment – the latter in leading industrialized countries, as 
only in those countries does the sourcing of advanced technologies through sub-
sidiaries seem to be relevant. 

Growth policy should be adequately redefined in OECD countries, namely 
within the framework of optimum growth models under endogenous technological 
progress. This would be a major step forward to making the traditional and the 
new growth theory more fruitful for policymakers. Within a G-8 framework, it is 
rather obvious that there will be considerable differences in preferred strategies 
since the optimum progress rates implied for individual countries differ. As re-
gards the role of international organizations such as the the World Bank or the 
IMF – or the EU and the EBRD in a regional (European) context – it would be 
wise to place emphasis on aspects of optimum growth policies. 

The benefits of optimum growth policies could be considerable not only in 
OECD countries but in newly industrializing countries as well. As the goal of op-
timum growth policy is to raise consumption per capita – in many poor countries 
implying a higher survival rate and hence endogenous growth of the population – 
there should be clear benefits in catching-up countries. However, there are three 
caveats as regards the role of optimum growth policy: 

politicians interested in optimum growth policy should adopt a long time hori-
zon, and it is unclear whether such a long time horizon can realistically be ex-
pected;
policymakers in many countries will be tempted to translate a stronger empha-
sis on innovation policy in expansion of protectionist industrial policy which 
favors selected sectors – possibly including decline ones – and impairs free 
trade and a level playing field of foreign investors; due to growing economic 
inefficiencies such a policy is likely to impair growth and maximum long run 
per capita consumption; 
there will be serious problems with data forecasting over a long time period 
relevant for growth policy; within an optimum growth policy one will have to 
rely on solid empirical data and modeling. Here policymakers should invest 
more in empirical analysis. 

As regards the EU the SAPIR Report (SAPIR ET AL., 2004) has made useful 
proposals on how to enhance European economic growth and innovation, respec-
tively: Stronger promotion of R&D, opening up of markets and deregulation as 
well as reforms of the EU budget were key aspects discussed in that report. The 
analysis presented here adds new elements to the options for growth-promoting 
economic policy - both in Europe and elsewhere. Our analysis suggests that gov-
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ernments which adopt an optimum growth approach will realize major benefits for 
consumers and voters, respectively. The paper also has raised interesting empirical 
issues, including the question about the progress function. Here, the aspect of de-
clining population growth is of particular interest.  
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Appendix G.1: Optimum Quantity of Money 

Traditionally, growth models have rarely been linked to monetary policy issues, 
although PATINKIN on the one hand and TOBIN and JOHNSON on the other in-
troduced money in growth models from the supply-side and the demand side, re-
spectively (survey: SIJBEN, 1977). Monetary policy has been discussed mostly in 
the context of cyclical issues in the literature. The role of inflation in growth mod-
els was first considered by SIDRAUSKI (1967), SINAI/STOKES (1972) empha-
sized the role of money in the production function and fiscal policy issues in a 
growing monetary economy were introduced in the literature by STEIN/ 
INFANTE (1980). Our perspective is different since our starting point is a model 
with technological progress and since we focus on linking money and growth 
through the optimum growth condition, which requires in the simple form that the 
real interest rate r= a+n. Hence we raise the question of how long run monetary 
policy must be conducted to be consistent with optimum growth in a closed econ-
omy.  
If we assume that real money demand per efficiency unit of labor (m’d

=:[Md/P]/[AL] where M is the nominal stock of money and P the price level; i is 
the nominal interest rate) is given by m’d = [y’]  /[ ’i]– with  and ’ (both pa-
rameters >0) denoting the income elasticity of the demand for money and a pa-
rameter related to the interest elasticity of money (Em,i= -m’[y’] /[ ’i]), respec-
tively, we can focus on equilibrium in the money market: 

m’ = [y’] /[ ’i] (a.1) 

We assume that the central bank wants to achieve an inflation rate of zero, so that 
i=r. Taking into account that under profit maximization r= ßk’ß-1, we can write: 

m’ = [k’ß] /[ ’ßk’ß-1] = ’ßk’1+ß -ß (a.2) 

Replacing k’ through the steady state value k’=[s/(a+n)]1/1-ß, the optimum money 
stock therefore is given by: 

m’#opt = ’ß[s/(a+n)]1+ß -ß/(1-ß) (a.3) 

Hence in the steady state it holds that 

M(t)/P = ’ß[s/(a+n)](1+ß -ß)/(1-ß) L(0)e’nt A(0)e’at (a.4) 

We assume that 1+ß( -1)>0 since empirical evidence is known to suggest an 
income elasticity of the demand for money around unity, indeed exceeding unity if 
one follows the hypothesis that money is a luxury good. Note that the parameter 

’ is the lower the higher the absolute value of the elasticity of the demand for 
money (Em,i= -[y’] /[m’ ’i]). Hence the level of real money supply in the steady 
state is higher  

the higher the interest elasticity of the demand for money (the lower ’),
the higher the savings rate, 
the higher the income elasticity of the demand for money, 
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the lower the progress rate, 
and the lower the population growth rate. 

One may point out that financial innovation and regional economic/financial in-
tegration could bring about changes in the interest elasticity. In a larger integrated 
market there will be more liquid financial assets which are good substitutes for 
holding money, and thus a rise of the interest elasticity of the demand for money 
would once-and-for-all require the reduction of the real money stock. The opti-
mum growth perspective therefore presents a challenge for both the monetary and 
fiscal policy. 

The growth rate of the nominal money supply should be equal to the sum of a 
and n. We thus have a new perspective on the old topic of the optimum quantity of 
money.  Here it is that money stock brings about the golden rule of capital accu-
mulation and maximum growth of per capita consumption. The concept proposed 
here is clearly different from that of FRIEDMAN (1969), and given the specifica-
tion of the money demand chosen here we indeed cannot apply the FRIEDMAN 
condition that the inflation rate ( ) be set equal to –r so that i=0. We finally note 
that introducing money in a growth model with government clearly requires stat-
ing the government budget constraint in an adequate way, namely: y’= y’+ m’. 
We measure the inflation we obtain for the equilibrium money [k’ß] /[ ’( +ßk’ß-

1)] so that ( - )= k’ /[ ’( +ßk’ß-1)]: The long run budget deficit ratio outside the 
golden rule age then is a function F(k, ), whereby the function allows us to de-
termine a revenue-maximizing inflation rate, including the potential modification 
to assume that k’ is a function of the inflation rate and other variables. From this 
perspective, one could extend the research perspective suggested here in many 
ways. 

Appendix G.2: Specialization, Technological Progress and Factor 
Price Ratios 

In a closed two-sector economy with labor mobility we can characterize the econ-
omy in a straightforward manner if we assume that there is one sector producing 
consumption goods and the other is producing investment goods. Both sectors 
produce with labor L and capital K, namely according to Cobb-Douglas functions: 
Investment output is given by 

YI=[KI]ß’ [LI]1-ß’ (A.I) 

and consumption output by  

YC=[KC]ß” [LI]1-ß” (A.II) 

Aggregate GDP – expressed in units of the consumption good - is given by the 
sum of output of the consumption goods sector (C) plus output of the investment 
goods sector where Y= C+ pI where p=PI/PC; and per capita income y= yC +pyI.
Goods market equilibrium in the standard sense requires S=sYP= PIYI. As P=[PI]v

[PC]1-v we can write  
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Ip1-v =sY (A.III) 

It is assumed that the capital intensity of the consumption goods sector exceeds 
that of the investment goods sector which is a necessary condition for stability of 
the model. With linear-homogeneous production function we can (see for a sum-
mary JUNGMITTAG (2005)) write (with v’=:1-v; =:W/r which is the ratio of 
the nominal wage to the real interest rate r):  

yI=: I/L = sy/pv’ = sf’I(kI( )(k+ ) (A.IV) 

and

dlnk/dt = sf’I(kI( ))[(k+ )/k] – [n+ ] (A.V) 

The long run steady state – in analogy to the one sector model – is given by: 

sf’I(kI( ))[(k+ )/k] = [n+ ] (A.IV) 

With respect to the short-run it can be shown that d /ds>0 and that dyI/d >0 so 
that an increase of the relative factor price ratio raises the share of investment per 
capita output. 

Appendix G.3: Endogenous Progress in the Capital Goods Sector 

In a one sector economy - with a given level of technology - we have to consider 
y=y(k) and y’=w + rk (y is per capita income, k the capita intensity; the factor 
price ratio is w/r; w is the ratio of nominal W to price level P). Graphically we 
have a production function in which the distance OA indicates for the production 
y(k) where OA indicates w and the distance OB is equal to w/r. If the real interest 
rate is equal to tg  the line BA determines the optimum capital intensity k2 (see 
point E0). If the factor price ratio falls – and the income line shifts towards the ori-
gin – we get a new equilibrium point E1, the optimum capital intensity has fallen 
(k1): Transitorily firms will drop reinvestment plans in order to achieve the lower 
capital intensity k1 so that there will be transitory unemployment and an excess 
supply in the goods market, respectively. 
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Fig. 60. One Sector Economy and the Factor Price Ratio 

Next we turn to a two sector economy where capital and labor is mobile across 
sectors so that we have a uniform factor price ratio. Graphically we have two pro-
duction functions for sectors C and I where equilibrium output is determined by 
the line BA (slope ) which is tangent to both production functions, namely in E0
and in E1; the capital intensity (kII) of the consumption goods sector is higher than 
that of the investment goods sector (kI0); L’ and L” will denote labor employed in 
the C-sector and the I-sector, respectively. Note that y0 is I/L and y1 is C/L (see the 
following graph). Denoting the initial Hicks-neutral progress factor as A’0 and us-
ing a simple Cobb-Douglas function I=A’0[K’/L’]ß’ and C=[K”/L”]ß” while defin-
ing overall (exogenous) labor supply L =L’+L” we can write – setting A’0=1: 
C/L=[1- ’](K”/L”)ß” and I/L= ’(K’/L’)ß’ where ’=L’/L. What happens if the 
factor price ratio falls (see the new income line starting in point B’)? It is clear that 
the new optimum would be characterized by lower capital intensity in both sectors 
so that an adjustment process towards the lower capital intensities will have to be 
brought about – possibly by dropping previously planned reinvestment. This is not 
what the investment goods producing sector will want since any excess supply of 
capital will reduce the price of investment goods and hence the profitability and 
hence the share price of firms producing investment goods. What is the alternative 
for profit-maximizing firms in the investment goods sector? For that sector in par-
ticular it makes sense to try to achieve some technological progress which 
amounts to raising the level of technology from A’0 to A’1 such that the produc-
tion function in the investment goods industry becomes steeper (an alternative 
could be to raise ß’, the output elasticity of capital in the I-sector). The new equi-
librium point shown in the graph – see point E2 – requires only a modest fall of the 
sectoral capital intensity; point E2 is in marked contrast to the solution suggested 
by traditional adjustment patterns, namely point E01 (with a given level of tech-
nology). To the extent that economic globalization reduces the factor price ratio 
there will be a strong incentive for firms in OECD countries to become more in-
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novative in the investment goods sector, and as almost all machines are customer-
taylored anyway it is indeed plausible to expect that producers of investment 
goods – facing changing factor price ratios - will explore new technologies in the 
production process  
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Fig. 61. Two Sector Economy 

One may also consider besides the Harrod-neutral technological progress A(t) 
in the I-sector a progress rate in the I-sector, too (dlnB(t)/dt). In this case we can 
express output relative to efficiency units of labor. 

Appendix G.4: Simple Differential Equation and Bernoulli Differential 
Equation

Let us consider for X(t) the following simple differential equation with constant 
coefficients a and b, written in the „elementary form“: 

dX/dt + aX = b (A.I) 

The solution of this equation is (with e’ for Euler number; Co determined by the 
initial condition X(0)): 

X(t) = Co e’-at + b/a (A.I´) 

If a>0 there is long term convergence to X#, that is with t  we get the long 
run value (“steady state value”) X#=b/a. From t=0 the value for C0 is easily ob-
tained:  X(0)=Xo, so that: [Xo –(b/a)]=Co. This elementary form of a differential 
equation will be used subsequently to solve a more complex equation, namely the 
Bernoulli differential equation: 

Let us write the Bernoulli differential equation in a specific way so that we can 
recognize a simple similarity with the above differential equation: 
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dX/dt = bXß - aX (A.II) 

Dividing by Xß gives: 

X-ßdX/dt + aX1-ß = b (A.II´) 

We make the substitution: X1-ß=V so that dV/dt = (1-ß)X-ßdX/dt and hence we 
can restate the above equation as follows: 

(1/(1-ß))dV/dt + aV = b (A.II´´) 

Dividing by (1/(1-ß)) results in 

dV/dt + [a(1-ß)]V = b(1-ß) (A.II´´´) 

With respect to the variable V(t) this is exactly the simple differential equation 
in the elementary form so that the solution is: 

V(t) = Coe’-a(1-ß)t + b/a  (A.III) 

As X1-ß=V we finally get as the solution of the differential equation: 

X(t) =[ Coe’-a(1-ß)t + b/a] 1/1-ß (A.IV) 

If a is positive and ß<1 we have convergence of X(t) towards the steady state 
value  

X# = (b/a)1/1-ß (A.V) 

Co is determined from the initial equation as:  

Xo = [Co + b/a] 1/1-ß

Xo
1-ß = Co +b/a  

Co= Xo
1-ß - b/a 



H. Trade, Structural Change and Growth in an Open 
Monetary Economy 

H.1. Introduction 

As regards structural change in Eastern Europe, it is clear that one should expect 
considerable structural change in the initial transition stage and possibly also once 
high foreign direct investment inflows occur. This occurred early on in Hungary, 
and the Slovak Republic, but only with a considerable delay in Poland. The vari-
ous subsequent indicators show different intensities of structural change, and the 
intensity of change is not equal across the various indices. On theoretical grounds 
(see appendix) one should focus mainly on the Lilien index and the modified 
Lilien index. As the feature of those two indicators consider the sectors’ relative 
weights, and also meet other standard requirements. As we can see in the subse-
quent table, the various indicators which summarize the intensity of structural 
change in the period from 1993 to 2001/02, the statistics point to rather strong 
structural change in several accession countries. Ideally, workers move out of sec-
tors with low productivity growth towards sectors with high productivity growth, 
the latter often being found in sectors with high foreign direct investment inflows 
(FDI). FDI and investment of domestic firms will increase capital intensity and 
this, along with improved technology, will raise productivity. A positive gap be-
tween the growth rate of the wage rate and sectoral productivity growth will rein-
force sectoral profit rates which in turn should stimulate sectoral FDI inflows. To 
the extent that economic catching-up and modernization is associated with high 
cumulated FDI inflows, one should expect that a considerable part of trade is 
shaped by FDI. Intra-company trade accounts for roughly 1/3 of trade in OECD 
countries.

By contrast, the degree of structural change in Germany was rather low, though 
this might be an artefact related to rather rough sectoral decomposition. For exam-
ple, if international outsourcing to Eastern Europe takes place this can be associ-
ated with considerable structural change although at the two-digital level one 
would not note that less automotive parts are produced in Germany in the early 
21st century than a decade ago. 
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Table 10. Various Indicators Measuring Structural Change Based on Production Data at the 
NACE 2-digit level (LI=Lilien Index; MLI= modified LI) 

NaV EuN SRD IG GRP LI MLI
Deutschland 93-02 0,1727 0,076 4,0043 0,0434 0,0731 0,1097 0,0327
Griechenland 95-02 0,2181 0,0737 5,742 0,0529 0,0912 0,1222 0,0318
Ungarn 93-01 0,5903 0,1967 20,7673 0,4593 0,2248 0,4124 0,0814
Polen 93-01 0,2601 0,0656 9,5737 0,0756 0,1146 0,1427 0,0282
Portugal 95-01 0,1503 0,0409 4,5519 0,0246 0,064 0,082 0,0177
Slowak Rep. 93-99 0,2749 0,1119 8,7107 0,1933 0,0994 0,2766 0,0442
USA 93-01 0,0825 0,0222 2,6044 0,0097 0,0364 0,0497 0,0096
Source: OECD STAN Database, own calculations 

As regards structural change this is partly related to technologies, while also 
partly to other factors – including real exchange rate changes. There are two alter-
native definitions of the real exchange rate q=P/(eP*) – with * denoting a foreign 
variable and P and e representing the price level and the nominal exchange rate, 
respectively; P represents a basket of goods which is composed of tradables and 
nontradables. An alternative for defining the real exchange rate is ’= PT/(ePT*)
where T stands for tradables. A rise in q or a rise in ’ can be identified with a real 
appreciation.

Subsequently, we take a closer look at alternative explanations for real ex-
change rate changes which must include an analysis of the links between nominal 
exchange rate dynamics and the real exchange rate (section 2). We demonstrate 
within a monetary growth model that the real money demand does not depend on 
the real interest rate unless the savings rate is a function of the real interest rate. 
Moreover, it is shown that the real interest rate will affect both the level of the 
growth rate and the growth rate itself. We use a rather simple growth model with 
trade, endogenous innovation and foreign direct investment. In section 3, we high-
light an alternative approach to generating a Balassa-Samuelson effect which is 
linked to income distribution at home and abroad. Section 4 is on the real ex-
change rate and economic development, trade, structural change and growth where 
we also focus on a new structural model with product and process innovations but 
also on some aspects of the more complex HANSEN-RÖGER model. Our analy-
sis also takes a look at the links between the real exchange rate and economic 
growth, including aspects of optimum economic growth. In the final section, we 
present some basic policy conclusions. The appendix presents some innovative 
modelling related to the topic of exchange rate dynamics and macroeconomic 
analysis (including smooth linking of supply-side effects and demand-side im-
pulses). At the bottom line, there is strong emphasis on the fact that the dynamics 
of exchange rate development and growth should simultaneously consider trade 
and foreign direct investment (FDI). With reference to both the OECD countries 
in general as well as to Eastern Europe and Asian countries in specific, a consider-
able share of trade is intra-company trade. The perspective adopted here is a mix-
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ture of Schumpeter and Dunning, namely in the sense that innovation and FDI are 
emphasized. 

Both trade and FDI depend on the real exchange rate, however, as the FDI 
stock contributes to the overall capital stock in the host country the net trade posi-
tion – more precisely the current account – depends on cumulated FDI: The dif-
ference between output produced and domestic absorption (sum of consumption, 
government consumption and investment, including FDI inflows) is equal to net 
exports. There also is a geographical coincidence in the sense that the gravity 
equation for FDI and trade typically shows similar patterns. This applies to East-
ern Europe for which Western Europe represents the main export markets and also 
the main source of FDI inflows. Such inflows contribute to product upgrading 
over time.  

The analytical focus has various time horizons and brings some new insights, 
including the fact that in a non-inflationary economy the demand for money does 
not depend on the (long term) real interest rate. Indeed ambiguous results from 
empirical analysis in this field are well known. We also develop a rather conven-
ient graphical model to focus on the issues of structural change and competitive-
ness and we propose new ways of how to include the optimum growth literature in 
the analysis of Schumpeterian economic dynamics. From a policy perspective, it 
becomes clear that analyzing macroeconomic topics can hardly be done ade-
quately without taking into account structural change and innovation dynamics. 
While innovation and structural adjustment are a natural element of EU eastern 
enlargement both in western Europe and eastern Europe (or in a North-South per-
spective), not much is known about the adjustment costs of firms and countries 
when moving up the technology ladder. 

H.2. Exchange Rate Dynamics, Relative Prices, Employment and 
Growth 

H.2.1 Nominal Exchange Rate, Real Exchange Rate and True Long 
Run Money Market Equilibrium  

Naturally, there is a link between the nominal exchange rate and the real ex-
change rate q*. It holds that E(lne) + E(lnP*) = E(lnP). As regards the variance 
VAR it holds that VAR(lne + lnP*) = VAR(lne) + VAR(lnP*) + 2cov lne, lnP* = 
VAR lnP. If one were to assume that VAR lnP = VAR lnP*, it is clear that for any 
variance of lne and of lnP*, there must be negative cov lne, lnP*. It indeed is plau-
sible that a depreciation of country I’s currency will go along with a fall in country 
II’s price level as goods imported from country I will become cheaper in country 
II.

From the perspective of a small open economy, the short term nominal ex-
change rate e is determined by the interest rate parity i=i* + aE where aE denotes 
the expected depreciation rate and i the nominal interest rate. In the long run the 
interest rate at home and abroad is given by i= r+  (sum of the real interest rate r 
and the inflation rate ) and i*=r*+ *  which implies with profit maximization r= 
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YK and r*= Y*K,  respectively: (r-r*)+ (  - *) = aE. If there is free capital mobility 
and domestic and foreign bonds are perfect substitutes – but no free movement of 
foreign direct investment – it holds that r=r* which makes the interest parity fully 
consistent with long run purchasing power parity P=eP* if there is no (systematic) 
difference between expected and actual devaluation rate. The real exchange rate 
q*=:eP*/P is determined in the short run by nominal exchange rate dynamics, in 
the long run P and P* plays a role as well. Overshooting phenomena of the short 
term nominal exchange rate thus will affect the real exchange rate temporarily. 

If domestic and foreign bonds are not perfect substitutes while we have full 
mobility of foreign direct investment, the marginal products at home and abroad 
will be equal in the long run: YK= Y*K. Hence profit maximization in both coun-
tries will indirectly bring about the condition r=r* in the long run. However, there 
is not really a long run in a strict sense if one does not consider a growth model 
and some other aspects. A specific aspect will refer to the fact that foreign direct 
investment flows will be a function of the real exchange rate as argued by 
FROOT/STEIN (1991). We will turn to this later and at first focus on the issue of 
a long run equilibrium real exchange rate. 

If we are to make a prediction about the domestic price level we could use a 
model that predicts the nominal exchange rate (WELFENS/BORBÉLY, 2004) and 
combine this with a model which explains the foreign price level P*. As regards 
the latter one may consider a rather simple approach based on four elements:  

money market equilibrium: This must be considered in long run growth model-
ling of a monetary economy;  
profit maximization: In the long run the real rate of interest must be equal to the 
marginal product of capital  (with a standard Cobb-Douglas production func-
tion Y= Kß(AL)1-ß the marginal product of capital YK=ßY/K where K is capital, 
L is labor and A the level of labor-saving technology); 
a simple growth model: In a neoclassical growth model – with a growth rate 
dlnA/dt=:a, a Cobb-Douglas production function (as above) and a savings func-
tion S=sY – the steady state solution for per capita output y#= Aoe’at (s/n)ß/1-ß;
here e’ denotes the Euler number. Hence the level of the growth path of y is a 
positive function of the initial level of technology Ao and the savings rate s, and 
the growth rate a. We will show that in an open economy with trade and foreign 
direct investment – and monetary transactions – the equilibrium solution looks 
more complicated and suggests new empirical approaches; 
an assumption with respect to the strategy of monetary policy.  

At first we are interested in the level of P* which is not really exogenous here. 
One can show – as an innovative feature of the model – that the long run demand 
for money is independent of the real interest rate unless the savings rate depends 
on the real interest rate.  

Money market equilibrium requires that real supply (M/P; M is the nominal 
money stock) equals real money demand m*(…):  

M*/P*=m*(Y*,i*) (H.1) 
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The equilibrium condition for the money market is fairly general as we will see. 
Indeed, it is reasonable both for a narrow definition of the money supply (M1) and 
for a broad money supply (M3). If we consider M1, cash balances plus deposits, 
one should expect a close medium term link with the price level. In an underem-
ployed economy a rise in the money supply will raise output Y, and as the capac-
ity utilization rate is increased, the price level P will increase with a certain delay. 
If one wants to express (A.1) in a kind of a quantity-theoretical framework we can 
simply write: M1= V’(i,Y)PY, with V’ denoting the inverse of the income velocity 
of money. While it often is claimed that M3 (M1 plus term deposits plus savings 
deposits) is linked with the price level, there are no serious arguments why a rise 
in broad money M3 should raise the price level unless one argues that there is a 
strong real balance effect. A serious argument would look different: A rise in M’2
– here defined as M3 minus M1 – would increase within a portfolio-theoretical ap-
proach with the demand for stocks as real capital being complementary to money 
balances. Combining a higher stock of M’2 with a higher value of stocks P’K (P’ 
is the stock market price level and K the capital stock) reduces the portfolio risk. 
To the extent that P’ is positively correlated with P, one may expect that empirical 
investigations on the long term demand for money come up with positive evidence 
for a link between M3 and P. This point is easily understood if we assume that the 
fundamental value of stocks reflects discounted future profits which are – in a 
very simple two-period perspective (with  denoting unit labor costs and E the 
expectations operator) – given by the straightforward expression: (Pt- t)Yt + 
(E(Pt+1)-E( t+1))Yt+1/(1+i)= P’. Assuming for simplicity that market participants 
expect E(Yt+1)=Yt, that unit labor costs are constant, that output Y= KlnL (we 
will, however, later switch to Cobb-Douglas) and that firms finance all investment 
through the stock market, we can state the following equation: M’2= V”(i,Y)P’K 
and – assuming that =P  – thus M’2=V”(i,Y) (P(1- ))(1+ (1+i)-1) Y/lnL. We 
can then add M1 and M’2 and state – with ’=:1-  – the long term money market 
condition:

M3=V’(i,Y)PY+V”(i,Y)(P ’(1+(1+i)-1)Y/lnL=PY(V’(..)+

V”(..) ’(1+ (1+i)-1) Y/lnL. 

(H.1´) 

This now looks more or less like the quantity theory of money MV(Y,i) = PY. 
We therefore can indeed return to (H.1) while specifying for country II a specific 
money demand function:

M*/P* = Y* * *’/i* (H.1´´) 

Thus the real money demand m* is specified as Y* * *’/i* where Y* is for-
eign real output and i* the foreign nominal interest rate which in turn is the sum of 
the expected inflation rate plus the real interest rate r. The parameters  and ’
stand for the apparent income elasticity of the demand for money and the implicit 
interest responsiveness of the demand for money, respectively. However, we will 
show that in a long term perspective that * is not really the income elasticity of 
the demand for money and the domestic real interest rate, respectively. Assuming 
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(with K*, A*, and L* denoting capital, the level of technology and labor input) a 
Cobb-Douglas production function abroad, we have 

Y*= K*ß*(A*L*)1-ß* (H.2) 

Moreover as we assume that factors are rewarded in accordance with the mar-
ginal product rule, it holds that: 

r*=ß*Y*/K* (H.3) 

In the absence of inflation/deflation, we can thus write that the money market 
equilibrium for country II is as follows:  

M*/P*= = Y* * *’/(ß*Y*/K*) = K*Y* *-1 *’/ß* (H.4) 

Here we have taken into consideration that i=r and that under profit maximization 
r=ßY/K. Taking logarithms we get: 

lnP* = lnM* - ( *-1)lnY* +(lnß*/ *’) -lnK (H.5) 

As is obvious that the long run income elasticity of the demand for money is 
not *, rather it is *-1. We can rewrite the equation in per capita terms (actually 
in efficiency labor units AL) on the right-hand side, and this will be dubbed true 
long run money market equilibrium: 

lnP* = ln(M*/A*L*) - ( *-1)ln(Y*/A*L*) +(lnß*/ *’) –ln(K*/A*L*) - 
( *-1)ln(A*L*). 

(H.6) 

Note that in the case of flexible exchange rates, the nominal money supply is 
exogenous, and this is the main case we want to consider subsequently. The prob-
lem looks different under fixed exchange rates (in the case of eastern European 
accession countries this largely corresponds to the situation of moving to the 
European Exchange Rate Mechanism II). 

If we assume that savings S=sY, no population growth, a zero rate of capital 
depreciation and that technological progress rate (dA/dt)/A=a is exogenous, we 
get – with y’=:Y/(AL) and k’=:K/(AL) and # for steady state – the standard neo-
classical steady state solution, namely y’# = (s/a) ß/1-ß and K/(AL)=k’# = (s/a) 1/1-ß.
Thus it is obvious that in the long run demand for money, the savings rate and the 
progress rate will enter into play. The interest elasticity of money should be zero. 
If empirical analysis on the long run money demand finds a significant impact of 
r, it effectively confuses r* and r, that is the condition r=r*! (In an inflationary 
world one may, of course, have to consider the inflation rate as an additional vari-
able determining the demand for money). Only in the case that one assumes that 
the savings rate depends on the interest rate would the long run money market 
equilibrium depend on the interest rate. 

For the case that monetary policy maintains a constant m”*#(with m”*=: 
M*/(A*L*)), we get: 

lnP* = lnm”*# - {[1+ ( *-1)ß]/(1-ß)}ln(s*/a*) + (lnß*/ *’) 
 - ( *-1)ln(A*L*). 

(H.7) 
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The long run equilibrium therefore is a positive function of the central bank’s 
target money stock m’. Assuming that the apparent income elasticity of the de-
mand for money ( ) is smaller than unity, the price level is a negative function of 
the level of technology and of the size of the labor force. Moreover, it is a negative 
function of the ratio of the savings rate to the progress rate provided that  
((1+ ( *-1)ß*)/(1-ß*)) is positive. Note that the price level is stationary only if la-
bor input declines with the same growth rate as the level of technology rises or if 
the apparent income elasticity of the demand for money is unity. The long run ex-
pected price level depends only on exogenous parameters, in particular the savings 
rate and the progress rate. 

In an open economy we may assume – now considering the world from a coun-
try I perspective – that savings S=s(Y+ q*r* Fn**/P*), where Fn* is nominal net 
claims on the rest of the world. Hence q*r* Fn**/P*is interest income accruing in 
terms of domestic goods. We assume that net real foreign assets 
q*Fn**/P*expressed in domestic goods - are proportionate to Y. Defining  
f**’=: q*Fn**/P*AL= q*Fr**/AL, assuming that f**’= y’ and assuming a con-
stant progress rate in country I, namely a, and a production function

Y=Kß(AL)1-ß (H.8) 

we get a steady state value 

y’# = (s(1+ r* )/a)ß/1-ß (H.9) 

If we define Fr**/AL= ’ and assume that households consider ’ as a target ratio 
we can write: 

y’# = (s(1+ r*q* ’)/a)ß/1-ß (H.9´) 

Per capita income therefore is – denoting with e’ the Euler number - given by 

y# = Aoe’at s(1+ r*q* ’)/a)ß/1-ß (H.9´´) 

Hence the long run steady state value of y’# depends on the real exchange rate. 
Moreover, long run money market equilibrium will also depend on the real ex-
change rate as is obvious if we plug in (H.9) into (H.6’); equation (H.6’) is the 
corresponding equation for the domestic economy: 

lnP= ln m” - ( -1)lny’ + ln(ß/ ’) – lnk’ - ( -1)ln(AL) (H.6´) 

lnP=ln m”- {[1+( -1)ß]/(1-ß)}ln(s(1+ r*q* ’)/a)+(lnß/ ’)- ( -1)ln(AL). (H.6´´) 

If we assume for simplicity that r*q* ’/a is close to zero, we may use the ap-
proximation that ln (1+ r*q* ’)/a)  r*q* ’/a. A rise in the real exchange rate – 
hence a real depreciation – will increase the price level if (1+( -1)ß) <0. This now 
points to an empirical issue. 
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H.2.2 Real Exchange Rate, Growth Path and Steady State 

Let us get back to (H.9’). A real depreciation will raise the level of the growth 
path. This implication is, however, not robust if we assume that the progress rate 
depends negatively on q*, for example, if we assume that imported licences or 
technology intensive intermediate products play an important role for the country 
considered. Then we may state the hypothesis (with a1 denoting the progress rate 
in a closed economy). 

a= a1– B”q*; assumption: a1  B”q* where B” is a positive parameter re-
lated to ’

(H.10) 

We now also get an ambiguous result with respect to the impact of q* on the 
price level (see H.6”). It still holds that the level of the growth path is positively 
influenced by q* (see H.9’). However, the growth rate is negatively influenced 
and the sum of both effects on real per capita income will become negative after 
some critical time t=t’. We have a quasi-endogenization of growth and the pro-
gress rate, respectively, since from a traditional small country perspective, the real 
exchange rate – in a world in which only tradables exist – is exogenous. This, 
however, is no longer true if there are nontradables and differentiated tradables. 
For every product variety sold in the world market, increasing exports will corre-
spond to a fall in the price of the respective product; this problem will be ne-
glected for now. Rather we turn to the accumulation dynamics of foreign assets 
where an important aspect to consider is that dFn**/dt = r* Fn** + PX/e - P*J so 
that

(dFn**/dt)/P* = r* Fr** + X/q* - J = r* Fr** +xY/q* - jY (H.11) 

(dFr**/dt)/Fr**= r*  + x(Y/q*)/Fr** - jY/Fr** = r + x/  – jq*/  (H.12) 

In the next section we take a closer look at the real exchange rate from a me-
dium term perspective, where the link between the real exchange rate and invest-
ment will be considered. Before we turn to this aspect let us briefly consider the 
case of an open economy with foreign direct investment inflows and a production 
function where real money balances and the ratio of per capita imports j’=J/(AL) 
and export intensity x’=X/(AL) enter the production function 

Y=Kß(AL)1-ß(J/AL)ß’ (X/AL)ß” (m/AL)ß”’ (H.13) 

The specific assumption here is that the output effect of imported intermedi-
ates/imported machinery and equipment – only those should be included in J here 
– is diluted if there are more workers in efficiency units. This mechanism could be 
associated with learning-by-doing in the sense that importing, say machinery, 
brings a one-off productivity increase for workers dealing with the sophisticated 
imports. If one assumes that imported machinery and equipment is employed with 
a lag of one period, the current import J would also show up in a higher K. A simi-
lar reasoning holds with respect to X/(AL) to the extent that one assumes that 
X/AL is a measure of the exposure of workers to world market dynamics. It is de-
batable whether or not m or m’=:m/(AL) – or m/L – should enter the production 
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function; only empirical analysis can solve the issue. Here we use m’, as one may 
argue that liquidity on a per capita basis is relevant for saving transaction costs 
and actually contributing to labor productivity. Finally, note that in a model with 
both inward and outward foreign direct investment, one might also have to include 
the stock of outward FDI, namely to the extent that there is considerable asset-
seeking investment which implies international transfer of technology from the 
subsidiaries to the parent company. Firms in technology-intensive industries 
which invest abroad – namely in technologically-leading countries so that new 
technologies can be picked up rather easily – will benefit from a company wide 
technology transfer which is not just from the company headquarters to the sub-
sidiary but also from the subsidiary back to the parent company. 

Instead of using J/AL=:j’ and X/AL=x’ in the production function, one might 
chose a production function with 1+j’ and 1+x’ in the production function so that 
zero imports and zero exports imply a consistent output for the case of the closed 
economy. However, we use j’ in the production function on the basis of the as-
sumption that the country considered has become so specialized that it requires in-
dispensable foreign inputs (in empirical investigations only the import of interme-
diate products and capital goods should be considered). For the sake of simplicity, 
we also use x’ and not (1+x’).   

One may assume that real money balances enter the production function 
through a positive external effect of households using money in all transactions in 
the goods market. Therefore   

y’= k’ßj’ß’x’ß”m’ß”’ (H.14) 

The accumulation dynamics is given by 

dk’/dt= s(1-bß)k’ß j’ß’ x’ß”m’ß”- ak’ (H.15) 

Here we have assumed that foreign investors have a share b of the capital stock; 
and as capital income is ßY, the national income is GDP minus bßY. Savings S is 
proportionate to national income and therefore we have S=sY(1-bß)=s’Y. As we 
assume J/AL = j(q*)Y/AL and X/AL=x’(q*)Y*/AL or more conveniently 
X/AL=x’(q*)y’* A*L*/AL so that we get 

y’# = s(1-bß) j’ ß’ y’ß’x’ß”y’* ß” (A*L*/AL) ß”m’ ß”’/(n+ +a))ß/1-ß (H.16) 

If one were to impose a strict long run trade balance requirement one might 
want to impose in (H.15) the long term equilibrium condition that X=q*J so that 
x’=q*j’ which, however, is not done here. 

Taking into account the money market equilibrium condition (H.6’) in an ap-
propriate way, namely m’= y’1/ß +( -1) (AL) -1 /ß we obtain with ’=:(A*L*/AL):

y’# = s(1-bß) j’ ß’y’ß’x’ß”y’* ß” ’ ß”y’(1/ß +( -1))ß”’ (AL)( -1)ß”’ ( /ß) ß”’

/(n+ +a))ß/1-ß

(H.17) 

The implicit solution for the steady state output therefore is: 
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y#’1-(1/ß+( -1))ß”’- ß” = s(1-bß)j’ß’x’ß”y’*ß” ’ß”(AL)( -1)ß”’( /ß) ß”’

/(n+ +a))ß/1-ß

(H.18) 

y#’ = {s(1-bß)j’ß’x’ß”y’*ß” ’ß”(AL)( -1)ß”’

              ( /ß) ß”’/(n+ +a))ß/1-ß}1/1-(1/ß+( -1))ß”’- ß”

(H.19) 

We will assume that bß is close to zero so that ln (1-bß) bß. If we take loga-
rithms and define ß#:= 1/(ß/(1-ß))(1-(1/ß)+( -1))ß”’-ß”) we have a testable pro-
duction function, namely for per capita income y=:Y/L 

lny =ß#lns – ß#bß + ß#ß’lnj + ß#ß”lnx + ß#ß”lny’* + ß#ß”ln(A*L*)  

+ß#(( -1)ß”’-ß”)ln(AL) +ß#ß”’ln( /ß) – ß#(n+ +a) + at 

(H.20) 

Taking a look at (H.19) we can see that the level of the growth path positively 
depends on the effective savings rate s’, x’, y’* and the relative technology level 
(A*L*/AL); note that the y’* variable effectively reflects the impact of exports. 
The steady state equilibrium output per capita – in efficiency units – therefore is a 
positive function of the income elasticity of the demand for money provided that 

<0. As regards the impact of q* one has to consider b(q*), x’(q*) and j’(q*), 
which is not unambiguous. Only empirical research can give a clear answer. The 
growth rate of per capita income y=Y/L is a, and one could consider how foreign 
direct investment, government expenditures (consumption vs. R&D promotion) 
and trade will affect the progress rate which raises many new interesting issues. 
We will pick up the issue of government expenditures and discuss the impact on 
the level of growth and growth itself. 

An interesting refinement is to assume that S=sY(1-bß)(1-u)(1- ) where u is the 
structural unemployment rate and  the income tax rate. The we get for y’ in the 
steady state: 

y#’ = {s(1-bß)(1-u)(1- )j’ß’x’ß”y’*ß” ’ß”(AL)( -1)ß”’

( /ß) ß”’/(n+ +a))ß/1-ß}1/1-(1/ß+( -1))ß”’- ß”

(H.21) 

We thus could consider the impact of unemployment and the income tax rate – 
both a higher tax rate and a higher unemployment rate will reduce the level of the 
growth path - as well as that of j’ and x’ on the level of the growth path. More-
over, we can also discuss the effects of the unemployment rate and the tax rate – 
making specific assumptions how tax revenues are used (public consumption vs. 
R&D financing) – on the growth rate. 

Finally, we should take into account the requirement that in the long run the 
current account must be balanced. For the simple case of no foreign direct invest-
ment we have 

XP = eP*J (H.22) 

We will assume that 
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X=j*(q*)Y* (H.23) 

J=j(q*)Y (H.24) 

Therefore we get – while multiplying the left hand side of (H.22) by A*L*/[A*L*] 
and the right hand side by AL/[AL] – the equation XP=eP*J or  

j*Y*P = eP*jY (H.22´) 

Thus we obtain:  

[A*L*]j*Y*P/[A*L*] = ALeP*jY/[AL] (H.22´´) 

 [A*L*]/[AL]= q*jy’/j*y* (H.23) 

Note that there is a relation between j’ and j since J/(AL) =:j’= jy’; this applies in a 
similar way to the foreign country, namely j’*=:x’=j*y’*. 

Replacing in (H.17) the expression ’=: A*L*/AL from (H.23) we get 

y’#= s(1-bß) jß’y’2ß’x’ß”y’* ß”[q*jy’/j*y*]ß”y’(1/ß +( -1))ß”’ (AL)( -1)ß”’ e’ß”’ /ß

 /(n+ +a))ß/1-ß

(H.17´) 

Therefore we can write 

y’#= s(1-bß) j’ß’y’ß’+ß”’x’ß”y’* 2ß”[q*j/j*]ß”y’(1/ß +( -1))ß”’ (AL)( -1)ß”’

e’ß”’ /ß /(n+ +a))ß/1-ß

(H.17´´) 

We thus could derive a similar equation to (A.21) where the elasticity ’ of y’ 
with respect to the modified expression {…} is higher than in (A.21); note that we 
make the assumption that y’* actually is foreign steady state per capita income in 
efficiency units. Moreover, one can see that the elasticity of y’# with respect to the 
real exchange rate also will have to consider the expression [q*j(q*)/j*(q*)]ß”

which reflects a modified Marshall Lerner impact. The overall effect of q* on y’ 
can, however, not be assessed without considering that b, j’ and j’ also are a func-
tion of q*. At the bottom line one may consider to allow a permanent trade bal-
ance surplus in our model with asymmetric foreign direct investment and this 
leads to a minor modification: 

j*Y*P = eP*jY + bßYP (H.22´) 

On the right hand side we have nominal imports plus nominal dividends accru-
ing to the foreign parent companies. Obviously we can write: 

j*Y* = [q*j +bß]Y (H.24) 

It also is debatable whether or not an adequate import function should not read 
J=jZ (with national income Z= :Y- bßY); and an adequate export function  
X=jZ* = jY*+bßY/q*. 
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H.2.3 Investment, Real Exchange Rate and Employment 

As is well known the real exchange rate (q*=eP*/P) has an impact upon the trade 
balance, however, the real exchange rate also will affect foreign direct investment 
as was emphasized for the case of imperfect capital market by FROOT/STEIN 
(1991). Foreign investment inflows in the recipient country – say an EU accession 
country or a newly industrializing economy – can be expressed as a share  in 
overall investment where (q*); the partial derivative of  with respect to q* is 
positive since a depreciation of the host country currency effectively makes it eas-
ier for foreign investors to be successful in mergers and acquisitions. We thus as-
sume that the overall investment output ratio I/Y is a positive function of the real 
exchange rate (in empirical analysis a positive correlation between I/Y also will 
catch the impact of improving net export expectations on the side of investors). 
Assuming profit maximization in an open economy in the form that the marginal 
product of capital YK is equal to the foreign real interest rate r* we can write for 
the growth rate of real output  

gY= (I/Y)r* (I) 

Denoting the investment output ratio as z=z(q*) and recalling Verdoorn’s Law, 
namely that the growth rate (g) of labor productivity Y/L is a positive function of 
the growth rate of output (V and V’ are positive parameters) we have: 

gY/L = Q’ + Q”gY; (II) 

According to Verdoorn’s Law the growth rate of employment will be a positive 
function of output growth 

gL = - Q’ + [1-Q”]gY; (III) 

hence

gL = - Q’ + [1-Q”]z(q*) r* (IV) 

If we assume that the parameter Q’ is a positive function of the productivity-
wage lag – meaning the time it takes for the real wage to fully catch up with mar-
ginal labor productivity YL (the long run equilibrium values are denoted by #) – 
we have in the case that the marginal product is proportionate (1-ß is a parameter 
in the interval 0,1) to the average labor productivity (YL=(1-ß)y; ß is the output 
elasticity of capital): 

gL = - Q’ + Q”([y#/w#]/[y/w]) z(q*) r* (V) 

The parameter Q’”=:1-Q” thus depends positively on the steady state produc-
tivity-wage ratio relative to the current productivity wage ratio. Hence outside the 
steady state – according to which (1-ß)y would be equal to the real wage rate w – 
the growth rate of labor demand will be a negative function of the current real 
wage rate and a positive function of per capita income y. An interesting case is to 
assume that Q’” – we have assumed Q” to be smaller than unity – follows an in-
verted logistical adjustment path as y/w approaches y#/w#. 
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The following figures show the growth rate of employment and the annual 
change of investment/ GDP ratio for the EU 15 countries, Germany, Hungary, Po-
land, and the Czech Republic.  

Fig. 62. EU 15: Growth Rate of Employment and Annual Change of Investment / GDP  
Ratio

Fig. 63. Germany: Growth Rate of Employment and Annual Change of Investment / Ratio 
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Fig. 64. Hungary: Growth Rate of Employment and Annual Change of Investment / GDP 
Ratio
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Fig. 65. Poland: Growth Rate of Employment and Annual Change of Investment / GDP Ra-
tio
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Fig. 66. Czech Republic: Growth Rate of Employment and Annual Change of Investment / 
GDP Ratio 

H.2.4 Technology, Exchange Rate Changes and the Relative Tradable 
Price

In the following analysis, we will take a closer look at the role of technological 
progress - while sectoral capital stocks are assumed to be given in the short run - 
which for simplicity we assume to only occur in the tradables sector (T). Trad-
ables and nontradables are gross substitutes on the demand side and the supply 
side. There is a technology shift parameter in the tradables market, namely A. In 
addition, the demand for tradables is assumed to negatively depend on the relative 
price of nontradables (PN/PT=: ) and positively on the real money balances M/P – 
a proxy for wealth. M denotes the nominal money supply and P the price level. 
We assume that the quality of N-goods is given and does not change, but the qual-
ity index Q of tradables could change through product innovations in the tradables 
sector. Hence the hedonic price index is given by P=PN  PT 1- /Q= 1-  PT/Q;
the parameter  is in the interval 0,1. Due to arbitrage, we have PT=e ’PT*
where e is the nominal exchange rate, ’ is a parameter reflecting trading costs 
(before full regional integration ’>1, full integration ’=1). Supply in both sectors 
depends on  and labor as well as on capital stocks. 

We can state a straightforward equilibrium condition for the tradables sector, 
namely tradables supply T=T’ where T’ denotes tradables demand. Any excess 
supply in the tradables sector is equivalent to a current account surplus since we 
are considering a small open economy. Equilibrium in the nontradables market is 
given by the equality of nontrables supply N’ and nontradables demand  
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N’= N”(…) +G where N”( , , M/P) is the private sector demand for nontrad-
ables and G government consumption of nontradables;  denotes the tax rate. Note 
that the nominal exchange rate e enters the demand for both goods since M/P can 
be written as M/( 1- e ’PT*/Q). The initial equilibrium is determined by the inter-
section of the NN curve - which portrays equilibrium in the nontradables markets - 
and the TT curve which portrays equilibrium in the tradables sector – as well as a 
balanced current account. Technological progress in the tradables sector, that is a 
rise in the supply parameter A, will shift the TT-curve upwards (TT1) so that there 
is a rise in the relative nontradables price and a nominal depreciation. The price 
level remains constant if the nominal appreciation rate -ge= (1- )g  where g de-
notes growth rates. A given price level Po is here indicated simply by the curve 

=(QPo/PT*e)1/(1-a).; the PPo line indicates a given price level in -e space. Thus it 
depends on the slope of the NN curve whether or not technological progress in the 
T-sector brings about a fall in the price level or a rise in the price level. If the 
nominal wage is inflexible, a falling price level will bring about classical unem-
ployment which in the context of empirical analysis should not be misinterpreted 
as technological unemployment! If there is no downward wage flexibility points 
below the PP line,  an excess supply in the labor market is indicated. If the compo-
sition of tradables is increasingly characterized by product innovations, the trad-
ables supply will become less price elastic as a higher share of product innova-
tions typically will require more specialization and indeed higher sunk costs on the 
tradables supply side. Moreover, the demand for tradables becomes less price elas-
tic; that is T’/  will fall and the slope of the TT curve will rise. Hence a depre-
ciation will bring about a higher current account than previously. This is some-
what surprising as one might think that a lower relative price elasticity makes the 
trade balance (or the current account) less price sensitive. However, one has to 
take into account that a rise in the relative price level of nontradables will cause 
less supply-switching on the supply side of the economy.

An expansionary fiscal policy in the sense of raising G would shift the NN 
curve to the right and hence bring about a higher relative nontradables price and a 
depreciation of the currency. A fall in trading costs will shift the NN curve up-
wards and the TT curve downwards which in any case will bring about a nominal 
depreciation while the effect on the relative price of nontradables is unclear. An 
expansionary fiscal policy in the form of a cut in the tax rate  will bring about a 
rightward shift of TT and an upward shift of NN. In the lower part (b) of the fol-
lowing graph we have drawn – for an exogenous expected exchange rate E(e1) - 
the interest parity line according to i=i*+E(e1)-e/e. The short term impact of an 
expansionary monetary policy would be a fall in the nominal interest rate and 
hence a nominal and real depreciation. As prices are assumed to be sticky, there 
would be a price reaction only in the medium term. An expansionary monetary 
policy therefore moves the economy (see panel a)) from point Eo to point F’ so 
that we have an excess supply in the tradables market – with a temporary current 
account improvement - and an excess supply in the N market. The rise in the real 
money stock shifts the NN curve and the TT curve to the right and finally also will 
raise the price level (which implies that the long run rightward shift of NN and TT 
will be smaller than in the medium term). Hence we will get a new real equilib-
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rium point which might be between Eo and F’. Assuming that money market equi-
librium can be written as M= V’(i)PK, a rise in M will shift the PP-line upwards; a 
rise in i dampens the shift.  

The approach is more complex if we consider the HANSEN/RÖGER (2000) 
model. In the HANSEN/RÖGER model, the real exchange rate is determined 
through the intersection point of the domestic equilibrium line and the foreign 
equilibrium line. In that model, consumption is assumed to depend positively on 
real income Y and negatively on the gap between the desired stock of wealth (F) 
and actual real financial wealth f. It also depends negatively on the real interest 
rate r relative to the long run equilibrium level r# (in a small open economy equal 
to r*). Interest parity together with the domestic equilibrium condition gives a dif-
ferential equation in q, while the current account equilibrium equation is given by 
df/dt = CA = rf + TB (with CA and TB denoting current account an trade balance, 
respectively). Setting dq/dt=0 and df/dt=0 gives two equilibrium lines (qq and ff) 
which jointly determine general equilibrium. We will pick up some aspects of this 
model subsequently. 
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Tradables supply is T, demand T’; T( , A, KT) = T’( , , M/P); with PN/PT= :  ; 
M=PV(i)K; P= 1- PT/Q;  nontradables equilibrium : N( , KN)=N”( , , M/P)+ G; 
arbitrage: PT=e PT*; interest parity i= i* +E1(e)-e/e.

There is one particular instability area in part a) of the figure, namely between 
the PP curve and the NN curve (starting in point Eo: the area where NNo is writ-
ten). We observe in this area both an excess supply in both goods market and an 
upward real wage pressure – at a given nominal wage – so that the risk of unem-
ployment is quite high unless workers who lost their job in the N-sector easily find 
a new job in the T-sector which in turn would have to generate a rather high trade 
balance surplus. If there is product innovation in the tradables sector both the TT 
curve and the NN curve will become steeper. 

H.3 Real Exchange Rate Dynamics and Economic Effects 

Among the policy implications, we find that government in poor countries – such 
as EU accession countries – should stimulate savings and encourage foreign direct 
investment. It also would be wise to avoid early fixing of the nominal exchange 
rate, since the normal rise in the relative price of nontadables can no longer be 
achieved through nominal and real appreciation but only through an increase of 
the nontradables price which must be stronger than the price increase of the trad-
ables price. That is, combining low inflation rates and the long term increase of 
nontradables prices is difficult to achieve unless one has flexible exchange rates. 
There is, however, some risk that flexible exchange rate regimes could be associ-
ated with temporary overshooting. Since the exchange rate is an international rela-
tive price, the reason for overshooting dynamics could be internal or external. 
Strong and sudden real appreciations should be avoided. If the real appreciation 
comes not through a fall in the nominal exchange rate but through a very low in-
flation rate, this could create serious problems in an economy with insufficient 
downward wage flexibility. Moreover, the relative rise in the nontradables price to 
normally be expected along with a process of economic catching-up requires a fall 
in the nontradables price which could be difficult to achieve. While foreign direct 
investment inflows are basically a welcome ingredient for economic catching up, 
governments in host countries should be careful to avoid unnecessary concentra-
tion tendencies which could undermine the flexibility and innovativeness needed 
in an open economy exposed to temporary or permanent real appreciation of its 
currency.

The EU Eastern enlargement will bring a medium term real appreciation for the 
accession countries, which will affect foreign direct investment, trade and the cur-
rent account. From a EU-15 perspective, Eastern Europe generates pressure for 
structural change and international outsourcing on the one hand, while driving 
high wage countries to increasingly specialize in technology-intensive goods on 
the other. For the governments of EU-15 countries, this could encourage promo-
tion of technological progress through R&D subsidies. From an optimum growth 
perspective, both national governments and supranational EU policy should con-
sider opportunities to bring about optimum growth. There clearly is a special chal-
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lenge for the Euro zone due to uniform interest rates The long term dynamics of 
the current account, FDI growth and structural change require further analysis. It 
is not easy to design a consistent economic policy which stimulates the overall 
growth of EU-25 while maintaining economic stability.  

The EU would be well advised to seriously consider the implications of en-
dogenous growth theory and of the optimum growth theory. National governments 
in leading EU countries could indeed try to influence the progress rate, and in the 
Euro zone achieving optimum growth could be a challenge for the cooperation be-
tween national governments of the Euro zone’s member countries – adjusting 
R&D promotion policy adequately – ad the ECB with its opportunities to adjust 
the interest rate. Eastern European accession countries also should carefully study 
the options of an optimum growth policy. 

A major challenge for EU25 is that an efficient modernization and innovation 
process requires that the adjustment in EU15 – especially in high wage countries – 
should be structural change towards skill-upgrading and product innovations 
which normally go along with a relative rise in export unit values (“relative” 
means in comparison to the USA, which is the leading OECD country). In a trian-
gular economic perspective, rising EU15 outsourcing towards EU accession coun-
tries in eastern Europe should strengthen global competitiveness so that EU15 
RCAs in the global market should improve in particular in sectors in which EU15 
countries have rising imports from accession countries. Whether the overall de-
velopment of EU25 terms of trade will be positive in the medium term is unclear. 
As regards Germany, it is remarkable that the weighted average export unit value 
for industrial products stayed flat in the 1990s while that of the US strongly in-
creased. Hence, the relative German export unit value has fallen considerably.  
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The developments in Germany suggest that it is facing declining profit rates in 
world markets and might therefore face an intensified struggle for income (i.e., 
social conflicts between workers and capital owners). If Germany is forced by the 
interplay of domestic dynamics and global structure change to move more towards 
less profitable sectors, the German current account balance might improve if im-
port demand is sufficiently elastic. It will in any case be important to conduct fur-
ther research on European and global economic dynamics in the future.   
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Appendix H.1: Statistical Measures of Structural Change 

According to STAMER (1999), the degree of structural change between the time 
points or time periods, 1 and 2, can be measured by the following indicators (for 
output X) if we distinguish sectors i = 1 ... n,  
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5. Growth rate parameter (GRP):
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6.LILIEN Index (LI) (see LILIEN, 1982a, b): 
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7. The modified LILIEN Index (MLI) (see STAMER, 1999, p. 42-44): 
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Some important features of these indicators of structural change are summa-
rized in Table 1. Note that the first three properties are necessary (and sufficient) 
conditions for an indicator to be a metric space. 

Table 11. Features of Structural Change Indicators 

Zero distance 
in case of id-
entity

Symmetry in 
respect of 

time direction

Fulfillment 
of triangular 
inequality

Measure of 
dispersion

Considera-
tion of sec-
tor’s weights 

Norm of absolute values yes Yes Yes no yes 

Euclidean norm yes Yes Yes no yes 

Sum of relative differ-
ences’ absolute values 

yes No No yes no 

Information gain yes No No no yes 

Growth rate parameter yes No No yes yes 

LILIEN Index yes No No yes yes 

Modified LILIEN Index yes yes Yes yes yes 

Source: STAMER (1999), p. 53 
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All indicators mentioned above have advantages and drawbacks. The choice of 
an indicator has to be made on the basis of the goals of the respective research. 
For many purposes, the norm of absolute values and/or the Euclidean norm are 
frequently used measures. A useful indicator as a measure of diversification is the 
index proposed by LILIEN (1982a). Some drawbacks of this indicator are reme-
died by the Modified LILIEN Index of STAMER (1999). This, however, comes at 
the cost of a more complex interpretation.  

Appendix H.2: Indicators Measuring Structural Change 

Table 12. Various Indicators Measuring Structural Change Based on Export Data to the EU 
15 at the NACE 2-Digit Level (Difference Between Indicators in the Time Periods 1998-
2003 and 1993-1998 

Div NaV Div EuN Div SRD Div IG Div GRP Div LI Div MLI
Austria 0.0282 0.0070 -17.4023 0.0568 0.0236 0.0482 0.0023
Belgium & Luxembour 0.0649 0.0380 -1.7611 0.0068 0.0352 -0.0016 0.0165
Bulgaria -0.0957 -0.0584 2.1720 -0.0652 -0.0692 -0.0350 -0.0241
Croatia 0.1755 0.0605 25.0527 0.3429 0.0209 0.3068 0.0217
Cyprus -0.2069 -0.1975 -10.8361 -0.4727 -0.0511 -0.2426 -0.0754
Czech Republic -0.0921 -0.0071 3.2848 0.0815 -0.0639 0.0978 -0.0075
Denmark -0.1066 -0.0607 -2.4890 -0.0621 -0.0344 -0.0915 -0.0260
Estonia -0.4466 -0.1878 -1108.0745 -1.8960 -0.0219 -1.1023 -0.0680
Finland 0.2072 0.0843 -4.3084 0.1243 0.1531 0.0365 0.0351
France 0.0696 0.0404 1.0470 0.0288 0.0342 0.0387 0.0174
Germany 0.0202 0.0050 1.2968 0.0100 0.0086 0.0192 0.0021
Greece 0.2293 0.0914 7.0727 0.2469 0.1065 0.1867 0.0368
Hungary -0.5494 -0.1816 -20.5246 -0.8139 -0.1937 -0.4597 -0.0670
Ireland -0.0376 0.0209 -1.1866 -0.0090 -0.0222 -0.0057 0.0089
Italy 0.0090 0.0020 2.0360 0.0121 0.0085 0.0135 0.0008
Latvia -0.6174 -0.3150 -1095985614.4010 -0.7041 -0.1577 -0.3684 -0.1372
Lithuania -0.6986 -0.3804 -120.0675 -0.9331 -0.4341 -0.3363 -0.1342
Malta 0.1057 0.0405 1.4643 0.2840 0.2601 0.0441 -0.0094
Netherlands -0.1648 -0.0787 -0.8003 -0.0468 -0.0472 -0.0777 -0.0352
Poland 0.0589 0.0602 -2.6743 0.0225 0.0260 0.0051 0.0256
Portugal 0.0851 0.0184 44.1747 0.1498 0.0161 0.1505 0.0059
Romania 0.0188 -0.0055 9.3168 0.0527 0.0127 0.0518 -0.0030
Russia 0.0496 0.0131 11.8606 0.0730 0.0515 0.0336 0.0022
Slovak Republic -0.3409 -0.1297 -36.6218 -0.6989 -0.0743 -0.4170 -0.0386
Slovenia -0.0613 -0.0314 -52.7684 0.0738 -0.0343 0.0955 -0.0158
Spain 0.0764 0.0380 -5.9234 0.0157 0.0362 0.0274 0.0165
Sweden 0.0107 -0.0043 -14.2139 -0.0239 0.0231 -0.0422 -0.0015
Turkey -0.0547 -0.0298 -6.2853 -0.0181 -0.0300 -0.0068 -0.0148
UK -0.0016 -0.0013 0.8464 -0.0016 -0.0019 -0.0006 -0.0005



I. Innovations in the Digital Economy: Promotion of R&D 
and Growth in Open Economies 

I.1 Introduction 

Starting in the 1980s, a new wave of economic globalization has brought about a 
relative increase of foreign direct investment and hence a rising role of multina-
tional companies (MNCs). MNCs are crucial for the diffusion of new knowledge, 
and those firms are also key actors in research and development. With China and a 
new Russia – plus the smaller former socialist CMEA countries of Eastern Europe 
– opening up to the world economy, new players have entered global markets and 
competition has intensified. The end of the Cold War has intensified the global in-
novation race for civilian products as the share of military R&D expenditures in 
the US, France and the UK has fallen to close or less than 50%. 

There is a long-term upward trend in the ratio of expenditures on research and 
development (R&D) to national income. While the ratio of R&D to GDP was 
close to 1% in OECD countries in the 1960s, it reached about 2% in the 1980s and 
is moving towards 3% at the beginning of the 21st century. Technological compe-
tition has increased since expenditures on research and development have grown 
relative to GDP. While process innovations have reduced production costs, prod-
uct innovations stand for novel goods for which consumers (or investors) show a 
higher willingness to pay than for standard products. Product innovations also tend 
to raise profitability of firms and hence stimulate investment. While innovations in 
industry are often reflected in patents, innovations in services are more difficult to 
protect through intellectual property rights. A special case is software which en-
joys copyright protection and more recently patent protection in the US. Techno-
logical competition also increased in the 1990s and the early 21st Century, because 
global diffusion of new knowledge accelerated due to the expansion of the inter-
net.

With the expansion of the digital economy, there is an increasing role of inno-
vative services whose significance is rather difficult to assess since patenting is 
relatively rare. Moreover, while a rise of export unit values (corrected for infla-
tion) is, to some extent, a useful indicator for assessing the novelty of a product, a 
similar analytical category for services is not available. First, many tradable ser-
vices are intra-company services for which transfer prices are applied which might 
reflect the tax considerations of multinational companies rather than the novelty of 
the service provided. Second, many services are nontradable, thereby bringing 
identification problems in the context of the Balassa-Samuelson effect, which 
suggests that the relative price of nontradables will increase parallel to the rise of 
per capita income. (There is also the more general problem that the effects of 
process innovations which reduce costs and product innovations – which raise the 
willingness to pay – often overlap in reality). This structural relative price effect 
makes it difficult to relate price increases in services to the degree of innovative-
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ness in the provision of services. Thirdly, productivity measurement in services is 
more difficult than in industry, which makes the distinction between product inno-
vations and process innovations cumbersome. Finally, many services are provided 
by government which has a particularly weak record in measuring productivity 
growth and in developing innovations. In a modern services society, it is hardly 
conceivable to fully exploit technological dynamics without carefully nurturing 
and stimulating innovativeness in the services sector, a point which has largely 
been overlooked in the Lisbon agenda of the EU aimed at making the union the 
most competitive economy in the world by 2010. 

As regards technologically-leading countries, the US saw an acceleration in 
both economic growth and patenting in the 1990s. With respect to the EU, growth 
was slower than in the US in the 1990s, but the combination of the single market 
and EU enlargement in 2004 should allow higher growth in the EU-25. According 
to the Lisbon summit, the EU is to become the most competitive knowledge-based 
economy by 2010, a goal which includes the aim of raising employment rates con-
siderably. The Lisbon goal cannot be achieved if EU member countries do not see 
improvements in the growth of output and employment. Germany, France, Italy 
and the UK play a key role here. The smaller open economies achieved a solid 
performance in the late 1990s with higher growth, higher employment and re-
duced budget deficits or even surpluses bring achieved. (The latter holds true even 
for Finland, which had a record high 18% unemployment rate in 1993 yet only 9% 
in 2004). 

While the UK achieved full employment and sustained growth in the 1990s, the 
three core countries of the Euro zone still have to make progress. High unem-
ployment rates in France, Italy and Germany are key problems with close to 30% 
unemployment in Southern Italy and Eastern Germany. A wide range of policy re-
forms in Germany in 2003/2004 (Hartz reforms) is likely to yield positive effects 
in terms of both lower unemployment and higher employment ratios within a me-
dium-term adjustment period. However, restoring sustained growth is a different 
issue, as is overcoming the economic West-East divide in Germany.  

The German government has declared that raising expenditures on R&D pro-
motion relative to GDP is a medium term policy priority. It is unclear whether the 
German states, which account for roughly ½ of government R&D expenditures, 
will contribute significantly to this goal. Both national and regional governments 
face the constraints of the Stability and Growth Pact, with Germany having ex-
ceeded the 3% deficit ratio in 2002, 2003, and 2004 (the latter year judging by the 
deficit ratio of the first half of 2004). Hence, Germany – and other EU countries 
with similar problems – will face serious dilemmas in raising R&D expenditures.  

EU enlargement and economic globalization mean a changing international di-
vision of labour. The new international division of labour at the beginning of the 
21st century is characterized by economic catching-up processes in newly industri-
alizing countries of Asia – including China – and in Eastern Europe and Russia. 
Asian NICs are richly endowed with labour and have achieved rising capital inten-
sity due to domestic investment and foreign direct investment. Former socialist 
countries in Eastern Europe and Russia are richly endowed with unskilled labour 
and human capital. Western Europe’s high wage countries must increasingly spe-
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cialize in technology intensive and knowledge intensive products. Focusing on the 
ratio of R&D-expenditures to GDP, Sweden as the OECD leader reached 4% at 
the beginning of the 21st century. As regards the ratio of expenditures on higher 
education to GDP, Sweden is No. 2 behind the USA. As regards R&D expendi-
tures, Germany achieved 2.4% of GDP in 2003, slightly higher than in the years 
before but much lower than the 2.9% of 1989. Germany’s problems with the 3% 
deficit ceiling impair efforts to raise expenditures on R&D and education, and 
similar problems can be found in Italy and France. While the US spends about 
2.5% of GDP and Sweden (and Finland) about 1.7% of GDP on higher education, 
Germany spends only 1% of its GDP in this field for which German states are al-
most exclusively responsible. The latter also contribute to roughly 50% of public 
R&D expenditures. Skilled labour is largely complementary to R&D (and R&D 
requires skilled labour inputs itself). As regards skilled labour, this category is not 
only represented by university graduates, rather skilled labour is also related to 
training activities in firms. With workers’ tenure falling gradually in large firms in 
Europe, the incentive for firms to invest in training and retraining is falling. The 
New Growth Theory has emphasized the role of R&D, skills and differentiated 
products. 

Economic globalization forces firms to relocate production more often on an in-
ternational scale, and the risk to train workers for domestic and foreign competi-
tors also fails to encourage firms to reinforce training activities. To the extent that 
globalization places stronger pressure on capital markets to come up with a high 
return on investment in the short term, this could also undermine firms’ long-term 
activities to invest in human capital. This could be a particular problem for Ger-
many and Austria (as well as Switzerland) whose firms have a long record of in-
vestment in training and retraining. As international competitiveness always re-
flects relative competitive advantages, it is also noteworthy that many countries in 
the EU have caught up with the Federal Republic of Germany in terms of infra-
structure capital, R&D expenditures and education expenditures (relative to GDP). 
EU eastern enlargement has opened up new opportunities for the relocation of in-
dustry, and often supplier firms – they are expected to deliver on-time innovative 
high quality inputs (“complex subsystems”) – follow the foreign investment of 
large companies, thereby accelerating the international transfer of know-how and 
knowledge. Moreover, the internet reinforces the international diffusion of knowl-
edge so that first mover advantages could fade away more quickly.  

These developments as well as the long record of high unemployment raise 
many questions in terms of raising innovativeness, accelerating structural change 
and launching adequate policy reforms for high wage countries. The careful ex-
ploitation of opportunities to raise productivity in the information and communica-
tion technology (ICT) could be a new and important policy element 
(BARFIELD/HEIDUK/WELFENS, 2002). Raising labour productivity has been 
an important element of high growth in the US and several EU countries in the 
1990s. While there is no debate about the productivity-enhancing role of ICT pro-
duction, it is less clear that the use of ICT – linked to ICT capital accumulation – 
strongly contributes to higher growth of output and productivity. (A strange case 
is productivity measurement in the US retail sector where a firm with 10 employ-
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ees selling 10 standard PCs in 1999, but 10 more modern PCs in 2000– worth 5 
times as much, according to hedonic price measurement, as a 1999 PC – shows up 
as a productivity growth of 500%!) Production of computers or telecommunica-
tion equipment seems to be crucial for growth.  

Given the increasingly important role of innovation dynamics for international 
markets, the promotion of research and development becomes a crucial part of 
economic policy. The traditional argument in favour of R&D promotion is the ex-
istence of positive external effects which imply that marginal social benefit ex-
ceeds marginal private benefits of R&D expenditures. However, some new devel-
opments in innovation dynamics have to be taken into account when raising the 
issue as to which role government should assume in the promotion of innovation 
and skills. 

I.2 Innovations and New Economic Structures in the Digital Economy 

I.2.1 Selected Innovation Traits in OECD Countries 

Product innovations allow for the increase in product prices in world markets and 
hence the earning of high incomes (wages and profit). Process innovations are 
equivalent to cost reductions and allow firms to fetch higher market shares and 
high incomes, in particular if price elasticity is larger than unity or if increased 
market share also allows for the exploitation of dynamic scale economies (e.g., 
learning by doing effects). Innovation dynamics can be assessed in different ways: 

Innovation expenditures, usually scaled by sales (“R&D intensity”); this in an 
R&D input indicator 
Patents per capita (R&D output indicator) 
Product innovation rate (new products to the market in % of sales, survey data, 
innovation output indicator) 
Diffusion rate (new-to-the-firm products, figures are from surveys) 

Taking a closer look at selected EU countries as well as the US and Japan, one 
finds that Sweden, Germany and Finland were leading in R&D intensity in manu-
facturing (6.4, 4.7 and 3.9, respectively, in 2003; EU average 3.45). France and 
the Netherlands achieved 3.1, the UK 3.0. Germany’s R&D intensity in the ser-
vices sector was much weaker, namely 1.6 compared to the EU average of 1.8. 
Sweden was a clear leader in this field. France and the UK recorded 1.6 and 1.4, 
respectively. It is interesting to observe that in the field of product innovations in 
manufacturing, Germany was below the EU average despite its leading position in 
R&D intensity. Finland, Sweden and France were leading countries in the field of 
product innovations. This suggests that the German innovation system might have 
considerable efficiency problems. A similar picture is found in production innova-
tion in the services market. As regards diffusion indicators, Germany is a leading 
EU country. Moreover, Sweden and Germany recorded a high ratio of New-to-
firm to New-to-market in the manufacturing industry, which points to relatively 
fast diffusion (this could reflect strong competition). 
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Table 13. European Innovation Scoreboard, 2003 

European Innovation Scoreboard 2003 – Selected 
Member States      

     

 EU15 DE FR NL AT FI SE UK

Innov exp manuf 3.4 4.7 3.0 3.0 2.8 3.9 6.4 2.9 

Innov exp serv 1.8 1.6 1.5 0.7 0.9 0.9 19.1 1.3 

New-to-mark prods 
manuf 10.5 7.1 9.5 - 8.4 27.2 3.5 9.5

New-to-mark prods 
serv 7.4 3.7 5.5 - 4.3 12.2 9.3 - 

New-to-firm prods 
manuf 28.6 40.3 17.5 23.8 23.1 31.1 32.1 - 

New-to-firm prods 
serv 18.8 16.4 17.1 13.9 12.8 18.8 23.7 - 

New-to-firm/New-to-
mark prods manuf 2.7 5.7 1.8 - 2.8 1.1 9.2 - 

New-to-firm/New-to
mark prods serv 2.5 4.4 3.1 - 3.0 1.5 2.5 - 

Source: European Commission (2003), Staff Working Papers, European Innovation Score-
board 2003, page 27, Brussels and own calculations (DE = Germany, FR= France, 
NL=Netherlands, AT= Austria; FI= Finland; SE = Sweden; UK = United Kingdom). 

Against such apparent innovation weakness, one might consider it surprising 
that Germany has such a high current account surplus, e.g. 5% of GDP in 2002. 
However, 90 billion net exports recorded in 2002 would quickly melt away if full 
employment could be restored; investment would increase by about 10% or by 
about Euro 20 bill., consumption also by about 5% or 60 bill., which would leave 
net exports down at Euro 10 bill. The assumption here is that consumption is a 
positive function of disposable income and a negative function of the expected un-
employment rate uE. Investment is assumed to depend negatively on the real inter-
est rate and the expected unemployment rate. To put it differently, a high net ex-
port position of a country with a high unemployment rate cannot simply be 
considered an indicator of high international competitiveness. Rather, it largely re-
flects weak domestic demand. The reduction of net exports in the case of rising 
employment and hence a falling expected and actual unemployment rate will hold 
even if one takes into account the expansionary impact of higher employment on 
the supply side. This perspective is, of course, not to deny that in a situation of 
high net exports (and also in the case of net imports: see the US in the 1990s), cer-
tain sectors are positively successfully-specialized in production and export of 
technology intensive or innovative products. 
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International competitiveness in specific sectors can be assessed on the basis of 
revealed comparative advantage indicators (RCA: sectoral export-import balance 
relative to overall export-import balance in the EU15 single market with an indica-
tor above 1 indicating a positive sectoral competitive advantage) or with respect to 
export unit values. Higher RCAs and higher export unit values in certain sectors 
are likely to contribute quite strongly to output growth in the long run. Scale in-
tensive sectors and science intensive sectors are obviously two potentially relevant 
sectors. In a high wage economy, emphasis on science-based products can 
strengthen competitiveness through product innovations which will temporarily 
lead to rising export unit values and hence higher profitability. This is a Schum-
peterian perspective which leads away from perfect competition. Scale intensive 
products also imply that the perfect competition model does not hold. In some 
cases, scale intensive products exhibit both static and dynamic scale economies so 
that high production volumes could be combined with first mover advantages.  

As regards export unit values and the change of export unit values over time, 
one should also take a look at weighted export unit values so that the relative eco-
nomic significance of certain sectors can be understood. As regards Germany, it is 
well-known that the country has a positive RCA – read RCA above unity – in both 
the automotive industry and in other transport equipment (NACE 34 and 35). Tak-
ing a closer look at German industry, one can see that specialization in terms of 
RCA changed slightly in the decade after 1993. There is a high RCA in the manu-
facturing of fabricated metal products (NACE 28, notincluding machinery and 
equipment). It is also noteworthy that the export unit value has increased over time 
for this product group. In the field of office machinery and computers (NACE 30) 
– a sector which (together with NACE 32: telecommunications equipment) is con-
sidered highly relevant for productivity growth –, Germany has a negative RCA. 
Worse yet, the export unit value in this sector has declined. NACE 32 has im-
proved over time. The overall picture with respect to the long term development of 
export unit values in German industrial export reveals that export unit values – av-
erage revenue per quantity unit (e.g. kilogram of steel etc.) – showed few changes 
over the period from 1993 to 2001. Which sectors are most important for eco-
nomic dynamics: In a narrow sense those sectors which show a positive RCA and 
a high weighted export unit export value; this at least is the concept presented 
here. As regards the economic significance of export unit values it is indeed useful 
to take a closer look at weighted unit values where sectoral shares in overall 
manufacturing exports are taken as weights: considering only weighted indicators 
reaching at least 0.75 (hence export unit value must be high or the share of the re-
spective sector in overall export of manufacturing) – see the bold figures in the re-
spective tables - we see that 29, 30, 32, 33, 34 and 35 are crucial sectors for Ger-
many; 32, 33, 34 (33 and 34 stand for the automotive sector; 32 is medical, 
precision and optical instruments, watches and clocks) are important sectors in 
each of the three countries considered, 35 and 29 only in Germany and the UK, 31 
only in Hungary. Note that the change in the weighted export unit value of 32, 33 
and 34 was positive in Germany, the UK and Hungary over the period 1992-2001; 
and this should translate into relatively rising wages for skilled workers as we may 
assume that these sectors are using skilled labor intensively. Interestingly, 18 
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(wearing apparel) which stands for labor intensive production is important in both 
the UK and in Hungary. Moreover, 18 stands indeed for a positive RCA both in 
the UK and in Hungary (figures underlined in the subsequent tables). As regards 
Germany 29, 33, 34 and 35 stand for an economically significant positive RCA, in 
the UK we have 29, 34 and 35 (note that 29 and 34 both stood for a positive RCA 
in the UK and Germany in 2000/01); as regards Hungary we find 18, 30, 31, 32, 
34 as positive RCA: 34 is an overlap with the UK and Germany. The fact that 
Hungary could improve the weighted export unit value strongly in 34, the automo-
tive sector, points to a strong catching-up process in the Hungarian automotive 
sector. To the extent that this finding is representative for accession countries in 
eastern Europe Germany’s automotive firms acting in the lower quality segments 
of the market might face profitability problems in their German plants. The new 
international division of labor in Europe suggests that mass production of standard 
cars will be largely relocated to Eastern Europe’s low wage countries. Hence the 
respective regions will face serious labor reallocation challenges in the early 21st

century.
In sector 18 there is an overlap of Hungary with the UK, 30, 31 and 32 indicate 

successful Hungarian specialization. However, note that 31 and 32 - differentiated 
goods (this also includes 29) – stand for relative footloose industries: the manufac-
turing of office machinery and computers (30) and of electrical machinery and ap-
paratus n.e.c. (31) could internationally be relocated relatively quickly. As regards 
Germany it is important to not that the country – in contrast to the UK (whose la-
bor productivity has reached about 80% of the German level in the 1980s and 
1990s) has no positive RCA in labor intensive industries - and this is surprising in 
a country which has more than four million unemployed; most of which are un-
skilled workers. One may consider this finding as an indicator for insufficient 
wage differentiation in Germany. 

Obviously in all three countries medium technology fields are important for ex-
port dynamics and RCAs, respectively. One should point out that RCAs typically 
follow relative sectoral patent positions. A rising share in global patents in the re-
spective sector translates with a time lag of 3-4 years into an improved sectoral 
RCA. Hence expenditures on research & development and innovation policies are 
important.  

Compared to the apparently stable German industrial specialization pattern, 
Hungary has launched a rather impressive catching-up process since reinforcing 
the RCAs in some technology intensive sectors and was also able to fetch higher 
export unit values – a proxy for its ability to extract high prices in competitive EU 
market – in EU-15 markets. The British industry, whose relative size has declined 
over decades, still has certain fields in which it shows considerable strength. Inter-
estingly, RCA and export unit values in labour intensive production increased in 
the period between 1993 and 2001, which obviously is consistent with the im-
proved employment record of the UK. At the same time, the UK has also im-
proved its position in science intensive products. Particularly important is NACE 
30 (office equipment and computers), where the export unit value has improved 
over time while the RCA remained fairly stable below unity. The UK has shown a 
strong weighted improvement of the export unit value in NACE 32, the manufac-
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turing of radio, television and communication equipment. With respect to the UK, 
considerable employment growth in the overall economy must, however, be ex-
plained largely by the expansion of the services sector. To some extent, it seems 
surprising that the UK has a positive RCA (exceeding unity) in only a few sectors. 
Moreover, where RCA is above unity, it is only weakly so. By contrast, Ger-
many’s industry shows some clear fields of comparative advantage as does Hun-
gary, an interesting case of new economic dynamics in an EU accession country. 
It is quite noteworthy that Hungary achieved higher export unit values in several 
sectors. The table shows that weighted improvements of export unit values were 
strong in 30, 32 and 34, essentially electronic products which represent scale-
intensive goods, science-based goods and differentiated goods (Classification of 
Industries follows OECD; (See BORBÉLY, 2006) RCA is modified RCA). 
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Table 14. Germany – RCA, EUV, EUV Weighted with the Sectoral Export Shares of 
Manufacturing 

RCA     
EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 dEUV 

EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 dEUV 

NACE
rev.1
(2-
digit)

2000/
01

EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 

Weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

        
(exp.
share)

(exp.
share)

(exp.
share)

(GDP
share)

(GDP
share)

(GDP
share)

15 0.71 0.62 0.52 0.03 0.03 0.01 8,55 2,93 5,62
16 1,67 13.25 10,82 0.07 0.05 0.01 8,37 4,00 4,37
17 0.67 7,82 6.12 0.13 0.10 0.03 20,67 11,22 9,44
18 0.86 22.60 17.51 0.33 0.26 0.07 25,94 13,86 12,08
19 0.35 17.65 11,39 0.08 0.05 0.03 0,89 4,96 -4,07
20 0.84 0.38 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,43 0,15 0,28
21 0.80 0.85 0.73 0.02 0.02 0.00 3,58 1,56 2,02
22 1,38 3.11 3,83 0.03 0.04 -0.01 5,21 2,81 2,40
23 0.25 0.26 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,64 0,10 0,55
24 0.72 1,43 1.01 0.16 0.11 0.05 28,49 11,78 16,71
25 1,16 3,92 1,38 0.13 0.05 0.09 21,49 9,50 12,00
26 0.90 0.43 0.44 0.01 0.01 0.00 1,17 0,60 0,57
27 0.88 0.66 0.51 0.04 0.03 0.01 6,50 2,10 4,40
28 1,49 4,22 4,18 0.14 0.14 0.00 21,27 9,46 11,81
29 1,74 12.02 12,20 1,50 1,52 -0.02 197,6 96,45 101,1
30 0.65 62.26 76.05 4,29 5,24 -0.95 799,7 208,0 591,6
31 1,37 14.70 13.64 0.69 0.64 0.05 101,1 35,49 65,68
32 0.99 63.06 40.44 3,54 2,27 1,27 561,7 113,0 448,6
33 1,69 92.49 80.01 3,16 2,73 0.43 217,7 114,9 102,8
34 1,49 9,27 8,80 1,94 1,84 0.10 307,5 107,2 200,2
35 1.03 53.74 42.32 2,53 2.00 0.54 341,7 163,2 178,4
36 1.07 5,92 6,28 0.12 0.12 -0.01 19,83 8,25 11,58
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Table 15 Hungary – RCA, EUV, EUV Weighted with the Sectoral Export Shares of Manu-
facturing.

RCA     
EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 dEUV

EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 dEUV

NACE
rev.1
(2-
digit)

2000/
01

EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

        
(exp.
share)

(exp.
share)

(exp.
share)

(GDP
share)

(GDP
share)

(GDP
share)

15 0,46 1,45 1,27 0,05 0,04 0,01 19,29 16,37 2,92 
16 0,00 0,00 3,19 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
17 0,85 5,72 6,29 0,11 0,12 -0,01 48,85 26,15 22,70 
18 2,11 28,39 29,41 1,05 1,09 -0,04 494,8 438,1 56,65
19 1,42 17,21 13,31 0,28 0,21 0,06 118,3 70,66 47,72 
20 1,05 0,37 0,38 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,62 0,63 0,99 
21 0,25 0,84 0,75 0,01 0,01 0,00 2,72 0,50 2,22 
22 0,19 2,32 1,89 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,69 0,83 0,87 
23 0,51 0,27 0,18 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,59 0,29 1,30 
24 0,31 1,09 0,56 0,04 0,02 0,02 22,93 5,09 17,85 
25 0,70 3,04 1,93 0,07 0,04 0,02 27,75 4,43 23,32 
26 0,65 0,73 0,53 0,01 0,01 0,00 2,89 1,46 1,44 
27 0,60 0,56 0,29 0,02 0,01 0,01 8,56 1,76 6,80 
28 0,87 2,40 1,69 0,05 0,04 0,02 21,86 6,41 15,45 
29 0,73 4,51 3,16 0,29 0,20 0,09 113,7 26,54 87,21 
30 1,28 29,81 9,74 3,59 1,17 2,42 2503 9,06 2494
31 2,83 11,36 8,32 1,10 0,81 0,29 489,9 74,79 415,1
32 2,59 29,91 18,76 5,06 3,17 1,89 1624 35,17 1589
33 0,82 34,83 22,37 0,80 0,51 0,29 198,1 20,40 177,7 
34 1,46 9,93 4,68 2,35 1,11 1,24 941,1 20,94 920,1
35 0,18 5,96 4,54 0,05 0,03 0,01 6,85 2,63 4,23 
36 0,92 4,69 2,50 0,09 0,05 0,04 37,21 8,30 28,91 
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Table 16. United Kingdom – RCA, EUV, EUV Weighted with the Sectoral Export Shares 
of Manufacturing and of GDP

RCA     
EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 dEUV 

EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 dEUV 

NACE
rev.1
(2-
digit)

2000/
01

EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

        
(exp.
share)

(exp.
share)

(exp.
share)

(GDP
share)

(GDP
share)

(GDP
share)

15 1,54 1,42 1.09 0.10 0.08 0.02 10,51 8,35 2,15 
16 0.41 9,48 6,53 0.01 0.01 0.00 5,47 0,62 4,85 
17 1,57 9,72 5,33 0.22 0.12 0.10 14,20 10,73 3,47 
18 1,47 43.62 27.33 0.75 0.47 0.28 50,97 32,08 18,89
19 2,45 31.73 14.65 0.39 0.18 0.21 9,44 6,13 3,31 
20 7.05 0.52 0.37 0.01 0.00 0.00 0,14 0,08 0,06 
21 2,30 0.91 0.82 0.03 0.03 0.00 1,79 1,24 0,55 
22 0.99 3,31 3,33 0.03 0.03 0.00 9,62 6,64 2,98 
23 0.48 0.28 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,27 0,58 0,69 
24 0.74 2.02 1,25 0.22 0.14 0.08 33,81 17,26 16,55 
25 1.11 3,72 3,44 0.10 0.09 0.01 10,91 6,70 4,21 
26 1,22 0.68 0.48 0.01 0.01 0.00 0,98 0,61 0,37 
27 0.74 0.88 0.75 0.03 0.03 0.01 4,67 2,41 2,26 
28 1.09 4,37 4.05 0.09 0.09 0.01 8,67 4,09 4,58 
29 1.10 10.12 9,26 0.81 0.74 0.07 55,21 45,32 9,88
30 0.68 59.74 81.05 9.10 12,35 -3.25 1.637 395,7 1.242 
31 1.07 12,73 9,98 0.43 0.33 0.09 52,73 21,90 30,82 
32 0.83 71.05 32.98 5,88 2,73 3,15 984,8 134,2 850,5 
33 0.96 89.80 53.50 2.05 1,22 0.83 175,4 108,4 66,95 
34 1,53 9.10 7,36 1,51 1,22 0.29 98,09 47,35 50,74
35 1,15 35.19 14.48 1,16 0.48 0.68 169,5 63,42 106,0
36 1,56 6,82 6,72 0.15 0.15 0.00 14,48 8,24 6,23 
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Table 17. France – RCA, EUV, EUV Weighted with the Sectoral Export Shares of 
Manufacturing and of GDP

RCA     EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 dEUV EUV

2001 
EUV
1993 dEUVNACE

rev.1
(2-
digit)

2000/
01

EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

        (exp.
share)

(exp.
share)

(exp.
share)

(GDP
share)

(GDP
share)

(GDP
share)

15 1,19 0,99 1,07 0,09 0,16 -0,07 13,09 11,13 1,96 
16 0,27 7,03 4,75 0,01 0,00 0,01 1,28 0,32 0,97 
17 0,92 4,20 5,84 0,09 0,20 -0,12 12,59 12,83 -0,24 
18 0,78 13,40 33,46 0,19 0,72 -0,54 27,65 47,64 -19,98 
19 0,45 11,10 13,97 0,06 0,12 -0,06 8,73 7,73 0,99 
20 0,74 0,37 0,32 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,36 0,17 0,19 
21 0,78 0,81 0,69 0,02 0,02 0,00 2,87 1,33 1,54 
22 0,85 3,14 4,48 0,02 0,03 0,00 3,48 2,56 0,92 
23 0,75 0,34 0,17 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,84 0,18 0,66 
24 0,97 1,46 1,02 0,21 0,17 0,04 30,50 11,16 19,34 
25 1,07 3,45 3,72 0,11 0,14 -0,03 16,61 10,57 6,04 
26 0,95 0,56 0,49 0,01 0,01 0,00 1,19 0,76 0,43 
27 1,12 0,56 0,47 0,03 0,03 0,00 5,07 2,38 2,68 
28 0,81 2,78 2,79 0,06 0,07 -0,01 8,31 4,68 3,63 
29 0,83 6,91 7,08 0,49 0,50 -0,01 72,10 38,88 33,23 
30 0,68 36,65 82,90 2,70 4,11 -1,41 398,1 285,9 112,1 
31 1,06 6,92 8,29 0,25 0,29 -0,04 36,60 21,68 14,92 
32 0,88 31,66 29,68 1,59 1,11 0,48 234,8 74,82 159,9 
33 0,80 23,99 49,62 0,47 1,12 -0,65 69,53 70,81 -1,28 
34 1,34 7,27 7,24 1,56 1,13 0,43 229,6 91,59 138,0 
35 1,72 86,05 72,65 5,62 4,83 0,80 829,9 347,0 482,8 
36 0,74 5,18 2,52 0,08 0,10 -0,02 11,61 3,03 8,58 
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Table 18. Italy – RCA, EUV, EUV Weighted with the Sectoral Export Shares of Manufac-
turing and of GDP 

RCA   EUV 
2001 

EUV
1993 

dEUV EUV 
2001 

EUV
1993 

dEUVNACE
rev.1
(2-
digit)

2000/
01

EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weight
ed

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

    (exp. 
share)

(exp.
share)

(exp.
share)

(GDP
share)

(GDP
share)

(GDP
share)

15 0,84 1,07 1,04 0,07 0,07 0,00 7,93 4,70 3,23 
16 0,01 0,70 0,75 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,00 
17 2,79 9,53 10,83 0,59 0,96 -0,37 69,33 65,67 3,67 
18 1,85 15,80 29,77 0,52 1,36 -0,83 61,52 92,67 -31,14 
19 3,76 17,62 11,43 0,78 0,68 0,11 92,16 46,23 45,93 
20 0,62 1,30 1,49 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,84 0,53 0,31 
21 0,68 1,12 0,99 0,02 0,02 0,01 2,72 1,24 1,48 
22 0,89 2,69 2,88 0,02 0,02 0,00 2,51 1,48 1,02 
23 0,49 0,28 0,15 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,36 0,11 0,25 
24 0,65 1,79 1,30 0,17 0,10 0,07 19,81 7,00 12,82 
25 1,46 2,95 2,90 0,13 0,13 0,00 15,50 8,73 6,77 
26 2,00 0,59 0,65 0,02 0,02 -0,01 2,10 1,70 0,39 
27 0,92 0,71 0,57 0,04 0,02 0,01 4,23 1,71 2,52 
28 1,72 2,58 2,57 0,11 0,10 0,01 13,07 6,92 6,14 
29 1,99 6,19 6,35 1,04 0,96 0,08 122,2 65,92 56,40 
30 0,29 56,58 89,47 1,81 4,88 -3,06 212,8 333,2 120,3 
31 1,10 6,54 5,67 0,24 0,19 0,05 28,73 13,04 15,69 
32 0,45 24,50 19,24 0,63 0,42 0,21 73,63 28,80 44,83 
33 0,72 20,28 24,72 0,36 0,43 -0,08 41,91 29,62 12,29 
34 0,77 6,32 5,81 0,78 0,48 0,30 91,19 32,51 58,68 
35 0,95 24,99 21,79 0,90 0,82 0,09 105,9 55,71 50,25 
36 2,39 3,89 5,20 0,19 0,29 -0,10 22,38 19,76 2,62 
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Table 19. USA – RCA, EUV, EUV Weighted with the Sectoral Export Shares of Manufac-
turing and of GDP 

RCA     

EU
V
2001 

EU
V
1993 

dE
UV

EU
V
2001 

EU
V
1993 

dE
UV

NACE
rev.1
(2-
digit)

2000/
01

EUV
2001 

EUV
1993 

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

weigh 
ted

        
(exp.
share)

(exp.
share)

(exp.
share)

(GDP
share)

(GDP
share)

(GDP
share)

15 0,24 0,40 0,26 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,16 0,11 0,06 
16 0,07 2,04 1,64 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,02 0,01 0,00 
17 0,28 6,85 5,28 0,04 0,06 -0,02 0,95 0,67 0,28 
18 0,11 28,16 17,75 0,06 0,11 -0,05 1,25 1,23 0,02 
19 0,16 9,17 11,17 0,02 0,04 -0,03 0,39 0,48 -0,09 
20 0,79 1,37 0,82 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,21 0,14 0,08 
21 0,50 0,84 0,50 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,29 0,12 0,16 
22 1,10 14,21 9,48 0,14 0,11 0,03 3,07 1,20 1,87 
23 0,29 0,11 0,09 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,02 0,01 0,00 
24 0,91 3,95 2,25 0,52 0,32 0,20 11,56 3,50 8,06 
25 0,57 8,00 6,13 0,14 0,13 0,00 3,09 1,49 1,61 
26 0,49 3,91 2,66 0,03 0,02 0,01 0,65 0,24 0,41 
27 0,53 7,35 4,33 0,21 0,14 0,07 4,75 1,54 3,21 
28 0,56 12,57 8,64 0,18 0,13 0,05 3,90 1,43 2,48 
29 1,24 20,61 14,22 2,16 1,57 0,59 48,12 17,43 30,70 
30 1,40 144,8 117,8 22,11 20,29 1,82 492,2 225,1 267,0 
31 1,31 35,90 25,52 1,60 1,01 0,58 35,52 11,22 24,29 
32 1,93 252,7 125,4 27,94 8,35 19,59 622,0 92,67 529,3 
33 3,64 150,7 84,41 13,41 7,53 5,88 298,5 83,58 214,9 
34 0,20 9,73 6,96 0,32 0,22 0,10 7,06 2,43 4,63 
35 4,73 299,9 76,10 53,81 10,36 43,45 1197 114,9 1082 
36 0,97 22,27 12,45 0,44 0,23 0,22 9,89 2,50 7,39 
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I.2.2 Innovation System and Innovation Record 

From a microeconomic perspective, the innovation process is clearly affected by 
incentives for the firm and the interdependency within the market. Key drivers of 
the innovation process are: 

adequate governance of the firm which is a crucial challenge particularly in 
large companies and in small companies growing fast; 
the expected rate of profit which is partly determined by first mover advan-
tages, patenting performance and R&D subsidies; 
the intensity of competition and the growth of the overall market – intensive 
competition will typically stimulate innovations, and such innovations are eas-
ier to finance if the overall market is growing; 
technological dynamics – the 1990s witnessed an acceleration of patents of 
several countries in the US, above all of the US itself; 
locational advantages which include the availability of skilled labor and the as-
sociated tacit knowledge (codified knowledge is easily transferable, while tacit 
knowledge is immobile to the extent that skilled workers cannot be easily 
moved abroad). 

As regards immobility of industries, one should point out that few technology 
intensive industries are really immobile, namely those where R&D activities and 
production activities cannot easily be separated geographically. This is typically 
the case in the air & space industry (high technology intensive which is a typical 
trait of the US industry and of part of the French industry) and in the production of 
specialized machinery and capital equipment (medium technology intensive which 
is a typical trait of German industry). High technology production is not generally 
immobile as the case of the chip industry clearly illustrates (e.g., one can develop 
the blueprint for a new generation of chips in California or Bavaria or Scotland, 
but after the first innovation stage, the production can be relocated to countries 
with low wage costs in Eastern Europe or Asia.) 

Countries have different innovation systems as the interaction of government 
institutions, firms, universities and research labs has evolved within different 
countries in various ways. Innovation dynamics is not only a matter of specializa-
tion and human capital formation. In the case of integrated countries – e.g., in the 
case of the EU, ASEAN or NAFTA –, it is important to launch novel final prod-
ucts tailored to regional and global markets. What also matters at the level of the 
firm is the ability to adequately use the knowledge of specialized suppliers whose 
ability to develop novel subsystems is a crucial asset in the automotive industry of 
many countries. Moreover, using novel intermediate products imported from 
countries with successfully innovative firms is also an element of competitiveness 
in open economies. What matters more in the long run is the dynamics of the 
overall innovation system, which not only includes firms and their innovative sup-
pliers but also specialized R&D firms, the innovative potential of researchers and 
labs at universities and the availability of modern infrastructure (roads, railways, 
airports, telecommunications). The incentives for innovation are partly intrinsic, 
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partly in the form of expected rewards for which intellectual property rights and 
R&D promotion by government are important. Moreover, innovation is associated 
with a certain degree of risk, so that sustained high innovation dynamics require 
favourable access to equity capital including venture capital.  
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Fig. 72. Actors and Institutions in the Innovation System 

Continental EU countries have traditionally relied much on the banking system 
which, in turn, financed most investments and innovation projects on the basis of 
collateral. In a modern digital service economy, the availability of collateral, how-
ever, becomes a problem since knowledge and software play an increasing role for 
existing and new innovative firms. Compared to the continental banking system, 
Anglo-Saxon capital markets – with a strong tradition in venture capital financing 
– are easier sources of financing innovative projects in the services sector. This 
could undermine the dynamics of modern industry in continental EU countries to 
the extent that innovative services are crucial inputs for manufacturing products or 
a key element for optimum after-sale service. To the extent that US multinational 
services companies invest in Europe or Asia, innovative services might become 
available despite weaknesses of the respective domestic services sector. However, 
high profits earned in innovative service firms will then accrue in the US which, in 
turn, could thereby strengthen digital US growth. In high wage countries of the 
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EU, it seems to be quite important that nurturing innovative services not be ne-
glected.

I.2.3 High Technology, ICT Growth and Modernization of the 
Economic System 

The EU has adopted a strong focus on ICT in the 6th framework programme. 
The Community has thereby stimulated cross-border ICT research in the EU. 
However, it is unclear that the Community adequately emphasizes the ICT sector 
and that the interplay between national R&D policies and supranational R&D pol-
icy is optimal. R&D policy is optimal if positive external effects are internalized 
efficiently. National external effects can be internalized mainly at the national 
level, international external effects could be internalized through R&D policy in 
partner countries or through adequate supranational policy. If there is insufficient 
international cooperation (within the EU or within the OECD) the level of innova-
tion policy will be lower than optimal. From the perspective of the respective gov-
ernment it is clear that positive growth effects and the associated additional tax 
revenues provide an incentive for R&D promotion.  

R&D intensities in the EU do not seem to converge across countries – only for 
a subgroup of early leading EU countries and Finland there is convergence, at the 
same time one finds empirical evidence for a convergence of trade structure 
among EU15 (JUNGMITTAG, 2006). It is, however, unclear what convergence 
really means here: One may state the hypothesis that through increasing vertical 
trade – within industries – there is some structural convergence in the EU (or in 
the world economy). If convergence should mean that intermediate products with 
low profit rates are more and more concentrated in Spain and Portugal while final 
goods production is in Germany, France, the UK and the Benelux group plus 
Scandinavian countries plus Ireland one would not really expect economic con-
vergence in terms of per capita income. The main reason for non-convergence or 
divergence is that final goods producers in technology-intensive industries will 
appropriate a Schumpeterian rent in their respective profit rates. In a Heckscher-
Ohlin approach to international trade technologies are the same across countries 
and Schumpeterian profit differentials across countries therefore cannot play a 
role. In reality Schumpeterian profits indeed play a crucial role; this holds not only 
for countries with high patent intensities but also for countries with a specializa-
tion in sectors shaped by high progress rates. ICT is such a sector; the OECD 
(2001) has emphasized that it is one of the most important fields of innovation dy-
namics in the US and some other OECD countries. 

From a theoretical perspective international network effects are of particular 
relevance in ICT innovations in certain fields; network effects are positive de-
mand-side externalities which are rather unusual. ICT R&D is likely to have posi-
tive cross-sector spillover effects and one also may anticipate considerable inter-
national spillovers; either in the ICT sector itself or through increasing use of ICT 
capital in other sectors. One should, however, carefully distinguish sub-sectors of 
ICT; e.g. chip production is scale intensive and knowledge intensive (referring to 
the overall product not the rather simple chip production as such) as is software. 
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However, many digital services have to be very customer specific so that econo-
mies of scale play a limited role; to some extent economies of scale can be ex-
ploited for the basic product – say the core algorithm – while customization re-
quires specific adjustment involving the employment of skilled labor.  

While ICT facilitates international outsourcing it is not true that leading OECD 
countries are natural losers from outsourcing; BAILEY/LAWRENCE (2004) have 
shown that the US software sector has outsourced some 100 000 jobs in the period 
2000-03, however, the overall number of software personnel in the US has in-
creased in that period; mainly rather simple programming jobs were outsourced; 
often to Asian countries. This suggests that international outsourcing of standard-
ized services will allow advanced countries with relative abundance of skilled 
workers to specialize increasingly on advanced services. The EU15 also should 
benefit in a similar way as leading software firms become globally more competi-
tive by outsourcing to Eastern Europe or Asia. 

At the beginning of the 21st century OECD countries are shaped by intensified 
innovation dynamics and the need for flexible adjustment in a world economy 
with a high rate of technological progress and in which Newly Industrialized 
Countries – including China and India – are becoming increasingly important 
players in international markets; China particularly has become a major host coun-
try for foreign investment and FDI indeed has stimulated modernization and eco-
nomic opening up of the Chinese economy (GRAHAM, 2004). Both Asian coun-
tries benefit technologically mainly by imitating foreign technologies, however, 
they can combine incipient innovation with strong imitation dynamics and econo-
mies of scale in many sectors which should help to achieve considerable economic 
growth. 

As regards links between the US, the EU and Japan one should emphasize the 
role of international R&D alliances which have become rather important in the 
1980s and 1990s in OECD countries – not only in ICT. As regards international 
alliances the emphasis is more on EU15 countries than on EU accession countries. 
Strategic R&D alliances played an increasing role in the EU in the late 1980s as 
globalization and the run-up to the single market programme as well as higher EU 
funds for cooperative R&D projects stimulated the internationalization of Euro-
pean R&D (NARULA, 1999); the IT sector and biotechnology played a particular 
role. Moreover, there also have been renewed dynamics in R&D in the form of 
both asset-exploiting and asset-seeking FDI in the EU and the US (CRISCUOLO/ 
/NARULA/VERSPAGEN, 2005) argue that R&D facility’s capacity to exploit 
technological competences is a function not just of its own resources, but the effi-
ciency with which it can utilise complementary resources associated with the rele-
vant local innovation system; the empirical analysis indicates that both EU (US) 
affiliates in the US (EU) rely strongly on home region knowledge sources, al-
though they appear to exploit the host knowledge base as well. The crucial empha-
sis on home knowledge suggests doubts about a potential R&D strategy of the EU 
which would neglect the EU countries as prime locations for leading edge R&D in 
technologically dynamics sectors, in particular the ICT sector. One also must raise 
the issue to which extent the expansion of ICT requires reforms of the innovation 
system and in particular a stronger role of virtual research networks and “Digital 
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Universities”; optimal linkages between R&D facilities and firms in technology-
intensive sectors are crucial which naturally will include foreign investors. 

Both the US and the EU belong to the group of major source countries and host 
countries while Japan is mainly a source country of FDI – at least if one is to be-
lieve Japanese statistics (note: according to US FDI outflow statistics Japan should 
have high US FDI inflows). In the US and the EU innovation plays a crucial role 
for economic growth. The US and several EU countries have achieved rather high 
growth rates of per capita income and total factor productivity in the 1990s, and 
the expansion of information and communication technologies (ICT) has played a 
particular role. From a theoretical perspective one may emphasize the endogenous 
growth model of ZON/MUYSKEN (2005) who have highlighted in a refined 
LUCAS-model the role of ICT in a modern growth model where the ICT capital 
intensity has a positive impact on the knowledge accumulation process; ICT is 
important both in final goods production and in knowledge accumulation.  The 
expansion of knowledge and the rise of ICT capital intensity contribute to higher 
steady state growth of output. Knowledge accumulation thus plays an important 
role for economic growth. The implication is that the long run increase of ICT 
capital intensity in OECD countries and NICs – fuelled by falling relative prices 
of ICT capital goods – will reinforce the role of knowledge in production. As re-
gards long term dynamics one should, however, not overlook the problems of in-
formation markets themselves which suffer from market imperfections. The spe-
cial aspects of ICT and growth will not be analyzed here as many special aspects 
would have to be emphasized, including the considerable role of intangible assets, 
network effects as a dynamic demand side-effect and static as well as dynamic 
economies of scale in several subsectors. ICT seems to facilitate the outsourcing 
of services as it supports virtual mobility of the supply-side and the demand side. 
With the role of digital services increasing in modern economies one might find at 
the aggregate level that the macroeconomic production function is characterized 
by economies of scale. However, there is no clear evidence about this. 

The EU has adopted the Lisbon Agenda in 2000 which has emphasized the 
need for higher innovation, higher growth and higher employment so that the EU 
should become the most dynamic knowledge based economy by 2010; interim re-
sults are rather sobering according to the KOK (2004) report. With EU eastern 
enlargement the EU is facing additional challenges. The EU is increasingly mov-
ing towards a digitally networked high technology knowledge society. Western 
Europe’s high-wage countries are particularly facing the need to adjust to global-
ization and EU eastern enlargement in a way which requires increasingly the use 
of information and communication technology (ICT). ICT is one of the most dy-
namic fields in terms of technological progress in OECD countries and therefore it 
is of prime importance for economic growth, productivity increases and employ-
ment. ICT markets in Europe and worldwide are growing at a pace which exceeds 
regional and global economic growth, respectively.  

The ICT sector also has become a major driver of the innovation process and of 
productivity growth. High Schumpeterian dynamics are not only observed in ICT 
production but also in the use of ICT. Hence ICT investment relative to overall in-
vestment may be expected to grow continuously, not least because falling relative 
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prices of software and hardware stimulate ICT investment. With digital (broad-
band and narrowband) networks expanding in Europe, North America, Asia and in 
other regions of the world economy one may anticipate a further acceleration in 
digital knowledge creation and information as well as e-commerce – often also as-
sociated with favourable network effects. With so many changes shaped by ICT 
the question arises whether traditional economic systems, historically shaped by 
industry, should adjust in order to optimally support - digital - economic growth. 
Liberalization of EU telecommunications in 1998 (UK already in 1984) has stimu-
lated product innovations and possibly innovations in the overall telecommunica-
tions sector. The picture for telecommunication network operators is inconclusive 
as one finds some firms with rising R&D-sales ratios and other with falling R&D-
sales ratios. One can, however, not overlook that the R&D-sales ratio of the 
equipment industry has increased which suggests that in the course of restructur-
ing of telecommunications network operators – in the post-1998 period – R&D ac-
tivities were effectively shifted to a considerable extent to the equipment industry 
which is both knowledge-intensive and scale-intensive. The more competition 
drives e-communication towards global technological standards the higher will be 
the pressure in the equipment industry to consolidate. It is noteworthy that R&D-
sales ratios of telecommunications operators are lower than in the continental EU 
where the liberalization of the telecommunications sector occurred only 14 years 
after the market opening up in the US. 

Taking a broader look at R&D expenditure in ICT – relative to overall business 
R&D expenditure – one can considerable differences across countries: Ireland and 
the Scandinavian EU countries were leaders at the beginning of the 21st century. 
The three top OECD countries Ireland, Finland and Korea have spent 70, 64 and 
50% of total business R&D expenditures on ICT in 2003. Kanada, the Nether-
lands, the US and Japan followed with an ICT share of about 35%; France had 
31%, the UK 24 and Germany, Italy and Spain about 22%. Ireland, the UK, Nor-
way, Denmark, Australia, Spain and the Czech Republic had a relatively high 
share of R&D ICT expenditures in the service sector. The ranking in terms of ICT 
patents looks rather similar to that in ICT R&D expenditures. The top countries 
are Singapore, Finland, Israel, Korea, Netherlands and Japan, Ireland the US, 
Canda and Sweden which recorded an ICT patent share – based on figures at the 
European Patent Office - of close to or above 40% (top scorers Singapore and 
Finland close to 60%); follower countries are the UK, Chinese Taipei, China, Aus-
tralia, Hungary France, EU, Russia, Germany, Norway, Switzerland, Denmark, 
New Zealand, South Africa, Belgium Spain, Austria, Italy, India and Brazil. It is 
clear that the ICT patent position of US firms – with subsidiaries in many of the 
top countries – is much stronger than that of the US as a country. Moreover, tak-
ing a look at US figures shows a clear lead of the US even if one assumes that 
there is a home bias (in the US in favour of US firms, in the EU in favour of EU 
firms). As regards ICT goods Japan is very strong in global markets; this also be-
comes apparent from the fact that the share of Japan in EPO patents was very 
close to the share of the US – see the subsequent figures. 
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Table 20. R&D Expenditures for PTO´s (USD millions) 

Source: OECD Communications Outlook 2005 
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Fig. 73. R&D Expenditure in Selected ICT Industries, 2003 or Latest Year Available as a 
Percentage of Business Enterprise Sector R&D Expenditure 
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Fig. 74. ICT Patents1 as a Percentage of National Total (EPO) in Selected Countries2. Ac-
cording to the Residence of the Inventors, by Priority Year. 

1. The provisional definition of ICT patents is presented in Annex B of the OECD compen-
dium
2. Cut-off point: countries with more than 100 EPO applications in 2000 
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Fig. 75. ICT Employment Across the Economy- Share of ICT-Related Occupations in the 
Total Economy in Selected Countries, 1995 and 2003, Narrow Definition (1). 

Based on methodology developed in chapter 6 of the Information Technology Outlook 
2004. See also van Welsum, D., and G. Vickery (2004), New perspectives on ICT skills 
and employment, Information Economy Working Paper DSTI/ICCP/IE(2004)10, OECD. 
2. 2002 instead of 2003 
3. 1997 instead of 1995. 
4. Estimates. 
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Source: OECD, Patent Database, September 2004 

Fig. 76. Share of Countries in ICT Patents’ at the EPO, According to the Residence of the 
Inventors, by Priority Year 

(The provisional definition of ICT patents is presented in Annex B of the Compendium of 
patent statistics 2004.) 

As regards ICT employment – narrowly defined – it has increased in most 
OECD countries in the period 1995-2003; Ireland is a negative example. The 
share of ICT-related occupations in the total economy was in a range of 3-5%; 
Sweden was the OECD leader in 2003; the US was ahead of the EU by almost 1 
percentage point. This finding points to a transatlantic lead of the US which is 
well ahead of the EU in terms of patenting, R&D-sales ratio and employment. 
Given the relatively small employment shares it is impressive to see how impor-
tant ICT patents are in comparison with other sectors. As regards EU innovation 
dynamics one might want to consider a broader coordinated R&D effort in the 
ICT sector, in particular some form of coordinated international R&D program; 
the latter should not mean that all EU countries or very many are embarking upon 
coordinated projects under the heading of EU programmes. Rather it would be de-
sirable that several countries team up under the heading of a multi-country ICT 
R&D programme of excellence. The typical EU R&D programme which effec-
tively requires involving countries/partners from Western Europe, Eastern Europe 
and the Cohesion countries makes ICT project unnecessarily complex and often 
undermines efficiency. The EU might well want to subsidize employment of R&D 
researchers from relatively poor countries in leading EU R&D countries. There 
could be a particular role for EU-funded R&D projects but overemphasizing EU 
projects is damaging for European innovation dynamics. Political control of EU 
R&D policy is rather weak which implies inefficiency risks. The EU might want 
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to consider a special role for the supranational policy level in stimulating diffusion 
and in financing R&D centers of excellence in the Community. Finally, there is a 
major inconsistency in the EU R&D projects which typically require 50% co-
financing.  

As regards university research institutes one should expect that national gov-
ernment or special R&D funds with partial government funding would provide the 
co-financing for successful bidders. This is not the case and indeed is adequate for 
industrial R&D consortia. However, only a rather limited number of R&D projects 
are dominated by the business community, namely in applied R&D. Fundamental 
R&D should be financed mainly by government; in Germany and several other 
EU countries – including EU accession countries in eastern Germany – there is no 
adequate co-financing from government for projects in fundamental research. 
Moreover, the broad lack of private universities in most EU countries means that 
there is insufficient funding of higher education and insufficient R&D activities at 
the same time (e.g. Germany spends only 1% of its national income on university 
funding and has very few private universities – which all are very small).  

The ICT sector has a special feature which makes adequate financing of inno-
vation projects difficult in the continental EU countries. Many sub-sectors of ICT 
are characterized by a high share of intangible assets which undermines bank fi-
nancing – the typical bank will always want collateral and neither intangible assets 
(e.g. software) nor computer equipment whose price is absolutely falling over time 
can serve as collateral for bank financing. This implies for many Eurozone coun-
tries that one has enormous problems with financing innovative young ICT firms. 
Interestingly, there are some big companies, including e.g. Siemens, SAP and 
Deutsche Telekom, which have set up special venture capital funds. However, the 
general conclusion is that the Euro zone countries should move more towards a 
capital market system and thus become more Anglo-Saxon in terms of the finan-
cial market system. Financial markets are important for growth and structural 
change (WELFENS/WOLF, 1997). Mutatis mutandis this also holds for university 
financing where continental EU countries have underdeveloped banking markets 
for students; part of EU underfunding of the university system actually is a lack of 
private universities on the one hand and of adequate university study financing on 
the other hand. As one may argue – from a theoretical perspective – that adequate 
financial market deepening will contribute to a higher level of growth and poten-
tially to a higher trend growth rate (namely to the extent that the structure of fi-
nancial markets influences R&D intensity and human capital formation and hence 
contributes to endogenous growth dynamics) one should make serious efforts in 
the new EU knowledge society to develop financial institutions that are up to the 
challenges and opportunities of the digital age. These arguments do not imply that 
one should underestimate the risks from volatile stock markets. 

Slow growth in the Eurozone over many years – in particular in Germany and 
Italy- should be a wake-up call for many continental EU countries to modernize 
the innovation system and to put more emphasis on R&D funding which at the 
same time should become more efficient. Conditional tax credits should play a 
larger role than traditional subsidies which effectively favour large firms which 
can afford to spend much money on active lobbying. R&D tax credits would be 
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less distorting in the sense that large countries and SMEs are acting in a more 
level playing field. Since innovative SMEs are so important in R&D in the ICT 
sector – and since Germany/the Eurozone is lagging behind the US – one should 
seriously consider the reform proposals made here. 

I.3 Theory of Innovation Policy 

I.3.1 The Standard Case 

Why should government support R&D? This is obvious when it has a particular 
individual interest in innovations as is the case in the field of defence. Besides this 
special sector, it is only in case of positive intersectoral or intrasectoral effects that 
R&D subsidies are adequate. Assume that the demand for an innovative product is 
given by the demand curve AZ (DD0) – expressing private benefits – while social 
benefits are reflected by the demand schedule A’Z’ (DD01). As there are positive 
external effects of using the innovative product (or service), the optimum quantity 
will not be brought about by private markets themselves. The market would bring 
qo while the optimum quantity is q1; the latter would be produced if government 
reduces marginal costs by a fraction, b, so that there should be R&D subsidies. 
The price would fall to p1 instead of p0 in the simple market equilibrium. How-
ever, R&D subsidies would then amount to the area HGFD, which can only be fi-
nanced through (income) taxes, in turn shifting the AZ curve downward. Taxation 
in turn will impose deadweight losses – that is, reduce economic welfare – unless 
the tax is on activities with a negative external effect. Since the latter case can be 
assumed to be relatively rare, the optimum R&D subsidy is slightly smaller than 
indicated by the subsidy rate, b. Moreover, subsidization of R&D makes sense 
only if the increase in net welfare is higher than the costs of subsidization. These 
costs could ultimately include the costs of other sectors calling for equal treat-
ment: read subsidization (while not showing positive external effects). In addition, 
there is a risk that government combines R&D subsidies with interference in the 
business sector which can cause efficiency losses. As a practical issue, one also 
has to look into the issue of granting subsidy payments or offering tax credits for 
R&D intensive firms. Subsidy payments appeal to the lobbying and rent-seeking 
efforts, particularly of large firms. Tax credits are a superior instrument to the ex-
tent that R&D intensive small and medium-sized firms can also benefit from this 
relatively easily. 

Government also plays a role in the field of intellectual property rights. In the 
digital economy, intellectual property rights have come under pressure because the 
violation of copyrights is rather easy (see e.g., the Napster trial).  
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Fig. 77. Product Innovation with Positive External Effects and R&D Promotion 

Making profits by selling digital contents is not easy. There are technical rea-
sons for this problem, but there also is a lack of adequate legislation in some coun-
tries. Germany has introduced national legislation that is supposed to implement 
the EU e-commerce directive. As regards copyrights, Germany’s new laws clearly 
weaken the copyrights of authors, thereby reducing the incentive to develop qual-
ity contents for traditional and digital publications. 

In an open economy, it is important to understand that subsidies can influence 
trade (Fig. 6). If the world market price is p*0, the initial situation without R&D 
subsidies implies net imports of AB. If country I (home country) subsidizes R&D 
so that the marginal costs schedule shifts downwards, we would have net exports 
equivalent to the distance BC. If country II (“the rest of the world”) also intro-
duced subsidies – pointing to the positive external effects of R&D –, the world 
supply curve would shift downwards so that country I would be a net importer 
again. The quantity imported would thereby be equivalent to the distance DF. The 
problem with R&D subsidies and trade is that such subsidies are adequate to the 
extent that the subsidy rate reflects positive external effects (at home and abroad). 
Since the size of external effects of innovation is very difficult to assess, subsidi-
zation in technology-intensive tradables sectors naturally presents a potential field 
of controversy.  
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Country I – assuming it to be a globally leading country in the respective sector 
– might argue that R&D subsidies in this sector abroad are adequate since positive 
external effects in other countries should be relatively small. Yet country I might 
argue that other countries aim at catching market shares by way of unfair subsidi-
zation. If the sector concerned has dynamic scale economies in the long run or is 
characterized by an international oligopoly, there are additional aspects to be con-
sidered. International rent-shifting opportunities will particularly accrue to first 
movers and large aggressive firms which, in turn, should enjoy particular opportu-
nities if the home market is large and characterized by high per capita income. In a 
large home market, it is fairly easy to exploit static- and dynamic-scale economies. 
Countries such as the US, Japan, the EU – and in the future, China or India – offer 
special opportunities in this respect. Thus, it would not be surprising if trade con-
flicts emerge between these large economies. 
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Fig. 78. R&D Promotion, Production and Trade 

I.3.1.1 Intermediate Traded Products, R&D Subsidies and Rent-
Shifting

Another neglected field of R&D promotion in open economies concerns the case 
of an intermediate technology-intensive product produced in country I and ex-
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ported as an intermediate input to country II. We will subsequently consider the 
case of traded intermediate product innovations whose use in country II raises the 
marginal willingness in the market for the final product. Assume that the govern-
ment in country I offers R&D subsidies, largely reflecting thereby the positive ex-
ternal effects in country II, so that q1 of the intermediate product is produced in 
country I instead of the natural market solution, q0. R&D subsidization allows for 
the production of a higher quality of the intermediate product so that the demand 
curve for the final product shifts outward in country II. As intermediate products 
are obtained at subsidized costs from producers in country I, we have a downward 
shift of the k* curve abroad (see panel b). The positive welfare effect accruing for 
country II is given by the area A*B*C*F*G*D*. However, the costs of R&D sub-
sidies in country I are equivalent to the area FGHI.  
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Fig. 79. International External Effects of Domestic R&D Promotion (Technology-intensive 
Inputs for Tradable Products) 

Under which conditions would country I be interested in providing an R&D 
subsidy for an intermediate product when the main welfare effect is observed 
abroad (as shown in our simple partial equilibrium model in the above figure)?  

1.  If country II could offer country I an adequate share in income taxes as a com-
pensation for the R&D costs. 

2. If the firms in country II are largely owned by residents of country I – at least 
with respect to higher profits in country II (sent to country I as profit remit-
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tances), there is effective taxation in country I; the profit increase in country II 
is equivalent to the area, C*F*G*D*. 

3. If a large share of demand abroad effectively represents users from country I 
(e.g., in the case of tourism or in the case of mobile internet services). 

4. If there are positive effects not only for country II but also for other sectors in 
country I so that part of the shift from DD0 to DD1 represents domestic positive 
external effects. The latter could explain why Korea subsidizes R&D in Boeing, 
intermediate inputs manufactured in Korea. 

In the EU-25 single market where technology-intensive intermediate inputs are 
partly produced in EU countries catching-up, there are indeed arguments that rich 
countries which dominate the final assembly of technology intensive products 
should transfer an adequate share of income taxes to those countries which deliver 
intermediate products developed on the basis of R&D subsidies in the respective 
country. Since one may assume that this typically concerns cases in industry and 
that the main producers of technology intensive final products are Germany, 
France, Sweden, Finland and the Netherlands, we have a new argument that these 
countries contribute over-proportionately to the EU budget. It is, however, unclear 
that countries producing much technology intensive intermediate inputs really ob-
tain an adequate share of EU transfers. So far, the EU transfer scheme does not 
consider the case of technology-intensive intermediate products.  

In a more general sense, the existence of the single EU market and the ongoing 
globalization imply that there could be an increasing role of the internationaliza-
tion of R&D, including the production of innovative intermediate products. This 
internationalization of R&D and the associated positive international external ef-
fects could imply that all governments spend less on R&D than would be optimal. 
The simple reason for this is that an international tax revenue sharing scheme has 
not yet been developed by the OECD. (As the basis for such a scheme, one would 
have to analyze the size and direction of technology spillovers, which could be 
quite cumbersome). 

Network Effects 

In the digital economy, there are more fields with network effects than in the tradi-
tional industrial economy. Network effects can be understood as an endogenous 
outward rotation of the demand curve (alternatively, as a rightward shift of the 
demand curve) in the process of network expansion. For example, the marginal 
utility of having access to the telephone network will increase for the initial users 
if more users – read potential communication partners – are switched on the net-
work, at least as long there are no additional congestion costs. This is also the case 
for advanced software and novel internet services. A monopolistic supplier facing 
the demand curve DDo would impose under the standard Cournot monopoly solu-
tion the monopoly price p2 which goes along with output q0. For simplicity, we as-
sume that a conservative monopoly firm would neither be willing nor able to ex-
ploit network effects, that is, to anticipate that the dynamic demand curve – 
including network effects – is DD2 and not DD1. If government offered a one-off 
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R&D subsidy for process innovations (shifting the marginal costs curve from k’0
to k’1) to several firms under the condition that network effects be jointly ex-
ploited, the conditional competitive solution would be point G. The positive wel-
fare effect from the network effect is the area AEF plus the effect seen by cost cut-
ting, namely EFGH. An additional welfare benefit – not related to network effects 
– would come in the form of the area p0EHp1. Thus, network effects represent a 
neglected and interesting field of R&D subsidies (for a broader partial equilibrium 
analysis, also see appendix 2). 
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Fig. 80. Network Effects and Cost-Saving Progress 

I.3.1.2 Macroeconomic Approach: A Schumpeter-Mundell-Flemming 
Model 

The familiar Mundell Fleming model suggests that fiscal policy is effective under 
fixed exchange rates, while monetary policy is ineffective. Under flexible ex-
change rates, it is monetary policy which is effective while fiscal policy is rela-
tively ineffective. In the following analysis, we suggest that supply-side oriented 
fiscal policy – namely raising R&D expenditures in order to promote product in-
novations – can have positive effects on output and employment within the 
framework of an extended model. The basic arguments have been presented in 
WELFENS (2004), where a key idea is that consumption C, investment I and (net) 
exports X positively depend on product innovations v. In reality, a higher export 
unit value could be obtained due to product innovations, and the quantity shipped 
abroad might increase as well. The larger the tradables sector affected relative to 
the overall economy, the larger the effect on net exports of goods and services.  

Through an innovation-promoting fiscal policy – with a focus on product inno-
vations –, we basically get a rightward initial shift of the IS curve since govern-
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ment R&D expenditures and hence aggregate demand increase. In the medium 
term, we get more product innovations v so that investment and consumption in-
crease; net exports also increase. While the ensuing real appreciation of the cur-
rency dampens the net export effect (the IS curve shifts back to the left, while the 
balance of payments equilibrium curve ZZ shifts upwards), the overall effect on 
output and employment is favourable as is shown in the following graph. A minor 
complication in a model with product innovation is that in applying the logic of 
hedonic pricing, we implicitly get a fall of the price level, thereby shifting the LM 
curve to the right (not shown in the graph). There also is the potential problem of 
considerable time lags. Higher R&D promotion could translate into more product 
innovations only after several years. However, as investors will anticipate this ef-
fect, improved profit expectations should already stimulate output after a short pe-
riod. From a policy perspective, there could also be a problem stemming from 
strategic R&D behaviour of firms which cut R&D expenditures more strongly in 
recessions with the hope that government R&D support will effectively allow for 
the substitution of company funds through governmental subsidies. Government 
could cope with this problem by using an adequate base year.  
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If government raises R&D expenditures in order to promote process innova-
tions, we get a less favourable result to the extent that technological progress is la-
bor-saving. Labor in efficiency units is AL and the production function is Y 
(K,AL), where Y is output, L is labor, and K is capital. Depending on the strength 
of the upward shift of the production function, labor-saving technological progress 
might indeed lead to a new equilibrium in which the demand for workers is lower 
than initially the case. There are less jobs available than in the initial equilibrium 
(L3 < L0: see graph). 
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In the above model setting, we have assumed that net capital imports 
Q=Q(i,i*,v,q*), where v is the rate of product innovations, raises profitability and 
hence foreign direct investment inflows. The impact of the domestic and foreign 
interest rate i and i*, respectively, requires no further comment. Not so apparent is 
the positive impact of q*=eP*/P (e is the nominal exchange rate, P and P* the do-
mestic and foreign price level, respectively). The link is explained by the FROOT-
STEIN argument, which emphasizes the role of imperfect capital markets for for-
eign direct investment inflows. The ZZ line has a slope of zero if the interest elas-
ticity of capital flows ( Q/ i) is infinite. 

Note that the balance of payments equilibrium line (ZZ) does not only have a 
slope of zero when the interest elasticity of capital inflows is infinite; it could also 
have a slope of zero if we assume – a realistic case in view of empirically signifi-
cant gravity equations of foreign direct investment – a net capital import function 
Q(i,i*,v,Y,Y*), where the partial derivative Q/ Y is positive and Q/ Y* is 
negative. Both Q/ Y and Q/ Y* reflect the impact of domestic and foreign out-
put on net foreign direct investment inflows on net foreign direct investment in-
flows. If Q/ Y is equal to J/ Y – with J/ Y denoting the marginal propensity to 
import goods –, the slope of the ZZ curve is zero, even if the interest elasticity of 
capital mobility is low. In the case of poor countries opening up to trade and for-
eign direct investment – e.g., in the case of Newly Industrializing Countries or 
post-socialist transition countries – the marginal propensity to import will at first 
increase. After some time, Q/ Y will increase and the special case Q/ Y = 
J/ Y could occur and hold for some time, thus leading to an interesting empirical 

question. 

I.3.1.3 Empirical Insights from the Analysis of Innovation, Growth and 
Structural Change 

Recent empirical analysis (JUNGMITTAG, 2004) shows that a macroeconomic 
production function is useful in which not only labor, capital and technology enter 
into play, but also the degree of economic specialization in high technology prod-
ucts. An alternative specification in which specialization as such – Smithian spe-
cialization – matters did not yield significant results for the production function. 
We assume that the pressure to specialize more strongly in technology intensive 
products is reinforced if there is increasing import competition of countries which 
are catching up technologically (e.g. as measured by R&D input indicators or 
R&D export indicators). According to this line of reasoning, measures to liberalize 
trade could have long term benefits in terms of both higher per capita income and 
higher growth rates. 

In the context of EU Eastern enlargement, it was shown (BORBÉLY, 2004) 
that accession countries have specialized in different ways while also recording 
specific performance with respect to the development of export unit values. Hun-
gary and the Czech Republic recorded positive RCA dynamics in both medium 
technology intensive products and in selected high technology sectors. Moreover, 
in some sectors, improvements in export unit values were recorded in the decade 
after the early transition recession. This ability to move up the technology ladder 
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and to obtain higher prices in world markets might be strongly related to foreign 
direct investment inflows. 

I.4 Policy Conclusions  

I.4.1 General Policy Conclusions for Innovation Policy in Open 
Economies

In open economies, there is some risk that R&D promotion is smaller than would 
be optimal under global welfare considerations. If there are symmetric interna-
tional R&D spillover effects, one would have little reason to wonder about opti-
mum R&D support. However, reality is likely to show asymmetric positive inter-
national external effects since countries trading with each other have different 
technology levels and since the degree of openness and trade in intermediate tech-
nology intensive products differs across countries. Obviously, it would be useful 
for countries with high technology-intensive tradables output to cooperate in R&D 
policies which might include international tax revenue sharing. Assuming that the 
difference between private and social benefits of innovation is even larger at the 
level of the world economy than at the national level, one may raise the question 
of whether the internationalization of business has not brought about an increased 
divergence between existing and optimum R&D subsidies. (While the EU might 
be considered a supranational player in R&D promotion, one must point out that 
the share of R&D promotion in the budget is very small and that the current trans-
fer system is not rewarding countries which support R&D in firms which produce 
technology intensive intermediate products.) 

Innovation systems differ across countries. However, some key ingredients can 
be identified: There are public R&D funds and there are private R&D funds, 
whereby the latter typically has a focus on applied R&D while the former empha-
sizes basic research. Funds have to be partly invested in R&D facilities. At the 
same time, hiring highly skilled workers and dynamic researchers is crucial for 
high innovation performance. Skilled workers represent tacit knowledge, which 
often make international relocation of R&D intensive production difficult. In addi-
tion to this, a modern education system as well as the import of technology inten-
sive imports and government R&D promotion must be considered. This should 
then result in sustained innovation dynamics and growth of output and employ-
ment. 

Countries have specialized in certain technology intensive fields which typi-
cally show a positive RCA over time. Facing economic globalization and intensi-
fied global competition, it makes sense for governments to focus their R&D sup-
port within internationally-competitive sectors. This seems to be even more the 
case the larger the backward linkages and forward linkages are and the larger the 
respective sector is itself. Such a strategy of supporting existing fields of compara-
tive advantage and also fields of rising export unit value would, however, leave 
open the question to which extent relatively new sectors – such as nanotechnology 
or biotechnology or information & communication technology – should be sup-
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ported. Obviously, it is useful to support such sectors to the extent that the respec-
tive country is richly endowed with complementary human capital and that the 
capital markets encourage creation of technology-intensive innovative start-up 
companies. (In the field of digital services, Germany faces particular problems 
since the dominance of banks and the relative weakness of venture capital funds 
impairs the creation and expansion of firms which offer little collateral.) 

I.4.2 Specific Policy Conclusions for Germany 

I.4.2.1 R&D Promotion for Medium Technologies and High-tech 
Industry 

Germany’s traditional strength is in medium intensive technologies such as auto-
mobiles, machinery and equipment. The government should continue to encourage 
R&D in medium intensive technologies, provided there are good arguments in fa-
vour of positive external effects. There are long established cooperations between 
universities and firms in the automotive industry and in the capital goods sector. 
However, one might want to broaden cooperation across borders and also interna-
tionalize the German university system in a way that teaching and conducting re-
search abroad would be a normal element of a long term strategy of achieving ex-
cellence in research and teaching and of creating networks allowing for the 
finance of innovative projects in both teaching and research. As regards interna-
tional activities of German universities, there are only a few exceptions. State-
owned universities would find all kind of bureaucratic barriers if they wanted to 
expand internationally. Thus, privatizing several universities and giving more 
autonomy to universities would be highly desirable, but in the political arena no 
such initiatives have been adopted. 

Given the medium term technological catching-up of EU accession countries in 
Eastern Europe and of Asian and some Latin American countries, the high wage 
economy of Germany would be well-advised to increasingly specialize in knowl-
edge intensive and technology intensive sectors; this should include high technol-
ogy sectors. Germany must move up the technology ladder and undertake serious 
efforts to modernize the education system accordingly. There have been very few 
efforts in the field of modernizing the education system. The PISA shock which 
saw bad results for Germany has encouraged some reforms in basic schooling. 
However, there are few efforts to really modernize the education system on a 
broader basis. Such commitment could be visible with the creation of new univer-
sities, tax incentives for the creation of private universities and tax incentives for 
adults to engage in advanced training and retraining. Such measures have not been 
undertaken thus far in Germany. One should also note that Germany, with its age-
ing society, could face a long term decline in output growth unless the rate of 
technological progress and the quality of human capital formation are improved in 
a sustained way. Short-sighted politicians are also sometimes inclined to impair 
innovativeness simply to get additional short term revenues. (A prime example in 
this respect involves the Ministry of Health, which forced leading pharmaceutical 
companies to pay an extra lump sum tax as a contribution aimed at alleviating the 
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funding problems of the health care system. Such a policy is a wonderful starter 
for gradually killing the once globally leading German pharmaceutical firms. At 
the bottom line, the government obtained a few hundred million Euros yet thereby 
undermined innovation dynamics worth billions of Euros. 

I.4.2.2 Skill Upgrading and Reform of the Education System 

Facing economic and technological catching-up in Eastern Europe, Russia, Asia 
and Latin America (plus a few countries in Africa), the German economy will 
have to increasingly emphasize the production of technology-intensive and skill-
intensive or knowledge-intensive products. More training and retraining as well as 
the modernization of the basic education system are major challenges for Ger-
many. As regards incentives for firms and employers to engage more in training 
and retraining/skill-upgrading, the government could introduce adequate condi-
tional tax benefits. Given Germany’s budget problems, higher expenditures or re-
ductions in tax revenues are only acceptable if new sources of tax revenue become 
available. Since Germany has a very low VAT rate among EU countries, one 
could consider raising the VAT rate as a means to finance incentives for the train-
ing, retraining and modernization of the education system.  

As regards the university system, it would be useful to not only step up compe-
tition among universities but also to encourage foreign universities to set up satel-
lite centers in Germany. A broader and more international supply side in the aca-
demic system would be quite useful not only for Germany but for other EU 
countries as well. A major weakness of the German university system is the low 
share of female graduates in engineering and informatics. The low share of female 
graduate in informatics (abut 15% at the beginning of the 21st century) is a serious 
disadvantage for a country which is facing an ageing of its society in the long run 
and modest economic growth in the short term. The US and many countries in the 
EU have been relatively successful in raising the share of female graduates and in 
encouraging a high share of female entrepreneurship. Germany has a long way to 
go in this respect. 

I.4.2.3 Problems with Immigration of Unskilled Labour 

The specific unemployment rate of unskilled workers was roughly twice the na-
tional average. Among immigrant workers, the specific unemployment rate is even 
higher. This poor result is partly due to the weakness of the German schooling 
system at successfully integrating foreigners. Since foreign workers have below 
average skills, it is not surprising that they become unemployed more often than 
workers born in Germany. The situation in Sweden (and some other EU countries) 
is different. Sweden in particular has emphasized and facilitated the immigration 
of skilled workers.  

The free movement of labour has been restricted in the enlarged EU-25 until 
2011 (at the latest). Germany is likely to attract a high degree of unskilled labour 
after 2011, since youth unemployment and overall unemployment rates in many 
accession countries of Eastern Europe are high. Economic geography – Ger-
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many’s proximity to the accession countries – and economic incentives, namely 
high German wage rates and low social integration costs due to a large stock of 
foreigners (from eastern Europe) from previous immigration waves, make Ger-
many a natural target country for those wishing to emigrate from eastern Europe. 
Such immigration will include citizens from Bulgaria and Romania, where relative 
per capita income (at purchasing power parity relative to EU-15) was only about 
22% in 2003. 

If the EU were to seriously consider Turkish membership, one would have to 
anticipate a large wave of additional Turkish immigrants in the future. The popu-
lation in Turkey is growing at a pace of about 1 million per year, with the popula-
tion growing from roughly 70 million in 2004 to 120 million by 2050. The high 
wage economy of Germany would thus face millions of Turkish immigrants once 
Turkey – with a per capita income of about 20% of EU-15 average in 2003 – en-
joys full membership. Immigrants from Turkey would be largely unskilled work-
ers which would reinforce unemployment problems in Germany. Against this 
background, it is doubtful that German politicians would quickly embrace EU 
membership for Turkey. If EU leaders were to quickly move towards EU mem-
bership, this might signal an integration overstretch, which could even result in a 
future German government leaving the EU under the heading “we want control of 
immigration, want to save funds used inefficiently by the EU and prefer having 
the D-Mark again.” One should remember that the very purpose of creating the 
EU in 1957 was to firmly anchor the Federal Republic of Germany in Western 
Europe, and it would be historically tragic if enlargement to include Turkey drove 
Germany out of the Community (in the accession year 2004, the EU is hardly able 
to work effectively since there are so many new politicians and inexperienced bu-
reaucrats in Brussels). 

I.4.2.4 Improving Knowledge Transfer from University to the Business 
Community

Traditionally, there have been close links between firms and universities in Ger-
many. However, universities have been relatively reluctant to promote early entre-
preneurship of graduates. Moreover, many public universities are highly inflexi-
ble, bureaucratic and reluctant with respect to innovation and internationalization. 
Incentives to improve knowledge transfer from the university system to the busi-
ness community would be much stronger if half of the universities were private 
universities which were more competitive in acquiring research funds from indus-
try and public institutions. Privatizing a considerable number of universities and 
attracting foreign private universities could be interesting policy options to accel-
erate knowledge transfer.  

The existing transfer institutions are rather bureaucratic and slow, the incen-
tives from the slow marketing of patents obtained by professors at the universities 
are weak. While the three leading US universities had revenues of about 15% from 
patents and licensing at the beginning of the 21st century, the leading German 
universities had a revenue share in this category of not more than 2%. 
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While the links between the university and large MNCs in Germany are well 
established, such networking hardly exists with respect to most SMEs. Here, the 
internet offers new platforms and opportunities. However, local telecommunica-
tions is relatively expensive in Germany, not least due to the quasi-monopoly 
which the Deutsche Telekom AG (still largely government-owned) has maintained 
in traditional fixed-line telecommunications. Moreover, the German government 
allowed Deutsche Telekom AG to establish a dominant market position in the 
DSL market with the market share of the state-owned firm having been close to 
90% in 2003. Germany cannot really deliver an optimum contribution to the Lis-
bon process if government does not strongly promote competition in both fixed-
line telecommunications and the DSL market. DSL competition in France is much 
stronger than in Germany, and consequently France has overtaken Germany in 
terms of the absolute number of DSL lines in late 2004 when France reached a 
level of about 5 million lines. The share of households with broadband internet 
connection was close to 30% in Belgium, Denmark and the Netherlands (largely 
due to cable TV) in early 2004. In Sweden, Finland and Austria, it was in the 
range of 15-20%. Spain, France and Portugal had close to 15%, while Italy, the 
UK and Germany had only 12-13%. From this perspective, neither Italy, the UK 
nor Germany currently have an ideal starting point for developing and marketing 
innovative digital services. However, large countries always enjoy the benefit of a 
large home market. 

I.4.2.5 Keeping Skilled Workers and Innovation Leadership in the 
Region

Facing the new international division of labour in Europe and worldwide, it is ob-
vious that a high wage country such as Germany should specialize more on pro-
ducing knowledge intensive and technology intensive goods and services. Ad-
vanced services seem to be particularly underrepresented in Germany with part of 
the problem being a lack of competition in retail banking, telecommunications and 
energy. These sectors have been sheltered from international competition for 
many years, and productivity growth has been relatively slow except for the post-
1998 period in fixed-line telecommunications. Universities should be encouraged 
to focus more on these potentially dynamic liberalized sectors.  

At the same time, regional government or national government could provide 
tax incentives for venture capital funds set up by large companies in these sectors 
(and other sectors). A rising share of venture capital funds should go to young 
firms created by university graduates. Regional government could provide R&D 
facilities and modern infrastructure for young technology oriented firms centred 
around a business park. Regional governments would be wise to promote existing 
clusters of excellence as well as new dynamic fields with growing long-term de-
mand and a high rate of technological progress. Regional government can try to 
keep potentially mobile innovative companies in the respective region by offering 
generously modern facilities for innovators. Promoting innovative supplier clus-
ters is also an option to reduce the mobility of innovators. An important ingredient 
in gluing innovative companies to a region is a network of highly innovative and 
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flexible universities and R&D labs. Germany faces major financial problems in 
university and public research funding, and this could become a serious impedi-
ment for implementing adequate policy priorities.  

I.4.2.6 A European Policy Perspective 

Germany would be wise to embrace the best-practice approaches of other EU 
countries. Among the interesting new developments are open innovation systems 
such as the R&D park in Eindhoven where Philips is the leader in a large network 
of innovative firms. Cross-licensing is a typical element of networking in this 
R&D park. A major strategic goal of Philips is to nurture international R&D net-
working in a way that helps to set global standards quickly. Revenues from inter-
national licences increasingly contributed to Philips’ revenue in the 1990s and in 
the beginning of the 21st century.  

As industry becomes increasingly mobile in the EU-25 and as accession coun-
tries catch up over time, it is natural that research activities also become more 
footloose. In a dynamic open economy, nobody should expect to easily earn high 
income in traditional fields of specialization. Rather, it will be necessary to react 
relatively flexibly and to move into new markets and niches. For firms, the chal-
lenge is to develop flexible, efficient and innovative-enhancing structures. For na-
tional policymakers and the EU, the medium-term challenge is to shift the focus of 
R&D policy more towards success-promising new fields. Both the national and 
the supranational policy level should become more efficient and effective in R&D 
promotion. Moreover, at both the national and the supranational level, a strong 
emphasis on competition and open markets is essential. While better digital intel-
lectual property rights seem to be necessary in general, the special case of soft-
ware patenting raises serious doubts. In a sector in which network effects auto-
matically become an endogenous barrier for market entry, software patents are 
quite doubtful. It is true that the software market is not homogenous, but easy pat-
enting of software should certainly be avoided if the policy goal is to encourage 
digital innovations in the long run. 

One should take the Lisbon process seriously in all EU member countries, in 
particular in large Eurozone countries such as Germany, France and Italy. There is 
little doubt that Germany and Italy have underestimated the challenges of achiev-
ing sustained growth for many years. The heated public debate of 2003/04 be-
tween politicians and researchers in France – the latter pointing out a massive 
funding gap for top R&D institutions and projects – shows that not only Germany 
(or Italy) has serious problems in allocating sufficient funding to promoting inno-
vations. Regular monitoring of national and regional R&D policies could be quite 
useful in generating more pressure on member states to adopt efficient R&D poli-
cies and to increase spending on innovation and human capital formation. 
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Appendix I.1: Optimum Product Innovation under Uncertainty 

As regards innovation efforts, firms can undertake R&D at fixed costs H, where 
one may assume that the probability to obtain a (temporary) monopoly depends on 
H. Let us assume that without product innovations we have a linear demand func-
tion p=a-bq; we assume that R&D costs H reflect efforts in product innovations 
which raise the willingness to pay, so that denoting  as the parameter to indicate 
the rise in the willingness to pay for innovative products and  as the probability 
of successful innovation, the expected demand function in the case of a product 
innovation is:  

p= a+ (H) – bq (1a) 

Here  is the probability to successfully launch a product innovation and thus 
also the probability to obtain a monopoly provided that competitors are expected 
to remain passive as is assumed here. Production costs are assumed to be propor-
tionate to q and to include R&D costs which are fixed costs H (an alternative 
would be to assume that R&D costs for product innovations are equal to H 
+[n/q]):  

Z=hq +H. (1b)

Under standard competition, the market is characterized with p=h and  
q=(a-h)/b; standard monopoly theory suggests a monopoly quantity qM=(a-h)/2b 
and monopoly price pM= (h+a)/2.  

Denoting  as the probability of a successful product innovation, r’ as the reve-
nue under monopoly, RC under competition, RE as expected revenue and Q as 
profit we assume that the firms wants to maximize the profit function: 

Q= RE-Z= { (H)r’ + [1- (H)Rc]} – [hq+ H] (2) 

Expected revenue in our approach is: 

RE = (H)[aq + (H)q - bq2] + [(1-  (H)][aq-bq2] = [aq-bq2]+ { 2(H)q} (3) 

The term {…} makes the difference to the standard approach in profit maximi-
zation. The monopolist will equal marginal production costs k’(q) and marginal 
expected revenue RE’which is 

RE’=a -2bq + 2 (H) (4) 

Optimum output is given by h=RE’ and therefore: 

q#= [a-h +2 (H)]/2b (5) 

The corresponding price is – enforceable in the case of successful product in-
novation is: 

p#= a+  (H) – b[a-h +2 (H)]/2b (6) 

Compared to standard monopoly theory, the approach presented shows a mar-
ginal revenue which is higher so that optimum output in a Schumpeterian econ-
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omy will indeed be higher in every market with product innovations than in a non-
innovative economy. The optimum H can be determined from dV/dH=0, which 
yields:

Q= [aq-bq2]+ {  2(H)q} – [hq + H] (7) 

Q/ H= 0 (8) 

2 (H) H q =1 (9) 

Inserting optimum q implies: 

2  (H) H [a-h +2 (H)]/2b= 1 (10) 

Denoting the elasticity of  with respect to H as E ,H we can write 

2(1/H) E ,H [a-h +2 (H)]/2b= 1 (11) 

Implicitly from this function, the optimum H can be derived. Note that the op-
timum H – which is a fixed cost here – must be below the expected profit from 
product innovation, because the firm is otherwise squeezed out from the market. 
One should also note that the market will be characterized by excess capacity if 
the product innovation cannot be launched successfully. The reason for a tendency 
to overcapacity in the market is that the firm will decide about optimum q in ad-
vance. If the product innovation cannot be launched successfully, the firm can still 
cut back production – and hence avoid marginal costs of initially-planned produc-
tion – in a way that excess production in the market is avoided. Finally, it should 
be noted that in innovative sectors temporary excess capacity should not be identi-
fied with signs of a recession since it simply is a by-product of product innovation 
under uncertainty. If a rise of per capita income goes along with a rising degree of 
product differentiation and hence a stronger tendency towards product innovation 
the problem of apparent excess capacity in the overall economy could gradually 
become more important during certain periods. If government promotes product 
innovation, an unwelcome by-product could be temporary excess capacity in some 
sectors. Moreover, government measures to promote growth (raising per capita in-
come) could indirectly stimulate product innovations and hence bring about the 
problem of temporarily idle capacities. In an open economy, such excess capacity 
might lead to unplanned net exports in the respective sector. If the exporting coun-
try is large, this will entail a temporary reduction of world market prices. 

Appendix I.2: Product Innovations and Network Effects in a Simple 
Model

Assume that willingness to pay depends on the degree of product innovation V, 
which in turn is proportionate to innovation efforts H, while production costs posi-
tively depend both on the quantity produced q and the innovation efforts H. In the 
following simple model, we will look at some interesting aspects of product inno-
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vations in sectors with network effects. We will consider the behaviour of an ex-
perienced innovator who is certain that innovation expenditures on product inno-
vation will translate into a temporary monopoly position. For simplicity, we as-
sume V=H and that the demand function is q= H ’a/p (where a and ’ are positive 
parameters; and by assumption ’>0. Note Ey,x will denote the elasticity of vari-
able y with respect to variable x). Note that such a demand function implies that 
revenue is constant since R =pq = H ’a.

Thus for the profit maximizing firm undertaking product innovations, we the 
following expressions for the demand function function and for profit Q, respec-
tively:

q= H ’a/p (1) 

Q = p(H)q – k(q,H) (2) 

Maximization of this function requires in a competitive framework: 

dQ/dq = p – k’(q,H) = 0 (3) 

Hence  

p=k’(q,H) (3’) 

under competition (a minor problem occurs with maximization due to the con-
stancy of revenue for any given H!) 

R’(q,H)=k’(q,H) (3’’) 

under monopoly; with revenue R=p(q.H)q 
and

dQ/dH = p/ H q – k/ H = 0 (4) 

Inserting the demand function we have: 

p/ H H ’a/p = k/ H (5) 

Ep,H H ’-1a = k/ H (6) 

Hence the optimum product innovation effort H# is given by the necessary 
condition

H# = {[ k/ H]/aEp,H }1/1- ’ (7) 

After choice of H#, the firm can choose output q in a way that the condition 
marginal revenue equals marginal costs is fulfilled. According to the above equa-
tion, the product innovation effort will be the higher the lower the marginal costs 
of innovation k/ H and the lower the elasticity Ep,H of the price with respect to 
innovation (efforts) and the lower the basic willingness to pay as expressed by a 
is.

How will network effects affect the elasticity of p with respect to H? If the 
market is characterized by network effects, we may assume that the elasticity of p 
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with respect to product innovation effort H is lower than in a normal market (this 
effect could be estimated empirically), because network effects stimulate competi-
tion which in turn drives down the market price. Hence the optimum product in-
novation effort would be higher – every round of product innovation is a new 
starting point to escape the move towards low competitive prices. At the same 
time, there could be scale effects whose exploitation is facilitated in the presence 
of network effects. If there is only one firm, it should be easy to anticipate the 
positive network effect. However, the firm will charge not only a temporary mo-
nopoly price – which is a natural side-effect of the product innovation itself – but 
it will charge a monopolistic price even in the long run; it also will adopt a lower 
rate of product innovation. With many firms in the market, the firm which 
launches a product innovation only has a temporary monopoly. As soon as there is 
broad imitation, the innovating firm can no longer fetch a monopoly price in the 
market. It must accept a price which is equal to long-term marginal costs (assumed 
to be constant in the subsequent graph where we show an initial monopoly price 
plus a situation with a product innovation in the context of monopoly pricing as an 
analytical starting point).  

If there are quasi-scale economies in the sector considered, the marginal costs 
of product innovation will be negatively influenced by the size of the market, 
which in turn is positively affected by network effects. The latter thus bring about 
a positive external costs effect for all competitors. The assumption that network 
effects reduce the marginal costs of innovation can be justified only if the size of 
the market is a positive signal for attracting more researchers to R&D activities in 
which learning by doing or intra-sector spillovers plays a role. Note that under 
monopoly, we have price pN for the product innovation both in the short term and 
in the long term, but under competition, it would be the lower price p1 in the long 
run. Hence government should encourage competition and help high barriers to 
entry from occurring.  

Endogenous barriers resulting from strong network effects in industry (e.g., in 
the software sector) could also be a problem which would not always justify stan-
dard patent protection. 

Our line of reasoning can also be seen form the following graph where we 
show an initial marginal costs curve k’o and a new marginal cost curve k’1 which 
is relevant in the context of the product innovation. The initial equilibrium point 
under monopoly and the initial demand schedule DDo is point C and hence output 
is q1 and the monopoly price pM. Now we turn to product innovation. There will 
be a rise of the cost curve stemming from product innovation efforts, and this re-
duces consumer welfare. At the same time, there will be an upward rotation of the 
demand curve (see DD1) reflecting the increased willingness to pay for the novel 
product; the latter effect is associated with higher consumer welfare. A positive 
network effect is reflected in the graph as a rightward shift of the demand curve 
(see DD2). If there are quasi-scale effects, there will also be a downward shift of 
the k’ curve. For simplicity, we can assume that this shift effect fully offsets the 
initial shift from k’o to k’1: Hence taking into account quasi-scale effects associ-
ated indirectly with network effects results in k’o so that the long-term competitive 
equilibrium is point H, output q5 and price po (without scale effects output would 
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be q2). Transitorily, there could be a monopoly situation with a monopoly price po
and output q6.

There are cases when industry itself is able to exploit network effects fully 
(e.g., when leading firms in the sector agree on a new standard in the context of a 
product innovation). Setting standards in an environment of open interfaces of 
equipment allows for the exploitation of both network effects and scale effects. 
Modern electronics offers many examples of successful standard setting through 
industry itself. There are, however, well known examples of competing proprie-
tary standards as well, as was the case with video recorders. 
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Fig. 83. Product Innovation and Network Effects  
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Appendix I.3: NACE (EU classification) rev. 1.1 Classification at the 2-
digit level (in parts) 

D Manufacturing 
15 Manufacture of food products and beverages 
16 Manufacture of tobacco products 
17 Manufacture of textiles 
18 Manufacture of wearing apparel; dressing and dyeing of fur 
19 Tanning and dressing of leather, manufacture of luggage, handbags, sad-
dlery, harness and footwear 
20 Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture; 
21 Manufacture of pulp, paper and paper products 
22 Publishing, printing and reproduction of recorded media 
23 Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel 
24 Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 
25 Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 
26 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 
27 Manufacture of basic metals 
28 Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 
29 Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 
30 Manufacture of office machinery and computers 
31 Manufacture of electrical machinery and apparatus n.e.c. 
32 Manufacture of radio, television and communication equipment and appara-
tus
33 Manufacture of medical, precision and optical instruments, watches and 
clocks
34 Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 
35 Manufacture of other transport equipment 
36 Manufacture of furniture, manufacturing n.e.c. 
37 Recycling 

Appendix I.4: Model for Digital Innovation 

The following model (VOGELSANG, 2006) puts the focus on the role of R&D in 
intermediate production and uses a Dixit-Stiglitz utility function where we quote 
from WELFENS/VOGELSANG, 2006, p. 120-123:  Consider “a general equilib-
rium model with two sectors and simultaneous Cournot and Betrand-Competition 
which follows the approach of GROSSMAN/HELPMAN (1991). The main point 
of the model is described by the following characteristics:  

The aspatial character of digital companies is stressed. They are located in the 
’rest of the world’. The model describes their decision of entering a (new) mar-
ket of a small, open economy.  
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The expected profits are crucial for the internationalisation strategy.  
The revenues are influenced by the quality of the products. 
In the model the marginal costs of producing digital goods become irrelevant.  
Only one input factor: labour. This stresses the low capital intensity of digital 
goods production functions. 

First the framework of a closed economy is developed. For a representative 
household a standard CES-utility function is assumed:  

/1

1

n

j
jxU

(a)

with elasticity of substitution  

1
1

1 (b)

In the model each of the n different industries produce a final product x. The fi-
nal products are imperfect substitutes which mean that monopolistic competition 
is predominant in the final goods markets. The budget constraint reads  

IIHHjj LwLwpxE (c)

with LH and LI for the labour employed in the sectors sales/marketing H and in-
termediates production I respectively, wH and wI  for real wage rate in the sectors, 
pj for the prices of the n different final products x. 
With regard to the standard assumptions of monopolistic competition (free-entry, 
Cournot-Competition) it results in mark-up  so that the prices for the final prod-
ucts xj exceeds their marginal costs by  

/1 (d)

Variable costs of assembling the final goods xj out of intermediates q and fixed 
costs for marketing add up to the total Cost function C:  

jjHj xvHwC (e)

with H for fixed sales and marketing costs,  for the price of the intermedi-
ates. The input factor v results from the production function for the final products  

jv

i
ijijj qz

v
x

1
,, )(1 (f) 
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with assuming vvv j . For mathematical convenience and without loss of 
generality the input factor 1/v balances the number of v different intermediate 
products z so that for the production of x units of final product j, exactly z units of 
the intermediates are used. q j, i indicates the quality of intermediate product zji

Following GROSSMAN/HELPMAN (1991) a quality ladder like in the graph 
below represents the enhancements achieved by producing the intermediates. 

Source: GROSSMAN/HELPMAN (1991) 

Fig. 84. Quality Ladder for Industry j 

The horizontal axis represents the intermediate producers of industry j indexed 
by i. The quality level q of the intermediates is shown on the vertical axis. Improv-
ing quality means to develop a next generation version of an intermediate. By as-
sumption, a next generation intermediate provides exactly  times as much qual-
ity (or services) as the product of the generation before it. 1  is constant and 
exogenous. 

The production function to produce the intermediates z has a fixed component 
 and variable component with a fixed input factor :

ijij Lz ,
var

,
(g)

Bertrand competition in the market of intermediates for industry j leads to the 
result that only the company offering the best quality adjusted price will survive: 
Consider two companies A and B which both offer intermediate i for industry j. 
They produce intermediates of quality q j, i, A and q j, i, B respectively. Quality ad-
justed prices Q are  

ij

ij
ij q

Q
,

,
,

(h)
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The intermediates i for industry j are perfect substitutes. The quality adjusted 
price is the only criterion for the final goods producer to decide which company 
should supply the intermediates. With equal quality adjusted prices it chooses the 
higher quality product for convenience. Therefore results zj,i,k with ,..,, DCBk
when kijAij QQ ,,,,  for every k. So company A sells all ijz ,  at 

price BijQ ,, AijQ ,, , which reflects Bertrand competition in this market seg-
ment.  

Introducing marginal cost pricing for company B, which yields Iw  with 

Iw  for the real wage in the intermediates producing sector according to (16) the 
price which has to be paid by the final good producer of industry j to company A, 
yields marginal costs of B times the factor :

IAijBijij wqQ ,,,,,
(i)

For determining a general solution some symmetry assumptions are introduced 
now:  
1.) ij , , 2.) IijI ww ,,  and 3.) ij ,  for all j,i. 

The quality of an intermediate depends on the amount invested in Research & 
Development which is measured by . To agree on producing ijz ,  company A 

has to achieve a non negative profit 0A :

1,
,

,
,

,, ij
ij

Iij
ij

ijijA z
z

wz
z

z
(j)

The equilibrium conditions for the labour market complete the description of 
the closed economy:  

IH LLL (k)

HnLH
(l)

n

j

v

i
I

j zL
1 1

(m) 

The next step is to transform equation (j) so that profit can be expressed with 
the exogenous variables of the closed economy only. Then the expected profit 
function of potential new intermediate suppliers can be examined when the closed 
economy is opened. First the cost-function is amended by the industry’s j pricing 
model. The expenditure per industry is calculated which gives solutions for x and 
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z. Assuming symmetry of all n v industries a general cost function can then be de-
termined.

Total costs of producing and selling final products jx  are:

jIHjjHj xwvHwxpvHwC (n)

Marginal costs account to:  

I
j

j wv
x
C (o)

In equilibrium the price of the final product equals the marginal costs times the 
mark-up :

Ij wvp (p)

Choosing the price index 1IndexP  as numeraire the spending account for indus-
try j yields:  

IIndexj
j wv

E
p
Ex

P
1 (q)

With (e) holds for all i:  

ij
I

j z
wv

E
x ,

(r) 

so that assuming labour flexibility between all sectors www IH  leads to  

I
ij wv

Lwz ,

(s)

The profit function then reads:  

v
L

v
L

v
L

wv
Lw

A
11 (t)

This equation expresses the expected profit  in terms of exogenous variables. 
The special model specification leads to the result that the marginal costs  are ir-
relevant which reproduces a main characteristic of a digital economy. The inter-
pretation of equation (t) is intuitive:  
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A positive profit can be expected when the additional revenues resulting from 
quality leadership are greater than the fixed costs  which may be needed for 
Research and Development.  
Marginal costs  are irrelevant in the intermediate sector: this reproduces a 
main characteristic of a digital economy and is a result of the Bertrand price-
quality competition.  
Wage w is irrelevant in a closed economy with labour as single input factor and 
full employment  
Technological leadership affects profits positively.  

0A

The higher the number of intermediate goods producers in an industry, the 
lower the profit.  

0A

Total market size matters. Big markets raise expected profitability.  

0
L

A

Fixed costs, e.g. expenditures for Research & Development diminish profits di-
rectly, which should be true in a one-period-model especially.  

1A

Opening the economy changes the perspective to consider a single company F 
outside this country, whose headquarters is located ‘somewhere’ in the rest of 
world (or is aspatial in this sense). The production function of F corresponds to 
(g), moreover denotes the additional marketing and sales costs for market entry 
in the closed economy and  describes the probability of having success, which 
means to become the quality-price-leader.  The Bertrand-Competition game com-
pares the possible strategies of market entry:1

1. Strategy 1: F enters the market and offers its own digital products as inter-
mediates. Transport costs are neglected because of the special characteristics of 
digital goods. Assuming that the product is developed already, which means the 
fixed costs  are not relevant for the decision on market entry, the profit func-
tion then yields:

                                                          
11 For convenience it is assumed that the company F is the only potential competitor and 

that F is ’small’ in the sense that possible disequilibria in the balance of payments can be 
neglected. 
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v
L

foreign
1 (u)

2. Strategy 2: The foreign company F buys domestic company A. K is the price 
of the acquisition and  the discount factor for the next period’s profits  

t

t
foreign v

LK
1

1)1(
(v)

3. Strategy 3: Do nothing 

0foreign
(w) 

Despite the anecdotic evidence equations (30) to (32) predict the internationali-
sation strategies of digital goods producers:  

The larger L,  and the smaller , v and  the company would rather choose 
strategy 1 (trading) despite a low .
Strategy 2 (acquisition) is chosen, when technological leadership of the domes-
tic price-quality leadership is dominant and sustainable and the risk of not 
achieving the leader position oneself is high.  
Internationalisation from a macroeconomic point of view means that countries 
with a high L and a low  are preferred.  

The price-quality competition is pivotal in this model.” 
The model is quite useful when trying to understand competition in digital 

goods markets where marginal costs in intermediate products play no crucial role. 
One may emphasize that long run digital dynamics in the world economy will be 
increasingly shaped by market size, R&D and different types of monopolistic 
competition.  



J. EU Innovation Policy: Analysis and Critique 

J.1 Introduction 

Economic globalization has accelerated the innovation race among leading OECD 
countries as foreign direct investment in Newly Industrializing Countries (NICs) 
plus China and India have created a new international divison of labor. Indeed, 
globalization went along with a more intensive innovation race (JUNGMITTAG/ 
MEYER-KRAHMER/REGER, 1999). Moreover, in the 1990s increased R&D 
expenditures in China and many NICs as well as Russia have reinforced the ability 
of economic and technological catching-up. There is a certain minimum R&D ex-
penditure requirement – relative to GDP – if countries are to be able to effectively 
adopt foreign technologies. Both innovation and fast diffusion can contribute criti-
cally to international innovativeness. Improving the international competitiveness 
of the overall EU-15 has been an explicit goal of the EU Lisbon summit of 2000. 
This summit has proclaimed the goal to make the EU the most competitive econ-
omy by 2010; exploitation of the digital information society is to play a crucial 
role in this respect as the Heads of State and Government of European Union en-
dorsed the idea of a European Research Area (ERA) and declared the creation of a 
European knowledge-based society a crucial element of the political strategy. 

With the expansion of digital networks and the internet, respectively, there are 
also new global channels for technology diffusion on the one hand, on the other 
hand modern digital networking also facilitates cooperation among researchers 
and engineers which enhances the effectiveness of the innovation process in lead-
ing OECD countries; this also applies to the EU-15 which has emphasized build-
ing a European Information Society early on.  

The European Commission has considered some broad reforms in EU innova-
tion policy in the document “Towards a European Research Area (ERA)” 
(EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 2000b). The European Parliament has supported 
the project in a Resolution adopted on May 18, 2000. The new strategy accepts 
that national innovation policy is crucial but it seeks a well-defined complemen-
tary role of supranational innovation policy. Key elements of the new strategy are: 

better and more flexible co-ordination of national innovation policies; 
creating Networks of Excellence (NoE) which aim at reinforcing excellence on 
a research topic by creating large networks of R&D actors with a common fo-
cus on a joint programme of activities; 
establishing Integrated Projects (IP) which stand for multi-partner ventures 
which aim at bringing together a critical mass of resources to reach a specific 
research objective – with a strong focus on combining new knowledge for 
launching product innovations and process innovations. 

According to the EU the Networks of Excellence and Integrated Projects, re-
spectively, should reflect the following idea (Extract from the Decision No. 
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1513/002/Ec. of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 June 2002 as 
quoted in CARACOSTAS, 2003, p.39):  

“The purpose of Networks of Excellence is to strenghten and develop Commu-
nity scientific and technological excellence by means of the integration, at Euro-
pean level, of research capacities currently existing or emerging at both national 
and regional level. Each Network will also aim at advancing knowledge in a par-
ticular area by assembling a critical mass of expertise. They will foster co-
operation between capacities of excellence in universities, research centers, en-
terprises, including SMEs, and science and technology organizations. The activi-
ties will be generally targeted towards long-term, multidisciplinary objectives, 
rather than predefined results in terms of products, processes or services…” 

“Integrated Projects are designed to give increased impetus to the Commu-
nity’s competitiveness or to address major societal needs by mobilizing a critical 
mass of research and technological development resources and competencies. 
Each Integrated Project should be assigned clearly defined scientific and techno-
logical objectives and should be directed at obtaining specific results applicable 
in terms of, for instance, products, processes or services. (…) Subject to condi-
tions to be specified in the specific programs and in the rules for participation, the 
Integrated Projects will have a high level of management autonomy including, 
where appropriate, the possibility to adapt the partnership and the content of the 
project. They will be carried out on the basis of overall financing plans preferably 
involving significant mobilization of public and private sector funding, including 
funding or collaboration schemes such as EUREKA, EIB and EIF.” 

Taking into account the principle of subsidiarity it is clear that EU R&D pro-
grammes must have extra EU-value-added, e.g. positive mutual – uniltaral or re-
ciprocal - spillover effects in a joint innovation project. 

To some extent the idea of creating networks of excellence certainly is ade-
quate in the sense that in a single EU market there should be international R&D 
joint ventures organized within the framework of top R&D groups from several 
countries; this typically would bridge various national systems of innovations and 
also various languages in the Community. To some extent it also could bring use-
ful cross-country R&D spillover effects, in particular for relatively backward 
countries which under different circumstances would find it more difficult to 
catch-up in terms of innovativeness. To the extent that successful R&D consortia 
applying for EU funds have integrated partners from EU countries with a rela-
tively low per capita income – e.g. cohesion countries – one may anticipate accel-
erated diffusion of new technology in the community. It remains, however, an 
open question whether partners from low income countries can make considerable 
contributions to top R&D performance. Whether or not this is the case clearly will 
depend on stable networking and hence sufficient learning and cumulation effects. 
Establishing integrated projects also is a useful approach to the extent that univer-
sity R&D (or similar external R&D centers) and R&D centers of firms cooperate 
smoothly.  
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J.2 Innovation Policy in the EU 

In the EU innovation policy is mainly a policy task faced at the national level. Na-
tional innovation policies of EU member countries must take into account the “na-
tional innovation system” which is defined as the respective set of institutions, 
agencies and cultures relevant for the innovation process (LUNDVALL, 1992; 
HOLLINGSWORTH/BOYER, 1997). The EU has two elements of innovation 
policy at the level above national government:  

There are Framework Programmes (FP 1-FP 6) which aim at stimulating joint 
research efforts. The first FP of 1984 has emphasized industrial technologies, 
information technology, telecommunications and biotechnology. Subsequent 
framework programmes have broadened with respect to the scope of research 
topics and technologies. 
Outside the Framework Programmes the Commission has launched a range of 
regional innovation policy initiatives. E.g. in 1993 a special initiative termed 
Regional Technology Plans (RTP) was started, where the idea was to nurture 
regional innovation and growth in disadvantaged regions. Such pilot pro-
grammes can help to stimulate growth. The Commission is mainly playing a 
mentor role in RTP, the regions which finally were selected to enter with their 
projects the experimental stage are mainly responsible for the success of the re-
spective programme. 

In addition, there are transnational programmes such as COST and EUREKA. 
The latter, starting in 1985, includes not only the EU countries but countries from 
Eastern Europe and Russia as well. These programmes are intergovernmental ini-
tiatives which are mainly bottom-up programmes and emphasize international 
networking in R&D. 

All this does not mean that the EU has a strong comprehensive innovation pol-
icy. Major problems in this respect refer to: 

Availability of rather limited funds at the level of the EU: Supranational funds 
have not reached more than roughly 4% of expenditures at the national level. 
Conflicting interests among high income countries with a high share of medium 
and high technology in manufacturing output as compared to low income coun-
tries with a high share of low and medium technology in manufacturing output. 
Low income countries anticipate that they will get a disproportionate share of 
EU R&D funds which implies considerable resistance against raising the rela-
tive share of supranational R&D expenditures in the overall EU budget. With 
EU eastern enlargement this problem might be reinforced. 
Problems in creating an integrated innovation system. 

Despite all these problems one should not overlook the impact of the single 
market dynamics which include emergence of a large integrated capital market in 
the Euro area. 
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J.3 Innovation Dynamics in OECD Countries 

J.3.1 Innovation, Specialization and Growth: Empirical Analysis for 
EU-15 and USA 

Comparing economic development in the US and the EU and individual EU coun-
tries, respectively, there are various differences which might explain the relatively 
high dynamics of the US and the more modest growth in the EU in the 1990s. Su-
perior US innovation dyanmics is only one aspect, a relatively high rate of popula-
tion growth of the US is a second factor; and the growth of information and com-
munication technology (ICT) is a third element where the US has benefitted both 
from increasing production of ICT goods and increasing use of ICT – based on the 
accumulation of ICT capital. It is well known that the expansion of ICT produc-
tion has strongly contributed to technological progress in the US; it seems that 
most of the rise of total factor productivity in the 1990s indeed is attributable to 
ICT production (JORGENSEN, 2003). The issue of spillover effects and a more 
detailed analysis of total factor productivity growth thus remains on the agenda. 

Taking a closer look at the EU requires to focus on individual countries and 
their respective catching-up and innovation dynamics. From an analytical perspec-
tive an augmented production function is useful in which capital, labor, technol-
ogy and telecommunications play a role (WELFENS/JUNGMIITAG, 2002). 
Moreover, there is an additional growth bonus from specialization itself which can 
be divided into general specialization effects and high technology specializion ef-
fects. As regards technological catching-up dynamics within the EU there is clear 
empirical evidence that specilization effects matter, in particular in high technol-
ogy (JUNGMITTAG, 2004). Moreover, there is evidence that some EU countries 
have made considerable progress in technological catching-up in the period 1970-
95, this holds in particular for Finland and Ireland, but there is also some modest 
catching up of Spain. The following figure shows some of the relevant catching-
up dynamics in the EU where we leave open to which extent diffusion, enhanced 
human capital formation and gross fixed capital formation plus innovation – 
strictly defined (and partly linked to foreign direct investment inflows) have con-
tributed to convergence.  
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Specialisation in R&D-intensive technologies
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Fig. 85. Correlations Between Contributions of Transferable Technical Knowledge and 
Technological Specialisation to GDP Growth 

J.3.2 Comparative Innovation Dynamics 

Innovation dynamics can be measured in various ways. There are two key figures 
to be considered crucially: 

As regards input in the R&D process one is interested in R&D expenditures 
relative to GDP or R&D expenditures per capita. If one is interested in a refined 
analysis one may take a look at expenditure figures on the basis of purchasing 
power parity which mainly reflects differences in the absolute price of nontrad-
ables across countries (e.g. construction prices in Spain are lower than in Ger-
many or France or Scandinavia so that building a new research lab is relatively 
cheap in Spain – and other low income countries). 
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As regards innovation output there is a natural interest in patent applications – 
and patents granted – on a per capita basis. Not all patents are equal so that 
there is particular interest in medium technology and high technology patents; 
and in those patent classes which show the highest growth rate. High growth 
rates reflect strong innovation dynamics. Not all innovations can, of course, be 
patented; in the case of innovative services and software trade marks and copy-
rights are important to some extent; alternatively, one might want to take a look 
at the share of new products in overall sales. As regards patenting one might 
have to consider two special problems: There seems to be an international ten-
dency of leading firms to generally seek more patents where patent applications 
to some extent are used as a strategic means to deter rivals in the innovation 
race. In some high technology fields patenting might not be attractive as inno-
vation cycles are so short that patenting does not give effective protection. Fi-
nally, there can be a rise in patent applications due to the fact that one patent at 
time t goes along with more “follower patents” in t+1 than in previous periods.  

Comparing the EU with the US and Japan we find that the share of EU-15 in 
overall patent applications at the European Patent Office has gradually declined in 
the 1990s. By contrast the share of the US has increased considerably. If the trend 
would continue for another twenty years the natural home bias – read: home lead –
of EU countries would no longer exist. 
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Fig. 86. Percentage Shares of Patent Applications at the European Patent Office 

As regards the number of patent applications at the EPO per one million inhabi-
tants the US and Japan were ahead of the EU-15 at the beginning of the 21st cen-
tury. This also points to a certain weakness of EU innovation dynamics. From this 
figures it is fairly clear that the EU will be unable to reach the Lisbon target and 
become the world’s leading economy in terms of competitiveness.  
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Fig. 87. EU-15, Japan and USA: Number of Patent Applications Per One Million Inhabi-
tants at EPO 

A particular problem is Germany where the stock of national patents has been 
declining in the 1990s. While taking a look at patent applications relative to appli-
cations of other countries means to consider marginal patenting dynamics the fo-
cus on the stock of patent gives a much broader picture. If we assume that the 
stock of knowledge enters the production function and if we approximate that 
variable by the stock of patents it is obvious that a declining stock of patents indi-
cates a dampening vintage effect in the field of technology; moreover, if Schum-
peterian rents are proportionate to the stock of patents – we assume that products 
made on the basis of patented technology can fetch relatively high prices in world 
markets – a decline in the stock of patents should indeed go along with reduced 
income growth. 

Fig. 88. Stock of Patents at the German Patent and Trade Mark Office (1960 – 2001) 
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As regards per capita patent applications at the EPO several small EU countries 
were quite successful in terms of raising the respective figure, however, Germany, 
France and Italy have only a modest record. 
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Fig. 89. EU 15: Number of Patent Applications Per One Million Inhabitants at the EPO 

As regards EU accession countries patenting dynamics are relatively low, how-
ever, this is not surprising since they still have low per capita income and still 
modest ratios of R&D expenditures relative to GDP.  
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Fig. 90. Central and Eastern European Accession Countries: Number of Patent Applica-
tions Per One Million Inhabitants at the EPO 
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There are, however, good prospects that continuing growth and foreign direct 
investment inflows in combination with rising public R&D expenditures – plus 
EU support – will raise patenting performance. For the accession countries there is 
still need to emphasize to some extent diffusion of new technologies and adoption 
of advanced technology. Generating higher innovation dynamics and technologi-
cal upgrading is a necessary element of the medium term adjustment and growth 
process. There are indeed new empirical findings which show that Hungary, the 
Czech Republic and Poland (BORBÉLY, 2004) have embarked upon a process of 
structural change and economic and political catching-up. The analysis of trade 
between the EU-15 and selected accession countries by means of a modified Re-
vealed Comparative Advantage Index in the context of R&D expenditure shows, 
that Poland mainly specializes in the exportation of low and medium R&D inten-
sive sectors, whereas the Czech Republic has clusters both in medium and high 
R&D intensive sectors, and Hungary specialises mostly in high technology prod-
ucts already. Although R&D expenditure ratios are still much lower in eastern 
European countries than in the current EU member states, the sectoral distribution 
of R&D expenditures is, however, similar.  

As regards R&D expdenditure per capita Japan and the US have shown a con-
siderable growth in the 1990s while EU-15 has achieved only modest growth at 
the end of the decade. 
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Fig. 91. R&D Expenditure Per Capita in EU-15, Japan and the USA (EUR, Current Prices) 

As regards R&D expenditure in percent of GDP in the EU-15, Japan and the 
USA, it is obvious that Japan and the US have a clear lead compared to the EU, 
and the gap has not really narrowed in the 1990s.
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J.3.3 Acceleration of Innovation Dynamics 

The OECD countries have witnessed considerable differentiation in economic 
growth in the 1980s and 1990s on the one hand, on the other hand the rate of in-
novation – as measured by patent applications – has increased in the US and 
Europe in the 1990s (COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS, 2000; 
WELFENS/AUDRETSCH/ADDISON/GRIES/GRUPP, 1999). The US has 
achieved a considerable lead in economic growth and technological progress vis-
à-vis the EU in the 1990s which was characterized by an unusual increase in labor 
productivity in the second half of the economic cycle in the US (COUNCIL OF 
ECONOMIC ADVISERS, 2001). US labor productivity growth in the period 
1973-1995 was 1.4% p.a., but in 1995-2000 it reached 3.1%. It is unclear what the 
reasons for the robust US productivity growth is. The Council of Economic Ad-
visers has argued that falling computer prices and rising computer expenditures of 
wholesale trade, banking and the ICT sector itself play a crucial role for US 
growth in the 1990s. Moreover, there was a strong rise of multifactor productivity 
growth in the 1990s, and to a considerable extent this is related to information and 
communication technology (ICT); in the US both the production of ICT and the 
use of ICT – this is associated with ICT investment – have contributed to a strong 
growth of labor productivity in the 1990s. The picture for EU countries is hetero-
geneous: There are countries in which labor productivity growth in the services 
sector is more affected by ICT dynamics than in manufacturing industry (OECD, 
2003). 

The growth of the information and communication technology sector (ICT) in 
the 1990s has considerably contributed to growth in the US, especially in the sec-
ond half of the 1990s. According to estimates by the US Department of Commerce 
(see the study DIGITAL ECONOMY) the ICT sector represented 8.3% of US 
output in 2000, but the sector contributed almost 1/3 of real GDP growth in the pe-
riod 1995-99. Even more impressive is the contribution of ICT to investment in 
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the US; it is noteworthy that computer prices have fallen strongly in the 1990s. In 
1999 business spending for ICT equipment and software represented more than ¾ 
of the 12 percent real growth in total equipment and software spending. The con-
tribution of the ICT sector in percentage points increased from 0.8% in 1994 when 
overall US growth was 4.2% to 1.6% in 1999 when the overall growth rate was 
close to 5%. In Europe only Finland and Sweden as well as Ireland, have an ICT 
sector which directly contributes significantly to economic growth. In 1989 Swed-
ish Ericsson stood for about ½ percent of total Swedish GDP, but in 1999 the 
company stood for 2.6% of GDP and contributed 0.5 percentage points to eco-
nomic growth. In Finland Nokia stood for 4% of GDP – and 1/5 of Finnish exports 
- and contributed a full percentage point to growth in 1999 (EUROPEAN 
COMMISSION, 2000). 

The ICT sector (as defined by EITO, 2000) consists of IT-spending which 
reached 2.7% of GDP in the EU in 1999, but 4.5% in the US. Telecommunications 
accounted for 2.8% of 3.1% of GDP in the EU in 1999, for 2.8% in the US. As-
suming that prices in the EU for telecommunication equipment and services are 
slightly higher than the US one may argue that the transatlantic differential in ICT 
spending is almost zero in telecommunications, but that the EU is far behind in the 
IT sector. 

The use of telecommunications has contributed considerably to economic 
growth in the 1970s and 1980s in Germany, and the expansion of the internet 
could lead to a similar effect if it contributes to accelerating diffusion of informa-
tion and knowledge, respectively (WELFENS/JUNGMITTAG, 1998, 2000; 2001; 
WELFENS, 2001). Network effects play a role both in the use of telecommunica-
tions and PCs (the internet). 

As regards the US GORDON (1999) has argued that US growth acceleration in 
the second half of the 1990s – ignoring the cyclical effects – can fully be ex-
plained by the growth of output and productivity growth, respectively, in the com-
puter producing sector and in the output of other durables. GORDON argues that 
there were no spillover effects in productivity to other sectors. GORDON argues 
that falling computer prices signal a falling marginal product of computer equip-
ment. Subsequently, we will raise some doubts about this view. We also will look 
into the problem of modelling certain spillovers in a straightforward way. Indeed, 
we will address several aspects of the new economy and emphasize the potential 
role of spillover effects and network effects. One may also consider the GORDON 
(2000) argument about the limited role of computer expenditures in the US as 
flawed: He argues that the expenditure on computers as a share of nonfram private 
business has stagnated at 1.3% in the late 1990s, however, he completely over-
looks that the US is the leading country in terms of software expenditures which 
accounted for 2.7% of GDP in 1995 – for comparison France 0.9% (OECD, 
1998). Analyzing the role of computers – and semiconductors - without taking 
into account software expenditures obviously is inconsistent. 

The 2003 European Innovation Scoreboard (EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 
2003; SEC (2003) 1255) – the fourth Scoreboard realized, namely as part of the 
Lisbon strategy – has shown that the EU lags the US for ten out of eleven indica-
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tors available in both the EU and the US. Only in the field of science and engi-
neering graduates did the EU beat the US. Fields with a gap were: 

high-technology patents at the US Patent and Technology Office (USPTO) 
USPTO patents 
Early stage venture capital in percent of GDP 
high-tech patents at the European Patent Office (EPO) 
Population with tertiary education  
High-tech manufacturing value-added 
Business R&D expenditures in percent of GDP 
Expenditures on information and communication technology (ICT) in percent 
of GDP 
Public R&D expenditures in percent of GDP 
EPO patents 

On the basis of an Overall Summary Innovation Index which combines a look 
at the average change in SII trend indicators with the level of the indicator – in the 
range 0-1 – for the respective country Finland and Sweden are clear leaders while 
Germany, Netherlands and France are losing momentum; Italy is falling behind. 
The fact that except for the UK all large EU countries are facing problems raises 
serious worries. An important field in which, however, the EU is indeed catching 
up with the US concerns ICT as is noted in the 2003 European Innovation Score-
board (EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 2003; SEC (2003) 1255, p. 10): “The only 
encouraging example of a long lasting catching-up process is in ICT expenditures 
(gap cut by 50% since 1996). Reaping the full benefits of this positive trend would 
require acceleration of organisational innovation following investment in ICT 
hardware.” The 2003 summary innovation index (SII-2 which covers the 12 most 
widely available indicators from the Community Innovation Survey) shows that 
Greece, Portugal and Spain are catching up while the Netherlands, France and 
Germany are losing momentum. Another interesting finding is that there is a rising 
role of R&D expenditures in the services sector: For the overall EU the share of 
services in business R&D was 13% in 1999 which was 5 percentage points above 
the 8% in 1992. In Japan R&D in services represented 2% in 2000, up from 0.2% 
in 1992. In the US the share of business R&D has increased from 24% in 1992 to 
34% in 2000. EU-25 countries which were found to rank high in terms of innova-
tiveness also ranked high in terms of diffusion. As regards the response time of 
markets to innovative products the Scandinavian countries had relatively short re-
sponse periods while Germany, Italy, Spain, France, the UK, Greece and Portugal 
had long response periods (TELIIS/STREMERSCH/YIN, 2003, in Marketing Sci-
ence 22, 188-208; data for US and Japan not available). 

J.3.4 Specialization in Innovation and ICT Network Perspectives  

Analyzing the ICT sector means to look into technological dynamics, output-GDP 
shares and expenditure-GDP shares. Let us start with the simple observation that 
ICT is a highly dynamic sector of the economy. Judging by figures from the 
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European Patent Agency the telecommunication sector has become that sector 
which has the highest growth rate of all patent groups; the growth rate in the 
period 1989-97 was 13.6% p.a., the growth rate of advanced electronics was 6.4% 
which made it No. 7 in the field of the ten fastest growing technology fields. This 
means that ICT is rather technology intensive and has some potential for 
technology spillovers (in the sense of the New Growth Theory à la Romer or else). 
The US plus Canada, the UK, Sweden and the Netherlands are positively 
specialized in telecommunications; they should strongly benefit from the global 
telecommunications boom which, however, will face some saturation problems in 
the long term when almost everybody has a mobile phone. In advanced electronics 
we find the US plus Canada and the Netherlands again, but also and strongly 
Japan. 
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Table 21. Specialization (Relative Patent Share in Interval -100, +100) in 1995-99 in Tech-
nology-Intensive Fields with High Growth Rates in Patents*
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According to these figures the US, Canada and the Netherlands stand to gain 
particularly from the ICT boom worldwide. Japan is likely to benefit mainly on 
the electronics side. In the New Economy, there is, however, one caveat with 
respect to patent figures; many internet-based services cannot be patented – 
copyrights and trade marks play an important role here. 

Network Effects 

As is well known the use of computers and modern telecommunication 
equipment often is characterized by network effects. For the initial users the 
network becomes more useful with additional users linked to it. Therefore users 
might actively promote the use of their network, but more importantly, networks – 
say AOL, MSN or YAHOO (giving some incentive to existing users) – have an 
incentive to encourage users to convince friends and family to also use the 
network. Network effects also can play a role in industry, especially if there are 
strategic technology alliances in technology intensive industries. Indeed, the 
number of technology alliances is particularly strongly in the US in the 1990s 
(COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS, 2001, p. 117). 

A logistical function can be used to model network effects in the new economy, 
that is we can use the standard innovation diffusion model. Assume that Z(0)=1, 
the adoption rate for the innovation Z is given by the differential equation: 

dZ/dt = aZ(L-Z) (1) 

L is the exogenous population, Z the number of persons using the innovation - 
say a mobile phone, a PC or the internet - and L-Z the number not using it. 
Whenever pioneer users meet nonusers there is an ”infection” effect which is 
desribed by the positive parameter a. In an economy which also is a heavy 
producer of the innovative product the diffusion parameter a is likely to be higher 
than in a setting where the innovative product is only used. 

The solution of the above equation is given (see BECKMANN/KÜNZI, 1984, 
p. 130) by a logistical equation for the stock variable Z(t): 

Z(t) = L/[1 + (L-1)e –at]  (2) 

Note here that in an open economy the parameter a might be influenced by both 
the export-GDP ratio (x) and the import-GDP ratio (j) to the extent that the 
”infection” rate in the tradables sector is more intensive than in the nontradables 
sector; a simple suitable function could be a= ao(1+x+j). If the presence of foreign 
direct investment (FDI) at home and abroad reinforces international diffusion of 
knowledge an FDI stock proxy K”/Y and K”*/Y* for the stock of FDI at home 
and abroad relative to GDP might also affect the diffusion rate. Moreover, one 
could study an export function with standard products (1...n) and innovation 
products (m...z) where the innovation products are ranked according to novelty – 
with novel products assumed to fetch higher prices than standard products; 
innovation products are increasingly adopted by firms in the export sector. After 
some critical time T innovation products become standard products with no 
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premium in the world market, that is prices are equal to marginal costs. The terms 
of trade thus will depend on the percentage of innovation products in the overall 
basket of export goods. We will not look in these special problems here. Rather 
we will continue with the above equation 2. Denoting Z/L as z we have 

z(t) = 1/[1 + (L-1)e –at] (2´) 

Assume that there is a dual use good (dual here refers to its double nature as 
consumption and investment good) – here mobile telecommunication devices that 
are first bought as consumption gooods – whose diffusion is described by (1) and 
(2), respectively; we use the following modified production function in which 
positive spillover effects from mobile telecommunication devices Z are entering: 

Y = KßL1-ß Z (3) 

The basic assumption here is that the use of computers in households has 
positive spillover effects in industry; there are knowledge spillover effects into 
output of firms whose aggregate value-added is Y. A special case which is easy to 
handle is where =1: 

Y = KßL1-ß L/[1 + (L-1)e –at] (4) 

In per capita terms we have (with y=Y/L and k=K/L): 

y = kß Lz(t) (4´) 

Interestingly, the size of the country plays a positive role for per capita income 
here. From this perspective there could be an advantage for large countries – with 
large markets (US or EU or other regional integration areas) – in the era of the 
New Economy. In such a model setup the size of the country matters. Comparing 
the NAFTA and Europe there is no reason to believe that Europe cannot benefit 
from size effects as much as North America plus Mexico.  

An important aspect concerns the impact of the ICT boom on the wage-real 
interest rate-ratio. If ICT is partly Solow-neutral capital augmenting technological 
progress the ratio of wages to interest rates will increase which will stimulate US 
firms to relocate ICT production abroad. Say to Mexico, Ireland, Hungary or 
Malaysia. This means that ICT production in low income countries will grow so 
that the growth-enhancing effects of strong productivity growth in ICT finally 
arrives outside the pioneer country (US, partly Japan). If the host countries for 
foreign direct investment in ICT should reflect as small a group of host countries 
as for FDI in general in the 1980s and 1990s only two dozen countries worldwide 
will benefit from ICT product cycle trade. 

In a Schumpeterian economy there will be a series of innovations coming to the 
market. If such innovations are not evenly distributed over time they can cause a 
spurt in growth when a cluster of innovations is entering the diffusion stage, later 
the growth rate will slow down. If this stimulates entrepreneurs to come up with 
new innovations – again being realized in a cluster-type fashing at some point t – 
there will be another economic upswing. Instead of using a single differential 
equation for one innovation, one will have to use a system of logistical equations 
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for all products i (i=1...n). The new economy is generating logistical diffusion 
patterns both in the household sector – namely in the case of mobile 
telecommunication equipment and PCs plus internet use – and in industry 
(computers, internet use).  

The GORDON view of computers and ICT is doubtful for several reasons. But 
further research is needed. From the human capital growth model it follows: 
Europe will fall behind the US in terms of per worker income if EU countries are 
not reducing unemployment rates and reducing tax rates and raising efforts on 
human capital formation. The most difficult problem in Europe is to finance 
higher education in private universities. European governments will find it very 
difficult to generate higher tax revenues in the era of globalization and the inter-
net; unfortunately the idea of private universities (and vouchers) is unpopular in 
Europe. The competition of private universities would not only mean a higher 
stock of educational capital but also would stimulate the efficiency of teaching and 
research efforts in public universities. An economically meaningful investment-
output ratio in the knowledge society should be defined as the weighted sum of the 
traditional investment-output ratio, the R&D-GDP ratio, the software expenditure-
GDP ratio and the education expenditure-GDP ratio. In the latter three fields the 
US has a clear lead over Euroland and Germany, respectively. 

J.3.5 Openness, Taxation and Growth 

Several authors have dealt with the issue whether openness affects growth. An in-
teresting indirect route is suggested – and empirically tested – by BRETSCHGER 
(2005). His theoretical point of departure is an optimum taxation framework 
which aims at equalizing marginal benefits of taxation and marginal costs of taxa-
tion. In an open economy overall marginal costs are equal to private marginal 
costs M’ plus marginal capital outflows (M”). If the economy is characterized by a 
Cobb-Douglas production function Y=AKßL1-ß the marginal product of capital is 
y/ k = (1- )ßA1/ßy[ß-1]/ß so that inserting this expression in the Keynes-Ramsey 

rule gives the following expression for the per capita growth rate (g as symbol for 
growth rate;  is the intertemporal elasticity of substitution): gy = [1/ ][(1-
)ßA1/ßy[ß-1]/ß -(a+ n+ )]. The empirical estimation for 18 OECD countries then 

proceeds under the assumption that the tax rate is a negative function of economic 
openness, and the results indeed show such a negative impact and thus indirectly a 
positive impact of trade on the level of the growth path.  

As an alternative we may consider the following – standard – setup which relies 
on a production function with Harrod-neutral technological progress). We will as-
sume that the income tax rate is a negative function of the sum of the import ratio j 
at home and abroad (j*); and that the government budget constraint is given by Y
– Y = µ[M/P] so that y’ –  y’ = µ[M/P]/[AL]; as we impose money market 
equilibrium under the assumption that money demand (with m’=: [M/P]/[AL] is 
given by m’d=y’ ’/i (i is the nominal interest rate which is equal to r in the ab-
sence of inflation, ’ is a positive parameter) we obviously can write  =  + ’/r. 
Hence we get the following differential equation for k’=: Y/(AL) as we use the 
goods market equilibrium condition [s(1- ) +  – ]Y =  dK/dt + K and assume 
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that the real interest rate is a positive function of j/j* while the tax rate is a nega-
tive function of openness (with ” defined as a positive parameter):  

dk’/dt ={s(1- /[ ”(j+j*)] + ’/r(j/j*)}k’ß – [n+a+ ]k’ (5) 

Hence we have for a central bank with a non-inflationary (and non-
deflationary) monetary policy and a progress function a= a0 + a’(j+j*)– with a’ 
denoting a positive parameter and a0 autonomous technological progress - the 
steady state solution for y’=: Y/[AL]: 

y’# ={[s(1- /[ ”(j+j*)] + ’/r(j/j*)]/[n + a0 + a’(j+j*) + ]}ß/1-ß (6) 

The effect of trade openness – the combined effect of j and j* - on the level of 
the growth path is ambiguous while the impact of trade openness on long run trend 
growth is positive. It thus depends on the length of the political capitalization ho-
rizon whether the positive trend growth effect is sufficiently taken into account. 
One major challenge for international organizations such as the IMF/the World 
Bank and the WTO is to help poor countries quantifying the empirical side of the 
approach presented and to support a political strategy which adequately takes into 
account both the aspects of changes in the level of the growth path (already requir-
ing a long term view) and in the trend growth rate. 

While the US stands for the leading global innovator country and may be ex-
pected to build its progress function mainly on domestic sources – the education 
system, the US innovation system and ICT capital accumulation – small open 
economies’ progress function indeed may be expected to be rather strongly af-
fected by international trade dynamics: in particular if technology-intensive im-
ports on the one hand and on the other hand technology-intensive products with 
considerable economies of scale play a role. 

International Alliances 

As regards international alliances the emphasis is more on EU15 countries than on 
EU accession countries. Strategic R&D alliances played an increasing role in the 
EU in the late 1980s as globalization and the run-up to the single market pro-
gramme as well as higher EU funds for cooperative R&D projects stimulated the 
internationalization of European R&D (NARULA, 1999); the IT sector and bio-
technology played a particular role. Moreover, there also have been renewed dy-
namics in R&D in the form of both asset-exploiting and asset-seeking FDI in the 
EU and the US (CRISCUOLO/NARULA/VERSPAGEN, 2005) argue that R&D 
facility’s capacity to exploit technological competences is a function not just of its 
own resources, but the efficiency with which it can utilise complementary re-
sources associated with the relevant local innovation system; the empirical analy-
sis indicates that both EU (US) affiliates in the US (EU) rely strongly on home re-
gion knowledge sources, although they appear to exploit the host knowledge base 
as well. The crucial emphasis on home knowledge suggests doubts about a poten-
tial R&D strategy of the EU which would neglect the EU countries as prime loca-
tions for leading edge R&D in technologically dynamics sectors, in particular the 
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ICT sector. One also must raise the issue to which extent the expansion of ICT re-
quires reforms of the innovation system and in particular a stronger role of virtual 
research networks and “Digital Universities”; optimal linkages between R&D fa-
cilities and firms in technology-intensive sectors are crucial which naturally will 
include foreign investors. 

J.4 Recommendations for Future EU Innovation Policy 

The existing experience with EU framework programmes has shown that they are 
an important stimulus for internationalisation of research in the Community. At 
the same time it is obvious that the lessons from the mid-term of the 6th framework 
raise some doubt in term of efficiency.  

One major challenge in terms of research efficiency in the 6th framework pro-
gramme is that Integrated Projects have been introduced which consists of 15-25 
partners and thus are very complex to administer for the coordinator in the re-
search projects. The efficiency of such projects is thus rather limited. The benefit 
of integrated projects for the Commission is that it facilitates work for the EU au-
thorities – in the sense that a rather limited number of projects has to be evaluated 
– but this is offset by efficiency losses in research itself as a high number of part-
ners implies enormous coordination efforts (unless partners work together over 
many years). Therefore very large integrated projects – unless there specific rea-
sons to aim at involvement of many countries and partners, respectively - stand for 
a doubtful approach which should be replaced by a new strategy with emphasis 
on: 

Specific Large Integrated Groups (SLIG) with a large number of partners 
should be continued; there are clear arguments in favour of a broad network. 
The Commission – and its advisors – should identify a limited number of areas 
deemed as suitable for Specific Large Integrated Projects. Areas earmarked as 
suitable for SLIP should not be exclusive so that other types of projects – in 
particular compact projects – should be allowed to compete. 
Many compact projects with a carefully selected small number of players could 
be quite successful. Small Integrated Projects (SIP) with not more than five 
partners; this requires that the Commission and the European Parliament, re-
spectively, put up more resources for project evaluation. A relatively large 
share of resources should go to those projects. If projects reach high marks in 
evaluation the research group should be allowed to increase the number of 
partners provided that it has indicated such plans in a mid-term report. This 
would then result in two-stage Integrated Projects. 
Networks of Excellence should continue, but start on a rather limited number of 
actors (not more than 10). Research groups applying should indicate a two-
stage plan for Network Extension in the Final Report; and networks with high 
marks in evaluation should then be allowed to apply for a Large Network of 
Excellence. However, the budget allocation for an enlarged network of excel-
lence should be required to reflect growth in the number of partners underpro-
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portionately as the very idea of network effects suggests that efficient networks 
will be able to exploit economies of scale. 
For both networks of excellence and for integrated projects there should be 
standardized contracts available for research groups which bring together part-
ners from industry and outside industry. The available experience from NoEs 
and IPs indicates that legal problems raised by industry partners in prospective 
international R&D groups impair the realization of both NoEs and IPs. 

The proposed organizational improvements will bring enhanced R&D effi-
ciency. However, this is not the most crucial issue when it comes to the topic how 
the EU could catch up with the USA. There is no doubt that the EU has fallen be-
hind the USA in the 1990s in terms of innovativeness as measured by patent ap-
plications and share in high technology trade. A relatively weak performance has 
been measured in Germany whose poor economic performance after German uni-
fication raises many unpleasant questions. 

From an EU perspective it is crucial that the transatlantic digital technology gap 
should be closed relatively quickly. At the same time the EU might want to main-
tain its lead in mobile telecommunications which seems possible in the medium 
term provided that UMTS services are quickly rolled out and that the US is not 
catching up very fast in 2G mobile telecommunication density. 

Taking a look at the main budget items of the European Community – with No. 
1 agriculture (share about 45%) and No. 2 structural funds (share about 1/3) – we 
do not find adequate priorities. Agricultural subsidies should be reduced to less 
than 20% of the EU budget while structural funds should be reformed in a way 
that would support more strongly retraining, education and support for research 
and development.  

If both the production of ICT and the use of ICT are important for economic 
growth there could be two ways for high growth. Trying to become a country that 
has successfully specialized in ICT production or encouraging firms and 
households to quickly use the new technologies. As regards the use of new ICT 
and promotion of the diffusion process governments could have a role in countries 
which are not leaders in ICT production – namely to the extent that government 
can substitute for the diffusion impulses which come from ICT production in other 
countries. The Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands and Germany have 
embraced telecommunication liberalization energetically after 1998, the UK 
already before. This lets one expect that part of the EU could be a driving force in 
the European and global ICT revolution. However, while the EU partly looks 
strong in the field of telecommunications its role in the fields of computer and 
software looks relatively modest when compared to the US. 

It would be useful to study the user patterns of internet users more closely – 
both with respect to the time budget and the structure of use. Moreover, the size of 
network effects and the significance of the role of spillover effects from household 
computer use should be estimated empirically. Part of the problems encountered 
here will refer to data problems as neither government nor industry has 
straightforward data which could tell where computers sold finally are used. But 
the data issue should be solved by survey analysis and other methods. 
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With EU eastern enlargement there will be pressure on EU-15 countries to 
move up the technology ladder. This should go along with increasing human 
capital formation which, however, raises the issue how the system of state-run 
universities will be able to cope with this challenge. The mixed US system – with 
private and public universities - has been impressive in its supply side elasticity in 
the 1990s when more than two million new jobs were created in the education 
system. Serious problems for EU countries could also emerge in education since 
the Maastricht criteria have increased the pressure for budget consolidation. This 
raises some critical questions for an adequate future policy mix in the EU. There is 
a broader need for more comparative US-EU research – such research certainly 
could be helpful for identifying policy options to improve economic policy in all 
relevant fields of Schumpeterian dynamics. 



K. Financial Market Integration, Interest Rates and 
Economic Development 

K.1 Introduction 

Economic globalization progressed considerably in the 1990s with the opening-up 
of post-socialist eastern European countries for trade and capital flows as well as 
with the completion of the single EU market. Part of the single EU15 market in-
troduced in 1993 was the liberalization of services including financial services. 
With EU eastern enlargement in 2004, there were steps towards an EU25 single 
market. However, free movement of labour was postponed for most EU15 coun-
tries until 2011 (at the latest). In ASEAN countries, financial integration resumed 
after the 1997/98 crisis, and a broader integration strategy was envisaged. Both the 
EU and ASEAN are facing economic globalization in the sense that there is a long 
run increase in the trade of financial services, in foreign direct investment in the 
banking and insurance sector and a growing influence from global international 
organizations such as the IMF and the Bank of International Settlements. 

Financial markets are important for economic development for many reasons, 
including the financing of capital accumulation, innovation and human capital 
formation. In his survey, TSURU (2000) points to several channels through which 
financial markets can affect growth. Competitive financial markets contribute to 

the efficient allocation of capital; 
efficient intermediation so that savings flow to those investment projects with 
the highest yield; 
a rise in the savings rate (under certain circumstances). 

In their empirical analysis, KING/LEVINE (1993) have emphasized that sev-
eral traits of the financial market contribute to higher growth. For example, liquid-
ity relative to output and the share of private credits in total credits are important 
for growth; the emphasis on the share of private credits implicitly is an argument 
that a high share of public credits is not only crowing out private investment in a 
way which is neutral to output but that it indeed reduces real income. 
LEVINE/ZERVOS (1998) have pointed out that several variables affect growth of 
output: 

stock market capitalization, stock market liquidity and the degree of interna-
tional capital market integration were found to have a positive impact on real 
output; 
the volatility of stock returns negatively affects output. 
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Thus empirical findings suggest that international capital market integration – 
in particular to the extent that it raises stock market capitalization (relative to 
GDP) – increases stock market liquidity and reduces the volatility of stock returns 
– will positively contribute to economic development. There is, however, a causal-
ity problem in the sense that we cannot exclude that capital markets stimulate 
growth, which stimulates the development of financial markets, since one may ar-
gue that wealth accumulation typically grows faster than output, leading to a situa-
tion in which the long run growth of asset accumulation will naturally stimulate 
the expansion of financial markets and the respective services (Granger causality 
analysis could shed some light on this, however, the causation could also be a 
phenomenon of interdependency).  

One also cannot be certain that capital market liberalization and regional capital 
market integration will go along with reduced stock market volatility. To the ex-
tent that the US stock market dominates regional stock markets in the EU and 
Asia, the key issue is the speed and scope of international transmission of US 
stock market impulses. Moreover, while the US financial market system is the re-
sult of an evolutionary market development in which aspects such as stock mar-
kets, bonds markets, banks and prudential supervision interact in a useful way, one 
should expect that financial market institutions in other countries reflect their own 
specific evolutionary development. Therefore it would be no surprise if temporar-
ily high US stock market volatility causes few problems in the US or Western 
Europe, but this can have rather destabilizing effects in eastern Europe, Asian 
NICs and other regions. Instability in major regions could occur as the conse-
quence of unequal economic globalization so that not modern globalization is the 
key problem; rather critical international differences in the respective moderniza-
tion of national financial markets and institutional developments seem to be a 
critical challenge. 

EU countries have recorded sustained growth since the creation of the single 
EU market at the end of 1992. However, growth was slower than in the US. This 
broad comparison obscures the more detailed picture in the Euro zone, namely 
that medium term growth performance was rather different across countries. As 
regards the late 1990s, this is particularly the case across member countries of the 
Euro zone which started on January 1, 1999 when the European Central Bank 
(ECB) and the European System of Central Banks (ESCB=ECB + national central 
banks) started. The 11 starter countries of the Euro were a rather heterogeneous 
group in terms of per capita income and debt-GDP indicators; most starter coun-
tries faced considerable unemployment problems in 1999, and the large member 
countries of the Euro zone still had serious unemployment problems in 2005. By 
contrast, the non-Euro countries in the EU15 group – UK, Denmark and Sweden – 
had low unemployment rates. Attributing differential unemployment figures to the 
Euro is not adequate, however, as several countries in the Euro zone had favour-
able development in terms of employment and growth. Regional monetary inte-
gration does, however, require an adequate degree of wage flexibility and labor 
mobility. 
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With financial market integration making considerable progress in the Euro 
zone, visible for instance through the convergence of nominal interest rates, there 
was hope that economic growth in the Euro zone would accelerate and unem-
ployment be reduced. This has hardly been the case since growth accelerated 
mainly in small open economies of the Euro zone while it fell in Germany and It-
aly. – having a high debt-GDP ratio of close to 110% in the run-up to the start of 
the Euro – was to benefit from falling nominal and real interest rates as well as 
from interest rate convergence. Hence Italy should benefit from higher growth/ 
better economic development, as should Germany provided that domestic policies 
adopted were growth-enhancing and increasing trade with member countries of 
the Euro area stimulated growth through higher trade dynamics and technology 
diffusion. From a theoretical perspective, trade creation was to be expected from 
monetary integration. This holds despite the fact that the Euro area of 11 starter 
countries (France, Germany, Italy, Austria, Belgium, Netherlands, Luxemburg, 
Spain, Portugal, Finland, Ireland) could not be considered as representing an op-
timum currency area as defined by traditional criteria from the literature. There 
was considerable economic heterogeneity which led to the creation of cohesion 
funds for the relatively poor countries, Portugal, Spain, Ireland and Greece, with 
the latter joining the Euro area in 2001. Weak current account positions of Portu-
gal, Spain and Greece indicate that even within a monetary union a country’s ex-
ternal position is a useful indicator of economic dynamics and prosperity. Rela-
tively high growth of unit labor costs has been a major problem for several 
countries in the Euro zone. Between 1995 and 2005 the increase was 4.2% in Por-
tugal, but -14.3% in Ireland; the figures for Spain and Greece were -8.5% and -
2.4%, respectively. The Czech Republic recorded 6.4% which signals incipient 
competitiveness problems, Poland recorded – 7.9%, Hungary – 9.6%. Germany 
recorded -4%, but Austria did even better at -8.6%. Sweden and the UK witnessed 
an increase in unit labor costs, namely 5.8% and 2.3%, respectively. As rise of 
unit labor costs in industry would not be a problem if the relative degree of prod-
uct innovations would increase or if the rise of wage costs would be driven by a 
strong expansion of the services sector; as regards the latter the UK has been 
rather successful, in particular in the financial services sector.  
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Table 22. Growth of Unit Labor Costs in Selected OECD Countries 

Countries 1995 2000 2005 Change 2006 to 1995
Belgium 100 97,8 96,6 -3,4
Czech Republic 100 104,6 106,4 6,4
Denmark 100 99,8 100,5 0,5
Germany 100 99,6 96 -4
Estonia 100 89,2 88,1 -11,9
Greece 100 99,6 97,6 -2,4
Spain 100 97,2 91,5 -8,5
France 100 98,4 98,3 -1,7
Ireland 100 87,1 85,7 -14,3
Italy 100 94,6 96,9 -3,1
Cyprus 100 95,3 93,9 -6,1
Latvia 100 94,1 90,4 -9,6
Lithuania 100 108,7 101,1 1,1
Luxembourg 100 87,9 94,1 -5,9
Hungary 100 90,5 90,4 -9,6
Malta 100 95,1 95,4 -4,6
Netherlands 100 99 99,3 -0,7
Austria 100 95,2 91,4 -8,6
Poland 100 100,7 92,1 -7,9
Portugal 100 109,1 104,2 4,2
Slovenia 100 92,4 91,4 -8,6
Slovakia 100 99,4 99 -1
Finland 100 94,9 98,9 -1,1
Sweden 100 105,3 105,8 5,8
United Kingdom 100 100,6 102,3 2,3

Source: Ameco Database 

Financial Market Integration in Western Europe 

Financial market integration was hoped to deliver some of the expected economic 
benefits through the creation of the Euro and the ECB. Such integration could re-
inforce specialization in production and exports which should translate into higher 
productivity and output growth. However, following the KENEN criterion of op-
timum currency areas such reinforcement of specialization would undermine the 
case for a common monetary area (the KENEN criterion basically argues that a 
more diversified economy will be subject to international shocks which more or 
less cancel out, a strongly specialized economy faces a high risk of external 
shocks which amount to serious stability problems). JUNGMITTAG (2006) has 
shown that export structures have converged across EU15 while there is increas-
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ing specialization in production across countries. BORBELY (2006) comes up 
with similar findings for EU accession countries. This difference in international 
structural convergence of trade and output could explain why business cycles still 
differ considerably across countries – even within the Euro zone. However, the 
implication also is that vertical trade (trade within sectors/trade in intermediate 
products) plays only a limited role since otherwise convergence of trade and con-
vergence of output specialization would occur in parallel. 

Monetary integration creates larger markets allowing the exploitation of 
economies of scale and the reduction of transaction costs. If one defines financial 
market integration through the weighted nominal interest rate convergence – with 
the relative share of loans across the spectrum of maturities as the weight for that 
convergence – one could indeed measure financial market integration. As finan-
cial market integration might go along with financial market deepening, which 
amounts to a yield curve with a longer time horizon than before, we have to take 
into account an additional aspect. Finally, the whole yield curve might be shifted 
upwards or downwards through monetary integration so that we have at least one 
additional aspect to be considered. A downward shift, which amounts to reduced 
costs of capital and in turn should raise the investment output ratio, should in-
crease real income.  

As regards benefits from monetary union, one may emphasize the reduction of 
international transaction costs within the union, the reinforcement of competition 
via higher price transparency, the increase in liquidity in bonds markets, benefits 
from achieving a broader reserve currency status and achieving a high degree of 
price stability in all member states of the monetary union. ROSE (2000) has ar-
gued in an empirical paper that a 1 percent rise in trade between countries in a 
monetary union will lead to a rise of per capita income of 1/3 of a percent. 
FARUQUEE (2003) has emphasized that monetary union has raised trade vol-
umes among member countries by 10% so that there should be considerable bene-
fits for countries in the Euro zone. It is, however, less clear which benefits come 
from increased fiscal policy surveillance and the Stability and Growth Pact which 
impose new restrictions on fiscal policy. If deficit ratios hover over many years 
close to the 3% deficit-GDP ratio, member countries might have insufficient room 
to maneuver in times of slower growth and also might face a long term increase of 
the debt-GDP ratio whose long term dynamics are determined by the ratio of the 
long run structural deficit-GDP ratio to the trend output growth rate. To the extent 
that real interest rates in the Euro zone are reduced one may anticipate higher in-
vestment in the overall Euro area, however, this could still go along with asym-
metric intra-Euro zone and extra-Euro zone inflows so that economic divergence 
and lack of social cohesion could be a major effect. Moreover, it is unclear how 
innovation dynamics and indeed the innovation system is changing under the twin 
pressure of 

limited fiscal policy options which could impair R&D financing in some coun-
tries
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larger capital markets which raise the required rate of return in some countries 
of the monetary union so that long term innovation financing might become 
more difficult 

Another important effect which concerns both cohesion countries and potential 
eastern European Euro member countries refers to structural change where finan-
cial market integration could reinforce specialization. Increased specialization 
would be not in line with the KENEN criterion of optimum currency areas, so that 
entering the Euro zone could bring problems. Moreover, if there are strong 
Balassa-Samuelson effects – meaning a rise of the relative price of non-tradables 
along with per capita income – the inflation rate in catching-up countries could be 
much higher than in the Euro zone/in Euro zone partner countries. The real inter-
est rate could become very low, which in turn could distort the investment and in-
novation process in a way which weakens productivity gains, profitability and 
growth in the long run. Bubbles in the stock market and the real estate market also 
could become more likely. 

A rather neglected aspect concerns the issue of increased international bond 
substitutability in the context of the creation of the Euro zone and the enlargement 
of the Euro zone. If Euro denominated bonds and $ denominated bonds become 
closer substitutes one may anticipate lower interest rates and higher stock market 
prices.

Perspectives of the Lisbon Agenda  

The EU’s Lisbon Agenda 2010, which put forward the goal of making the EU the 
most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy by 2010 points to the 
prominence of setting growth goals. Therefore it is important to focus on some of 
the potential links between information and communication technology and finan-
cial markets. From a practical perspective, one may point out that the European 
Council – here, the heads of governments and presidents of EU member countries 
– has not raised this topic. Moreover, the European Council has adopted a strange 
policy goal with the “Lisbon Agenda 2010” in the sense that it has defined a su-
pranational goal for which the European Commission has hardly any power in lay-
ing these foundations. It is the EU member countries which have in principle the 
means to stimulate economic growth (and some countries fail in this respect; nota-
bly is Germany which runs a high current account surplus but has achieved only 
slow economic growth in the decade after 1994 – except for 2000 when growth 
was 3.1%). 

The following analysis describes the stages of financial market integration and 
monetary integration in the EU and presents basic theoretical reflections on finan-
cial market integration and about the links between regional financial market inte-
gration and growth. As regards the potential link between financial market dynam-
ics and economic growth, we rely partly on traditional arguments from literature, 
but we also look at the problem from an endogeneous growth perspective. In prin-
ciple this requires that we: 
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look at the level of the growth path, with the neoclassical growth model sug-
gesting that one examine the impact of financial market integration on the sav-
ings rate. 
look at the growth rate of output as explained by various elements of financial 
market integration. 

It seems to be rather unclear as to whether regional financial integration in the 
Euro area has strongly fostered economic growth in the Euro area thus far. Part of 
the problem is that regional integration effects are superseded by globalization ef-
fects on the one hand. On the other hand, policymakers in some EU member coun-
tries have adopted economic policies which did not promote growth and employ-
ment. Moreover, interesting effects of financial market integration can also be 
studied in the context of EU eastern enlargement. From the perspective of acces-
sion countries, membership brought with it the advantage of reducing the political 
risk premium to almost zero so that higher foreign direct investment inflows could 
be anticipated. High FDI inflows could be particularly stimulating for growth if 
FDI were significant and entering those sectors crucial for economic moderniza-
tion, including the financial market sector. Banking and insurances are, however, 
traditionally considered sensitive sectors so that there are considerable impedi-
ments for taking over banks or other financial intermediates. 

At the bottom line we must ask which policy options could be useful for pro-
moting growth and employment. We find that financial market integration has not 
yet been completed in the EU and that both national policymakers and the supra-
national policy level of the EU could contribute to higher growth. Political inter-
ference in goods markets and political obstacles to inward foreign direct invest-
ment as well as to outward foreign direct investment are key problems which must 
be overcome. If the Euro area does not adopt a more coherent set of policy meas-
ures, the Euro zone might disintegrate in the long run. The creation of an eco-
nomic and monetary union in the EU has opened a window of opportunity in 
Europe, however, it is unclear whether policymakers will come up with consistent 
policies and the necessary set of reforms to stimulate productivity growth and in-
novation in the Euro area. Those EU countries which are not yet members of Eco-
nomic and Monetary Union can be expected to closely watch the dynamics of in-
tegration and growth in the Euro area and outside. It also is interesting to focus on 
issues of future enlargements of the Euro zone which effectively began with Ger-
man unification in 1990. The negative referenda on the EU constitution – in 
France and the Netherlands – raise doubts about broad political support for EU 
deepening and EU widening. It is clear that integration projects normally have the 
support of broad strata of the population if integration contributes to higher growth 
and employment. This also reinforces the ability of politicians to pursue EU inter-
ests abroad. Thus the question rises as to whether the EU still has a consistent set 
of goals, strategies and means. Achieving sustained growth will not, however, be 
easy in an ageing society, which naturally brings about a decline in long term 
growth rates of the respective country (McMORROW/ROEGER, 2004). Much 
will depend on the process of financial market integration which in principle could 
stimulate higher long run growth. 
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K.2 Financial Market Integration in the EU 

K.2.1 From Basic Theory to Endogeneous Growth Approaches 

From an economic perspective, globalization is mainly shaped by intensified 
trade dynamics, rapid growth of capital flows and the expansion of the digital 
economy. For a better understanding of the links between financial markets and 
growth, one should take into account standard theoretical elements as well as 
some new aspects related to, for example, the role of ICT, which is a critical sector 
in several ways. As regards ICT, one should note that productivity growth in the 
US banking sector is strongly influenced by sectoral accumulation of ICT capital, 
while the productivity impact of ICT in the EU is – for unclear reasons – more 
modest (INKLAAR/O’MAHONY/TIMMER, 2003). Impediments to intra-EU 
foreign direct investment in the banking sector could be part of the explanation. 

Moreover, it is important to consider the link between financial market devel-
opment and technological progress. In an economic system with innovating firms, 
there is a basic information asymmetry between the innovating firm and the insti-
tution financing the respective project (and related investment). Depending on the 
type of financial system, it is more or less difficult to finance innovation projects, 
with small and medium-sized firms having particular problems. In a system with 
universal banks, it is relatively difficult to finance international innovation pro-
jects of a firm unless there is a long term relationship between a major bank and 
the respective firm, with the bank also being active in those markets/countries – 
and thus getting relevant information – within which the innovating firm has part-
ners. If the innovating medium-sized firm has high profit rates and retained earn-
ings, it can signal credibly to the banking community that it is willing to ade-
quately share risks in the innovation project.  

The alternative to bank-financed innovation projects is to rely on stock markets 
while building up reputation as a successful innovator. This in principle requires 
taking a firm public. The more technologically advanced the country is, the more 
it should rely on stock markets as a source of financing innovation and investment 
projects. International stock market listings can help innovating firms from small 
countries get broader access to global risk capital. However, listing a European or 
Asian company in New York is relatively costly. Regional integration of stock 
markets is thus an alternative for both EU and ASEAN countries. If the respective 
firm is a newly-created high technology company, it will not immediately be able 
to rely on stock markets, rather it will need adequate access to venture capital. As 
regards venture capital, regional integration of venture capital markets could also 
stimulate both dynamic start ups and long run growth. However, one should not 
really expect sweeping economic benefits from financial market integration if this 
is not embedded in a broader concept. The overall economic system consists not 
only of financial markets, and therefore benefits cannot be fully realized if there 
are stumbling blocks for growth in other factor markets. Moreover, one should 
raise the issue as to whether there is a critical minimum degree of financial market 
integration – say, as defined by full interest convergence across 2/3 of the maturity 
spectrum (starting with short term markets), and one may well debate whether 
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there is full integration if mortgage markets are not truly integrated, which na-
tional regulations often impair. 

From a theoretical and empirical perspective, one may state that output Y posi-
tively depends on (WELFENS/JUNGMITTAG, 1996, 2002) not only on the input 
of capital, labor and technology (technology input as measured by patents and real 
expenditures on the import of licences), but also on the use of telecommunications 
which is a proxy for the intensity of the diffusion of new technology. 

An interesting empirical approach was conducted by JUNGMITTAG (2004), 
who finds that not only capital, labor and patents are empirically significant for the 
growth of output for the EU15, but also the degree of high-technology specializa-
tion ( ’). From this perspective, it is not simply technological specialization – 
emerging in an open economy under the joint pressure of trade, foreign investment 
and financial market dynamics – which is relevant for growth, rather it is speciali-
zation in high technology sectors. 

A standard reference in empirical economic growth analysis is MANKIW/ 
ROMER/WEIL (1992) who explain growth of real income by the investment out-
put ratio and human capital. Their approach is, however, somewhat doubtful, since 
they impose the assumption that the growth rate of technological progress is the 
same across all countries of the sample which is highly unrealistic (indeed, the as-
sumption amounts to ignoring the existence of multinational companies whose 
very existence is related to ownership specific advantages, read: technological ad-
vantages!). This is important for the link between financial market analysis and 
growth to the extent that financial market development or financial market inte-
gration contributes to longterm technological progress. The MANKIW/ 
ROMER/WEIL approach– in line with some other studies – points to the rele-
vance of the (net) investment output ratio I/Y. As I/Y times the marginal product 
of capital Y/ K is equal to the growth rate of real gross domestic product, one 
must take into account that I/Y has a trend component and a cyclical component – 
related to the real interest rate r, the cyclical unemployment rate uc and expecta-
tions about future profits – while the marginal product of capital is determined by 
capital intensity, technology and human capital. 

In the following graph, we can see that output growth rates in the Euro zone 
went through a cyclical increase in the five years after 1995 but have fallen after 
2000. The ratio of the long run interest rate to the short term rate increased after a 
transitory fall after the start of the both Euro zone and the ECB. After 1995, there 
was a fall in the real interest rate in the Euro zone and most member countries of 
the Euro zone. The Netherlands and Spain recorded a strong fall in the real interest 
rate in the four years after 1999, while Germany faced a temporary rise in the real 
interest rate; in a trade gravity modelling perspective it is clear that Germany, 
Austria and Finland – compared to France, Spain or Portugal - will be strongly 
exposed to import competition from eastern Europe which tends to reduce the in-
flation rate; hence the real interest rate in Germany (and Austria and Finland) will 
be higher than in other countries of the Euro zone.  

After a temporary real appreciation in the early years of the Euro zone, the Euro 
faced a period of real appreciation, which reduced the real and nominal interest 
rate below the US level for some time. With monetary integration, it is also clear 
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that the rest of the world will benefit considerably from higher capital outflows 
from the Euro zone. The reason for this is that from an investors’ perspective, 
there are no longer opportunities for currency diversification within the Euro zone. 
This should have contributed to an early depreciation of the Euro in the starting 
phase of the ECB and the Euro. There is another long term aspect which is related 
to the ageing of societies in the EU; ageing should raise the savings rate of the 
population. However, financial market integration could dampen this development 
in the Euro zone, since households are likely to face less borrowing constraints in 
integrated markets. 

One should also note that empirical findings and most analyses in the literature 
suffer from a problem in that one rarely makes a clear distinction between the 
level of output and the growth rate of output. Within the context of a standard 
macroeconomic growth model (JONES, 1998) in the steady state, output per cap-
ita (y) is given by the following formula if one assumes – with Y denoting output, 
K capital, L labor and ß a parameter in the interval 0,1 – that the macroeconomic 
production function is Y=Kß(AL)1-ß and that the growth rate of the population is n, 
the exogenous growth rate of the Harrod-neutral factor A is a and the depreciation 
rate on capital is  (e’ is the Euler number, s the savings rate, A0 the initial value 
of A, t the time index, # for steady state): 

y# (t)= A0e’at {s/[n+a+ ]}ß/1-ß (1) 

Taking endogeneous growth into account is interesting from a theoretical per-
spective. If one assumes that the progress rate a(t) is endogenous in the transition 
to the steady state for the variable real income relative to labor in efficiency units 
– this is the variable y’# =: Y/[AL] –, we must ask how financial market integra-
tion will affect endogenous growth and innovation dynamics, respectively. It also 
would be interesting to consider an endogeneous savings rate.  

With respect to explaining the progress rate, endogenous growth theory has 
emphasized the role of human capital (LUCAS, 1988), positive external effects 
from capital accumulation (ROMER, 1990), R&D expenditures and innovation 
(GROSSMAN/HELPMAN, 1991) and intermediate products – allowing firms the 
production of a greater variety of final products which stimulates both demand and 
real output growth (ROMER, 1990; GROSSMAN/HELPMAN, 1991; 
BRETSCHGER, 1998). 

One may summarize the link between financial market integration and growth 
as follows: 

Financial market integration may affect the savings rate s and hence the level of 
the growth path. In principle it could dampen the savings rate as households 
face less borrowing constraints (a phenomenon obviously relevant in the Euro 
zone), but it could also stabilize the savings rate to the extent that the monetary 
union imposes new constraints on government borrowing (such as the con-
straints envisaged in the Stability and Growth Pact of the Euro area; as they 
have not been implemented, however, they are likely to undermine the credit-
ability of the Euro zone and may sooner or later trigger a risk premium on in-
ternational capital flows into the Euro zone. This particularly reflects doubts 
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about bonds in Italy, Portugal or Greece, which have very high debt-GDP ratios 
as well as high internal euro area current account deficits). 
Financial market integration can also affect endogenous growth in various 
ways. Examples of this include facilitating human capital formation (banks fac-
ing more competition and becoming more innovative become more willing to 
engage in university studies financing), influencing the share of firms undertak-
ing innovations (and influencing the type of innovations pursued), encouraging 
more foreign investors to come – also more MNCs to emerge within the coun-
try – and thus to contribute to international technology transfer and increased 
international outsourcing. Foreign direct investment will contribute to higher 
capital intensity in the host country, and hence to a higher output and a higher 
income per capita, respectively; one thus should not be surprised to find a posi-
tive correlation between FDI and trade. 

y(t) = A0e’at [s/( +n+a)] ß/1-ß
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Fig. 93. Financial Market Integration and Growth 

As regards empirical findings, it is obvious that we know rather little about the 
links between financial market integration and growth. As regards transitory eco-
nomic catching-up in open economies one should consider the role of temporary 
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net capital inflows for which relative yields on investment are expected to play a 
major role. 

K.2.2 Current Account Dynamics: A New Approach 

The current account Z’ is the difference between private savings S plus the gov-
ernment surplus T-G minus investment I.  

[S+(T-G)] – I = Z’ ()(2) 

One may consider Z’ as a distinct economic function or assume that taking a 
closer look at the left hand side of the above equation – if specified adequately and 
if consistent behavior of economic agents is assumed – will finally allow to spec-
ify the equation for Z’. We will consider the indirect specification of the equation 
for Z’.  

Assume that savings S=S(Y’, M/P, r, q*) – where Y’ is real national income (Y 
is real GDP and Y’=Y[1-b], where b is the share of the capital stock owned by 
foreign investors), M/P is real money balances, r the real interest rate r and q* the 
real exchange rate eP*/P. Savings will rise with Y and r and with M/P (m=:M/P) 
as a rise of broad real money indicates financial market development and hence 
better opportunities to earn high yields. If the country is indebted abroad a real de-
preciation will raise foreign debt expressed in real domestic terms and hence sav-
ings will rise provided we assume an exogenous wealth target (or a target ratio 
A’/Y where A’ is net private sector wealth). Let us assume that the share of the 
capital stock owned by foreign investors is a positive function of b which is an 
implication of the arguments of FROOT/STEIN (1991). Moreover we assume that 
investment I is proportionate to output; and a negative function of the real interest 
rate r and a positive function of the real exchange rate q* (the latter reflecting the 
FROOT/STEIN argument). Thus we can write on the basis of a savings function 
s’(r;q*)Y[1-b(q*)]+s’’[M/P] and an investment function I=z(r,q*,YK/YK*)Y – 
where YK is the marginal product of capital, * denotes foreign variables, ” the 
government surplus-GDP ratio and s” a positive parameters - the following equa-
tion for the current account: 

s’(r,q*)Y[1-b(q*)]+s”(M/P)y + ”Yy +{-zr +z’q*y + 
z’’([Y*/K*]/[Y/K])}Y = Z’ 

(3) 

Note that z, z’ are positive parameters. We have assumed that both countries 
considered produce under Cobb-Douglas functions so that the respective marginal 
product of capital and the average products of capital are proportionate to each 
other. The term [Y*/K*]/( [Y/K]) indicates the international marginal product 
ratios and hence the capital intensity gap between the rich capital abundant coun-
try II and the poor home country I; the latter is a host country for foreign direct in-
vestment. FDI inflows thus are a positive function of the marginal product ratios. 
Assume that both countries are characterized by Cobb-Douglas productions func-
tion Y= Kß(AL)1-ß , Y*= K*ß*(A*L*)1-ß* We then know that the marginal product 
of capital in country I is ßk’ß-1 and in country II it is ß*k’*ß*-1; and y=Ak’ß and 
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y*=A*k’* ß* (k’=:K/AL and A is the level of technology). Denoting per capita in-
come as y we thus can write z”(y/y*, A*/A) where z” is a positive function of y/y* 
and of A/A*:  

Dividing the current account equation by Y we get an empirically testable 
equation for the current account-GDP ratio Z’/Y  

Z’/Y= s’(r, q*) + s’m/Y + ” –zr + z’q* + z”(y/y*, A*/A) (4) 

Thus we have the missing theoretical basis for an empirical analysis published 
by DEUTSCHE BUNDESBANK (2006) in its January monthly report, however, 
in the view presented here (with Eastern Europe standing for country I and West-
ern Europe or Germany being country II) one additionally should include the rela-
tive level of technology. The two ambiguous signs from a theoretical perspective 
is the impact of the real interest rate and the real exchange rate. Let us simply 
quote from the Bundesbank’s research findings which has presented a study on the 
determinant of current accounts in the eastern European accession countries (the 
following quote also refers to theoretical underpinnings which, however, are rather 
opaque; note that the Bundesbank approach uses 1/q* as the real exchange rate): 

“As part of a panel analysis, major determinants of the current account balances 
in the new EU member states of central and eastern Europe (Czech Republic, Es-
tonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia) were examined 
on the basis of quarterly data for the years 1994 to 2004. The starting point for this 
was the following regression equation for the current account balance or savings-
investment gap. 

CAGDPi,t = 0 + 1RELGDPi,t + 2FINGDPi,t + 3INVGDPi,t + 4REERi,t
+ 5RIRi,t + 6M2GDPi,t + i,t

(5) 

CAGDP denotes the ratio of the current account balance to gross domestic 
product, while RELGDP is defined as a logarithm of relative per capita income in 
relation to Germany. The government budget balance (FINGDP) and investments 
(INVGDP) are measured as ratios to gross domestic product and are thus compa-
rable between the countries. The logarithm of the real effective exchange rate 
(REER) rises in the event of a currency appreciation and falls in the event of a de-
preciation. The real interest rate (RIR) and the money stock in relation to gross 
domestic product (M2GDP) were included in the study as financial market vari-
ables.

Positive signs are expected for 1, 2 and 5 and a negative sign for 3. Accord-
ing to theoretical considerations, the relationship between the real exchange rate 
and the current account ( 4) is a priori just as indeterminate as the net effect of a 
growing financial sector ( 6). The absolute values of 2 and 3 should lie between 
zero and one since the associated variables, as components of the savings-
investment decision, have a direct influence on the current account but can be at 
least partially offset by adjustments to private saving. Panel unit root tests confirm 
that the variables are stationary. 

Two estimation methods are compared. A feasible generalized least squares es-
timate (FGLS) takes into account fixed country effects, panel-specific autoregres-
sive terms, a heteroscedastic error structure and a contemporary correlation be-
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tween the countries. By contrast, an instrument variable estimator (IV) allows an 
explicit modeling of the dynamics by means of a lagged endogenous variable. In 
this way, the Nickell bias, which arises in the static estimate when calculating the 
autoregressive terms, can be avoided. Furthermore, selecting the appropriate in-
struments means that any endogenous results, i.e. repercussions which the current 
account has on the independent variables, are accommodated in the model. These 
advantages of the dynamic estimator contrast with it being less efficient than the 
static model.  

Table 23. Macroeconomic Determinants of the Current Account 

Determinant FGLS estimate IV estimate 
CAGDP (– 1) - 0.4608***

(2.75)
RELGDP 0.02700*** 

(5.40)
0.0147***
(2.75)

FINGDP 0.0831** 
(2.20)

0.1420***
(2.75)

INVGDP 
– 0.2375*** 
(– 6.93) 

– 0.2891*** 
(– 6.66) 

REER – 0.0381*
(– 1.94) 

– 0.0264 
(– 1.15) 

RIR 0.0009** 
(2.09)

0.0014***
(2.71)

M2GDP 0.0062 
(1.02)

0.0138***
(3.19)

*** (**) [*] means significant on the 1% (5%) [10%] level; t-values in parentheses 

The table shows the results of the FGLS estimate and dynamic IV estimator.” 
Our theoretical approach presented is consistent with the empirical findings of 

Deutsche Bundesbank research. Only the relative technology variable is missing 
here (and our theoretical reflection suggests replacing the investment output ratio 
through r, q*, y*/y and A/A*); the approach presented clearly suggests that this 
variable should play a role. It is surprising that 2 in the Bundesbank model is not 
unity, as this is expected on theoretical grounds. 

K.2.3 Monetary Integration, Financial Market Integration and Welfare 
Effects 

As regards financial market integration in the Euro zone, we clearly can measure 
this through interest rate convergence. High interest rate countries should con-
verge to the low interest rate of Germany. (In the period of the Deutsche Mark, 
Germany almost always had the lowest nominal interest rate in the EU.) Thus, a 
country previously known for high interest rates (e.g., Italy) will experience a fall 
in the interest rate as the Euro zone starts and also during the run up to the start of 
the Euro and the ECB. Let us call Germany country I and Italy country II (with 
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starred variables). Italy will have a considerable once-and-for-all welfare gain as 
the nominal interest rate falls form i*0 to i*1, which is equal to the (unchanged) 
German interest rate (i0=i1). As the real money demand m is a positive function of 
Y and a negative function of the interest rate, the historically high interest rate 
country will have a welfare gain equivalent to the area CDEE. If financial market 
integration and associated financial innovations bring about a higher substitutabil-
ity of money and bonds in the country with previously high interest rates, there 
will be an additional welfare gain since the money demand becomes flatter. These 
additional gains are equal to the area AF’E’. As such, the real money stock M/P=: 
m in equilibrium would not only rise from m*0 to m*1 but to m*2. Note that a 
lower nominal interest rate implies a rise of the equilibrium real money stock; if 
the fall in the nominal interest rate is brought about by a fall of the inflation rate 
there must be an additional once-and-for-all increase in the real money stock 
which could be achieved through a lower price level (once-and-for-all fall of the 
equilibrium level of the price path which might go along with a higher real wage 
rate which could translate into higher unemployment) or a higher level of the 
nominal money supply path. 
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Fig. 94. Static Effects and Medium-Term Effects of Monetary Union 

Indeed, the real money stock can increase in only two ways. First, the new central 
bank can increase the nominal money supply at a given price level, which implies 
that the European Central Bank could have considerably increased the money 
stock in the early years of the Euro zone without inflation effects. (The ECB will 
have to reduce monetary growth at a later date if inflation is not to become a prob-
lem.) The associated positive wealth effect should stimulate consumption and in-
vestment so that there is a favourable one-off effect on the unemployment rate. 
The alternative way of raising the real money stock would be a fall of the nominal 
price level at a given stock of the nominal money stock, which is likely to bring 
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about a rise of unemployment. The two alternative policy options are shown for 
the simple case of a non-growing economy with constant trend inflation. There 
will be a one-off increase in real output if the central bank brings about a rise in 
the real money balances through an expansion in the nominal money supply (b). If 
the central banks sticks to its pre-monetary union expansion path of the money 
supply, the monetary union will bring about a one-off rise in unemployment and 
hence a fall in the equilibrium output level (a) (assuming a given degree of wage 
flexibility). Hence, a temporary expansionary monetary policy of the ECB is 
clearly preferable, and it seems that the Euro zone has indeed adopted such a pol-
icy – however, obviously not as part of a deliberate strategy. Analysts worried 
about the allegedly excessive growth in the stock of money simply overlook the 
analytical aspects discussed here. As regards the empirical analysis of the link 
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between inflation and the growth of the money stock in the Euro zone (hypotheti-
cal Euro zone prior to 1999) in the period from 1980 to 2005, one should expect a 
statistical break around 1999/2000/2001. Of course, it will be difficult to clearly 
separate the effect identified from the switch to the new monetary regime as well 
as the ECB.

In a more medium term perspective it is quite important to focus on real income 
development. If due to monetary union output in country II in the monetary union 
would be lower (Y*2) than without monetary union (Y*0), there is a welfare loss 
of BE1E3A*2. In country I monetary union could lead to a rise in real output 
(Y1>Y0) so that for the overall monetary union, the net welfare effect is unclear. 
There would be a clear welfare gain if output in the monetary union were higher in 
country I and country II (Y*1, Y1). If country I indeed had a higher real output, the 
existence of positive spillover effects could then indeed raise output in country I to 
Y2 (a similar reasoning applies to the analytical framework of a growing econ-
omy). Whether output is raised by the switch to a monetary union is an empirical 
question and depends – from a theoretical perspective – largely on wage flexibility 
in the monetary union on the one hand and the degree of financial market innova-
tions on the other. With low or even reduced wage flexibility, increasing price 
competition in the monetary union is likely to increase the unemployment rate (u) 
and hence reduce output. A higher degree of financial market innovations – par-
ticularly if geared towards venture capital markets, commercial paper markets and 
stock markets – should stimulate the creation and expansion of new firms, thus 
leading to increased output. Finally, one should raise the question as to whether 
the European Central Bank takes opportunities to stimulate output expansion more 
or less than the average national central banks in the pre-Euro area into account. 
Clearly, a central bank should avoid long term inflationary policy since this will 
not only raise inflation to critical levels but distort managers’ attention from prod-
uct and process innovations toward more innovative liquidity and asset manage-
ment in order to exploit inflation dynamics. The crucial point here is that this type 
of financial engineering does nothing to raise consumption output per capita or the 
quality of consumption goods available. 
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There is one more interesting aspect of monetary union in a dynamic perspective. 
If per capita income positions differ strongly in the monetary union, there will be 
considerable differences in the national inflation rate (the price index is composed 
of tradables and nontradables prices), where differences are on the one hand re-
lated mainly to the Balassa Samuelson effect; this means that the relative price of 
nontradables will rise relative to tradables as per capita income rises. On the other 
hand, considerable differences in per capita income imply different degrees of in-
tra-industrial trade, which in turn affects the inflation dynamics. A country with 
high per capita income will have a relatively high share of intra-industrial trade 
which acts as a disciplinary force on inflation as consumers have a broader choice 
among domestic and foreign tradables which are close substitutes. This effect is 
likely to be underestimated in empirical analysis, as a rising share of intra-
industrial trade and a rising per capita typically go along with a higher degree of 
product innovations which will raise prices at face value – but not if improve-
ments in quality are adequately taken into account in the context of hedonic price 
measurement approaches. By implication, the inflation rate should fall with a rise 
in per capita income. This perspective is reinforced, if one assumes that stock 
market capitalization – and stock market turnover – relative to GDP should in-
crease in a more innovative economy. As relatively rising stock market turnover 
absorbs more liquidity, a given growth rate of the money supply should translate 
into a lower inflation rate – of newly produced goods – in the long run. 
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K.3 Integration of Financial Markets in the Euro Zone and Global 
Dynamics 

In both the EU and ASEAN, there is an increasing overlap of regional integration 
and economic globalization. As regards regional financial market integration, we 
expect interest rate convergence and actually a fall in the nominal and real interest 
rate if financial market integration is embedded in a stability-oriented monetary 
union of countries with a similar per capita income. We also expect maturity 
deepening in bonds markets and should witness volume growth of bond emissions 
in the integrated bonds market where economies of scale in intermediation will be 
easier to exploit than before. All this contributes to lower interest rates. At the 
same time (see the following figure), there are international impulses possibly 
leading to higher interest rates. Globalization pressure implies that required rates 
of return are on the increase in EU and ASEAN stock markets. In particular, banks 
come under pressure to generate higher profit rates which will – along with the 
pressure from the BIS’s Basel II package requiring more risk-differentiated credit 
pricing of banks – reduce the growth rate of loans. Medium-sized firms in Europe 
and Asia facing problems as bank credits become more expansive will consider 
therefore the option to finance investment and innovation through the bond market 
with greater interest. (Governments in Europe have not done much to encourage 
SMEs to take this route, and the ECB as well as the BIS have done much to 
downplay the impact of Basel II).  
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Finally, there are increasing global innovation dynamics in OECD countries 
and Newly Industrialized Countries on the one hand and an expansion of the ICT 
sector largely based on the use of modern computers and software on the other. 
The latter is particularly poor collateral from a banker’s perspective, which im-
plies that countries with a strong reliance on a universal banking system have dis-
advantages in financing the expansion of ICT. This could be a major problem in 
continental EU countries which heavily rely on universal banking and are obvi-
ously lagging behind in ICT expansion relative to the US and the UK (as well as 
to Sweden and Finland). A rising role of global innovation dynamics and of ICT 
requires a greater role of venture capital financing and a relative expansion in the 
role of stock markets. The latter is, however, not without risks, as there are con-
siderable overshooting problems in stock markets and foreign exchange markets. 
The standard DORNBUSCH overshooting problem from exchange rate markets 
can indeed have mirror effects in the stock market, and both markets are interde-
pendent as has been shown in the empirical analysis by WELFENS/BORBELY 
(2004). 

K.4 Policy Conclusions 

We can draw a number of policy conclusions from our analysis above. Financial 
market integration and economic growth are characterized by a number of inter-
esting links on which one should shed more light through empirical analysis.  

If one considers the interdependencies of the overall economic system, it is not 
very realistic to expect major benefits from financial market integration if there 
are blockades to structural change in labor markets. The high unemployment rate 
in the Euro area represents a blocking factor in this respect. For example, while 
raising factor productivity and the yield on investment might well require out-
sourcing in many sectors, the resistance of trade unions in countries with high un-
employment is likely to slow down such outsourcing in some countries of the 
Euro zone (also compared to the US). Uniform minimum wages – without re-
gional differentiation – in France and Italy as well as certain social security ele-
ments in Germany seem to be crucial problems for the labor market in the Euro 
zone. At the same time, one should take into account that more integrated finan-
cial markets – in a period of global financial market liberalization as enshrined in 
GATS – could be subject to larger shocks and more extreme bubble problems than 
was previously the case. To the extent that stock market bubble problems are re-
lated to short-sighted speculations, it is worthwhile to consider strong tax incen-
tives for long term investment while short-term yields could be taxed more heav-
ily. Such a development is unlikely to happen unless OECD countries agree upon 
some joint framework in this respect. 

In the Euro zone, the governments in Germany, France and Italy should care-
fully consider their serious and long-lasting unemployment problems. Financial 
market integration will be a complementary measure towards full employment if 
this integration stimulates the creation of new firms and encourages investment 
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and innovation in existing firms as well. The latter will, however, not come easily. 
Governments have many possibilities – including tax policies – to stimulate the 
expansion of venture capital markets and to encourage the growth of stock mar-
kets. Moreover, social security reforms should be done in such a way as to give 
stock markets a greater role. However, one should not overemphasize the expan-
sion of this pillar for savings toward retirement, since stock markets are quite 
volatile. An important problem in the Euro zone is the Commission’s emphasis 
that state-owned savings banks in several member states (including Germany) 
should no longer earn privileged backing by government, since this would not al-
low for the establishment of a level playing field with private banks. To some ex-
tent this is a valid argument, but at the same time it is not really clever for gov-
ernment to throw away the economic benefit of a triple-A rating from which state-
owned banks can benefit. Given the rather limited engagement of private banks in 
start-up financing, one may instead argue that state-owned banks should not only 
enjoy a privilege with respect to capital costs but also have special obligations in 
the field of local venture capital financing; such banks should also have an infor-
mation advantage in this respect. One might well consider allowing private banks 
to acquire a majority stake in local and regional state-owned banks. However, 
there could indeed be reasons to require that government keep a certain minority 
stake in certain regions (say, below 1/3 of overall capital). 

It seems quite important that governments in the Euro zone remove barriers to 
foreign direct investment since there can be no truly integrated financial market if 
the convergence of capital costs is not facilitated by broad FDI activities. More-
over, there might be FDI diversion effects in the context of EU eastern enlarge-
ment and Euro area enlargement toward Eastern Europe. It also seems adequate to 
encourage foreign investors from outside the Euro zone to invest more in the EU. 
This, however, requires that the Stability and Growth Pact in the EU truly be re-
spected, which is not the case thus far; one might have to adopt a new Pact. Higher 
FDI inflows into the Euro zone also depend on a consistent and growth-enhancing 
policy of the European Central Bank. It is not clear whether the ECB really ex-
ploits opportunities to stimulate growth and employment. International confidence 
in the Euro would benefit from a more consistent framework in prudential super-
vision in the Euro area. Once the first crisis hits the financial markets in the Euro 
zone, national governments – which in many member countries are strongly in-
volved in supervision – and the ECB as well as some national central banks in-
volved in supervision will finally want to cooperate (or to cooperate more than in 
the first seven years of the Euro period). Yet this cooperation will then come at a 
premium price. 

Governments in member countries of the Euro zone should commission studies 
to highlight not only the problems in venture capital financing but also to better 
understand the problems of ICT financing. It is naturally a challenge for the uni-
versal banking system to finance investment and in particular innovation in an in-
creasingly digital world. The risk that benefits from an innovation will not accrue 
to the ICT investor but rather diffuse to other countries is only one problem; the 
lack of collateral in the digital services sector is another. 
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One can only hope that the Euro zone will proceed slowly with an eastern 
enlargement of the Euro area. There is still considerable need for exchange rate 
flexibility in eastern European accession countries. However, at the same time the 
ECB should carefully analyze the dynamics of financial market development and 
growth in Eastern Europe, and prudential supervision agencies in the euro area 
and in accession countries would be wise to cooperate. If there is ever a crisis in 
Poland its neighbour, Euro country (or Germany) cannot be indifferent to such 
negative dynamics.  

At the bottom line, one may hope that financial market integration in Europe 
can contribute to both higher growth and a higher level of the growth path. There 
are many interesting issues for both theoretical and empirical analysis. The neces-
sary bridging between real economics and monetary economics is an enormous 
challenge, as there has been a long tradition that most researchers in their respec-
tive fields have worked in splendid isolation for many years. The contribution pre-
sented thus is only a modest step towards building such a bridge. 

K.5 FDI and Information and Communication Technology in the 
Dornbusch Model 

K.5.1 Basics of the Dornbusch Model 

Overshooting of exchange rates has become an important analytical issue since the 
seminal paper of DORNBUSCH (1976) who has emphasized that importance of 
considering differential adjustment speeds in goods markets and financial markets. 
The implication of this is that the short-term exchange rate dynamics can establish 
a temporary equilibrium solution in the foreign exchange market which is above 
the long term exchange rate (overshooting). A key feature of the Dornbusch model 
is simple: The adjustment speed in financial markets – here the foreign exchange 
market and the bond market – is high, while prices in goods markets are sticky. 
The analysis of the DORNBUSCH model is interesting not only in terms of 
money supply shocks which imply overshooting but also in terms of supply 
shocks, where the former in some cases could bring about overshooting problems. 

In the following analysis we use an extended model of DORNBUSCH (1976); 
we will partly follow the basic setup of GÄRTNER (1997) who considers a small 
open economy with trade and portfolio capital flows. In addition, we want to focus 
on the role of foreign direct investment flows. In the following analysis, # denotes 
long run equilibrium, E the expectation operator, e the nominal exchange rate, P 
the price level, G real government expenditures, M the nominal money supply and 
e’ the Euler number.  

A useful alternative approach is HANSEN/RÖGER (2000) who focus on the 
asset accumulation dynamics of the current account, a Phillips curve and the ag-
gregate demand side in combination with a price index for tradable and nontrad-
able goods (hence there is an internal relative equilibrium price in both countries). 
The intersection of the equilibrium locus for external equilibrium and the schedule 
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of internal equilibrium – with zero output gap - then determines the medium term 
equilibrium real exchange rate which is influenced by the net asset position of the 
respective country.  

The original Dornbusch model ignores the accumulation dynamics and puts the 
focus on the differential adjustment speeds in goods markets and financial mar-
kets. Here we are interested in taking a closer look at the Dornbusch model which 
we extend in a simple way to include foreign direct investment flows (in a more 
elaborate model we could combine the modified Dornbusch model with accumula-
tion dynamics where one option would be to replace Y# by the solution of the So-
low growth model which). A major problem tackled here is how to state a loga-
rithmically consistent aggregate demand function and to discuss some key aspects 
of money supply shocks versus supply-side shocks.  

We will focus on the role of foreign direct investment flows in the Dornbusch 
model and also discuss the impact of product innovations as well as information 
and communication technology (ICT): Both FDI and ICT affect various parame-
ters of the model and thus the dynamics of adjustment and the role of overshoot-
ing, respectively. Important results are a consistent formulation of a logarithmi-
cally-stated specification of aggregate demand (with the elasticity parameter for Y 
being negative and not positive as stated in hundreds of articles published in the 
literature). Moreover, we shed additional light on the overshooting debate. 

K.5.2 The Modified Dornbusch Model 

Subsequently we consider a simple system of six equations: Equation (1) is a kind 
of Phillips curve, where Y# is full employment long run equilibrium output: An 
excess in demand will lead to an increase in price level. Equation (2) is a loga-
rithmically-stated specification of aggregate demand – partly following 
GÄRNTER (1997); however, we insert several extensions including the impact of 
product innovations which are assumed to raise net exports; in the original formu-
lation of GÄRTNER there also is a term related to real income lnY (and a term re-
lated to trade and the exchange rate); however, the sign of the parameter of lnY is 
negative – as we will show - and not positive; in spite of hundreds of articles using 
ad hoc logarithmically stated demand curves where the elasticity of lnY is positive 
while it actually is ngative as the relevant parameter reflects the impact of a 
change in lnY on real net exports and imports, respectively. Moreover, there often 
also is lnG in the aggregate demand but we will replace lnG by the ratio G/Y 
which is more consistent as will be argued subsequently.  

It is assumed that the foreign price level P* is constant and equal to unity so 
that ln(eP*/P) = lne – lnP; we define q*=eP*/P. To the extent that we consider a 
model with foreign direct investment, the parameter ’ does not only reflect the 
link between trade balance ( ) and the real exchange rate but also the impact ( ”)
of the real exchange rate on foreign direct investment and hence on the overall in-
vestment-GDP ratio: A real depreciation will bring about higher net foreign direct 
investment inflows – relative to GDP -  and hence higher overall investment ac-
cording to the theoretical arguments and empirical findings of FROOT/STEIN 
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(1991). The perspective suggested here implies that ’= + ”. The variable e is 
the current nominal exchange rate, e# denotes the long run exchange rate.  

As regards the logarithmic formulation of aggregate demand (lnYd) it is not 
easy to reconcile the commonly used formulation (e.g. see GÄRTNER) lnYd = 
alnq* + a’lnY + a”ln G (the parameters a, a’, a” all are positive) with the standard 
expression of the uses side of GDP: Y = C + I + G + X-q*J where C is consump-
tion, I investment, X exports and J imports (  is the tax rate, v product innovations, 
* for foreign variable). One may, however, consider a consistent setup where C= 
cY(1- ), G= Y, I= Y; and = (lnq*, , lnv, ), the net export function is X’ = 
x’(ln[eP*/P], lnY, lnY*, lnv)Y*; we then will use the function lnx’(…). The in-
vestment output ratio  is assumed to be a positive function of the real exchange 
rate as we follow FROOT/STEIN (1991) who argue that in a world with imperfect 
capital markets foreign firms will find it easier to take over companies in country I 
(host country) since a real depreciation of country I’s courrency will raise the eq-
uity capital expressed in terms of the potential host country so that a leveraged in-
ternational take overs will become easier; hence we assume that the overall in-
vestment-GDP ratio is a positive function of the real exchange rate eP*/P (or 
lnq*); the partial derivative of  with respect to lnq* therefore is positive ( ”>0). 
With respect to the government expenditure-GDP ratio  the partial derivative  is 
ambiguous (will be positive if a rise of  mainly falls on investment goods), with 
respect to product innovations v the partial derivate is positive ( >0), and with re-
spect to the income tax rate it is negative (in absolute term ’). We also define 
1+ =: ”. Furthermore, we assume that lnx’ is a function of all the four arguments 
shown in the function x(…). Thus we can write a consistent version of the aggre-
gate demand side: 

Yd{1- c[1- ] –  – (lnq*, , lnv, )}= x’(…)Y* (2’) 

Assuming for simplicity that -c- -  is rather small so that we can use the ap-
proximization ln (1+z ) z we can rewrite the equation as: 

lnYd - c[1- ] –  – (lnq*, , lnv, )

  ={lnx’(lnq*, lnY, lnY*, lnv)}+ lnY*

(2’’) 

Using linearized functions (…), lnx’(…) we can write – with three positive 
derivatives lnx’/ lnq*=: ”, lnx’/ lnY* =: ’, lnx’/ lnv =: ’and lnx’/ lnY=: -

<0 – the equation as follows: 

lnYd=  c -c  +  + ”ln(lne-lnP) +   + lnv  

+ ’  + { (lne-lnP) – lnY + ’lnY* + ’lnv} + lnY* 

(2’’’) 

This then leads to subsequent equation (2) where ’=: ”+ , ”= + ’ and 
*=1+ ’; we also define 1+ =: ”. The money market is characterized (with 

denoting the income elasticity of the demand for money, ’the interest semi-
elasticity and e’ the Euler number) by nominal money demand Md= PY  e’ - ’i

which implies for equilibrium lnM = ln P + lnY – ’i. While money market equi-
librium is fairly standard, the subsequent capital market equilibrium condition is 
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rather unusual as it modifies the interest rate parity condition by taking into ac-
count portfolio-theoretical considerations relevant in a setup with foreign direct 
investment – the latter is not considered in the Dornbusch model. Note that an al-
ternative way to express the aggregate demand in a logarithmically-stated function 
is based – with j denoting the import –output ratio (imports J=jY) - on Yd([1-c- -
(…)+q*j(lnq*)] =x(lnY, lnq*, lnv*)Y* where we have assumed in the spirit of 

the gravity equation that exports are not only a positive function of real income 
abroad but of domestic real output or actually of lnY as well (in an empirical con-
text the assumption that c+ + -j is close to zero is more convincing than assuming 
that c+ +  is close to zero) 

Capital market equilibrium is given by two interacting factors (i is the nominal 
exchange rate), namely the impact of portfolio investors guided by the interest rate 
parity (i=i* + E(dlne/dt)) and foreign investors who focus on long run differences 
in the marginal product of capital; (as we assume that both the home and the for-
eign country (* denotes foreign variables) produce according to a Cobb Douglas 
function Y=Kß(AL)1-ß and Y*=K*ß*(A*L*)1-ß*, respectively, the relevant variable 
for foreign investors is the difference in marginal products of capita (YK#,, YK*#) 
namely ßY#/K minus ß*Y#*/K#* where # denotes long run values. From a portfo-
lio-theoretical perspective, real capital and bonds are complementary in terms of 
risk as risks faced by holders of K are negatively correlated with that of holding 
bonds. Hence we state the rather simple equilibrium condition i+ (ßY#/K# -
YK*#)= i*+E(dlne/dt). Thus a positive international differential of marginal prod-
ucts in favor of the home country requires for a given sum i* +E(dlne/dt) that do-
mestic interest rates fall. To put it differently, given the domestic and the foreign 
interest rate the required expected exchange rate depreciation rate E(dlne/dt) must 
rise along with a positive differential of marginal products since bond investment 
abroad would otherwise be insufficiently attractive now that holding domestic 
bonds has become more attractive.  

The expected devaluation rate is assumed to be proportionate to the difference 
between the equilibrium exchange rate e# and the actual exchange rate e; or ex-
pressed in logarithms, we have equation (6).  

Goods Market 

dlnP/dt= ’(lnYd- lnY#) (1) 

lnYd= c+ ’[lne-lnP]- lnY#+[1+ ] –[c+ ’] + ”lnv+ *lnY* (2) 

Money Market 

lnMd = lnP + lnY – ’i (3) 

lnMs = lnMd = lnM (4) 
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International Capital Market 

i+ (ßY#/K# -YK*#)= i* + E(dlne/dt)] (5)

E(dlne/dt) = (lne#-lne) (6) 

Note that in the very long run (defined by equality of marginal products of 
capital across countries), equation (5) boils down to the standard interest rate par-
ity condition. Here we focus on the short term and the long run where the latter is 
defined by a response of the price level P.  

We now can draw in lnP-lne space, the positively sloped equilibrium line for 
the goods market (ISP; slope is unity). The ISP line is obtained by combining 
equations (1) and (2) and imposing dlnP/dt=0 which also implies Yd=Ys. The 
equilibrium line ISP – the goods market equilibrium schedule – represents the 
equation: 

lnP= lne +c/ ’ + ” / ’– [(1+ )/ ’]lnY# - [(c+ ’)/ ’]

+ ( ”/ ’)lnv + ( */ ’)lnY* 

(7) 

The slope in lnP-lne space is unity. To the right of ISP, we have an excess de-
mand; above the ISP line there is an excess supply. In the third quadrant, we have 
drawn money market equilibrium. In the forth quadrant, we have the CME line 
which indicates international capital market equilibrium.  

The LM curve represents money market equilibrium and hence the equation: 

i = (1/ ’)[lnP – ln M + lnY#] (8) 

The CME line is obtained by combining the equations for the capital market 
which results in 

i = [i* + (lne# - lne)] - (ßY#/K# – YK*#)) (9) 

The logic of equation (9) basically says – disregarding the term relevant for 
foreign investment for the moment: 

a rise in the domestic interest rate – given i* - must go along with a rise in the 
effective yield of a portfolio investment abroad which requires an expected de-
preciation rate. Such an expected depreciation rate will occur only if there has 
been an excessive initial appreciation.  
a fall in the domestic nominal interest rate – given the foreign interest rate i* - 
will have to go along with a decline in the effective yield on investments 
abroad so that the expected rate of change of the exchange rate must be nega-
tive. An expected appreciation can, however, only occur if the initial deprecia-
tion has been excessive (i.e., stronger than required in terms of the long run 
equilibrium exchange rate). 

Now let us take into account foreign direct investment term. If a positive differ-
ential between the domestic marginal product of capital and that of country II 
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(foreign country) emerges for any interest rate differential, a lower expected de-
preciation rate is required than before. Note also that in the absence of inflation 
and assuming profit maximization, we will have YK# =YK*# in the long run. 

Assume that we have initial equilibrium in all markets where i=i*, equality of 
marginal products across countries and that the actual exchange rate is equal to the 
equilibrium exchange rate e#. Let us consider the short-term and long run impact 
of an expansionary monetary policy which leads to an upward shift of the LM 
schedule and a rightward shift of the CME schedule. In the short term the price 
level does not change so that the adjustment takes place only through the response 
of the exchange rate and the interest rate. In long run equilibrium, we must have 
i=i* again, and points A2, C2 and B2 indicate overall equilibrium. In the short run, 
however, the excess supply in the money market leads to a strong reduction of the 
nominal interest rate I (see point A1) which implies an interim exchange rate of e1
which is higher than e2. The phenomenon that the short term exchange rate reac-
tion exceeds that which is required by long term equilibrium is called exchange 
rate overshooting. 
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Fig. 98. Goods Market, Money Market, International Capital Market 

If we plug equation (9) into (8) – that is combine the capital market with the 
money market in a financial market subsystem – we get 
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’i* + ’ (lne# - lne) – ’ (ßY#/K# – Y*K*#) 

 = [lnP – ln M + lnY#]

(10) 

lnP=lnM- lnY#+ ’i*+ ’ (lne#-lne) – ’ [(ßY#/K#– Y*K*#) (11) 

In an economy in which the marginal product of capital exceeds that abroad the 
long term effect of net foreign direct investment inflows on the price level obvi-
ously is negative. Only in the very long run – when there is international equaliza-
tion of marginal products of capital – will there be no effect of foreign direct in-
vestment inflows on the price level. By implication a temporary net inflow of 
foreign direct investment will dampen the price level in the host country and raise 
it in the host country. 

This equation is crucial in the sense that it represents short-term adjustment dy-
namics in financial markets. In lnP-lne space we have a negatively sloped FMS 
curve while the ISP curve is positively sloped. An expansionary monetary policy 
will shift the FMS curve to the right so that – at given ln P –a new temporary ex-
change rate equilibrium is immediately established. This is above the long run 
equilibrium value, and adjustment then continues along the FMS curve. 
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Fig. 99. Financial Market Equilibrium and Goods Market Equilibrium in the Dornbusch 
Model (slope FMS = - ’ )
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In long run equilibrium, lne#=lne and YK#= Y*K*# so that the long run financial 
sector equilibrium can be written as: 

ln P# = ln M - lnY# + ’i* (12) 

Hence the long run price level is a monetary phenomenon and we can conclude  

dlnP#/dlnM =1 (12’) 

Moreover, note that the long run multiplier for an increase of lnY# is given by  

dlnP#/dlnY# = -  <0. (12’’) 

Hence a positive supply shock will reduce the equilibrium price level in the 
long run.

Inserting the long run solution of equation (12) in equation (7) and assuming 
e=e#, gives 

ln M - lnY# + ’i*= ln e# + c/ ’ + ” / ’

– [(1+ )/ ’]lnY# - [(c+ ’)/ ’]  + ”/ ’lnv + ( */ ’)lnY* 

(13) 

 ln e# = ln M - lnY# + ’i* -c/ ’- ” / ’ +[(1+ )/ ’]lnY#  

+ [(c+ ’)/ ’]  – ”/ ’lnv - ( */ ’)lnY* 

=lnP# -c/ ’ - ” / ’+[(1+ )/ ’]lnY#  

+ [(c+ ’)/ ’]  - ”/ ’lnv-( */ ’)lnY* 

(14) 

Hence dlne#/dlnP =1 and dlne#/dlnM=1. Product innovations will bring about a 
nominal and real appreciation in the long run. As regards the impact of the gov-
ernment-GDP ratio on the long run exchange rate the model implies a real depre-
ciation as long as we assume that <1 and are not considering the need to balance 
the budget - that is to combine a rise of  with a rise of the income tax rate. As re-
gards the impact of tax policies a rise of the tax rate will bring anbout a nominal 
and real depreciation. Note that one might consider within a modified model the 
case that  is a function of q* and the tax rate. If there is a parallel supply side 
shock abroad (rise of Y*) and at home (rise of Y#) the net effect is ambiguous.  

Moreover, the long run real exchange rate lne#-lnP# thus equal to  

lnq*#=-c/ ’ - ” / ’

+[(1+ )/ ’]lnY# + [ ’+c)/ ’] - ”/ ’lnv- ( */ ’)lnY* 

(14’) 

Note that product innovation will bring about a real appreciation as: 

dlnq*/dlnv = - ”/ ’ (14’’) 

The short run reaction of the exchange rate can be obtained from equation (11’): 

lne=lne#+[lnM–lnP- lnY#]/( ’)+i*/

-[ / ](ßY#/K#–Y*K*#) 

(11’) 
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Therefore, we have in the short run the following result which confirms ex-
change rate overshooting: 

dlne/dlnM = dlne#/dlnM +1/( ’) = 1 +1/( ’)>1. (15) 

Monetary policy is unanticipated here (if one changes the formation of expecta-
tions the impact effects will differ; e.g. one may set E(dlne/dt)= E(dlnM/dt) or 
switch to adaptive expectations, namely Et(lnMt+1) =  E t-1 (lnMt) +  E t-1(lnMt) + 
[lnMtt  –  E t-1(lnMtt)] = (1- )E t-1(lnMt) + lnMt we would have a share of  of 
monetary policy which is considered as permanent; and the short-term reaction 
would become dlne/dlnM = 1 +1/( ’) - (1- )/ ; the last term indeed then could 
imply that there is no overshooting at all or that there is indeed an appreciation 
followed by a depreciation; see GÄRTNER (1997)). 

Moreover, note that the long run exchange rate reaction of a supply-side shock 
is given from equation (14) as: 

dlne#/dlnY# = -  + [(1+ )/ ’] (15’) 

As the real exchange rate is lne-lnP and since dlne#/dlnP=1 the change in the 
equilibrium long run real exchange rate will be given by: 

dlnq*#/dlnY# =  [(1+ )/ ’]>0 (15’’) 

A supply-side shock – standing for a kind of process innovation - will cause a 
real depreciation in the long run. However, as product innovations will bring about 
a real appreciation a period of intensified innovation dynamics has an ambiguous 
effect: If product innovations dominate so that the investment-GDP ratio and the 
net export-GDP ratio increase sufficiently strongly one should expect a real appre-
ciation of the currency of the Schumpter lead country. 

Note that if we want to consider the very long run in the sense of equalization 
of marginal products of capital, the impact of a supply side shock on the nominal 
exchange rate is only -  + [(1+ )/ ’]; without the transitory FDI impact the more 
likely is a depreciation. 

From equation (11’), we have the following short term reaction of the nominal 
exchange rate (note: for a variable y=f(x) it generally holds: df/dlnx = [df/dlnx] 
[dx/dx] = [df/dx] [dx/dlnx] = [df/dx] [1/(dlnx/dx)] =x[df/dx] and hence for f(x)=ax 
we have – with a as a constant parameter - df/dlnx=ax): 

dlne/dlnY# = dlne#/dlnY# - [ /( ’)] - [ ß/ K#]Y#  

= - [1+(1/ ’)] + [(1+ )/ ’] - [ ß/ K#] Y#

(15’’’) 

A positive supply-side shock is the more likely to cause a real appreciation in 
the short term, the larger the income elasticity of the demand for money is and the 
higher the output elasticity of capital is (and the lower the capital stock is). A posi-
tive supply shock is reinforced by the impact of foreign direct investment which 
reinforces the tendency towards a short term appreciation.  

Note that in the context of a supply-side shock the long run change in the real 
exchange rate is given by (dlne#-dlnP#)/dlnY#= dlne#/dlnY# - dlnP#/dlnY# 
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which is zero only if the expression [(1+ )/ ’] is zero which requires that ’ ap-
proaches infinity. 

As regards the short term reaction of the exchange rate there will be a real ap-
preciation as a consequence of a supply side shock under certain parameter con-
stellations – indeed a sufficiently high role of foreign direct investment in capital 
markets (parameter ) will bring about this result unless expectation formation is 
characterized by . Moreover, we should note that foreign direct investment 
unambiguously reduces dlne/dlnY# since the role of FDI is to raise the denomina-
tor ’ (without FDI the denominator would be = ’- ”); and FDI is visible in the 
expression -[ ß/ K#]. 

The comprehensive analysis of monetary policy shocks and supply-side policy 
shocks leads to an important conclusion: Whether a system of flexible exchange 
rates brings rather strong instability of the exchange rate depends on the relative 
weight of monetary policy shocks and supply side shocks. The presence of foreign 
investment seems to dampen overshooting problems. 

Moreover, to the extent that flexible exchange rates stimulate innovations and 
hence positive supply-side shocks, the system of flexible exchange rates will bring 
a double benefit: Higher innovations and rather limited exchange rate volatility, 
provided that monetary policy is accommodating in the sense that positive supply-
side shocks are adequately combined with expansionary monetary policy. How-
ever, one cannot rule out that a system of flexible exchange rates will bring about 
less innovation performance than a system of fixed exchange rates. All which we 
can say here is that empirical analysis is lacking in this regard. 

Turning back to the standard analysis of monetary policy: The stronger foreign 
exchange markets react to a temporary divergence between expected long run 
equilibrium exchange rate and the current exchange rate and the higher the semi-
interest elasticity is, the lower the overshooting effect.   

The short-run adjustment dynamics in the goods markets are obtained from 
combining equations (1) and (2), which results in: 

dlnP/dt = ’[ ’(lne-lnP)- (1+ )lnY# + ”  + ”lnv + *lnY* -(c+ ’)  + c (16) 

From equation (14) we have 

’ [ln e# - ln P#]= - ”  +[1+ ] lnY# - *lnY* +(c+ ’)  - c (17) 

and therefore we get in combination with (16): 

dlnP/dt = ’[ ’ (lne – lne#) – ’(lnP-lnP#)] (18) 

Inserting (12) in equation (11’) gives 

lne – lne# = (lnP# - lnP)/[ ’] -( / )[ßY#/K# - Y*K#) (19) 

If we assume that the foreign marginal product of capital is equal to the domes-
tic marginal product we get after inserting this result into (18): 

dlnP/dt = - ’( ’/ ’  + ’) (lnP - lnP#) =  - ”(lnP - lnP#). (20) 
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Here we have simply defined ’( ’/ ’  + ’)= ”. The above equation is (set-
ting P#=1) a homogeneous differential equation of first order and has the solution 

lnP(t) = C0 e’ – ”t (21) 

This implies (having solved for C0 by considering t=0): 

lnP(t)= lnP # + (lnP(0) – lnP#) e’ – ”t (22) 

Note that 

lne(t) = lne# +[ ’]-1 (lnP# - lnP) e’ – ”t (23) 

Thus we can state  

lne(t) = lne# + (lne(0) – lne#) e’ – ”t (24) 

The adjustment speed for the exchange rate variable is therefore the same as for 
the price level. Obviously, the adjustment speed ” is faster the higher ’ and ’
are (i.e., the faster goods market react to excess demand and the stronger trade and 
(foreign direct) investment react to the real exchange rate). The lower the semi-
interest elasticity of the demand for money ( ) and the slower the foreign ex-
change market reacts to divergences between the long run equilibrium value and 
the current exchange rate (parameter ), the faster the adjustment process of the 
price level towards the equilibrium price level. However, we have seen that low 
parameters  and ’ imply a large overshooting in case of a monetary supply 
shock so that these two parameters are ambivalent. If they are low, the overshoot-
ing effect will be large, but adjustment to the new equilibrium value will be fast. 
Foreign direct investment raises the adjustment speed. 

International coordination and the intervention rules of central banks will affect 
the adjustment parameter . There are some arguments that governments and in-
ternational institutions should work in favour of a high parameter , since this 
means only modest overshooting (and a slow adjustment speed). One may also ar-
gue that the presence of foreign investors will affect the learning parameter .

Information and Communication Technology and the Dornbusch 
Model 

How will the expansion of information and communication technology affect ex-
change rate dynamics and the overshooting/undershooting effects? The price ad-
justment speed in goods market is likely to decrease, as the global supply side 
elasticity in an internationally networked society will be relatively large, in par-
ticular in the field of digital services whose share in aggregate demand is likely to 
increase in time. Since ICT facilitates access to various kinds of financial market 
instruments, the interest elasticity of the demand for money may be expected to 
increase. Monetary overshooting problems should thus be reduced unless the 
learning speed in the field of exchange rate expectations should decrease. How-
ever, ICT might indeed facilitate the learning process in markets and hence ICT 
expansion will go along with a higher adjustment parameter  (concerns formation 
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of exchange rate expectations). This implies that ICT will lead to reduced over-
shooting problems; at the same time the adjustment speed to the new long run ex-
change rate equilibrium will slow down. From this perspective, the opportunities 
of an activist monetary policy have improved, namely in the sense that exchange 
rate overshooting problems are less severe than in the traditionally industrialized 
OECD countries. This holds all the more since one has to take into account that 
ICT expansion is equivalent to a positive supply shock which itself implies a 
dampening exchange rate movement. 

K.5.3 Conclusions 

Exchange rate overshooting depends on several parameters, including the learning 
dynamics of exchange rate expectations and the interest elasticity of the demand 
for money; the adjustment speed to the new equilibrium is influenced by the re-
sponsiveness of the trade balance and foreign direct investment. ICT and FDI will 
affect the nominal and real exchange rate dynamics. There are several arguments 
why FDI could reduce the problem of overshooting; from this perspective eco-
nomic globalization – in the sense of a rising share of FDI in overall investment – 
is likely to contribute to less exchange rate instability. If ICT for technological 
reasons is raising the learning speed in the foreign exchange market the size of 
overshooting is reduced, at the same time one might expect that ICT raises the 
price adjustment speed in goods markets which reinforces the speed of adjustment 
towards the new equilibrium. Monetary policy would then generate less over-
shooting than in the time of the Old Economy so that a more activist monetary 
policy could be considered. 

From an empirical perspective it would be important to find out more about the 
effect of the exchange rate regime on innovation dynamics. A fixed exchange rate 
regime basically transmits the domestic price level to those countries which have 
pegged the currency to the anchor country. If a fixed exchange rate regime helps 
to diffuse price stability worldwide – under the assumption that the anchor country 
pursues a stability-oriented monetary policy leading to a low inflation rate – firms 
in all countries might find it relatively easy to conduct R&D policies which re-
quire a long term perspective; bond maturities (as a proxy for the representative 
time horizon) are known to be relatively long in periods of low inflation rates. The 
counter-argument in favour of a flexible exchange rate regime is that it establishes 
full individual responsibility in monetary policy in each country so that the 
weighted world inflation rate could be lower under flexible exchange rates than in 
a system of a fixed exchange rate. However, there other aspects which are rather 
unclear: Will multinational companies be more active innovators in a system of 
fixed exchange rates than in a system of flexible exchange rates? More research is 
needed here. 

As regards regional integration several parameters of the (modified) Dornbusch 
model will be affected: The price adjustment parameter in goods markets should 
increase as this would be natural to expect in a single market – and to the extent 
that monetary union is reinforcing this adjustment speed the argument is even 
more valid. From a Eurozone perspective there is the crucial issue whether or not 
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dollar exchange rate volatility in the sense of overshooting risks will be reduced; 
indeed, less overshooting problems should be expected if regional integration – in 
particular monetary integration – raises the interest elasticity of the demand for 
money (in a monetary union one should expect more liquid alternatives to holding 
money than in fragmented national markets). Moreover, the learning speed (pa-
rameter ) in the foreign exchange market also should increase. The main risk oc-
curring in a monetary union involving countries with high sustained budget defi-
cits is that there is a considerable risk that tax rates will go up. If such tax 
increases are not mainly invested in the form of higher public investment – rela-
tive to GDP - and higher R&D expenditure-GDP ratios the impact on GNP could 
be negative in the long run; not least because an increasing share of GDP will ac-
crue to foreign investors (from country II) which will benefit from a real deprecia-
tion through cheaper access to the stock of capital abroad. 

Finally, one should notice that the expansion of ICT is likely to reinforce the 
role of foreign direct investment as firm-internal transaction and management 
costs are reduced. Thus the findings with respect to FDI are reinforced through the 
expansion information and communication technology. The logarithmic formula-
tion of the aggregate demand side suggested here should encourage new options to 
consistently develop macro models. Supply side shocks and product innovations 
will affect the exchange rate in the long run, and in a world economy with in-
creased innovation dynamics the respective topics need to further explored and 
also require additional empirical analysis. 
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Appendix K.1: Aspects of Transition and Trend Growth in a Setup 
with Technology Shifts 

We consider our refined neoclassical model with the standard Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function Y=Kß(AL)1-ß and an exogenous growth rate of technology (A; 
dlnA/dt=:a) and an exogenous growth rate of the population (n=dlnL/dt). We 
make the assumption that savings equals, S= s(1- )(1-hu)Y where u is the struc-
tural unemployment rate and h a positive parameter;  is the income tax rate. Im-
posing the equilibrium condition that gross investment (  is the depreciation rate) 
equals savings, that is dK/dt + K = S, we obtain the differential equation for 
k’=:K/(AL): 

dk’/dt = s(1- )(1-hu)k’ß –(n+a+ )k’ (AK.1) 

The steady state solution for the ratio of capital to labor in efficiency units is: 

k’# = {s(1- )(1-hu)/(n+a+ )}1/1-ß (AK.2) 

As regards transition dynamics of the Bernoulli equation (see Apendix G.4) for 
k’ – and similarly the dynamics for per capita income y - the transitory adjustment 
speed is given by (n+a+ )(1-ß) provided that we use the simplifying assumption 
that ß=0.5. If the unemployment rate negatively affects the rate of progress in such 
a way that we have a progress function a=a0-a#u (a0 is a kind of autonomous pro-
gress rate) the implication is that both the speed of adjustment towards the new 
steady state is reduced and the long run growth rate is reduced. Conversely, coun-
tries with high initial structural unemployment stand to benefit twice from reduc-
ing unemployment: First by achieving a higher speed of adjustment towards the 
new steady state and secondly by a higher trend growth rate. There is also a nega-
tive effect, namely the reduction in the level of the growth path. In the context of a 
modified quasi-monetarist Phillips curve this implies that a fall in the natural rate 
of unemployment will go along with a fall in the inflation rate which is consistent 
with Milton Friedman’s conjecture in his Nobel lecture. At the same time one 
should expect a one-off rise in the price level since the level of the growth path is 
reduced. 

Appendix K.2: Uncertainty, Savings and Product Innovations 

The impact of the expected yield (r) – and of the standard deviation  of the inter-
est rate - on consumption is ambiguous (DIXIT, 1991, p. 175). DIXIT considers 
an infinitely long living consumer who owns wealth A’ that earns a random total 
return (principal plus interest) of r per period; there is no other income.  

The impact of uncertainty depends on parameters of the consumption function 
which may differ – as emphasized here - across countries so that a rise of E(r) 
could raise the optimum consumption-wealth ratio C/A’ (C is consumption, A’ is 
net wealth) in country I while country II (foreign country) has a fall of the ratio of 
C*/A’*.  
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Before we consider the impact of product innovations we recall here the basic 
analysis of DIXIT who assumes the following utility function: 

U(C) = C 1-  /(1- );  >0 (Z.1) 

The utility discount factor ’=1/(1+r) and the objective over time is to maxi-
mize the mathematical expectation of the discounted present value of utility. In the 
initial period the household starts with wealth A’, if the household consumes C 
and saves A’-C his random wealth at the beginning of the following period will be 
r(A’-C). The Bellman Equation then leads to the following optimum: 

C/A’= {1- ’E[r1- ]}1/  (Z.2) 

Thus the optimal rule for consumption out of wealth is a proportional one, but 
the proportion critically depends on  and  and the distribution of the random 
variable . The special case of a lognormal distrubition of r - ln r is normally dis-
tributed with standard deviation  – yields the following result: 

E[r1- ] = {E[r])1- exp (- (1- ) 2/2)} (Z.3) 

Hence we get 

C/A’ = {1- ’E[r])1- exp (- (1- ) 2/2)}1/  (Z.4) 

Let us consider the case <1: A rise of E(r) – with  fixed – reduces the opti-
mum consumption-wealth ratio; a rise of  will raise this ratio. The opposite result 
holds if >1. If country I is characterized by <1 while II has >1 the asymmetric 
two-country model – in which the large economy (in a system of fixed exchange 
rates) dominates real interest rates in both countries - implies the following result 
of a rise of r* and r, respectively: As the desired ratio C/A’ has fallen while 
C*/A’* has increased abroad country I will run a current account surplus and 
country II a current account deficit: This could mean that country II acquires part 
of country I wealth through foreign direct investment. In this case monetary policy 
in country II causes an international reallocation of wealth.   

Role of Product Innovation on the Consumption-Wealth Ratio 

In addition to the analysis of DIXIT (1991) we may consider the particular role of 
 more closely. Here let us assume that  is below unity in both countries and that 

there is a wave of product innovations which raises  so that consumers get a 
higher benefit from C(t). How will this affect the optimum C/A’? Let us assume 
that C/A’ is close to unity (that is ’ E[r1- ] is close to zero) so that we obtain: 

ln(C/A’)  -(1/ ) ’E[r1- ] = -(1/ ) ’{E[r])1- exp (- (1- ) 2/2)} (Z.5) 

dln(C/A’)/d  = (1/ 2) {E[r])1-  exp (- (1- ) 2/2) -(1/ )

- (1- )(1/ )  {E[r])- e xp (- (1- ) 2/2)}

(Z.6) 
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+ (1- ) 2/2)(1/ )  {E[r])1- exp (- (1- ) 2/2)} 

= {(1/ )-(1- )+ (1- ) 2/2)} -1 ’E[r])1- exp (- (1- ) 2/2) 

Therefore the sign of dln(C/A’)/d  depends only on the expression {(1/ )-(1-
)+ (1- ) 2/2)} and it holds that  

{(1/ )+(1- )[-1+ (1- ) 2/2]}>0  dln(C/A’) /d (Z.7) 

We can see that >1 – the critical case for the impact of a change of E(r) and of 
 – is not generally leading to a switch of the sign of dln(C/A)/d ; the sign for this 

impact multiplier is less likely to be positive than in the case of <1. 
Let us return to our standard case of <1. If the variance of the interest rate be-

comes critically large the expression (Z.7) always is positive for the assume pa-
rameter range 0< <1. And conversely: if the variance 2 is relatively small product 
innovations will reduce the ratio of C/A’. If we assume that product innovations 
will go along with a higher expected real interest rate and a higher standard devia-
tion – more product innovations indeed could imply a higher variance of the fail-
ure rate of firms (over time) so that the variance of bond prices and hence that of 
interest rates will increase –the impact of product innovations on C/A’ is unclear 
as three impulses are overlapping. Thus we have an interesting empirical issue 
where clarification is needed not least with respect to the link between product in-
novations and E(r) and the variance of r, respectively. As a hypothesis (assuming a 
priori <1) one may state that a higher rate of product innovations raises both r 
and the variance of r; if the variance effect – raising the ratio C/A’ - dominates the 
effect of the rise of E(r) the net effect would be a rise of the consumption-wealth 
ratio provided that there is no sufficiently strong offsetting effect through the rise 
of .

Appendix K.3: A Macro-Model with Unemployment and Endogenous 
Taxation 

We now want to focus on an economy with expected unemployment rate u where 
the unemployed – the difference between (one period ahead) expected supply L’s

and expected labor demand L’d - get a transfer which by assumption is proportion-
ate to current per capita income y = y’A (y’=:Y/[AL] where A is the level of tech-
nology and Y is real income); we basically assume that unemployment insurance 
pays an income replacement ratio U’ is in the interval 0,1. Hence the government 
budget – with government consumption and tax revenues denoted by G and T, re-
spectively - is given by 

G + [L’s -L’d]U’y’A = T (X.1) 

With  and  denoting the ratio of G/Y and T/Y, respectively, we can write:  

Y + [Ls -Ld]U’y’A = Y (X.2) 
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Denoting population (or workforce) by L and using the definition u’ =: (L’s-L’d)/L 
and y’=:Y/(AL) we get 

y' + u’U’y’ = y’ (X.3) 

Therefore we get for the tax rate :

 =  + u”U’ (X.5) 

The tax rate is the higher the higher  and the higher the replacement ratio U’ 
and the higher the expected unemployment rate u’ is; note that u’ is at first consid-
ered to be exogenous and basically is determined by past wage policies and pro-
ductivity dynamics. 

We assume that consumption C=cY(1- ) or equivalently C/[AL]= cy’[1- ]. The 
investment output ratio =: I/Y (I is investment) is assumed to depend on the ex-
pected unemployment rate u’ and the real interest rate r (the partial derivative of 
with respect to r is assumed to be negative); as regards the impact of the expected 
unemployment rate u’ we assume that a rise of the expected unemployment rate 
stimulates capital deepening (positive parameter ’) and hence the investment rate 
to a certain extent, but that u’ also has a dampening effect (parameter ”) on the 
investment output ratio: Hence we have  = ’u’ – ”’u’- rr. The import function 
J=jY and the real exchange rate q*=:eP*/P. Therefore the goods market is charac-
terized by the equation  

Y[1- c(1- )- - (u’, r)+q*j] = xY* (X.6) 

Y* denotes foreign real income and exports X=x(…)Y* so that we obtain after di-
vision by AL: 

y’[1- c(1- )- - +q*j] = x’y’*(A*L*/AL) (X.7) 

The level of technology at home and abroad is considered as exogenous as is 
the population in both countries. Taking logarithms (while assuming that c(1- )-
+ -+ (u’, r) -q*j=:z to be close to zero so that we use the approximation ln[1+z] 

z) we can write: 

lny’ = c[1- ] +  + (…)-q*j(lnq*) + lnx’ +ln y’* + ln(A*L*/AL) (X.8) 

We can write the condition for a goods market equilibrium as follows (where 
x”=: lnx/ u’>0, x”’= lnx/ (A/A*; the import ratio j is linearize as j= j’lnq* 
where j’=: j/ lnq*): 

lny’= c-c(1- –u’U’) +  - rr + ”u’ – ”’u’ –q*j’lnq*+ 

+ x”u’+x”’(A/A*)+lny’*+ln(A*L*/AL)ISU curve) 

(X.9) 

The parameters x” and x”’ are assumed to be positive; with respect to u’ the 
implication is that firms intensify activities in exports markets as soon as they an-
ticipate a rise of future unemployment and hence less opportunities to sell in do-
mestic markets.  
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As regards the money market we assume that the demand for money is a posi-
tive function of income and the expected unemployment rate (as regards the latter 
we partly follow ARTUS, 1995: however, here not current unemployment but ex-
pected unemployment is relevant) and a negative function of the nominal interest 
rate. The money market equilibrium is given by 

[M/P]/[AL] = y’  (1+u’) ’ e’- ’i (X.10) 

Hence

lnM – ln P – lnA – lnL = lny’ + ’u’ – ’i MU curve) (X.11) 

The current account equilibrium under flexible exchange rates – with Q’ denot-
ing real net capital imports (depending on domestic yield i, foreign yield and 
A/A*) and J’ denoting net imports which are assumed to be a positive function of 
lnY and a negative function of u, q* and lnY* - is given by 

Q’(i, i*+E(dlne/dt), A/A*) = J’(lnq*,lny’, lny’*,u) (X.12) 

If the expected depreciation rate E(dlne/dt) is assumed to be zero and net capi-
tal imports (Q’ is assumed to be a positive function of i*, A/A*) and the net im-
ports function (J’) are linearized we can write in a world without inflation the con-
dition for equilibrium in the foreign exchange market as: 

Q’rr+Q’rr*+Q A/A*=J’q*dlnq*+J’y’lny’+J’y*lny’*+J’u’u’ (ZZU) (X.13) 

lny’ space the slop of the ZZU curve is positive. 
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